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INTRODUCTION 
 

 

 

In 1591, the puritan radical William Hacket committed a significant act of secular 

iconoclasm under the frenzy of divine revelation and a belief in his “extraordinary 

calling”.1 His target was a large panel depicting the coat of arms of Queen Elizabeth I of 

England that was mounted in front of Hacket’s lodging place in London’s Knightrider 

Street at Blackfriars. “Commaunded by God” to do it – as he would later confess during 

his trial − the determined radical pierced the eyes of the red dragon and the lion, the 

two figures that traditionally supported the armorial composition or achievement 

associated with the Tudor rulers (Figure 1).2 The cross depicted on top of the arched 

royal crown that surmounted the shield was carefully scratched off in like manner.3 

Three years earlier, another faction of puritans had targeted similar ensigns armorial 

mounted in a church at Bury St Edmunds in the county of Suffolk, albeit in a less 

destructive yet just as meaningful way.4 While leaving the icons of royalty untouched, 

derogatory verses calling Elizabeth a Jezebel who distracted men from their religious 

duties, were affixed next to her shield and supporters. The prominence of the images 

themselves as the marks of rightful monarchy were not questioned, but the behaviour of 

the temporal possessor behind them was severely criticized in the discursive additions.5       

In its public manifestation, the royal escutcheon was usually considered a true token 

of legitimate kingship. Few would contest the view that the existence of these heraldic 

images of royalty proclaimed rightful dynastic rulership over the community of subjects, 

many of whose illiterate state of mind was definitely attracted by the outward splendour 

of rule.6 Having lost the practical function of chivalrous identification by the end of the 

Middle Ages, armorial images, it is often stated, must have been submerged in the 

swollen atmosphere of novel Renaissance imagery and the imposing display of the 

baroque era.7 Intuitively, with our modern perspective definitely conditioned by the 

present-day persuasive methods of astute marketers and the machinery of political spin, 

                                                           
1
 Hacket’s beliefs, his prophetic career and his subsequent trial is analysed in detail in: A. Walsham, 

‘“Frantick Hacket”: Prophecy, Sorcery, Insanity, and the Elizabethan Puritan Movement’, The Historical 

Journal, 41 (1998), 27-66. 
2 On the royal achievement under the Tudors, see: J. H. Pinches & R. V. Pinches, The Royal Heraldry of 

England, London, 1974, 127-56. 
3
 [Richard Cosin], Conspiracie, for Pretended Reformation: viz. Presbyteriall Discipline. A Treatise 

discovering the late designments and courses held for advancement thereof, by William Hacket, Yeoman, 

Edmund Coppinger, and Henry Arthington…, London, 1591, 63. Cosin’s copy of the depositions were 

later published in: John Strype, Annals of the Reformation and establishment of religion and other various 

occurrences in the Church of England, during Queen Elizabeth’s happy reign, Oxford, 1824, IV, 97-101. 
4 Since the reign of Edward IV (†1483), the English royal arms were systematically installed or painted in 

parochial churches, replacing the rood screen and crucifix, see: M. Cautley, Royal Arms and 

Commandments in Our Churches, Ipswich, 1934. 
5 Strype, Annals of the Reformation, III.1, 176-7. 
6 Cf. J. N. King, Tudor Royal Iconography: Literature and Art in an Age of Religious Crisis, Princeton, 

1989. 
7 See footnote n° 140 of this introduction. 
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we tend to recognize such remnants from the monarchical past as bygone channels that 

mainly propagated the ideals of an aristocratic elite. The bearings of rulers in particular, 

are held to have rallied support for the royal cause, identified patrimonial property and 

− very basically put − persuaded easily impressed masses with their omnipresent 

magnificence. Purportedly invented by heralds and propagandists in the service of great 

and haughty princes, they either aimed at promoting the regal dominance of a court 

society to the outer world or, if their complicated iconography was explained in almost 

esoteric terms, struck the note of empty flattery.  

Hacket’s startling gestures against the English royal arms as a material object of power 

make such attractive, ready-made explanation unsatisfying in several respects. The 

violence hurled against Elizabeth’s abstract representation chimed with other 

meaningful acts that operated far beyond mere public profiling. As such, it exposed 

much larger concerns than simply disrespect for Elizabethan policy. For instance, 

witnesses of his crimes later testified about the additional discovery of a truthful picture 

of the queen, stabbed through the heart with an iron stake.8 Accusations of very harmful 

sympathetic magic were uttered. What was more, these attacks against the queen’s 

images turned out to be part of a wider “secret” conspiracy, unravelled through the 

reported preaching and pseudo-prophetic cunning of this self-proclaimed messiah and 

                                                           
8 [Cosin], Conspiracie , 63.; Strype, Annals of the Reformation, IV, 97. 

 

Figure 1.  Coat of arms Elizabeth I in St Thomas Becket Church Salisbury, late 16th 
century. © http://roadeveron.blogspot.be 
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his two disciples. The men aimed at the introduction of Presbyterianism in the English 

church, the eradication of obstructive “infidels”, the impeachment or royal counsellors 

acting in ecclesiastical matters, and – not in the least – the physical assassination of the 

sovereign herself.9  

When the Privy Council confronted Hacket with these allegations in July 1591, he 

strongly insisted that his deeds had been divinely sanctioned. Answering his prosecutors 

as a lawful king-prophet, he claimed to have been “mooved thereunto inwardly by the 

spirit, to take away her [Elizabeth’s] whole power of her authoritie”.10 The aggression 

towards the representative sign thus directly addressed the majesty of the queen herself. 

Ritually removing the idolatrous ornaments of their former owner while leaving intact 

the age-old quartering on the central shield, he in a certain sense assumed the arms for 

himself, thereby staking a claim to “the Crowne of Englande” because “her Maiestie had 

forfaited her Crowne”.11 During his interrogation he confessed this specific intention in 

a somewhat inconsistent way: lions and dragons were explained by him as the 

embodiments of oppressive and blasphemous transgressions afflicting “Gods people” 

under Tudor rule. Therefore, the “wicked” council of the queen was to be removed and 

replaced by officers of his own picking, heralding a new era of truly reformed religion.12 

Although an isolated act committed by an individual of questionable mental health, 

the puritan’s heraldic defamation was clearly no act of gratuitous vandalism against the 

established government – ergo an unfavourable or unsuccessful reception of a 

propagandist message embedded. The construction of meaning behind the single action 

was more complex than that. His targets were very carefully chosen. Instead of erasing 

the complete achievement, the attack was selectively conducted against these 

components signifying the person of the queen and the Tudor dynasty, whereas the 

cross set on the crown reminded him of “popish” idolatry.13 A similar selectiveness can 

be noted in the older incident at Bury St Edmunds, imbuing an official display with a 

subversive meaning by combining it with new discourse.  

How insignificant such singular anecdotes might seem at first sight, a reasoned 

ideological programme of renewal provided the main motivation. Hacket himself was 

hailed by his supporters as an alternative monarch with an universal calling; a “king of 

Europe” or even “king of the worlde” who had to obeyed by all other princes.14 They 

did not renounce the English Monarchy it itself, but strove to purify the political 

community of an apostate temporal member who had – at least in their eyes – forfeited 

her crown. On the basis of this subversive proof, Hacket was subsequently tried for 

“maliciously & traitorously, compassing, imagining, devising, and intending the 

deprivation and deposing of our said Soveraigne Ladie Elizabeth, from her honor and 

royall name of the Imperial Crowne of this Realme of England”.15 Degraded through a 

                                                           
9 Walsham, ‘“Frantick Hacket”’. 
10 [Cosin], Conspiracie , 61. 
11 Ibid., 62. 
12 Ibid., 61.;  
13 Pinches & Pinches, The Royal Heraldry, 133, 140, 154-6. 
14 [Cosin], Conspiracie, 61-63. 
15 Ibid., 65. 
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similar rite of violent yet purposeful defamation, he was publicly hanged, drawn and 

quartered near Cheapside Cross on 28 July.16        

 

 

 

APPROPRIATING THE ARMORIAL MATTER OF STATE 

 

This curious case can be placed next to numerous other early modern incidents with 

public specimen of the royal escutcheon or its dispersed symbolism. Exceptionally 

documented and contextualized, it brings up some surprising aspects that do not fit well 

into an interpretation of the heraldic representation of kingship that draws from all-too-

easy assumptions about social identification, self-promotion and orderly scripted image-

building. Making a comparison with modern experiences of the visual, including 

widespread logos, branding, and national symbols, seems problematic as well. The 

public exchange between destruction, selective appropriation, and ideological 

construction, moreover, defies often used explanatory categories like the traditional 

semiotic model of communication or the persuasion of public opinion. Nor is it just an 

instance of the whimsical nature of public reception.  

If such, at first sight, negligible anecdotes are taken seriously, they allow us to isolate 

some principal features that will constitute the central issues and themes of this study. 

In the first place, the vignette documents that abstract forms of royal representation, 

like royal heraldry, were widely dispersed and much better understood than we are 

inclined to think today. All too often regarded as highly hermetical, individuals of 

diverse social backgrounds actually had access to them. They also recognized them as 

princely images and were able to attach importance to them − albeit not always in an 

approved manner. The almost chirurgical, iconoclastic intervention in Knightrider Street 

shows that an illiterate popular prophet, a man from humble upbringing in 

Northamptonshire, was surprisingly well acquainted with the visual (and tactile) 

conveyors of princely authority.17 Hacket clearly knew what the different parts of an 

armorial composition portrayed and appropriated them as the material actualization of 

his own, somewhat distorted, mental universe.  

In second instance, and largely coinciding with the above, meaning was not 

necessarily imparted on the explicit initiative of the ruler or his specialized entourage of 

artists, ritualists or officers of arms. Heraldic imagery widely circulated on coinage, 

printed media, and daily commodities, as well as being affixed to spatial constructions. 

It could easily be created outside the centralized production of grand portraits of state, 

monumental allegories of power, and the short-lived props of dynastic ceremonial. 

Therefore, it seems likely that royal arms escaped the growing governmental aspiration 

of image control, notwithstanding the existence of written or inarticulate conventions 

about their proper format and means of public display. Although often assumed 

otherwise in present-day literature and even in the leading manuals of the age, 

                                                           
16 Walsham, ‘“Frantick Hacket”’, 28-29. 
17 On Hacket’s social background, see: Ibid., 27. 
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interpretation and adaptation was no monopoly of professionalized heraldists. Even 

those men who were not at all acquainted with erudite explanations about their origin − 

which was probably the case for Hacket and associates − could make sense of the signs 

in more or less impromptu performances centring on a tangible dimension.   

This unavoidably conjures up a third, in many ways vital, observation that any sound 

appraisal of the impact of the phenomenon has to address: apart from being highly 

stylized imagery, ensigns armorial likewise appeared in the guise of material objects. So 

their function or versatility cannot be parted from one’s access to its spatial location. 

Such seems self-evident, yet because the majority of heraldic remnants have disappeared 

over time, their material essence is often overlooked. Previous studies mostly focused on 

the general, the normative, the iconographic, the issues of provenance, but not on how 

the symbols attracted attention or what precisely shaped an individual’s behaviour 

towards them. Nonetheless, the above episode suggests that instead of an accurate 

decrypting of transmitted messages about the fortunes of the polity, rather diffuse issues 

of veneration, recognition or (dis)respect were at stake as well. In that light there was a 

strong parallel with the realm of the sacred where the visual and material stimulated a 

sense of belonging to a community of believers, regardless of whether the intricacies of 

theological dogma really “persuaded” the average person.18  

In addition, an insistence on the actual physical proportions of images enables a 

better understanding of how visual objects themselves actually participated in the 

process – a largely unexplored subject in the thematic studies on princely 

representations. To some extent, their typical configuration and public exposure 

encouraged – or obstructed – the degree of instrumentality that could be ascribed to 

them.19 This is not to deny the decisive influence of human actors. But, as will be argued 

throughout the following analysis, the sign also created, by its very nature, a condition 

that lay beyond the original intentions of the inventor or manipulator. Hacket’s selective 

appropriation was only possible insofar as Elizabeth’s escutcheon, exhibited in front of 

his dwelling, distinctly mixed up timeworn English kingship with Tudor dynasticism.              

In the fourth and final place comes the subversive agenda that underlay these 

examples. This is indeed a very important point of interest if the aim is to get a grip on 

the contribution of regal heraldry to the early modern creation of authority. Apparently, 

it was Hacket’s belief that the outward insignia really constituted and incarnated 

sovereign majesty. He consequently justified the violence as a necessary purge of the 

fundaments of the political fabric. The stabbing and scratching of the arms and portrait 

was thus a ritualized aggression against the powers and associations they literally 

embodied. In this rude desecration, which certainly horrified observers – the puritan 

prophet bragged that he would have behaved even more destructive “had it not bene 

for disquieting his hostesse where he lay, because when shee found it, she was very 

angrie therewith”20 –, the escutcheon and picture were both violently validated as 

                                                           
18 Cf. J. Bossy, Christianity in the West, 1400-1700, Oxford, 1985, 57-75. 
19

 Theoretical reflections in: B. Latour, Reassembling the Social. An Introduction to Actor-Network 

Theory, Oxford, 2005, 63-86. 
20 [Cosin], Conspiracie, 61-2. 
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repositories of the same person’s dignified and transcendent authority. Contemporary 

explanations of the deed used a language of lively correspondences that was seemingly 

at odds with general suppositions about how heraldry primarily reflected a static social 

universe.21 On the contrary, the irreverent gesture claimed to reform this innate 

structure. Actions were furthermore motivated by an alternative religio-political 

programme that was not at all the official ideology of state. Discourse interacted with 

display; and discursive performance with well-argued theory. Restricting attention solely 

to doctrines of power at the top would neglect a great deal of this interplay.    

So, by and large, what at first glance might look like a not that relevant footnote in a 

history of disobedience, actually hints at a deeper involvement of abstract visual genres 

in a shifting political process. They effectively functioned insofar as a significance was 

ascribed to it. Interpretative actions directed their relevance along a number of 

situational factors. Instead of being an immobile repository of status, concrete practices 

made it a powerful component of changeable political affairs.22 Following this 

realization, the description of the royal coat of arms as a solid signal of authority leaves 

the historian with an unsatisfied feeling. That same “authority” not at all appears to have 

been an uncontested faculty with an objective existence, expressed through 

unambiguous media. On the contrary, it was something debatable, vulnerable and 

reciprocal, that had to be carefully nurtured.23  

Although formally the possession and referent of the head of state, the sovereign 

arms were in reality subjected to constant modification. The way they worked seems a 

complex interplay of visions and stakeholders. As such, this invokes many important 

considerations about the particularities of regal heraldry in relation to other genres of 

political imagery, their diffusion in society, the way they were treated, those who were 

involved, and most notably their association with the prevailing principles of rulership. 

In order to tackle these topics, the present study will investigate the role that the 

heraldic played in the political culture of the early modern monarchy. By taking the 

above listed preliminary observations on board – accessibility, creative action from 

below, materiality and correspondence − my aim is to approach monarchical armorial 

symbolism, in its the widest sense, as a dynamic set of codes, instruments and gestures 

that were constantly interpreted and reinterpreted to serve specific needs. It was this 

process, as we will see at length, that comprised the phenomenon’s political relevance.   

Purposeful instrumentalization intersected with diverging stakes, and thereby 

continually generated new meaning. This adapted the misleadingly solid signals to 

specific circumstances within the limits posed by representative formula. Along the 

way, the government’s attempts to monopolize the heraldic expression interfaced with 

quite different notions of “authority”, “sovereignty” and “dynasty”. It will be my 

contention that debates about the exact attributes belonging to the sovereign defined, 

produced or modified, so to speak, the foundations of the political order. Those 

                                                           
21 On heraldic semiotics, see: B. A. Ragen, ‘Semiotics and Heraldry’, Semiotica, 100(1994), 5-34. 
22

 P. Burke, ‘Performing History: The Importance of Occasions’, Rethinking History, 9(2005), 35-52. 
23 B. Latour, ‘The Powers of Association’, in: J. Law, ed., Power, Action and Belief. A New Sociology of 

Knowledge, London, 1986, 271-6. 
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involved took for granted that there existed a virtually organic connection between the 

external insignia and the power they visualized. Opposite convictions about the 

character of statecraft and sovereignty crystallized into particular traditions and ditto 

performances.  

Because the exercise of authority was in essence a process of negotiation, the 

ongoing visual adaptation and its capacity to align or reject multiple stakes had its part 

in formation of the state. Both the tendencies of construction and deconstruction were 

translated in a remarkable attention for the (re)design of outward abstract imagery. By 

the same token, obtaining a more or less equitable balance between symbolic 

interpretations was imperative to guarantee the stability among political associations. 

Given the many inherent contradictions, such efforts were not exclusively initiated from 

above. They rather involved a wide array of opinionated actors whose actions helped to 

uphold the multifaceted reality. Hence, it will be argued that the obstinate process of 

appropriation contributed, to a great extent, to the making of a precarious hierarchized 

community.    

In short, the central question that drives this research can be more fully formulated as 

follows: How did different instances apply a very specific form of political iconography 

– characterized by a palpable omnipresence in the daily grind as well as by a diffuse 

ideological framework that, more than ever, thrived in a booming print culture − 

according to the political needs of the moment? To put it otherwise, what were the 

primary motivations, mechanisms and aims behind process(es) of heraldic 

appropriation? Once these layered processes are monitored, the connection of these 

signs to monarchical authority can be questioned in a new light. What can the 

interaction of abstract royal symbolism with the elusive principles that framed 

monarchical authority tell us about the construction of power? In what capacity did the 

appropriation of regal insignia influence the formulation of policy? Inescapably, this also 

invokes the problem of the constraints of acts of instrumentalization.      

Some clarification of the main concept can be useful before further delineating the 

subject matter and the historiographical import of the theme. The cultural model of 

appropriation included various forms of interpretation and adaptation. There was a 

broad spectrum wherein something could be completely altered or where a previous 

use or significance was almost completely retained.24 It is therefore not really 

convenient to adopt a strict definition of the concept, letting the examples speak for 

themselves instead. Timing, context, modalities and results were rather open questions 

that have to be addressed. Even so, we have to keep in mind that “appropriation” was 

always a very active process, not just a takeover of prefabricated values from above. It 

could be an act of creative resistance, yet could also fashion something anew without, 

by definition, deliberately resisting a meaning forcefully imposed by others (the 

existence of a “cultural” or “political good” is a prerequisite). Thus, it was not only a 

field of activity for subordinate groups, but leading actors likewise fell back on forms of 

                                                           
24 W. Frijhoff, ‘Toeëigening: van bezitsdrang naar betekenisgeving’, Trajecta, 6(1997), 99-118.; K. Ashley 

& V. Plesch, ‘The Cultural Processes of “Appropriation”’, Journal of Medieval and Early Modern Studies, 

32(2002), 1-15.  
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appropriation.25 At heart is the contention that meaning was not given, but created in 

the social dialogue. This research shall combine the making of meaning in heraldic 

discourse with the performative functions of display.  

Signification occurred through the public exhibition of royal bearings. Not just the 

iconography proved meaningful in that respect. Because the sign manifested itself on 

different material supports, certain ritualized acts were likely to cause new 

connotations. Furthermore, ideological conceptions conditioned the mental atmosphere 

wherein political significance was perceived. These were either developed in learned 

treatises and other literary media or by interlacing the material artefact with textual 

mottoes and signifiers, like in the above-cited Suffolk case. The rapid rise in popularity 

of an emblematical mode of thinking in the course of the sixteenth century further 

intensified a literary assimilation of the particles of sight.26  

Treatises on heraldry provide the core source for any investigation into this 

exchange. Manuals and theoretical dissertations on the art were written from the 

fourteenth century onwards.27 While they initially were confined to a milieu of 

specialists relying on manuscript copies of the same basic narratives, the revolution of 

the printing press hugely multiplied the available texts. Knowledge on composition 

began to circulate on a wider scale, reaching out to those men keen on advancing their 

social profile.28 Ideas about the social and political value of ensigns armorial were 

integrated in legal compendia and in larger, instructive works on honour and chivalrous 

conduct.29 These were published next to smaller and relatively cheap guides, explaining 

basic principles with a more practical finality in mind.  

Definitely bringing a common familiarity with such codes to the surface, specialized 

tracts, however, are not that suited to study the appropriation of regal exponents. When 

the bearings of the sovereign are scrutinized, brief descriptions repeat their standard 

                                                           
25 Frijhoff, ‘Toeëigening’, 104-9.; Ashley & Plesch, ‘“Appropriation”’, 1-2, 4-6. The binary “model of 

diffusion” which explains appropriation as a creative response towards a predetermined dominant culture 

that was imposed from above has to be nuanced. It was certainly a two-way path, wherein the dominant 

players likewise had to make meaning through appropriation. Cf. Latour, ‘The Powers of Association’, 

266-9. 
26 M. Praz, Studies in seventeenth-century imagery, Rome 1964.; Campa, P. F., ‘The Space between 

Heraldry and the Emblem: The Case of Spain’, in: P. M. Daly, ed., Emblem Scholarship: Directions and 

Developments. A Tribute to Gabriel Hornstein, Turnhout, 2005, 51-81. 
27

 C. Boudreau, L’héritage symbolique des hérauts d’armes: dictionnaire encyclopédique de 

l’enseignement du blason ancien (XIVe-XVIe siècle), 3 vol., Paris, 2006.; T. Hiltmann, Spätmittelalterliche 

Heroldskompendien. Referenzen adeliger Wissenskultur in Zeiten gesellschaftlichen Wandels (Frankreich 

und Burgund 15. Jahrhundert, München, 2011.; P. B. Valverde Ogallar, Manuscritos y heráldica en el 

tránsito a la modernidad: el libro de armería de Diego Hernández de Mendoza, unpublished doctoral 

dissertation, Universidad Complutense de Madrid, 2001. 
28

 J. F. R. Day, ‘Primers of Honor: Heraldry, Heraldry Books, and English Renaissance Literature’, The 

Sixteenth Century Journal, 21(1990), 93-103.; P. Palasi, Jeux de cartes et jeux de l’oie héraldiques aux 

XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles. Une pédagogie ludique en France sous l’Ancien Régime, Paris, 2000. 
29

 G. Sabatier, Claude-François Ménestrier: les jésuites et le monde des images, Paris, 2009. On the 

interest in heraldry cultivated in the rich erudite culture of early modern France, there is now: G. Mayaud, 

L’érudition héraldique au XVIIe siècle: la question des origines des armoiries, unpublished doctoral 

dissertation, École Nationale des Chartes, 2013. Unfortunately, I was not able to consult this recent, 

unpublished study.  
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appearances and exemplary position among the other marks of esteem. Short normative 

prescriptions and densely repeated common wisdoms are prevalent. Another restriction 

is that specialized treatises were unevenly spread geographically, both in number and 

character. A relatively dense amount of textbooks on the subject circulating in the 

French speaking areas compares unfavourably with the small amount of exclusively 

heraldic publications in the Hispanic world, where the genre merged early in the 

sixteenth century with essays and compilations on genealogy, virtue and noble honour 

(the so-called nobiliarios).30 Armorials or contemporary collections of coats of arms are 

interesting sources as they tried to arrange complicated realities in lucid hierarchized 

categories, but are most of the time void of any explanatory indications. This makes it 

difficult to reconstruct context and purposes.31 For the early modern period, such 

enumerative compilations – finding printed adaptations in, for instance, ornate armorial 

charts (Figure 2) –, erudite commentaries and miscellaneous heraldic documents are 

badly catalogued. So far as they could be traced, they have been used in this research as 

indicators of the imaginative relations of a rich symbolic field with their regal apogees. 

They equally turned out to be useful to identify a number of scattered royal grants of 

arms as well.32  

Among this hybrid literature, contemporary works entirely dedicated to the history 

and symbolism of the king’s achievement were rather uncommon. Nonetheless, these 

provide the backbone for examining the tactics of discursive adaptation, as such 

deliberate explanations were always written in view of a clear purpose. More so than 

general manuals, their inception can be related to politically laden events, either having 

to do with foreign encounters or domestic affairs. The French fleurs de lis attracted a 

small but lively tradition in that regard,33 while elsewhere similar issues were included in 

more broader treatments of governmental and emblematical matters. Limiting the 

                                                           
30

 G. Saffroy, Bibliographie généalogique, héraldique et nobiliaire de la France, Paris, 1868-1988.; J. 

Guigard, Bibliothèque héraldique de la France, Paris, 1861.; Jacques Lelong & Fevret de Fontette, 

Bibliothèque historique de la France, vol. 2, Paris, 1769, 756-58.; Thomas Gore, Catalogus in certa capita, 

seu classes alphabetico ordine concinnatus, plerorumque omnium authorum (tam antiquorum quam 

recentiorum) qui de re heraldica Latinè, Gallicè, Italicè, Hispanicè, Germanicè, Anglicè, scripserunt, 

Oxford, 1674.; G. Gatfield, Guide to printed books and manuscripts relating to English and foreign 

heraldry an genealogy, London, 1892.; Gerhardi Ernesti De Franckenau, Bibliotheca Hispanica. Historico-

Genealogico-Heraldica, Leipzig, 1676-1749.; C. M. Vigil, Heráldica Asturiana y Catalogo Armorial de 

España, Oviedo, 1892.  
31

 T. Hiltmann, ‘Potentialities and Limitations of Medieval Armorials as Historical Source. The 

Representation of Hierarchy and Princely Rank in Late Medieval Collections of Arms in France and 

Germany’, in: T. Huthwelker, J. Peltzer & M. Wemhöner, eds., Princely Rank in late Medieval Europe. 

Trodden Paths and Promising Avenues, Ostfildern, 2011, 157-98.; T. Huthwelker, Die Darstellung des 

Rangs in Wappen und Wappenrollen des späten Mittelalters, Ostfildern 2013. A typology of these sources 

in: M. Pastoureau, Les armoiries, Turnhout, 1976. 
32 A valuable overview in: J.-P. Gérard, Repertoire des ressources généalogiques et héraldiques du 

departement des manuscrits de la Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Versailles, 2003.; B. Municio 

Cristobal & L. Garcia Cubero, Bibliografía Heráldico-Genealógico-Nobiliaria de la Biblioteca Nacional de 

Madrid: impresos, Madrid, 1958.; B. Municio Cristobal & L. Garcia Cubero, Bibliografía Heráldico-

Genealógico-Nobiliaria de la Biblioteca Nacional de Madrid: manuscritos, Madrid, 1992. 
33 Saffroy, Bibliographie généalogique, héraldique et nobiliaire.; Lelong & de Fontette, Bibliothèque 

historique, 756-8. 
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approach to this obvious, all in all fairly concentrated material would underestimate the 

extensive impact of thinking about the abstract emblems of kingship on a 

heterogeneous literary culture. Heraldic discourses were likewise resumed and 

cultivated in works of general historiography, emblem books, apologetic pamphlets, 

ephemeral leaflets, and publications with a prophetic slant.34 All these used armorial 

arguments according to the possibilities of the genre, without per se being monitored 

by the authorities. Objectives were dependent on physical and intellectual accessibility 

and, as such, worked on different levels of understanding. Yet, taken as isolated types 

these texts say very little about actual practice and about the diffusion of the signs of 

power in the public sphere.  

  Because a full, comprehensive study of the heraldic patrimony of two monarchies in 

the early modern era is unfeasible, there is the potential threat that the investigation 

                                                           
34 See for instance the discussion in: R. Taylor, The political prophecy in England, New York, 1911, 4-5, 

110-4, 134-56. 

 

 

Figure 2.  J. B. Zangrius, Representation de l'ancienne et souveraine duché de Brabant, Leuven, 1600. The 
arms of the Archdukes Albert and Isabella stand at the pinnacle of the duchy's symbolic order. © Wikimedia 
Commons 
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might settle for a superficial enumeration of some conspicuous heraldic attributes. Our 

central question, however, requires a more in-depth appraisal, covering ideologically 

motivated behaviour. In order to ensure that the processes of appropriation and 

adaptation to specific contexts get due attention, a thematic selection will highlight a 

series of representative micro studies. Because the precise mechanisms and strategies 

are pre-eminently visible when images were openly questioned, moments of tension 

serve as a guideline. Coat of arms displayed on seals, monuments and other commodities 

hardly spoke about their impact on authority in a situation of routine. Nevertheless, on 

the micro level of sudden interruptions, as reflected in learned polemics, incidents of 

heraldic iconoclasm or heated disputes regarding the usurpation of arms − between 

monarchs and their subjects, as well as between fellow sovereigns − they suddenly 

reveal themselves as matters of interest and even as political actors.35  

Some of the chosen cases have already been signalled in the disparate, factual 

contributions of heraldists.36 As the historical context is often missing in their 

descriptive overviews, a revision is much needed. To date, there were no real attempts 

to confront these case studies in a comparative perspective and to integrate them into 

the flourishing research on princely representations. Attentively reconstructed on the 

basis of judicial documents, chronicles, reports of ceremonial and diplomatic 

correspondence, the selected controversies expose the entanglement between a real life 

experience with the signs and the ideologies contained in discursive explanations. This 

can moreover be supplemented with relevant iconographic and visual sources, giving 

substance to the contemporary arguments employed. The confrontation of display with 

discourse in a climate of crisis yields much information about the function and timing of 

appropriation, together with clarifying insights on changing attitudes. Recurring 

mechanisms and long-term evolutions are better elucidated in the details of particular 

examples. The choice for two of the great West European monarchies might come over 

as bizarre and even stereotypical in this regard. Yet contrary to smaller middling states, 

dynastic newcomers, or alternative forms of political organization, the internal contrasts 

and opposite visions are better documented for regimes with a long record of service. 

Leaving that aside, we should not forget that these “well established” crowns were not 

spared domestic upheavals and mutual rivalry either.                   

The option for this two-fold arrangement of the available source material in the 

analysis, has to avoid another classical reading of what was depicted artistically 

speaking. It is explicitly not the intention to present a mere typology of genres either. 

The choice of combining these two strands rather aspires a better comprehension of 

how and why they were depicted and interpreted, unfolding the various strategies and 

methods beneath the images. Furthermore, in pursuing a broad comparative approach, 

deceptive generalizations based on isolated examples will be evaded or, if needed, 

                                                           
35

 Cf. Latour, Reassembling the Social, esp. 80-82. 
36

 Bibliographic overviews in: M. Popoff, Bibliographie héraldique internationale (et de quelques 

disciplines connexes), 2010.;  J. C. C. F. M. Van den Borne, Bibliografie van de Nederlandse Heraldiek, 

The Hague, 1994. 
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corrected. The long-term approach, spanning more or less two centuries, makes it also 

possible to gauge some evolving patterns in contemporaneous attitudes toward these 

signs. Without setting out the chronological boundaries in a very absolute fashion, the 

chosen examples roughly run from the 1480s up to the middle of the seventeenth 

century.  

At the end of the fifteenth century, a period of political consolidation followed the 

establishment of new dynastic and political associations.37 The French kingdom 

markedly regained its self-confidence after the disturbances of the Hundred Years War. 

While political theorists now decisively formulated the extensive sovereign prerogatives 

of a divinely ordained monarch, the territorial dimension of the crown reached an 

unprecedented size and homogeneity. By the beginning of the studied period, almost all 

semi-independent, medieval fiefs had been incorporated in the royal domain. In the 

course of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries two autonomous entities, the 

duchy of Burgundy and the duchy of Brittany, were successfully absorbed into its orbit. 

The challenge of the Reformation, however, would engender a disruptive civil war out 

of which a new dynastic power arose at the turn of the seventeenth century. Renewed 

symbolic and heraldic articulations also coincided with dynastic machinations and 

rivalry on the international stage.38 These ambitions resulted, among others, in the 

military campaigns on the Italian Peninsula, leading to a long-standing conflict with the 

Habsburg enemy.39 For the latter, the marriage in 1478 of heiress Mary of Burgundy with 

Maximilian of Austria, the later emperor Maximilian I, and the pacification of the 

internally divided Low Countries, marks the starting point of a rapid dynastic 

aggregation of territories and titles. In a relatively short span of time, their successors 

established a huge composite state.40 Under the reign of Charles V (1506-1556), the 

Spanish Trastámara inheritance and those Burgundian lands untouched by French 

expansionism were ruled side by side with the dignity of Holy Roman Emperor. The 

extension of these European possessions with the vast conquests in the New World 

made the Habsburg conglomerate into a burgeoning world empire.41 Repercussions for 

the existing heraldic patrimonies of former dynastic relations were considerable. New 

combinations and local alternatives gained ground along the strenuous efforts to solidify 

this territorial enlargement and to forge mutual bonds between subjects and rulers.  

The partition of the Habsburg lands in 1555/6, leaving the imperial title to the 

Austrian branch,42 heralded the instauration of an informal global empire that was now 

                                                           
37

 R. Bonney, The European Dynastic States, 1494-1660, Oxford, 1991.  
38 J. B. Collins, The State in Early Modern France, Cambridge, 1995.; R. J. Knecht, The Rise and Fall of 

Renaissance France, London, 1996. 
39 Bonney, The European Dynastic States, 79-130. 
40

 J. H. Elliot, ‘A Europe of Composite Monarchies’, Past & Present, 137(1992), 48-71. 
41

 Elliott, J. H., Imperial Spain, 1469-1716, London, 2002. 
42

 Forms of heraldic appropriation in the German territories are not taken into consideration in this 

study. The extremely complicated interplay between imperial authority, splintered princely ambitions and 

the symbolic traditions of Estates and communities within the Empire makes this a desirable, yet very 

daunting task. Such questions are touched upon, for the political culture at large, in: B. Stollberg-Rilinger, 

Des Kaisers alte Kleider. Verfassungsgeschichte und Symbolsprache des Alten Reiches, München, 2008. 

Heraldic communication in German towns is the subject of a recent Ph.D project by Marcus Meer 
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definitely Iberian in character.43 This Spanish Monarchy, as the sprawling edifice of 

dominions was called by contemporaries, likewise inherited the mixture of exalted 

dynastic objectives and visual traditions of the localities. In the geopolitics of the 

sixteenth and first half of the seventeenth century, it vied with France for supremacy in 

Europe. 

In both monarchies, different attitudes towards existing symbolic patrimonies were 

harnessed through the initiative of various stakeholders. The French fleurs de lis, the 

Austrian Bindenschild, the castle of Castile or the lion of Leon had acquired such a 

sacrosanct prestige that nobody thought of replacing them by something else. But they 

were constantly interpreted and reinterpreted according to different impulses. The 

differences basically point at deeper structural incongruences in the political cultures in 

question, and thus expose crucial information about their policies and dynastic (self-

)conceptions at large. In that respect, France and the Habsburg composite state were in 

many ways antagonists. Whenever appropriate, mainly when there was indeed a direct 

interference, the singularities of English royal heraldry − as a kind of third way − will be 

used in this research as a convenient test cases. In order to keep the comparative 

exercise graspable within the limits of a single monograph, and because dominant 

confrontations between armorial principles decidedly shifted towards a Franco-Spanish 

axis, Tudor and later Stuart developments were not taken on board as central objects of 

this study.44                           

The choice for the 1650s as the break off point – occasionally extended to the end of 

the seventeenth century − is motivated by more pragmatic reasons. It is primarily based 

on substantial changes in the available source material and the internal dynamics of the 

heraldic dialogue itself. Discourses on the mythic origins and the deeper significance of 

regal arms seems to have run out of steam by the end of this century. Commentaries on 

the subject fall back sharply in number, together with a notable change in tone. Those 

popular interpretations with a legendary, mystical or pseudo-historical hue were 

gradually pushed aside by a critical sentiment that valued the signs according to the 

historical pre-eminence of a concerned regime. Instead of deriving its esteem from the 

presumed intrinsic qualities of the armorial artefact itself, political prominence became 

independent of its alleged outward marks. Although the two registers existed alongside 

each other for a long time, showing that a qualitative turnover was neither sudden nor 

absolute, the seeds of change already surfaced in some of the cases under analysis.  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
(Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster). The heraldry of the Austrian Habsburgs can be approached 

through: M. Göbl, Wappen-Lexikon der habsburgischen Länder, Schleinbach, 2013.; F. Gall, 

Österreichische Wappenkunde. Handbuch der Wappenwissenschaft, Vienna, 1977. 
43 M. J. Rodriguez Salgado, The Changing Face of Empire: Charles V, Philip II and Habsburg Authority, 

1551-1559, Cambridge, 1988. 
44 The significance of the English royal coat of arms and its paraheraldic elements, and the way in which 

these interfaced with matters of sovereignty, are partially the subject of: D. Gelber, Heraldry, Heralds and 

the Earl Marshal of England, c. 1480-1603: War, Politics and Diplomacy, unpublished doctoral dissertation, 

University of Oxford, 2012. See also: A. Ailes, ‘Heraldry in Medieval England: Symbols of Politics and 

Propaganda’, in: P. Coss & M. Keen, eds., Heraldry, Pageantry and Social Display in Medieval England, 

Woodbridge, 2002. 
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In the gestatorial grammar of the rituals of royalty, princely bearings preserved their 

pride of place as reminders of dynastic relations and princely tradition. By the beginning 

of the eighteenth century, however, a special performative ability accompanying new 

political transformations apparently lost some of its strength. Retaining their original 

lustre in mediating issues of rank at best, descriptions of ceremonial no longer stressed 

the significant gestures associated with the regal escutcheon. Admittedly, accusations 

about the usurpation of sovereign arms and the accompanying titles still remained a 

serious bone of contention until the end of the ancien régime. Nonetheless, they 

converted from openly public manoeuvres into mainly legalistic disputes.  

In part, these indications of transition can be related to causes raised in the general 

historiography on representational media. These include the general crisis in the 

associative mental universe of the late seventeenth century45 and the increasing 

functional differentiation of symbols,46 which both slowly undermined the “organic 

analogy” between symbol and referent. Judging from the altered emphasis in the 

sources, a couple of aspects impacting heraldry in particular can also be discerned: The 

awareness of the emerging antiquarianism that heraldic semiotics were not older than 

the twelfth or eleventh centuries was transposed upon the royal bearings – albeit at 

varying rates and levels −, discrediting the feeling of timeless continuity.47 The following 

discussion furthermore hints at the incapacity of the growing bureaucratic system to 

eventually protect the exclusivity of the regal insignia whilst at the same time 

encouraging their diffusion in society.48 In the long run, these impressions can improve 

the understanding of the post-revolutionary, dismissive opinion on these signs, as well as 

explaining the rise of alternative “emblems of nationality”.49 These evolutions are still 

hypothetical, and present as such, an open invitation to explore similar concerns for the 

later, post-1700 period.                            

By looking at regal heraldic imagery from this specific perspective, the following 

discussion tries to fill a considerable gap in the broad cultural history of power. It 

explicitly counters a reductionist vision that denies any efficiency of state symbolism 

beyond vague seduction or self-indulging glorification. The same goes for the still largely 

dominant yet untenably simplistic propagandist thesis, which roughly posits that a 

centrally directed apparatus tried to impress and persuade a fairly passive audience. The 

challenges and ambitions of distinct regimes were, on the contrary, nurtured by 

                                                           
45 P. Burke, ‘The Demise of Royal Mythologies’, in: A. Ellenius, ed., Iconography, Propaganda, and 

Legitimation, Oxford, 1998, 245-54.; P. Burke, The Fabrication of Louis XIV, New Haven, 1992.; M. 

Walzer, ‘On the Role of Symbolism in Political Thought’, Political Science Quarterly, 82(1967), 196-203.   
46 B. Stollberg-Rilinger, B., ‘Rang vor Gericht: Zur Verrechtlichung sozialer Rangkonflikte in der frühen 

Neuzeit’, Zeitschrift für historische Forschung, 28(2001), 385-418. 
47 Cf. Claude-François Ménestrier, Origine des armoiries, Paris, 1680, 3-32. 
48 See in particular chapter four. 
49

 Cf. M. Pastoureau, ‘L'État et son image emblématique’, in: J.-P. Genet, ed., Culture et idéologie dans la 

genèse de l'état moderne. Actes de la table ronde roganisée par le Centre national de la recherche 

scientifique et l'École française de Rome, Rome, 145-53.; M. Pastoureau, Les emblèmes de France, Paris, 

1998.; A. Boureau, ‘État moderne et attribution symbolique: emblèmes et devises dans l’Europe des XVIe 

et XVIIe siècles’, in: Genet, ed., Culture et idéologie, 155-78.; N. Groom, The Union Jack. The Story of the 

British Flag, London, 2006. 
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unequivocal demands that greatly affected their cultural style. Such a viewpoint, 

however, is lacking in specialized studies dealing with princely heraldry. Contrarily, any 

systematic attention for the vital capacities of armorial imagery is absent in recent, 

cutting edge research that tries to raise scholarly insight into early modern political 

culture to a higher, multivocal level. While setting out these methodological beacons, it 

can be helpful to make a short outline of this broader historiography and to consider the 

contribution that a focus on the heraldic can make.    

 

 

 

POWER BETWEEN VISUAL REPRESENTATION AND CONSTRUCTION 

 

Late medieval and early modern princes, regardless of whether they are to be classified 

as strong rulers or claimants of dubious legitimacy, had to invest carefully in the 

construction of their power. Its durability was not at all premeditated, but rested on 

fragile compromises.50 Seen from below, contextual variables, local stakes, and social 

pressures greatly influenced a plurality of politics. Formal institutions were interlaced 

with informal relations.51 Once invested with widely acclaimed prerogatives − no matter 

on what level − the actual exercise of them thus remained vulnerable. It always 

depended on the amount of accumulated resources and a degree of public recognition. 

Externally, competition with dynastic rivals shaped and further complicated geopolitical 

concerns.52 Political credibility was therefore subjected to a great deal of in-between 

mediation, or back and forth bargaining between communities of subjects, intermediary 

institutions and exalted leaders.53 A number of scholars have recently taken up the 

cudgels for a more complicated view of state formation that indeed tries to identify the 

interaction of interest groups and local actors in fostering (or restraining) public 

authority. Even in the so-called “era of absolutism”, the entangled web of power 

relations did not in the least resemble the stereotype of a lone king towering on the very 

pinnacle of might.54  

                                                           
50 Latour, ‘The Powers of Association’, 266-9. 
51

 B. Emich, ‘Frühneuzeitliche Staatsbildung und politische Kultur. Für die Veralltäglichung eines 

Konzepts’, in: B. Stollberg-Rilinger, ed., Was heißt Kulturgeschichte des Politischen?, Berlin, 2005, 191-

205. 
52 Bonney, The European Dynastic States, passim.; L. Bély, La société des princes (XVIe-XVIIe siècle), 

Paris, 1999, 165-88, 274-94.; D. H. Nexon, The Struggle for Power in Early Modern Europe. Religious 

Conflict, Dynastic Empires & International Change, Princeton, 2009.   
53 A. Holenstein, ‘Empowering Interactions: Looking at Statebuilding from Below’, in: W. Blockmans, A. 

Holenstein, J. Mathieu, eds., Empowering Interactions. Political Cultures and the Emergence of the State 

in Europe 1300-1900, Farnham, 2009, 1-31.; M. J. Braddick, ‘State formation and political culture in 

Elizabethan and Stuart England. Micro-histories and macro-historical change’, in: R. G. Asch & D. Freist, 

eds., Staatsbildung als kultureller Prozess. Strukturwandel und Legitimation von Herrschaft in der Frühen 

Neuzeit, Cologne, 2005, 69-90. 
54

 R. G. Asch & H. Duchhardt, Der Absolutismus – ein Mythos? Strukturwandel monarchisher 

Herrschaft, Keulen, 1996.; N. Henshall, The Myth of Absolutism: Change and Continuity in  Early Modern 

European Monarchy, London, 1992.; W. Beik, ‘The Absolutism of Louis XIV as Social Collaboration’, Past 

& Present, 188(2005), 195-224. 
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If one wants to grasp the intricacies of state formation, one should not confine the 

study to the development within a dominant institutional infrastructure at the top. 

Attention should be directed to diffuse forms of cooperation, conflict, and popular 

resistance. Diverting from the single perspective of the sovereign and his bureaucracy, 

the state should not be seen as an entity with a will of its own. Legitimacy and cohesion 

– including the position of princes as temporal custodians of the realm – depended on 

people implementing policies.55 This inspiring vision on how authority was 

(de)composed and sustained at several levels opens up new possibilities to study 

concrete practices. One among these is the exact role of abstract imagery within the 

whole of such multifaceted interactions.  

The repertoire employed to stabilize this wayward dialectic web comprised, in the 

first place, instruments judged by established historiography to have been the very 

foundations of the state. These included the creation of standing armies, an extensive 

diplomatic apparatus and efficient internal policing to discipline subjects.56 Less 

coercive tools were sought in the steady fabrication of a modern system of law and a 

central bureaucracy with specialized departments, all built on the bedrock of revived 

Roman legal traditions and a rational codification of “national” custom.57 Independent 

fiscal mechanisms had to provide rulers with the financial credentials to maintain their 

autonomy in highly competitive surroundings.58 From the angle of local players, 

however, these factors were only effective inasmuch as subjects became involved and 

ascribed them a certain legitimacy. This emphasis on compliance brings the importance 

of relational behaviour into play, such as informal networks of patronage and 

communication.59            

Although the classical approach had its merits, it showed little interest in political 

symbolism. The majority of scholarship in this field took the nineteenth-century nation 

state as the point of reference. Historians usually isolated those parameters whose 

evolution to modernity was the most apparent and projected them on the West 

European landscape. The specificities of premodern political associations, that were 

neither completely centralized nor steeped in uniform principles, were all too 

frequently neglected. It is now generally admitted that early modern states did not 

conform to the ideal type of the geographically defined fiscal-military state. They rather 

consisted of overlapping jurisdictions, fragmented centres of authority and imprecise 

boundaries.60  

                                                           
55 M. J. Braddick, State Formation in Early Modern England, c. 1550-1700, Cambridge, 2000. 
56 Classical studies are: C. Tilly, Coercion, capital and European states, AD 990-1992, Cambridge, 1990.; 

R. Bonney, The rise of the fiscal state in Europe c. 1200-1815, Oxford, 1999.; G. Parker, The military 

revolution: military innovation and the rise of the West, 1500-1800, Cambridge, 1988.; T. Erdmann, Birth 

of the Leviathan: Building States and Regimes in Medieval and Early Modern Europe, Cambridge, 1997.; H. 

Spruyt, The Sovereign State and Its Competitors: An Analysis of Systems Change, Princeton, 1994. 
57 W. Reinhard, Power Elites and State Building, Oxford, 1996.; W. Blockmans & J. P. Genet, Visions sur 

le développement des états européens. Théories et historiographies de l’état moderne, Rome, 1993. 
58 E.g. Bonney, The rise of the fiscal state.; Erdmann, Birth of the Leviathan. 
59 Holenstein, ‘Empowering Interactions’, 14-19. 
60 M. Vester, Renaissance Dynasticism and Apanage Politics. Jacques de Savoie-Nemours, 1531-1585, 
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In the main, the same can be said for the place of imagery in visualizing these 

political bonds and entities. Absent in the older grand narratives about the rise and 

expansion of the great monarchies, it has been suggested that these elements played no 

noteworthy role in the construction of power. Emblems, prints, allegories, palatial 

architecture, ceremonial, and princely iconography were deemed interesting from an 

antiquarian point of view, adding the couleur locale of a distant past. But they were not 

thought to have had any real impact on policy making.61 Serious historians of state 

building set them aside as the vain pastimes and outmoded relics of an archaic medieval 

past. If some functionality was ascribed to them, it was as deceptive façades obscuring 

shrewd “political” intentions. They were only noted in so far as they could be explained 

in categories of professionalization and rationalization.62 A nascent interest in the 

institution of the court and its elites did make ceremonious etiquette and grand 

spectacles of state a worthy topic of research. As such, it was evaluated as an ingenious 

stratagem of the absolute monarch to persuade and domesticate an unruly aristocracy.63 

This narrow perspective neglected a good deal of cultural productions having an open 

political overtone, but which were not initiated at the top. Moreover, it systematically 

overlooked the obstinate instances wherein visual rank and privilege were the subject of 

active bargaining.64          

In the past decades, a series of acclaimed studies have completely outdated this older 

vision. Since then, the politics of representation have been firmly put on the 

historiographical agenda. A marked diversion from the grand narrative of 

bureaucratization and warfare forcing itself upon society implies that the inclusion of 

visual and cultural channels, treated in different constellations and contexts, might 

actually improve our knowledge of state authority as an entangled history of interaction. 

From the monarch’s standpoint, abstract imagery exemplified the sovereign status 

invested in his or her person or lineage. Yet, as it also dealt with suprapersonal 

principles, it was of special concern to the community of subjects at large. Practices and 

visual enterprises that might look irrelevant or at odds with the expansion of 

sovereignty are, upon closer inspection, suddenly quite significant for the making or 

breaking of legitimate power. Scholars still struggle with how to reconcile valuable 

macrohistorical insights about territorial integration and institutional growth with these 

inventive ideas about symbolic negotiation.  

Propositions about groups or individuals deploying political images against the 

background of their own needs rarely finds its way in larger discussions on authority. 
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Libraries have so to speak been filled with documented case studies on magnificent 

dynastic ceremonial, on the artistic patronage of princes and on modern monarchical 

image building. And still, this volume of scholarship finds it difficult to pinpoint the 

precise relationship between the outlines of a hierarchical structure, on the one hand, 

and the inherent discrepancies and seemingly inaccessibility of complex iconographies, 

on the other hand.65 On the whole, this kind of research is mainly occupied with the 

singular and the exceptional.66 The obsession with impressive spectacles staged in the 

environment of the royal court only covers a small part of a much wider picture. Source 

material stemming from official instances often deliberately paints, post factum, a 

standardized impression of conformity which decidedly distorts our present day 

perception.67 One solution is to turn the spotlight on a very specific format of imagery 

encountered at almost every step of the dialectical web of power. Meeting these 

requirements, heraldry was both a highly particular form of representation and an 

ubiquitous signal of society’s hierarchical structure.68 It was available, in one way or 

another, to diverse members and groups of society. Armorial symbolism was not at all 

the exclusive affair of dynasts and the privileged classes – notwithstanding the 

nowadays still predominant bias of an aristocratic monopoly.69 As the vignette at the 

opening of this introduction demonstrated, it was on the contrary a language 

understood by many. 

This study, will restrict itself to the armorial bearings of rulers, their derivatives and 

paraheraldic ornaments – that is, those signals associated with the edifice of state at 

large. By the fifteenth century, the familial shields of princes had grown into marks of 

dynastic rule and territorial integrity, be it in various patterns.70 In this guise, they were 

integrated in governmental procedures of all sorts and found a wide spatial expression. 

Literary excursions on their symbolic content combined the admiration of past 

chivalrous deeds of the house with new theoretical doctrines on the inalienability of 

sovereignty and other constitutional fundaments. Although perceived as a stable 

manifestation of continuity, the attached notions altered in time. In this, they not solely 

corresponded with the temporal head of state. Almost everyone encountered them, and 

they had a potential relevance for more than one agenda, either that of subjects or 

foreign adversaries. On top of that, the regal insignia cannot be completely isolated from 

all the other bearings of families, individuals and corporations that intricately covered 
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social relations in the ancien régime. Closely examining this network is not possible in 

the scope of this book, but its existence should be kept in mind when dealing with the 

princely components. These features imposes weighty challenges and restrictions, as 

well as opening up some promising avenues to incorporate related cultural practices in 

a more refined, non-linear evaluation of monarchical power.            

          

 

Royal Heraldry and the Study of Political Symbolism 

 

The second half of the twentieth century witnessed something of a revolution in the 

study of visual representation. Pioneer scholars working in the aftermath of the second 

world war introduced the topic of ritualistic acts centred on the insignia of power and 

abstract political metaphors. Percy Ernst Schramm and Ernst Kantorowicz, to name but 

two important precursors, drew attention to the strong tendency of symbolization that 

characterized each of the premodern monarchies.71 Their insights in the political 

relevance of symbolism found wider resonance through a view of the aesthetic that had 

cast off the old guise of connoisseurship. Traditionally, art history showed a primary 

interest in works of art created under royal patronage because of their inherent artistic 

qualities. The study of paintings and artefacts was essentially a search for the sublime, 

revealing a universal attractiveness without a need to explain the historical context in 

which they were produced.72 Abstract figurative forms or ephemeral decorations were 

mostly ignored. Contrary to grandiose portraits or the majestic allegorical scenes of the 

canonized masters, they were generally rejected because of their unconcealed 

reproductive nature. At best, images like heraldry proved interesting to identify the 

sponsors behind large artistic projects or to solve questions of ownership.73 A fairly 

innovative stance, on the other hand, began stressing the layered meaning that could be 

found in artistic media, linking them to other practices and political thought. It is the 

merit of these early forerunners to have given a first incentive to incorporate such 

interdisciplinary viewpoints into mainstream historical sciences.74     

In due course, their pupils followed their lead. A stream of detailed analyses of 

particular aspects of political imagery, undertaken in the sixties and seventies, applied 

the above described approach as a fully fledged scholarly field. This decidedly 
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popularized the world of princely rituals and artistry up to the point that it became a 

central part of the historiographical agenda.75 Although closely related to each other in 

their focus on similar sources and similar traditions, they came in slightly different 

methodological versions. The American school of ceremonialists, for instance, painted 

an almost holistic mechanism of ritualized succession by applying Kantorowicz’ 

important reconstruction of the legal principle of the king’s two bodies − the ruler’s 

purely physical person and his immaterial dignity −76 on French royal funerals and 

parliamentary pomp. They more or less convincingly demonstrated how certain 

consecrated routines engaged visual rhetoric in externalizing the norms and values that 

drove Capetian kingship.77  

Around the same time, associates of the London Warburg Institute began to dissect 

Renaissance state symbolism. They interpreted it as a chiefly elitist, almost hermetic 

activity, conducted in the cultural atmosphere of humanism.78 Despite being completely 

occupied with the learned exponents of princely expression, their discoveries 

concentrated on the up to then hardly noticed yet pervasive world of political emblems, 

devices and abstract symbols conveying the arcana imperii.79 From the onset, however, 

their attempts to decipher complex conceits and allegorical similitudes were plagued by 

the question of reception. Were these complex strings of meaning indeed understood 

by the average recipient?80 Unable to adequately measure the responsiveness of 

spectators, some historians even backed away from their former conclusions in later 

revisions of their own work.81  

By extension, the same problem has impeded the study of heraldic symbolism as a 

political phenomenon. Was the conceptual vocabulary of regal arms − habitually 

classified as hermetical and elitist − subjected to similar restrictions? My first, and in 

many respects orientating chapter revises this all too common misconception. By 

singling out a seventeenth-century cause célèbre from New Spain, it will evoke a 

surprisingly wide group of individuals who encountered these signs and were able to 

make sense of them. Some of these men were indeed guided in the act of signification 

by their learned background, frequently looking at the stylized symbols through legal 
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spectacles. Others clearly lacked the intellectual framework to appraise what they saw 

in complex terms, yet they still recognized them as abstract feelers of authority and 

collective consciousness.       

In the last decades, French scholars took another route towards uncovering the 

contemporary “imaginary” of the political. Their highly integrative approach 

incorporated visual material as well as literary expositions and poetic rhetoric, all 

buttressing the single reign of a ruler. This overall view was then explicitly connected to 

the well-established histoire des mentalités − thus unveiling those “mental 

representations” beneath visual proxies.82 Rather than reducing the analysis to one 

generalized sameness, it pointed out the multi-layered functionalities of images. 

Contradictions and discontinuities were explained by varying degrees of accessibility. 

Allegorical miniatures in the manuscript tomes of a royal library, for instance, clearly had 

a different finality than the theatrical scenery during solemn entries into towns. 

Conflicting myths, ideological dreams and symbolic reverie consequently exposed the 

agendas of several actors.83  

For the same reasons, not every component of the imaginary assemblage woven 

around the ruler worked outwardly. Some images nourished an almost profane, 

introspective devotion to princely ideals. Others had a talismanic function without being 

read by a specific audience.84 Such a diffuse usage can often be noticed in the case of 

the royal achievement. Mounting the bearings of the king on city gates, on the façades 

of religious foundations or even on private dwellings was to ensure special royal 

protection. Spatial proximity of these arms to other signifiers structured political 

activities and heightened the feeling of belonging to an inclusive, suprapersonal 

community.85 Speculations on a deeper sense by involving blazon in poetical or 

historical narration, furthermore encouraged readers − not in the least the monarch 

himself − to assimilate the principles of good rule and ancient continuity in their 

individual comportment. The easily reproducible characteristics of the signs therefore 

constituted a dynamic of its own.   

Still according to the same imaginaire-thesis, it was through interwoven genres that 

the “image of the king” in a mental sense, evoking an abstraction of the dignity 

embodied in the single person, was in fact recognized to have been substituted for the 

true, empirical “images of the king”.86 This mental infrastructure − perhaps more 

accurately denoted by the term “political culture” − not just “legitimized” bold 

enterprises. It conditioned the very framework of royalty in which the individual 
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monarch in question could act. In the words of Anne-Marie Lecoq, the “game of 

representations … guided human action”.87 These are original and substantial 

conclusions, yet the short term perspective of most works makes it difficult to gauge 

longer evolutions in such complex imagery. Also the locus of production remains 

confined to the inner circle of the royal entourage. Examples of open contestation and 

rejection, or occasions where the same picturae and poetic subscriptions were given a 

new meaning by explicitly altering their context, are not voiced. A comparative 

perspective is usually lacking. 

Since the revaluation of the culture of politics, interesting viewpoints have also been 

introduced in the aforementioned field of court studies. Here, a particular stress is 

frequently placed on the centrality of the king’s body in the ceremonious rhythm of a 

royal household.88 Besides marking the grand rituals of transition, including joyous 

entries, baptisms, funerals, or wedding festivities, the reality of daily life at court was 

structured by the constant mise-en-scène of the central political actor. Symbolic 

demeanour in all shapes and sizes impregnated this microcosmical venue of patronage 

and favour. Far from being empty moves, reconstructions of this unceasing scenery at 

the nerve centre of politics, have all underlined its force to maintain a strong network of 

loyalty. Courtly ritual was always a collective act that depended on active participation. 

On the side of procedure, this reciprocal behaviour guided by protocol took its main 

cue from the liturgical world, as John Adamson lucidly observed. Eucharistic devotion in 

particular provided the ritual blueprint for the ceremonial that enveloped the daily 

movements of the king within a predominantly aristocratic entourage. This “migration 

of the holy” − to use the attractive concept coined by John Bossy − sacralized the royal 

body so that it became increasingly unattainable and yet more perceivable thanks to 

being imbued with widely shared semantic values.89  

That same liturgical logic was not restricted to the actual participation of the 

monarch in routine gestures. It can equally be extended to the painted models or 

artefacts that provided both setting and method. These not only decorated the lavish 

halls and galleries of residences, but were actively involved in the spatial and expressive 

outlines of the ritual calendar.90 Representations, with the ruler’s portrait in the 

limelight, derived their eminence from similar registers. This is demonstrated in the 

landmark study of the royal portrait by the French philosopher and semiotician Louis 

Marin. Departing from the seventeenth-century theories of Blaise Pascal and the Port-

Royal Logique of 1662 he interpreted the relation between power and representation as 
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a relation of substitution. In analogy to the Eucharistic transubstantiation, 

representations genuinely duplicated the royal presence. In this capacity, an image or 

sign actually generated power by showing the authorization to act. Inversely, true 

authority and thus the real “portrait of the monarch” and his abstract majesty rested 

with the complete chain of representations – an idea also clearly echoed in later studies 

on the “mental imaginary of royalty”.91  

Scholars working on state portraits of have fruitfully incorporated these thoughts.92 

While doing so, it has become apparent that artistry based on imitation and 

recognizability had to rely intensively on allegory, metaphor and signs with a more 

abstract character. Combined with physical veracity, these had to complete the literal 

embodiment of majesty wherever it was staged.93 In a general sense, the armorial shield 

has likewise been evaluated as a “second body” that supplemented the biological body 

by a collective corpus of familial relationships; so to speak, a genealogical portrait of its 

owner.94 In the case of heraldic marks appearing in princely portraits, this visualizing of 

lineage entailed a proof of the represented individuals’ possession of or dynastic rights 

on a territory, as Naïma Ghermani asserted for the sixteenth-century electors of 

Saxony.95   

This way of looking at the representative universe of the court invokes many 

unsolved points of debate that, as far as possible, will be broached in the present study. 

Were contemporaries indeed aware of such exemplary sacral categories when 

confronted with political representations of that kind? Was it a mere instrument of 

dominance?96 Is the transmigration of precepts and conventions from the sacred sphere 

also noticeable for the less direct − but no less common − abstract figures such as the 

regal arms? And can this also be noted outside of the coherent referential structure of 

aulic rites? Were analogies with the sacrament of Eucharist literally envisioned in the 

case of the overtly stylized bearings of the sovereign, and if so, did this lead to a proper 

appraisal of its political effects in comparison to more mainstream media such as 

portraiture? It is therefore not appropriate to completely isolate one genre from another. 

Armorial proponents should be seen in their relation towards other symbolic forms and 
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iconographies. Most interestingly, the above considerations also bring up a reflection on 

different modes of kingship.97 In order to grasp the intensive exchange between 

liturgical practice and the art of princely representation the crucial question remains 

whether other constellations in the patrimonial makeup and dynastic legacy of regimes 

resulted in a different translation of religiously inspired prescriptions and sacred 

borrowings.98       

These questions will be examined by paying attention to the exact argumentation 

deployed in the chosen case studies. Where the sources remain silent, actions can be 

compared with practices in the religious sphere. Incidents of heraldic destruction, for 

example, show a clear resonance with the ritual motives of religious iconoclasm, even 

though they did not occur in the same ambience. The aforementioned case study 

covered in my first chapter introduces the main terms of this debate. The dispute in 

1649 about two unusually marshalled escutcheons mounted on the altar of the cathedral 

of the New-Spanish town of Puebla de los Ángeles was in many respects an illustrative 

example of the political sensitivity evoked by such symbolism. It fiercely set the 

reformist bishop under whose supervision the cathedral was completed, the famous 

Juan de Palafox y Mendoza, against the Mexican Real Audiencia. The ensuing polemic 

on the insignia, unfolded the ambiguities between early modern kingship as a 

predominantly genealogical concept and ideas about sovereign prerogatives or the 

territorial integrity of the realm. The potency and possibilities of abstract representation 

will be weighed up against political delegation by means of human agents or nowadays 

more familiar media. The colonial background of the case further adds the interesting 

aspect of remoteness to the political centre.               

Not only life-like renderings but also the royal body natural itself has been described 

as a medium of representation. The presumption that the physical person of the king 

incorporated a perpetual dignity was not solely confined to the theoretical or juridical 

realm.99 It had to be inscribed on the natural appearance of the ruler by means of 

complex symbolizations, an emblematic environment, the functionalities of palatial 

architecture and a subtle play between distance and intimate affection.100 At the princely 

courts of the late Middle Ages, as Laurent Hablot demonstrated, heraldic and 

emblematical elements in the vestments and accoutrements of princes turned their 

physical appearance into an incarnation of crown and dynasty. Personal devices – being 

non-hereditary, isolated marks originating in the fourteenth century – and liveries worn 

by those in his immediate entourage established visible, horizontal bonds of affinity. The 

sharing of the plain regal charges or their adapted derivations by relatives, members of 

court or aristocrats had to delegate power and multiplied the ties of kinship. In the 

course of the fifteenth century, this heraldic elevation of the king’s person became more 
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prescriptive.101 The royal escutcheon was now treated as an inalienable good. Its usage 

by officials and delegates was restricted to specific conditions or procedures.102 The 

distinction with the related, private signs borne by non-sovereign family members, by 

elites or by corporate bodies had to be observed at all time. Somewhat contradictory to 

this increasing exclusiveness, the multiplication of royal arms on governmental 

infrastructure, prints, seals, monuments, coins, city gates, church interiors, and other 

media extended this “second” body over all parts of the realm. The implications of these 

two counteracting movements are still unclear.  

Based on arms placed on civic monuments and the visual programme of the tomb 

sculptures of minor princes and the high nobility in the Holy Roman Empire, Kilian 

Heck emphasized the genealogical legitimation behind such displays. Not considering 

them as isolated “heraldic” media, but as the exponents of a much larger genre 

(including pedigrees and cartography), he understands their distribution as a progressive 

construction of symbolic space whereby agnatic identity was infused in the territory.103 

Covering approximately the same period as this book, Heck’s stimulating interpretation 

evokes some remarks. First, those who ordered the placement of the armorial display 

and the beholders frequently disagreed on how expressions of lineage exactly visualized 

and spread the authority of state.104 For some, it was indeed the logic extension of a 

genealogically based system, wherein the order of descent regulated the succession to 

the entire inheritance. Others came to draw a strict distinction between privatized 

marks of dynastic affinity at large, and the plain shield of the sovereign which only 

embodied the public jurisdiction. This was for instance one of the points of contention 

in the discussion waged about the Spanish king’s arms in Puebla de los Ángeles. Initial 

argumentations about the heraldic alteration of the ties of royal kinship and thus, by 

extension, the possession of the entire patrimonial lands inclined, in a second phase, 

towards an interpretation about the internal constitution of the state. The political 

philosophy that began to stress the sovereign rights of a single ruler, urged a new vision 

about the ability of arms to uphold or subvert the crown regardless of dynastic affinities. 

Therefore, royal heraldry cannot be simply understood as a subgenre of genealogy.  

Second, the straightforward overlap between dynasty and crown prerogatives was 

not everywhere that obvious. Such differences are brought to light in the second 

chapter of this study. It opts for a diachronic overview of the developments in the 

heraldic imagery of both the French kingdom and the Spanish Monarchy on the basis of 
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visual sources, normative treatises and courtly procedure. Additional depth is provided 

by elaborating some examples wherein certain traditions where renewed or rejected, 

such as the modification of sovereign arms after the incorporation of new domains or 

when a rupture occurred in the continuity of succession. Our comparative approach, 

confronting changes in graphic habits and in performative praxis, reveals separate ways 

in which the state was managed. Depending on the exterior pattern of the realm, the 

geographical location of lands and familial or regional stakes, a different nexus of 

dynasty and dignity became manifest.  

In the Spanish Monarchy, the uneasy connection of the inner familial circle with the 

largely composite state, in which each entity retained its privileged identity, resulted in 

a remarkably flexible model. A grand heraldic achievement that tried to integrate the 

various inheritances subsisted next to many regional variations and a collection of 

isolated signs with a predominantly territorial connotation. In France on the other hand, 

dynasty and territory almost completely fused, replacing most regional ensigns by the 

fleurs de lis of the Capetian lineage. Weighing up these modalities against each other is 

not a matter of purely superficial features. Armorial practice structured succession, 

dynastic membership and the territorial integrity of the state and, by consequence, laid 

bare the essential fundaments of a political culture. Dominant attitudes nurtured in 

courtly and governmental circles came to the foreground. They determined the margins 

wherein strategies of appropriation could be deployed. By addressing these themes, the 

second chapter will set the general scene for the remaining parts of my analysis.                        

Recent historiography on courts and elites opened up other opportunities for a 

revision of the political role of royal heraldry. The attributes of courtly culture were not, 

as critical exponents of the field now repeat, monolithic units that simply enhanced the 

supremacy of an isolated figurehead. In reality, the polycentric relation between 

factions, influences and sources of patronage actually encouraged elites and courtiers to 

impose certain expectancies on the monarch through the manipulation of titles of 

honour and the protocol of rank.105 More than just a platform for the propagation of 

absolutist doctrine, aulic culture was also interconnected with administrative bodies and 

– as often locally anchored in a civic surrounding – with the outer world. Precisely these 

aspects are a rewarding basis for the exploration of heraldic display and discourse as a 

phenomenon involved in wider issues of dominion. It does not cast the sovereign as the 

only actor of importance, but admits that the outlines of royal imagery equally gave 

shape to the different expectations and ambitions of courtiers, aristocrats and those 

involved in subsidiary institutions in an urban environment. So, the armorial exhibition 

during rites of dynastic succession, in the daily routines described in our second 

chapter, or in a system of honorary recompense carried weight for a wide group of 

people.  

The intergenerational approach frequently adopted in this kind of literature makes it 

possible to place evolutions in symbolic practice against a background of shifting 
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dynastic needs and the changing strategies of other parties.106 In the wider world, 

transnational exchange and competition furthered significant developments in 

iconographic tactics.107 Competing acts of armorial signification, from time to time 

bordering on true usurpation, could fiercely stir political emotions. Hailing the 

dominance of one power while downplaying the (legitimacy of the) bearings of another 

was considered an attack on majesty. At the same time, the highly charged symbolism 

came into contact with local groups and players and was, as such, influenced by visual 

traditions originating in a regional or civic climate. Therefore, an analysis of heraldry’s 

involvement in the multiple and obstinate process of state formation cannot take the 

court as its ultimate horizon. If we want to appreciate the diffusion and the reach of 

adaptations, then we have to move away from the comfort zone of palaces and 

festivities with their polished, often standardized source material. We should also 

include those constructions realized independently from the princely entourage. To 

make the promising tracks and above cited hints really applicable to our topic, some 

strongly ingrained misconceptions need to be rectified first. 

 

 

The Limits of Propagandist Idiom 

 

The historiography of the last decades certainly demonstrated the usefulness of cultural 

expressions in tackling the early modern monarchies. Since then, international literature 

has, to some extent, been willing to endorse the subject as a fully fledged means to 

construct state power.108 Almost every significant ruler, princely patron or court has 

earned a detailed description of the display and ceremonial unfolded to legitimize claims 

or enhance authority.109 Pictorial motives have been identified, audiences explored, and 

evolutions mapped. Attempts have been made to lay bare the origins of a keen interest 

in solemn splendour among the premodern European elites.110 To make sense of the 

often startling amount of investment in representation and spectacle, a large number of 

historians found inspiration in modern mass media and marketing. Starting from an 
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interdisciplinary reading of several source types, they argued that powerful dynasts 

increasingly fell back on specialized advisers, including historians, writers, poets, 

painters, choreographers and so forth. Combining a large spectrum of different media, 

these “spin doctors”, “image-makers” or “fame-makers” contrived a perfect, charismatic 

ruler who was in the possession of sacral qualities.111 These men crafted eloquent 

iconographies and supervised grandiose festivities. The resulting complex was moreover 

saturated with “princely mythologies” identifying the king with exemplary figures from 

the dynastic history, pagan antiquity or the Christian tradition.112   

In a number of instances, the comparison is very explicitly made with modern 

techniques of persuasion. Already in 1974 Michael Sherman described the image politics 

of one of the first French monarchs to exploit new Renaissance motives inspired by 

Antiquity, as “the selling of Louis XII”.113 More recently, Kevin Sharpe openly adopted 

the same analogy in his remarkable study on the visual strategies of the English Tudor 

monarchy.114 In an important book about the “visual ideology” of Maximilian I (†1519), 

art historian Larry Silver described the Habsburg emperor’s groundbreaking use of new 

graphic media as a deliberate pursuit of “marketing” his person.115 The majority of 

students on monarchical pageantry, on the other hand, do not make the effort to draw 

far-fetched but partially sound analogies with present-day spin. They simply reduce a 

political interpretation of the visual to the buzzword of “propaganda”. Setting imagery 

and ritual uncritically aside as a coherent and centrally directed apparatus to impress 

subjects or rivals, they have been all too busy unravelling the alleged persuasive 

messages showered over the masses.116 Because their specificity and layeredness are less 

easily understood than, for instance, recognizable painted programmes, widespread 

abstract signs are especially susceptible to this sort of generalized reading.117 The few 

times that coats of arms appear in larger studies, they are immediately categorized under 

the props of a theatrical scenery whose single aim is to reinforce a central message of 

supremacy.118 Obviously, specialized investigations into the subject are more aware 
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about the dynastic relations and claim making enclosed within the various figures and 

compository arrangements, yet they equally consider its ultimate finality as a message of 

monarchical propaganda to the outer world.119  

The assumption that images or symbolic performance conveyed messages of 

legitimacy to subjects is not by definition wrong. Nonetheless, the use of prefabricated 

categories such as “propaganda” or “marketing” might entail considerable danger. 

Dougal Shaw rightly insisted that what is usually called monarchical propaganda does 

not at all correspond to what is meant by the term today. The “propagandistic idiom” 

prevailing in most literature relies on the a-priori expectation of a very conscious 

scheme, enforced from the top down upon a multitude of people.120 This scheme, as is 

usually believed, was designed under the absolute supervision of king and elite. Its 

contribution to the functioning of government is mostly sought in persuading subjects 

of the rightfulness of policies (especially when these, to put it mildly, were doubtful). In 

essence, this prevalent opinion thus supposes that behind such encrypted admonitions 

and seductive feelers lay a distinct, rational goal. By stressing one way manipulation, it is 

in effect a covered inheritor of the older traditionalist approach.121 It takes a view of 

rhetorical metaphors and ritualized languages solely serving as the attractive packaging 

for forcing political convictions upon an undifferentiated audience.122  

It has been suggested that government-led efforts in this domain in the second half of 

the seventeenth century − especially at the French court of Louis XIV − gave rise to an 

unprecedented centralized exploitation of images in the service of a new absolutist 

state.123 This tends to denying that princely representation is at least as old as the fluxes 

of state formation itself. Some recent comparisons have nuanced the isolated 

inventiveness ascribed to monarchs like Louis XIV, portraying image-building instead as 

a more complicated exchange between constant imitation, invention and inherited 

formulae.124 Nor are early modern examples easily equated with the experiences of the 

twentieth or twenty-first centuries. Different media aside, the effect, success and 

efficiency very much depended on the cooperation of multiple actors and the occasions 

on which they were put to use.125 Even if and when there existed a central script − 
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which is doubtful in most instances − it was not all too fixed, leaving enough space for 

improvisation.126   

Rulers might have resorted to a circle of acclaimed specialists,127 yet this only 

accentuates a small fraction of how authority came to be construed through cultural 

experience.128 “Official” themes continuously merged with an alternative or competitive 

presentation of things. Sometimes, subject matter strongly endorsed by the regime was 

redressed into vehicles of resistance while, on the other hand, inventions from below 

could put faithful obedience on a newly enhanced track. Not in the least a static affair, 

this multivocality can best be observed in the fictional narratives woven around the 

king’s arms. Myths that traced their genesis back to a misty, distant past were constantly 

updated in the light of particular agendas.129 The literary deconstruction of elements, 

colours and the shields’ general configuration was explicitly related to princely virtues, 

occult qualities and the obligations that were to be expected of a good ruler. Because 

such stories were mostly said to have taken place in preheraldic times and thus 

irrelevant to study the true “historical” inception of certain charges, scholars unjustly 

tend to avoid them. There has been little interest in their functions outside treating them 

as unchanging curiosities. 

My third chapter, however, delves deeper into this vibrant, and largely unexplored 

material. It follows the subsequent remodelling of some basic motives associated with 

the most prominent heraldic figures of the selected monarchies.130 The dynamic 

between official discourse and alternative signification thereby catches the eye. It is 

important to realize that such ideological fictions did not come about in isolation. They 

were mostly enclosed in a larger discourse about the body politic, in which the alleged 

excellence and seniority of figures unfolded the principles of power. Our comparative 

inquiry will unravel the contextual procedures with which particular motives, 

inventions and intertextual adaptations aligned the acclaimed absolute and timeless 

dimension of the blazon with actual problems of governance. Was one genre supportive 

of another? When tracking the alterations of narrative topoi – be it a legendary tale or a 

recurring association − were certain registers exchanged and even abandoned over 

time? Did the publication of literary explanation inspire public acts and vice versa?  

Given these points, the early articulated myths and interpretations around the fleurs 

de lis, unveiling a sacred consciousness for the French Monarchy, must be placed next 

to the diversified Habsburg purview. Especially the second half of the sixteenth century 

witnessed a period of mutual influence and ideological borrowing. Treatises, 

acclamatory prose and historical reflections arose in a learned milieu, but this did not 

mean that they uniformly supported princely ambition. Authors in the service of the 
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court availed themselves of discursive tactics to reconcile older interpretations with 

relatively new dynastic ideologies. Regional stakeholders and critics of a reign, in their 

turn, relied on armorial reasoning to bring the presumed consultative nature of the 

crown back into remembrance. Taking Philip II’s journey in 1592 through Spanish 

Navarra and Aragon as a pivotal event, the interplay of discursive attitudes with local 

traditions will likewise be questioned. A second part of the same chapter zooms in on 

the turbulent foreign relations between France and Spain in the first decades of the 

seventeenth century. In this climate of tension, authors had to cope adequately with 

external threat and domestic insecurities. Were all these fabulous tales and mystical 

descriptions around the royal arms rhetorical instruments intending to persuade an 

audience of a monarch’s superiority? Or was, in between the lines, something else at 

work, aiming for true effects in temporal policies?                

In line with the propagandist logic, some scholars have argued that only states in an 

early stage of development were in need of a large collection of centrally directed 

myths, symbols and rituals. Mass communication through processions and symbolic 

activities were a cheap measure of strengthening the state’s grip without resorting to 

actual repression.131 Hinging on heavenly and chivalrous ideals, medieval symbolism 

enclosed flexible models of social identification giving form to multiple identities.132 

These shared characteristics, as has been argued for instance for the highly urbanized 

Low Countries, enabled a mutual exchange of messages. It involved subjects 

emotionally in a feeling of a higher social and political order, winning their support for 

the princely cause.133 Relations of power were affirmed, but there was also a 

competitive negotiation between groups that actually sought to influence decision 

making. In this plausible narrative, heraldic liveries and banners bridged a gap between 

the courtly and civic world.134 In case of a solid state in which the bureaucracy finally 

permeated every sector of society, the splendour of the regime – as has been claimed in 

still resounding older literature – was fully reduced to static representations endorsing 

the powers that be.135 This purported change in function was commonly related to a 

qualitative change. From the early sixteenth century onwards, Renaissance artistry was 

said to have replaced the open medieval model by a more powerful vocabulary of praise 
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based on antiquity. Large scale humanistic spectacle showed the breath-taking might of 

the monarch but allegedly suppressed the expression of other identities, reducing the 

leeway for ritual conversation.136 By the 1640s, magnificent allegories and emblematical 

festivities had grown into a confirmative homage to obedience.137 Besides stupefying 

onlookers, Fama’s trumpet had to blast out the regime’s glory to foreign courts.138    

A similar evaluation has been made for the societal significance of heraldic 

vocabularies. Michel Pastoureau suggested that in the new ambience of pomp and 

regulation, coats of arms lost a lot of their ancient lustre. Becoming more complex in 

composition and ornamental props, their strength as vehicles for clear identities and 

social identification was supposedly tarnished.139 A degeneration of heraldic design, 

accelerating in the middle of the sixteenth century, manifested itself along the rise of 

the new humanistic genre of emblems. Older “paraheraldic” signs of personality now 

fused with the new intellectual genre of allegorical emblems, immensely popularized 

since the publication of Andrea Alciato’s Liber Emblematum (1531). An obscure, 

aesthetic playfulness presumably corroded heraldry’s capacity to express political 

identities.140              

Alterations and appropriation are indeed forcefully at stake at moments of change or 

shaky consolidation, as can be witnessed throughout the selected case studies. But this 

does not alter the fact that the representation of rule always remained an inevitable 

component of the fabric of the entire polity. A linear history of versatile transactions 

being transformed into empty, triumphalist rhetoric does not account for sudden 

empirical setbacks – divulging that a debatable potential was still there all the way. 

Interesting research on visual contestation has demonstrated that the same pompous 

rhetoric of triumph inspired images of ridicule, openly criticizing the sovereign’s 

policies or universal claims.141 Moreover, innovations did not necessarily replace older 

traditions, something which the topic of royal armorial bearings indisputably proves. 

Intensive cross-fertilization between traditional heraldic elements and the world of 

emblems might have changed the former’s outlook, but this did not by definition made 

them less meaningful.142  
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Since the initial conception of this research project, an up-and-coming interest in the 

subject manifested itself in academic circles. In the last few years, young scholars took 

up themes such as the circulation of knowledge in early heraldic treatises and the 

compendia of heralds143 or the issue of manuscript armorials and their capacity to 

apprehend social order and rank.144 There are now also critical discussions of coats of 

arms as signs of noble and identities.145 Furthermore, a much needed revision of the 

generally misunderstood contribution of heralds to the armorial field is on its way. 

Objectives have been likewise set for an interdisciplinary examination of armorial 

communication in all its cultural and social dimensions.146 Despite this, most of the work 

is confined to the Middle Ages. Historians steer clear of post fifteenth century 

developments. So far, there has been little interest to place the study of early modern 

regal heraldry into a broader cultural history of power.147 Both Hablot and Christoph 

Friedrich Weber, among others, suggest that the fixation and the regulation of the 

system significantly diminished its potential. They consider this process as more or less 

completed by the turn of the sixteenth century.148 It is one of the arguments of this book 

that standardization in no way led to a reduction in vitality or even “decadence”. 

Markedly in the royal sphere, the possibilities of appropriation were even enhanced by 

the bureaucratic expansion of the field. Fixity emphasized the timeless nature of 

authority, while a synergy with allegorical emblems or new textual genres evoked new 

meanings.  

It cannot be denied that there was indeed a strong tendency towards regulation from 

the later Middle Ages onwards. Princes tried to gain an exclusive control over all 

armorial expressions in their lands, placing their own elevated image at the top of the 

symbolic pyramid (e.g. Figure 2). Codification of rank was pursued through increasingly 

stipulating the use of external ornaments, with the trappings of royalty as an 

unquestionable apex.149 A governmental “take over” also made armorial signs the subject 
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of punitive coercion (e.g. the defamation of the bearings of convicted traitors).150 In 

France, the first attempts to register systematically all coats of arms of noblemen in the 

kingdom date from the 1450s and late 1480s, yet, in hindsight, probably remained no 

more than an overambitious proclamation.151 All new bearings were henceforth officially 

conceded by the king. In January 1615, the creation of the office of Juge général d’armes 

de France had to suppress illicit assumptions more efficiently.152 A grand scale operation 

was only realized as late as 1696 when Louis XIV ordered the registration of all arms in 

the kingdom, resulting in the massive though in many ways defective Armorial général 

de France.153 In the Habsburg Monarchy, each of the kingdoms and principalities had 

developed its own mechanisms of control.154 Rules and guidelines were written down 

by jurists or minor officials occupying posts in the royal household.155 From the 1540s 

onwards, supervision in the dispersed domains was to some extent integrated to get 

more grip on the honorary resources of a political society in full transformation.156 Did 

all these general efforts also lead to a petrification of, in the first place, alternate 

strategies revolving around the marks of sovereignty?  

The fourth chapter of my study proceeds from the realm of the imagination to the 

actual diffusion of royal tokens against this background of control and regulation. This 

will be explored on the basis of a particular phenomenon: the recurring bestowal on 

others of parts from the royal blazon. Notwithstanding the movement towards 

exclusivity, imbuing the king’s achievement with inalienable prerogatives, successive 

French kings kept remunerating loyal subjects, corporations and allies with the visual 

gift of one or more fleurs de lis. These were then iconographically incorporated among 

the beneficiary’s familial or individual charges. It is interesting to juxtapose the long 

term intensity of such concessions, in so far as it can be measured, with Habsburg and 

Tudor deportment in this matter. The formal practice of exceptionally honourable 

grants and augmentations can be further elucidated through the formulations found in 

patents and the opinions of the juridical debate. To what degree was this special gift-

giving conceived to be an asset strengthening central authority or was it rather 

denounced as a risky symbolic inflation, dividing the sovereign dignity?  

In a similar vein, ruling dynasties were faced with the older subsistence of shared 

ensigns with those esteemed subjects that prided a familial intimacy with kingship. Licit 

application got easily confused with the intentional usurpation of sovereign rights. A 

number of instances attest how these dealings empowered parties to participate in the 

political dialogue. Moreover, in the case of assuming the arms of dynastic competitors, a 
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provocative claim to their throne was put in effect. Hence, such heraldic pretences 

were not treated lightly. The diplomatic conflict that erupted between the French and 

English crown in 1559 will be reconstructed as an example of this. Under these 

circumstances, what were then the changing motives of a monarch to grant or restrict a 

share in armorial identity? It will become apparent that the defective cracks in the 

administrative system actually made that the growing importance attached to written 

evidence and litigation – the so-called ascent of “paper heraldry” – became an ally rather 

than an obstruction. 

 

 

Towards a Creative Paradigm 

 

Pursuing an approach that yields a more contextualized view, including less 

conventional interpretative acts such as the violent tactics described in the beginning of 

this introduction, it is quite obvious that the top-down intentionalism of propaganda 

would simply not do. When aspiring to an understanding of how heraldic imagery 

nurtured the waxing and waning of early modern authority − the question is perhaps 

larger than monarchism − one has to move beyond the bulk of historiography. A strict 

dichotomy between those who supply and those who consume heraldic images leaves 

out too much dynamic. It furthermore does not permit to tackle the significance of the 

configuration and intrinsic dimension of the armorial image, aside from the intentions of 

creator or respondent.  

The remedies are threefold. First of all, it can be fruitful to broach a return to an 

integrative vision of imagery. Looking at mentalities, fictions and political values at 

various levels, rather than at clear-cut messages of glorification, opens up the multiple 

voices in the debate.157 Secondly, this research diverts attention from the exceptional 

and awe provoking towards the misleading constancy of routine. The unconscious 

means of incorporating state symbolism in daily spaces or practices is often more 

revealing about political attitudes than the thought-out scenery of grand entries or 

solemn inaugurations.158 Finally − without the ambition to re-evaluate an entire field of 

scholarship − this analysis of how regal heraldry was appropriated, close at hand with 

contemporary discussions on the outlook of the state, seeks to plug into a revisionist 

tendency. Instead of focussing on the reception of intentional messages of persuasion, it 

underlines the mediating and constitutive role of imagery.159  

Riding on the waves of anthropology and the performative turn, critical historians 

have become aware of the adaptability of cultural forms. One-way intentionalism as a 

model of explanation was interchanged for resounding concepts such as 

“appropriation”, “exchange” and “collective enterprise”.160 A fundamental contribution 
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to the need of reconsidering the place of the symbolic in structuring power relations 

was the seminal work of the American anthropologist Clifford Geertz. Already in 1980, 

he lucidly delineated the archetype of what he dubbed the “theatre state”. To put in 

simple words, he claimed that ritualized spectacle, based on the symbolic aggregation of 

signs, very actively moulded communities. By playing and visualizing a hierarchized 

socio-political reality, participants actually created that same reality. Perceptible signs 

made it possible that there existed something like “state” or “authority”, to be perceived 

and debated in the social interplay. Moreover, symbolic activity related the categories of 

thinking and feeling to other structures (the planetary system, theological values, the 

animal world, colours etc.). It, so to speak, wrapped the political in an infinite number 

of references to other parts of human experience.161 This important observation had its 

precursors, seeing similar things at work in the European managing of states. In his 

influential essay of 1967, Michael Walzer wrote that “in a sense, the union of men can 

only be symbolized; it has no palpable shape or substance. The state is invisible; it must 

be personified before it can be seen, symbolized before it can be loved, imagined before 

it can be conceived”.162  

Although the creative force of symbolization is by no means without controversy,163 

the so-called performative turn introduced the analytical format in several scientific 

disciplines and subdisciplines, including the historical sciences.164 Aware of its place in 

this broader picture, the present study is committed to bring research into early modern 

armorial practices into the orbit of this innovative research on representations and 

ritual. Among others, Kevin Sharpe compared the creation of meaning in “visual and 

material culture” with the practice of “reading authority”. Private meditations on both 

textual signifiers and broad pictorial media gave shape to political consciousness. He 

asserted that almost everyone, from aristocratic courtier to ordinary townsman, was 

progressively confronted with representations of authority (if the category is described 

in its widest sense). Fuelled by the expanding print culture and commercialization, this 

brought a central dilemma for monarchy: as it was crucial to publicize authority, it 

became also more and more subjected to multiple readings and appropriations, 

sometimes evolving into platforms for contestation.165 “The processes of representation 

and propaganda paradoxically served to empower subjects to make the consumers and 

readers of official texts and images active participants in the commonweal.”166 This fits 

well in an interactive view of state building. 

Subjects thus actively participated in the construction of the “images of power” and 

reacted in diverse ways, leaving the notion of control a mere speculative illusion. Sharpe 

evoked a multifaceted dialogue wherein the expressions of a ruler’s authority – and in 
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fact the fragile tissue of power itself – was structured through shifting circumstances 

and agendas. Inspired by present-day marketing, on the contrary, his accent firmly 

remained on temporal rulers and how they failed to steer communicative channels 

towards compliance. This focus on interaction between production and consumption is 

related to the, mainly German, concept of “symbolic communication”. The main 

premise of this analytical model is that reciprocal acts of communication between actors 

in fact (re)generate social reality. As such, it also pleads for the revision of state-building 

processes.167 Communicative acts held up stable fictions of collective assumptions and 

mutual expectations, who were not in the least the objective constitutional monoliths of 

older historiography.168 In the premodern era it were, in the first place, artefacts and 

symbols that were drawn together to stabilize or redress such “consensual fictions”.169 

Opposed claims of validity could assault this consensual order or balance it anew.170 

Power was therefore not the exclusive “property” of those in charge, but was ascribed 

to them through dialectic transactions with subjects.171 This interpretation has wide 

ranging implications: normative or institutional categories like sovereignty or 

jurisdiction suddenly appear as flexible practices, validated by playing off competing 

claims.172   

Meticulously outlined by scholars like Gerd Althoff and,173 in particular, by Barbara 

Stollberg-Rilinger, symbolic communication is a promising alternative for defective 

explanations inspired by present-day propaganda.174 It allows for the evaluation of signs 

that not only advertised or discredited something, but likewise had certain effects on the 

political landscape. In a perhaps more nuanced version than Sharpe’s “active 

consumerism” of images, it likewise exposes the many participants involved in the 

structuring of actions and stabilizing of values.175 Nevertheless, its application to diffuse 

regal imaginary still remains unclear. With regard to specific images, “communication” 

seems to imply an initiator who sends out and a receiver who either interprets or 

rejects. However, this is actually what the model tries to correct – and as such, the 

terminology it uses is quite misleading. Yet, historical studies are apt to using it to 

decipher the exchange of messages, partly overlooking the contemporary appraisal of 
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abstract signs as a profane counterpart of the Eucharist, a talisman or an introspect 

source of political contemplation.176  

“Symbolic communication” or the “creative paradigm” has already proven its value 

for the study of the civic heraldry of the Italian city-states between the thirteenth and 

early fifteenth centuries. Christoph Friedrich Weber explicitly related developments in 

the use of these “signatures of power” to denote the connections of leading families and 

the integrity of the comune as a whole to governmental expansion. Governance and 

jurisdiction, he argued with the above described theoretical premises in mind, were the 

outcome of a complex and contextual “Kommunikationsarbeit”. Skilfully exploring the 

very scarce sources, he sketched a busy picture of colourful banners and (proto-

)heraldic media that acquired multilayered meaning in public interactions.177 From the 

early fourteenth century onwards, the popular genre of communal historiography 

considerably expanded interpretative registers. Weber’s main conclusion holds that the 

art of heraldry was to a large degree responsible for consolidating civic cohesion and for 

the creation of a shared identity for the community. Affixed upon public buildings and 

deployed in a rich “context of praxis”, the banner or the arms of the city was the most 

direct expression of collective identity and honour. Circulating myths on the origins of 

the signs moreover exemplified and legitimized territorial claims. Signs could, the other 

way around, also attack the honour and identity of political opponents.178 The 

importance of his work is twofold: First, the innovative character of his method lies in 

the refusal to restrict the study of the phenomenon to a mere static catalogue of 

meaning. On the contrary, he favours a contextual approach on the crossroad of 

medium, narrative and practice − studying the arms’ “Sitz im Leben” −, which showed 

changing functionalities.179 This largely corresponds to the viewpoints adopted in the 

research at hand. Second, his choice for communal Italy supplemented the dominant 

aristocratic narrative that up to now primarily concentrated on the Anglo-French world.   

It is Weber’s central contention that growing political institutionalization, together 

with the increasing preponderance of suprapersonal institutions, was, consequently, 

translated into a visual differentiation. At the same time, he discerned an upsurge of 

control over these signals of power. In the course of the thirteenth century, those in 

charge gradually monopolized the heraldic field and began to employ arms as 

“instruments of domination”. He thus ascribed the initiative of devising a harmonious 

consensus rallied around shared values mainly to the leading group of society – that 

were the faction-ridden magistracies and the dynasts who came into command during 

the transition towards signoria. They seized the symbolic reconciliation of tensions to 

their advantage.180 Having its merits, this interpretation not entirely escapes a 
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propagandistic idiom. For all that, little is revealed about whether conflicts or alternative 

strategies within these larger communities could successfully alter or at least affect the 

generalized image projected from above. It remains unclear if and to what extent there 

was still a leeway to (re)interpret or confront the paramount form of royal 

representation outside the universe of governmental control. Some glimpses of narrative 

variety or collective violence against the signs of dominion do hint at the existence of 

ambiguous, bottom-up actions.181  

For these reasons, this study will use the relevant conceptual insights in a pragmatic 

manner, fine-tuning terminology to the particular problems that arise in the selected 

case studies. Furthermore, by taking a specific form of symbolism as the focal point of 

the study of monarchical regimes, it also intends to test the creative paradigm. If the 

complex mesh of signs aptly fashioned an “identity” for the Italian commune, what then 

did princely ensigns do and mean for French and Habsburg kingship in a later period? 

For that matter, the frequent insistence that communicative actions are bound by “social 

context” or a “logic of action” is equally misleading.182 It might suggest the existence of 

a-priori hierarchies and order after all. Otherwise, there seems to have been no 

restriction on the appropriation of symbolism, thus making stability impossible.183 

Stating that “symbols are not entities, but exist in a relationship between entities” leaves 

them passively dependent on the whims of human actors. To resolve this confusion, this 

study will examine – in the context of the heraldic – the autonomous significance of the 

armorial sign. Such agency is to be found in their open, tangible dimension, besides 

being defined by iconographic conventions handed down over long periods of time. 

This is not to state that they operated out of themselves, free from any human 

interference, although some early modern interpreters certainly would have it so.184 The 

massive royal escutcheon that crushed a Spanish ambassador to death when an 

earthquake hit Lisbon in 1755 was perhaps an extreme exception to this rule.185  

As will be asserted, the exact material context in which the arms were displayed 

guided possible action. The visibility of images was essentially dependent on their 

mediality, something which holds particularly true for the heraldic icon.186 As much as 

the codes and motives of appropriation are concerned, it is this tangible presence that 

has to be probed as well. Resisting the influential linguistic model, which attributes all 

credit to either a producer or a recipient, the media on which images were imprinted 

had a force of their own that equally influenced the purposes to which they were put. 

The awareness that the physical properties or the underlying structure of imagery were 

really endowed with certain capacities that escaped the passive transmission of clear-cut 
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messages is the merit of what, among others, Keith Moxey dubbed the “pictorial” or 

“iconic turn” in visual studies.187 Use of images in view of the ideological agendas of 

individuals occurred in so far as their relative autonomy permitted them to be 

handled.188  

With regard to a royal achievement the feeling of continuity and corporate belonging 

added an extra vitality to this material life; and so did the singularities of the monarchies 

under scrutiny. Entrenched within a perceptible scenery of other artefacts, they could 

become something that was not at all anticipated from the start. Armorial objects thus 

turned up in the interaction as a full-blown third party, independent of the cultural 

agendas of those who conceived them. Similarly, the ways in which the internal 

configuration had developed, the composite elements of which they were composed 

and the presence of earlier antecedents determined, to a great extent, interpretative 

possibilities. Hence, the agency of the object (i.e. the escutcheon in all its aspects) did 

not inhibit its instrumentality for other actors. But it did largely delineate how they 

could be appropriated or included in the strategies of display and discourse. The 

contrast between the uniformity of French heraldic practice and the symbolic diversity 

that informed the Spanish Monarchy − as each of the following chapters exposes in 

detail − is illuminating in this respect.       

From the angle of the constructive role in the political process, some practices 

usually designated as purely anecdotal suddenly step forward into a new light. One of 

these is the public manipulation or destruction of the armorial object. Because the 

artefacts were laden with a political significance, such acts were rarely on bare impulse. 

Like the very selective violence of William Hacket already indicated, it could be a 

meaningful instrument in the hands of individuals. Men who remain out of sight when 

only the diffusion of (learned) messages is studied, suddenly come to the fore in a 

reasoned and resolute performance. In other instances, violence levelled against the 

armorial tokens of the crown accompanied a broader transition of power, erasing the 

remnants of a discredited regime. If the political fabric was admittedly constructed 

through symbols and rituals, then this seems to imply that it could be dismantled and 

redrawn in a similar fashion.189 All this is, in itself, not new. In fact, as has been stated, 

“the long history of political and religious strife in the West could almost be rewritten as 

a history of iconoclasm”.190 As to the royal coat of arms, sixteenth-century legists clearly 

sought to punish such aggressions against the armorial object as a harmful instance of 

high treason against majesty.191 Were real life, violent gestures indeed used by 
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contemporaries to affect the armorial shape of the state? Considering the omnipresence 

and the abstract nature of the royal shield, did there exist something like a specific 

heraldic iconoclasm with its own purposes and modalities? And was such behaviour, 

borrowing from other ritual vocabularies, attuned to an explicit wish of establishing 

another order? Coupled with this, there are also questions of chronology, methods and 

specificity. Our comparison will try to assess whether the material context and the 

differences in inherent conventions indeed led to different outcomes. 

It can be no coincidence that the ritual destruction of a monarch’s coat of arms on a 

systematic scale emerges, for one of the first times, in sixteenth-century civil conflicts 

accompanied by a radical redefinition of sovereignty on the level of political thought. 

My fifth and final chapter places two prominent cases next to each other. In France, 

religious discord got embroiled in the second half of the sixteenth century with far 

reaching disputes about the legitimacy of Valois kingship. A rise of new ideas on 

resistance and anti-monarchical governance ultimately led to the rejection of King Henri 

III’s legitimacy by the Catholic radicals of the Ligue Sainte. This even culminated in his 

assassination in August 1589. The “Revolt” that afflicted the Habsburgs Netherlands in 

that same period was characterized by similar ideological developments. In 1581, the 

rebel provinces formally deposed Philip II. Animosities eventually resulted in the 

formation of a distinct republican culture in the north and a reconciled Habsburg regime 

in the south. In both cases, as I will demonstrate by combining narrative sources with 

iconographic material, a popular fixation on the exterior insignia of power markedly 

corresponded with the radical revision of the notion of sovereignty. Heraldoclasm, as 

will be spelled out through the study of practices from below, was not aimed at empty 

vessels. Selective deconstruction rather confirmed them as the animated embodiments 

of king and community that had to be deprived of certain powers. Yet different actions 

in each of the conflicts furthermore hints at heraldry’s unique capacities in the 

(re)making of authority. In that sense, destruction was likewise a creative undertaking 

whose outcome largely rested upon the conventions of the armorial patrimony. The 

debris confronted the iconoclast with a symbolic gap that had to filled all over again.            

In light of all these historiographical tendencies and methodological challenges, is 

there still need for a study that deals with the heraldic patrimony of the great western 

monarchies during the early modern period? First and foremost, it can serve as a 

counterweight in the prospering field of new cultural history which, until now, chiefly 

privileged great ritualized events that set the political sphere apart from daily life or 

merely examined the “high art” of dynastic portraiture and allegorical painting. 

(para)heraldic tokens, on the contrary, functioned in both these elevated ceremonial 

contexts and in the more daily practices of political society. In other words, it is the 

intention to indicate where a macrostructural overview of the ensigns of state disclose 

valuable insights on the changing challenges, needs, ambitions and disparities of a 

monarchy at the micro level. On top of that, the focus on one geographical area or 

regime that is offered by most studies does not dwell on the way in which alternative 

forms of display or discourse were put to use in interstate rivalry. This assertion strongly 

calls for a comparative perspective. A comparison between monarchies transcends the 
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habit of generalization that is still present in most specialized studies, as well as in the 

many monographs on princely imagebuilding. As such, it will compensate for the 

scholarly neglect from which sixteenth and seventeenth century (royal) heraldry still 

suffers.  
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Chapter 1 

 

THE PROFANE SACRAMENT 
 

Having been under construction for more than seventy years, the magnificent cathedral 

of Puebla de los Ángeles was finally completed under the auspices of its energetic 

bishop Juan de Palafox y Mendoza, a former viceroy (between June and November 

1642) and visitador general of New Spain.1 This grand “temple” in what was considered 

the second most important city in the Viceroyalty was ceremoniously inaugurated on 

Sunday 18 April 1649 with splendid public festivities. The sumptuousness of the 

occasion was befitting a colonial society wherein a curious cultural syncretism of 

performance and ritual had to infuse Spanish political and spiritual principles.2 

Celebrations lasted for more than a week and were attended by a multitude of people.3 

As tradition demanded Palafox first solemnly circumvented the complete structure, 

dressed in his splendid pontifical garments, whilst consecrating the building. He was 

then awaited in the atrium by the members of the cathedral’s chapter and the town’s 

magistracy, all harmoniously singing psalms and antiphons. During the subsequent 

inaugural Mass, the Real Patronato of the church, held by the Spanish king Philip IV, was 

stately proclaimed.4  

Another highpoint in these lavish festivities was the translation of the community’s 

divine patron in the form of the Sacred Host from the old parish to its new shrine 

amongst great processional pomp. Public masquerades and mock tournaments were 

staged after the ritual solemnities were concluded.5 In the context of these festive 

proceedings, the bishop had also commissioned the fabrication of a large ceremonial 

golden key which had to symbolize King Philip as the perpetual patron of the cathedral. 

He intended to hand over this meaningful artefact, richly crafted with an engraved royal 

escutcheon of four quarters in its bow, to the king in person once he returned to Spain 

(Figure 8).6 Shortly afterwards, leaving on board the flota of 10 June, Palafox indeed bid 
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farewell to the colony.7 The sacred monument that he left behind would preserve his 

everlasting memory, though not in a way that he had foreseen. 

The showpiece of the prestigious building project, which was hailed by its initiator 

himself as superior to most cathedrals in Spain and even Europe, was definitely the main 

altar or retablo de los Reyes (“altarpiece of the kings”), erected at the back of the grand 

chapel (the capilla mayor) (Figure 3). Designed by the celebrated Valencian artist Pedro 

García Ferrer, this baroque masterpiece presented a stylistic novelty for the New World. 

Its main architectural disposition, with twisted columns reminiscent to those that had 

adorned Solomon’s biblical temple, as well as the iconographical programme inscribed 

in paintings and sculptures, proudly expressed the recognition of royal patronage.8 A 

central canvas, occupying the major part of the middle section of the altar, depicted a 

compelling image of the Immaculate Conception. This had grown into a very popular 

theme in seventeenth-century Spanish Habsburg devotion. The religious cult of the 

Virgin’s sinless conception was particularly associated with the ruling sovereigns Philip 

III (1598-1621) and Philip IV (1621-65) who actively negotiated with the papacy to get 

the dogma officially recognized.9 The surrounding monumental niches of the altar each 

contained a statue of a canonized king or queen, allegedly being “predecessors of the 

august House of Austria and of the King, our Lord and his serene family”.10  

The scheme was both an expression of dynastic ambitions and of extraordinary piety, 

reminding the royal patron of the indispensable principles of Good Rule. On the lower 

level of the carefully chosen selection of princely images figured St Louis IX of France 

dressed in regal accoutrements and holding a sceptre. As grandson to Alfonso VIII of 

Castile, the French crusader king could be cast as an exemplary relative of Philip and a 

symbol of the just administration of justice. Now and again applied in the wartime 

climate, the tracing of Habsburg genealogical descent from this Capetian ancestor − 

through the dukes of Burgundy − also put forward a “superior” claim to the French 

throne than that of the Bourbon dynasty. Such references might explain the slightly 

startling appearance of this character.11 The medieval king of France was surmounted by 

the military martyr St Hermenegildo, a converted Visigothic prince who had been 

decapitated on the orders of his own, Arian father. In the context of this religious allego- 

                                                           
7 Israel, Race, Class and Politics, 247. 
8 Fernández Gracia, ‘Sobre el retablo’, 51-53, 55. On the popularity of Solomonic architecture in Spain: J. 

R. de la Cuadra Blanco, ‘King Philip of Spain as Solomon the Second: The Origins of Solomonism of the 

Escorial in the Netherlands’, in: W. de Groot, ed., The Seventh Window. The King’s Window donated by 

Philip II and Mary Tudor to Sint Janskerk in Gouda (1557), Hilversum, 169-80. The comparison with the 

main altar of the Escorial was literally made.    

9 S. L. Stratton, The Immaculate Conception in Spanish Art, Cambridge, 1994, 67-121. 
10 Quoted in Fernández Gracia, ‘Sobre el retablo’, 54.; Juan Alonso Calderón, Memorial historico, 

iuridico, politico, de las iglesia cathedral de la Puebla de Los Angeles en la Nueva-España sobre restituirla 

las armas reales de Castilla, Leon, Aragon, y Navarra, que puso en la Capilla Mayor de su Iglesia, de que ha 

sido despoiada iniustamente, s.l., 1651, 2. 
11 E.g. BnF Clairambault 632.; Esteban de Garibay y Zamalloa, Ilustraciones genealogicas de los 

catholicos reyes de las Españas, y de los christianissimos de Francia, y de los Emperadores de 

Constantinopla, hasta el Catholico Rey nuestro señor Don Philipe el II, y sus serenissimos hijos, Madrid, 

1596. 
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Figure 3.  Juan de Noort, Retablo de los Reyes, engraving, from J. A. Calderón, Memorial 

Histórico Jurídico Político, f. 3v. 
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ry, his inclusion exemplified the unremitting war on heresy. St Leopold of Austria, 

founder of Klosterneuburg, signalled another set of dynastic roots.12 On the female side 

were depicted St Elizabeth of Portugal, a peacemaker and paragon of Christian charity; 

the byzantine empress Pulqueria, probably highlighting the virtue of prudence for 

which the Spanish kings were also renowned; and finally St Helena, the mother of 

emperor Constantine, who was accredited with the recovery of the important relic of 

the True Cross.13   

On both sides of the altar, this vertical succession of royal saints was topped by a 

large sculpted coat of arms. These were proportioned according to the rules of 

perspective and positioned on a height of more than ninety feet. Qualified as 

representations of royalty, these objects visually incorporated the temporal king and his 

immediate predecessors into the imagined constellation of ancient ancestors and 

spiritual relatives. From the viewpoint of the spectator, the Spanish monarch thus 

appeared at the summit of this pious gathering. The decision to place such icons of 

worldly power at a substantial distance from the visitors of the cathedral was probably 

also an ideological one. Like sacral depictions, respect and reverence were thought to 

increase when there was a certain degree of inaccessibility and invisibility. This was in 

fact a guiding principle in Spanish political culture where only a few intimates had 

effective access to the real life, physical monarch.14  

Nevertheless, to make the exact iconographic display more or less recognizable from 

such a distance, it was decided to depict only four heraldic quarters on the shields, 

containing four “kingdoms” or at least three of the most important dominions that 

composed the Spanish Monarchy. One early biographer of the bishop identified the 

selection of quarters post factum as the arms of Castile, Leon, Aragon and Navarra. 

Particular attention had been paid, it was said, to the rules of precedence and to the 

proper difference between colours according to well-known conventions.15 The 

escutcheon mounted on the (heraldic) left side depicted four quarters (Figure 4).16  

                                                           
12 On the symbolic and genealogical significance of Saint Leopold of Babenberg as Habsburg precursor, 

see: F. Röhrig et al., ed., Der heilige Leopold: Landesfürst und Staatssymbol: Stift Klosterneuburg, 30. März 

– 3. November 1985, Vienna, 1985.; Vocelka & Heller, Die Lebenswelt der Habsburger, 136. 
13 The iconographic programme is analysed in detail by: Fernández Gracia, ‘Sobre el retablo’, 58-62. On 

Habsburg dynastic saints: A. Coreth, Pietas Austriaca: Austrian Religious Practices in the Baroque Era, 

transl. W. D. Bowman & A. M. Leitgeb, West Lafayette, 2004. and Silver, Marketing Maximilian, 41-76. 
14 Cf. the discussion on the placement of the high altar in the Cathedral of Mexico in 1668, as related in: 

A. Cañeque, The King’s Living Image: The Culture and Politics of Viceregal Power in Colonial Mexico, 

New York, 2004, 36-7. On the political meaning of invisibility and accessibility at the Spanish court, see: 

F. Checa Cremades, ‘Monarchic Liturgies and the ‘Hidden King’: The Function and Meaning of Spanish 

Royal Portraiture in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries’, in: Ellenius, Iconography, Propaganda, and 

Legitimation, 89-104.; G. Redworth & F. Checa Cremades, ‘The courts of the Spanish Habsburgs, 1500-

1700’, in: Adamson, The princely courts, 56-59. 
15 Antonio González de Rosende, Vida dell ilustrissimo I excelentissimo señor Don Juan de Palafox y 

Mendoza, Madrid, 1671, 61. quoted in: M. Galí Boadella, ‘Los escudos del retablo de la catedral de Puebla: 

herejías heráldicas en tiempos de crisis’, in: C. Medina, ed., La imagen política, Mexico, 2006, 306. 
16 In heraldic terminology, left (sinister) and right (dexter) are generally interchanged, adopting the 

viewpoint of the imagined bearer of the shield. 
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Within the first and most preeminent one was the figure of a golden castle on a red 

field. Observers easily recognized this figure as the traditional symbol ascribed to the 

kingdom of Castile (an obvious pun on its name). The second quarter – according to the 

deposition of several witnesses − contained red bars on a golden field (or vice versa, as 

some insisted), while the third one displayed the image of a green tree, surmounted by a 

red cross. The regular arms of the kingdom of Leon, a purple and golden lion on a silver 

or white field, embellished the fourth and final quarter. The composition was garnished 

with a closed “imperial” crown stuffed with pearls and a cross, as generally used by the 

Spanish kings since the middle of the sixteenth century.17 The artefact was encircled by 

the collar of the Burgundian Order of the Golden Fleece. The shield on the right side of 

the altar encompassed exactly the same figures, though in a different, mirrored order. It 

was preceded by the red and golden bars, commonly identified as the arms of the 

kingdom of Aragon, while the curious tree here occupied the last quarter.18       

Two iconographic aspects of the shields were perceived as at least somewhat 

strange. First, there was the uncommon order of the composition with Aragon 

occupying in one of the escutcheons the first and thus most prominent position of 

honour, instead of the frequently used quartering of Castile/Leon. Second, the 

                                                           
17 R. Ceballos Cepeda, ‘La heraldica real de los Austrias en Madrid’, Reales Sitios. Revista del Patrimonio 

Nacional, 104(1990), 41-2.; Rosenthal, ‘The Invention’, 206. 
18 A description in the Real Provisión, see: RBP 2/II/1991, f. 2v.-3r. and 74v.-76r. (testimony of Pedro 

Leonardo on the disposition of the heraldic charges).; RBP 2/II/1993 includes coloured, painted versions 

of the escutcheons in question, probably the depictions that had to endorse the Real Provisión.   

 

 

Figure 4.  Controversial escutcheons mounted on the Puebla-altar, from RBP 2/II/1993. © RBP 
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appearance of the unusual tree with the cross posed an enigma for most observers. 

These oddities were to provoke a discussion that soon transformed into an open 

juridical battle between the Real Audiencia of Mexico – the principal judicial organ of 

New Spain − and the diocese chapter of Puebla. The issue at stake was no less than the 

proper substance of royal power in the colony. Mexican authorities branded the 

iconographical disposition as a “diminution of and grave offense” against “the authority, 

dignity and royal sovereignty” of the monarch.19 In their opinion, the shields openly 

negated the legal status of the king as the patron of the Church. Moreover, it was a 

“rarity without equal” in mixing Spanish royal insignia with alien heraldic charges (such 

as the tree). And, not in the least, its order perverted the “dignity” and “seniority” of the 

crown of Castile and Leon among the other dependencies of the Monarchy.20 A 

subsequent battle of pens erupted between publicists who underwrote such accusations 

against bishop Palafox or the chapter and some polemic authors defending the 

righteousness of the accused. They produced an impressive array of important 

statements about the intersection between the heraldic representation of power on the 

one hand and the political configuration of the Spanish Empire on the other.21  

As such, this extensively documented debate can be used as a touchstone to 

understand the appropriation of heraldry’s attributes in the engendering of legitimate 

power. The carefulness with which iconographic and spatial decisions were dealt with 

does betray the importance of a local representation of kingship. In what follows, I will 

evaluate the role of the royal escutcheon among diverse forms of monarchical 

representations outside the limits of the court. In view of this the system of abstract 

imagery certainly entailed a number of advantages over more mainstream media such as 

life-like portraits or the delegation of authority to local officeholders, governors and 

corporate institutions. Stylized composition convincingly exteriorized the abstract 

dignity of (absent) kingship and community, instead of trying to make an accurate copy 

of the physical owner. What is more, heraldic insight does not appear as the exclusive 

and socially restricted domain of a happy few. Several witnesses of diverse backgrounds, 

either involved in the fabrication of the disputed objects or called upon during the 

investigation of the case, accentuate a widespread familiarity with this kind of regal 

imagery. On top of that, the writings and testimonies also tackle the distribution of these 

images in the public sphere. They say a great deal about accessibility, working 

mechanisms and, not in the least, the fundamental attribution of meaning by the 

beholder.  

The remaining three paragraphs use the example of the debate in Puebla de los 

Ángeles to show how such signs influenced the shape of the state. To that end, I will 

analyse the central polemic texts and the heraldic argument they applied in this cause 

                                                           
19 RBP 2/II/1991, f. 3v. “la diminuicion y grave ofenca que del lo rresulta a la authoridad, dignidad y 

soberania Real” 
20 Ibid., f. 3r.-v. 
21 Extensive archival material, including copies of correspondence, evidence and the polemic tracts, are 

preserved in the Real Biblioteca del Palacio at Madrid: RBP 2/II/1991-1995. Literature on the case is cited 

in the following footnotes.  
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célèbre, something that has escaped the attention of studies dealing with the figure of 

Palafox. It illuminates how contemporaries appraised the working of abstract 

representation of monarchy in a wider framework of political and religious analogies. 

For them, the imagery was not just a go-between channel of forthright communication. 

The visualization of authority found its inspiration in a culture wherein the sacred 

likewise employed tangible resources to fathom the invisible and to structure mutual 

ties of affinity in obedience to the one source of divine truth.22 The armorial 

manifestation of kingship literally rendered the sovereign present in all aspects of his (or 

her) political existence. Because this thrived on a fiction of unbroken continuity 

transferred from one temporal owner of dignity upon the other, the same could be said 

about the perpetual body politic. Thereby resembling the evocation of a corpus 

mysticum of believers in the transformative capacity of the Host, the royal arms as a sort 

of profane sacrament in fact disclosed a community of subjects unified in loyalty to their 

overlord. By doing so, the symbolism was believed to guarantee the right balance of the 

realm.  

Almost every involved commentator recognized the ability of omnipresent insignia to 

structure the elementary order of the Monarchy and to preserve or restore its health. 

According to their own political convictions, however, there was far less consensus 

about the precise features of these processes. Relying on an accumulated framework of 

precedents, legal maxims, histories and thoughts, they commented on the proper 

outlook of the publicly displayed cornerstones of power. Moving beyond the 

peculiarities of the compelling discussion, and operating outside the small confines of a 

court society which is mostly exclusively accredited these kind of strategies, the 

involved parties advocated a different symbolic solution to uphold the enfeebled polity. 

I argue that heraldic discussion was actually a discussion on the nature and the 

preservation of the state. Against the background of the perceived crisis of the mid-

seventeenth century, the distinct interpretation of royal heraldry as a sacral-like 

instrument of communal salvation uncovers a striking ambiguity surrounding Habsburg 

practices of representation. Pinpointing this ambiguity is vital before embarking on a 

further comparison with other political systems.   

                            

 

The Heraldic Representation of Monarchy 

 

When the medieval model of itinerary kingship slowly gave way to a more sedentary and 

reserved type of government, the means to make authority visible and tangible had to be 

exploited at large.23 A growing complexity of political associations furthermore added to 

the increasing awareness about a proper reproduction of legitimate power in all aspects 

                                                           
22 Bossy, Christianity, passim. 
23 M. de los Ángeles Pérez Samper, ‘El Rey ausente’, in: P. Fernández Albaladejo, ed., Monarquía, imperio 

y pueblos en la España moderna. Actas de la IV reunión científica de la Asociación Española de Historia 

Moderna, Alicante, 1997, 379-93.; M. J. del Río Barredo, Madrid, Urbs Regia. La capital ceremonial de la 

Monarquía Católica, Madrid, 2000. 
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and spaces of the commonwealth. The issue of how to represent and substitute the 

royal persona and his abstract dignity was especially of great concern in those places 

where the physical figure of the king never or scarcely appeared.24 The colonial and 

other peripheral territories of the Spanish Monarchy, including lands as diverse as New 

Spain, Peru and the Philippines, were never visited in person by their sovereign. Just 

like in the West European kingdoms or dependencies like Sardinia, Naples, Sicily, Milan 

or the Low Countries, royal authority was in the first place staged by governors and 

administrative institutions.25 That the status of such representatives was conceived as a 

duplicate of the king’s person has been convincingly demonstrated for the New World 

by Alejandro Cañeque. The figure of the viceroy, in particular, was seen as a literal 

stand-in of the monarch.26 By extension, a similar case can be made for regents or 

governors in possessions on the European continent.  

Whereas the ruler and his realm encompassed one single abstract body, the former’s 

regional representatives symbolized, as it were, a literal extension of such mystical 

union. The connection was most obvious with respect to the appointment of regional 

representatives of the blood royal – a recurring demand that could only be complied 

with according to the coincidences of dynastic reproduction. But it applied to high 

noblemen and intimates as well (a past physical acquaintance with the ruler was usually 

a prerequisite).27 Nevertheless, this status evidently had an ambiguous character. Never 

could the person of the viceroy/regent be completely equated with the king, as this 

would lead to accusations of unruly usurpation. Though being a direct local substitute 

for his or her overlord, the actual meaning and extent of human representational value 

was constantly disputed by other contestants.28 Had this one individual an absolute 

monopoly to speak or act for the king? Or was such mandate rather a shared good of 

several officials? And, if so, what were the limits of these delegated portions of power? 

Despite the fact that “they represent so closely the royal person and handle things with 

communicated royal authority, … the excellence [i.e. the viceroy] never comes to be 

called majesty or king, but ‘prorex’, ‘prorege’, ‘viceroy’, he who is in the place of the 

king”.29  

                                                           
24 A. Osorio, ‘The King in Lima: Simulacra, Ritual, and Rule in Seventeenth-Century Peru’, Hispanic 

American Historical Review, 84(2004), 449.; de los Ángeles Pérez Samper, ‘El Rey ausente’, 385, 391.; M. 

Gómez Gómez, El sello y registro de Indias: imagen y representación, Cologne, 2008, 67-8.; V. Mínguez, 

Los Reyes distantes. Imágenes de poder en el México virreinal, Castelló, 1995. 
25 X. Gil Pujol, ‘Una cultura cortesana provincial. Patria, comunicación y lenguaje en la Monarquía 

Hispánica de los Austrias’, in: Fernández Albaladejo, Monarquía, imperio y pueblos, 1997, 232-33.; Elliott, 

‘A Europe of Composite Monarchies’, 55.; S. Dabringhaus & J. F. J. Duindam, eds., The Dynastic Centre 

and the Provinces. Agents and Interactions, Leiden, 2014.; M. Peytavin, ‘Government/Administration: The 

Italian Kingdoms within the Spanish Monarchy’, in: T. J. Dandelet & J. A. Marino, Spain in Italy. Politics, 

Society, and Religion 1500-1700, Leiden, 2007, 355-82. 
26 Cañeque, The King’s Living Image, 17-25.; M. Schreffler, The Art of Allegiance. Visual Culture and 

Imperial Power in Baroque New Spain, University Park, 2007, 61-75.  
27 Cañeque, The King’s Living Image, 17-25, 53-76. 
28 Gil Pujol, ‘Una cultura cortesana’, 234.; de los Ángeles Pérez Samper, ‘El Rey ausente’, 391.  
29 Bernardo de Frias quoted in: Cañeque, The King’s Living Image, 43. 
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The viceroys were furthermore not the only individuals claiming to exert the virtues, 

powers and jurisdiction associated with the absent sovereign. Corporate institutions 

with administrative or judicial functions were thought to participate likewise in this 

mystical union. They promulgated decisions and ordinances in his name and signet 

without a personal intervention of the latter. In the Spanish Americas the Real 

Audiencias, being the highest law courts, likewise claimed to reflect royal justice, as did 

the institutions’ leading presidents or even the individual oidores (judges). Moreover, 

the crown officials or corregidores, disseminating the monarch’s tutelage on a civic 

scale, also tried to bargain a relatively autonomous position as representatives of the 

realm. Even the magistracies of the towns (cabildo) claimed this privilege. Hence, a high 

degree of confusion, inherent to all delegated forms of decision making, was the 

outcome of such a pluriform manifestation of authority. Nowhere did this appear more 

clearly than in the endemic disputes of precedence on official occasions.30  

Images, objects, charters and renderings of the king’s likeness − be it in a pictorial or 

heraldic variant − were in itself less controversial embodiments of majesty.31 In the main 

they were treated as animate artefacts of political potency without the hindrance of 

private ambitions. Even more than elsewhere, the void of invisible sovereignty was to be 

filled in areas remote to the political centre by a multitude of royal portraits, coats of 

arms, devices or monograms carved on governmental buildings, inscribed on the 

credentials of official administration, or performed in the rituals of state. They set the 

scene wherever a viceroy, governor or official stood proxy for the absent overlord.32 

Other than showing the legitimacy of official deliberation they also demarcated the limit 

of movement of human actors. Proper balance was thus to be found in artefacts external 

to, often obstructive, personal aspirations. In the process, these symbolic mediators had 

to disband any mundane confusion about the true source of legitimate power. 

Disagreement about their political capacity, if occurring, mainly concentrated on 

                                                           
30 Ibid., 119, 125-28, 132-36, 141-55.; G. Guarino, Representing the King’s Splendour. Communication 

and Reception of Symbolic Forms of Power in Viceregal Naples, Manchester, 2010, 43-55, esp. 57-58. 
31 Cf. de los Ángeles Pérez Samper, ‘El Rey ausente’, 390-1.; Schreffler, The Art of Allegiance, 11.  
32 On remoteness and the void of sovereignty in colonial society, cf. L. Benton, A Search for Sovereignty. 

Law and Geography in European Empires, 1400-1900, Cambridge, 2010. Interest in the heraldry of the 

New World has markedly grown in recent years. Some suggestions in: A. J. S. McNickle, ‘Los escudos de 

los reyes de España en las monedas coloniales de México: medio de identificacion de las monedas por las 

variaciones de los escudos’, Sociedad Numismática de México, 1962.; F. Menéndez Pidal de Navascues, 

ed., Las armerías en Europa al comenzar la Edad Moderna y su proyección al Nuevo Mundo. Actas del VII 

coloquio Internacional de Heráldica, Cáceres, 30 sept. – 4 oct. de 1991, 1993.; M. Domínguez Torres, 

Military Ethos and Visual Culture in Post-Conquest Mexico, Farnham, 2013.; M. Castañeda de la Paz & H. 

Roskamp, Los escudos de armas indígenas: de la colonia al México independiente, México, 2013. 

On royal representations in New Spain in general, see: Schreffler, The Art of Allegiance.; I. Rodríguez 

Moya, La mirada del virrey: iconografía del poder en la Nueva España, Castelló de la Plana, 2003.; A. B. 

Osorio, Inventing Lima. Baroque Modernity in Peru’s South Sea Metropolis, New York, 2008.; A. Cañeque, 

‘Imaging the Spanish Empire: The Visual Construction of Imperial Authority in Habsburg New Spain’, 

Colonial Latin American Review, 19(2010), 29-68.; V. Mínguez, ed., Visiones de la monarquía hispánica, 

Castelló de la Plana, 2007. 
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internal iconographic features or on its external relationship to other symbols. The 

potential of the representative token as such was hardly questioned.  

Scholars have already drawn attention to the function of portraiture as a real 

duplicate of the king in those vast territories generally deprived of his physical presence. 

Distributed on coinage, in official spaces, and in the form of massive tableaux 

sometimes entertained in solemnities as if it were the living simulacrum of the royal 

body, the princely physiognomy ensured obedience. Modelled after a real life referent, 

the pictorial imitation became a “true figure” of the sovereign in absentia. Watching 

over those men who spoke on his behalf, it gave juridical sanction to delegated decision 

making.33 In the course of proclamation ceremonies organized throughout the distant 

domains of the Monarchy subjects greeted, bowed and theatrically performed their 

fidelity to large painted copies of “His Majesty”, placed on a real throne under a golden 

canopy. Every ritual gesture revolved around this radiating centre.34 In his Errores 

celebrados (1653) the dramatist Juan de Zabaleta perhaps most tellingly evaluated this 

capability of the monarch’s portrait to make him “present in all of his realms at the same 

time”. The statue or likeness of the living king “caused love and respect” by imprinting 

his image in the minds and hearts of subjects.35  

Surely, these sorts of pictures based on the Renaissance ideal of mimesis depicted 

more than a mere natural individual. No one would deny that an aura of dignity and 

transcendent stature was conveyed through showing a condition of corporeal 

excellence. The purely physical reproduction of this exceptional being was thought to 

reveal a deeper conceptual dimension where natural signs equally contained symbolic 

significance. The belief in an indissoluble bond of inherent virtuousness and bodily traits 

befitted the age.36 Practical circumstances, however, tells us a different story. The 

effectiveness of the portrait or effigy as a real substitute highly depended on the artistic 

qualities of the imitation; quite problematic with such an inaccessible model. Apart from 

the celebrated portraits of state, who are hardly representative for the average viewer, 

many local images of the royal body had to rely on defective visual or numismatic 

prototypes hampering an easy recognition. The advance of the reproductive techniques 

of the woodcut and engraving partly overcame this problem, yet their recognizable 

character still varied. Bad paintings and inaccurate renderings obstructed the above 

described treatment as a lifelike, animated representation of absentee rulership. Some of 

them were, by convention, decidedly known to depict the king and became therefore 

imbued with certain talismanic qualities. Usually presented in an already politically 

                                                           
33 Bodart, Pouvoirs du portrait, 15, 29.; Cf. Ghermani, Le Prince et son portrait, passim.; Marin, portrait 

du roi, passim.  
34 Osorio, ‘The King in Lima’, 447-51, 467-71. 
35 Juan de Zabaleta, Errores celebrados de la Antigüedad, in: Juan de Zabaleta, Obras historicas, politicas, 

filosoficas, y morales. Escritas por don Juan de Zabaleta, Madrid, 1704, 86. quoted in: F. Bouza Álvarez, 

Communication, Knowledge and Memory in Early Modern Spain, transl. S. López & M. Agnew, 

Pennsylvania, 2004, 26.   
36 Checa Cremades, Felipe II, 100-7.; M. Jenkins, The State Portrait: its Origin and Evolution, New York, 

1947.  
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charged atmosphere, little doubt could exist about their primary importance.37 Public 

encounters with completely new or more diffuse types were far more problematic.  

The question inevitably arises as to whether most onlookers could really sort out the 

princely portrait if no other external or spatial element marked its principal importance. 

In light of this, the very repetitive production of heraldic imagery proved advantageous. 

Artistic expertise played in this, to a great extent, only a secondary role of decorative 

prestige. The familiar combinations of stylized figures and standard abstract forms were 

certainly more easily recognized than defective portraiture, notwithstanding their 

uneven aesthetic merit.38 In point of fact, another considerable difference lies in the 

implicit worth of the symbolism. More so than the royal portrait, the escutcheon 

incarnated the dignity of the office and an integrative notion of dominion. It is true that 

stately pictures likewise tried to comprise the sovereign body in its double condition. 

On the one hand, the desire to make a life-like reproduction resulted in an intentional 

depiction of mortal frailty. On the other hand, idealized traits, dignified posture, and the 

gaze of gravity recalled the immortal greatness with which the transient individual was 

invested. In relationship to the bodies and signifiers of other political actors, the 

princely persona and the juridical office were mostly difficult to distinguish. Any further 

mixture of these so-called “two bodies of the king” − the intimate body natural and the 

public body politic39 − had to be expressed through the inclusion of additional formulae 

such as regalia, opulent vestments, allegories or − most instructive in this respect − 

coats of arms.  

It is no coincidence that both forms of representation often can be found together. 

The dialogue between blazon and portrait incorporated the natural disposition in the 

wider bonds of lineage and patrimonial possession. It bestowed a dynastic prestige and a 

glorious genealogy that exceeded the individual.40 Conversely the isolated ensign 

armorial also exhorted the sovereign ideal by itself. Although the exact associations 

attached to them depended on the monarchical system in question − I will come back 

to this in later parts of the book − it projected the formal armiger into a dynastic 

community of deceased ancestors. The stylized rudiments simultaneously captured the 

idea of several territories and obedient subjects united under one head. Individuality or 

personal mortality were only revealed inasmuch as non-hereditary devices, mottoes, 

crests, freestanding ornaments and chivalrous orders operated alongside this timeless 

nucleus.41  

                                                           
37 A. Pinelli, G. Sabatier, B. Stollberg-Rilinger, C. Tauber, D. Bodart, ‘Le portrait du roi: entre art, histoire, 

anthropologie et sémiologie’, Perspective, online: http://perspective.revues.org/423, 1(2012), 12 

(consulted on 21 August 2014).  
38 Cf. F. Menéndez Pidal de Navascues, ‘“Tanto Monta” El escudo de los Reyes Católicos’, in: L. Suárez 

Fernández, ed., Isabel la Católica vista desde la Academia, Madrid, 2005, 105. 
39 Kantorowicz, The King’s Two Bodies.  
40 Belting, ‘Wappen und Porträt’, 89-100.; Belting, Bild-Anthropologie, 115-42.; Ghermani, ‘Le blason 

dans le portrait’, 345, 348, 354-6.; Seitter, ‘Das Wappen als Zweitkörper’, 299-312. Cf. also: Thiry, S., ‘How 

to Steal the King’s Body? Corporeal Identification of Princely Pretenders in the Renaissance’, Micrologus: 

Nature, Sciences and Medieval Societies, 22(2014): Le Corps du Prince, passim. 
41 L. Hablot, ‘En chair et en signes’, 657-61.; Seitter, ‘Das Wappen als Zweitkörper’, 302-4. 
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In such an elevated format the regal shield was prominently imprinted on those 

material media that had to assure the continuity and extent of the crown’s policy. The 

“armas reales” appeared among others on the official royal seals fabricated for Spain’s 

overseas territories. Since 1570 they marked the equality of colonial administration to 

Castilian chancery practices.42 At every moment of political succession, a new specimen 

was crafted on the Iberian peninsula and dispatched to Mexico or to the other colonial 

capitals, where they were securely deposited in the Real Audiencia. Both Audiencia and 

the civic authorities of the capital cities received this new armorial seal with the utmost 

solemn respect, as if the king in person paid them a visit. Imitating similar rituals of 

reception on the Spanish mainland, the reception took place according to a scripted 

pattern: Officials first rode out in their ceremonial garments to greet the object upon 

arrival and escort it to the city. Custom dictated that it had to be visibly transferred on 

horseback or on a mule, riding in between the president of the Audiencia and the senior 

oidor in an order of precedence that was also observed in Castile. The old seal was then 

melted down. Hence, a material artefact empowered by the depiction of the king’s 

escutcheon on it became an unambiguous surrogate of the missing monarch and of his 

rule over the disperse lands of the Spanish Monarchy.43 It particularly epitomized the 

legislative functions of the ruler and the dispensation of justice in every corner of the 

polity. Being the ultimate sovereign prerogative, this competence to create law was 

never-ending and thus automatically renewed at each temporal accession to the throne.  

A similar respectful duplication of the king as lawmaker had also developed in other 

regimes. At French royal entries, for example, the grand seal adorned with the regal 

shield was usually carried in front of the chancellor or placed on a decorated coffer on 

the back of a horse, taking pride of place amidst the ceremonial procession. This vector 

of justice was actually symmetrical to the sword of state set in a fleurdelisé sheath and 

conveyed by the constable, the official in charge of matters of war. Both objects were 

surrounded with unconditional honour and protocol.44 In such a sigillographic and 

material form the fleurs de lis as token of sovereign expansion also began to flower 

across the Atlantic. Although France’s colonial possessions were remarkably smaller and 

less institutionalized in comparison to Spain. In both cases, the rites of planting 

emblazoned banners and boundary markers had to establish supremacy over vast tracts 

of largely unknown land.45 It was believed that these artefacts instilled loyalty and 

sincere obedience in the minds of native inhabitants in a less potentially subversive way 

than real life representatives did (Figure 5 & 6). The desolation of faraway places might  

 

                                                           
42 Gómez Gómez, El sello y registro, 224. 
43 Ibid., 228.; Cañeque, The King’s Living Image, 120.; Recopilacion de leyes de los reinos de las Indias, 

mandada imprimir y publicar por la magestad catolica del rey Don Carlos II, Madrid, 1841, I, lib. II, titulo 

XXI, 273. 
44 Bryant, The King and the City, 110-6.; B. Guenée, & F. Lehoux, Les entrées royales françaises de 1328 

à 1515, Paris, 1968, 129.; R. W. Scheller, ‘Ensigns of authority: French royal symbolism in the age of Louis 

XII’, Simiolus: Netherlands Quarterly for the History of Art, 13(1983), 128-31. 
45 R. Pichette, ‘Armoiries de souveraineté et de possession françaises en Amérique’, Revue française 

d’héraldique et de sigillographie, 69/70(1999/2000), 7-38.; Benton, A Search for Sovereignty, esp. 56.  
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Figure 5.  Native obedience for the 
Spanish arms, frontispiece (detail) 
from L. de Argensola, Conquista de 
las islas Malucas al rey Felipe III, 
1609. 

Figure 6.  Native obedience for the French arms, from T. de Bry, Brevis narratio...Florida, 1591. 
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tempt the latter to usurp power for themselves;46 the sign only acted on behalf of true 

authority. On their first expedition in present day Florida in 1562, two adventurers sent 

by the Huguenot admiral Gaspard de Coligny came across a bucolic spot surrounded by 

cedars and lemon trees. There they decided to erect a stone column engraved with the 

arms of France. When the same men returned two years later they witnessed a 

noteworthy spectacle widely broadcasted in popular travel reports and a visual print 

(Figure 6). Local Indians, showing a natural respect for the foreign king and the French 

nation, had adorned the column with laurel wreaths. Rich offerings were made and its 

shield surprisingly attracted much native worship.47                       

Of course, the efficiency of non-human forms of representation supposed their 

protection against the indecent placement of other, “private”, signifiers challenging 

their status. The leading position could not be shared. As early as the 1530s, French 

legists prescribed that the sign of a commoner could under no circumstances appear in 

the vicinity of its princely counterpart. Noblemen were allowed to do so in some 

instances, provided that their marks on “public works” were shown underneath the 

“armas regis”. It was strictly forbidden for private persons to affix the same in their own 

residences.48 By the end of the sixteenth century, encroachments of possibly rival 

representative agents were resolutely discouraged in the Habsburg lands as well. The 

prominent place of the royal image in public scenery had to be preserved by all means. 

Viceroys or other local officials (including “presidentes, gobernadores”, and “capitanes 

generales”) were, for instance, resolutely interdicted to put their own arms or devices 

into official royal banners and guidons.49 

The need to ensure the lasting effectiveness of these tokens in relation to their flesh 

and blood counterparts led to an ever increasing regulation. Considerable distance 

between territories made it especially difficult to keep a decorous reverence in check. 

Violations against the pre-eminence of these images, depicted on whatever possible 

medium, became indeed the subject of legal enforcement. Like the crucifix or other 

emblems of holiness they had to be placed in the highest and most eminent position 

(the level of the floor, for example, was no option for one commentator). When they 

were depicted near to other signifiers, absolute hierarchy should always be observed.50 

A Real Cédula of Philip II enacted in 1583 ordered the immediate removal of the familial 

arms of Don Francisco de Toledo, the viceroy of Peru, from royal buildings, schools and 

hospitals on which they had been carved or sculpted next to the arms of the sovereign. 

Deep-seated convictions about the elusive uniqueness of these kind of images pervaded 

the juridical assertion: In accordance with both Divine and human law, a person of such 

elevated status and blood (i.e. the king) and one of a lesser quality (i.e. the viceroy in his 

                                                           
46 Benton, A Search for Sovereignty, 41, 68-79. 
47 Pichette, ‘Armoiries de souveraineté’, 11.; Jacques-Auguste de Thou, Histoire universelle de Jacques-

Auguste  de Thou, depuis 1543 jusqu’en 1607, 16 vols, London, 1734, V, 1734, 276-7, 488.  
48 Charles de Grassaille, Regalium Franciae libri duo, jura omnia et dignitates christianissimorum Galliae 

regum, continentes, Lyon, 1545 [1538], 19.; Bartholomaeus Cassaneus [Barthélemy de Chasseneuz], 

Catalogus Gloriae Mundi, Frankfurt am Main, 1579, f. 11r. 
49 Recopilacion de leyes, I, Libro III, titulo XV, 72. (Philip II at the Escorial, 22 July 1595). 
50 Bernabe Moreno de Vargas, Discursos de la nobleza de España al rey Don Philippe III, Madrid, 1622, f. 

119v.-20r. 
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capacity as a private person with a distinct familial identity of his own) could not be 

rendered present in the same place, and certainly not on an equal footing.51  

This decision actually reiterated an analogous decree of Charles V from 1554. The 

ruling was reaffirmed in November 1608 by Philip III. These ordinances all stated that it 

was strictly prohibited in the Spanish Indies to erect other arms than those of the king 

above the gates of royal buildings, colleges, hospitals or any other foundation whereof 

the monarch was rightful patron. For seminary colleges, however, Philip II permitted 

from 1592 onwards the display of the founding prelate’s heraldry. And only on the 

condition that it was placed in an unmistakably subordinate position to royal exemplars 

in “recognition of the universal patronage” that the Spanish kings held by means of 

apostolic concession.52 Royal patronage over the Church had materialized out of the 

ideological mission to defend the faith ever since the Reconquista. It had later been 

transposed as an exemplary model to the West Indies where it far exceeded princely 

prerogatives in these matters on the peninsula. A papal bull of 28 July 1508 officially 

bestowed the Real Patronato of ecclesiastical affairs in the colonies to the Castilian ruler, 

including the distribution of benefices and nominations to bishoprics. By this means the 

crown secured a firm worldly grip on a considerable part of the generated wealth.53  

As a matter of fact the 1592 stipulation about the public exhibition of clerical arms 

reacted to yet another practical dispute. One year earlier, the second archbishop of 

Lima, Toribio Alfonso de Mogrovejo, founded a minor seminary in the Peruvian capital. 

It was actually one of the first to be instituted on American soil. The benefactor proudly 

attached his familial cognizance to the façade of the newly acquired buildings. Under 

the pretext of a scandalous violation of the aforementioned right of patronage, but 

which was actually a provocation in the context of disputed ecclesiastical jurisdiction, 

the irate viceroy Don García Hurtado de Mendoza, Marquess of Cañete openly sent his 

armed retainers to the school with the order to cut down the archbishop’s achievement; 

a forceful act “which caused astonishment throughout the city”.54 The ensuing quarrel 

was finally settled in May 1592 by a Real Cédula which allowed de Mogrovejo to restore 

his personal arms near to a royal escutcheon, though in a setting that undeniably 

revealed the inferior status of the prelate.55  

That these sensibilities and occasional clashes were no exclusive characteristic 

induced by the remoteness and political isolation of the West Indies is moreover 

suggested by an earlier, very similar occurrence in Habsburg Milan.56 This time the main 

                                                           
51 Joseph Alfonso de Guerra y Villegas, Discurso historico politico, sobre el origen, y preheminencias de 

el oficio de Heraldos, Reyes de Armas, Feciales, y Caduceadores, s.l., 1693, f. 59v.; Cf. Calderón, Memorial 

historico, f. 6r. and RBP 2/II/1991, f. 82r. 
52 The Real Cédulas in question are listed in: Recopilacion de leyes, I, Libro I, Titulo VI, 33 (Ley XLII), 

140 (Ley II).; Juan de Solórzano Pereira, Tomo segundo de la politica indiana, compuesta por el doctor 

Don Juan de Solorzano Pereyra, Madrid, 1739, 19-20 (n° 34 & 46).  
53 Elliott, Imperial Spain, 101-3. 
54 Antonio de León Pinelo, Vida del ilustrissimo I reverendissimo D. Toribio Alfonso Mogravejo, 

Arcobispo de la ciudad de los Reyes Lima, cabeza de las provincias del Piru, Madrid, 1653, 107-11. 
55 R. Vargas Ugarte, Santo Toribio, segundo arzobispo de Lima, Lima, 2005, 45-6. 
56 Nevertheless, the degree of remoteness gave more easily rise to a fraudulent usurpation of royalty, cf. 

Benton, A Search for Sovereignty, 40-103.   
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protagonist was the royal governor of the duchy, Gabriel de la Cueva, 5th duke of 

Alburquerque. In the spring of 1569 the determined aristocrat resolved to mount his 

own familial ensigns above the gate of the defensive citadel of the capital (the former 

princely residence of the Sforza dukes). Alburquerque’s self-glorifying intention met a 

stubborn rejection by the constable of the fortress who claimed that the house (casa) in 

question “belonged to the king and that therefore no other arms than the royal ones 

were to be affixed”. Another, clandestine attempt to get the governor’s escutcheon 

installed was equally obstructed. Eventually the issue became so contentious that the 

duke in person, accompanied by his complete guard and retinue, threatened the loyal 

constable with a sheer display of coercion.57   

 

 

Appropriating Heraldic Imagery in the Puebla Case (1649-51) 

 

At first glance, the controversy that arose over the royal escutcheons in the cathedral 

was yet another agitated eruption of disagreement between human agents who claimed 

representative powers. It pitted bishop Palafox against the officials of Puebla’s civic 

rival. However, the very essence of the debate was not about a disrespectful accordance 

of private symbolism with official images, but about the inherent force of the artefacts 

of authority themselves. In that regard, the overtone was definitely unique. In December 

1649, several months after the solemn consecration of the new building, the Real 

Audiencia signalled the two strangely − and in their opinion “erroneously” − marshalled 

coats of arms in the altarpiece.58 As was revealed later on, accusations had been brought 

forward by Pedro Melián, the fiscal of the Audiencia. He supported his allegations with 

descriptive information and a painted rendering in turn forwarded to him by Juan de 

Mañozca y Zamora, none other than the archbishop of Mexico.59 Both men were 

commonly known as sworn enemies of the so-called palafoxistas, the supporters of the 

bishop’s elaborate reforms in the diocese.60  

It was said that the arms displayed on top of the retable were not composed 

according to the usual conventions used in other churches of the Indies. Melián openly 

considered this alleged violation of heraldic principles an analogous violation of the 

royal majesty and the right of patronage. He openly accused the ecclesiastical chapter 

and the bishop, who was held in high esteem at the Madrid court, of High Treason. The 

fiscal particularly condemned the irregular marshalling as an intentional perversion of 

the visual – and correspondingly also political − order. The heterodox position of the 

quarter with the image of the castle notably caused resentment. After all, the arms of 

Castile had always occupied the first place of honour in the coat of arms of Spanish 

monarchs ever since 1475.61 On top of that, he also stated − albeit unreasonably − that 

Palafox had dared to put his own familial ensigns in place of those of the monarch. This 

                                                           
57 RAH, 09-00067 (A-67), f. 91r.-v. (Pedro de Munguía to Lope de Acuña y Avellaneda, 23 April 1569). 
58 RBP 2/II/1991, f. 1r.-3r. 
59 Ibid., f. 1r.-3r.; 81r.-82r.; RBP 2/II/1992, f. 18r. (Pedro Melián to Philip IV, 19 July 1650).  
60 Israel, Race, Class and Politics, 217-47.; Alvarez de Toledo, Politics and Reform, 160-1, 202, 259-62. 
61 See chapter 2, pp. 146-8. 
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aberration did not conform to the undeniable fact that Philip IV was the universal 

“patron of the said church”. In that quality, the accuser reminded that only the arms of 

the king could be erected in the sacred places of the New World.62 The iconography 

was for this reason an evident offense against the “royal dignity and sovereignty”.63  

The Mexican authorities took solid actions before deliberating on the possible 

consequences of such infraction of the representations of royalty. A hastily dispatched 

provisión real instructed to oust the erroneous arms from the retable and from all other 

places where a similar iconography would appear. The examining magistrate or alcalde 

de corte Don Juan Manuel de Sotomayor was entrusted with the execution of these 

measures. Quite unexpectedly he arrived in Puebla de los Ángeles with all speed around 

eleven o’clock in the morning of 16 December.64 Accompanied by a small band of 

armed men he immediately entered the sanctuary to inspect whether the shields 

corresponded to those painted in the instruction’s attachment. Shortly afterwards, he 

formally proclaimed the indictment in the residence of Juan de Merlo, bishop-elect of 

Honduras and governor of the diocese in the absence of Palafox.65  

Still that same afternoon, two agents were entrusted with the removal of the 

monumental arms, an exhausting task that lasted until the next day.66 Once finally 

removed the artefacts were enclosed in two wooden-nailed caskets, sealed and then 

loaded onto mules to be carried off to Mexico City.67 The puzzling proceedings, whose 

swiftness probably stupefied most of the onlookers, were a striking inversion of those 

solemn ceremonies observed when exhibiting the royal shield on a new seal. Temporary 

cardboard arms of Philip IV, now faithfully replicating the format that appeared on that 

same seal used by the Council of the Indies and by the Mexican Audiencia, were erected 

in their stead on 26 December without much publicity (Figure 7).68 The drawings 

faithfully depicted the common disposition (cortado) of figurative charges “que todos 

conocen”:69 A horizontally halved shield with in the upper part (per pale) (1) a 

quartering of Castile and Leon, and (2) Aragon and Aragon-Sicily (per pale); the arms of 

                                                           
62 RBP 2/II/1991, f. 3r. 
63 Ibid., f. 82r. 
64 Gregorio de Guijo, Diario, 1648-1664. Tomo I: 1648-1654, ed. M. Romero de Terreros, México, 1953, 

78.; RBP 2/II/1992, f. 27r.-29r. (Juan Manuel de Sotomayor to Philip IV, 25 June 1650). The text of the real 

provisión in: RBP 2/II/1991, f. 1r.-2r. and Calderón, Memorial historico, f. 4v.-5v.  
65 RBP 2/II/1991. On Juan de Merlo: Israel, Race, Class and Politics, 239. 
66 Don Geronimo Perez de Salazar, the alferez mayor of Puebla, and captain Alonso Corona Vasquez, see: 

RBP 2/II/1991, f. 5v.-13v., 16r. & 95v.-96r. (testimony of Bernardino Lopez de Mendoza).; E. Botella 

Ordinas, ‘Fruto, cruz y árbol de vida. Diseño castellano de un reino de Sobrarbe’, Espacio, Tiempo y 

Forma, 11 (1998), 191. 
67 Galí Boadella, ‘Los escudos’, 307; de Guerra y Villegas, Discurso historico, f. 59v. They were transpor- 

ted to Mexico on 22 December and delivered in the hands of Don Gaspar Fernandez de Castro, oidor of 

the Real Audiencia: RBP 2/II/1991, f. 20v.-21r., 24r., 25v.-26r., 33v. The arms were then exhibited publicly 

“para que lo viesen todos y conociesen el delito que se había cometido al ponerlas”, see: G. Bartolome 

Martinez, Jaque mate al obispo virrey. Siglo y medio de sátiras y libelos contra Don Juan de Palafox y 

Mendoza, Mexico, 1991, 102. 
68 RBP 2/II/1991, f. 31v.-33r. 
69 RBP 2/II/1992, f. 10r. (Gaspar de Castro to Philip IV, 20 April 1650). These arms were also depicted 

on an engraving of the altar by Juan de Noort, printed in Calderón, Memorial historico, f. 52r. and drawn 

in: RBP 2/II/1991, f. 108v.  
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Granada placed in point (“enté en point”), and Portugal as inescutcheon. The lower 

section quartered Austria, Burgundy ancient, Burgundy modern and Brabant, with 

Flanders and Tyrol set on an inescutcheon (per pale).70 The cathedral’s chapter was 

strictly prohibited to alter or replace these new items by those that were removed, as it 

was stated that the king had never borne such ensigns.71    

 

 

Sotomayor, in the meantime, fell sick. He was accommodated and treated in the local 

convent of San Augustin where he kept supervising further procedures. Although this 

inconvenience seriously reduced the initial rapidity and efficiency.72 From that point on, 

more in-depth investigations spawned a multitude of polemical arguments, testimonials 

and legal tracts trying to prove the lawfulness of the deeds of both parties. A series of 

witnesses from a varying social background, the majority of them inhabitants of Puebla, 

were interrogated before the indisposed alcalde in order to reconstruct the inception of 

the “fraudulent” display and to point out the main responsible person.73 Their preserved 

                                                           
70 On the common cortado-shield of the Spanish Monarchy, cf. Ceballos Cepeda, ‘La heraldica real’, 35-

48, esp. 39.; F. Menéndez Pidal de Navascués, El escudo de España, Madrid, 2004, 226. Cf. chapter 2, pp. 

154-8.  
71 RBP 2/II/1992, f. 27v. Diego de Borgraf (Bolgraph), a painter in Puebla, was commissioned to create 

these substitute shields: RBP 2/II/1991, f. 19r.-20r. The city paid 139 pessos for the replacement: Ibid., f. 

23r. 
72 RBP 2/II/1991, f. 15r.-16r., 34r.; Ibid., f. 27v. (Sotomayor to Philip IV, 25 June 1650).  
73 Ibid., f. 17r.-18v., 34v.-35v. 

Figure 7.  The "regular shields" that had to replace the controversial ensigns on the altar, from 
RBP 2/II/1991, f. 55v. © RBP 
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depositions touch on a general awareness and knowledge of the significance of royal 

arms. The reports are striking given the fact that almost all of the involved men had no 

professional affinity with the heraldic science whatsoever. None of the inquired 

commoners were well vested in the formal vocabulary of blazon, nor were the 

concerned officials and clerics who mainly relied on their broad legal training when 

interpreting the signs. Nonetheless, far away from the central heraldic specialists at the 

Madrid court, they ascribed far-reaching significance to its symbolism. Apparently they 

understood what most charges meant. Daily experience with these objects in public 

interaction, in combination with a frame of reference shared by sacred imagery and 

other visual proponents of social order, further enabled such comprehension. For many 

subjects, heraldic symbolism was the first among the most accessible feelers of authority 

and obedience; even though its abstract and supposedly obscure features are no longer 

easily understood by the eye of the present-day beholders. Contemporaries commented 

on the symbolism without the input of officers of arms or qualified heraldists, who are 

all too often considered as the sole architects of armorial appearance.74 What is more, 

they operated in the utter absence of any central regulation concerning the proper 

configuration of a royal coat of arms.  

Most deponents confirmed that the arms described in the accusation indeed 

corresponded to those on the altar. They mainly affirmed the strangeness of the quarter 

with the green tree and golden cross, stating that they had never seen such charge on 

any other escutcheon of the king, neither in the New World nor in Spain. Diego 

Sanchez, a merchant living in Puebla, testified that some public rumour and “great 

scandal” had already occurred when the decorations of the capilla were hardly 

completed. He declared that he had even noticed an alternative design of the retablo-

arms containing a quarter with the heads of some “Turks or kings”, but which was never 

permanently incorporated in the definite altar.75 A master carver who was in fact 

revealed as the manufacturer of the two contested pieces, endorsed this story. At first he 

had created an “escudo grande major” for the cathedral with one quarter showing “four 

heads of crowned kings” instead of the tree and cross (Figure 10). Yet they were 

eventually replaced because of the barely visible amount of small detail that such 

depiction demanded.76  

This alternative version, however, did appear on the aforementioned golden key 

crafted for Philip IV in his capacity as the church’s patron (Figure 8).77 Aside from the 

recurring astonishment about the unusual inclusion of a tree and cross – a conundrum 

for almost every witness − some of the depositions also emphasize the subversive 

ordering. The placement of the arms of Aragon in the “primer lugar” struck the 

observers too.78 Though far from being experts in the art of heraldry, every respondent 

recognized the royal arms in their quality of abstract representation of sovereign power. 

                                                           
74 See footnote 103. 
75 RBP 2/II/1991, f. 36v.-37r. (testimony of Diego Sanchez).  
76 Ibid., f. 37v.-38v. (testimony of Estevan Gutierrez). 
77 Ibid., f. 41r.-43r. (testimony of Nicolas Dias, maestro de platero). A depiction of this key in: RBP 

2/II/1991, f. 44r. and RBP 2/II/1993, f. 44v. 
78 RBP 2/II/1991, f. 40r.-41v. (testimony of Francesco Gonzalez & Pedro de Quincoces). 
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They were undoubtedly much more familiar with 

them than with the lifelike portraits of a ruler they 

had never seen and where identification 

fundamentally depended on the talents of the 

artist and the quality of the models at his 

disposal.79 Elements alien to the commonly used, 

stylized armorial components were thus easily 

detected. 

In the meantime, other incidents in and around 

the cathedral further aroused public concerns. On 

the night of 16 on 17 December a sculpted shield 

marking the entrance of the local Colegio Real de 

San Juan, with the regular selection of royal 

quarters, was pelted with stones by two 

anonymous individuals. The occurrence caused 

great disturbance. Some spectators openly 

speculated about a possible connection with the 

simultaneous removal of the escutcheons from the 

chapel. Apart from an imprecise testimony by one 

of the students of the college, who stated that he 

had sneaked upon two men carrying stones, 

opinions were divided. How and whether the 

vandalism exactly related to the commotion 

caused by the alcalde’s swift actions remained 

inconclusive. Because it seemed more like a 

boyish prank to the authorities than a serious offense it was decided not to investigate 

or prosecute the destruction any further.80  

The chapter of the Santa Iglesia, noticing the determination of the alcalde to execute 

the stipulations of the provisión real, prompted two prebendaries of the church, Manuel 

Bravo de Sobremonte and Andres de Luey, to take up the defense of bishop Palafox and 

of the iconographic decisions concerning the altar. They arrived in the city on 20 

December.81 Via the mediation of the chapter’s head those prebendaries claimed that, in 

the first place, the sudden enforcement of the provision ordering the removal without 

any warning beforehand had been illegal. Secondly, the unannounced intervention had 

violated sacred ecclesiastical immunity. In addition to that, the moment of intervention 

was badly chosen as the removal was carried out on a market day and thus caused an 

unnecessary amount of commotion. The chapter was likewise shocked to find out that 

even before a detailed investigatory report on the peculiar iconography was drawn up, 

let alone officially ratified in a proper law suit, allegations of treason had already been 

made. The clerics were, in their turn, determined to restore their honour and that of 

                                                           
79 Cf. Osorio, ‘The king in Lima’, passim. 
80 RBP 2/II/1991, f. 45r.-47v. 
81 Ibid., f. 27r.-v., 29v.-30r. 

 

Figure 8.  Ceremonial key symbolizing Philip 
IV's patronato over the Cathedral, from RBP 
2/II/1991, f. 44r. © RBP 
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their bishop. They finally demanded the immediate restitution of the “unreasonably” 

removed arms.82  

An intensive campaign of petitions and letters to their agents in Mexico and Madrid 

had to enforce a rectification. Useful arguments against the provisión real were collected 

in large amounts. The appearance of well-founded requests against the removal of the 

escutcheons vigorously incited the already tense atmosphere. For example, doctor 

Francisco López de Solis, a university lecturer and creole lawyer of certain fame, wrote 

an apology (“apelacion”) in two parts for the prebendaries. Its text was then presented 

to the Real Acuerdo of Mexico (a governing council that was part of the Audiencia), the 

noncompliant tone of which aroused much scandal amongst antipalafoxistas.83 

Herewith, Solis and the diocese chapter attempted to prove in a reasoned way that the 

heraldic attributes of the altar were completely “regal” in character and also properly 

marshalled. An assembled collection of excerpts taken out of a wide array of chronicle 

authorities and manuscript tomes, including highly praised historiographers and 

renowned erudites such as Antoni Beuter, Jerónimo de Blancas, Argote de Molina, 

Martin Carillo and Juan Briz Martinez, backed their assertions.84  

The curious cross above a tree was identified as the ancient ensign of the early 

medieval kingdom of Sobrarbe, a legendary forerunner of both the crowns of Aragon 

and Navarra whose historicity was deduced from the works in question.85 Many 

“histories” and “old papers” recounted how one Garcí Ximénez, an ancient Christian 

leader fighting against the infidels in the mountainous region of Aínsa, was elected first 

king of Sobrarbe (“above a tree”) by popular consent after his heroic victory over the 

Moors.86 The account, situated by most authors in the early decades of the eighth 

century, was actually one of the mythic foundations of the Aragonese constitutional 

tradition. The episode formed the narrative framework for the existence of the age-old 

fueros and liberties of the kingdom. It historicized the popular notion of a compact 

between king and crown. Continuously reworked and commented upon in the course 

of the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the story had become fully ingrained in 

regional historical thinking. By the 1580s the official royal historiographer of Aragon, 

Jerónimo de Blancas, definitively connected the mythical election episode with 

factitious knowledge about early dynastic successions in both Aragon and Navarra.87 In 

order to explain the presumed etymology of Sobrarbe, a part of the enhanced narration 

                                                           
82 The chapter’s appeal in: Ibid., f. 55r.-59v. (argumentation), f. 60r. (mission of the prebendaries).; RBP 

2/II/1992, f. 44r.-v. (Juan de Mañozca y Zamora to Philip IV, 15 July 1650). 
83 E. Botella Ordinas, Monarquía de España: Discurso Teológico, 1590-1685, unpublished doctoral 

dissertation, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, 2002, 267-92. On the career of Francisco López de Solis, 

see: Israel, Race, Class and Politics, 232.  
84 RBP 2/II/1991, f. 55r.-72v., 96r.-111v. On these historiographers, see in particular: R. L. Kagan, Clio & 

the Crown. The Politics of History in Medieval and Early Modern Spain, Baltimore, 2009, passim.  
85 The Sobrarbe argument in the Puebla controversy is analysed in detail in: Botella Ordinas, ‘Fruto, cruz 

y árbol de vida’. and Botella Ordinas, Monarquía de España, 267-92.  
86 See the drawings in: RBP 2/II/1991, f. 61r., 62r., 65r., 67v., 69v., 70r. 
87 R. E. Giesey, If Not, Not. The Oath of the Aragonese and the Legendary Laws of Sobrarbe, Princeton, 

1968, 32, 64-5, 102-57.; X. Gil Pujol, ‘Aragonese Constitutionalism and Habsburg Rule: The Varying 

Meaning of Liberty’, in: R. L. Kagan & G. Parker, eds., Spain, Europe and the Atlantic World. Essays in 

Honour of John H. Elliott, Cambridge, 1995, 163-6. Cf. chapter 3, pp. 200-15. 
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told how a red cross had suddenly 

appeared above an oak tree as a sign of 

divine support for the venture of Garcí 

Ximénez and his band of valiant warriors. 

Thereupon, the newly elected ruler 

adopted the image of the vision in his coat 

of arms in memory of the triumphant 

Christian exploits. On the basis of these 

purported origins, several chroniclers 

considered it the first armorial ensign of 

the Aragonese kingdom and, by extension, 

even the early achievement of Navarra 

(Figure 9).88         

The substantial source material on 

which the chapter relied was officially 

deposited and ratified by an intermediary 

in January 1650. It all confirmed this 

armorial legend in one way or another. 

One of the cited books, for instance, even 

maintained that the miraculous cross and 

oak tree had been the ensign of an old Navarrese chivalric order founded by Garcí 

Ximénez himself.89 Frontispieces and illustrations gleaned out of the same volumes 

proved that the Sobrabre quarter was still in use in conjunction with other “historical” 

arms recorded for Aragon and the rest of the Spanish Monarchy.90 The accumulation of 

authoritative citations also had to validate the contention that a royal armorial 

composition was far from a static and unchanging convention only including a 

restrictive selection of charges, positioned according to fixed rules.91 Allusions to the 

inclusion of charges for Navarra and the kingdom of Jerusalem into recent compositions 

of an unquestionable official nature confirmed the existence of variation in Habsburg 

regal heraldry.92  

                                                           
88 On the development of the heraldic part of the Sobrarbe legend, see: G. Fatás & G. Redondo, Blasón 

de Aragon, Zaragoza, 1995, 15-16, 29-30.; A. Montaner Frutos, El señal del rey de Aragón: historia y 

significado, Zaragoza, 20132, online: http://ifc.dpz.es/recursos/publicaciones/19/73/_ebook.pdf 

(consulted on 30/10/2014), 16-21.; Giesey, If Not, Not, 126-7.; Gil Pujol, ‘Aragonese Constitutionalism’, 

166.  
89 Joseph Micheli Marquez, Tesoro militar de cavalleria antiguo y moderno modo de armar cavalleros, 

Madrid, 1642, f. 16r.-v. (“cavalleros de la Encina”). The same idea was later adopted by, among others, 

Juan Caramuel y Lobkowitz, Theologia Regularis. Tomus Secundus, Lyon, 1665, 53.  
90 RBP 2/II/1991, f. 38v., 62r., 65r., 67v., 69r., 70v., 71v., 72v., 97v., 103v., 104v. 
91 Botella Ordinas, ‘Fruto, cruz y árbol de vida’, 195.; RBP 2/II/1991, f. 55r.-72v. 
92 RBP 2/II/1991, f. 71v.-72v. 

 

Figure 9.  Legendary arms of Garcí 
Ximénez, from J. de Blancas, Ad regum 
aragonum, f. 1r. 
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Additionally, the defendants compiled a list of data relating to other irregularly 

marshalled escutcheons encountered in Mexican or Spanish churches and public places. 

Examples of blatant errors or unusual arrangements could be found, among others, on 

the gate of the reputed Mexican Jesuit College of San Ildefonso; in two escutcheons 

mounted on top of the great altar of the Iglesia de Jesus Maria; and even at the summer 

residence of the viceroys in Chapultepec.93 Supposing that Puebla had indeed displayed 

false arms, Mexico could easily be accused of the same. Juan Alonso Calderón later 

added some prominent examples from the Iberian Peninsula to the list. Remarkable 

images like the Sobrarbe arms or the Moorish heads were undeniably documented on 

the pediment of the Palacio de la Diputación at Zaragoza − the see of the regional 

institution that oversaw the proper observance of Aragonese liberties −94 and in the 

gallery of royal portraits (1587) adorning the audience hall of that same institution 

(Figure 11). They were also displayed, not in the 

least, on the ceiling of the magnificent Salón de 

Reinos of Philip IV’s Buen Retiro palace, where the 

inclusion of the tree and cross was modelled after 

those former examples.95 If even at the Madrid 

court other charges and quarterings than those 

commonly appearing on royal seals or coins were 

employed to convey (a part of) the king’s authority, 

the aberrant combination on the Puebla altar 

became less startling. It stressed at least the basic 

necessity of a fair investigation into the specific 

unorthodoxy and intentionality of the alleged 

errors.96 

Francisco Lorente, confessor and secretary to 

bishop Palafox, professed that at first they had 

considered other heraldic elements than the ones 

                                                           
93 Ibid., f. 102v.-110v. On the importance of the Chapultepec palace as a venue for viceregal ritual, see: 

Curcio Nagy, The Great Festivals, 15-6. 
94 A reproduction of these sculpted arms (now in the Museo de Zaragoza), in: A. Montaner Frutos & G. 

Redondo Veintemillas, Aragón en sus escudos y banderas, Zaragoza, 2007, 41. 
95 Calderón, Memorial historico, 35r.-v., 54r.-55v., 60v.-63r.; Jerónimo de Blancas, Ad regum aragonum 

vétérumq comitum depictas effigies in regia Caesaraugustanensi deputationis aula positas, inscriptiones, 

Zaragoza, 1587, f. 1r.-4v. When Philip IV visited Zaragoza in 1626 to swear to the fueros he was so 

impressed by the Sobrarbe arms and other “old” Aragonese shields, and the accompanying portraits and 

inscriptions, that he had them copied to adorn the Buen Retiro palace later on, see: Jerónimo de Blancas, 

Martin Carrillo, Diego José Dormer, Inscripciones latinas a los retratos de los reyes de Sobrarbe, condes 

antiguos, y reyes de Aragon, puestos en la Sala Real de la Diputacion de la ciudad de Zaragoca, Zaragoza, 

1680, [introductory remarks].; M. C. Morte García, ‘Pintura y política en la época de los Austrias. Los 

retratos de los reyes de Sobrarbe, condes antiguos y reyes de Aragón para la Diputación de Zaragoza 

(1586), y las copias de 1634 para el Buen Retiro de Madrid’, Boletín del Museo del Prado, 12(1991), 13-28. 

The iconographic programme of the Buen Retiro is studied in: J. H. Elliott, A Palace for a King. The Buen 

Retiro and the Court of Philip IV, New Haven, 1980.; E. Tormo, ‘Velázquez, el Salón de Reinos del Buen 

Retiro y el poeta del palacio y el pintor’, Boletin de la Sociedad Española de Excursiones, 19(1911), 24-44, 

84-111, 190-217, 274-305.  

96 Calderón, Memorial historico, 35r.-v., 54r.-55v., 60v.-63r. 

 

Figure 10.  Earlier design for the 
arms on the altar, from RBP 
2/II/1991, f. 38v. © RBP 
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displayed in the four controversial quarters of the retable. Inspired by the frontispieces 

of successive printed editions of the Aragonese fueros, the chapter intended to include a 

field divided by a red cross with four heads of defeated Moorish kings in every corner 

(Figure 10 & 11).97 This image was commonly regarded as another ancient ensign 

belonging to the crown of Aragon. It was said to have been adopted by Pedro I after a 

miraculous appearance of St George in the historical battle of Alcoraz or Huesca (1096) 

against Muslim Zaragoza.98 From the second half of the fifteenth century onwards, a 

similar composition with the red cross of St George and four Moorish heads (now 

usually crowned) also came into vogue for the kingdom of Sardinia.99 Palafox, however, 

ultimately decided that all of these details would not be visible from such a height. On 

the basis of the illustration and information found in the well-known volume of 

Jerónimo de Blancas’ Aragonensium rerum commentarii (1588), who was after all an 

accredited royal historian, the tree of Sobrabre was included instead.100  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the long run, the chapter’s intellectual efforts were not a wholesale success. Philip 

IV did declare in 1651 that the Audiencia had been careless in handling the case, since 

the alleged treacherous part of the composition was indeed a generally accepted image 

for the Sobrarbe kingdom. Anyhow, because a new removal and replacement could 

damage viceregal peace, the original shields were never restituted. The regular grand 

achievements remained in place on the altar until they were removed during the 

                                                           
97 Galí Boadella, ‘Los escudos’, 304.; RBP 2/II/1991, f. 61r.-62r.; Calderón, Memorial historico, 61r. 
98 Montaner Frutos, El señal del rey, 44-47, 97-99, 154-5, 157-9.; Fatás & Redondo, Blasón de Aragon, 33-

41. 
99 R. Conde y Delgado de Molina, ‘La bula de plomo de los reyes de Aragón y la cruz “de Alcoraz”’, 

Emblemata, 11(2005), 59-82.; M. Göbl, Wappen-Lexikon der habsburgischen Länder, Schleinbach, 2013, 

156-7.       
100 Galí Boadella, ‘Los escudos’, 304.; Jerónimo de Blancas, Aragonensium rerum commentarii, Zaragoza, 

1588. 

Figure 11.  Sculpted escutcheons of the Palacio de la Diputación 
del Reino de Aragon, 15th century (reproduced in Redondo 
Veintemillas & Montaner Frutos, Aragon en sus escudos, 21). © 
Museo de Zaragoza 
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nineteenth-century Mexican War of Independence.101 The initial quarrel over the two 

escutcheons, nevertheless grew into what was perhaps the most extensive early modern 

debate on the relationship between heraldic images and the political complexion of the 

Habsburg Monarchy. The disputable allegations of the Audiencia, combined with the 

subsequent perseverance of the chapter to prove their right by means of the learned 

intervention of lawyers like López de Solis, advanced an unseen polemic. Publicists 

reacting against the contentions of their opponents tried to assess the representative 

qualities of armorial objects in their tracts, dispatches, and libels.  

Many significant topics were broached en route: what signs and symbols were to be 

considered as regal and which not? How could a fraudulent marshalling of − to modern 

eyes negligible − iconographic detail affect the reputation and dignity of an absent 

monarch and even alter the internal constellation of the political realm? Who was to 

decide on the figurative appearance of the king’s heraldry? What authorities were 

touchstones to define the norms and condition of the so-called “law of arms” − if such 

legal category existed at all? These questions and more were carefully examined in a 

couple of lengthy, well-founded treatises. They intended to persuade the king, the 

Council of the Indies, and other relevant organs of the urgency of the speedy 

replacement of the disputed signifiers or, on the contrary, the undoing of such all too 

harsh measures. Discussions were conducted with a fervour that would still echo 

throughout the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in circles of supporters and 

adversaries of a possible beatification of the bishop.102 

What is more, the course of the debate largely sidelined royal opinion and the central 

jurisdiction of traditional heraldic authorities (i.e. the corps of officers of arms).103 If not 

a complete bottom-up appropriation, the involved factions did circumvent official image 

makers while articulating their discourses about the specific monarchical imagery.104 

The lack of unequivocal normative stipulations on the matter further underwrote the 

flexibility of argumentation. Above all, the case thus fails to be understood in simple 

terms of political propaganda or − as the opposing parties both kept stressing their 

unwavering loyalty to king and crown − a mere instance of symbolic dissent. Although 

                                                           
101 M. de las Mercedes Gantes Tréllez, ‘Aspectos socio-economicos de Puebla de los Angeles (1624-

1650)’, Anuario de Estudios Americanos, 40(1983), 43. 
102 Cf. J. Slater, ‘Tampering with signs of power. Juan de Palafox, historiography and the limits of 

heraldry’, in: J. McCloskey & I. López Alemany, Signs of power in Habsburg Spain and the New World, 

Plymouth, 2013, 113-32. 
103 On the armorial functions of (early modern) heralds and officers of arms, see in particular: A. R. 

Wagner, Heralds and Heraldry in the Middle Ages, London, 1956.; A. R. Wagner, Heralds of England, 

London, 1967.; Gelber, Heraldry.; C. Parry, Les hérauts d’armes à l’époque moderne, Paris, 2005.; I. De 

Stein d’Altenstein, ‘Institution et office des hérauts d’armes aux Pays-Bas’, Bulletin et annales de 

l’Académie d’archéologie de Belgique, 2(1844), 410-24.; L. Duerloo, Privilegies uitbeelden.; de Ceballos-

Escalera y Gila, Heraldos. The figure of the herald and his armorial expertise is presently under revision. 

Critical remarks for the medieval period in: Hiltmann, Spätmittelalterliche Heroldskompendien.; T. 

Hiltmann, ‘Heralds are not heraldry / heraldry not heralds: To the benefits of clear distinctions’, in: 

Heraldica nova. Medieval Heraldry in social and cultural-historical perspectives (blog on Hypotheses.org), 

January, 24th, 2014, online: http://heraldica. hypotheses.org/766 (consulted on 25 August 2014).   
104 This contrasts with the all-important role ascribed to so-called royal spindoctors in the leading 

literature on the representation of kingship and the royal patronage of the arts. Cf. Burke, The Fabrication, 

passim.; Ellenius, ‘Visual Representations of the State’, 1-7. 
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later interpreters unfoundedly related the confusion to the decisive prerogatives of 

officers of arms in this field,105 the extensive contemporary sources never mention any 

involvement of such groups in settling the conflict.106 Vague chronicles and pliable legal 

maxims, rather than the formal sanction of heralds or kings of arms, determined the 

validity of heraldic interpretation. It hints at the ever growing involvement of 

historiographers and lawyers whose influential writings renewed and (re)theorized the 

older feudal model in the light of Renaissance political and emblematic thought.  

Early modern heraldic discourses were fabricated by a wide group of sundry 

specialists, and discussed in various perspectives and fields of knowledge. The resulting, 

rather volatile “science de blason” or “science héroïque” cannot be pinpointed to one, 

autonomous genre.107 This makes it difficult for modern scholars to fathom its exact 

merit or impact. Individuals as diverse as clerics, legists, historians, ceremonialists, 

noblemen, humanists, inventors of emblems and so forth had something valid to say on 

the subject. From at least the second half of the sixteenth century onwards, armorials 

and standard manuals were accessibly printed in fairly cheap editions.108 Hypotheses on 

the evolution of royal arms and the mythical accounts surrounding them were often 

(albeit most of the time briefly) included in panegyric dissertations or in the widespread, 

accessible volumes of (royal) contemporary historiography. 

This advancing diversification and definitely democratization of heraldic literature – 

although still restricted to a literate audience − made the previous arcana of state 

symbolism relatively accessible to any interested layman, regardless of a professional 

affinity to the subject. The same can be said for the field of heraldry at large. The 

material gathered in these varying sources enabled an unremitted reinterpretation, 

mingled with other visual, historical and moralistic narratives, that (partially) 

circumvented the regulatory efforts of the central government. By the middle of the 

seventeenth century, armorial discourse had become so diffuse and elastic that almost 

every political attitude could be underwritten with plausible references to the insignia 

of power. At the same time, abuses and squabbles about precedence gave rise to ever 

more burdensome litigation.109 The lengthiness and undetermined outcome of the 

Puebla controversy can accordingly be related to the lack of any conclusive statement 

which might have settled the conflict in favour of one of the parties in a largely 

“objective” manner.  

From 1649 to 1651, the particularities of the debate were independent of the 

interests of the monarch and his advisers; notwithstanding the flaunting of ordinances 

                                                           
105 De Guerra y Villegas, Discurso historico, f. 59v.; de Ceballos-Escalera y Gila, Heraldos, 138. 
106 There were no king of arms for the overseas territories of the Monarchy, in contrast with the 

kingdom of Portugal which also had heralds for their colonial possessions.  
107 A selective overview of the development of early modern ‘heraldic science’, mainly focusing on 

German authors, in: G. A. Seyler, Geschichte der Heraldik, Nürnberg, 1885-9, 551-672. 
108 Day, ‘Primers of Honor’, 93-103.; Palasi, Jeux de cartes. 
109 Duerloo, ‘Het blazoen ontsmet’, 633-54.; L. Duerloo, ‘“Seer groote ongheregeltheden … aengaende 

de titulen”. Evaluatie van de rol en het belang van het heraldisch proces’, in: J. Verbesselt et. al., De adel 

in het hertogdom Brabant, Brussel, 1985, 89-110.; A. Huart, ‘Les procès héraldiques dans le comté de 

Namur’, La noblesse belge. Annuaire de 1922, 73(1923), 133-79. On the early modern rise of precedence 

conflicts in general, see: Stollberg-Rilinger, ‘Rang vor Gericht’, 385-418. 
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promulgated in the king’s name and Madrid’s attempt to create any clarity in what was 

happening on the other side of the Atlantic through several consultas.110 The 

controversy gives us, therefore, a unique insight in the legal modes of interpreting visual 

compositions according to diverging agenda’s (those of the Audiencia, the cathedral’s 

chapter, Palafox, men in favour of a peaceful governmental equilibrium etc.). All took 

place in the face of the noteworthy absence of official prescriptions and rules. The 

manifold argumentative registers brought forward in the involved tracts are an excellent 

point of comparison to understand, retrospectively, Habsburg heraldic practices and 

strategies vis-à-vis those of other European states. In the process, remarks about the 

peculiarities of the retable’s quarters interfaced with notions as diverse as dynastic 

kinship, liturgical analogies, rules of precedence and the polity’s composite character.  

In particular three treatises of considerable length, two contra and one pro the 

chapter and the bishop, stand out. They can be used as a starting point to examine the 

appropriation of royal heraldry in Habsburg state formation, alongside the symbolism of 

their international competitors. These three texts each assimilated elements of regular 

Hispanic and other political thought to elaborate on two central aspects: first, the 

familiar notion of heraldry as a genealogical complex that was closely tied to hereditary 

rights on patrimonial property; and secondly, a royal coat of arms as the incarnation of 

the dignity and the complexion of the political realm. In each view the princely coat of 

arms was accredited with a constitutive efficiency that supported, and even 

transformed, the essence of rule. 

Somewhere between 20 and 31 December 1649, when the sudden commotion had 

somewhat calmed down, doctor Cristóbal Gutiérrez de Medina, an advocate of the Real 

Audiencia and commissioner for the inquisition in Puebla, wrote an extensive report on 

behalf of the Audiencia.111 His Informe apologetico en defensa de las Armas Reales de 

Castilla y Leon (itemized in forty-nine points) was addressed to the Council of the Indies. 

It tried to convince the overseas institution of the bishop’s treacherous intents.112 The 

main accusation levelled in the document was the presumed placement of Palafox’s 

familial cognizance in the place of those of the ruling dynasty. The text justified the 

immediate removal of the escudos, for they were styled as the material residues of an 

open attempt to usurp royal majesty.113 In the meantime on the Iberian Peninsula, Juan 

de Palafox himself deliberated the case with learned acquaintances such as Juan 

Francisco Andrés de Uztárroz, a seventeenth-century specialist on Aragonese history. 

Uztárroz was also the editor of Jerónimo de Blancas’ works that had inspired the design 

                                                           
110 de las Mercedes Gantes Tréllez, ‘Aspectos socio-economicos’, 43. 
111 Gutiérrez de Medina is mainly renowned for his description of the voyage of viceroy Marques de 

Villena to New Spain in 1646, see: Cristóbal Gutiérrez de Medina, Viaje del virrey Marques de Villena, ed. 

M. Romero de Terreros, Mexico, 1646 [1947]. A short biographical notice in: J. Toribio Medina, La 

imprenta en México: 1539-1821, Santiago de Chile, 1965.  
112 RBP 2/II/1992: Cristóbal Gutiérrez de Medina, Informe apologetíco en defensa de los escudos de las 

Armas Reales de Castilla y Leon, contra los escudos que en su lugar se fijaron en la Real Capilla de los 

Reyes en la nueva Cathedral de las Ciudad de los Angeles el ano de 1649 por el doctor Don Christoval 

Gutiérrez de Medina Abogado de la Real Audiencia de Mexico y cura de su Cathedral por su Magestad 

Catholica (henceforth cited as Gutiérrez de Medina, Informe apologetíco.), f. 46r.-55r. 
113 Ibid. 
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of the controversial arms in the first place. Writing supplications to the king in defence 

of the bishop, he tried to convince the Madrid authorities of the historicity of the 

Sobrarbe quarter, even as being the “most glorious arms of his majesty”.114  

However, a complete refutation of all the complaints made by Gutiérrez de Medina 

and by fiscal Pedro Melián took about two years to compose and distribute. The 

Castilian fleet that arrived at Veracruz on 18 September 1651 had on board a 

considerable number of printed books in defence of the original arms in the cathedral. It 

was intended to be widely disseminated throughout the entire viceroyalty.115 The 

volume was somewhat uninspiredly titled Memorial historico politico de la santa iglesia 

cathedral de la Puebla de los Angeles en la Nueva-España, sobre restituirla las armas 

reales de Castilla, Leon, Aragon y Navarra, que puso en la capilla mayor de su Iglesia. 

But, it contained the most systematic and convincing historical as well as legal 

disputation since the outbreak of the troubles (it is, in fact, perhaps one of the most 

analytic heraldic apologies ever composed). The treatise was written by the fairly 

unknown Juan Alonso Calderón − a royal judge in Granada and the former counsellor of 

the primate of Spain Don Gaspar de Borja y Velasco (†1645) − who cast himself as the 

“advocate of the Santa Iglesia”.116 He mainly refuted the harsh accusations in a discourse 

composed by Melián himself, which was the third substantial commentary on the matter 

and the single other printed treatise that turned the debate into a largely public affair.117 

Calderón set out to explain how the figurative elements were each to be considered as 

“royal arms”, regardless of whether they were incorporated in the mainstream grand 

Spanish bearings. The discussion now centred on the precise character of heraldic 

ensigns representing the sovereign and his royal authority: Did only the unified whole of 

territorial arms enclose a literal embodiment of the prince? Or, was every territorial 

charge a reflection of regal dignity in its own right? 

Also extensively debated was the existence of the kingdom of Sobrarbe and its 

armorial legacy.118 Recycling much of the material already collected by the chapter, 

critical remarks of chroniclers such as Jerónimo de Zurita were refuted and eclipsed by a 

wealth of quotes from other authoritative works.119 Calderón strongly emphasized the 

tree-and-cross-symbol as an ancient divine gift that demonstrated the predestined 

character of the Spanish Monarchy.120 In that view, the inclusion entailed a sacral 

recovery of the complete nation. As Eva Botella Ordinas formulated it: “El escudo de 

                                                           
114 On the deliberations between Palafox y Mendoza and de Uztárroz, see: Botella-Ordinas, Monarquía de 

España, [not numbered]. On Uztárroz, see: R. del Arco y Garay, La erudición española en el siglo XVII y el 

cronista de Aragón Andrés de Uztárroz, Madrid, 1950.  
115 Guijo, Diario, 180-1. 
116 Calderón, Memorial historico. The treatise was in 1988 (re)printed in a facsimile version with a criti- 

cal introduction: Juan Alonso Caldéron, Memorial Histórico Jurídico Político de la Santa Iglesia Catedral De 

la Puebla de los Angeles, en la Nueva España. Sobre restituirla las armas reales de Castilla, León, Aragón y 

Navarra, que puso en la capilla mayor de su Iglesia, de que ha sido despojada injustamente, ed. E. Castro 

Morales, Puebla, 1988. On Calderón’s background: Kagan, Clio & the Crown, 248-9.  
117 RBP 2/II/1992: Pedro Melián, M. P. Sor…(Mexico, April 1650), f. 11r.-17v. henceforth cited as 

‘Melián’ with the original numbering of the printed pages (f. 1r.-7v.).  
118 Botella Ordinas, Monarquía de España. and Botella Ordinas, ‘Fruto, cruz y árbol de vida’, 179-213.  
119 Calderón, Memorial historico, passim. 
120 Ibid., f. 24v.-43r. 
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Sobrarbe era una señal por la que Dios avisaba de la recuperación no de Sobrarbe sino 

de España”.121 The historical existence of the Sobrarbe arms, originating from a divine 

sanctioning of the struggle against the infidel not only signalled a past recuperation and 

consolidation of “Spanish” territory.122 Although the legendary narrative was set in the 

time of the Reconquista, its prophetic value could also be transposed to recent ills 

afflicting the body politic. Reverence for the old and sacred sign of kingship, moreover, 

implied the existence of a “heavenly citizenship” (civismo celestial) that would restore 

the true Faith as well.123 In other words, timeless values enshrined in the insignia of state 

were believed to be capable of restoring worldly problems of the moment. How they 

did so was less obvious.  

According to Calderón, setting aside the local meaning of the controversy and placing 

the debate in an international context, the Sobrarbe arms definitely had a regal 

character. Therefore they defended the pre-eminence of Spain against France whose 

armorial patrimony likewise claimed a celestial provenance.124 Underneath the armorial 

surface, the fierce opinions resumed in the tracts of Gutiérrez de Medina, Melián and 

Calderón were thus a confrontation of fundamental political views on the nature and 

health of the commonwealth. In their search for legal and historical grounds, the 

apologetic writings decidedly surpassed the narrow, case-bound perspective. They 

rather inscribed themselves in a longstanding reflection on the symbolic shape of 

power, voiced in a context of international competition. These articulated ideas will 

enable us to frame and assess other heraldic practices and interpretations. 

  

 

A Message or a Means to Avert Crisis? 

 

Given the importance of Palafox’s reformist zeal and the resonating conflicts provoked 

by his measures in New Spain, the puzzling episode has already aroused the curiosity of 

scholars.125 Some historians have convincingly linked the incident to the general crisis 

that afflicted the Spanish Monarchy in the first decades of the seventeenth century.126 

They thoroughly demonstrated that the case cannot be disentangled from the bishop’s 

personality and his political views on the functioning of the composite state, as 

expounded in many of the prelate’s published writings.127 According to a very lucid 

article of Montserrat Galí Boadella, the use of historiographers with a strong regional 

background, like de Blancas, points at a constitutionalist agenda and a bias towards the 

Aragonese rights in the New World. She interprets the heated quarrel by means of an 
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examination of the political thought of the bishop. In particular, she argues that the 

strange arms affected the idea of the Real Patronato which belonged exclusively to 

Castile by papal concession. Both Juan de Palafox and Puebla’s ecclesiastical 

establishment had their own deviant vision on this patronage expressed in the visual 

display of the cathedral.128  

In her reasoning Galí Boadella pays a lot of attention to the importance of heraldry as 

“communicative” signs that translated these heterodox views on the state to a broader 

public: “In this message [i.e. the marshalling of the escutcheon], the shields of Aragon 

and Sobrarbe represented the political system of the composite monarchy and the rights 

of Aragon over America”.129 Heraldic arguments formulated by Melián and Calderón are 

briefly reiterated and, where possible, connected to the convictions of Palafox. 

Nevertheless they are mainly considered as negligible outgrowths of a personal grudge – 

claiming that “…in the end, the arguments in one or another sense were secondary”.130 

Her interpretation focusses instead on the specific iconography of the display as an 

artistic channel that had to disseminate a political message. Instead of being considered 

in their own terms, the quarters are depicted as mere detectors and “visual arguments” 

of an actual programme of reform.  

Being a protégé of the famous Count-Duke of Olivares (†1645), royal favourite and 

leader of the reformist party at Philip IV’s court, Juan de Palafox had made a rapid career 

in the highest strata of government.131 Whereas he undoubtedly shared the Count-

Duke’s profound concerns about the decline and moral decadence which was said to 

have severely damaged Spanish reputation,132 Palafox was convinced that the very 

diversity of the realm − comprising several kingdoms, principalities and provinces 

priding their own customs and particularities − constituted “its glory and strength”. 

Instead of unification as the sole path towards a solution, the bishop defended the 

advantages of preserving and even enhancing regional autonomies. His face was firmly 

set against castellanization.133 In this light, the heraldic composition can indeed be seen 

as a deliberate, almost propagandistic message to exert such convictions. Galí Boadella 

adequately relates this constitutionalist thought and the defence of regional autonomy to 

the construction of the altar. 

 Throughout his own works, Palafox – actually one of the first high officers in New 

Spain from an Aragonese upbringing – criticized any form of aggressive unification. He 

highlighted the need for sound economic, fiscal and moral reforms though, informed by 

a moderate Aragonese patriotism, actively promoted regional consensus as the only 

remedy to restore stability. In his view God had appointed kings as divine 

representatives and administrators on earth, without assigning them an absolute right of 
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ownership over the kingdoms. Political responsibility and integrity were therefore 

imperative for rulers. A certain degree of unity was of course necessary for the proper 

functioning of government, yet the particular character of every kingdom or province 

had to be respected in order to preserve the peacefulness of the realm’s fabric.134 

Numerous revolts dividing Portugal, Catalonia, Naples and Sicily around that time, the 

failure of military reconquest in the Low Countries, and ultimately the fall into disgrace 

of Olivares in January 1643, had all demonstrated the inadequacy of forced 

castellanization.135 By way of the curious escutcheons, at least in Galí Boadella’s reading, 

Palafox promoted the contribution of Aragon to the conservation of the Americas; 

although the overseas territories were formally an “accessory” possession of only the 

Castilian crown.136  

In her important study of the bishop’s career, Cayetana Alvarez de Toledo proposes a 

similar interpretation of the two shields. They were a message “of the constitutional 

foundation of government”; of a transatlantic monarchy ruled by justice and equitable 

participation of all its parts.137 Jonathan Israel, on the other hand, described the Puebla 

controversy as another personal clash in a long-standing feud between the palafoxistas 

and their adversaries. The dispute coincided with a viceregal interregnum (from April 

1649 till June 1650) when the Real Audiencia of Mexico temporarily practised authority 

− an ideal moment to avenge an enduring rivalry.138 Others historians also accentuate 

the competition between Mexico and Puebla, and see the controversy as a chance for 

the capital to discredit the ambitious town.139 From a somewhat different point of view, 

Eva Botella Ordinas analysed the polemic production in more profound detail. 

Concentrating on statements about the Sobrarbe quarter, she meticulously outlined the 

historical argumentation of both parties. Discussions on the veracity of an eight-century 

elective kingdom, set within a larger “discourse on the Spanish Monarchy”, destabilized 

the largely Castilian claim of an outspoken Iberian nation built upon a continuous and 

uninterrupted succession of monarchs. However, according to Botella Ordinas, the 

debate saw an attempt to assimilate the Sobrarbe kingdom as the presumed originator of 

both Aragon and Navarra into a castellanized “history of Spain”.140    

Despite these assertions about possible intentions behind the choice of the shields’ 

iconography, the question whether opposite ideas and solutions for the crisis also 

permeated the writings of the adversaries remains unanswered. In other words, the 

precise terms of the debate still fall short of a satisfactory examination. In what ways 

could the heraldic representation of royalty be considered an indication for the health of 

the body politic? Was the language of heraldry conceived as a communicative channel to 

promote deviant ideas or had these compositions a greater effect on the foundation of 
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rule? Which sources and cultural frameworks served to make sense of such presumed 

political impact? Without much doubt, those who have studied the case are correct in 

suggesting reasons why the altarpiece caused that much commotion in the first place. 

The sudden eruption in 1649 was probably triggered by a combination of factors: a void 

of power after the death of the interim-governor of New-Spain, the bishop of Yucatán, in 

April and the definite departure of Palafox in June; the many personal conflicts between 

men of different political signature that characterized the history of the viceroyalty in 

this period; the dominant voice of the opponents of the Palafoxian reformation in the 

Audiencia; and, finally, the diffuse contrast between regionalism and unification in 

answer to the perceived crisis of the Monarchy. It remains hard to verify whether the 

armorial decisions of bishop, chapter and artist(s) were indeed the conscious outcome 

of an intentional promotion of a political programme. This makes a propagandist 

reading a delicate issue.  

Independent of Palafox’s own political ideas, historians have had little interest in the 

exact threads of heraldic argumentation. Most recently, in a very thought-provoking and 

conceptual article, John Slater did concentrate on the discussion about the nature of 

political representation. He ponders how visual style tells of truth and falsehood. 

Emphasizing the presumed intentionality of Palafox, he deciphers the iconographic 

programme of the retablo as a clash between “highly systematized heraldry”, whose 

rules had been codified since at least the fifteenth century, and the more open 

vocabulary of metaphors and emblems.141 To prove his point, he discusses the incidents 

from the perspective of one, posthumous biography of the bishop.142 In my opinion, 

however, this distinction between two different semiotic systems is too absolute when 

speaking of late-medieval and early modern regal heraldry. Describing it as mere static 

convention seriously underestimates the elasticity of the Habsburg armorial legacy.143 

Confusion between new rhetorical genres of metaphor and older visual codes was no 

invention of Palafox – whose intentionality in solely deciding on the altar’s themes is 

perhaps exaggerated. Nor can the function of “systematized heraldry” be limited to 

communicative tools posting clear-cut messages – at least not in the assumptions of 

contemporary publicists ignored by Slater.  

By evaluating the above listed texts in detail, the following paragraphs will try to 

uncover how the heraldic iconography caused commotion. For the involved authors, 

the arrangement of the royal arms was not so much a visual message, as it was a tangible 

means to uphold the proper order of the polity. It was considered a crucial emanation of 

dynastic authority and political structure. Each involved author attributed meaning to 

the symbols in using a similar corpus of commonplaces and references. A perceived 

sense of instability and decay in this period was probably one of the main incentives for 

the controversy to take on such proportions. Grievances about heraldic perversion 

indeed reverberate the anxieties of the arbitristas worldview (those in favour or 
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reforming the sick commonwealth).144 Yet, as will be tracked down in the second 

chapter, it also points at a fundamental ambiguity that characterized Habsburg practices 

for centuries. This ambiguity remained in place during the studied period, regardless of 

the call for reform.           

The general tone of the treatises did reveal a marked discrepancy between, on the 

one hand, the ideal of political coherence and, on the other hand, regional flexibility. 

This contradiction was topical in the climate of crisis that so strongly affected 

seventeenth-century minds. Nevertheless, the problem was less new than seemed at first 

glance. The tension between such apparently opposite principles of sovereignty was 

inherent to the evolving symbolic patrimony of Spanish monarchs since the early 

sixteenth century. It was the outcome of an attempt to forge a single dynastic entity out 

of the concentration of several territories with diverging legal frameworks, 

representational traditions and constitutional backgrounds, while at the same time still 

reaffirming its plurality. Seen from an inside perspective, a firm degree of territorial as 

well as symbolic integration was necessary to warrant dynastic stakes. On the external 

level, on the contrary, diversity was applauded as a noteworthy asset which elevated the 

Spanish Monarchy above other regimes. A combination of different heraldic traditions 

and regional loyalties shaped its symbolic outlook in a more diverse and ambiguous way 

than can be noticed for other European states.  

Such factors led to the contention that Spanish heraldic composition could really 

mould royal authority in roughly two ways: First, it comprised the impressive variety of 

prerogatives, titles, and regional claims whereof diversity was not by definition a 

weakness. Standing beside the more straightforward and modest achievements of 

surrounding powers − in casu England and France − the pluriform imagery was often 

appraised as proclaiming Habsburg’s exceptional accumulation of territories in a short 

span of time. These were not ruled by absolutist fiat or imposed force. The natural 

disposition of the lands was respected. Publicists and artists could likewise apply this 

register to further particularist ends, whether openly defying central rulership or not. 

Secondly, some insisted on a more static model embodying the totality of rule. This was 

inalienable from the person of the sovereign and transferable through fundamental 

mechanisms of dynastic succession, without ever being divided or put under restraints. 

Reshaping this fixed order on a symbolic plane (that is, re-ordering the heraldic 

representation) was to pervert the inherent hierarchy of community.  

Such integrated conceptions of the images of power − a seemingly familiar way of 

thinking − were prompted by relating the heraldic signs to general, often juridical, 

theories. These tried to outline a comprehensive view of human society that manifested 

itself on a microcosmic level by external signs of inherent dignities and also reflected, in 

its macrocosmic scope, a universal order of being.145 Another set of popular references 

was handed down in a theological guise. Hence, transgressions against the worldly sign 

could be conceived as a disturbance of the supreme, sacred hierarchy, since political 
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imagery was often experienced on the backdrop of divine Providence.146 The possible 

convergence of the aforementioned two extremes was the object of frequent 

deliberations, either implicitly or explicitly. Especially since the rapid assembling of 

patrimonial lands under Habsburg aegis at the turn of the sixteenth century.147 From 

then on, monarchical representation found itself at the intersection of a manifold of 

traditions, only reconciled to each other in a limited way. Probably no other early 

modern state had to cope with a similar variety of devices, images and representative 

conventions. Heraldic authors, heralds, historiographers, artists and princely advisors 

could draw symbolic ingredients from this wide assembly for whatever purpose or 

occasion. Clashes and disagreements remarkably occurred in times of recent distress, 

when authority had to be consolidated after a moment of internal disruption.    

 

 

Royal Heraldry as Dynastic Ascendancy 

 

Don Cristóbal Gutiérrez de Medina, the advocate of the Real Audiencia, wrote his 

extensive, though hastily penned down Informe apologetíco  in order to justify the 

removal of the arms by the alcalde de corte. His line of reasoning was primarily 

grounded in the legal doctrines of the French sixteenth-century lawyer Bartholomeus 

Cassaneus (Barthélemy de Chassenneuz, 1480-1541) and related jurists.148 This choice of 

sources betrays Gutiérrez de Medina’s background as a scholar trained in (canon) law. 

The legal writings he quoted had a considerable impact on learned attitudes towards 

heraldry. Cassaneus, in particular, had devoted a considerable chapter on heraldic 

symbolism in his grand encyclopaedic opus.149 This legal compendium, first published in 

1529 in Lyon, considered armorial practices within an exhaustive outline of all the 

honours and dignities of creation, covering worldly hierarchy as well as heaven and hell. 

Himself a Burgundian magistrate and later president of the Parlement of Provence, 

Cassaneus had intended his compendium as a guideline for the maintenance of proper 

harmony among all members of society’s order; so that inferior entities would be 

discouraged to arrogate superior prerogatives.150  

Probably inspired by the frequent battles on precedence waged among the corps of 

magistrates in the Dijon Parlement the work reviewed the rank of inanimate objects, 

animals, plants, nobility, profession, vestments, knowledge etc. up to the celestial 

hierarchy of angels. Thereby it emulated the commonplace theme of the structured 

chain of being harking back to Renaissance Italy.151 This “state of the art” of universal 
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society in twelve parts, advanced by the somewhat pompous title Catalogus Gloriae 

Mundi (“a catalogue of the glory of the world”), mingled earthly subjects with mystical 

theology. All was blended together in the rediscovered vocabulary of Roman law.152 

Notwithstanding Cassaneus’s bias towards the French king as no less than the true 

“Emperor of the West” in succession to Charlemagne – epitomized by the engraving in 

the Frankfurt am Main edition of 1579, which showed the fleurs de lis at the pinnacle of 

a pedigree of all princes on equal footing with no less than the sons of Israel (Figure 

12)153 – the work and its heraldic section became an international success. By 1690, 

there had been no less than twenty editions.154          

The 38th consideration in the first part of the influential volume set out Cassaneus’ 

ideas on blazon and soon gained the reputation of the ultimate juridical manual on the 

art of heraldry. In that quality it surpassed the authoritative fourteenth-century Tractatus 

de Insigniis et Armis of the Perugian jurist Bartolus de Saxoferrato (†1357) − to all 

probability completed by his son-in-law Nicola Alessandri. The latter’s ground-breaking 

early discussion also remained a shorthand guide for the legal status of coat of arms well 

into the early modern period. It was translated in several languages and widely 

circulated in both printed and manuscript versions. Yet the medieval context of its 

content, accentuating the supremacy of the emperor in this field, was slightly outdated 

for assertive Renaissance princes.155 Cassaneus’ treatment, on the contrary, encouraged 

to consider the armorial system within a holistic conception of social hierarchy and 

political power. Although mainly based on the Bartolian maxims and French heraldic 

custom, his dissertation was not another compilation of well-known specialized texts, 

but a synthetic treatise in its own right. This can explain its longstanding influence as 

work of reference (apart from the universal significance it ascribed to armorial 

attributes). The fragmented listing covered in addition a considerable range of 

knowledge gleaned from miscellaneous sources − from the insignia of Judean high pries-  
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ts over the commercial hallmarks of artisans and merchants, to the way arms and images 

of princes were to be installed in public places.156  

The comprehensive scope of the complete Catalogus made its statements on armorial 

order also attractive for non-specialists. Much more than in repetitive and often merely 

descriptive armorials or compilations of the basic principles of blazon, the compendium 

entered into dialogue with a variety of hierarchical concepts. This thinking about 

universal rank made it particularly possible to interpret the external signs of sovereignty 

as elementary constituents of both worldly hierarchy and of divine order presided by the 

supreme Majesty himself. Manipulating and changing the former thus had 

consequences, in this logic, for the entire political and sacral fabric. That was exactly 

similar to Gutiérrez de Medina’s understanding when he maintained that the alteration 

of the armas reales, obvious icons of worldly power, also “derogado y prevertir el 

horden superior de la suprema Magestad”.157  

                                                           
156 Seyler, Geschichte, 566-9. See also: Randall, ‘On the Evolution of Toads’, 140-2.   
157 Gutiérrez de Medina, Informe apologetíco, f. 55r. 

Figure 12.  A pedigree of new and old rulers, engraving, from Cassaneus, Catalogus, 1579. 
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The attractiveness of Cassaneus’ doctrines for Gutiérrez de Medina lay in the first 

place in its clear conceptualization of the “usurpation” of a royal coat of arms as an 

outright declaration of war. In legal terms, such pretence equalled the deprivation of the 

“king’s kingdom” and dignity. Therefore it could be counted among one of the species 

of High Treason (Lèse majesté).158 This notion was then applied to the Puebla case: the 

quarter with the tree and the small red cross appeared as an indicator of a shameless act 

of usurpation. According to Gutiérrez de Medina, the visual oddity was not as much 

associated with the royal ensign of Garcí Ximénez, so-called first king of Sobrarbe, but it 

was rather part of the familial patrimony of Juan de Palafox. The bishop had adopted the 

figure of an angel holding a red cross as his crest together with the Constantinian motto 

“In hoc signum vincit” (Figure 13 & 14). As a matter of fact, this crest visualized the 

ancestral legend of the Palafox family, claiming to descent from one of the captains of 

Constantine who had carried the saintly labarum in front of the imperial troops during 

the celebrated battle of the Milvian bridge against the emperor’s rival Maxentius.159  

For the advocate, the correspondence between the red cross of the crest, the 

heraldic charges in the heterodox quarter on the altar, and the double allusion to the 

miraculous appearance of a cross could be no 

coincidence. The mythic vision of 

Constantine and the narrative of the medieval 

Iberian heraldic legend completely fused in 

his judgement. Giving the bishop full 

individual responsibility for the placement of 

the altar, Gutiérrez de Medina claimed that 

Palafox exploited an allusion to the legendary 

celestial vision of Sobrarbe for self-

aggrandizement. This idea was furthermore 

amplified by unfounded suggestions. For 

instance, the word for oak tree (“Robre”) had 

in the Basque language the same etymological 

roots as the small municipality of “Ariza”, 

founded by the House of Rodrigo de 

“Rebolledo” of which Palafox was said to be a 

descendant (the quarter of the Rebolledo 

ancestry in the familial arms of the bishop 

displayed three branches or twigs of a 

tree).160  
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Figure 13.  Palafox' familial arms with crest 
(reproduced in Fernández Gracia, Iconografía, 
127). 
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A tree surmounted by a red cross, 

stretching this far-fetched etymological 

analogy beyond the frontiers of 

credibility, was thus an ensign with a 

private familial significance. After all, the 

historical veracity of an official coat of 

arms for the Sobrarbe kingdom was highly 

disputable according to the lawyer.161 

Gutiérrez de Medina countered the 

equalization of the Sobrarbe tree with a 

primitive ensign of Aragon by referring to 

critical remarks in Jerónimo de Zurita’s 

chronicles.162 It had never pretended the 

status of “royal” ensign. The red bars on a 

golden field were the only authentic arms 

of Aragon with their “royal” and 

“universal” nature well established at the 

time of the marriage between Ferdinand 

of Aragon and Queen Isabella of Castile 

(1469). Although incorporated in the 

universal achievement of the Monarchy 

ever since this union, they had always 

occupied an inferior position with respect 

to Castile-Leon.163  

Gutiérrez de Medina likewise claimed, based on a recent general history of the 

Spanish populace, that the modern arms of Ariza were exactly similar to the Aragonese 

red bars on a golden field.164 The second quarter of Palafox’s familial coat of arms indeed 

contained a set of red bends on a golden field, although they ran slantwise from the 

(heraldic) lower right side to the upper left.165 Because the bishop was an illegitimate 
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Figure 14.  Diego Borgraf, portrait of Juan de 
Palafox, 1643. © Catedral de Puebla 
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son of the Marquess of Ariza, it implied that it was highly likely that the quarter of 

Aragon in its modified position on the retablo in fact also signified a private “familial” 

rather than a “royal” symbol.166 This suggested that not one, but even two private signals 

had infiltrated the prime object of public power. From all this followed the accusation 

against Palafox of putting his own familial bearings in the royal achievement, depicted 

underneath the crown as symbol of sovereign majesty. This was not so much a violation 

of the legal precedent of placing the arms of the founder on (religious) building projects 

or the display of viceregal or episcopal escutcheons in chapels and hospitals in a way 

that damaged royal patronato (which, in fact, only concerned whether or not they were 

placed together with those of the king in separate shields). But it rather constituted, in 

Gutiérrez de Medina’s eyes, an unseen offense against the rights of dynastic 

succession.167 By inserting his own ensigns in a quarter of the royal composition, not in 

the least surmounted by the ultimate mark of regality, he allegedly pretended to be of 

the “blood royal”. The claim put forth was one of agnatic kinship to the Castilian 

monarchs. Hence, Cassaneus’ category of treacherous usurpation was applicable.168  

To prove this serious assertion, the advocate affixed heraldry to the onomastic system 

and to dynastic genealogy: Like the adoption of a surname, the use of a coat of arms 

chiefly induced “agnacion” and “parentesco”.169 For Gutiérrez de Medina, regal heraldry 

was in the first place a dynastic complex which symbolically distinguished the dignity of 

the head of the House from the respective positions of all younger members. The plain 

arms of the House (cassa) were exclusively transferred to a firstborn son who became 

invested with the paternal “titulo y grandeza” once a moment of succession occurred. 

Younger brothers used these arms with a proper visual distinction (mostly by a “vanco” 

or “linea” placed across the shield), in difference to the “sacredness of the royal dignity 

which resides in the primogenit king”.170 Yet, by consequence, the bishop’s pretensions 

seemed even greater than solely adopting the status of a dynastic member − the jurist 

gave the instance of a brother to one of the parents of Philip IV. The presumed insertion 

of “Palafox/Ariza” – the cross-crest turned into an emblematic charge and the red bars 

accidentally similar to those of Aragon − in the “escudo real” without any mark of 

difference to distinguish from the familial head signalled the usurpation of the firstborn 

title. By means of a conclusive example, Gutiérrez de Medina drew a comparison with 

Philip IV’s brother, the cardinal-infant Ferdinand of Austria. The latter did not encircle 

                                                           
166 Gutiérrez de Medina, Informe apologetico, f. 46v., 47v. Palafox’s familial connections in: Alvarez de 

Toledo, Politics and Reform, 3-7.; de Rosende, Vida.  
167 Gutiérrez de Medina, f. 47r. Cf. the remarks in the first section of this chapter.  
168 Ibid., 51r. 
169 On the closely related practices of namegiving and heraldic transmission in the domain of private 

inheritances, see: M. Nassiet, ‘Nom et blason. Un discours de la filiation et de l’alliance (XIVe-XVIIIe 

siècle)’, L’Homme, 129(1994), 5-30.; J.-L. Chassel, ‘Le nom et les armes: la matrilinéarité dans la parenté 

aristocratique du second Moyen Âge’, Droit et cultures, 64(2012), 117-48; M. Pastoureau, ‘Du nom à 

l’armoirie. Héraldique et anthroponymie médiévales’, in: P. Beck, ed., Genèse médiévale de 

l’anthroponymie moderne, 4: discours sur le nom. Normes, usages, imaginaire (VIe-XVIe siècle), Tours, 

1997, 83-105.  
170 Gutiérrez de Medina, Informe apologetíco, f. 47v.: “lo sagrado de la Real dignidad que reside en el 

primogenito Rey.” Cf. RBP 2/II/1992, f. 8r., 9v.-10r. (Gaspar de Castro to Philip IV, 20 April 1650). 
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his bearings with the collar of the Order of the Golden Fleece − as a man of the cloth, 

Ferdinand was no knight of the Order − and differenced through the addition of a label 

with several points (“vanco con pies”). None of these features applied to the arms on 

the Puebla altar.171 

Perverting signs in this manner harmed several victims. In Gutiérrez de Medina’s 

dynastic logic, the pretensions attributed to the bishop were more than a protest against 

royal policy. In the first place, they gravely insulted those high noble families who had 

no “access” to the intimate “sacredness” (sagrado) of the royal shields of Castile and 

Leon. Arms demarcated dynastic boundaries. Sharing in their symbolism meant the 

construction of true familial affinity.172 Secondly and most importantly, the legal 

doctrines of Bartolus, Cassaneus and legists of comparable stock were invoked to 

deduce the political consequences of such unlawful establishment of royal ‘kinship’. It 

obstructed and altered the order of things, and so eroded the foundations of any public 

authority.173 Given that the plain arms of the head of the House denote “imperio y 

jurisdicion”, Palafox assumed for himself the abstract political dignity. The crown was 

subsequently accrued to the “House of Ariza”.174  

Elaborating on the theme of a harmonious cosmic analogy between the worldly and 

sacral sphere, in combination with a strong belief in the divine sanction of power, 

Gutiérrez de Medina inevitably compared the alleged pretences to the arrogance of 

Lucifer. In spite of his primordial position among the angels − Palafox had analogously 

accumulated the high offices of viceroy, visitador general, and bishop − he had 

shamefully strived to become God himself (i.e. the Spanish king).175 Accordingly, the 

illicit usurpation had to be treated as a serious deed of lèse majesté. The appropriate 

punishment for making oneself unlawfully king in a heraldic fashion was beyond 

dispute: the loss of one’s body (“debe perder el cuerpo”), death and the confiscation of 

goods.176 Thirdly, the marshalling disregarded the conditions of the Real Patronato over 

the Church in New Spain. It was as if ecclesiastical properties were declared to be in the 

possession of Aragon or Ariza.177  

In order to indict Palafox in person, Gutiérrez de Medina thus presupposed a 

complete convergence of the jurisdiction of the crown with the internal heraldic 

structure of the dynastic House. This convergence was shaped by means of an explicit 

distinction between the plain arms of its head, the duplicated ensigns of the firstborn 

heir and a number of differentiated marks borne by other family members. The political 

field constituted a single domain wherein private familial structure harmoniously fused 

                                                           
171 Gutiérrez, Informe apologetíco, f. 47v. On the arms of the Cardinal-Infant: Ménendez Pidal de 

Navascues, El escudo de España, 232-3. See also chapter 2, pp. 174-5. 
172 See my fourth chapter on grants and augmentations of arms. 
173 Gutiérrez de Medina, Informe apologetíco, f. 49r. 
174 Ibid., f. 51r.-52r. 
175 Ibid., f. 50v. The comparison with Lucifer was another analogy adopted from: Cassaneus’ Catalogus, 

f. 11r. 
176 Gutiérrez de Medina, Informe apologetíco, f. 48r., 49v.-52r. 
177 Ibid., f. 48v., 53r.-54v. 
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public power and the patrimonial lands.178 An uninterrupted line of monarchs had 

succeeded to this ordered configuration. The inalienable character of the “dynastic 

state” was inscribed in symbolic signs that denoted − at one and the same time − 

authority and lineage. An exclusive set of dynastic relatives were entitled to share this 

heraldic outlook of the House, though with a representative variety that defined their 

exact place in an immobile line of succession.179 Everyone else, not entitled to any right 

of succession, had accordingly no “access” to the heraldic rendering of the state.  

Inappropriate intrusions or adjustments destabilized political harmony. Aberrations 

even obstructed the dynastic community to the point that the existence of rightful 

authority was felt to be critically threatened. The images on the altar should be 

disapproved in the strongest possible terms for they were harmful innovations of an 

extremely impudent upstart who deliberately disrupted social balance for his own glory 

– not surprisingly a topical figure in the literature of the age.180 The only solution was an 

immediate restoration of immutable symbolism and the return to a conservative 

rigorism. Gutiérrez de Medina overlooked the fact that such rigorism had never really 

existed, certainly not in the context of the Spanish Monarchy.181    

The overlap between private dynasty and crown prerogatives was less obvious than 

his argumentation maintained. The ideal model of a state that indivisibly linked familial 

structure with public dignity was easily applicable to more unified political entities such 

as France or, albeit in a lesser extent, the English kingdom.182 Yet, the Habsburg 

monarchy knew a more obstinate reality, notwithstanding continuous efforts to create 

the outlook of a singular unit.183 The either dynastic or territorial meanings attached to 

the different charges used by the sovereigns were often still distinguishable. This uneasy 

relationship between internal familial order and the exterior pattern of the realm 

resulted in a greater flexibility and versatile condition of the heraldic practices of the 

Casa de Austria.184 Gutiérrez de Medina’s evidence against a personal crime of treason on 

the basis of a fixed representation of joined ancestry and dignity was therefore 

untenable. It explains why his initial assumptions about agnatic kinship or usurpation 

were scarcely rekindled by later polemicists. For them, heraldic modification had a 

                                                           
178 The ‘ideal’ dynastic state is evaluated in: P. Bourdieu, ‘From the King’s House to the Reason of State: 

A Model of the Genesis of the Bureaucratic Field’, Constellations, 11(2004), 16-36. As we will see further 

on, however, dynastic realities came in different formats. 
179 On Spanish Habsburg practices of succession: H. Pietschmann, ‘Reichseinheit und Erbfolge in den 

spanischen Königreichen’, in: J. Kunisch & H. Neuhaus, eds., Der Dynastische Fürstenstaat. Zur 

Bedeutung von Sukzessionsordnungen für die Entstehung des frühmodernen Staates, Berlin, 1982, 228-40. 
180 Elliott, ‘Self-perception and Decline’. 
181 Cf. Ibid., 56. who stressed this point for a broader political culture. 
182 On the dynastic character of the French state: H. H. Rowen, The King’s State. Proprietary Dynasti- 

cism in Early Modern France, New Brunswick, 1980.; G. Rowlands, The Dynastic State and the Army 

under Louis XIV. Royal Service and Private Interest, 1661-1701, Cambridge, 2002. Cf. Elliott, ‘A Europe of 

Composite Monarchies’, 65-66. A more extensive discussion in my second chapter. 
183 Elliott, Imperial Spain.; Elliott, The Count-Duke. 
184 Cf. F. Menéndez Pidal de Navascues, ‘Symbolique d’Etat et armoiries des Royaumes Espagnols’, in: F.-

H. von Hye, ed., Staaten, Wappen, Dynastien. XVIII. Internationaler Kongreß für Genealogie und Heraldik 

in Innsbruck vom 5. bis 9. September 1988, Innsbruck, 1988, 417-29. A descriptive overview in, among 

others, Menéndez Pidal de Navascues, El escudo de España, 207-34.; Ceballos Cepeda, ‘La heraldica real’. 
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similar, far-reaching impact on king and monarchy, though they did not see this as a 

deliberate usurpation of sovereignty.  

To fully understand this ambiguous shift in emphasis from Habsburg royal arms as the 

marks of dynastic ascendancy to arms as the foremost representations of public power, 

one has to compare the usual habits and conventions with those of other polities. The 

“ancient” and “obvious” use of differencing the arms of members of the royal family was 

− as I will outline in the second chapter − not as pervasive as Gutiérrez de Medina 

pretended. Among Habsburg heraldic habits, typified by various alternative, often 

complex compositions of quarters and charges reflecting a manifold of titular rights, the 

use of codified marks of cadency to distinguish between members of the dynasty was 

relatively late and indecisively introduced. It always stood in a somewhat strained 

relationship to the territorial and titular meaning ascribed to most of the ensigns.185 

Some of these charges had a more distinct dynastic meaning, while others mainly 

implied a visual claim to a given territory or pretence.  

Furthermore, the overwhelming evidence presented by the chapter and the well-

known images of the bishop’s familial coat of arms and devices, having in fact no 

resemblance at all to either the so-called barras of Aragon or the Sobrarbe tree, obviously 

invalidated most contentions of deliberate usurpation. Calderón, in his turn, would 

stress the fundamental difference between the vertical “vandas” of Aragon or Catalonia, 

and the diagonal “barras” of Palafox. Inaccurate use of terminology was in his view 

responsible for the confusion between the royal arms and the bishop’s familial 

quarters.186 The polemic soon turned from a personal attack to an outline of the public 

consequences for political order. Although the question of Palafox’s individual 

ambitions still resonated in the published discourses, the representative significance of 

royal heraldry was from now on appropriated from a different legal angle.  

 

 

Upholding the Body Politic 

 

A second phase in the debate more systematically introduced theoretical and historical 

lines of reasoning. Gutiérrez de Medina’s inconsistent accusations about a treacherous 

usurpation of dynastic authority were softened or rejected for having little foundation. 

His allegations were untenable for two reasons: Palafox had never pursued the 

assumption of the status of head of the House of Austria by introducing the presumed 

Ariza arms in the plain royal display. In fact, the episcopal arms were well known and 

did not resemble the bars of Aragon at all.187 Nor did differencing − a crucial element in 

the lawyer’s conceptualization of royal arms as a perfect fusion of familial structure and 

public prerogatives − know any official sanction.188 Therefore, the following polemic 

departed from a personal attack against the presumed private interests of the bishop. 

                                                           
185 F. Menéndez Pidal de Navascues, Heráldica Medieval Española, I: La Casa Real de Castilla y León, 

Madrid, 1982, 236. 
186 Calderón, Memorial historico, 19r. 
187 R. Fernández Gracia, Iconografía, 122-9.; Andrés González, ‘“Haec materia armorum”’, 5-8. 
188 See my second chapter for a more detailed discussion of this topic. 
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Instead, the authors emphasized the repercussions of deviating iconographic 

composition − intentional or not − for the integrity and stability of the political fabric. 

Not dynastic lineage, but the royal arms as embodiments of sovereign dignity, became 

the central topic under discussion. They were said to fuse an abstract depiction of the 

individual monarch with the desired constitution of the realm.  

Pedro Melián’s more sophisticated and well-argued indictments gravitated in the early 

months of 1650 towards a second possible objection to the bishop’s and the chapter’s 

venture: a transgression against the representation of monarchical dignity, corre- 

spondingly impacting the whole structure of the Spanish Monarchy. Yet, this was no 

longer considered an intentional “personal” usurpation of the throne by the prelate, as 

was first claimed. It was now debated in the broader context of how and to what extent 

the symbolic configuration upheld the historical units and lands aggregated under royal 

jurisdiction over time.189 Similarly, non-personal ideas were likewise invoked by 

Calderón in order to claim the opposite.190 Although articulated within a particular and 

context-bound dispute, these assertions were based on traditional interpretative 

registers. They are a good indication of a learned observer’s symbolic worldview when 

interpreting, defining and appropriating heraldic forms. 

To prove their allegations, the involved polemicists had to formulate a clear 

conception of the correspondence between the visual object surmounting the altar and 

the majesty of king and crown. How was royal authority precisely reflected through the 

coats of arms? And even more importantly, how could a presumed erroneous 

marshalling of the signs be a political felony against the state’s ordering? Unsurprisingly, 

the analogy with religious images of Christian community was never far away. Juan 

Manuel de Sotomayor, for example, repudiating the petitions of the cathedral’s chapter, 

accentuated the exclusive and sacrosanct status of the king’s heraldic representation in 

June 1650. Without an explicit concession of the “Real Voluntad”, he wrote, the ancient 

arms of the monarch cannot be altered by a vassal of any status whatsoever. The main 

reason for this is that the royal bearings functioned “como un sacramento donde 

V[uestra] M[agestad] esta como presente en estos Reynos”. As such, they demand 

veneration with all proper respect. Every adaptation or adjustment in its quarters comes 

close to sacrilege.191 Melián likewise saw a transubstantiation of power at work in the 

material duplicate of the monarch, albeit more implicitly: 

 

“Mas lo que establecen los Reyes, y en lo que es suyo, y con tanta especialidad 

reservado, y perteneciente à su Dignidad, y Autoridad Real, siempre se ha de observar en 

aquel estado, y forma, que quisieron, y dispusieron, mientras no lo alteraren, ò 

reformaren ellos mismos: sin que à los subditos toque otra cosa, que Venerarlo con aquel 

respecto, y reconocimiento, que dicta la razon, y disponen las leyes, en que mandandolo 

assi, se dize: que son Imagen del Rey sus Armas, su Sello, en que està su Figura, su 

Moneda, y su Carta en que está su Nombre, por que todas estas cosas le representan 

                                                           
189 Melián, f. 1r.-7v. 
190 Calderón, Memorial historico. 
191 RBP 2/II/1992, f. 28v. (Sotomayor to Philip IV, 25 June 1650). 
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donde el no està, y en ellas no se puede poner la mano, ni hazer novedad, ò mudança, 

sin peligro de los grandes inconvenientes, que advierta, y cautela el Derecho.”192    

  

 This equalization of the monarchical image with the Sacrament of the Eucharist had a 

double implication. In the first place, it exemplified the idea of the royal arms as a literal 

substitute of the ruler. Just like the body of Christ became present in reality through the 

intermedium of the consecrated Host, the heraldic presence of the king was enacted as 

a physical extension of his corporeal being.193 At the same time, the invisibility of this 

mystery heightened the majesty of the monarch as an almost divine attribute beyond 

human understanding.194 Secondly, on a more abstract level, the allusion to a 

corresponding corporate theology of Catholicism also politicized the notion of the 

community’s “mystical body”. The Sacrament of the Altar was believed to uphold the 

existence of an ecclesiastical corpus mysticum of all believers, joined under Christ as 

their head. In analogy, contemplation of the secular armorial image thus manifested the 

body politic of the realm unified under Habsburg guidance.195 For the polemicists of 

both parties in 1649-50, the substitutive value of the signs was evaluated in a sense close 

to that famous statement of Pedro de Salazar de Mendoza when defining the royal seal 

three decades earlier: “el cuerpo mystico, y figurativo de el Rey nuestro señor”.196 

Drawing a similitude between theological principles and the exaltation of the king’s 

majesty was common practice in Spanish political culture.197    

With an even marked increase in the first half of the seventeenth century, as Cañeque 

argued, the Habsburg Monarchy indeed strongly identified with the sacred Host as a 

metaphor for their authority.198 The outspoken association with the religious cult was 

deeply ingrained in dynastic mythology, both in the Spanish and Austrian branches. It 

was further buttressed by new liturgical initiatives. Philip IV, for instance, was the first 

monarch to participate systematically in person in the Madrid Corpus Christi 

processions, accentuating a similarity between the sacral host and the body royal.199 

From a political point of view, this special reverence for the Holy Eucharist was also 

transposed to the New World. In 1626 Philip IV established an annual celebration of the 

Sacrament in his overseas territories after the fleet of the Indies managed to evade an 

                                                           
192 Melián, f. 4v. 
193 Cf. Marin, Le portrait, 10, 12, 14-15, 155-6. 
194 Cañeque, The King’s Living Image, 45. 
195 Cf. H. de Lubac, Corpus Mysticum: The Eucharist and the Church in the Middle Ages, transl. G. 

Simmonds, Notre Dame, 2007.; Kantorowicz, The King’s Two Bodies.; J. Rust, ‘Political Theologies of the 

Corpus Mysticum: Schmitt, Kantorowicz and de Lubac’, in: G. Hamill & J. R. Lupton, eds., Political 

Theology and Early Modernity, Chicago, 2012, 147-76.  
196 Pedro de Salazar de Mendoza, Origen de las dignidades seglares de Castilla y Leon, Toledo, 1618, f. 

43v.; R. L. Kagan, ‘Pedro de Salazar de Mendoza as Collector, Scholar, and Patron of El Greco’, Studies in 

the History of Art, 13(1984), 85-93.  
197 Cañeque, The King’s Living Image, 45-50.; J. A. Maravall, ‘La ideal cuerpo místico en España’, in: J. A. 

Maravall, Estudios de historia del pensamiento español, siglo XVII, Madrid, 1973, 193-213.; de los Angeles 

Pérez, ‘El Rey ausente’, 379-80.   
198 Cañeque, The King’s Living Image, 45-50. 
199 On the evolution of the Madrid corpus Christi procession, see in particular: del Río Barredo, Madrid, 

Urbs Regia, 214-22.  
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attack by Dutch corsairs.200 Given the widespread devotion to the cult, a political 

transposal of its central doctrines to make sense of the adoration of monarchical images 

was without doubt a logical consideration for contemporaries. In the Puebla case, the 

parallel was further enhanced by the position of the arms at the top of the altar.201 By 

virtue of this location, the faithful’s eye was encouraged to draw an immediate 

comparison between the secular icon and its sacral counterpart exhibited during 

Mass.202  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Correspondence between the mystical community of all Christians and the visual 

representation of the king’s might was also a cherished theme for Habsburg apologists. 

It surfaced in many shapes, underwriting the inherent excellence of the state. Such was, 

for instance, the intent of Fray Juan de la Puente in a work of 1612 defending the 

precedence of Spain. The book was generously dedicated to Filipo Ermenigildo (Philip 

III), “our Emperor of the Indies” and the “lord of the greatest monarchy that men had 

known since creation up to the present era”. De la Puente’s text was preceded by an 

allegorical title page and an explanatory prologue to his central headline: the 

convergence of the two monarchies (“Conveniencia de las dos Monarquias”; see Figure 

15). In other words, he advertised a deep entanglement of Iberian monarchism with 

spiritual authority. The papal shield interlaced with the quartering of Castile and Leon 

symbolized the “love and unity that had always been conserved between the two 

Catholic monarchies”. Set between two pillars surmounted by the image of a sun for 

                                                           
200 Cañeque, The King’s Living Image, 46. 
201 For the significance of the display of (regal) arms in the sacred sphere, see: Michael, ‘The Privilege of 

‘Proximity’. Cf. also with: H. M. Cautley, Royal Arms.; Sharpe, Selling the Tudor monarchy, 439.; Anglo, 

Images, 15, 19. 
202 The main function of the Retablo de los Reyes was the exhibition of the body of Christ in all its 

Tridentine splendour: Galí Boadella, ‘Juan de Palafox y la consagración’, 190.  

Figure 15.  Frontispiece to J. de la Puente, Conveniencia de las dos 
Monarquias, 1612. 
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papal authority and a moon for the temporal prerogatives of the “highest among 

princes”, both supreme powers eclipsed the complete globe.203  

Other examples even more directly alluded to an armorial transmutation of the 

mystical body of the Host. An 

elaborate frontispiece to Francisco 

Aguado’s Sumo sacramento de la Fe, 

published in 1640 in dedication to 

Philips IV, glorified the centrality of 

the sacred Eucharist for the king’s 

imperial majesty (Figure 16). The 

allegory strikingly emblemized a nex- 

us of converging heraldic and sacral 

imagery.204 On a massive support in- 

scribed with the motto “maiestate 

extollit” (“it exalts majesty”), a two-

headed imperial eagle spread his 

wings while exposing the Spanish 

arms, uncommonly topped by the 

Habsburg mitre crown. Behind the 

eagle soars a globe depicting the four 

continents: America, Europe, Africa 

and Asia.205 On top of the composi- 

tion, a monstrance containing the 

Eucharist radiated the light of divine 

favour upon this heraldic metaphor 

of the “imperial” body politic, framed 

by a personification of piety and 

power.                 

Aside from the sacramental liturgy 

celebrating the communal body of 

Christ, other common assumptions 

                                                           
203 Juan de la Puente, Tomo primero de la conveniencia de las dos Monarquias Catolicas, la de la Iglesia 

Romana y la del Imperio Español, y defensa de la Precedencia de los Reyes Catolicos de España a todos los 

Reyes del Mundo, Madrid, 1612 (“declaracion del blason que està en la cabeça deste libro”; not 

numbered). On the bottom of the emblematical frontispiece, an escutcheon representing “nuestra sagrada 

Religion” squared with the arms of the Duke of Lerma, Philip III’s valido. For the sun and moon imagery 

associated with the Spanish monarchs, see the somewhat descriptive analysis in: V. Mínguez, Los reyes 

solares. Iconografía astral de la Monarquía Hispánica, Castelló de la Plana, 2001.   
204 Francisco Aguado, Sumo sacramento de la Fe. Tesoro del nombre christiano, Madrid, 1640. A 

description and interpretation of the frontispiece in: Cañeque, ‘Imaging the Spanish Empire’, 58. 
205 Although the title of ‘Emperor’ was lost to the Spanish kings after the division of the Habsburg lands 

in 1555/6, their dynastic lustre, their extraordinary piety, and the acquisition of global dominion among 

the four parts of the world – with the American possessions becoming the focal point of this new world 

empire – were to secure a lasting extension of the aura of universal rule over the Spanish Monarchy, see: 

A. Pagden, Lords of all the World: ideologies of empire in Spain, Britain and France c. 1500-c. 1800, New 

Haven, 1995, 44-45. 

 

Figure 16.  Frontispiece to Francisco Aguado's Sumo 
sacramento, 1640 (reproduced in Cañeque, ‘Imaging’, 
59). 
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concerning the functioning and essence of images provided a necessary vocabulary to 

postulate the heraldic manifestation of the entire body politic. The advance of humanist 

theories on symbolism, ever developing since the emergence of the emblematic genre 

in the middle of the sixteenth century, inspired an interpretative mode Aristotelian in 

character. Treatises on the art of the emblem or imprese (personal devices) repeatedly 

articulated a dual view distinguishing “matter” from the “soul” or the “form” of image. 

The ideal visual type balanced these two aspects, distinct though indissolubly 

connected. Thereby, they virtually linked the sign or figure to the person or event that 

was figured.206 By the middle of the seventeenth century older armorial modes of 

interpretation were almost completely integrated in the elastic field of emblematic 

metaphors, medallic designs, pictured proverbs and the vast visual theories that 

underpinned them.207  

Whereas Renaissance theories of symbolism in general pervaded discussions about 

the efficiency of imagery, emblematic thinking was also a particular component of the 

Spanish cult of rule.208 Extending this conceptual framework − with its central 

dichotomy between the material body and the discursive soul − to the interpretation of 

a princely coat of arms thus seems to have been a very appropriate move for lawyers, 

historical writers and theorists, who were all very familiar with these visual genres. 

Esteban de Garibay y Zamalloa,209 who was appointed to the prestigious office of 

cronista del rey in 1592, for instance, affirmed this existence of matter and form in 

heraldry in an influential addendum to his Compendio historial de todas las historias de 

los reinos de España: “It has to be understood that the shield is the matter (material), 

while the ensigns and devices on them constitute the form (forma).”210 Elsewhere, 

invoking the authority of Ferrand Mexía, Garibay refuted a popular opinion that the 

original arms of the first kings of Navarra had been a plain red shield as incorrect 

because “the shield without devices and ensigns is like a body without soul”.211 It has to 

be noted that this conceptual division of form and matter was actually close to those 

theological assumptions that explained the efficacy of the Sacrament. While the Host 

retained its material “accidents” in the overall appearance, the transubstantiation was 

                                                           
206 Cf. L. Bianchi, ‘Continuity and change in the Aristotelian tradition’, in: J. Hankins, ed., The Cambridge 

Companion to Renaissance Philosophy, Cambridge, 2007, 49-71.; M.-F. Tristan, ‘L’art des devises au XVIe 

siècle en Italie: une theorie du symbole’, in: M. T. Jones-Davies, ed., Emblemes et devises au temps de la 

renaissance, Paris, 1981, 47-63.   
207 A. Rolet, ‘Aux sources de l’emblème: blasons et devises’, Littérature, 145(2007), 53-90.  

F. R. de la Flor, Emblemas. Lecturas de la imagen simbólica, Madrid, 1995, esp. 79-108.; Sabatier, Claude-
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thought to cause a change in the substance or essence hence becoming in reality the 

mystical body of Christ.212 Similarly, a depiction of the royal arms always remained 

materially inscribed in wax, on parchment or in stone, but it essentially disclosed the 

true mystical union of the political community.   

Widespread visual sensibilities of emblematic thought and the invisibility of 

theologically inspired correspondence, − both strongly embedded in the broad notion 

of universal order − are imperative for understanding the learned appropriation of 

Habsburg regal heraldry. The similarity between these two ways of interpretation 

explains why seventeenth-century polymaths recycled such ideas when taking up the 

defence of monarchical rights in the Puebla controversy. The sharpest analysis in this 

regard was delivered by Melián in April 1650. His published discourse intended to 

discredit the pretences of the chapter for good. It had to impose eternal silence on their 

persistent request to reinstate the escutcheons.213 In his view, the irregular marshalling 

of arms was the gravest of all possible offenses against the representation of king and 

kingdom. He claimed in the terms of Aristotelian categories that another “species of a 

different kind of arms” (especie de armas diferentes) was created by deviating from 

commonly accepted iconographic arrangement. “Matter” might remain unchanged (that 

is, the general visual properties and the material medium of the shield), but the images’ 

underlying “form”, entailing “su propria y primordial naturaleza”, became irreparably 

modified.214  

For Melián, this mystical analogy explained why the modification was so damaging to 

the political fabric it represented. Disfiguring and dismantling the formal essence of the 

shield had a corresponding impact on the configuration of the “body” (cuerpo) of the 

“universal Monarchy”. According to him, it disturbed the rank between the various 

kingdoms and principalities that composed this political corpus, and who were all 

distinct in quality (calidad). By extension, it also upset the concert of the entire 

universe, given that “just rule over (earthly) commonwealths” is a mere continuation of 

the angelic hierarchies. Consequently, the offense not only impaired the represented 

authority of the king, but actually the complete “splendour and greatness of Spain”.215 

Archbishop de Mañozca y Zamora sharply rephrased this in July 1650, writing to Philip 

IV: 

 

“… y que qualquíer insignia que se anidiesse, o, quitasse y qualquíer pervertimiento, 

presposteración, y mudanca adulterava la forma que constituye la substancia y 

representación integral uniforme de la dignidad R[ea]l en toda la monarquia.”216   

 

In Melián’s judgment − as well as in the thought of the subsequent apologists of the 

cathedral’s chapter − any contrast between the figurative order of the coat of arms, the 

status of the king (“persona real”) and the order of the complete realm faded away.       

                                                           
212 de Lubac, Corpus Mysticum. 
213 Melián, f. 1r. 
214 Ibid., f. 2v. 
215 Ibid., f. 3v., 5r.-v.  
216 RBP 2/II/1992, f. 42r. (Juan de Mañozca y Zamora to Philip IV, 15 July 1650). 
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After the unsuccessful appeals by local authorities for the restitution of the removed 

arms, the contending party started to fight on equal footing. They deployed comparable 

arguments to prove the justness of their cause. The printed volume written by Juan 

Alonso Calderón and disseminated in the viceroyalty in late 1651 stands out as the most 

convincing and sophisticated of polemic tracts. In structure, the text was presented as a 

rebuttal of Melián’s propositions in three main articles: First, all charges in the Puebla 

shields were “armas reales”; Second, the alternative ordering was not incorrect; and 

third, the removed escutcheons had to be reinstated on the altar. It was further 

subdivided in no less than 328 short points. The content, however, transcended the 

particularities of the controversy. It offered a comprehensive outline of heraldic 

representation of royalty within Spanish political culture. Besides restoring the 

blemished reputation of the prelate and of the chapter, Calderón set himself the 

objective to recover the unique honour of the “armas reales” largely misinterpreted in 

the course of the contentious actions of the Audiencia. To do so, his adversary’s 

opinions were recapitulated and reconsidered in the light of a different corporeal 

reading of the representative value of regal arms.217 

Like for his opponent, royal bearings were an “insignia clara de la dignidad real”. 

Ensigns represented the royal person on the one hand, and the suprapersonal kingdom 

in its perpetual state on the other hand. Their meaning was described in the same terms 

of an embodied “mystic body” of king and crown. Yet conclusions differed in several 

respects from what previously had been stated.218 Calderón did not link the theoretical 

premises of royal presence and the invisibility of authority to the complete achievement 

borne by the king, but rather to each separate charge being an individual “regal” shield 

in its own right. Moreover, these autonomous charges, he stated, not necessarily stood 

for their proprietor and the wider political community at the same time. Sometimes they 

embodied a king who held sway over several territories, while in other instances they 

independently denoted the kingdom or a land pertaining to a given ruler (often 

accompanied by other figurative schemes).219 In such a varying and multilayered view 

symbolic meaning greatly depended on the precise context and the criteria of the 

moment.  

Calderón tried to demonstrate that the arms originally placed in the altar did not 

pervert or destruct the inherent order of the Spanish Monarchy at all. He established the 

opinion that a royal coat of arms should not be considered to be an isolated 

iconographical unity having a static significance within the inflexible confines of a law 

of arms. The shield rather functioned as a material object whose position of precedence 

– and the internal arrangement of charges – was determined by a relationship to other 

external symbolic agents. This assertion runs as a second thread through the detailed 

and lengthy account. If several shields are incorporated in a certain spatial perspective, 

having in its centre a non-armorial though more dignified entity (in this case, the 

surrounding monumental altarpiece with the Immaculate Conception), heraldic quarters 
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should be marshalled according to their respective proximity to this higher hub of 

authority − be it the physical presence of the monarch, his effigy or portrait, or the Holy 

Eucharist.220   

Calderón presented this “law of precedence” as a reflexion of real life practices; an 

imitation of the “naturaleza” of rule. Not the singular coat of arms an sich embodied the 

universal and sacred structure of the Monarchy, like Melián would claim. But the 

complete arrangement of different (not only heraldic) sorts of representations ruled by 

an internal pecking order. He stated − on the alleged authority of the legal writings of 

Bartolus, Cassaneus and the German jurist Theodor Höpingk who “endorse the universal 

practices of all nations and kingdoms”221 − that the ordering of such an iconographical 

scheme conformed to the physical rules of precedence, access and proximity also 

observed in court etiquette and political ritual. The basic assumption was to consider 

those in the closest position to the centre of power as also the most preeminent ones. 

Like the seats next to the rood screen in a chapel, or like participants walking 

immediately in front of the prince during dynastic processions, those arms and quarters 

placed on the immediate side of the “prince” or his “likeness” were in a more prominent 

place than other “inferior” signs (even if they were situated on the right hand side). 

Another point of comparison was the paramount function of the lord high steward 

(mayordomo mayor) in the royal household, having intimate access to the prince.222 

“Precedence of immediacy” (inmediacion) prevailed over “precedence of the hand”. 

Only if a coat of arms was displayed without any other representation of sovereignty in 

its direct vicinity, the most significant charge was automatically depicted in a position of 

honour on the (heraldic) right-hand side of the composition.223  

To support these assertions, Calderón had to elaborate on the exact analogy between 

heraldic composition and the corporeal reading of power and rank. Armorial figures and 

insignia should be truthfully depicted according to their nature, exactly imitating the 

armiger or the political community. They could stand for the various kingdoms held by 

princes, while on other occasions they literally signified those princes themselves. Only 

in interaction with other marks of authority, arms embodied the complete mystical 

union of the composite Monarchy:  

 

“… ni los Reynos por su fidelidad, ni los Reyes por su grandeza quieren tener otras 

Armas, que las que significan un cuerpo mistico, ò politico de la cabeça, y sus miembros, 

que se arman con unas mismas armas, para un mismo empeño de interesses publicos, y 

particulares, y para seguir siempre una misma fortuna.”224 
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In his reasoning, a single charge or escutcheon was therefore not necessarily the 

material substitute for the monarch – as Melián did suggest in his interpretation – but 

rather accumulated meaning through its vicinity to the royal figure, whether in a 

physical or imaginary presence.        

Applying this idea to the Puebla altar, the alleged heterodox position of the quarters 

in one of the shields, putting Aragon in the right hand position, appeared less 

controversial. Especially when considering the escutcheon’s place at the side of a 

depiction of the Immaculate Conception – a devotion strongly associated with Philip IV. 

Seen from this perspective, not Aragon but Castile actually occupied the closest and 

most honorific position immediately next to this sacral Icon.225 Broadening the same 

interpretative theory, the newly placed arms by Sotomayor and the Audiencia were 

actually the erroneous ones. After all, the new shield on the (heraldic) right side of the 

altar displayed Sicily in the most prominent position to this centre instead of Castile and 

Leon.226    

Although ascribing a similar representative force to royal heraldry, Melián’s and 

Calderón’s opinions about which iconographical disposition embodied political order 

and Habsburg authority were diametrically opposed to each other. The first held that 

the outlook of a royal shield was a static phenomenon, determined by inflexible 

antiquity and generally accepted custom. Its consolidation harked back to the reign of 

Ferdinand and Isabella and should be conserved at all costs. Only two versions 

legitimately captured the abstract dignity of the monarch: An “escudo menor” displaying 

the quartered figures of two castles and two lions, and the “escudo mayor” which also 

included quarters for Aragon, Granada, the “Casa de Austria”, Burgundy, Artois [sic], 

Brabant and Flanders. The elaborate compilation of charges was according to Melián 

ratified by royal proclamation and approved by the Consejo de Estado.227  

Calderón, on the other hand, considered such restriction to only two stringent 

compositions an invented “new doctrine” that went against all existing rules. Quoting 

an impressive number of Spanish historiographers and foreign heraldic authorities, as 

well as referring to some recent numismatic examples, he accentuated the fundamental 

diversity of heraldic practices. Each of Philip IV’s titles, amounting to no less than 38 

“coronas y estados” in the official titulature of royal decrees, had an equivalent heraldic 

sign that validly appertained to the monarch.228 “Regal arms” were the totality of 

dynastic and territorial rights of the sovereign, although only a small selection was 

usually depicted. The choice of which charges had to be included in a quartered 

achievement was an arbitrary, non-binding one. Decisions on the selection and 

combination of individual insignia were subject to the intention of the moment and 

even to purely aesthetic concerns.229 In contrast to his opponent, Calderón emphasized 

the absence of official rulings, decrees or pragmáticas regulating these issues.230 This 
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absence is indeed very remarkable given the existence of decrees restricting the 

assumption of external ornaments like crowns, the distribution of royal ensigns in the 

arms of subjects, or the spatial display of the king’s escutcheon in relation to other 

markers.231  

This sharp antagonism between a fixed, officially authorized shield and the supposed 

flexibility of a constellation that could be varied at will, reflected the pluriform and 

sometimes paradoxical reality of Spanish Habsburg political culture. The contrast is 

particularly curious because both authors had similar views about the significance of 

armorial images, keeping in line with a same assessment of their function: making 

authority and internal political rank tangible either in an autonomous way or in 

conjunction with other icons of power. Both men saw symbolism and precedence as a 

means to uphold an order that was imperilled in a perceived climate of perversion and 

decline. A stable diversity − albeit to a different degree − was the solution to these ills, 

not aggressive unification. What is more, Melián openly recognized the importance of 

maintaining a degree of diversity within the whole of the Monarchy. Some lands were 

united to the crown in an “accessory” way, others retained their independence in being 

administered according to their own laws, customs and privileges. Yet, it was a static 

composition of arms that safeguarded this precarious equilibrium. Any change in the 

visual relationship between territorial signs infringed the hierarchical distinction of 

these parts, and thus affected their individuality.232 This standpoint proclaimed the body 

politic as a single entity, inalienable and inseparable from the person of the sovereign, 

though also characterized by a plurality of its members. Calderón’s explanation 

propagated a more loose symbolic organization wherein a royal achievement 

represented the political proportions of each part vis-à-vis the entire realm in a less 

absolute way. However, both men endorsed the strength of the Monarchy’s diversity 

and ascribed a far-reaching agency to individual charges.  
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The notion that each part of the realm could be represented by a unique sign with an 

ancient history of its own − whether assembled in an all-embracing fixed escutcheon or 

independently displayed − was a fairly special characteristic of the Habsburg patrimony. 

Theoretically, this meant that the ruler had not one official coat of arms, but could claim 

to possess a myriad of potential compositions. This variety was shown in many artistic 

renderings and literary discussions as the token of the strength and uniqueness of the 

state. Already at the time of the union of Castile and Aragon, Diego de Valera wrote that 

the greatness of princes was reflected in the “diversity” of their blazon. He thereby 

referred to the fourteenth book of Solomon’s biblical proverbs to prove that in “la 

muchedunbre del pueblo está la dinidad del Rey”.233 Almost two centuries later, 

Calderón praised the beauty of heraldic variation out of a related conviction: 

 

“Y tambien es certissimo, q[ue] en materia tan irregular, y variable, como la composicion 

de los quarteles Reales, cuya mayor hermosura consiste en su mayor variacion, a penas 

ay uno q[ue] se parezca a otro en las Provincias de Mexico, y es muy verosimil q[ue] por 

esto las leyes, y prematicas de los Reynos no aya[n] dado precisa forma a su composion, 

dexando a que cada uno los ponga a su modo, segun la obra, intento, y assumpto, como 

se guarde su primer lugar a Castilla, y Leon.”234   

 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

Thanks to a couple of exhaustive studies enlisting and describing regal arms we are well 

informed about their graphic evolution. Understanding their significance in a society 

steeped in a rich and hybrid visual culture is yet another issue and much more difficult 

considering the constraints of available sources. Only rarely, normative texts and 

archival material give a glimpse into the practical implications of such imagery or broach 

the limits of their influence. Surviving remnants and collections of depicted bearings no 

longer speak for themselves. For the early modern period they can be, luckily, 

approached through the popular manuals that became available in print. But these 

discussions were in the main very normative, again and again recycling common 

wisdoms. As to the princely proponents of the phenomenon, they reveal little or 

nothing about the political assumptions and strategies behind them. Most of the time, 

their prolific existence in public areas and in the minds of diverse players was self-

evident, unnecessary to exemplify in a more meticulous reasoning. Only occasionally, 

specific disputes left a considerable track record behind that enables us to gauge the 

esteem with which they were treated or the sensations they caused. Mostly, the obvious 

use of heraldry by princes and court elites has been seen as a popular medium to 
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propagate legitimacy. Stuffing the scenery of power with a wealth of colours and 

attractive figures that radiated a certain mysterious aura heightened the ruler’s 

credibility. In a less favourable view, royal arms merely persuaded onlookers of his or 

her absolute position. The decipherment of deeper genealogical connections and bold 

territorial pretences behind the surface of splendour was then presumed to have been 

the sole privilege of an aristocratic class. An average subject could only gaze in awe at 

those manifestations of vanity in society’s top layer. In a somewhat more nuanced 

perspective, these sorts of images are considered communicative feelers that sent out 

messages with a dynastic or governmental content. The audience could react to them in 

separate ways, yet initiative rested at the top.  

Exceptionally documented cases reveal, however, that these approaches only point 

to a small part of a much broader picture. In this, heraldry actually appeared as the 

central, key format of royal means of representation. It certainly constituted one of the 

most significant and omnipresent channels of the visualization of authority. It was 

depicted on a wide range of media that intensively circulated in public areas, running 

from official seals and signets to governmental buildings, boundary markers or churches. 

Most of these instances have now disappeared, but every subject was undoubtedly 

confronted with them in one form or another. The use of such specific signifiers steadily 

increased since the later Middle Ages. In the first place, they should be understood and 

framed within an ample spectrum of instruments facilitating the delegation of decision 

making. Such paradoxical exercise, indispensable for the good functioning of complex 

political associations, grew in importance when the slow ascent of a more sedentary 

type of rulership made the physical person of the sovereign highly inaccessible. The 

dispersal of tokens that seemingly duplicated the royal majesty made it none the less 

possible to grasp the centre of power and the reach of legitimate rule. Though 

unattainable, the king was available in these perceptible surrogates. Even without 

proclaiming a clear-cut message or being devoid of the surrounding artistry of baroque 

splendour, they rallied a strong concentration of loyalty. One saw them as animate 

artefacts with a strong political potency, making the king present there where his 

physical person was not. At the same time, they also defined the bonds that mutually 

united subjects under one head. In a sense, the representative function shaped the state, 

standing out as the very focal point of obedience while encouraging a not so evident 

community consciousness – the feeling to belong to a collectivity. If one wants to gain a 

better understanding of the politics of association in premodern society, then it is not 

sufficient to consider the representatives and institutions of government alone. We have 

to take into account the curious abilities of artefacts like these as well.  

Armorial imagery, in particular, entailed a number of advantages or singularities in 

comparison to other representative formulas, such as royal portraiture, effigies, official 

edicts or human agents. Visuals were normally more stable than real-life individuals 

speaking or acting in the king’s name. Private ambitions tended to deform or even 

corrupt the tentative proportions of power delegated to the latter. Non-human 

representations, moreover, unquestionably duplicated the whole of royal prerogatives, 

while the tipping point between lawful delegation and harmful usurpation was much 
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more precarious with living representatives. Portraits and arms were of course also 

subject to abuse or mismanagement. Yet this was always external to the concept. The 

effectiveness of royal images as such was rarely put under discussion, in contrast to their 

relationship to other signifiers standing for personal interests. If measured against life-

like portraits or statues, the abstract and stylized parameters of a coat of arms likewise 

boasted a unique status. While the former more easily captured the individuality of 

temporal rule, the latter efficiently reproduced perennial authority and princely gravity 

in a way less hampered by artistic quality and without having to rely on additional 

external highlights to evoke the continuity of the royal office or the community.           

The notorious incident in Puebla de los Ángeles, which sparked a huge controversy 

from December 1649 onwards, showed all these capacities in full action. Two royal 

escutcheons, with in each four quarters, mounted on top of the altar of the local 

cathedral were ostentatiously discarded by the Mexican Real Audiencia for being a 

subverted marshalling of Philip IV’s majesty. In addition to that, these unorthodox 

compositions were also renounced as a violation of royal patronage over the New World 

Church. Regardless of the true intentions of the main protagonists − the bishop Juan de 

Palafox y Mendoza, the ecclesiastical chapter and their adversaries − these serious 

accusations occasioned a wealth of informative observations. The dossier is particularly 

interesting because it gives a rare insight in the minds of those who encountered, 

witnessed and handled abstract representations outside a courtly context. Although 

most textual accounts were penned down by learned men, with a legal training as main 

background, they were far from aristocratic specialists. Nor were they exclusively 

occupied with the minutiae of heraldic composition. They instead approached the 

subject with a general intellectual baggage, including a sharp historical conscience, 

experience with religious practices and familiarity with diverse juridical maxims 

touching matters of precedence. And this all without being guided by central directives 

from Madrid. Each of them saw the integrity of the royal achievement as a rational issue 

connected to matters of political concern. The occurrence in colonial Puebla took on 

such large proportions precisely because the objects in question were evaluated in a 

very sensitive way. Some of the actors that came into contact with the signs almost 

exactly evaluated their functioning along the lines set out above.  

Those involved automatically drew an explicit comparison with the world of the 

sacred where artefact, ritual and symbolism no so much imposed doctrines on the 

illiterate classes. Religious signs and practices rather embodied those theological 

principles. They made them perceptible and reunited all believers into one mystical 

body. Such transformative capacities were above all ascribed to the sacrament of the 

Eucharist. During Mass, the Host literally rendered Christ present, but also the 

community of believers assembled in their devotion towards the divine. Herein lay a 

ready-made analogy for the impact of political images. Understood as a profane 

sacrament that was thought to operate along the same mechanisms, the heraldic alter 

ego of royalty was able to structure the very fabric of the polity. It literally replaced the 

absent ruler but also imprinted, as it were, loyalty and obedience in the subject’s self by 

interiorizing that what was depicted. According to the same sacramental logic, it was an 
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instrument of communal salvation in that it enabled men to grasp political truth. Right 

reverence for the sign, it was believed, repaired insecurities and the state’s health. 

Innovation and adaptation accordingly changed political structure. This was actually the 

baseline underlying the learned commentaries on the controversy. As we will see 

further on, when examining other texts, it was also the main motivation behind various 

sorts of appropriation.        

Conserved depositions of summoned witnesses in the Puebla case learn us that many 

individuals outside the group of intellectuals were also able to recognize the objects and 

to make sense of them. They surely saw them as prominent substitutes of a far away 

overlord – although they would be less informed on his physical appearance – and could 

relate to the signs in a more general sense, as loyal subjects. Some were clearly able to 

identify individual quarters and to make remarks about their proper ordering. Albeit that 

every involved individual, intellectual apologist or occasional respondent alike, 

subscribed to the ability of upholding king and crown, there was large disagreement 

about what should be the precise heraldic shape of the state then. The analysis of three 

central tracts outlined a fundamental ambiguity in Habsburg armorial thinking. This 

ambiguity was in fact a reflection of the Spanish Monarchy’s nature and its composite 

character. Discussions on the art of heraldry were therefore inevitably discussions on 

the art of kingship as well. Those who refuted the arms on the altar held that they 

should have been composed according to static convention. A fraudulent marshalling 

without proper permission analogously affected the order of the multiple crowns and 

thus impeded the unique, individual status of each. Others underlined the flexibility of 

the system. Finding a new balance among the polity’s visual constituents was to restore 

the decay and confusion that was claimed to threaten the Monarchy. The dispute was 

very similar to the debates between those who were in favour of more political unity to 

overcome a perceived climate of crisis, and those who wanted a more loose federation 

of lands, the mutual cooperation of which could change according to shared needs. 

Supporters of a solidly unified and integrated commonwealth stood against outspoken 

defenders of territorial particularism.  

It could be argued that the difference between fixidity and flexibility was the 

outcome of a fundamentally different constitutional stance. Yet, besides advocating a 

different heraldic solution to the perceived crisis, all polemicists were convinced that 

the sense of variety captured in its quartered coat of arms constituted the state’s 

strength. In this, they corroborated age old symbolic practices who were clearly 

different from that of neighbouring states. How much the pluriform character was 

considered an inherent quality of Habsburg rule, this always made it very difficult to 

argue for an equivocal convergence of the monarch and the whole of patrimonial 

pretences. Although regal practices show an increasing consistency from the reign of 

Philip II (1556-98) onwards, the ambiguity remained in place. Among the collection of 

ensigns, a certain distinction between privatized dynastic tokens and the public symbols 

of titular jurisdiction was always sensible, whereas both notions almost completely 

merged elsewhere. As we will see, this hampered a full identification of the royal family 

with the totality of lands they ruled. Hence, every singular sovereign had to be 
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symbolically reaffirmed or invested with the armorial panoply of the realm. The 

extensive agency attributed to individual charges equally resulted in a distinct 

performative role that notably appeared at moments of succession. On top of that, 

distinct features resulted in distinct adaptive prospects. Comparing this ambiguity – 

which was thus chiefly a tension between dynasty and territory – with the development 

of the French armorial patrimony can shed a new light on crucial differences in dynastic 

self-conception and the singularities of early modern state formation.                 
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Chapter 2 

 

THE ARMORIAL SHAPE OF THE EARLY MODERN STATE 
 

 

 

At the turn of the sixteenth century, most heraldic theorists elaborated on the legal 

maxims of the fourteenth-century Perugian jurist Bartolus de Saxoferrato (1313-1357) 

when distinguishing the arms of a ruling prince from those of his subjects. Bartolus 

drew a clear conceptual boundary between those insignia that were proper to rank or 

office − thus only strictly pertaining to the temporal holders of the office in question − 

and those armorial bearings belonging to private persons, nobles or commoners alike. 

Some of the latter clearly corresponded to “a house or agnation” and, as such, were 

passed on to all kin.1 This tendency to categorize heraldic expression led to the 

articulation of frequently reiterated theoretical divides. Early Spanish armorial treatises, 

especially the landmark work of Diego de Valera − a courtier to Juan II of Castile and 

later to the Catholic Monarchs, who could boast considerable international experience 

in matters of precedence and dignity2 − or Ferrand Mexía’s popular book on nobility, 

published in 1492 and dedicated to Ferdinand of Aragon,3 distinguished public “arms of 

dignity” (armas de dignidad) from private “arms of lineage” (armas de linaje). The first 

species were exclusive to the possessor of the elevated office or function for which they 

stood, with “royal arms” as the principal ideal type of the category in question. The 

outlook of the other theoretical category, being arms of a given family, was roughly 

equated with the position of a surname adopted by all legitimate descendants. French 

writers likewise discerned “armes de dignité” that obeyed other rules than “armes de 

famille”, although there were some additional complications when it came to explaining 

royalty.4 The famous heraldist Claude-François Ménestrier reformulated the concepts at 

the end of the seventeenth century as the “armoiries des Etats” versus the “armoiries des 

maisons”.5  

Similar early modern discussions conceived the difference of lineage and dignity 

more in terms of pure genealogic ascendancy versus the hereditary claims to patrimonial 

property or estates, held by a certain family. In case of this inheritable property, the 

                                                           
1 da Sassoferrato, A Grammar of Signs, 145, 148. 
2
 De Valera’s conceptions were enumerated in the 11th chapter of his ‘Espejo de Verdadera Nobleza’, 

openly based on the authority of Bartolus. The tract is edited in: de Valera, Epístolas, 221-2. The same 

distinction was commented upon in the third part of his Tratado de las arms (published as Tratado de los 

rieptos é desafíos), see: Ibid., 293. On the content and impact of de Valera’s writings, who were also 

translated in French, see: L. Simó Goberna, ‘Los manuscritos del tratado de las armas de Mosén Diego de 

Valera’, Medievalia, 12(1992), 23-29.; B. Leroy, ‘Le traité des armes de Diego de Valera, vers 1455-1460’, 

in: Bulletin hispanique, 110(2008), 283-317.; A. Vanderjagt, Qui sa vertu anoblist: The Concepts of 

Noblesse and “Chose Publicque” in Burgundian Political Thought, Groningen, 1981, 3, 64, appendix.  
3 Mexía, Nobiliario Vero, lib. iii, capi. xxiiij, parraso ij. 
4 BnF Fr. 9466. An edition of this erudite treatise: Charles du Fresne, sieur Du Cange, Le traité du droit et 

comportement des armes de Du Cange. Édition critique et commentaire, ed. T. Girard, unpublished 

doctoral dissertation, École Nationale des Chartes, 1986, 135-6, 149. 
5 Claude-François Ménestrier, La methode du blason, Lyon, 1689, [not numbered]. 
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complex was explicitly linked to the transmittance of the plain arms to the heir. The 

heraldry of a royal dynasty then appeared as a sort of third genus, hovering between 

these two extremes. The popular English author John Bossewell, for instance, analysed 

the arms of the English queen Elizabeth I in 1572 as an enunciation of her “knowledge, 

sovereignty, royalty and preheminence, dignity and the magnificence of her ancestors”. 

In other words, he combined the apprehension of insignia ex officio with a more 

mainstream genealogical conception. United and quartered in one shield, it “knitted 

together” the full jurisdictional rights to the realms of England and France.6  

If applied to the field of royal representation, such early conceptual distinctions 

encouraged to set apart the dynastic identity of a ruling family from their territorial 

jurisdiction and the abstract rule they claimed. The bartolian terminology thus became 

commonplace in heraldic literature. Is such conceptual distinction an adequate 

guideline to tackle the emblazoned outline of the early modern state? Can the very 

complex process of aggregation and negotiation easily be summarized by simply parting 

lineage from office? Sixteenth- and seventeenth-century legists, like Cassaneus and his 

followers, designed a legal framework wherein the insignia of power were treated as 

being self-contained, or at least a special kind of the externalization of dignity. For most 

of these men, they were not to be seen as early billboard for political communication or 

for the propagation of singular opinions. Instead, the signs of power structured political 

authority in an all-pervasive hierarchy. They were connected to political theories about 

the nature of the realm and the sovereign prerogatives of the prince.7  

These convictions found their way in more general histories and works of political 

thought profoundly influencing, as we have seen, an outspoken Habsburg way of 

representing kingship. In the case of the extended Spanish Empire, an outspoken 

contrast between dynastic charges of lineage on the one hand and territorial arms on the 

other can indeed be observed throughout the entire early modern period. The latter 

pointed to public jurisdiction and therefore embodied the fragmented identity of the 

lands in question. The former kind alluded to supraterritorial “private” bonds of kinship 

– traversing time and space. Valera admitted that his conceptual distinction was far from 

absolute. Over time, he asserted, “arms of dignity” had often been transformed in the 

“arms of the lineage”. Princely possessors could fuse both insignia in one achievement.8 

This was in fact the case for the House of Austria. Originally “territorial” symbols were 

transformed over time into signifiers of familial alliance, such as the so-called red-white-

red shield of Austria Modern (Bindenschild) which became known in Spain as the 

distinct mark for the “Casa de Austria”.9 Other cluster of markers, like the group of 

                                                           
6
 John Bossewell, Workes of Armorie, devyded into three bookes, entituled, the concordes of armorie, 

the Armorie of Honor, and of Coates and Creastes, s.l., 1572, f. 19v.-20v. 
7
 Cassaneus, Catalogus.; de Grassaille, Regalium Franciae.; Höpingk, Insignium sive armorum.; Philipp 

Jakob Spener, Historia insignium illustrium seu operis heraldici pars specialis, continens delineationem 

insignium plerorumque regum, ducum, principum, comitum & baronum…, Frankfurt am Main, 1680. 
8 de Valera, Epístolas, 221-2. The same distinction was commented upon in the third part of his Tratado 

de las arms (published as Tratado de los rieptos é desafíos), see: Ibidem, 293. 
9 E.g. Calderón, Memorial historico, f. 55r.: “…dexandose à Aragon, Navarra, Portugal, y la Casa de 

Austria, Flandes, y Borgoña…”.; Melián, f. 2r.: “…la Vanda de plata en campo rojo, de la Serenissima Casa 

de Austria…”.; Esteban De Garibay y Zamalloa, Los XL libros d’el Compendio Historial, Antwerp, 1571, 
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“Burgundian” charges or those referring to the Aragonese-Castilian Trastámara 

inheritance partially prompted a dynastic past shared by a select number of regions and 

kingdoms – like separate dynastic states enclosed within a wider patrimonial structure. 

Official designs, as well as alternative compositions coined by local artists, could alter 

the iconographic disposition in a manner that attested to different opinions about the 

ruling family’s rights to their lands and prerogatives. Many of the arms joined in 

Habsburg imperial and later royal compositions were considered to have an 

independent agency and were occasionally, as such, depicted separately. Moreover, the 

insistence of local interests resulted in numerous regional variations designed for the 

different parts of the monarchy. They were displayed in abundance on officious media 

besides those “conventional” versions appearing on official seals, on coinage or paraded 

in central state ceremonies.  

Such characteristics were completely at odds with the forthright heraldry of the 

French kingdom where, at least in official practice and discourse, the union between 

dynasty and territory was unquestionable, to the point of a complete fusion. Although 

the assumption of the fleurs de lis shield only pertained to the monarch as the essential 

repository of sovereignty, the motive also comprised the longstanding unity of the 

kingdom under (the fiction of) a single family.10 The relatively high degree of 

geographical cohesion realized among the provinces and lands of the crown by the 

beginning of the sixteenth century was marked by an increasingly systematized and 

centralized use of marks of cadency and fleurs de lis imagery to structure simultaneously 

public succession and the internal structure of the dynastic house. The far more 

restricted composite character of the realm (in comparison to the Habsburg 

conglomerate) made the familial inheritance of public prerogatives fairly unambiguous. 

To a certain extent, the symbolism moulded an ideal pattern of state for the obstinate 

reality. The unequivocal insistence on the immutability of French royal heraldry and the 

exclusive monopoly of the sovereign in these matters reveals a different dynastic 

programme. Distinguishing private arms of lineage from public arms of dignity, or 

territorial ensigns from familial ensigns was almost unconceivable.  

Notwithstanding the fact that a consolidation of the Spanish Monarchy, from the 

second half of the sixteenth century onwards, more and more entailed the predominant 

use of one common heraldic composition, variety remained in place. The “ancient” and 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
740-1: “Las insignias y devisas de los escudos de armas de la casa de Austria son una banda ancha de plata, 

en campo colorado, atravessando el escudo de lado a lado.” See also: Gonzalo Fernández de Oviedo y 

Valdés, Transcripción y Edición del Catálogo Real de Castilla, autógrafo inédito de Gonzalo Fernández de 

Oviedo y Valdés, ed. E. A. Romano de Thuesen, unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of California 

Santa Barbara, 1992, 1735: “Las armas antiguas de austria son çinco águjlas de oro en campo azul, como 

en la primera vandera de suso están repartidas e puestas todas ella mirando a la parte derecha. E las otras 

armas de Austria, que al presente son más usadas e de que exresa mençión se haze, y por una de las más 

principales que la Cesárea Magestad trae en el escudo de sus armas es una faxa blanca en campo de goles, 

de que se comprehende que las águjlas son del estado e la faxa de la perssona e prorio linaje.” On the 

origins of the Bindenschild, see: [Karl Rudolf Pakosta], Die Herkunft des Rot-Weiss-Roten Bindenschildes. 

Der schicksalhafte Weg des österreichischen Staatssymbols von der Entstehung bis zur Gegenwart, 

Vienna, 1976.     
10 On French state formation, see: Collins, Early Modern France.; Knecht, Renaissance France. 
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“obvious” use of differencing the arms of members of the Habsburg royal family with 

specific markers that codified political succession was not as pervasive as polemic 

authors like Gutiérrez de Medina pretended in the forenamed Puebla controversy. 

Amongst Habsburg habits, typified by various alternative, often complex compositions 

of quarters and charges that reflected a manifold of titular rights, the use of conventional 

signs to distinguish between members of the dynasty was rather lately introduced. Its 

use always remained indecisive. By consequence, irregular courtly practice hints at a 

strained relation between inner-familial values and the territorial or titular meaning 

ascribed to most ensigns used by successive monarchs.11 The French kingdom can be 

typified as a closed model where the fleurs de lis were the ultimate incarnation of both 

majesty and familial continuity. The Habsburg world of symbolism, however, was rather 

an open vista with a diversified collection of signs with different connotations 

underneath a changing compromise.   

Because most historiography departs from a generalizing view, considering these 

practices as a highly standardized, shared European phenomenon, such differences in 

symbolic theory and practice have gone largely unnoticed. This loses sight of 

accelerations and particularities in the development of statecraft. A dynamic 

combination of factors – from the geographical location of lands over inner familial 

coincidences to the involvement of multiple competitive concerns – resulted in fairly 

unique formats of representation.12 A good understanding of such diverging 

perspectives is crucial when it comes to explaining their contribution in visualizing and 

upholding a given policy. More than just curious oddities, these contrasting formats 

were vital in producing political transfers and changes. Over time, certain political 

norms and values had been translated in the typical features of a political culture, 

whereof armorial practices are a good indicator.13 In light of the purpose of this study, it 

is useful to provide a large overview of armorial practices, iconographic characteristics 

and dominant attitudes at early modern courts before zooming into concrete examples 

of literary or material negotiation. Every regime set much store by a different relation 

between lineage and dignity or between openness and closeness. In the following 

paragraphs, I will evaluate the concepts and arguments used by contemporary Spanish 

and French heraldists, legists and interpreters in describing the bond between the plain 

heraldic composition and the structure of the realm. As I will argue, the conceptual 

divide between familial tokens and territorial identities was more sharply pronounced in 

the heraldic practices of the House of Austria than in the highly integrated kingdom 

under the Valois and later the Bourbon. How was this specifically reflected in the 

assessment of regal heraldry’s representational value by learned commentators operating 

in the circles of royalty? And did such differences coincide with artistic and 

                                                           
11 F. Menéndez Pidal de Navascues, Heráldica Medieval Española, 236. 
12

 A comparison of rituals and genealogical fictions in: Sabatier & Édouard, Les monarchies, passim.; 

Bély, La société, 110-6, 396-440.; R. Bable, G. Braun, and T. Nicklas, eds., Bourbon und Wittelsbach. 

Neuere Forschungen zur Dynastiengeschichte, Münster, 2010.; C. Kampmann, K. Krause, E.-B. Krems et 

al., eds., Bourbon – Habsburg – Oranien. Konkurrierende Modelle im dynastischen Europa um 1700, 

Cologne, 2008. 
13

 For a definition of ‘political culture’, see: Braddick, ‘State formation and political culture’, 69. 
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performative capacities? It is thereby insufficient to consider the theory alone. Practical 

implementations, as they appeared in a daily routine of demeanour and ceremonial, 

made its durable impact as well. What do they reveal about crucial ideas of succession, 

continuity and dynastic membership?  

These aspects were not the static axioms often suggested. But the time-honoured 

status of observed practices did influence the degree of adaptability. The shield should 

thus be granted a certain autonomous position as political mediator in the studied 

transactions. For that matter, external characteristics also determined the margins 

wherein individual actors could appropriate the imagery for their own political causes. 

In times of external threat or rivalry, the uniqueness and excellence of the heraldic 

patrimony of the monarchies became the subject of specific disputes within the broader 

debate on European precedence. Symbolism of state was regarded, as I have stressed 

already, to be an inherent feature of the body politic it represented. In a climate of 

internal uncertainties and crisis, as became clear in among others the discourses 

produced by the Puebla controversy, the same singularities were often disputed, 

reconsidered or sharply affirmed in an attempt to recover and heal a diseased 

commonwealth. In order to reflect on the connection of royal arms to questions of 

dynastic affiliation and to personal and political dignity, it is necessary to look at the 

practices and bearings of the wider family circle as well. The emblazoned anatomy of 

state included much more than the most common royal achievement used at a given 

moment. This has to be realized before analysing the political intentions behind 

instances of heraldic praise and bickering. A look into these specific practices, decisions 

and performative traditions thus reveals essential ideas about rulership and the state.              

         

 

A Design of Dynasty: The French Ideal of Integration (1349-1536) 

    

It is an undisputed fact that the French Monarchy, which had grown into one of the 

most unified states by the end of the Middle Ages, developed an exemplary stable 

heraldic tradition. The conscious choice for the stylized and highly recognizable figure 

of the fleur de lis (an abstract rendering consisting of three petals) as an armorial symbol 

of the king can be placed somewhere around the end of the twelfth century in the reign 

of Philip II Augustus (1180-1223). An undefined number of these figures were set for the 

first time on a support in the form of a shield on a princely equestrian seal of his son, 

the later Louis VIII, yet the iconic motive in itself had been almost universally associated 

with sovereignty in several civilizations (Figure 17).14 Before the introduction of 

heraldry, many rulers were depicted with lilies on their sceptres and ornaments as a 

general symbol of royalty. In that regard, the “invention” of the sign has to be 

considered as the transformation of a popular pictorial theme that was already applied 

                                                           
14 M. Pastoureau, ‘La fleur de lis: emblème royal, symbole marial ou thème graphique?’, in: M. 

Pastoureau, L’hermine et le sinople: études d’héraldique médiévale, Paris, 1982, 251-71. For some 

interesting, yet dubious, reflections on the pagan origins of the sign: A. Lombard-Jourdan, Fleur de lis et 

oriflamme: signes célestes du royaume de France, Paris, 1991.  
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in the culture of power of early medieval predecessors − without having a privileged 

association with the idea of France − into a genuine armorial signal of French royal rule. 

The golden fleurs de lis placed against a blue or azure background (soon emblazoned in 

the terms of d’azur semé de fleurs de lis d’or) became at the same time monarchical 

symbols, as well as a familial emblem and colour worn by an inner circle of relatives and 

important vassals.15  The image soon became commonplace: its usage was extended to 

the seals of the Parlements, lesser tribunals, incorporated cities. The royal sign was 

equally disseminated on weights and measures, boundary markers, royal buildings and 

monarchical objects. It was employed by royal agents and notaries for the authorization 

of their contracts.16  

Territorial formation and the advance of royal authority can be traced accurately 

along the spatial diffusion of this iconographic theme. As a matter of fact, by the later 

Middle Ages, the whole of political space was increasingly impregnated with the fleurs 

de lis. They cropped up wherever royal justice was enacted.17 A semé de fleurs de lis 

decorated, for instance, the throne, tapestries and baldachin of the king’s “lit – or lys! − 

de justice” at the Parlement of Paris. Such blue or violet tapestries with the stylized 

flowers in a strewn pattern also appeared in the great halls of the provincial 

Parlements.18 This omnipresence in the décor of power would later culminate under the 

                                                           
15 Beaune, La naissance, 239. An extensive overview of the diffusion of the theme at the end of the 

Middle Ages is also to be found in:  L. Hablot, ‘Sous les fleurs de lis. L’utilisation des armoiries royales 

comme outil de gouvernement par les Capétiens directs’, in: Convaincre et persuader: Communication et 

propagande aux XIIe et XIIIe siècles, ed. M. Aurell, Turnhout, 2007, 634-48. 
16

 16 E. Rosbach, ‘De la fleur de lis comme emblème national’, Mémoires de l’Académie des sciences, 

inscriptions et belles-lettres de Toulouse, 6(1884), 142-9. 
17 L. Hablot, ‘Le décor emblématique chez les princes de la fin du Moyen Âge: un outil pour construire 

et qualifier l’espace’, in: Construction de l’espace au Moyen Âge: pratiques et répresentations, Paris, 2007, 

147-65.; C. de Mérindol, ‘Les salles de justice et leur décor en France à l’époque médiévale’, Histoire de la 

Justice, 10(1997), 5-80. On armorial themes in the spatial decoration of royalty, see also the inventory in: 

C. de Mérindol, La maison des chevaliers de Pont-Saint-Esprit. Tome 2: Les décors peints. Corpus des 

décors monumentaux peints et armoriés du Moyen Âge en France, Nîmes, 2001.    
18 de Mérindol, ‘Les salles de justice’, 10-11, 18-19, 25-26, 30-32, 59-60. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17.  Armorial seal and counter-seal of Louis (VIII), 1209, reproduced in: Dallas, Corpus 
des sceaux, II, 154. © Arch. Nat. 
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grandiose artistry of the Renaissance and Baroque period. While frivolous decorations 

containing individual portraits, animals and other figurative subjects were thought to 

distract human fantasy and reason, “the most pleasant” and “most excellent…Lys de la 

Franche” positively urged the administrators of justice to act “righteous and equitable”.19 

In the course of the Middle Ages the armorial motive got also imbued with strong 

Christological and later Marian connotations, that derived their significance from often 

glossed biblical verses in the Canticum Canticorum. From the end of the thirteenth 

century onwards, especially when the young Valois dynasty sought to establish its 

legitimacy, the meaning of the three petals of the flower or the image of a triple fleurs 

de lis was linked to the Holy Trinity. It equalled linked earthly order with the “sovereign 

hierarchy” of heaven.20 Extolled in such exegetical way of thinking, the complete 

achievement and the single divine flower thus became interchangeable as the prime 

markers of the superiority of the Most Christian Monarchy. This largely explains the 

attractiveness of the sign. Since the genesis of the iconic blue shield, its connection to 

royalty was over and over again reinforced through an interplay with these ideological 

registers. Hence, its representative character promoted the notion of a sacred authority 

operating under celestial protection, which was transferred upon its earthly possessor 

by solemn unction (even literally, when the kings were cloaked in at mantle strewn with 

fleurs de lis at their coronation).21 Artistic and interpretative deployment definitely kept 

pace with the political situation of the kingdom.  

By the turn of the fourteenth century, numerous commentaries and literary texts 

composed in close proximity to the Valois court professed that a shield with the three 

fleurs de lis was in origin a divine gift of the Trinity. As such, it had already been 

bestowed in the late fifth century upon Clovis, the first converted king of “France”. This 

miraculous account, circulating in slightly alternating versions, remained in vogue 

throughout the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The story was constantly updated 

according to the demands of the moment.22 In order to further the correspondence of 

                                                           
19 Bernard de la Roche Flavin, Treize livres des parlemens de France, esquels est amplement traicté de 

leur origine et institution, Geneva, 1621, 378-80. 
20 M. Pastoureau, ‘Le roi des lis. Emblèmes dynastiques et symboles royaux’, in: M. Dallas, ed., Corpus 

des sceaux français du Moyen-Âge. Tome II: Les sceaux des rois et de régence, Paris, 1991, 36-43.; 

Pastoureau, ‘La fleur de lis’, 251-71.; H. Pinoteau, La symbolique royale française, Ve-XVIIIe siècles, La 

Roche-Rigault, 2003, 455.; S. Hindman & G. Spiegel, ‘The Fleur-de-lis Frontispieces to Guillaume de 

Nangis’s Chronique Abrégée: Political Iconography in Late Fifteenth-century France’, Viator, 12(1981), 

389-390.; Hablot, ‘Sous les fleurs de lis’, 617-8.      

21 Pastoureau, ‘Le roi des lis’, 42. 
22 On the development of this legend, which appeared in its initial version in a Latin poem written 

around 1350 in the Abbey of Joyenval: R. Bossuat, ‘Poème latin sur l’origine des fleurs de lis’, Bibliothèque 

de l’école des chartes, 101(1940), 80-101.; A. Langfors, ‘Un poème Latin sur l’origine des fleurs de lis’, 

Romania, 69(1946), 525-8.; E. Roy, ‘Philippe le Bel et la légende des trois fleurs de lis’, in: Mélanges de 

philologie et d’histoire offerts à M. Antoine Thomas par ses élèves et ses amis, Paris, 1927, 384-8.; F. 

Chatillon, ‘“Lilia crescunt”: Remarques sur la substitution de la fleur de lis aux croissants et sur quelques 

questions connexes’, Revue du moyen âge latin, 11(1955), 87-200.; A. Piaget, ‘Le Chapel des Fleurs de Lis 

par Philippe de Vitri’, Romania, 27(1898), 55-92.; A. Piaget, ‘Un poème inédit de Guillaume de 

Digulleville. Le Roman de la Fleur de Lis’, Romania, 62(1936), 317-58.; W. M. Hinkle, The Fleurs de Lis of 

the Kings of France, 1285-1488, Carbondale, 1991, 6-39.; Hindman & Spiegel, ‘The Fleur-de-Lis 

frontispieces’, 391-3. Cf. also my third chapter, pp. 192-9. 
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the arms – by now used in profusion in the procedures of government − with these 

legendary readings, the number of fleurs de lis depicted on the shield was from the 

1370s onwards usually reduced to three.23 Hand in hand with the formulation of a 

strong corporate ideology which exclaimed a natural, unbreakable bond between the 

personal representative of the royal family and the territory they ruled, the king’s arms 

became simultaneously those of the immaterial crown, inalienable and automatically 

recreated in its successor. Moreover, some explications of the three petals of the flower 

as corresponding to the three orders of society, moreover, delineated the socio-political 

confines of this mystical body of the realm.24  

Besides naming it the “scutum regis Francorum” or the arms of “le roy de France”, 

medieval armorials also identified the fleurs de lis from the fourteenth century onwards 

as the arms “of France”, albeit somewhat hesitantly. In the foundation charter issued for 

the Celestine monastery of Limay in 1377, for instance, Charles V himself declared that 

“the lilies are the symbol of the kingdom of France” (“signum regni Francie”).25 Apart 

from being a personal ensign, they progressively became the “arma coronae” as well.26 

Consequently, a field semé de fleurs de lis or the version with three flowers (“d’azur a 

trois fleurs de liz d’or”) was simply blazoned as “de France”.27 Both the administering of 

the crown of France as the honour of the fleurs de lis were prerogatives appertaining to 

the sovereign.28 Their existence united, as it were, the natural body of the ruler − a 

product of mere lineage − with the immaterial political dominion over the state. 

Rumours about extraordinary signs inscribed on the royal flesh literally asserted the idea 

that a universal dignity was incarnated in the monarch’s physical being through a 

mystical intervention of the symbol. Popularized against the background of the 

monarchical myths that accompanied the expansion of regal authority from the high 

Middle Ages onwards, chronicles of the twelfth or thirteenth centuries had speculated 

on the existence of a signe royal in the shape of a red cross that was imprinted on the 

king’s skin.29 Later on, the cross was in this folkloristic belief about the corporeal 

identification of a rightful sovereign of the Maison de France replaced by a fleur de lis, 

                                                           
23

 M. Prinet, ‘Les variations du nombre des fleurs de lis dans les armes de France’, Bulletin monumental 

dirigé par Eugène Lefèvre-Pontalis, 75(1911), 469-88. 
24 Beaune, La naissance, 256.; Jacques de la Mothe, Le blason des celestes et treschrestiennes armes de 

France, contenant le devis des troys fleurs de Sapience, Iustice, & bon conseil assises au champ de vertu, 

Rouen, 1549.   
25

 Citations in: H. Pinoteau, ‘Les armes de l’aîné des Capétiens’, in: H. Pinoteau, Les pleines armes de 

France. De Clovis au duc d’Anjou, Paris, 1995, 48-50, 99-100 (n° 67). 
26 Beaune, La naissance, 251. 
27 Arsenal 5255, f. 60v., transcribed in: Boudreau, L’héritage symbolique, II, 731.  
28 ‘Reponse d’un bon et loyal françois au peuple de France de tous Etats’, in: Mémoires pour servir à 

l’histoire de France, Paris, 1829, 321.  
29 M. Bloch, Les rois thaumaturges. Étude sur le caractère surnaturel attribute a la puissance royale 

particulièrement en France et en Angleterre, Paris 1983, 245-258.; V. Groebner, Who are you? 

Identification, deception, and surveillance in early modern Europe, New York, 2007, 106-7.; A. Thomas, 

‘Le “signe royal” et le secret de Jeanne d’Arc’, Revue Historique, 103(1910), 280-2.; P. Ranja, Le origini 

dell’ epopea Francese, Firenze, 1884, 294-9.; F. Lot, ‘La croix des royaux de France’, Romania, 20(1891), 

278-81.   
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more convincingly fusing sacral election with the nascent cult of kingship.30 Whereas in 

the early days of the armorial system the connection between dynasty, the royal office 

and the territorial dimension of rulership was still ill-defined, the theorizing and 

interpretative tendencies reduced such indistinct nature during the later Middle Ages. 

The royal coat of arms grew into the main representation of an abstract body politic 

governed by a sacred and perpetual lineage. It became a unique shrine of sovereignty. 

Its defamation, whether by slander, damage or usurpation, was consequently a direct 

and treacherous assault against this sovereignty.31                

This gradual fusion of a familial overtone with the impersonal, public dignity of the 

state is implied in most of the interpretative texts. Essentially spurred on by the 

disruptive conflict with England, that since 1340 challenged both the dynastic rights of 

the French kings and the territorial cohesion of the kingdom, the evolution was as good 

as completed in the course of the fifteenth century. The constant military threat 

enhanced the awareness of an abstract dignity that coincided with the preservation of 

unity among the royal domain and its associated lands. The possession of the fleurs de 

lis, contested between the Valois ruler and Edward III who had assumed the same 

bearings in January 1340, concurred with the possession of the realm in its entirety. 

Vice versa, only the fleurs de lis comprised the joint bond of a transferred majesty “that 

never died” and the French body politic.32 The continuous emphasis on the simple 

purity of the flowers had a double sense in that respect:33 In the first place, it stood for 

the sacrosanct status of French kingship conceded by none other than God and standing 

under the protection of the Virgin who bore the same divine token. On the other hand, 

it also referred to the singular status of the kingdom as a largely homogeneous entity. 

Multisemantic ambiguities further intensified this fiction of untouched political integrity. 

In analogy to biblical verses that encouraged the allegorical interpretation of the figure 

of the lily with a ring encircling its base as the hortus conclusus of Mary’s virginity, the 

well-defined policy could equally be considered a marked off source of pristine 

virtuousness.34 Even though its territorial boundaries were still subjected to small 

changes up to the seventeenth century, the mental boundaries of the notion “France” 

had become a fixed space over time. The singleness of its symbol therefore guaranteed, 

so the speak, the endless continuation of this integrated whole in time and space. The 

elemental simplicity of the fleurs de lis progressively gained the status of an indisputable 

political dogma.  

By the same token, the plainness of the bearings, comprising the quintessence of 

sovereignty, had to make a sharp contrast with surrounding regimes. Authors 

dissociated the elementary shield in all its simplicity from the complex visual practices 

                                                           
30 See the anecdote cited in: Bloch, Les rois thaumaturges, 208. and Beaune, La naissance, 220.  
31 Cassaneus, Catalogus, f. 11v. (decimaseptima conclu.) For some fourteenth- and fifteenth-century 

French examples of armorial defamation punished as High Treason, see: S. H. Cutler, The law of treason 

and treason trials in later medieval France, Cambridge, 1981, 47. 
32 Cf. Kantorowicz, The King’s Two Bodies, 314-450. 
33 E.g. Anselme Isambert, Seconde eclogue des deux bergers de France, sur l’excelence du Roy, & 

blazon des fleurs de Lis de la Maison de France, Paris, 1568. 
34 G. Braun von Stumm, ‘L’origine de la fleur de lis des rois de France au point de vue numismatique’, 

Revue numismatique, série 5, 13(1951), 49-50.; Hindman & Spiegel, ‘The Fleur-de-Lis Frontispieces’, 394.  
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of dynastic rivals. It objectified for them a radically different, uniform concept of rule 

wherein several incorporated components did not retain their individuality.35 The 

former heraldic peculiarities of acquisitions and political associations were all absorbed 

under this larger symbolic umbrella that signified the union of dynasty and crown. Up 

until the expansionist Italian campaigns of the late fifteenth century, experiments with 

quartered compositions are only sporadically documented. The preservation of the 

fleurs de lis in an untainted version by placing it on a separate shield next to the signals 

of other, outlying dominions, however, was preferred above all. This became 

consequent practice for at least the visuals of domestic matters during the entire early 

modern period. Within those territories ruled in personal union by the sovereigns, like 

French Navarre, the lordship of Bearn, Brittany − to some extent − or during cautious 

Bourbon interference in the Catalan Revolt of 1640-1659, impaled, dimidiated or 

quartered compositions were, on the contrary, well accepted.36  

The fiction of a closed and integrated state − or a “sanctuarization” of the political 

space by a king-protector (and his armorial embodiment) to use the words of the 

historian Joël Cornette37 − was further accentuated by a recurring wish to construct 

more linear frontiers. It also demarcated the limits of symbolism. A repeated and very 

popular metaphor indeed envisioned the Maison de France (in both a territorial and 

genealogical meaning) as a fertile garden or hortus conclusus where only heavenly lilies 

could grow (and of which the king was gardener) (Figure 18).38 This exclusively 

enclosed “‘jardin des lys”’ could not be altered or encroached by external forces. A 

remark by the Venetian ambassador Girolamo Lippomano, travelling through France in 

1577, speaks volumes:  

 

“In present times, whenever emperor Charles V or king Philip his son wanted to 

penetrate the kingdom of France, they left with little honour and at lot of loss. It seems 

as if, by a natural disposition, or rather by the influence of heaven, the lilies cannot 

flourish outside of France, and on French soil there cannot sprout any other flower than 

these.”39  

 

The metaphor of the kingdom as a flowering garden maintained by dynastic continuity 

gained widespread popularity in the seventeenth century.40 On top of this 

“sanctuarization”, the continuous “sacralization” of the signs would finally lead to its full 

identification with the Catholic Church (notably during the civil wars of the sixteenth 

                                                           
35 E.g. Piaget, ‘Un poème inédit’, 320.; Antoine Aubery, De la preeminence de nos roys et de leur 

preseance sur l’empereur et le roy d’Espagne, Paris, 1650, 88-89. 
36 Pinoteau, La symbolique royale française, 491-9. 
37 J. Cornette, Le roi de guerre. Essai sur la souveraineté dans la France du Grand Siècle, Paris, 20102, 44-

47. 
38 Hindman & Spiegel, ‘The Fleur-de-Lis Frontispieces’. For a later literary example, e.g.: Claude Dormay, 

Decora Franciae in Ludovici Regis unctione reflorescentiae, Paris, 1655, 150-5.    
39 [Girolamo Lippomano], ‘Voyage de Jeròme Lippomano, ambassadeur de Venise en France en 1577, 

par son secrétaire’, in: M. N. Tommaseo, ed. & transl., Relations des ambassadeurs vénitiens sur les affaires 

de France au XVIe siècle, Tome II, Paris, 1838, 514-7.  
40 On this metaphor, see in particular: Y. Loskoutoff, L’Armorial de Calliope. L’oeuvre de Père Le Moyne 

S. J. (1602-1671): littérature, héraldique, spiritualité, Tübingen, 2000, 202-5.  
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century). Political uniformity and divine pre-election had to affirm the unique status of 

the Most Christian Monarchy.41       

 

Aside from the reduction to three flowers in the course of the fourteenth century, the 

armorial image of France thus remained remarkably unchanged throughout the period 

under scrutiny. “Lineage” and “dignity” were two intertwined vectors of an integrated 

structure. Personal aspirations and the objectives of the moment, however, were 

sometimes visualized via external paraheraldic additions. The use of personal devices as 

additional supporters from at least Charles VI onwards visually disunited, in a sense, 

individuality and kingship. The most famous examples were the winged stag of Charles 

VI, Louis XII’s porcupine, François I’s Salamander or the two intertwined columns of 

Charles IX. It further reinforced the concept of a natural person who had a mortal 

existence yet − simultaneously − also embodied a timeless majesty (Figure 19).42 

                                                           
41

 Cf. Claude Villette, Les raisons de l’office et cérémonies qui se font en l’Église catholique, apostolique 

et romaine, ensemble, les Raisons des cérémonies du sacre de nos roys de France, et les douze marques 

uniques de leur royauté céleste, par-dessus tous les roys du monde, Rouen, 1622, 193-200.; Hyppolite 

Raulin, Panegyre orthodoxe, mysterieux et prophetique sur l’antiquité, dignité, noblesse & splendeur des 

Fleurs de Lys, Paris, 1626, 16-28, 173-4, 230-44.; Georges-Étienne Rousselet, Le Lys sacré, iustifiant le 

Bonheur de la pieté par divers parangons du lys avec les vertus, & les miracles du Roy S. Louys, & des 

autres monarques de France, Lyon, 1631. 
42 On the development of medieval devices: L. Hablot, La devise, mise en signe du prince, mise en scène 

du pouvoir. Les devises et l’emblématique des princes en France et en Europe à la fin du Moyen Age, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18.  Frontispiece from Guillaume de Nangis' Chronique abrégée,  
early 15th century, BnF Fr. 2598, f. 1r. © BnF 
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Towards the end of the sixteenth century, the popularity of new emblematic language 

even encouraged a more radical visual fusion between such individual metaphors and 

the unchanged outlook of the field. Personal devices and mottoes were suggested in the 

way that the shield(s) and crown(s) were shaped, making it henceforth impossible to 

distinguish the king’s ambitions from those of the immemorial body politic.43 The most 

commonly used supporters in the surviving graphic examples were nevertheless angels 

thereby strengthening the bond with the legendary origins of the fleurs de lis. Since the 

late fifteenth century, the shield of France was also encircled by the collar of the royal 

Order of St Michael and after 1578 the collar of the Order of the Holy Spirit (Figure 19 & 

20).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
unpublished doctoral dissertation, Université de Poitiers, 2001. An overview of French royal devices in: C. 

Beaune, ‘Costume et pouvoir en France à la fin du Moyen Âge: Les devises royales vers 1400’, Revue des 

sciences humaines, 55(1981), 125-46.; Pinoteau, La symbolique royale française, 470.; Lecoq, François Ier 

imaginaire, 35-52.; V. Hoffman, ‘“Donec totum impleat orbem”: Symbolisme impérial au temps de Henri 

II’, Bulletin de la Société d’histoire de l’art français, 1978, 29-42. 
43

 E. g. Henri III’s Manet Ultima Coelo-device: N. Ordine, Trois Couronnes pour un roi: La devise d’Henri 

III et ses mystères, Paris, 2011, 115-44. See also: E. Kociszewska, ‘Astrology and Empire: A Device for the 

Valois King of Poland’, Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, 73(2010), 221-55.  

Figure 19.  Arms of Louis XII, supported by two porcupines, his 
personal device. The vipers, the charges of the Visconti shield, 
denote his claim on Milan, from Petrarch's Triomphes, BnF Fr. 
594 © BnF 
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Figure 20.  French coat of arms, from le Féron, Le second volume, 1520, Arsenal 5255, f. 1r. © 

Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal 
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The diffusion of Renaissance imagery likewise introduced the use of a closed crown, 

composed of fleurs de lis and placed on top of the shield. Charles VIII’s designs on the 

Neapolitan throne in 1494 strongly revived the myth of a new Charlemagne who was 

about to assume world dominance. To surmount the likeness and the heraldry of the 

king by a closed crown signified an exalted form of political autonomy, independent of 

Holy Roman Emperor or pope. Nevertheless, a definite habituation of this external 

ornament had to wait until the imperial ambitions of François I in the second and third 

decades of the sixteenth century.44 Around this time, the “shield of the French 

Monarchy” and its external parameters were for the first time legally defined as an 

indissoluble set of attributes far superior to the bearings of subjects and those of other 

princes. The “corona imperialis” which topped them “designated a fullness of imperial 

command”.45 Even then, it was only in the second half of the century that the concept of 

a “couronne fermée” or a crown “à l’imperiale” became a conclusive principle for the 

French monarch. In the words of the influential erudite historiographer Jean du Tillet 

(†1570), “the king has his crown in a spherical shape, circular and round to demonstrate 

that it is indivisible … on the said crown there are fleurons signifying the prerogatives 

and royal rights that only pertain to his person” (Figure 19 & 20).46  

The gradual convergence of the king’s person, the continuity of dynastic succession 

and the perennial dignity of an office that was inalienably bound to the territorial 

dimension of the crown, also took effect beyond the sovereign attributes. From the very 

start, the fleurs de lis exemplified the illustrious Capetian race in all its aspects. Yet, only 

a ruling king held the right to bear the plain − that is, the full, untainted − azure 

achievement strewn with golden fleurs de lis. Conforming to a general tendency since 

the early development of the hereditary heraldic system, small additional marks were 

introduced to delineate the status of individuals in the wider familial connection. These 

marks of difference or cadency (brisure) soon evolved into a well-reasoned political 

practice that aimed at the further construction and consolidation of a bond between the 

dynasty and the polity. It accompanied the successful integration of new lands into the 

royal domain and − especially in the context of establishing an orderly court society − 

hierarchized the inner familial circle according to a ‘fundamental law of succession’. 

Although the origins of the habit dated back to the early days of the visual system, its 

ultimate consequence manifested itself clearly under the so-called “first absolutism” of 

sixteenth-century Valois dominion. After an exceptionally troublesome dynastic transfer, 

it was later on markedly emulated and adapted under the Bourbon endeavour to repair 

once again the impaired unity of the state. The official result was the design of a fixed 

dynastic regime wherein integration was a shared symbolic conviction.47               

                                                           
44 M. François, ‘Le pouvoir royal et l’introduction en France de la Couronne fermée’, Comptes-rendus 

des séances de l’année-Académie des inscriptions et belles-lettres, 106(1962), 404-13.; Pinoteau, La 

symbolique royale française, 457-60. 
45 de Grassaille, Regalium Franciae, 15, 20-21.  
46 Cited in: François, ‘la couronne fermée’, 413.  
47

 On the development of French royal cadency: J. Marchand, Les brisures des armes de France, 

unpublished dissertation, École Nationale des Chartes, Paris, 1921. 
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Experimenting with the differencing 

of arms for royal children began in 

France in the first half of the thirteenth 

century, − when heraldry first started to 

develop its hereditary traits. As was the 

case in private affairs of inheritance, the 

full arms were transmitted to the heir 

and successor while the monarch’s cadet 

sons bore them with a proper sign of 

distinction. First, royal offspring 

combined the fleurs de lis with heraldic 

charges derived from the maternal line. 

Quite soon more standardized use of 

specific figures or marks of cadency 

came into vogue – including a label, a 

bordure, a bend or a bordure ingrailed.48 

Over the course of the fourteenth and 

fifteenth centuries, this practice slowly 

developed into a relatively systematic 

(though still changeable) scheme of 

brisures and surbrisures outlining the 

pecking order of royal succession. 

Moreover, these marks of difference 

became gradually associated with the 

appanage fiefs and titles granted to the younger sons of the king.49 In other words, the 

arms of important provinces, like for instance the Orléanais or the duchy of Anjou, 

became identical to the arms (and titles) ascribed to royal offspring (Figure 21).50 This 

gift of a piece of land in appanage to a royal son and his male progeny is often 

interpreted as a fundamental weakness of state formation. It is said to have hindered the 

principle of the inalienability of the crown, eventually enabling a territorial 

dismemberment by those cadet branches, as happened with the duchy of Burgundy in 

the 1360s (see below). But this is only half of the truth. The practice of appanage 

provided important family members with revenues of their own and it facilitated the 

administration of outlying lands. In their turn, the beneficiaries then transferred the 

symbolic capital of the dynasty unto the holdings in question.51  

In this way, lands rather loosely incorporated in the crown were more durably 

attached to the royal domain, to the point where the difference between the (visualized) 

dynastic structure of the Maison de France and the territorial patrimony almost 

                                                           
48 Pastoureau, Traité, 177-87.  
49 R. Chabanne, Le regime juridique des armoiries, Lyon, 1955, 13.  
50 Cf. J. Meurgey de Tupigny & R. Louis, Les armoiries des provinces françaises historique de chaque 

province, Paris, 1952. 
51 Critical remarks in: A. W. Lewis, ‘The Capetian apanages and the nature of the French kingdom’, 

Journal of Medieval History, 2(1976), 119-34.; Vester, Renaissance Dynasticism, 15-18.   

 

Figure 21.  Arms of the king of France, the dauphin, 
the duke of Orléans, Anjou and Berry, from N. le 
Boucq, Traité de blason, 1543, BnF Fr. 11463, f. 79r. 
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completely faded.52 Through heraldic association, bonds of loyalty were created and 

surely retained once the domains reverted back to the crown. Whether again allocated 

in appanage later on or merely donated in a titular sense, the territorial dimension of the 

kingdom became closely tied to inner-familial symbolic distribution. Somewhat 

paradoxically, the link between the heraldry of lineage and the assignation of public 

holdings and titles favourably played into a growing unity (although the consciousness 

of this process in its early stage is still unclear).53 This “dynastic” rule over the French 

kingdom − that is the use of familial resources to manage and shape the domaine royal 

and its affiliated fiefs − was exemplified in the heraldic bearings of the Valois and their 

seventeenth century successors.54 The symbolic design of the royal family thus at the 

same time embodied a high degree of territorial integration and an orderly, seemingly 

automatic succession to the full majesty enclosed in this compound. Unmarried 

daughters of France, on the contrary, were allowed to bear the full royal arms in a 

lozenge.55 In accordance with the so-called Salic Law, they were barred from the 

succession and, in that sense, their heraldic identity could only convey “descent”. Once 

married, they retained these plain arms yet impaled them with the bearings of their 

husband. The same applied to the queens of France.56 Royal bastards, on the contrary, 

were not allowed to share in the fleurs de lis until the mid-fifteenth century.57    

The reinforcement of territorial consolidation by associating regions with the 

heraldry of royal offspring was likewise shored up by the invention of tradition. 

Appropriation in historiography and royal mythmaking backdated the link between 

visual signs of dynastic kinship and certain regions, suggesting that the kingdom had 

always been a unified political entity under the same rulership − even in ancient feudal 

times. By pretending so, the obscuring and generalizing of developments was as 

important as the widespread legendary narratives for the support of familial stakes, 

alliances and claims on lands. Claude Paradin, for instance, a canon of the église 

collégiale in Beaujeu, produced in 1561 a genealogical overview of the kings and queens 

of France. Each historical representative of the diverse royal lines was illustrated with 

his or her respective arms. The work, dedicated to queen mother Catherine de’ Medici 

with the intent of promoting the reproduction of ancestral Catholic virtue in a realm 

torn up by religious dissent, retraced the arms of the duchy of Anjou (the fleurs de lis set 

                                                           
52 Cf. Lewis, ‘The Capetian apanages’, 126. 
53 Cf. Ibid., 128. 
54

 On related strategies, see: Rowen, The King’s State, 27-47.; Bourdieu, ‘From the King’s House’, 16-24. 
55 Pastoureau, Traité, 47-49.; Mathieu, Le système, 123-8.; J. Marchand, Les brisures.; H. Pinoteau, 

Héraldique Capétienne, Paris, 1954-6, I, [15-19]. A visual overview of the armorial bearings of the 

Capetian House, based on the research of Hervé Pinoteau, in: O. Neubecker, Heraldiek. Bronnen, 

symbolen en betekenis, Amsterdam, 1977, 98-103. See also the website of François Velde: 

http://www.heraldica.org/ topics/ france/frdiffer.htm (consulted on 20/06/2013). 
56

 H. Pinoteau, ‘Les armes des reines de France’, in: H. Pinoteau, Vingt-cinq ans d’études dynastiques, 

Paris, 1982, 43-57. Their personal status seems to have determined whether their combined arms of 

alliance were depicted in a dimidiated version (showing only half of each part) or whether they were 

depicted in full. 
57 Hablot, ‘Sous les fleurs de lis’, 624.; C. Boudreau, ‘Théories et discours des anciens sur les brisures de 

bâtardise (XIVe-XVIIIe siècle)’, in: Les combinaisons d’armoiries par les personnes privées. Les brisures de 

bâtardise, Canterbury, 1995, 81-96.; Pinoteau, Héraldique Capétienne, I, [20-22].  

http://www.heraldica.org/%20topics/%20france/frdiffer.htm
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within a red bordure) – at that moment commonly seen as the sign of the third son of 

the ruling king − to pre-heraldic times. By projecting the first “semé de France, à la 

bordure de gueules” on the ninth-century Robert le Fort, count of Anjou and father to 

the first Robertian king, the originally autonomous fief was imagined as being − from its 

early inception − a semi-autonomous “Maison” that had been continuously tied to 

French territory and to the main Capetian line of monarchs.58  

Such post factum thinking, which considered the bond between dynasty and state as 

almost exempt from historical time and space, presented the heraldry of the royal family 

as a changeless phenomenon that corresponded to fundamental customs of hereditary 

succession. It was usually portrayed as an almost automatic principle which lay outside 

the reach of individual decisions. Some voices even claimed that such orderly marks of 

succession were already attested for the bearings of the sons of Clovis.59 Although 

nascent archival and sigillographic research of the late sixteenth century indisputably 

began to prove that the heraldic usage of historical individuals affiliated to the royal 

house had varied in time and, hence, knew no clear-cut evolution (using the azure and 

gold colours of France, combining fleurs de lis with the arms of their spouses etc.),60 

many popular and leading manuals on the art, written from the second half of the 

sixteenth century onwards, hardly considered these aspects in a proper historical 

perspective. They portrayed the bearings of the younger sons of the sovereign as an 

immutable quality with a (semi)-provincial significance. The labels and bordures of the 

Enfans de France were thus automatically equated with the principalities and titles of 

Orléans, Anjou, Alençon, Burgundy and Berry, without any reflection on the historicity 

of such connections.61 Some treatises mainly generalized these attributions, while others 

just reproduced a current situation in the guise of a timeless matter.62 This selectiveness 

                                                           
58 Claude Paradin, Alliances Généalogique des rois et princes de Gaulle, Lyon, 1561, 202. See the critical 

remarks on this heraldic generalization in: Marc Vulson de la Colombière, La science héroïque traitant de 

la noblesse, de l’origine des armes de leurs Blasons…, Paris, 16692, 81. 
59 BnF Fr. 18650: Jean le Féron, Histoire généalogique et armorial de la maison de France, c. 1554, f. 

14r.-v. 
60 A contemporary, critical overview can be found in: Jean du Tillet, Les memoires et recherches de Jean 

du Tillet, griffier de la cour de Parlement à Paris, Rouen, 1578, 164-71, 182-5.; Jean du Tillet, Recueil des 

roys de France, leurs couronne et maison, Paris, 1587, 225-32. Coloured illustrations of these arms in the 

manuscript copy of the Recueil (c. 1566): BnF Fr. 2848, f. 204r.-7r.    
61 One anonymous treatise, for instance, listed the arms of the French princes under the heading of 

“armoiries des provinces”: Introduction au blason des armoiries en faveur de la noblesse française…avec 

les armes de plusieurs maisons de France et de toutes les Provinces, Paris, 1631, 49-52.  
62 See for instance: Hiérosme de Bara, Le blason des armoiries, auquel est monstree la manière de 

laquelle les Anciens & Modernes ont usé en icelles…reveu, corrigé amplifié par l’auteur avec 

augmentation de plusieurs armoiries, tant anciennes que modernes, Lyon, 1581, 211.; Louvan Geliot, 

Indice armorial ou sommaire explication des mots usitez au blason des armoiries…et dedié a Monseigneur 

le Prince, Paris, 1635, 75.; Charles Segoing, Trésor héraldique ou mercure armorial ou sont demonstrées 

toutes les choses necessaires pour acquerir une parfaite connoissance de l’Art de blazonner, Paris, 1657, 

358-9.; Pierre Palliot, La vraye et parfait Science des armoiries, Paris, 1660, 107-10.; Jean Roger de Prade, 

Le trophée d’armes héraldiques, ou la science du blason…quatriesme edition. Reveuë, corrigée, & de 

beaucoup augmentée par l’Autheur, Paris, 1672, 55.; Ménestrier, La methode. A more ‘historicised’ 

treatment of royal differencing with an overview of the situation under Louis XIII in: Marc Vulson de la 

Colombière, La science héroïque traitant de la noblesse, de l’origine des armes de leurs Blasons, & 

Symboles, des Tymbres, Bourlets, Couronnes, Cimiers, Lambrequins, Supports, & Tenans, & autres 
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therefore concealed the fact that effective practices developed within specific and 

changing circumstances.  

In reality, the more or less standard list of hierarchical cadency marks for royal 

children, as described by numerous heraldic authors, was only fully established as late as 

the first half of the sixteenth century. Efforts to arrange the visual ranking of the king’s 

sons in a way that echoed the unbreakable union between the royal domain and the 

grand feudal fiefs coincided with the broader attempt of the Valois monarchs to 

organize their court (also referred to as “le maison du roi’”) through a more rigid 

observance of etiquette, gestures, vestimentary codes and through the institution of 

honorary offices within a defined order of precedence.63 In this orderly universe, the 

children of the sovereign were to form a class distinct from the other princes of the 

blood and the high nobility.  

After 1349, the eldest son of the sovereign and heir apparent was without exception 

attributed the arms and title of the absorbed province of Dauphiné de Viennois in the 

southeast of France, which he quartered with the fleurs de lis (Figure 21).64 In fact, 

many French heraldists did not consider this a simple differentiation to distinguish the 

prince from the head of the house, but rather an expression of the plain arms of the 

kingdom combined with the full mark of another sovereign entity. Parallel to the 

ideological exaltation of the fleurs de lis as the signs of an immortal crown, legal 

documents asserted since the late fourteenth century that the king and his eldest son 

were, so to speak, one and the same individual. A participation in the same nature and 

political species guaranteed the immediacy of succession.65 Following that same logic, 

the heir was already entitled to bear the plain arms whilst his father was still alive.66 His 

quartering was composed according to the stipulations of 1349, when the province of 

Dauphiné was ceded to the French crown by its last independent count. It provided for 

the distinct existence of the territory’s arms and name. This was considered an 

immutable monarchical principle from the 1500s onwards.67  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
ornements de l’Escu ; de la Devise, & du Cry de guerre, de l’Escu pendant & des Pas & Emprises des 

Anciens Chevaliers…., Paris, 1644, 73-76.        
63 J.-F. Solnon, La Cour de France, Paris, 1987, 44-45, 138-44.; R. Doucet, Les institutions de la France au 

XVIe siècle, I, Paris, 1948, 102-27. It should also be placed within a broader royal ambition to distinguish 

the ensigns of commoners from those of royalty and the nobility, determining internal rank by specific 

symbolic attributes or external ornaments. One of the first royal Lettres patentes regulating the bearing of 

‘noble’ arms and crests was promulgated by François I on 30 September 1535, see: BnF Fr. 5240 f. 20r.-v.   
64 On the evolution of the arms of Dauphiné, see: Nicolas Chorier, Histoire générale de Dauphiné, 

Grenoble, 1661, 782-785.; Pastoureau, Les emblèmes de France, 1998, 91-95. The origins of the dolphin-

charge in: A. Prudhomme, ‘De l’origine et du sens des mots Dauphin et Dauphiné et de leur rapport avec 

l’emblème du dauphin en Dauphiné, en Auvergne et en Forez, Bibliothèque de l’École des Chartes, 

1893(54), 429-56. 
65

 J. Krynen, L’empire du roi. Idées et croyances politiques en France, XIIIe-XVe siècle, Paris, 1993, 148-

52. 
66 Du Cange, Le traité des armes, 74, 116-8. 
67 BnF Clairambault 632: Sixiéme instruction des armoiries des rois & des princes de la maison royale, 

17th century, f. 33r.; de la Colombière, La science héroïque (1644), 235: “Monseigneur le dauphin, fils 

aisné de France, porte écartelé au 1. & 4. D’azur à trois Fleurs-de-lis d’or sans brisure, pource qu’il est 

aisné & légitime héritier des Royaumes de son pére”.; Louis de Courcillon de Dangeau, Les principes du 

blazon, ou l’on explique toutes les regles et tous les termes de cete siance, Paris, 1715, 53. On the initial 
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The French king himself theoretically held 

the sovereignty over the region, though full 

lordship was occasionally allocated to this 

firstborn son. Particularly the future Louis XI 

consolidated and institutionalized the province 

in this capacity, after which it became 

completely attached to the French state.68 Yet 

its armorial expression, as old as the first half of 

the thirteenth century − the canting arms of a 

blue dolphin on a golden field −, remained to 

be depicted as a more or less autonomous 

entity on coins and seals. By this token the 

province was exceptional. Most of the other 

incorporated territories had exchanged 

independent signs for a clear connection with 

the fleurs de lis.69 Some older, feudal bearings 

remained alive as the conventional bearings of 

the so-called six secular pairs de France, 

originally the high ranking vassals of the crown 

(Figure 22). By the late Middle Ages, however, 

their role had been confined to a ceremonial 

one, notably at the king’s coronation. In fact, none of these “old” peerages had any real 

existence after 1477. Outside the ritual context, their traditional attributes aroused little 

political significance.70 Notwithstanding a more fully institutional integration in the 

kingdom, the fairly unique position of the Dauphiné in the armorial ensemble of France 

was even more enhanced over time. There were some short-lived, central attempts to 

arrive at a full symbolic integration of the region. From June 1541 to April 1542, for 

example, François I had regional coins struck which only showed fleurs de lis. The 

Dauphinois administration, however, sharply revoked this order with an ordinance of 1 

April 1542.71  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
flexibility of the heraldic assumption, see: Pastoureau, Les emblèmes, 94. The text of the transaction in: J. 

P. Moret de Bourchenu, Histoire de Dauphiné et des princes qui ont porté le nom de Dauphins, vol. 2, 

Geneva, 1722, 452-7.   
68 P. R. Gaussin, Louis XI. Un roi entre deux mondes, Paris, 1976. 
69 This evolution was completed by the early fourteenth century. Cf. M. Dallas, ed., Corpus des sceaux 

français du Moyen-Âge. Tome II: Les sceaux des rois et de régence, Paris, 1991, 222-3. 
70 On the institution of the pairs de France and their function in the royal coronation ceremony, see: R. 

A. Jackson, ‘Peers of France and Princes of the Blood’, French Historical Studies, 7(1971), 27-46.; F. Lot, 

‘Quelques mots sur l’origine des pairs de France’, Revue historique, 54(1893), 34-59. Their heraldry is 

documented in: Anselme de Sainte-Marie, Histoire généalogique et chronologique de la maison royale de 

France, des pairs, grands officiers de la couronne & de la maison du Roy, & des anciens barons du 

royaume …, 3e édition revûe, corrigée & augmentée par les soins de P. Ange & P. Simplicien, 9 vol., Paris, 

1726-33.; BnF Fr. 2768: [Claude de Valles], Recueil des armoiries des premiers et anciens pairs que jadis 

on nommoit et appelloit les douze pairs de France, et celles des modernes ducz, pairs et non pairs qui 

vivent aujourd’huy, Paris, 1634, f. 16r.-28r. (composed for Gaston d’Orléans). 
71 Ordonnances des rois de France. Règne de François Ier, Paris, vol. 1, 1902, cxlv. 

 
Figure 22.  Arms and patron saints of France, 
with the bearings of the twelve pairs, from R. 
Gaguin, Les croniques de France, 1515. 
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From François I onwards, the second son of the king customarily charged the plain 

field of “France” with a silver label of three points − a mark associated with the title of 

duc d’Orléans. A third son put crescents on this label and was entitled duc 

d’Angoulême.72 In the reign of Henri II, a fourth son was attributed the title duc d’Anjou 

together with the shield with the red bordure.73 Hence, these attributed bearings 

visualized political capacities by virtue of birth. Once the order of succession alternated 

due to the death of the heir apparent, the armorial distribution was likewise 

rearranged.74 In consequence, the heraldic identity of a fils de France in the early 

modern period was not necessarily static. His armorial achievement was determined by 

the order of birth, but once a moment of succession or a twist of fate affected the 

familial structure the heraldic status could also be upgraded. This happened after an 

explicit consent of the sovereign.75 In case of the acquisition of new titles or the grant of 

additional (semi)appanagist honours, the formerly borne signs were commonly retained 

next to the new ones (only combined in case of foreign dignities). The choice which of 

these arms should be used most frequently was entirely left to personal judgment. 

Armorial bearings of royal children were thus occasionally modified, keeping pace with 

dynastic developments and sudden political shifts.76                          

Besides attributing specific charges on a heraldic shield, royal children were in the 

popular imaginary often envisioned as scions of the complete armorial inheritance of 

their ancestors. The symbolic resource of the fleur de lis, for instance, was sometimes 

conceived as extending over all the “princes of the blood of France”. Leading ideologists 

shorthanded the inner familial circle as “Lis” or the “Princes des Fleurs de Lis”.77 Erudite 

authors and ceremonial magnificence furthermore hailed the fecundity of the queens 

and princesses of “la race des Lis” in the allegorical terms of an abundant flowering of 

the lilies in the kingdom.78 The iconic image and stylistic simplicity of the single flower 

encouraged its depiction as a form of device or badge, lifted out of the usual confines of 

the armorial field. Whereas its triple iconography on an azure field solely belonged to 

the king invested with inalienable Majesty, separately reproduced fleurs de lis or the 

recognizable motif strewn in infinite number signalled a loyal affiliation to dynasty and 

kingdom; without automatically implying a share in sovereignty.  

                                                           
72 BnF Fr. 18650, f. 134r. (coat of arms of Charles d’Orléans, quartered with the claim on Milan), 135v. 

(Louis d’Orléans, short-lived son of Henri II).; BnF Fr. 25183: [Jean le Féron], Armorial ou livre des 

armoiries de la chronique du très crestien roy de France Françoys de Valloys, 1533-47, f. 24v.-23v.; BnF Fr. 

5240: Armoiries de la noblesse de France du temps de François Ier, 1535, f. 13r.-14v.; Pinoteau, 

Héraldique Capétienne, I, [17-18]. 
73 Pinoteau, Héraldique Capétienne, I, [18]. In 1576, François de France was created duke of Anjou. 
74 Du Cange, Le traité des armes, 137. 
75 According to de la Colombière, explicit consent of the king was necessary when a cadet son changed 

his mark of cadency: de la Colombière, La science héroïque (1644), 73-76. 
76 See in particular: Du Cange, Le traité des armes, 137-8. who considered this a typical French habit. 
77 Villette, Les raisons de l’office, 195.  
78 André Duchesne, Les Antiquités et recherches de la grandeur et majesté des rois de France, Paris, 

1609, 593-4. 
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Yet, the precise meaning and legitimate extent of such emblematic use of the main 

heraldic charge were not without dispute.79 The tricky consideration of how far this 

actual association could be stretched over the royal family (and beyond) gave 

occasionally rise to heated discussion: It was beyond any doubt that the dauphin, as the 

firstborn and heir of France, had an equal share in the fleurs de lis imagery of 

sovereignty. To a certain degree, this also applied to the rest of direct royal kin. Such a 

link was especially emphasized when the extinction of the main line of succession and 

the political replacement by a cadet branch put heavy pressure on the cherished fiction 

of dynastic unity and continuity. Shortly after his sacre in July 1498, for instance, the 

magistracy of Paris honoured Louis XII with a giant pageant fleur de lis displayed under 

a pavilion. The eye-catching mise en scène erected in front of the Châtelet was adorned 

with nine royal portraits. Besides select representations of those ruling sovereigns who 

proved Louis’ paternal descent from his namesake St Louis IX, the genealogical scheme 

also included the likeness of his non-royal father Charles d’Orléans, of his grandfather 

Louis d’Orléans, and of count Charles of Valois − the progenitor of the Valois dynasty. 

All three were imagined as benefactors of fleurs de lis symbolism although they never 

had been ruling monarchs. It firmly assimilated the cadet branch of Valois-Orléans in the 

central Capetian line of succession.80  

A similar idea of extended familial prosperity was enacted on the occasion of François 

I’s solemn entry into Lyon on 12 July 1515. The archetypical Renaissance monarch was 

in his turn greeted by an imposing canvas painted with a “grand lis doré de vingt pieds”. 

Allegorical representations of “Grâce de Dieu” and “France” sprouted out of blossoming 

flowers on either side of the central stem, culminating in the figure of the king dressed 

in a “manteaux fleurdelysé”, crown and sceptre. Two other closed buds of flowers 

signified, according to the words of their designer, “espérance en temps et lyeu espand 

yr et fruit produyre de daulphin et royale generation”.81 Two years later, the coronation 

of François’ first spouse Claude de France, the eldest daughter of Louis XII, was similarly 

celebrated in proper splendour. The tournament which brought the festivities to their 

conclusion was themed as a Manichean battle between the headmen of day (lead by the 

king in person) and the dark forces of night (presided over by the count of Saint-Pol). 

The arms of the contestants were displayed on a “moult beau perron” in the form of a 

tree topped by the joined escutcheons of king and queen, at that moment still without a 

male heir. The achievements of the duc de Bourbon and of the comte de Vendôme were 

set in this image of a single lily, “pour monstrer qu’ils sont les plus proches venans à la 

couronne”.82 

As already stated above, the survival of heraldic autonomy for the pays de Dauphiné 

within the symbolic ensemble of the Maison de France was rather unique. The 

                                                           
79 Gilles-André de La Roque, Traité singulier du blason, contenant les regles des armoiries, des Armes de 

France & de leur blason, ce qu’elles representent, & le sentiment des Auteurs qui en ont écrit, Paris, 1673, 

167-81. 
80 Théodore & Denis Godefroy, Le cérémonial François, contenant les cérémonies observes en France…, 

Paris, 2 vol., 1649, I, 242. On this pageant, see also: Hochner, Louis XII, 61, 67. 
81 Lecoq, François Ier imaginaire, 196-7 (fig. 81). 
82 Godefroy, Le cérémonial François, I, 486. 
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representative leeway of other regional coat of arms was seriously curtailed and almost 

completely eclipsed by fleurs de lis imagery. Although royal panegyrists and public 

display claimed otherwise, such symbolic assimilation was a slow and sometimes very 

tortuous process. It was not without some significant negotiations with local 

shareholders. Besides the Dauphiné, The example of Brittanny can serve as an important 

corrective to the unchanging stability of hindsight opinions. The old duchy did not 

become a full part of the French crown after the controversial marriage of King Charles 

VIII and heiress Anne of Brittanny in 1491. It furthermore retained its separate status 

even after 1515, when François I received the rights of administration from his wife 

Claude who inherited the duchy from her mother. The territory was finally bequeathed 

In Claude’s testament to her son, the Dauphin François (†1524). Following a great deal 

of bribery and personal lobbying, the Breton estates agreed on 4 August 1532 to a 

perpetual union with France under certain conditions.83 The dauphin was recognized as 

the “duc et prince propriétaire”, while the French sovereign only held the usufruct of 

the province (in an obvious analogy to the 1349 transaction of the Dauphiné). One of 

the demands in the union treaty stipulated that it was henceforth the duty of the French 

king to ensure that nobody would usurp the name and the plain arms of Brittanny by 

virtue of maternal descent. Furthermore, the ermine arms of the duchy belonged only to 

the Dauphin François, and other related armigers who could pride themselves of a 

genealogical connection to the past dukes had to introduce a clear mark of difference.84 

The strenuous policy to enforce the exclusive royal character of the plain ermine field 

will be treated at length in the fourth chapter of this book.85 

François I kept his part of the bargain and the dauphin subsequently made his entry 

into Rennes where he was solemnly crowned as Duke François III. Decorations and 

festive props deployed for the occasion recycled some heraldic images of marital union 

which had already been displayed during the entry of Anne of Brittany in 1505. Local 

aristocrats, among others, carried a canopy (“poisle”) strewn with both French fleurs de 

lis and ducal ermine. Other imagery proclaimed the glorious future of the two nations 

united in the person of the young prince. Several stations on the route of the procession 

displayed genealogical or historical figures who were each enriched with two large 

escutcheons: one stood for the French kingdom, the other for the duchy. The dramatic 

design further elaborated on regional themes and traditions: out of an artificial rugged 

landscape appeared a living ermine conducted by a young girl. As soon as the new duke 

approached the spectacle, the animal joined the figure of a tumbling dolphin – a live re-

enactment of the fusion. The maiden, personifying Brittany, further on addressed her 

                                                           
83 R. J. Knecht, Francis I, Cambridge, 1982, 242-3. 
84 J. de La Martinière, ‘Les États de 1532 et l’Union de la Bretagne à la France’, Bulletin de la société 

polymathique du Morbihan, 2(1910), 188-193. On the historical development of the ermine-arms of 

Brittany, cf. S. de la Nicollière-Teijeiro, ‘L’Hermine’, Revue de Bretagne et de Vendée, IIIe série, 10(1871), 

111-19.; H. D. de Fourmont, ‘Maison et armes de Bretagne’, in: de Fourmont, L’Ouest aux croisades, II, 

Nantes, 1866, 1-4. 
85 See pp. 327-8. 
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new “sovereign lord” in words of 

“everlasting obedience”.86 Another theatrical 

scene, embellished in the black and white 

colours of the city, performed the heroic 

fight between the mythical king Arthur and 

the Roman giant Flolo who was said to have 

been a proconsul in France. In the course of 

the pitted battle, the former victoriously 

earned the ermine shield after a divine 

intervention of none other than the Virgin 

Mary. This underlying narrative that was very 

similar to French armorial lore, was 

ingeniously staged by means of an apparatus 

that lowered personifications of the Virgin 

and a number of melodiously chanting 

angels. They intervened in the battle and 

decided its outcome by flinging a mantle of 

ermine over the shoulders of the legendary 

king “demonstrant que les armes de Bretagne 

avoyent esté divinement apportées”.87 The 

solemn inauguration concocted by the 

Rennes authorities thus, besides combining 

the still distinct insignia, also fused the basic 

historiographical fictions that supported the 

two entities. Coupled with this visual 

rapprochement came a public recognition of 

the autonomous character of ingrained 

Breton symbolic traditions – while at the same time capitalizing on an approved French 

dynastic tactic. 

 Quartered with the fleurs de lis of France, the independent provincial charge was 

also incorporated in a newly composed quartered achievement to be borne by the 

dauphin (the ermine field was joined with the common quartering of Dauphiné in the 

                                                           
86 On this ceremony, see: P. de la Bigne Villeneuve, ‘Extrait d’une relation manuscrite de l’Entrée et 

couronnement du Duc François IIIe de ce nom en la ville de Rennes, capitale du Duché de Bretagne, 

1532’, Bulletin et mémoires de la société archéologique d’Ille-et-Vilaine, 14(1880), 307-20. On the civic 

entries and ducal coronations of the duchy in general: M. Warner, ‘Des hermines et fleurs de lys: 

l’importance politique de l’entrée municipale bretonne 1491-1532’, Bulletin de la société archéologique et 

historique de Nantes et de la Loire-Atlantique, 131(1996), 87-105.; M. Jones, ‘The rituals and significance 

of ducal civic entries in late medieval Brittany’, Journal of Medieval History, 29(2003), 287-314, esp. 293 

n° 24 on the heraldic “poisle”/“pesle” during Anne’s entry in Rennes. I have used a copy of the 

description of the 1532 coronation by Michel Champion in: BnF Fr. 3050: Michel Champion, Entrée et 

couronnement du duc François troisiesme de ce nom en la ville et cité de Rennes, 1532, f. 1r.-23r.    
87 BnF Fr. 3050, f. 1r.-23r. The armorial legend of the Breton Arthur and the ermine shield is retold at 

length, without any references to his sources, by: G. Eysenbach, Histoire du blason et science des 

armoiries, Tours, 1848, 114-23. On its provenance: N. J. Lacy, ‘Arthur’s Ermine Arms’, Arthuriana, 

21(2011), 42-52. See also: de la Colombière, La science héroïque (1669), 47-51.      

 

Figure 23.  Arms of the Dauphin François, from le 
Féron, Le second volume, 1520, Arsenal 5255, f. 1v.  
© Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal 
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first and fourth quarter). The new composition was struck on a commemorative medal 

in 1533.88 The same visual programme, attributing an individual heraldic identity to 

Brittany on equal par with that of the province of Dauphiné, was painted on the 

opening pages of an armorial presented by Jean le Féron, a lawyer of the Parlement of 

Paris and famed author of various treatises on heraldry and nobility, to François I (Figure 

23).89 With the death of duke François III in 1536, Brittany was finally annexed as a 

common province of the kingdom − the innovative quartering was only shortly ascribed 

to the dauphin Henri (II) as well.90 Although the ermine coat of arms still theoretically 

belonged to the king, its representational value was thereafter almost completely 

suppressed by the fleurs de lis at a central level. On a local level, memory of the ducal 

shield was kept alive. It continuously showed up in the decor of self-reliant institutions 

like in the palace of the Breton Parlement at Rennes built in the early seventeenth 

century. Only as late as the early eighteenth century, a quartering of France and Brittany 

was occasionally ascribed to Louis XIV’s great-grandsons together with the title of duke 

of Brittany, imitating the precedent of François I’s sons.91  

 

 

A Crown for a Dauphin: Bourbon Heraldry and the Succession (1601-61) 

 

The profusion of the fleurs de lis in French society − notably distributed at court with 

recognizable distinctions among the members of the dynasty − could be interpreted in 

terms of an orderly concord between the territorial patrimonium of the state and the 

ruling House. From time to time, however, the grant of appanages gave rise to the 

development of autonomous cadet branches with an (semi-)independent heraldic 

identity, even if the conceded territory reverted back to the sovereign over time. Such 

                                                           
88 FRAN[CISCO] DELPH[INO] V[IENNENSI] BRITANNIAE DUCI; “un écusson écartelé contreécartelé, 

aux premiers et quatrièmes quartiers de France et du Dauphiné de Viennois; aux deuxièmes et troisièmes 

quartiers de France et de Bretagne; au-dessus, une couronne ouverte.” Reproduced in: P. Delaroche, M. 

Henriquez Dupont, C. Lenormant, Trésor de numismatique et de glyptique, ou recueil général de 

médailles, monnaies, pierres gravées, bas-reliefs, etc. : Médailles Françaises, I, Paris, 1836, 7, Pl. IX, n° 2.   
89 Arsenal 5255: Jean le Féron, Le second volume de la premiere partye du blason d'armoiries, composé 

par maistre Jehan Le Féron, advocat en la court de Parlement, natif de Compiengne, c. 1520, f. 1v. Le 

Féron’s manuscript is dated 1520, while Claude de France’s will bequeathing Brittany to the dauphin was 

only signed in 1524. The painting of the dauphin’s arms should thus be dated to the early 1530s, or the 

Breton succession and annexation was already prepared and propagated as early as 1520. The image is 

reproduced, in a redrawn version, in: H. G. Ströhl, Heraldischer Atlas. Eine Sammlung von heraldischen 

Musterblättern für Künstler, Gewerbetreibende sowie für Freunde der Wappenkunde, Stuttgart, 1899, 

Tafel LVI. Other contemporary depictions of this quartering in: BnF Fr. 5240, f. 12r.; BnF Fr. 18650, f. 

133r. On Jean le Féron, see: C. Brainne, Les homes illustres du department de l’oise, Paris, 1864, 223-5. 
90 BnF Fr. 25183, f. 23v. 
91 H. Pinoteau, ‘Quelques decisions heraldiques des rois Bourbons pour les membres de leur maison 

sous l’Ancien Régime’, Études bourboniennes, 98(1998), 45. In 1689, Ménestrier had suggested a similar 

quartering of France and Burgundy for Louis, duc de Bourgogne, Louis XIV’s grandson. Nevertheless, the 

official ruling of the Juge d’armes mandated in August 1682 – in contradiction to the exclusive heraldic 

status of the Sovereign and his heir − a plain shield of France, see: Ibid., 42-45.; Ménestrier, La methode, 

[“sur les armoiries de Monseigneur le Duc de Bourgogne].; Nicolas Besongne, L´État de France, vol. 2, 

Paris, 1708, 3-5, 31-32, 78.; Simon Trudon, Nouveau traité de la science pratique du blason, Paris, 1689, ill. 

148.   
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was the case with the Bourbon descendants who had adopted the differentiated shield 

of Robert of France, a younger son of Louis IX (bearing the fleurs de lis with a red bend) 

after his matrimonial alliance in 1272 with the heiress of the Bourbon lands.92 The head 

of the – from 1327 onwards – ducal House used this composition as his plain arms, 

while the future sons in their turn further differenced them by adding various figurative 

charges on the red bend.93 This usage even continued after the duchy was incorporated 

in the French crown in 1531 due to the treason of the Connétable de Bourbon who had 

taken up a position in Habsburg service.94  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When Henri IV ascended the throne as first Bourbon king in the turbulent last decade 

of the sixteenth century, the system of symbolic distribution was re-evaluated and 

applied to a new set of kinsmen.95 The need to forge an outspoken affiliation between 

the Bourbon lineage and the symbolism of continuous kingship was even of a more 

fundamental importance than the preceding dynastic take-overs by the branches of 

Valois-Orléans and Valois-Angoulême. Accordingly, Henri and his successors 

meticulously regulated and tried to monopolize the degree of dynastic exclusivity 

emanating from the heraldic charge of the kingdom. Underlining fecundity and political 

survival, Henri associated his royal dignity with fresh dynastic prospects incarnated in 

both legitimate and illegitimate offspring. Partially continuing Valois practices, it 

established the illusion of a smooth transition without any rupture in the succession 

structure of the Maison de France. The plain arms of the cadet branch of Bourbon, 

which Henry was entitled to bear as head of that ducal house before ascending to the 

throne, were not transferred to his legitimate eldest son (the future Louis XIII, who was 

                                                           
92 Pinoteau, Héraldique Capétienne, I, [15], II, [3]. 
93 Ibid., II, [3-25]. 
94 D. Crouzet, Charles de Bourbon: connétable de France, Paris, 2003. 
95 In 1626, an exhaustive overview of the heraldry of all the related members of the House of Bourbon, 

from its inception to the present, was published by the lord of La Lontière: Gilles-André de La Roque, Les 

Blasons des armes de la royale maison de Bourbon, Paris, 1626. 

Figure 24.  Arms of Henri IV's youngest sons, his two eldest 
daughters and their spouses, from de La Roque, Les blasons 
des armes, 1626, 99. 
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born as late as September 1601), but to his grandnephew and dynastic heir Henri II de 

Bourbon, the prince of Condé.96 Royal letters patent of 1599 officially declared Condé 

the first prince of the blood, confirming the bearing of the plain baston de gueules in his 

shield.97 As tradition prescribed, the Dauphin Louis exclusively used the arms of 

Dauphiné. His short-lived younger brother received the title of duc d’Orléans at his birth 

and the arms with the silver label of three points. The third child, Gaston, was made 

duke of Anjou (Figure 24).98  

Small anecdotes prove that this visual rank was by now conceived to be a fixed and 

generally unalterable condition. It was firmly bound up with the fiction of a fundamental 

law that prescribed dynastic succession to the crown in the form of agnatic 

primogeniture. Against the background of a thorough heraldic and genealogical 

pedagogy at court, the political protagonists were made aware of this from an early age 

on. As three-year-old toddler, for instance, the future Louis XIII liked to play with a book 

of etched portraits, made by the sieur de la Capelle. One day, as related in the journal of 

his physician Jean Héroard, he recognized among others the coat of arms of the Spanish 

king in one of the images and identified the fleurs de lis as appertaining to his father. 

When Héroard asked after the infant’s own achievement, he firmly answered “des 

Dauphins”. On another occasion, little Louis confused the plain arms of his father with 

those that a younger – then still theoretical – brother would bear as duc d’Orléans. It 

was the perfect opportunity for Héroard to explain to him the political implications 

behind the use of differencing by a label.99 

The death of the second son in November 1611 did not immediately result in a 

change of armorial status for Gaston. As late as July 1626, his brother Louis XIII donated 

him the duchies of Orléans and Chartres and the county of Blois in appanage, under the 

pretext that he had reached an age that required more substantial resources for his 

upkeeping. Henceforward, Gaston was additionally entitled to bear the name and 

“brisure” of the duke of Orléans, normally − according to the text of the letters patent − 

“attribué au second fils de France”. A statement like this suggests that by the early 

seventeenth century the distribution of arms among the members of the dynasty was 

considered a defined, more or less stable heraldic praxis. The choice whether or not to 

adopt this new mark of cadency instead of his previous bearings was left to his own 

judgement.100 Because Gaston regarded the silver label to be the “most honourable 

among those [brisures] added to the arms of France”, he indeed resolved to adopt the 

                                                           
96 Ibid., 113-4: “porte les plaines armes de Bourbon qui sont d’azur à 3 fleurs de lys d’or 2 & 1 & au 
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new marks exclusively.101 From then on, 

the “arms of Orléans” were used to cover 

each of his dignities and titles (Figure 

25).102 Although his children were closer 

to the crown, the grant had conseq- 

uences for the later-born sons and 

grandsons of the king because “once a 

prince adopted a brisure it cannot be 

taken away”.103 Contrary to previously 

observed sequences, the second son of 

Louis XIII, born in 1640, was therefore 

attributed the differencing for a “third” 

son. Only after the death of his uncle in 

February 1660 he was given the 

permission to add the Orléans-brisure to 

his armorial endowment.104  

International competition in the so- 

ciety of princes, stirred by the incessant 

emphasis of the sovereigns on their equal 

or even greater universal and imperial 

authority, led to the development of ever more grandiloquent images of power.105 In the 

upheaval of the religious wars at the end of the sixteenth century, ultimately bringing 

about the extinction of the Valois dynasty, French claims on imperial dignity were hard 

to maintain. Henri IV’s objectives were the renewed pacification and consolidation of 

his realm, and only gradually could the restored dynastic prosperity be imagined as a 

full-blown imperial renovatio.106 Yet, once strongly implanted, Bourbon rulership 

exploited in full strength a providential dynastic monarchism. Regal heraldry was 

likewise subjected to these inflated forms of representation. Since the worth of the 

charges in a shield was determined by their antiquity and conformity, political 

assertiveness was in the first place translated in choices of an artistic nature and in the 

design of external ornaments. By 1609, it had become accustomed to place the shield of 

France under a fleurdelized pavilion or dais, supported by two angels dressed in 

armorial tabards (Figure 26).107 Elaborating iconographic precedents, such ostentatious 
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Figure 25.  Arms of Gaston d'Orléans after 
1626, from BnF Fr. 2768. © BnF 
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Figure 26.  Arms of France under a Pavillon Royal, from P. Moreau, Le tableau des armoiries, 1609. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Louis de Sainte-Marthe, Histoire généalogique de la maison de France, vol. 1, Paris, 1628, [frontispiece], 

32-33.   
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depiction was explained as a visual 

prerogative that since antiquity only 

pertained to sovereign princes and 

emperors.108 It “covered their coats of arms 

as a sacred thing, after the example of 

Roman kings”.109 Similar determined claims 

appeared in fanciful artistic renderings, 

more and more relinquishing the traditional 

rendition of charges on a supportive shield 

for an figurative assimilation of armorial 

signs with the personified metaphors of the 

device.  

The insistence on the adornment of the 

biblical columns of Solomon with fleurs-de-

lis as the prefiguration of sacral monarchy 

and their simultaneous association with the 

imperial pillars of French piety and justice, 

reminiscent to Charles IX’s emulation of 

former Habsburg imagery, evolved into the 

motif of a terrestrial globe charged with the 

three lilies − a theme which seems to have 

appeared in the second decade of the seventeenth century − and surmounting a single 

or a pair of columns.110 Another, related, visual strategy was the literal merging of the 

spherical depiction of the lilies with the universalizing message of Louis’ Nec Pluribus 

Impar-device.111 A fleurdelized globe metaphorically elevating the heraldic embodiment 

of the French realm to that of a universal world empire, was illuminated by the rays of 

the omnipresent sun-king. In this configuration, the fusion of heraldry and emblematics 

appeared among others on medals praising Louis’ self-governance after the death of 

cardinal Mazarin in 1661, in Pierre Mignard’s Trophée aux armes de Louis XIV and on 

public monuments such as the antique obelisk re-erected in 1676 on the Place Royale at 

Arles (Figure 27).112 Elsewhere, the lifelike image of the French king in combination 

                                                           
108 Moreau, Le tableau des armoiries de France, 18-21, 105-50.; Marc Gilbert de Varennes, Le roy d’armes 
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Figure 27.  P. Mignard, Trophée aux armes de Louis 
XIV, 17th century. © Musée national des châteaux de 
Versailles et de Trianon 
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with the sun and the semi-heraldic achievement merged even three species of 

representation to proclaim global power.113 

This imperial prestige of the sovereign as captured in the many paraheraldic emblems 

that were manufactured by the official artists and symbolic composers of the realm, 

showing Louis XIV dispensing order and felicity on a global scale, had to be perpetuated 

by his offspring. Notwithstanding the heavy emphasis on personal feats of glory, the 

universal character of the kingdom was presented as a continuous state of greatness to 

be perpetuated by future generations. As a justification of his expansive policies, and 

even literally in the advice to his son, the sun king considered “elective princes” like the 

German Emperor by no means superior to the kings of France, on the contrary.114 

According to this logic, the firstborn heir of the kingdom was at least equal, if not 

superior, to the status of a king of the Romans and this was to be reflected in the 

outward features of his dignity.115  

In November 1661, the exclusive position of the dauphin was further elevated when 

Claude-Oronce Finé de Brianville designed a new, closed crown with four arches in the 

shape of dolphins to present to Louis XIV’s newly born son. The design was to 

emphasize the equal quality of the French heir to other sovereigns with closed crowns 

and the monarch dictated that henceforth “le Dauphin n’en portât point d’autre”.116 

Disclosing the “qualities of those who bear them”, the novel external ornament virtually 

transplanted the claim of universalism to the successors. Previously, the dauphin’s arms 

had been surmounted by an open crown like the other princes of the blood royal. 

However, some artistic experiments with a closed crown for the eldest son of France in 

the early seventeenth century probably inspired the new conception.117 The specific 

origin and success of the heraldic proposal was likely also in reaction to similar 

decisions by other monarchs. In exactly the same year, by a royal warrant dated on 9 

February, Charles II of England regulated the adoption of coronets by members of the 

royal family. The great renewal of the symbolism of kingship after the Restoration 

presented an opportunity to introduce some innovations in the armorial bearings for 

princely offspring. Henceforward, the previously somewhat arbitrary form of their 

external ornaments became well established, with the firstborn heir having the privilege 

of closing his coronet with one arch surmounted by a globe and cross. Other children of 

the sovereign were to display an open version, with an identical rim alternately 

composed of crosses-patée and fleurs de lis but no arch, while grandchildren would use 
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strawberry leaves as a difference.118 The accompanying engraving to the description of 

Finé de Brianville’s project also depicted a new “dais royal”, to be exclusively 

surrounding the arms of “Enfans de France”, delineating a status between the king’s 

pavilion and the “manteaux” of the other princes and dukes. It set the immediate 

progeny of the ruler apart as a separate political species.119 A material specimen of this 

closed crown with the dolphins was crafted somewhat later for the use of the Grand 

Dauphin in ceremonial and featured in his obsequies at Saint-Denis in 1711.120 

Besides officially recognizing the arms of his offspring, it was also the sovereign who 

− at least theoretically − decided on the proper quantity of single fleurs de lis displayed 

on courtly decoration and the clothing of royal children and other family members worn 

in dynastic ceremonies such as baptisms or coronations.121 In the same manner, the 

amount of royal flowers on the coronets and mantling of the royal infants and princes of 

the blood became codified in the first half of the seventeenth century.122 This 

emblematic distribution of individual lilies, detached from the fixed sovereign 

escutcheon and the system of cadet bearings, caused some resentment among 

ceremonial conservatives or symbolic purists; not in the least during unsettling periods 

of dynastic transition. That such matters were no whimsical spur of the moment, but 

rather a political question of a very sensitive nature is hinted by a significant incident 

during the coronation ceremony of Henri IV’s queen Marie de’ Medici in 1610. Although 

overshadowed by the king’s infamous assassination the day after, this was an extremely 

scripted event. Radiating attire and the meticulously planned marching order defined 

issues of precedence in the procession that had to conduct the queen to the abbey 

church of Saint-Denis where she was to be inaugurated. These were commented upon 

in detail by the designers and chroniclers of the solemn happening. The queen herself 

was evidently the focal point of the ritual, dressed in garments strewn with an 

undefined number of fleurs de lis “comme purement royal”.123 The other female 

members of the family marched after the long cavalcade composed of royal guards 

dressed in the colours of king and queen, the gentlemen of the bedchamber, the knights 

of the Holy Spirit, the heralds in their tabards and the dauphin and princes of the blood. 
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In the first place, there were the eldest daughter of the royal couple, princess Elisabeth 

of France, and Queen Margaret of Valois, Henri’s ex-wife. The latter embodied a living 

connection with the royal predecessors though she did not refrain from showing her 

displeasure with the “secondary” rank attributed to her during the procession. Both 

wore a sumptuous cloak embroidered with four fleurs de lis set in a bend of about one 

foot high. The other princesses of the blood had unsuccessfully negotiated the right to 

display three lilies on their attire as well. Henri IV resolved that they were not allowed 

to have their mantels embroidered with lilies at the solemnity, but instead could wear a 

corset trimmed into one single fleur de lis.124  

Amongst this shimmering panoply of grandees and high-ranking officers, a 

remarkable absentee was Charles of Bourbon, duke of Soissons, who was Henri’s cousin 

and Grand Master of France (i.e. head of the royal household). A predrafted ordinance 

for the ceremony, drawn up by the king himself on 16 April, outlined that Soisson’s task 

was to carry the royal sceptre once the church solemnities were completed. But, on the 

eve of the event, Soissons did not show up out of protest when he learned that the wife 

of the duke of Vendôme, Henri’s natural son, was to be allowed a similar fleur-de-lis-

attire as the above mentioned princesses of the blood. To his great frustration, his own 

spouse was not conceded this honour to wear the royal flowers on her garments.125 

Moreover, the disgruntled nobleman was of the conviction that the princesses du sang 

had to bear, under any circumstance and displayed on whichever medium, the 

“differences of the royal branches and families from which they descended”. Without 

these specific marques, which he defined as “honneurs & prerogatives inseparables de 

la qualité de leur [the princesses of the blood] naissance”, any clear distinction with 

others was impossible. Soissons retired from court to his residence in Montigny where 

he heard the dreadful news of the king’s death a little while later.126      

This short overview of the armorial habits of the royal family at the French court and 

their relationship to the plain sovereign achievement that comprised the dignity of the 

crown makes it possible to shed new light on the ambiguous status of heraldry in 

Spanish Habsburg political culture. In France, the visual structure of the ruling dynasty 

largely reflected the state of the kingdom. Differencing defined the internal pecking 

order of succession to the crown and loosely incorporated feudal territories were 

further assimilated by associating them with signs from the symbolic stock of royalty. 

Arms or paraheraldic devices with a provincial connotation were attributed to the heir 

or to cadet sons which implied a degree of autonomy, but in most cases their 

fictionalized or problematic provenance disabled any independent agency outside the 

dynasty. The armorial bearings of the dauphin and the brisures of the other cadet sons 

were automatically assumed by birth. Only later changes were officially conceded by the 

sovereign. This almost predetermined view on things regarded the state as a kind of 

private property, inalienable from – and in fact even identical to – the ruling House. The 
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diffuse and ill-defined practice in the Spanish Monarchy, on the other hand, made it 

impossible to envision a similar nexus. The assembly of varying territories with many 

autonomous symbolic identities and varying traditions of rule and succession, was not 

so easily equated with the dynasty as unifying factor. Nor did there exist one 

standardized narrative of continuous succession. Consequently, heraldic images with a 

dynastic connotation were more easily distinguishable from those with an outspoken 

territorial significance. Attempts by successive Habsburg rulers, artists and theorists to 

conceive of the monarchy as a unified political entity led to several iconographic 

innovations, but their meaning remained ambiguous as multiplicity was regarded as an 

important political asset. 

 

 

A Burgundian Prelude (1361-1477) 

 

Notwithstanding the exceptionally strong “French connection” between dynasty and 

patrimonial cohesion, the heraldic uniformity of the emblazoned kingdom was not 

necessarily synonymous to everlasting unity. As already stated, some of the princes who 

received an appanage were able to establish their own cadet branches. These 

subsequently turned the initially differenced arms of their founder into the plain 

achievement of their own lineage. At the very utmost, in a blunt contradiction with the 

Capetian model of state formation, heraldry could then also be exploited over time to 

certify far-reaching political autonomies and independence. This was the case with the 

Valois dukes of Burgundy who descended from Philip the Bold, youngest son to king 

Jean le Bon. In the long run, the following episode was one of the important precepts 

that would later shape Habsburg attitudes towards the meaning of armorial imagery.  

The French king acquired control over the duchy of Burgundy when its last Capetian 

duke died without a direct heir in November 1361.127 Not long thereafter, on 6 

September 1363, Jean secretly invested his son Philip with the territory. This generous 

and unanticipated transaction provided the successive Valois dukes with an important 

powerbase from which to pursue their own ambitions. Thanks to an advantageous 

marriage alliance in 1369 with the daughter of the count of Flanders, combined with a 

shrewd politic of territorial acquisition during a series of ducal and comtal succession 

crises in the first decades of the fifteenth century, Philip the Bold and his consecutive 

heirs crafted and consolidated an autonomous patchwork state. In its largest extent it 

roughly included modern-day Belgium, the Netherlands, Burgundy (until 1477) and 

some regions now situated in the north of France.128 While the first of the Valois dukes 

mainly acted as scions of the French crown, political attention diverted from Philip the 

Good − the third duke in line − onwards more and more to the construction of an 

independent dominion with at its centre the highly urbanized, prosperous Low 
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Countries. The dukes even, albeit unsuccessfully, pursued the creation of a new royal 

crown.129  

A heraldic assertiveness that clearly parted from French symbolic dependence 

enhanced this establishing of a strong dynastic self-awareness. After June 1364, Philip 

the Bold quartered the fleurs de lis differenced by a bordure compony of gules and 

argent, which he had already used in his capacity of duc de Touraine, with the arms of 

the Capetian dukes of Burgundy (the latter are described in the sources as “bandé d’or 

et d’azur à la bordure de gueules”; more commonly known in specialized literature as 

Bourgogne ancien, “old Burgundy”). Alongside the expansion and consolidation of the 

new state a prominent achievement, which took this quartering as its point of 

departure, gradually developed. It became the primary signal of solid ducal authority, far 

exceeding the boundaries of the French practice of cadency. Initially, the iconographic 

disposition one by one assimilated the provincial charges of the newly conquered, 

inherited or purchased lands. From the reign of John the Fearless (1404-1419) onwards, 

the lion of Flanders was usually placed on an inescutcheon.130 The succession to the 

duchies of Brabant and Limburg furthermore added the lion charges of their former 

lords. By including the individual signs of the most important acquisitions instead of 

one-sidedly imposing French familial symbolism, legitimacy was thus founded along 

constitutional lines; with attention for the diversified nature of the inheritance. Other 

titles and the later additions were not integrated in this main achievement. Yet they 

were often presented on singular escutcheons in a visual arrangement that depended on 

political context and local affections.131  

This diversified use of a quartered composition made clear that the Valois dukes did 

not hold their manifold titles and domains thanks to the generosity of the French 

monarch, but as lords in their own right. At least a considerable part of their domains 

were, given the visual statement, neither a royal fief nor a complete vassal state. 

Although the fleurs de lis differenced by a bordure compony of gules and argent as the 

mark of French descent were always retained in the so-called quarters of honour (the 

first and fourth),132 they were soon attributed a purely dynastic meaning without any 

territorial connotation at all. All the other quarters were reserved for the old symbols of 
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the main principalities to which the dukes had rightfully succeeded. Hence, an initially 

differenced coat of arms which stood for a share in the French dynastic state was 

definitely transformed in an outspoken territorial marker of princely ambitions over an 

independent powerhouse.  

Notably under Philip the Good and Charles 

the Bold, the grand achievement asserted a de 

facto sovereignty over their lands. Exhibited 

on coins, seals and boundary markers it 

meticulously demarcated the impressive 

range of jurisdiction. Worn on the battlefield, 

the colourful display evinced the chivalrous 

valour and military prowess of the dukes 

which had won them many titles.133 Displayed 

in abundance at the solemn chapter meetings 

of the Order of the Golden Fleece − besides 

illuminating the statutes books and heading 

the armorials with the bearings of all the 

knights of the order − it induced the dukes in 

their role of a primary fountain of noble 

favour and hierarchy.134 In the public 

infrastructure of a growing judicial apparatus 

and the professionalizing ducal administra- 

tion, it epitomized their right to dispense 

justice to their subjects by virtue of a God-

given majesty, without the interference of a 

third, foreign party. Beyond any doubt, one of 

the finest surviving examples of how the 

Burgundian arms were perceived to stand as 

such mediator between earthly prerogative 

and divine justice is the allegorical image on 

the so-called parchemin de Montpellier (ca. 

late 1460s-1470s) (Figure 28). The conside- 

rably large piece of parchment depicts the 

figure of Charles the Bold standing beneath a 

personified allegory of justice. On top of the 

image towers the crucified Christ surrounded 

by a set of four personified virtues (Veritas, 

Castitas, Sagasitas, and Sobrietas). All are 

interconnected through the grand coat of arms which plainly operated as supraregional 
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Armstrong, England, France and Burgundy in the Fifteenth Century, Collected Studies, London, 1983, 213-
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Figure 28.  Coat of arms of Charles the Bold, 
detail from the Parchemin de Montpellier, 1460-
70. 
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marker of Burgundian concord. The exact provenance and function of this enigmatic 

representation is still unknown. It has been suggested that the illumination is possibly a 

fragment of a larger manuscript roll. In a very detailed study, Werner Paravicini 

formulated the hypothesis that the parchment was in fact a preliminary design for a 

painting or tapestry that decorated the audience chamber of the duke or that hung in 

the public hall of the Parlement of Mechelen, the sovereign ducal court inaugurated in 

January 1474.135 In any case, regardless of its dubious origins, the visual programme is a 

striking reflection of how Charles the Bold saw his own authority. Instead of being a 

French vassal with a limited, delegated power, he presented himself in the guise of a 

divinely appointed sovereign, governing his collection of lands according to the 

principles of good and equitable rule. By this very nature, other examples of the ducal 

arms were indeed meaningfully exhibited in law courts and on the princely residences. 

They also appeared prominently embroidered on cloths of estate and baldachins which 

enhanced ducal authority during public audiences. The same can be said for allegorical 

miniatures, drawings and festive ostentation.136 By extension, visual motifs external to 

the shield, like the golden fleece collar, the steel and flint devices, the patron saint St 

Andrew and his saltire cross, all denoted cohesion and central ideology according to the 

context of display.137 At least from the second half of the fifteenth century onwards, the 

helmet above the shield was usually represented in a full frontal position, a honour 

usually reserved for kings.138 

Their own customs of armorial transmission to a legitimate heir also expressed the 

ducal claim of being the supreme source of justice with a prestige equal to that royalty. 

From the early fifteenth century onwards, the male heirs were given the title of “count 

of Charolais” and accordingly added a silver label of three points to the achievement of 

their father.139 Such practice is well documented for the offspring of Philip the Good.140 

                                                           
135 W. Paravicini, ‘Le parchemin de Montpellier, une image troublante du règne de Charles le 

Téméraire’, Journal des Savants, 2(2020), 307-70. On Charles the Bold’s ambiguous political program, see: 

W. P. Blockmans, ‘ “Crisme de leze magesté”. Les idées politiques de Charles le Téméraire’, in: J.-M. 

Duvosquel, J. Nazet & A. Vanrie, eds., Les Pays-Bas Bourguignons: histoire et institutions. Mélanges André 

Uyttebrouck, Brussels, 1996, 71-81. 
136 C. Van den Bergen-Pantens, ‘Héraldique et symbolique dans la miniature de présentation’, in: P. 

Cockshaw & C. Van den Bergen-Pantens, eds., Les Chroniques de Hainaut ou les Ambitions d’un Prince 
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138 R. Vaughan, Charles the Bold. The last Valois duke of Burgundy, Woodbridge, 1973, 180-181.; F. 
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1966), 26-28. 
139 A label of three points appeared on a seal of Philip the Good as count of Charolais: de Wree, De 
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The use of a recognizable mark of cadency − the label visually encompassed the 

complete quartered composition used by the dukes, and not only the dynastic French 

quarter − signified the independence of the territorial complex united in personal 

union. It entailed the upcoming succession to an autonomous dignity irrespective of any 

foreign interference.141 The inherited patrimonial domain, however, was in essence a 

composite jurisdiction with considerable local autonomies.142 Burgundian armorial 

design, officially appearing on the seals of government and in the setting of state 

ceremony, was for that reason the outcome of intense negotiation and compromise 

between overlord, Estates and several other – especially civic – stakeholders; This was in 

fact the main characteristic of so many aspects of Burgundian rulership.143 A different 

constitutional evolution and political climate than in Valois France thus resulted in a 

different heraldic outlook: variation and regional exceptions to the centralized “grand 

achievement” tried to align provincial, civic and princely concerns. Later additions such 

as the counties of Holland and Zeeland (1433), and the duchies of Luxembourg (1434-

1451), Guelders (1473) and Lotharingia (1475) were not integrated in the overall 

bearings of the dukes.144 Even though most of them had a well-known heraldic identity, 

which was indeed displayed as such on certain occasions next to the main shield. Newly 

designed arms for Lower-Lotharingia (ca. 1439) and for the Margraviate of Antwerp (ca. 

1465) were likewise excluded from the main composition.145 On official ducal seals, the 

counties of Artois, Namur and the Franche-comté were always depicted on separate 

shields. The same can be said for all the other territorial arms associated with 

Burgundian titles and depicted on particular engravings and drawings (always in a 

hierarchical order, see Figure 29).146  
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 Charles the Bold was granted the title of count of Charolais and the lordship of Chastelbelin at the 
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142 Stein, De hertog en zijn staten, 25. 
143 Cf. Arnade, Realms of Ritual, esp. 5-6, 106-9, 128-31, 137-40, 211-2.  
144 Stein, De hertog en zijn staten, 25. 
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This variety of rule was also advertised to the outside world. When Margaret of York 

was received into Bruges for her marriage to Charles the Bold in 1468, for instance, two 

lions supporting a richly gilded helmet encircled by the arms of the duke’s “dyvers 

lordeships” decorated the main entrance to the court residence. According to an English 

observer, these included signs for “Bourgoyne, Lotrigh, Brabant, Lembroke, and 

Lushambourke, of the Marques of the holye empire, Flanders, Artoys, Bourgoigne, 

Evande, Holonde, Zelonde, Frysse, Salyns, and Malyns”.147 The ducal maître d’hôtel 

Olivier de La Marche gives a slightly different account of the scene. A panel painted in 

the gold and azure colours of the duke’s French descent with two lions as supporters 

portrayed Charles’ dynastic identity. “Twelve blazons with the arms of the lands of the 

said lord”, both duchies and counties, were arranged around this in a circular form. On 

top stood the figures of the two patron saints of the Burgundian court: St Andrew and St 

George. At the bottom appeared the steel and flint device and Charles’ personal motto 

“Je l’ay emprins”. At the side of this heraldic display, ephemeral fountains in the shape 

of a Greek and German mythological warrior spewed out wine from Beaune and from 

the Rhine valley, highlighting the immense size and richness of the Burgundian state.148 

The armorial display in question was later depicted on an engraving made by an 

anonymous master known under the initials W.A. (Figure 29).149  

This pluriform conceit arose amidst a wealth of local banners, colours and lions that 

trimmed the ceremonial route, conveying civic rights as well as Flemish pride.150 

Contrary to the French kingdom, many provincial arms in the Low Countries could 

boast an outspoken political significance that needed no fictional distortion. In some 

cases their historicity even went back as far as the twelfth century. On the other hand, 

these territorial ensigns were set apart from the colours and charges denoting the 

familial affiliation with the Valois ancestors. It was this authentic (yet fluid!) distinction 

between regional titular signs on the one hand and dynastic identity on the other − a 

distinction quite inconceivable in the French context but corresponding to similar 

tendencies cultivated in the German areas and to existing symbolic diversity in 

Trastámara Spain − that was inherited and elaborated under the Habsburg descendants.        

The unforeseen death of Charles the Bold in January 1477 at the battlefield of Nancy 

generated a major crisis in the Netherlands. Duchess Mary, Charles’s twenty year old  
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Figure 29.  Master W. A., arms of Charles the Bold with the separate signs of his territories, post-
1472. © KBR  
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daughter and heiress, ultimately succeeded in getting recognized as legitimate 

successor, but only after conceding far-reaching demands on behalf of the States 

General, the Flemish cities and the various provinces.151 The French king Louis XI, 

arguing that the original Burgundian “appanage” automatically reverted back to the 

crown in absence of a legitimate male heir, invaded Burgundy (which was soon 

conquered and annexed to the crown), the Franche-Comté, Artois and Picardy, and 

posed a continuous military threat to Flanders and Hainaut.152 According to Louis’ 

legists, the duchy of Burgundy could only have been granted to Philip the Bold as an 

appanage formed out of the royal domain and therefore subjected to the fundamental 

laws and inalienable privileges of the crown. Any other transaction separating or 

alienating the province from the immaterial dignity of the kingdom was illicit and thus 

null and void. Likewise, the Franche Comté de Bourgogne had always been a part of the 

duchy, and in that capacity was considered to revert to the crown as well. The 

Burgundian apologists resolutely refuted these claims by pointing out that the charter of 

the 1363 transaction made clear that king Jean had not claimed the duchy through the 

crown, but as the closest maternal relative and heir to the last independent Capetian 

duke of Burgundy Philippe de Rouvres (†21 November 1361). Moreover, the transaction 

of these lands to his fourth son had not included a reversion clause that barred female 

succession. They also brought into remembrance some clauses of the treaty of Arras 

(1435), with which King Charles VII had thereafter conceded “royal and sovereign” 

rights to Philip the Good for Mâcon, Auxerre and Bar-sur-Seine, recognizing at the same 

time that these could be inherited by both “ses hoirs masles & femelles”.153  

Among the considerable legal documentation applied in the heated discussion on the 

question of succession, ducal heraldry was likewise invoked to prove that Burgundy had 

always been an independent fief wherein a female ruler could succeed her father. 

Mary’s counsellor and maître des requêtes Jean d’Auffay wrote in 1479 a legal treatise in 

defence of the duchess, based on precedents found in historical chronicles and vast 

archival research.154 In order to ascertain that the duchy had never been “l’ancien 

heritage de la couronne”, he recalled the ancient arms of Burgundy − the gold and azure 

bars with the red bordure − and stressed that they were fundamentally different from 

those of other French dukes holding lands created out of the royal domain (like Orléans, 

Alençon, Berry). Philip the Bold had preserved this ancient, territorial ensign in its 

authentic condition. He had quartered these original arms with the fleurs de lis of 

France differenced by his “bordure d’argent et de gueulles”, which he already bore 
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before the transaction as a French prince. The clear visual distinction between the plain 

ducal charges and the quarters with the royal differencing was to indicate the 

independent position of the duchy, by no means descending from the Maison de France. 

In a similar manner, it was said, Antoine, duke of Brabant had quartered France with 

Brabant when assuming the government of the latter in 1406. Thereafter, the successive 

Valois dukes had all preserved such combined composition openly deviating from 

French practices of cadency.155 In a letter written to the Dijon administration on 23 

January 1477, Mary herself persisted “that the duchy of Burgundy never belonged to the 

royal domain, but was in the hands of a family of a different name and a different coat of 

arms”.156   

Also for de La Marche, developing an influential heraldic and genealogical reading of 

Burgundian-Habsburg rights in the introduction to his Mémoires (c. 1472-1502), the 

ducal arms were a visual attestant of provincial autonomy vis-à-vis France. Ever since the 

time of pagan Alobrogie, a presumed forerunner of the medieval kingdom of Burgundy, 

all the Burgundian princes bore “six pieces à bendes d’or et d’azur”. These arms were 

accordingly of an exceptional ancient and royal status, inasmuch as de La Marche tried 

to prove that the House of Burgundy even descended from Hercules and was already a 

royal dynasty at the moment of Christ’s advent. According to the chronicler, Philip the 

Bold revived this illustrious heritage by adopting this shield next to his own dynastic 

quarter “de France, semez de fleurs de liz d’or, la bordure coponnée d’argent et de 

gheules”. On the basis of information retrieved from Jean Le Fevre de Saint-Remy, the 

principal king of arms of the Order of the Golden Fleece, he interpreted the latter sign 

as a mere identity marker for Philip’s birth as “filz de France”, which had nothing to do 

with the meaning of the ducal ensign. Although de La Marche did use the term 

“appanage”, he confirmed that the duchy of Burgundy had passed to king Jean in “true 

succession” to one of his maternal ancestors − which had to prove the question of 

female inheritance.157  

Louis XI, however, put the argument the other way round.158 Combining fleurs de lis 

with the ancient Burgundian shield confirmed, in his eyes, the French provenance of the 

domain.159 In addition, his trusted jurist and staunch defender of the crown’s dynastic 

rights, Guillaume Cousinot, devised a diametrically opposed interpretation of the gold-

and-azure-bars of old Burgundy. From the time of Charlemagne to the reign of Philip II 
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Augustus (†1223), he claimed, the younger sons of the French kings had not used arms 

with the fleurs de lis, but bearings composed of the two royal colours. Therefore, the 

ensign did not denote an autonomous region, but an inseparable dynastic bond with the 

Capetian kingdom that was much older than 1363: “Et par ainsi appert clerement veu 

les anciennes armes que portoit le duc de Bourgongne quil estoit party en ligne 

masculine de la [très chré]tienne maison de France”.160 The manuscript which contained 

Cousinot’s exposition opened with a suggestive miniature showing the personifications 

of righteousness and reason transferring the escutcheons of the duchy and county of 

Burgundy, Mâcon and Auxerre from Mary to Louis enthroned in majesty.161                

Internal commotion in the Low Countries was temporarily simmered down by the 

marriage alliance of Mary with Maximilian of Habsburg, son to the Holy Roman 

Emperor, in August 1477. In response to the troublesome events of the 1470s and 

1480s, great efforts were made by the early Habsburg successors to present the new 

dynastic relation as the logical prolongation of the Burgundian family ties and claims, 

complying at the same time with the controversial increase of their own Hausmacht.162 

Heraldic practices modelled such a bargained compromise. Without any doubt, the 

Austrian archduke would have been very familiar with the armorial sensibilities of the 

many localities.163 In spite of the autocratic ideology often attributed to Maximilian, the 

model of rule propagated by the imperial court at that time considered the cluster of 

familial patrimonies and the imperial estates as a confederate union. Each unit took its 

distinct visual place within the whole. The very complex reality of the Holy Roman 

Empire, subject to constant uncertainty about which entities and communities were the 

members of its elusive corporate body and which were not, made that a homogeneous 

symbol would rather obstruct internal cohesion than reinforce it.164  

In the middle of the fifteenth century, emperor Frederick III and his chancery 

introduced the custom of placing the various arms of Habsburg territories in a circle 

around the iconic double-headed eagle with halo – symbolizing the imperial office. In 

the case of the king of the Romans, the breast of a one-headed eagle was then charged 

with the dynastic shield of Austria.165 Another solution to the same dilemma, but with a 

less personal connotation, was the celebrated image type of the so-called 

Quaternionenadler: a double-headed eagle whose wings were covered by the various 

signals of the most important imperial estates, arranged in a symmetrical selection 
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(Figure 30). These collections were not an empirical or exhaustive overview of every 

single particle that was claimed to belong to the Empire’s sphere of influence. It 

presented the realm as a stable and orderly organism.166 In the sixteenth century, 

patronized artists furthermore devised a dynastic version of this concept by representing 

the House of Austria as a peacock − the Habsburg crest consisted of peacock feathers − 

proudly parading all the assembled heraldic titles and territories on its wings or tail 

feathers.167 As no other ruler before him, Maximilian and his entourage experimented 

with this ideal of multiplicity in a wide range of media.168 The flexible difference 

between titular and dynastic charges that he encountered in the Burgundian lands 

thereby became a leading principle. The conviction that a person of great political 

responsibility could possess more than one bearing at the same time, in composite 

versions depending from place to place, was commonplace by the turn of the sixteenth 

century. Governmental integration and centralization was one thing, finding an adequate 

symbolic culture that satisfied every party involved was another. The choice for a more 

open option than the resolute uniformity observed at the French court did not mean 

that any potential for conflict was automatically excluded.         

Especially the outlook of the insignia chosen for Mary and Maximilian’s firstborn son 

Philip the Fair (1478) during his minority became a point of protracted debate. 

Following the tragic riding accident of his mother in March 1482, the underage heir was 

easily recognized as legitimate successor. However, it was unclear whether as the new 

titular duke, the boy had to discontinue the use of the silver label of the count of 

Charolais and adopt the full bearings of his father instead, without any other form of 

differencing.169 The Flemish Estates and several native noblemen distrusted the 

Habsburg interests of the “foreigner”. Until Philip came of age, Maximilian was 

confronted with a civil war and had to accept the establishment of two successive 
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1482: F.-A. Reiffenberg, Histoire de l’Ordre de la Toison d’or depuis sa fondation jusqu’à la cessation des 

chapitres généraux, Vienna/Brussels, 1831, 533.; Jean-Jacques Chifflet, Insignia gentilitia equitum ordinis 

velleris aurei, Antwerp, 1632, 56. A contemporary image in: BL Harley 6199: Statuts de l’ordre de la 

Toison d’Or, 1481-86, f. 77r. Cf. R. Dominguez Casas, ‘Los símbolos borgoñones en el escudo de la 

Monarquía Española: de Alfonso V de Aragón a Felipe I de Castilla (1445-1506)’, Reales Sitios. Revista del 

Patrimonio Nacional, 122(1994), 45. Who does not mention the label. 
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Flemish regency councils who developed their own political discourse as to the 

legitimate rights of the boy.170  

In July 1483, the rebellious Flemish regency, holding the young duke virtually 

hostage, fashioned him a seal with the arms of his Valois predecessors quartered with 

Austria (Figure 31).171 It denoted his Habsburg descent and his title of archduke, but 

ignored all the other quarters belonging to his father (including the arms of old Austria, 

Styria, Carinthia and Carniola). After all, the inclusion of new territorial quarters in the 

bearings of the ruling lord could suggest dependence upon a new, foreign dynastic 

power.172 Maximilian, on the other hand, associated himself and his son with the joint 

composition of allegiance used during Mary’s lifetime (Figure 32). On the official seals 

created for Philip, the shield was supported by two griffins as mergers of the 

Burgundian legacy – a lion had been the most common charge in the achievement of 

the Valois dukes – with the imperial status of the eagle.173 Between 1484 and 1486, 

representatives of the Order of the Golden Fleece conducted negotiations with the 

unruly Three Members of Flanders and representatives of Archduke Maximilian about 

the permissible character of the latter’s heraldic pretensions after the duchess’s death. It 

was agreed that both father and son could bear the same plain arms, on the condition 

that Maximilian publicly denounced any claim on his son’s rightful inheritance and that 

he never would appear as the sole and independent armiger of the composition.174 Any 

disagreement about these provisions were solved when Maximilian decided in 1486 to 

use henceforth the escutcheon of his recently acquired title of king of the Romans − 

described as “un aigle à une teste seulement, et, dessus le timbre, une couronne et un 

petit aigle ayant les ailes étendues et regardant tout droit”.175 In most instances, an 

inescutcheon that impaled the arms of Austria (on the heraldic right) and the old arms 

of the duchy of Burgundy − now also transformed into a dynastic marker − were placed 

on the breast of this eagle in memory of his marriage.176    

                                                           
170

 W. Blockmans, ‘Autocratie ou polyarchie? La lutte pour le pouvoir politique en Flandre de 1482 à 

1492, d’après des documents inédits’, Handelingen van de koninklijke commissie voor geschiedenis, 

140(1974), 257-368. 
171 R. Laurent, Les sceaux des princes territoriaux belges, de 1482 à 1794, Brussels, 1997, 9-10, ill. 1-2.  
172 On this seal and the rivalry between the Flemish regency council and Maximilian, see in particular: J. 

Haemers, ‘Zegels, eden, taal en liturgie. Ideologie, propaganda en het symbolische gebruik van publieke 

ruimte in Gent (1483)’, Handelingen der maatschappij voor geschiedenis en oudheidkunde te Gent, 

61(2007), 192-7. 
173 In contrast to the arms of alliance used by Mary and Maximilian, placing Flanders in an inescutcheon 

on the ‘Burgundian’ quarters and Tirol on Maximilian’s ‘Austrian’ quarters, Both Flanders and Tirol were 

now merged into one, central inescutcheon. See: Laurent, Les sceaux de 1482 à 1794, 11-12, 15-16, ill. 3-

4, 9-10.; de Wree, De seghelen, n° 44-45.; Haemers, ‘Zegels’, 195-6. On Duchess Mary’s arms of alliance, 

see: O. Karaskova, ‘Saint Bavon au service de l’héritage bourguignon: Philippe le Beau et sa propagande 

politique’, IKON. Journal of Iconographic Studies, 5(2012), 173-84.   
174 Reiffenberg, Histoire de la Toison d’or, 139-42. 
175 Ibid., 157-64, 176-7. Philip the Fair’s heraldry after 1482 is surveyed in: Dominguez Casas, ‘Los 

símbolos borgoñones’, 45-46.; J. Onghena, De iconografie van Philips de Schone, Brussels, 1959, 3a, 5, 19, 

20, 28a, 29, 34.  
176 An early example with the one-headed eagle of the King of the Romans appears in Maximilian’s 

Prayer Book (ca. 1486), Vienna Nat. Bibl. Cod. 1907, f. 61v. Once emperor, the genealogical inescutcheon 

also appeared on the double-headed eagle.  
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Figure 30.  Hans Burgkmair the elder, Quaternionenadler, woodcut, 1510. © Wikimedia Commons 

 
Figure 31.  Seal of Philip the Fair used by the Flemish regency council in 1483, from de Wree, Genealogia comitum 
Flandriae, Bruges, 1642, 151. (left) 

Figure 32.  Seal of Maximilian and Philip, from de Wree, De seghelen, n° 44-45. (right) 
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(Re)assembling Rule: Habsburg Flexibility (1475-1556) 

 

The fairly unique heraldic customs of the Spanish Habsburgs originated out of a coming 

together of diverse practices and principles. The resulting status quo easily changed 

according to new dynastic developments or geopolitical necessities. If matched to the 

prevailing assumptions among neighbouring European dynasties, the iconographic 

disposition of the shield(s) was remarkably varied and unstable.177 In the kingdoms on 

the Iberian Peninsula, dominant attitudes about the legal format of princely bearings – 

and thus the authority and power relations for which they stood – harked back to the 

Castilian succession wars of the second half of the fifteenth century. After the death of 

the unpopular Enrique IV of Castile in December 1474, several important cities raised 

the royal banner for his half-sister Isabella, proclaiming her as rightful ruler of Castile. 

Enrique’s sole daughter, the legitimacy of whose birth was shrouded in doubt, and her 

spouse, the Portuguese king, finally had to yield in the face of a series of military 

encounters. Yet, force alone was not to secure her rule. A substantial and ultimately 

successful ideological campaign associated Isabella with the signs of royalty.178 Having 

married Ferdinand, the king of Aragon and 

Sicily in October 1469, her victory likewise 

resulted in a personal union of the Iberian 

crowns.  

A declaration of how the independent yet 

closely associated territories of the couple 

had to be administered in the future was 

officially signed on 15 January 1475 at 

Segovia. It stipulated, inter alia, that official 

documents had to be signed in the name of 

both rulers, giving precedence to Ferdinand’s 

titles. In matters of heraldic composition, 

however, this so-called Concordia de Segovia 

dictated the opposite, giving precedence to 

the ensigns of the more ancient and 

prominent kingdoms of Castile and Leon over 

Sicily and Aragon, and confirming Isabella as 

their “reina propietaria”.179 This stipulation 

found its expression in the famous quartering 

                                                           
177 The best overview of Spanish Habsburg heraldry is: Menéndez Pidal de Navascues, El escudo de 

España. This text first appeared as: ibid., ‘El escudo’, in: Símbolos de España, Madrid, 1999, 17-225. A 

recent synthesis of medieval Iberian regal heraldry by the same: ibid., Heráldica de la casa real de León y 

de Castilla (siglos XII-XVI), Madrid, 2011.  
178 A. I. Carrasco Manchado, Isabel I de Castilla y la sombra de la illegitimidad. Propaganda y 

representación en el conflicto sucesorio (1474-1482), Madrid, 2006. 
179 The text of the Concordia de Segovia can be found in: Diego José Dormer, Discursos varios de 

historia con muchas escrituras reales antiguas, y notas a algunas dellas, Zaragoza, 1683, 295-313. 

 
Figure 33.  Achievement of Ferdinand and 
Isabella after the Concordia de Segovia and the 
conquest of Granada, miniature. © 
janusdigital.es 
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of these elements, often supported by the eagle of St John the Evangelist and flanked on 

both sides by a yoke and a bundle of arrows, Ferdinand and Isabella’s personal devices 

(Figure 33). After the conquest of Granada in 1492, the newly invented charge of a 

pomegranate was usually added to the ensemble.180  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nonetheless, a significant number of variants are attested. In versions circulating on 

Aragonese soil, for example on local coinage, the barras of Aragon occupied the 

preeminent place with only the likeness and titles of Ferdinand; or, the ensigns of the 

region were shown in isolation. In the kingdom of Naples, which Ferdinand 

reconquered from the French in 1503, the quartering was usually supplemented with 

the “Angevin” charges, consisting of the fleurs de lis with a red label, the Hungarian 

stripes, and the cross potent of the titular kingdom of Jerusalem (the Capetian House of 

Anjou had produced rulers on both the Neapolitan throne − a dignity including a claim 

to Jerusalem − and Hungary) (Figure 34).181 The chains or cadenas of Navarra appeared 

in some escutcheons of Ferdinand after this kingdom was partially annexed in July 1512 

and subsequently incorporated in the Castilian crown (7 June 1515).182 These fact-based 

and frequently described iconographic developments reveal, in themselves, little about 

                                                           
180 I. Vicente Cascante, Heraldica general y fuentes de las armas de España, Madrid, 1956, 502-12.; N. 

Sentenach, ‘El escudo de España’, Revista de Archivos, Bibliotecas y Museos, 21(1909), 454.; M. G. 

Simancas, ‘El blason de los Reyes Catolicos y el primer escudo de España’, Boletin de la Sociedad Espanola 

de Excursiones, 12(1904), 187-92.; F. Menéndez Pidal de Navascues, ‘“Tanto Monta” El escudo de los 

Reyes Católicos’, in: L. Suárez Fernández, ed., Isabel la Católica vista desde la Academia, Madrid, 2005, 

100-1. On the paraheraldic devices of the Catholic Monarchs, see: J. L. Mingote Calderón, Los orígenes del 

yugo como divisa de Fernando el Católico: la presencia de yugos para tres animales en la iconografía, 

Zaragoza, 2005.; S. López Poza, ‘Empresas o divisas de Isabel de Castilla y Fernando de aragón (los Reyes 

Católicos)’, Janus, 1(2012), 1-38, online: http://www.janusdigital.es/articulo.htm?id=5 (consulted on 

16/09/2014).  
181

 R. Ceballos Cepeda, ‘La heraldica real’, 36-37.; Menéndez Pidal de Navascues, ‘“Tanto Monta”’, 123. 

On the historical background, see: J. M. de Francisco Olmos, ‘El uso de la tipología monetaria como arma 

de propaganda en la lucha entre Carlos I y Francisco I’, Revista General de Información y Documentación, 

7(1997), 349-50.   
182

 De Francisco Olmos, ‘El uso de la tipología monetaria’, 364.; Menéndez Pidal de Navascues, ‘“Tanto 

Monta”’, 123.; M. I. Ostolaza Elizondo, ‘El escudo de armas reales y su representación en Navarra. Desde el 

medioevo a los Borbones’, Huarte de San Juan. Geografía e Historia, 14(2007), 54-55. 

Figure 34.  Neapolitan coin of Ferdinand and Isabella with the 
cross potent of Jerusalem and the Hungarian stripes in the second 
quarter, after 1503. 
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the wider value monarchs ascribed to the signs. Nor do they spell out heraldry’s place 

within the whole of ceremonies and symbolic habits at court. But such bird’s-eye view 

of the changes in bearings is decisive to understand the multiple shape that 

appropriation could take on in the later period. Culling precedents and points of 

reference, it conditioned the symbolic mainframe through which new political 

associations were externalized. At the turn of the sixteenth century, these Iberian 

developments blended with the complex Burgundian heritage outlined above.          

Once politically emancipated in 1494, Philip the Fair started to bear simplified arms 

quartering Austria, old Burgundy, Burgundy ancient, and Brabant, with either Flanders 

or Tirol on a small inescutcheon.183 His marriage to Ferdinand and Isabella’s daughter 

Joanna of Castile in 1496 thereupon allied the fate of Burgundy with Trastámara Spain. 

The decease of Joanna’s brother, her elder sister and their offspring by 1500 suddenly 

brought the future prospect of a Castilian succession.184 The definite opportunity to 

realize far-reaching pretences with new heraldic imagery came with the death of Isabella 

in November 1504. Notably the local funeral service organized for the deceased 

sovereign was, with its many symbolic features, the ceremonious moment par 

excellence for the Habsburg heir to make a broad political claim that tried to bypass the 

complicated and slow procedure of recognition.185  

At the end of the fifteenth century, ritual producers and the officers of arms − in 

particular the energetic Thomas Ysaac, Toison d’Or king of arms (†1539) − transformed 

Burgundian-Habsburg funeral services into a complex rite of political succession and 

investiture.186 Upon receiving the first news of the queen’s demise on 11 or 12 

December, Philip ordered the observance of commemorative services in more than 160 

churches.187 The honorary obsequies in the Brussels church of St Gudula on 14 and 15 

January were particularly designed to hand over Castilian sovereignty to the couple in a 

ritualistic fashion. Joanne herself was cast in a clearly subordinate role due to her alleged 

mental instability. During the ceremony, the arms of the defunct queen were 

omnipresent:188 They for instance appeared in 250 large copies fastened unto a black 

cloth that covered the entire interior of the church. Small plates with their drawings 

                                                           
183

 Dominguez Casas, ‘Los símbolos borgoñones’, 46.; Laurent, Les sceaux de 1482 à 1794, 13, ill. 5-6.  
184 J.-M. Cauchies, Philippe le Beau. Le dernier duc de Bourgogne, Turnhout, 2003, 127, 161-8. 
185 B. Aram, Juana the Mad: Sovereignty and Dynasty in Renaissance Europe, Baltimore, 2005, 79-88. 
186

 H. Cools, ‘Uitvaarten als intredes. De scenografie van de successie bij aristocratische begrafenissen in 

de Bourgondisch-Habsburgse landen en in de jonge Republiek’, in: M. Damen & L. Sicking, eds., 

Bourgondie voorbij. De Nederlanden 1250-1650. Liber alumnorum Wim Blockmans, Hilversum, 2010, 

193-206. On heraldic decorations in princely funerals, see: J. Arias Nevado, ‘El papel de los emblemas 

heráldicos en las ceremonias funerarias de la Edad Media (siglos XIII-XVI)’, in: M. A. Ladero Quesada, ed., 

Estudios de genealogía, heráldica y nobiliaria, Madrid, 1(2006), 49-79. The heraldic scenery of Burgundian-

Habsburg exequies is treated in: M. Gaude-Ferragu, D’or et de cendres. La mort et les funérailles des 

princes dans le royaume de France au bas Moyen Âge, Villeneuve d’Ascq, 2005, 175-8, 186-91, 197.  
187 Aram, Juana the Mad, 204 (n° 93). 
188 BMB Chiflet 68: L’ordre observé aux obseques de la reyne Isabelle de Castille, f. 46r.-52r. Another 

description in: KBR Mss 15381-90, f. 45-51. Cf. Aram, Juana the Mad, 204-205 (n° 96). Descriptive outlines 

of this ritual, based on the same account in the collection of ceremonial preserved in RAH 9/678, f. 16r.-

21v. in: E. Ruiz García, ‘Aspectos representativos en el ceremonial de unas exequias reales (a. 1504-1516)’, 

En la España Medieval, 26(2003), 269-73. and R. Strøm-Olsen, Narrative, Ritual and History: Inventing the 

Dynastic State in Fifteenth-Century Burgundy, unpublished doctoral dissertation, Illinois, June 2010, 412-7.   
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adorned the torches that lined the processional route, running from the palace to the 

sanctuary. On the large mourning chapel of six levels high, which contained a coffin 

representing Isabella’s remains, the arms were depicted in the form of a large lozenge, 

supported by the figures of two angels in white silk. Four massive candles on the 

corners of this “chapelle royale” were on their turn only decorated with the arms of 

Castile.189 The individual escutcheons of Castile, Leon and the rather recently invented 

“armes nouvelles” of Granada were likewise affixed to the hearse. Nine escutcheons on 

the second level of the ephemeral structure furthermore alternated the “plain arms of 

Spain” (in all probability the quartered achievement commonly used by the Catholic 

Monarchs) and the separate arms of Castile, Leon and Granada. Finally, a big triple 

crown on the top again displayed these three separate ensigns in their hierarchical 

ordering.190 During the service, another manufactured version of the same lozenge was 

carried towards the altar by a king of arms vested in a tabard embroidered with this 

“Spanish” blazon. He was accompanied by four of his fellow officers − subsequently 

dressed in the “cotte d’armes” of Granada, Galicia, Castile and Leon − holding the 

bridles of a palfrey who transported a royal crown placed on a velour pillow. Behind 

this symbolic apogee of the cavalcade walked Philip, together with the two ambassadors 

of Aragon, and Joanna, likewise flanked by representatives of King Ferdinand, her 

father.191 

 The elaborate heraldic furnishing of the church and the solemn procession left no 

doubt about the exact titles of the deceased queen. It presented them as transferable 

goods through an interchange of her insignia. The next day, after the offertory and the 

solemn Mass were concluded, Isabella was officially proclaimed death by the loud voice 

of Toison d’Or, the principal officer of arms. Philip the Fair at once removed his 

mourning hood in order to be invested with these new dignities.192 At the same moment 

that the royal crown and the sword of honour, both conveyed in the procession, were 

presented to Philip, the king of arms who had been in charge of Isabella’s escutcheon 

during the procession undressed his tabard and assumed another “cottes armoyees des 

nouvelles armes du Roy”, which the grand escuyer handed over to him.193 Trumpets, 

equally equipped with banners displaying the new sign of power, sounded loudly. 

These “new arms” were the quartered Spanish-Burgundian combination generally 

associated with Philip and Joanna (Figure 35).194 One of the reporters of the ritual script 

blazoned them as follows: “esquartelees et contresquartelées, au premier et quatrieme 

de Castille et de Leon, d’Aragon et de Sicilie, enté en pointe de Granade; Au second et 

troisieme d’Autriche moderne, de Bourgoigne moderne et ancienne, et de Brabant; sur 

le tout de Flandre party de Tyrol”.195 This new version was here publicly displayed for 

                                                           
189 BMB Chiflet 68, f. 47r.-v.; Ruiz García, ‘Aspectos representativos’, 269-70.; Strøm-Olsen, Narrative, 

Ritual and History, 413-4.    
190 BMB Chiflet 68, f. 47r.  
191 Ibid., f. 45-51. Cf. Aram, Juana the Mad, 204-5 (n° 96). 
192 Strøm-Olsen, Narrative, Ritual and History, 415-17. 
193 BMB Chiflet 68, f. 46r.-52r.    
194 Cf. Dominguez Casas, ‘Los símbolos borgoñones’, 46. 
195 BMB Chiflet 68, f. 52r. 
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the first time (before that, the two spouses showed their arms impaled or next to each 

other according to the conventions of marriage). A thousand paper copies of them were 

afterwards distributed among the household staff of the self-proclaimed king, and larger 

duplicates were sent to Ferdinand in Spain and to Maximilian.196 Shortly thereafter, the 

silversmith Lievin Van Laethem was commissioned to cast a new seal matrix showing 

the new king in majesty accompanied by this quartered achievement and encircled by 

the shields of his main possessions (Austria, Leon, Castile, Granada and Burgundy) 

(Figure 36).197    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is difficult to estimate how the ideal scenario of the ceremony turned out in real-life 

and what impression it made on the minds of spectators. The intention behind the 

changing armorial interaction, however, is unmistakably obvious. Philip was ritually 

linked with the majesty of the three kingdoms shown separately.198 In a literally 

performed transmission of territories, he emerged as their new armiger. The 

                                                           
196 Aram, Juana the Mad, 80, 205 (n° 99). 
197 Laurent, Les sceaux de 1482 à 1794, 15, ill. 7-8.; de Wree, De seghelen, 51-52. 
198 Rolf Strøm-Olsen interprets this ritual as an ersatz coronation ceremony, see: Strøm-Olsen, Narrative, 

Ritual and History, 417. 

Figure 35.  Master of the Joseph Sequence (Jacob 
van Laethem?), Zierikzee triptych, c. 1505 © 
KMSKB 

Figure 36.  Seal of Philip the Fair, Lievin van 
Laethem, 1505, from de Wree, De seghelen, 51-
52. 
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replacement of the traditional bearings of the Catholic Monarchs with the innovative 

quartering established, as it were, a new political reality. Consequently, the gestures of 

the officer of arms at the conclusion of the event, together with the manufacturing of a 

new seal, dismantled and reproduced the ordering of the realm. In a certain sense, the 

ritual was a performed version of a second concordance of Segovia, this time producing 

a compromise between the pluriform Spanish and the Austro-Burgundian legacies. The 

novel armorial composition conveyed the notion of another union under the personal 

guidance of two joint sovereigns. It likewise alluded to the couple’s upcoming, though 

far from certain, Aragonese succession (whose armorial insignia were also adopted in 

the quartering). The public exhibition of only the three distinct shields of Castile, Leon 

and Granada during the transitory rite itself still confirmed Ferdinand’s sovereign sway 

over the other parts.199  

More than a decade later, the death of Ferdinand of Aragon (†January 1516) 

occasioned analogous obsequies in the same setting, now with the sixteen-year-old 

archduke Charles as protagonist of the ritual.200 On 14 March 1516, St Gudula was again 

furnished with large blazons of the defunct, with his personal device, and with the coat 

of arms of every title he had held during his lifetime.201 In the mourning cavalcade of 15 

March, a pennon with the “plaines armes” of Ferdinand was followed by twelve sturdy 

palfrey horses, their caparisons each embroidered with a sign of one of the twelve 

kingdoms that had been united under his rule. This time they were not restricted to 

those commonly depicted in the quartered compilation. Also the somewhat unorthodox 

arms of Seville, Galicia, Toledo, Majorca and Valencia were proudly exhibited in the 

course of the pageant. This visual array of titles was furthermore duplicated in the 

banners of the twelve noblemen who escorted the horses and in the decoration of the 

chapelle ardente.202 This fundamental multiplicity promoted the highly composite 

nature of the newly reassembled dominions under Habsburg jurisdiction. The inherent 

emblazoned structure of Iberian sovereignty was, so to speak, dismantled beyond the 

common marshalling and then ritually reconstituted in the person of the successor.  

The funeral rite for Ferdinand concluded with Toison d’or throwing the baton of his 

office to the ground loudly proclaiming: “il est mort, il est mort, il est mort”. The grand 

banner with the plain arms of the deceased king was thereupon folded and deposited in 

front of the altar. The liminal moment of succession ended when the king of arms again 

unfurled this banner and presented it to Charles together with the unsheathed sword. 

                                                           
199 On Ferdinand’s ambition, see: Cauchies, Philippe le Beau, 165-8, 189-99.  
200

 Cools, ‘Uitvaarten als intredes’, 198-200.; F. Edelmayer, ‘Die Leichenfeiern für Ferdinand den 

Katholischen in den Niederlanden (1516)’, in: L. Kolmer, ed., Der Tod des Machtigen. Kult und Kultur des 

Todes spatmittelalterlicher Herrscher, Paderborn, 1997, 229-45. 
201 BMB Chiflet 68: Remy du Puys, L’ordre observé en la pompe funebre du roy catholique don 

Ferdinande a Bruxelles l’an MCXVI, 1516, f. 69v.-71r. 
202 Ibid., f. 71r., 76v.-77v. At Philip the Fair’s funeral in Mechelen on 18 and 19 July 1507, twelve 

armorial banners had depicted the deceased titles as ruler of the Low Countries. Banners with the three 

Spanish kingdoms and the archduchy of Austria were conveyed separately during the ceremony by four 

knights banneret, see: Ibid.: Remy du Puys, L’ordre observé aux obseques de Philippe d’Austriche, roy 

d’Espagne, premier du nom, faictes a Malines, les dixhuitieme et dixneufieme iours de juillet l’an mille 

cinq cens sept, 1507, f. 54v.-57r. See also: Ruiz García, ‘Aspectos representativos’, 273-8. 
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Charles and his surviving mother Joanna were then jointly proclaimed the “inheritors of 

[Ferdinand’s] kingdoms and principalities”.203 The ritual presentation of a new 

composition did not occur this time. The archduke already bore the Spanish quarters as 

a hereditary prince and had been associated with them during his own baptismal 

ceremony in March 1500204 and in the funeral service for his father in 1506.205 Yet, from 

this point onwards his portraits, seals and coinage now standardly included the charges 

of Aragon and Sicily, the late Ferdinand’s sovereign titles, while they had been often 

omitted before that date.206 In the funeral of 1516, the diversity of rule was again ritually 

affirmed and reassembled through the interplay of fixed heraldic compositions and 

loosely staged signs of the seemingly autonomous kingdoms. Even more so than in 1505 

and 1507, the Iberian rule to which the Habsburg princes acceded was purposely 

imagined as a very fragmented amalgam − just like the other parts of their inheritance. 

The new sovereign was celebrated as the armiger of not only those ensigns usually 

placed together, but of all the autonomous tokens of every component that also 

appeared in official titulature.  

This ritualized fragmentation of the policy’s fabric in a basic number of visual 

elements and its subsequent reassembling in the abstract alter ego of the sovereign 

strongly underwrote the basic feature of the Habsburg lands. It was generally admitted 

that there lay a long list of individual tokens behind the fixed quarterings or the 

iconographic dispositions used by individual princes. The exact arrangement of these 

was no unalterable truth, but rested on the mundane concerns of the conglomerate. 

Along such lines, the territorial diversity noticed in the German tradition, which was 

mainly dictated by the fragmented political structure of the Empire, easily chimed with 

the notable Burgundian distinction between territories and dynasty as an outgrowth of 

the dukes’ troubled relationship with the French crown. Further, these conventions had 

a certain affinity with the array of signs observed in Spain. In the wake of the 

Reconquista, insignia of royalty had there been associated with the steady conquest of 

land and, hence, imbued the signs with a predominant territorial connotation. By the 

end of the Middle Ages, this had evolved into the idea of gradually amassed yet closed 

off territorial entities over which the king presided.207 As I will show further on, the 

literary lore that surrounded them mainly explained their invention through histories of 

expanding boundaries in a predominantly geographical sense − while the influential 

Capetian narratives were set in the aerie sphere of the heavens. The Catholic Monarchs 

                                                           
203 Ibid., f. 79v.-80v. 
204 Below, pp. 159-60. 
205 At the obsequies for Philip the Fair, Charles had been proclaimed “prince des Espaignes”, yet he was 

not invested with the kingdoms: BMB Chiflet 68, f. 58r.-59r. 
206 J. L. Gonzalo Sánchez-Molero, ‘La Heráldica de Felipe II, príncipe, a través de las encuadernaciones de 

su librería rica’, Hidalguía, 57(2010), 135-6. 
207 Menéndez Pidal de Navascues, ‘“Tanto Monta”’, 108-9. On the marked difference between the 

‘territorial’ arms and the personal armorial ensigns of the medieval Spanish monarchs, see also: F. 

Menéndez Pidal de Navascues, ‘Symbolique d’Etat et armoiries des Royaumes Espagnols’, in: F.-H. von 

Hye, ed., Staaten, Wappen, Dynastien. XVIII. Internationaler Kongreß für Genealogie und Heraldik in 

Innsbruck vom 5. bis 9. September 1988, Innsbruck, 1988, 417-29, esp. 425. The territorial connotation of 

arms reached its apogee under Ferdinand of Aragon: Montaner Frutos, El señal del rey, 91-100. 
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clearly acted on this conviction when deciding to add newly invented or existing 

charges in honour of (re)conquered domains.208             

For the most part, the subsequent Habsburg monarchs took great pride in this variety. 

A fact that can be noticed as well in their formal style of address, enumerating long 

strings of feudal titles. It had to expound the very fast expansion of the possessions of 

the house, without forcefully reducing them into one body in disregard of local 

singularities or traditions. Throughout the entire early modern period − and even up to 

the nineteenth century − the splintered collection of territorial ensigns was preserved 

and expanded next to those symbols and combinations that had acquired, over time, a 

connotation of descent or familial affiliation.209 Even in case there had not existed 

ancient heraldic symbols for a certain land or title, new ones were invented to add to 

the list.210 A number of such more or less recent regional arms that originated in the 

context of a particularist agenda soon found their way into “official” discourse and 

display. On several seals, medals, illuminations and engravings the multitude of regional 

signs appeared separately, with the monarch as their only common point of reference 

(Figure 38 & 39).211 In some instances, the originally German image of the 

Quaternionenadler was even laden with all the Spanish and Burgundian shields in an 

attempt to survey the entire inheritance (Figure 37).212 Not every constituent of these 

itemized dignities held the same hierarchical status − a consideration that greatly 

decided whether they could be granted a place in the selections borne by their owner 

or not. But there was always the uncontested premise that the ruling sovereign had 

mastery over each of them. Whereas the French fleurs de lis were normally considered 

to be transmitted from sovereign to sovereign without any marked interruption, the 

volatile Habsburg system rather implemented that every change or transition in the body 

politic was accompanied by a new (ritual) deliberation of its heraldic rudiments. As a 

result, the notions of dynasty and territory were not at all interchangeable. Their exact 

relationship had to be negotiated over and over again, either in the grand rites of 

transition or in everyday adaptations and formats at the local or regional level.213 

                                                           
208 Montaner Frutos, El señal del rey, 93-94. The invention of the canting arms of Granada in 1492 is the 

most famous in that regard. 
209

 C. Lebeau, ‘Les images d’une monarchie composite: le jeu des couleurs entre la Maison d’Autriche et 

les “Pays héréditaires”’, in: D. Turrel, M. Aurell & L. Hablot, et al., eds., Signes et couleurs des identités 

politiques du Moyen Age à nos jours, Rennes, 2008, 189-206. 
210 Lebeau, ‘Les images’, 194.; de Vries, Wapens van de Nederlanden, passim. An extensive overview in: 

Göbl, Wappen-Lexikon. 
211 Laurent, Les sceaux de 1482 à 1794, ill. 7-44. An illustrative example is the triptych painted by Jan 

van Battel, c. 1517/18 (Mechelen, Stedelijke Musea, now Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien). The 

enthroned figure of a young Charles is encircled by the seventeen arms of his kingdoms. The side panels 

additionally show forty-two escutcheons of territories with a lesser dignity. The collection is a visual 

enumeration of his titles, who are also inscribed on the tableau. A reproduction in: Soly, Karel V, 200. For 

a precedent under Philip the Fair: Onghena, De iconografie, n° 5-6.  
212 E.g. the illumination by Jorg Breu in an impressive manuscript codex on Habsburg genealogy and 

heraldry donated to prince Philip (II) by the bishop of Augsburg in February 1549. The codex is preserved 

in the monastery-palace of El Escorial (Cod. Esc. 28/1/10-28/1/12). A reproduction in: Checa Cremades, 

Felipe II, 52. On this codex: E. Scheicher, ‘Eine Augsburger Handschrift als Geschenk für König Philipp II. 

von Spanien’, Münchener Jahrbuch der bildenden Kunst, 44(1993), 151-80.  
213 Cf. Pietschmann, ‘Reichseinheit und Erbfolge’, 224-6. 
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Under Charles V, the inherited heraldic patrimony had become so complex that a 

more or less uniform image of power was impossible (Figure 40). He quickly 

accumulated numerous titles, and consequently, at different times, changed the arms 

that he bore, hinging on the political sensibilities of the region in question. Undoubtedly 

prompted by regional incentives, seals and other officialized media displayed adapted 

formats of his grand achievement at the same time, covering his manifold dignities.214 

This had to adjust the larger concerns of state formation, in the sense of aggrandizing 

the scope of the domus austriae, to the unique historical situation in which each unit 

was bound to its prince. In versions predominantly used in Spain, where extensive 

                                                           
214 The variety of Charles V’s heraldry can be surveyed by sigillographic sources, see: Laurent, Les 

sceaux de 1482 à 1794, 21-39, ill. 18-44.; Posse, Die Siegel, III, Taf. 10, 1-19, 5. Consult also: Ménendez 

Pidal de Navascues, El Escudo de España, 220-6.; Gall, Österreichische Wappenkunde, 44. 

Figure 37.  Eagle charged with the escutcheons of Charles V’s domains, from Heráldica y 
origen de la nobleza de los Austrias, c. 1547 (El Escorial, reproduced in Checa Cremades, 
Felipe II, 52) © El Escorial  
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quarterings were the norm, the number of quarters amounted to no less than forty-

three, of whom many charges were unnecessarily repeated.215 Often operating on their 

own initiative, administrators, institutions and provincial Estates also exercised 

delegated power through self-designed versions that privileged certain tokens over 

others.216 Moreover, because every isolated mark evoked legitimate authority and 

jurisdictional integrity, governmental matters of a purely local character were often 

handled under a single sign.217 Not so much standing for absolute princely prerogative, 

but rather enforcing the boundaries of sovereignty, it expressed the observance of a 

singular identity and autonomy in the whole of the hereditary lands. All in all, the 

armorial shape of the Habsburg state, rapidly evolving in these decades, was one of a 

constant interaction between different forces and symbolic formulas. Its basic plurality 

facilitated far-reaching habits of adaptation, and by extension, the appropriation of the 

wider cultural format in which rulership was embedded.           

The first half of the sixteenth century was for the Habsburg dynasty a period of 

experimentation, not seldom resulting in a representational confusion. At Charles’ 

Brussels funeral of December 1558, wherein organizer Philip II once again reassembled 

his new rule − while sovereignty had already been technically ceded to him with the 

abdication of 1555/6 − heraldic variety was more than ever staged.218 Besides a set of 

nineteen banners and ceremonial horses embellished with the armorial insignia of all the 

domains, conducted by earls and barons in mourning costume, four high noblemen 

conveyed carved escutcheons that had to represent the grandparental genealogical 

quarters of the emperor.219 An English eye-witness, however, interpreted them as the 

various arms of the emperor’s kingdoms.220 A solution to create some simplified 

uniformity whilst still acknowledging the composite character of the realm was found in 

the widespread use of a horizontally halved shield. First appearing on a seal made for 

the Low Countries in April 1523, it placed the Trastámara inheritance in the upper half 

and the Burgundian-Austrian charges in the lower half.221 It thereby suggested both ge-  

                                                           
215 Ménendez Pidal de Navascues, El Escudo de España, 222-3. 
216 Some cases will be discussed in the following chapters. See also: R. Jorzick, Herrschaftssymbolik und 

Staat: die Vermittlung königlicher Herrschaft im Spanien der frühen Neuzeit (1556-1598), Vienna, 1998, 

109-22, ill. 5-18. Later examples in: Lebeau, ‘Les images’, 195-6.; Duerloo, Privilegies uitbeelden, 128-41. 
217 Ostolaza, ‘El escudo de armas reales’, 60. 
218 S. Schrader, ‘“Greater than Ever he Was”. Ritual and Power in Charles V’s 1558 Funeral Procession’, 

Hof-, Staats- en Stadsceremonies, Nederlands Kunsthistorisch Jaarboek, 49(1998), 69-93. 
219 [Johannes & Lucas van Deutecum], La Magnifique et Sumtueuse Pompe Funebre, faite en la Ville de 

Bruxelles, le XXIX. Iour du mois de Decembre, M.D.LVIII. aux Obseques de l’Empereur Charles V. de 

Tresdigne Mémoire, Antwerp, 1559. A contemporary description is conserved in a letter of 2 January 1559 

from the Englishmen Sir Richard Clough to sir Thomas Gresham, see: J. W. Burgon, The life and times of 

sir Thomas Gresham, vol. 1, London, 1839, 240-53. 
220 Burgon, The life, 250. Clough also claimed that he had witnessed twenty-one banners with “no horse 

for any Erledom, but only Dukedoms and Kingdoms”. 
221 Laurent, Les sceaux de 1482 à 1794, 29-31, ill. 27-32.; Gonzalo Sánchez-Molero, ‘La Heráldica de 

Felipe II’, 137. cites a possible precedent on a Spanish regency seal of 1511. 
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Figure 39.  Jan van Battel, Charles V and his domains, c. 1517/8, triptych. © Kunsthistorisches 
Museum Wien 

 

 

Figure 38.  Jan van Nieulandt, children of Philip and Joanna, 1521-6, woodcut. © Rijksmuseum Amsterdam 
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Figure 40.  Grand coat of arms of Charles V, from Calderón, Memorial histórico jurídico, f. 61r. 

Figure 41.  Cortado-arms of the Spanish Monarchy, from Hernando de Avila, Libro de Retratos, 1596. © Prado Madrid 
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nealogical descent (through the two prominent clusters of signs) and territorial 

sovereignty (by still including the most important domains). Initially mainly used for the 

Netherlands, this version grew in popularity after 1537 (Figure 41).222 This “escudo 

cortado” would become the most common royal composition among future Spanish 

Habsburg kings.223 Placed on the breast of the imperial eagle, it was also the version 

with which Philip mainly associated his father and himself during the obsequies of 

1558.224 

Flexibility was not only the keyword of the sovereign’s plain achievement. The fast 

changing accumulation of new titles and pretences since the 1490s made it likewise 

difficult to continue the simple Burgundian practice of differencing in anticipation of a 

unified transmission of lands.225 The future Charles V was initially attributed the 

abbreviated arms that his father had used between 1496 and 1504, yet differentiated by 

the silver label of three points of a Burgundian heir.226 The Spanish succession, however, 

also introduced the Iberian tradition of giving the firstborn heir the full arms of his 

father.227 Such intentional duplication of the symbolic identity of the head of the house 

was intended to indicate the upcoming possessor of the familial estate. Practices of 

differencing by using a set of specific marks for (other) royal children were not 

unknown on the Iberian peninsula, but rather irregularly observed. Diego de Valera, for 

instance, digressed on Aragonese, English, French and Burgundian cadency when 

explaining the proper armorial composition of the Catholic Monarchs. He characterized 

the practice as a common, almost universal trait of all Christian princes, enabling a 

transfiguration of “arms of dignity” into “arms of lineage” (“armas de linage”), but he 

also admitted that Castile was the exception to the rule.228 On top of that, the gradual 

acquisition and uniting of several territories under Habsburg authority, causing debates 

on how to mould a variety of successorial habits in a recognizable heraldic fashion, 

hampered a stable, clear-cut achievement for the offspring.229 It was as good as 

impossible to underwrite an orderly, future transfer of authority by an unequivocal 

image like in France or England. Symbolic identity within the dynasty was for that 

reason not a predetermined outcome of birth. It was instead a gradually evolving 

attribute in both space and time. Simultaneously existing variants of a royal infant’s 

                                                           
222 Gonzalo Sánchez-Molero, ‘La Heráldica de Felipe II’, 137. 
223 Jorzick, Herrschaftssymbolik, 110. 
224 [van Deutecum], Pompe Funebre. 
225 Cf. Pietschmann, ‘Reichseinheit und Erbfolge’, 223-35. 
226 Chifflet, Insignia gentilitia equitum, 69.  
227

 F. Menéndez Pidal de Navascues, ‘Las brisuras en las casas soberanas de la España Medieval’, Recueil 

du 11e Congrès international des sciences généalogique et héraldique, Liège, 29 mai – 3 juin 1972, Liège, 

1972, 373-378.; M. de Ríquer, Heraldica castellana en tiempos de los Reyes Católicos, Barcelona, 1986, 

238-41. who cites Zurita: “era costumbre en aquellos tiempos que los infantes diferenciaban sus armas de 

las armas reales que tenían los reyes y sus hijos primogénitos”.  
228 ‘Epistola enbiada al señor Alfonso de Velasco por Mosen Diego de Valera, sobre la dubda que algunos 

tenian sy el rey nuestro señor devia traer las armas de Aragon e çiçilia juntas con las de Castilla e de Leon’, 

in: de Valera, Epistolas, 22-24.  
229

 On the variety of succession customs in the Iberian kingdoms, see: Pietschmann, ‘Reichseinheit und 

Erbfolge’, 204-26. 
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bearings could visualize other dignities or political roles. In the process of regional 

bargaining, recurring dynastic signifiers were thereby repeatedly combined with old and 

new territorial marks. As already shown by the examples of Philip the Fair and Charles 

V, this changing variety actually continued throughout the ruler’s lifetime. This striking 

flexibility was not a symptom of a decadent crisis of heraldic representation, but the 

obvious result of fast accelerations in Habsburg state formation. Instead of obtaining 

more or less definite bearings when coming into the world, which was particularly the 

case for the French royal family, Burgundian-Habsburg offspring were born without a 

precise heraldic identity. It was a piecemeal progression converging with ones changing 

status in the court society.  

Some pattern can be discerned: In the first place, the princely infant was 

incorporated into the dynasty through a public assimilation of familial symbolism at the 

moment of its adoption in the Christian community. In the Low Countries, princely 

christenings developed in the second half of the fifteenth century into impressive civic 

ceremonies, including a grand cavalcade from the courtly residence to a public church 

in the heart of the vibrant urban centres. Amid the festive ornaments and lavish 

decoration mounted for these occasions, (para)heraldic imagery always took pride of 

place. For the baptism of Philip the Fair on 28 June 1478, for instance, an elevated 

gallery of around 400 meters in length, bedecked with (arch)ducal colours and 

accoutrements, conducted a noble retinue from the princely residence to the public 

church of St Donatian. Inside this sanctuary, a platform displayed an ephemeral gilded 

font decorated with the Burgundian arms, reinforcing a sense of prolonged continuity 

when the sacrament was administered.230 Twenty years later, in November 1498, the 

firstborn child of Philip and Joanna, Eleanor, was made a Christian among similar 

splendour at Brussels. Banners displaying on the one side the arms of the province of 

Brabant and on the other those of Brussels were erected at equal intervals along the 

processional route. The supportive flagpoles of these banners were moreover adorned 

with lozenge-shaped canvases, painted in red and portraying the cross of St Andrew 

with firesteels and flints − again underlining Burgundian ancestry − together with the 

initials P and I. Eleven regularly spaced embellished platforms staging “prophetic 

histories” were constructed. Each of these structures exposed the blazon of grandfather 

Maximilian who acted as godfather, described in detail by an anonymous commentator 

as: “une aigle de sables, au diadesme d’evangeliste, chargé sur sa poitrine de l’escusson 

d’Autriche, qui est de gueilles à la fasce d’argent”.231 The archducal arms of Philip were 

depicted on either side of this escutcheon. Inside the church, a pavilion with the font 

was adorned with the impaled arms of both parents set in a single shield.232  

One of the most spectacular heraldic displays was designed for Charles of Habsburg’s 

Ghent baptism in March 1500.233 There the baptismal procession, solemnly striding 

                                                           
230 Jean Molinet, Chroniques de Jean Molinet (1474-1537), eds. G. Doutrepont & O. Jodogne, 3 vol., 

Brussels, 1935-7, I, 274. 
231 BMB Chiflet 65: La nativité et baptesme de dame Éléonore d’Austriche, 17th century copy, f. 9r. 
232 Molinet, Chroniques, II, 450-1. 
233

 This ceremony is analysed in: R. Strøm-Olsen, ‘Dynastic ritual and politics in early modern Burgundy: 

the baptism of Charles V’, Past and Present, 175(2002), 34-64. 
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across a raised walkway, encountered three sets of thirteen triumphal arches adorned 

with the armorial charges of all the hereditary lands of the archducal couple. They were 

also paired with illuminated civic and provincial banners. The three main arches, 

allegorizing the virtues of wisdom, justice and concord, displayed on their right side the 

full arms of Philip the Fair and on the left the achievement of the infanta. The other 

smaller arches were either surmounted by a lion, a griffin, a young woman (“donzella”), 

or a wild man who each supported one separate shield of territories held by Philip the 

Fair,234 as well as seventeen of the principalities which the Archduke was to inherit from 

his father Maximilian in due course.235 When the small heir gradually passed underneath 

all these markers of accumulated rulership on the liminal path of being integrated in the 

social world, he ritually assimilated the myriad armorial stock of his father and 

grandfather. Another theatrical pageant alongside the route staged the image of a 

wooden castle with in its midst a tower containing the organizing city’s symbolic 

device: the virgin of Ghent with a lion seated at her side. On the top of this construction 

were affixed two “coats of arms of Spain” (the arms of Ferdinand and Isabella?). These 

markers identified the castle as the heraldic charge of Castile. Extensive foreign 

rulership thus joined harmoniously with a urban community who received their future 

prince in the world.236 The ephemeral moment of baptism therefore established a 

temporarily integrated view, where dynastic continuity fully merged with the complete 

territorial diversity.237 A Netherlandish woodcut made somewhere between 1521 and 

1526 by Jan van Nieulandt should be interpreted in a similar manner (Figure 38). Charles 

V and his brother Ferdinand were depicted together with their four sisters. The 

escutcheons of the twenty-six kingdoms pertaining to Charles surrounded all of the 

figures. In its centre were depicted the shield of the king of the Romans and Charles’ 

Plus oultre-device. Although the complete family unit was thus visually linked to all 

these dignities, the caption text stated that the ownership of the corresponding 

territories only pertained to the imperial prince.238     

What was the deeper significance of omnipresent heraldic imagery and dynastic 

colours in these transitional moments? The description of Eleanor’s christening in 

November 1498 by court chronicler Jean Molinet gives us a clarifying account. When 

the cortège moved towards St Gudula, the accompanying trumpeters kept their 

instruments under their arms. In the same fashion, the king of arms and heralds also 

covered their emblazoned tabards. After the sacrament was completed, musicians 

suddenly raised their trumpets and played fanfares all the way back to the palace. At that 

same moment, the heralds unfolded their robes of office and put them on, proudly 

                                                           
234 These were the duchies of Burgundy, Lotharingia, Brabant, Limburg and Guelders; the counties of 

Flanders, Artois, Franch-Comté, Hainaut, Holland, Zeeland, Namur, Zutphen; the margraviate of Antwerp, 

and the lordships of Frisia, Salins and Mechelen.  
235 These included, among others, Cilli, Habsburg, Tirol, Carinthia and Carniola.  
236

 An eyewitness account  is edited in: A. Rodríguez-Villa, La Reina Doña Juana la Loca, Madrid, 1892, 

48-53. See also: Molinet, Chroniques, II, 468-9.; P. Blommaert, ‘Vreugdebedryven by de geboorte van 

Keizer Karel den vyfden binnen Gent’, Belgisch museum voor de Nederduitsche tael- en letterkunde en de 

geschiedenis des vaderlands, 2(1838), Ghent, 135-8. 
237 Strøm-Olsen, ‘Dynastic ritual’. 
238 Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, RP-P-1928-138, woodcut, Jan van Nieu(landt), 1521-6. 
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parading the ducal arms. The child’s name and titles were then officially proclaimed.239 

Accounts suggest that the baptismal processions for Charles in March 1500 and for Mary 

of Hungary in September 1505 were conducted in a similar manner.240 The sources do 

not mention the staging of any individual escutcheon pertaining to the infants, probably 

because they had none at this point. He or she became associated with the entire 

heraldic patrimony of the dynasty and its lands, be it in an equivocal way. Together with 

the social advancement of name-giving at the font, the ritual interaction with parental 

and ducal symbolism turned them into full members of the dynasty. Due to the absence 

of universal prescriptions for the succession such as the Salic law, political status − and 

hence the idea of proper personal bearings − were likely to alter in the future. Elaborate 

liminal perfomances like these did not occur in France, where the heraldic identity of 

each member of the royal family was very rigid and predetermined from at least the 

early sixteenth century onwards. Recognition of the child’s political status and his or her 

adoption in the hierarchized universe of the royal court seemed to have been completed 

at the moment of biological birth.241 Already at festivities held on the occasion of French 

royal births, the infant’s own arms were dominantly exhibited next to the general theme 

of the fleurs de lis.242  

In the second place, as a consequence of this first assessment, the formation of an 

independent heraldic personality at the Habsburg court was a lengthy exploratory 

process subject to changing conditions. Theoretically, the heir was to showcase the 

same achievement of his (or her) father, at least until a certain age.243 The sheer variety 

of the composite state nonetheless made this a very delicate question.244 The first half of 

                                                           
239

 Molinet, Chroniques, II, 452. The exposure of coats of arms by the heralds after a princely infant was 

baptized is also documented for late fifteenth-century England: K. Staniland, ‘Royal entry into the 

world’, in: D. Williams, ed., England in the fifteenth century: proceedings of the 1986 Harlaxton 

symposium, Woodbridge, 306.; J. Bruce, ed., Calendar of State Papers, Domestic Series Charles I, 1633-

1634, London, 1863, 297 (baptism Duke of York, November 1633): “At the instant the [Arch]Bishop gave 

the name, “the Officers of Arms put on their coats, which before they bare on their arms,” and after the 

ceremony concluded, Garter pronounced the name and style of the Duke…”. 
240 Molinet, Chroniques, II, 561.; Villa, La Reina, 53.  
241 The official title of a fils de France was given at birth; the child only received his proper name after 

the solemn baptism, sometimes performed years thereafter.  
242

 On the occasion of the christening of dauphin François, son to king François I, in April 1518 at the 

château of Amboise, the choir of the church was decorated with baldachin-like cloth strewn with fleurs 

de lis. From the salle d’honneur, where the solemn procession started, to the inside of the church, an 

elevated walkway was lined by garlands and lacs d’amour, with poles each displaying a dauphin. The 

officers of arms were from the start dressed in their emblazoned tabards: Godefroy, Le cérémonial 

François, II, 139-40. (description by the herald Picardie); M. Chatenet, La cour de France au XVIe siècle. 

Vie sociale et architecture, Paris, 2002, 229 (report Mantuan ambassador Stazio Gadio). A feast organized 

by the Roman Curia for the birth of Louis d’Orléans in March 1549 already displayed the “armoiries du 

jeune duc d’Orléans”: I. Cloulas, Henri II, Paris, 1985. Parisian festivities for the birth of the future Louis 

XIV in 1638, for example, staged a gigantic illuminated dolphin with a flaming cross coming out of its 

snout and a crown charged with fleurs de lis, see: Ibid., II, 225, 232.  
243 Cf. Jean Scohier, L’Estat et comportement des armes, contenant l’institution des armoiries et méthode 

de dresser des généalogies, Paris, 1630 [1597], 41. 
244

 A. C. Gasten, ‘The kingship of Philip and Mary: Some remarks on presentation and heraldry and the 

special circumstances surrounding the king’s window of Gouda’, in: W. de Groot, ed., The Seventh 
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the sixteenth century therefore witnessed heraldic experimenting for the Habsburg 

dynasty. Armorial confusion was especially apparent for Charles V as an infant prince 

(specific bearings are attested from around 1502 onwards) and for his son Philip (II). 

Although a king of arms already wore a tabard with arms apparently associated with 

prince Philip at his christening in June 1527, his heraldic outlook before 1555/6 

remained highly ambiguous and fluid.245 On the basis of the household accounts of the 

young prince, the bookbindings of his library, and royal inventories, José Luis Gonzalo 

Sánchez-Molero demonstrated in profound detail how the manifestation of specific 

colours, banners, seals and armorial compositions for the prince progressed − and 

transformed − according to the protean trajectory of his political emancipation and 

integration in the ceremonial framework of court.246 Whereas in the French case only 

the impersonal forces of death and succession generally affected the uniform sequence 

of bearings for the members of the dynasty (though not without the explicit fiat of the 

sovereign), it was at the Habsburg court a matter of pure human decision and political 

concern of the moment. In point of fact, the establishment of an independent 

household for Philip in the late 1530s, his election as knight of the Golden Fleece in 

1531247 and his first marriage to the Portuguese princess Maria Manuela in 1543 were 

the offshoot to create a reasoned symbolic autonomy that bolstered his position of 

príncipe heredero. References to the prince’s own guión (a small, rectangular shaped 

flag) with the device of the Castilian Order of the Banda and seals with his arms 

appeared for the first time in the sources as late as 1539. Thereafter, accounts show that 

his own arms appeared in profusion on plates, tasses and other objects made on the 

occasion of the marriage. He also displayed them in person in tournaments held in the 

early 1540s.248  

The exact iconographic arrangement of these early armorial bearings, often 

designated in uninformative terms as “armas de su alteza” or “armas reales”, remains 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Window. The King’s Window donated by Philip II and Mary Tudor to Sint Janskerk in Gouda (1557), 

Hilversum, 215-25 
245 J.M. March, Niñez y Juventud de Felipe II. Documentos ineditos sobre su educacion civil, literaria y 

religiosa y su iniciacion al gobierno (1527-1547), vol. 1, Madrid, 1941, 39.; M. Hoyos, ed., Historia del 

Colegio de San Gregorio de Valladolid, vol. 1, Valladolid, 1928, 487-93. Before the conclusion of the 

sacrament, only the arms of the emperor were displayed.  
246 Gonzalo Sánchez-Molero, ‘La Heráldica de Felipe II’, 57(2010), 117-44, 841-76, 58(2011), 47-81.; J. L. 

Gonzalo Sánchez-Molero, El aprendizaje cortesano de Felipe II, Madrid, 1999, 154-7 
247 He was elected in the 20th chapter of the Order, organized in December 1531 at Tournai, but 

received his collar as late as 1 May 1533: Reiffenberg, Histoire de la Toison d’or, 377, 387.; Gonzalo 

Sánchez-Molero, ‘La Heráldica de Felipe II’, 843. His arms as knight of the Golden Fleece were probably 

displayed for the first time during the 1546 Utrecht chapter, see the depictions in: Het Utrechts Archief, 

Ms. XXVII L 1: Arnoldus Buchelius [Arend van Buchel], Monumenta passim in templis ac monasteriis 

Trajectinae urbis atque agri inventa, 1630, online: http://www.hetutrechtsarchief.nl/collectie/ 

handschriften/buchelius/monumenta (consulted on 12/11/2014), f. 13r.; Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Cod. 

icon. 285: Livre du Thoison d’or, institue et funde par le bon duc Philippe de Bourgoingne, late 16th 

century, f. 55r.     
248 Gonzalo Sánchez-Molero, ‘La Heráldica de Felipe II’, 139-43, 841-60.; Gonzalo Sánchez-Molero, El 

aprendizaje cortesano, 154-7. The authoritative text of Diego de Valera asserted that in an estandarte, in a 

guiton (guión, guidon), and in a confalon only mottoes, devises or colours could appear. (Royal) arms 

were reserved for the larger banners: de Valera, Epístolas, 290.    
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vague.249 Yet some artistic renderings and the material sources of court culture provide 

us with some thought-provoking impressions. Being entitled as “Prince of Spain”, the 

young Philip was mainly associated in the early 1540s with the identical quartered 

composition that had been used by his grandfather and father since the Brussels funeral 

for Isabella in January 1505. It thus contained the arms of the Catholic Monarchs in the 

first and fourth quarter and the “Burgundian-Habsburg” charges in the second and third 

− without any mark of cadency laid on top. In a number of instances after 1542, the 

shield was simplified to the cortado version. Appointed governor of the Spanish 

kingdoms by the emperor in 1543, Philip was from time to time likewise represented 

with only the Iberian arms of Ferdinand and Isabella. Just like the several compositions 

used by the reigning sovereign, the achievement of the heir apparent notably varied 

according to regional and political sensibilities. Gonzalo Sánchez-Molero convincingly 

argued that one differentiated between his symbolic identity as Spanish governor and 

his personal status of prince and knight of the Golden Fleece.250  

Contrary to the previously mentioned 

exact armorial duplicate, pieces of ceremo- 

nial armoury crafted for the adult Philip from 

the mid-1540s onwards began depicting the 

cortado-version though now differenced by a 

silver label of three points.251 Its use with a 

cadency label demonstrated a recognition of 

Philip as Charles’ upcoming successor to 

both the Spanish and Burgundian inheri- 

tance. The composition appeared as such on 

a seal used when the hereditary prince 

toured throughout the Low Countries be- 

tween March 1549 and the summer of 1550 

in order to meet his future subjects (Figure 

42).252 The heraldic programme witnessed in 

the many triumphal entries organized by the 

cities that Charles and Philip visited, cast the prince as an the overarching dynastic 

successor to the complete inheritance of the Low Countries, without assuming a distinct 

symbolic identity for each part of the patrimonial territories. During this inaugural tour, 

                                                           
249 Gonzalo Sánchez-Molero, El aprendizaje cortesano, 156-7.; Jorzick, Herrschaftssymbolik, 110. 
250 Gonzalo Sánchez-Molero, ‘La Heráldica de Felipe II’, 857, 49. Two woodcut portraits of “Philippus 

gesworen prince van geheel hispanien” by Cornelis Anthonisz., produced in the Antwerp workshop of 

Hans Liefrinck, associated the prince with different coats of arms. The first, probably executed around 

1542-3, depicted the identical arms as used by Charles V with the Spanish and Burgundian-Habsburg 

quarters. Another portrait, showing a somewhat older Philip and probably made after his appointment as 

governor of the Spanish kingdoms, only showed the charges of Castile, Leon, Aragon, Aragon-Sicily and 

Granada.  
251 J. M. de Francisco Olmos, ‘Las primeras acuñaciones del Príncipe Felipe de España (1554-1556) : 

Soberano de Milán, Nápoles e Inglaterra’, Documenta & Instrumenta, 3(2005), 165. 
252 Laurent, Les sceaux de 1482 à 1794, 41, ill. 45-46.; de Wree, De seghelen, n° 71.; Gonzalo Sánchez-

Molero, ‘La Heráldica de Felipe II’, 69-72, 77-79. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 42.  Seal of prince Philip (II) during 
his sojourn in the Netherlands, 1549, 
from de Wree, De seghelen, n° 71. 
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the provinces and their significant urban centres swore allegiance to Philip in the guise 

of an age-old tradition of asserting regional liberties and privileges.253  

This, however, had to conceal the novelty of the entries. While wrapped in the 

language of a traditional admittance of a new ruler by his subjects and the reciprocal 

exchange of right and duties, the inauguration of the prince as primogenitary heir by 

official oath-swearing actually transposed Spanish practices of constitutional rule and 

succession to the Netherlands.254 Up to then, a preliminary inauguration ceremony for a 

future ruler as existed in Castile and Aragon had been unknown in the Burgundian 

lands. Provincial imagery like the arms of the duchy or county in question together with 

a profusion of civic signals, was therefore accompanied by a quite new and frank 

dynastic narrative. The central Leitmotif was the transfer of power in the Netherlands as 

single entity. In the decorations and theatrical figures that lined the processional routes 

in Antwerp, Louvain, Ghent and Brussels, Charles V was impersonated as a weary Atlas 

handing over his burdens to a youthful Hercules. The emperor was likewise compared 

to the Biblical David who was soon to be succeeded on the throne by a prudent king 

Solomon.255 Here was a new conception of a political transaction characterizing the 

Habsburg attempt to unify and secure the different succession customs in their lands.256  

After the ceremonial transmittance was largely completed the so-called Pragmatic 

Sanction, which established a novel constitutional unity for the Netherlandish provinces 

and enabled its collective inheritance by one and the same monarch, was approved and 

signed by the States General on 4 November 1549.257 Philip’s changing heraldic status 

around this time should be interpreted along these lines. The appearance of a label of 

three points on the seal used by the prince to sign documents during his sojourn in the 

Low Countries was partly a concession to the Burgundian tradition − underlining the 

observance of continuity. It styled him into a rightful descendant of the Burgundian 

dukes. Simultaneously, the depiction of the Iberian quarters of Ferdinand and Isabella in 

the upper half implied a secured dynastic succession to the entirety of the patrimonial 

lands, regardless of regional differences. A similar, overarching transfer from father to 

son had been suggested in the 1547 frontispiece to Vasco Diaz de Tanco’s Palinodia, a 

tract against harmful Ottoman expansionism dedicated to young Philip who was 

encouraged to continue the honourable exploits of his predecessors in defending the 

faith.258 The illustration showed Charles and Philip on horseback in armoury modelled 

after antiquity. A similarly parted shield − now also including quarters for Navarra, 

                                                           
253 Juan Christoval Calvete de Estrella, El felicissimo viaje d’el muy alto y muy poderoso principe don 

Phelippe…desde España à sus tierras dela baxa Alemaña, Antwerp, 1552. 
254 In Antwerp, for example, prince Philip was sworn in as ‘hereditary lord’: “wederom tot eenen 

erfheere des lants behoirlick gehult, ende daer vore met vollen stemmen ende opgeheven handen der 

tegewoirdiger gemeyntes seer gunstelijck ontfangen is geweest.” cited in: S. Bussels, Van Macht en 

Mensenwerk. Retorica als performatieve strategie in de Antwerpse intocht van 1549, unpublished 

doctoral dissertation, Universiteit Gent, 2004-2005, 135.  
255

 Checa Cremades, F., ‘(Plus) ultra omnis solisque vias. La imagen de Carlos V en el reinado de Felipe 

II’, Cuadernos de arte e iconografia, 1(1988), 55-80. ; Bussels, Van Macht en Mensenwerk, passim. 
256 Pietschmann, ‘Reichseinheit und Erbfolge’, 231-40. 
257

 G. Parker, Felipe II: La biografia definitica, Barcelona, 2010, 100-1. 
258 Gonzalo Sánchez-Molero, ‘La Heráldica de Felipe II’, 70-73. 
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Jerusalem and Hungary in the upper half − was differenced by a label of three points 

surmounted the dual portrait. This visual concretization of a secured succession over the 

Habsburg domains coincided with an important moment in Philip’s political 

emancipation. He was declared of age in June 1546, as prelude for a secret investiture as 

duke of Milan.259 Reproducing the exact likeness of the cortado shield of Charles V with 

a label generally affiliated to automatic succession, tried to unite fractured territorial 

sway in one dynastic ideal. 

This conscious strategy did not alter the fact that the heraldic usage of the principe 

heredero was not always that consistent. It remained largely dependent on the 

geographical area in question and the evolving status of the prince. Even before 

assuming full sovereignty over Spain and the Low Countries, Philip started to 

accumulate some autonomous dignities advancing new perspectives for armorial 

display. As king-consort of England after his second marriage with Mary Tudor in July 

1554, English coinage attributed him a party per fess with in the upper half the 

quartered Spanish arms in the form that had been used by Ferdinand and Isabella 

(instead of the abbreviated version of the cortado, see Figure 43). This curious manner 

of marshalling evoked an unmistakable affiliation to the “Catholic Monarchs”, the most 

recent common ancestors of Philip and Mary on whose alliance the partition of 

sovereignty and the nuptial agreements of 1554 were partially modelled. Moreover, this 

part of Philip’s “English arms” was also identical to the bearings of Catherine of Aragon, 

his great-aunt and Mary’s mother. Before her marriage, Mary herself had in fact 

quartered the charges of the Catholic Monarchs with the arms of England, and used the 

eagle of St John, a sheaf of arrows (“flechas”) and a pomegranate as her distinctive 

badges.260 In recuperating and recombining this shared heraldic legacy, prince Philip’s 

armorial bearings as “king of England” represented both his common ancestry with Mary 

and his position as heir and sovereign in his own right − be it only as a consort ruler in 

England and Ireland. Occasionally, an additional quarter also depicted the arms of 

Jerusalem as Philip was invested with this hazy royal pretence by his father in order to 

raise him to an equal rank with the English queen.261  

Likewise officially invested with the duchy of Milan in July 1554, an inescutcheon of 

a one headed eagle quartering the Visconti viper appeared on top of the Anglo-Spanish 

heraldic composition on regional coinage struck on the Italian peninsula.262 Another, 

centrally contrived design reflected his title of king of Naples (likewise transmitted in 

1554). It appeared on a magnificent golden seal attached to his official oath of loyalty to  

                                                           
259 Parker, Felipe II, 86-87. 
260

 BL Harley 6085 f. 23v.; BL Add. 27438 f. 24v.; de Francisco Olmos, ‘Las primeras acuñaciones’, 158-

61.; R. Dominguez Casas, ‘Ceremonia y simbología hispano-inglesa, desde la Justa Real celebrada en el 

Palacio de Westminster en el año 1501 en honor de Catalina de Aragón, hasta la boda de Felipe II con 

María Tudor’, Boletín de la Real Academia de Bellas Artes de San Fernando, 79(1994), 218-20. 
261 de Francisco Olmos, ‘Las primeras acuñaciones’. 
262 Ibid., 166-71.; A. Heiss, Descripcion general de las monedas Hispano-Cristianas desde la invasion de 

los Árabes, vol. 3, Madrid, 1869, lam. 157-8. 
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Pope Paul IV for his investiture with the kingdom, sent from Brussels on 1 October 

1555, including charges for Jerusalem and Hungary (Figure 44).263 In short, a prince’s 

heraldic identity in the sixteenth century Habsburg context developed gradually and 

depended on the evolving political status of the heir. Different regional and occasional 

compositions were thereby interchangeable. If the striking diversity of prince Philip’s 

armorial bearings before the abdication of Charles V is compared to the relatively 

straightforward French practice, it evinces an more uneasy interaction between dynastic 

ascendancy and titular or territorial authority.264 While some versions symbolically 

shaped the heir as future successor to all the patrimonial lands of the dynasty, others 

inscribed a clear difference between dynastic inheritance and full territorial sovereignty. 

Bearings for other members of the princely family and for royal bastards were in the 

main more stable – usually composed of some quarters with an outspoken dynastic 

resonance – yet were not strictly codified either. The rules of heraldic composition 

easily altered according to political opportunities and regional interests.    

 

 

The Doctrine of Diversity (1556-1650) 

 

After the partition of 1555/6 and the separation of the Spanish Monarchy from the 

Austrian branch who retained the imperial dignity, a more firm consolidation of the 

patrimony was equally accompanied by a growing graphic stability. Following more 

                                                           
263 Ibid., 172-7.; Ménendez Pidal de Navascues, Heraldica Medieval española, 215-8. Cf. also Jorzick, 

Herrschaftssymbolik, 116-7. 
264

 Pietschmann, ‘Reichseinheit und Erbfolge’, 226. 

Figure 43.  Shilling of Philip and Mary, 1554. © 
coins-of-the-uk.co.uk 

Figure 44.  Seal of prince Philip (II) for Naples, 
1555 (reproduced in de Francisco Olmos, 'Las 
primeras acuñaciones’, 174). © Archivo Secreto 
Vaticano 
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than half a century of swift aggregation and partitioning of lands, fluctuating 

experiments finally gave way to the observance of established practice. Although the 

ideal model of rule remained a composite state, the lack of new territorial acquisitions 

(or losses) made the incorporation of new charges no longer a matter of political 

consideration. A relatively “peaceful” coexistence with the main external competitors, 

first after 1559 and more durable after 1598 reduced the utility (and the desirability) of 

controversial heraldic pretences.265 Having proved its attractive appeal as a merger of 

territorial integrity and dynastic affiliation in the confusion of previous decades, the 

cortado shield became the predominant embodiment of king and Monarchy. A shield 

with only the quarters of Castile, Leon and Granada was from time to time used as an 

abbreviated version, especially in the Americas ruled in “accessory” union with 

Castile.266 Moreover, seen against the background of Philip II’s ideal of an orderly and 

centrally steered administration under a strong sovereign head − an aspiration later 

ambitiously revived in the seventeenth-century reforms of Olivares which strove after a 

profound uniformity of the Monarchy − symbolic transparency was a prized good. The 

last great modification of the common shield before the accession of the Spanish 

Bourbons in 1700 came with the annexation of Portugal between 1580 and 1640. As the 

outcome of intensive considerations about the right heraldic format of a union between 

the Spanish and Portuguese crowns, Philip II opted to add a separate inescutcheon with 

the so-called quinas of the kingdom in the upper half of the shield (Figure 7 & 41). The 

solution cleverly sidestepped a discussion about the kingdom’s subordination to 

Castile.267 His immediate successors all adopted this image without any intention to 

redress the whole.  

Should this iconographic evolution therefore be considered as a steady move towards 

a French-like attitude wherein dynasty and dignity were inseparable qualities of a 

representational black box? Some certainly would have it this way. The high emotions 

later stirred up in the Puebla controversy, as we have seen, partially endorsed such 

vision of unity. But the other voices heard also demonstrate that the authorities in no 

way refuted the ideal of open flexibility. Nowhere was this tension more evident than in 

the official attitude towards the armorial profile of peripheral regions in the composite 

state. In January 1564, for instance, the archbishop of Zaragoza, Hernando de Aragon, 

was taken aback by the absence of the ensigns of Navarra, Naples and Jerusalem in the 

royal compositions depicted upon tapestries that adorned the venue of the Cortes of 

Monzon.268 His scepticism was prompted by the many examples of Charles V’s Spanish  

                                                           
265 The political background in: P. C. Allen, Philip III and the Pax Hispanica, 1598-1621: The Failure of 

Grand Strategy, New Haven, 2000. 
266 Menéndez Pidal de Navascues, El escudo de España, 231. 
267

 Jorzick, Herrschaftssymbolik, 117-22.; F. García-Mercadal, Los Títulos y la Heráldica de los Reyes de 

España: estudios de derecho dinástico, Barcelona, 1995, 357.; J. M. de Francisco Olmos, ‘Las armas de 

Portugal en la moneda de la Monarquía Hispánica’, Gaceta Numismatica, 172(2009), 61-70. On the 

deliberations about the Portuguese arms: Bouza Álvarez, Imagen y propaganda, 70-73.; Du Cange, Du droit 

et comportement des armes, 133. 
268 RAH A-112, f. 368r.-v. (don Hernando de Aragon to Jerónimo de Zurita, 3 January 1564); f. 370 r. 

(Hernando de Aragon to Zurita, 20 January 1564). This correspondence is also printed in: Juan Francisco 
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heraldry which almost invariably had included 

these regional charges after king François I of 

France had renounced all his claims in Italy 

and had promised to persuade the Albret king 

of French Navarre to surrender his territorial 

remnant to the emperor in the favourable 

treaty of Madrid (1526). Not in the least, the 

archbishop’s interest was also aroused 

because, being an illegitimate grandson of 

Ferdinand of Aragon, he himself audaciously 

bore the same quartering that his grandfather 

had used after 1512, including the charges of 

Navarra and Naples-Jerusalem (Figure 45).269 

The omittance of the charges thus also 

touched upon an intimate bond with royalty 

that he, albeit in a highly disputable way, 

wanted to claim for himself. To clear things 

out, Hernando petitioned the official 

chronicler of Aragon Jerónimo de Zurita. In his turn having a personal encounter with 

Claude Marion, Philip II’s king of arms with the title of “Burgundy”,270 to debate the 

question, the official motivation reported by the historiographer ran as follows: The 

charges were already left out of the royal composition since the later part of Charles’ 

reign. The king continued this use of only a very select number of quarters, normally 

excluding those territories of a lesser status (“menos calidad”) because of the “multitude 

of [his] arms”. Otherwise, it would cause too much bewilderment about his rights. The 

cadenas of Navarra, it was admitted, were still displayed on seals intended for regional 

affairs.271 An exception that Philip had in fact indulged three years earlier at the 

Navarrese Cortes of Sangüesa but which, to the frustration of local administrators, was 

irregularly implemented by Madrid.272  

Despite such self-proclaimed inclination to simplify and rationalize the system of 

heraldic representation, the production of the king’s alter ego always remained 

subjected to an interplay of opposite forces and interests. Works dedicated to the king 

or his offspring or royal decrees and ordinances published by local print shops not 

seldom included frontispieces with shields that were modified after previous examples 

or circulating regional variants. They included the charges of Navarra and the Italian 

dependencies, switched the position of quarters, or even incorporated signs that had 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Andres de Uztarroz & Diego José Dormer, Progressos de la historia en el reyno de Aragon, y elogios de 

Geronimo de Zurita, su primer coronista, Zaragoza, 1680, 369-71. 
269 The arms of Archbishop Hernando of Aragon, see: Menéndez Pidal de Navascues, Heráldica de la casa 

real, 386-7.; Montaner Frutos, El señal del rey, 96, 184. 
270 On Claude Marion, who was promoted to the post of Toison d’or king of arms in April 1581, see: F. 

Koller, Au service de la Toison d’Or (Les officiers), Dison, 1971, 150-1. 
271 RAH A-112, f. 370r.  
272 Menéndez Pidal de Navascues, El escudo de España, 229-30.; Jorzick, Herrschaftssymbolik, 112. Cf. 

Chapter 3. 

Figure 45.  Coat of arms of Hernando de 

Aragon, from Episcopologio de Zaragoza, f. 

69r. (reproduced in Montaner Frutos). © 

Catedral de la Seo  
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rarely appeared on official media. In his history of the imperial title and the Spanish 

king’s extensive domains, the Milanese jurist Giacomo Maioldi Gallarati, for instace, 

proposed a new assemblage of only the royal dignities of Philip II, also composed of 

arms for the titular kingdoms of Seville (Hispalis), Galicia, Toledo and Valencia (Figure 

46).273 Outside Madrid, slight adaptations of the king’s image in public display and 

administrative dealings were generally allowed in order to comply with the local wish to 

preserve a more or less autonomous statute within the Monarchy (at least for those 

lands ruled in aeque principaliter) (Figure 47).274 Coins minted for Milan kept displaying 

variants of the cortado shield with the Sforza-Visconti-inescutcheon for the entire 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and similar licenses are documented for the other 

constituents of Habsburg Italy.275 For the Neapolitan insurgents of 1647 it was therefore, 

for instance, still acceptable in a first “loyalist” stage to align the monarch’s regional 

escutcheon with their newly invented symbol to denote the new rule of the popolo (a 

shield with a large letter P).276 In Portugal, the quinas exclusively appeared on coins 

minted for the kingdom. Avoiding a full outbreak of the grave tensions caused by the 

military annexation of 1580, other Habsburg signs were scarcely used in the internal 

governing of a crown that still prided itself in terms of an imperial power of its own.277 

In Navarra and notably in Aragon, which had a lively tradition of alternative regal shields 

ascribed to a native dynastic history, regional mints began issuing coins with just the 

sovereign’s local title and (one of) the regional signs as late as the mid seventeenth 

century; something which had even been unprecedented in the Monarchy’s early 

experimental period.278 Lastly, in the Low Countries, the enduring absence of the ruler 

was substituted by a strong reclamation of the historical heraldry of the so-called 

“Seventeen Provinces”. The outbreak of the Revolt in the 1560s would result in the 

intensive elaboration of this diversified patrimony by both subversive strategies and 

Habsburg attempts to come to a reconciled settlement. This process will be treated at 

length in the fifth chapter of this study.        

Although dynastic attitudes at court suggest an evolution in a completely different 

direction, the protean character that made the symbolic balance of the realm a joint 

enterprise was thus firmly kept in place. The same held true for the unwritten doctrine 

that underneath the temporal and deliberately agreed convergence of signs lay a great 

amount of isolated marks over which the monarch had an inalienable mastery (Figure 39 

& 48). Each of these tokens stood for a long history of political pretence and had a 

different provenance. Just like the Bourbon rulers of France conserved the plain fleurs 

de lis as the most purest form of their age-old power, the Habsburg’s clinged to the 

primary principle of variety. The grand escutcheon might be a convention of the 

moment, but the real fabric of the realm was essentially composed of individual parts 

who diverged in value and age. These were the true, elementary particles of sovereign 

                                                           
273 Giacomo Mainoldi Gallarati, De titulis Philippi Austrii regis Catholici Liber, Bologna, 1573, f. 10r.-v. 
274 Cf. Elliot, A Europe of Composite Monarchies. 
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authority (although not always visible). They were considered a proof of the Spanish 

king’s immense “potencia y grandeza” giving him precedence over all the other rulers of 

the world.279 Still conforming to the old Burgundian habit, some of them were by now 

undeniably assigned a dynastic overtone, either in a genealogical or a corporate sense, 

while the majority retained their purely territorial significance. Without exception the 

Spanish kings were occasionally depicted with all the arms of their domains. For lands 

without a heraldic tradition such as the Indies, native iconography or allusive emblems 

were armorified,280 or one simply used a blank escutcheon. Official lists with titles and 

their respective visual counterparts were composed for administrative or courtly use 

(perhaps more systematically than ever before), like in the above mentioned work of 

Gallarati. One such seventeenth century overview conserved in El Escorial enumerated 

and blazoned no less than twenty-three kingdoms, fifteen duchies, five principalities, six 

margraviates, twenty-two counties, and twelve lordships.281 The most famous 

application of this manifest principle of multiplicity was the ceiling decoration of the 

Salón de Reinos, the ceremonial hall in Philip IV’s Buen Retiro palace showcasing his 

many glorious victories. Completed around 1635, the arms of twenty-four kingdoms that 

composed the Spanish Monarchy were painted between the vaults over the entire 

length of the room.282 

 

 

                                                           
279 Baltasar Porreño, Dichos y hechos del señor rey don Felipe segundo, el prudente, potentissimo, y 

glorioso monarca de las Españas, y de las Indias, Seville, 1639, f. 125v.-39v. 
280 Cf. Bouza, Imagen y propaganda, 70. 
281 Transcribed in: Vicente Cascante, Heraldica general, 533-7. 
282 Elliott, A Palace.; Tormo, ‘el Salón de Reinos’, 27-28. 

Figure 46.  Alternative marshalling of the Spanish 
arms, from G. M. Gallarati, De titulis Philippi, 
1573, f. 10r. 

 

Figure 47.  Cortado-arms with inescutcheons for Portugal, 
Milan and Tirol-Flanders, frontispiece from F. Hernández, 
Rerum medicarum Novae Hispaniae, 1651. 
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Figure 48.  Philip II and his domains, frontispiece from A. Campi, Cremona fidelissima citta, 1585. 
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Because of their presumed ancient character, most of these individual signs were not 

to be replaced by a single, absolute shield. Discarding them would mean giving up a part 

of the innate sovereign rights. Juan Alonso Calderón, whose sharp insistence on the 

changing elasticity of royal representation in the Puebla-controversy was in fact 

confirmed in the king’s final verdict that settled the case,283 proposed in 1655 a new 

scheme of visual reform. His suggestion concerned an alteration of the arms traditionally 

representing the kingdom of Naples. According to the self-proclaimed specialist of royal 

prerogatives and titles, two interventions were required: First, the Hohenstaufen eagle 

mainly used for the both Sicilies was inadequate when it came to symbolizing 

Neapolitan kingship. Ferdinand and Isabella, he stated, had conquered the territory by 

force. Hence, the defeated had to accept − as an “acessorio” part − the visual 

“naturaleza” of its victor, that is to say the arms of Castile and Aragon. He compared his 

recommendation with the status of the Indies which, as a genuine part of Castile, could 

not claim an autonomous heraldic identity. Second, the arms associated with the 

medieval Angevin dynasty – which had been frequently used by Ferdinand of Aragon 

and Charles V, and still occasionally showed up in variants of the royal escutcheon – 

were to be abandoned once and for all. These French princes had been unlawful 

usurpers of the dignity in question.284 After seriously taking these recommendations into 

consideration, the Consejo de Italia resolved that the party per saltire with the barras of 

Aragon and the one-headed crowned eagle were not to be replaced because the Spanish 

Monarchs descended by blood and right of primogeniture from the “legitimate and 

truthful kings of the two Sicilies”. On the basis of detailed historical arguments, it 

demonstrated how the “modern” conquest by the Catholic Monarchs confirmed this 

time-honoured certainty. With regard to the second proposition, a similar exposition 

concentrated on the idea of unbroken continuity insisting that it was not desirable to 

undercut the old harmony by new interventions.285 The underlying structure, intimately 

bound up with deep-seated prerogatives and claims, was not that easily altered.  

This discussion, as free-standing or exceptional as it may seem, once more confirmed 

the ingrained yet vague conviction that the armorial patrimony of the realm was in 

essence a diversified assortment of signs, each imbued with an individual quality. Even 

in the context of the seventeenth-century reforms towards more unity the fixation of a 

dominant shield might invoke a dynastic compromise of rule, yet this was still 

ambiguously connected to the very gradual acquisition of diverse territories in the past. 

The preservation of multiple identities, with their own affinity towards the overarching 

dynastic narrative, continued to be an important source of political pride and self-

understanding for the Habsburg rulers. This boastful character of heraldic flexibility, 

sustained and nurtured in spite of the political programmes to improve cohesion among 

the dependencies, was not without critics. The poet Francisco de Quevedo (†1645) 

satirically called the Spanish blazon the “shield of futilities or trivial curiosities 

                                                           
283 See chapter 1, pp. 66-67. 
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(baratijas)”, envisioning the excessive amount of potential quarters. If the French 

monarchs should decide to include independent marks for all their domains in like 

manner they would need more than eighty quarters.286 Nevertheless the survival of the 

doctrine of variety made that – in contrast to the forthright visuals of the French 

neighbour − factions operating beyond the small royal circle could introduce significant 

emendations or launch alternatives which shaped the Monarchy’s image according to 

their specific expectations. And that without automatically affecting the representational 

foundations of Habsburg kingship.  

This lasting recognition of flexibility likewise had its effects on the further 

development of extended heraldic practices at court. From the 1560s onwards, in 

consonance with the noted graphic stabilization of the monarch’s bearings, the 

differencing of arms for royal offspring became more rigorously applied. Although 

theoretical literature over time proposed extremely stringent systems of recurring 

figures for private arms,287 princely heraldry always kept its own dynamism. Official 

deliberations about the achievements of Golden Fleece knights all prescribed a label of 

silver or azure placed on the paternal coat of arms for the “Príncipe de España”.288 

Although most of the official armorials of the Order were composed in hindsight and 

probably ascribed recent practices to predecessors who applied such methods less 

systematically,289 other testimonies also hint at a general acceptance by the second half 

of the sixteenth century of the idea that the heir to all the lands had to be accentuated 

heraldically. In an instruction for the construction of a sepulchre for Don Carlos, Philip 

II’s mercurial son who succumbed in July 1568, the historiographer and antiquarian 

Ambrosio de Morales related a heraldic decision that was mandated by the king himself: 

“the arms of the prince were the same as those of the king” though one has to “put his 

azure label [on the shield] running over Castile and Aragon, with three small points 

(dientes)”.290 Other commentators suggested that a silver label was the proper mark of 

the heir, like the English Prince of Wales used one.291  

At the obsequies held for Don Carlos in the convent of Santo Domingo el Real in 

August 1568, an impressive chapelle ardente (tumulo) of three levels high was covered 

                                                           
286 Cited in: Vicente Cascante, Heraldica general, 532. 
287 Christyn, Jurisprudentia Heroica, 202 §10. A summary of Christyn’s arguments in: Fourez, Le droit 

héraldique. 
288 Menéndez Pidal de Navascues, El escudo de España, 226-7.   
289 Chifflet, Insignia gentilitia equitum, 126, 142, 191, 207.; Jean-Baptiste Maurice, Le blason des 

armoiries de tous les chevaliers de l’ordre de la Toison d’Or depuis la premiere institution iusques a 

present…, The Hague, 1667, 243, 349, 378, 430. 
290 Menéndez Pidal de Navascues, El escudo de España, 227.; de Francisco Olmos, ‘Las primeras 

acuñaciones’, 166. Apart from Burgundian precedents, the decision was probably taken with the English 

Tudor example, where the heir apparent also used a silver label of three points, in mind. Before 1603, the 

Scottish crown prince likewise placed a blue label on his shield. At the time of the Golden Fleece chapter 

of July 1559, Don Carlos was already an elected knight, but had not received his collar yet. Therefore it 

was decided to mount a blank escutcheon in Saint Bavo’s cathedral for him and two other elected knights, 

see: Reiffenberg, Histoire de la Toison d’or, 471-2.      
291 Reiffenberg, Histoire de la Toison d’or, 560.; Maurice, Le blason, 243. attributed the prince a label of 

three points, but his depiction is clearly anachronistic as it charges the shield with the inescutcheon of 

Portugal, a combination only used after 1580.   
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in black brocade. On top of the four columns that supported the construction were 

attached rectangular banners displaying the four quarters of the prince’s maternal and 

paternal grandparents. His personal arms, who were reproduced on the bier and on 

pennons, all showed “his label as the unigenito heredero of his majesty”. The presence 

of the “plain arms” of Spain among a set of funeral emblems painted on canvasses was 

explained as the personified embodiment of Hispania by Latin verses lamenting the 

sudden death of “su primogenitor heredero”. In the religious services, the exact 

duplication of the sovereign’s achievement with the label as a marker of dynastic 

succession thus signified the complete ensemble of the Spanish Monarchy, to be 

inherited by an heir without any alteration or alienation.292   

Under Philip III and particularly Philip IV, the increasing insistence on the unity of 

the crown with an all-embracing dynastic continuity was furthermore translated in a 

more consistent rendering of the heraldry for their entire offspring. The use of cadency 

marks (or external ornaments) by other royal children had to define, more clearly, their 

distinct status within the hierarchical world of the court. Such recognizable mark placed 

on the plain cortado shield, instead of rearranging quarters, more clearly distinguished 

the king’s legitimate and illegitimate children293 from all the other archdukes, relatives 

and noblemen who prided themselves of a royal connection and ditto quarters.294 While 

in the first half of the sixteenth century, differences between the firstborn and (male) 

cadets were still expressed in the order and selection of quarters,295 a systematic 

association of royal infants with the main shield of the Monarchy marked them as a 

closed off, privileged group. To some extent, the underlying ideal of this development 

was the same as in France.296 Such tendency was moreover part of a subtle attempt to 

dissolve the differences that still existed between the succession practices of the various 

domains. On top of the increasing investment of the heir-apparent with certain 

jurisdictional powers, the dynastic character became ever more emphasized as a 

unifying force for the disparate territories.297     

The future Philip III, born in April 1578 and created a knight of the Golden Fleece in 

1583 again used a label of three points, as did the future Philip IV and his brother Don 

                                                           
292 Juan Lopez, Relacion de la muerte y honras funebres del SS. Principe D. Carlos, hijo de la mag. Del 

Catholico Rey D. Philippe el segundo nuestro señor, Madrid, 1568, f. 27v.-30r., 48r.-49r. On the death of 

Don Carlos and the commemorative ceremonies held in Madrid and throughout the Spanish realm, see: L. 

P. Gachard, Don Carlos et Philippe II, vol. 2, Brussels, 1863, 613-8.   
293 Charles V’s natural daughter Margaret of Parma bore a dynastic party per pale of Austria and 

Burgundy ancient, his natural son Don Juan of Austria a quartered version of Castile, Leon, Aragon and 

Aragon-Sicily, with the dynastic partition added as inescutheon. Philip IV’s natural son Don Juan José of 

Austria (†1679), however, bore the cortado-arms on the cross of San Juan, either plain or charged with a 

small bar: Menéndez Pidal de Navascues, El escudo de España, 227-8.; Menéndez Pidal de Navascues, 

Heraldica medieval española, 237.   
294 Cf. chapter 4 
295 E.g. the heraldry of Charles V’s brother Ferdinand, interchanging the order of the Trastámara- and 

Austro-Burgundian charges after 1519, see: Gonzalo Sánchez Molero, ‘La heráldica de Felipe II’, 851-2.   
296 Yet, unlike in France and England, there was no attempt to systematize dynastic status through 

specific coronets for the royal offspring. Philip II’s pragmatica of 1586 restricted the use of armorial 

coronets to dukes, marquesses and counts, but said nothing about the infantes. [Philip II], Pragmatica.    
297 Cf. del Río Barredo, Madrid, Urbs Regia, 29. 
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Carlos of Austria (probably in red, to mark the difference with his older brother).298 The 

cardinal-infant Ferdinand of Austria, the third son, added the lion of Flanders, the eagle 

of Tirol and the Hungarian stripes − the latter charge mainly associated with his mother 

Margaret of Austria − on his label.299 Nevertheless, several engravings also attribute him a 

plain label or − among others in an official overview of the arms of the governor-

generals of the Low Countries composed by king of arms Pierre-Albert de Launay − even 

the plain royal achievement combined with his ecclesiastical ornaments.300 At some 

points, it even seems that a duplication of plain arms was again preferred over a label for 

the heir to the throne.301 Such iconographic variants make clear that usage still strongly 

varied according to political opportunities. If there was indeed any official regulation by 

the court, it often deviated from standard prescriptions. Although the heraldic identity 

of a Spanish infant was now quite circumscribed from an early age on and less subject to 

change, different political roles (that of a knight, heir, cadet, governor etc.) probably 

still demanded adapted images. The relatively few Habsburg male infants that survived 

childbirth and were fully promoted as heir apparent made it difficult for the authorities 

to elaborate a conclusive structure based on precedents. Hence, much depended on the 

choices of individual artists, and the decisions of provincial officers of arms and other 

ceremonial agents. 

What was then the wider implication of this graphic “stabilization” and dynastic 

systematization? It appears that the performative and transformative force of the signs 

likewise decreased. This was particularly true for the visual dynastic incorporation 

produced during royal baptisms once the ceremony was definitely transferred to Spain. 

The marked silence in official descriptions about the possible ensigns that were 

employed suggest that meaningful public gestures, such as the donning of emblazoned 

tabards after the sacrament was concluded, had lost their appeal, or were simply no 

longer understood. The practice seems to have disappeared very gradually. At the 

Valladolid christening of the future Philip II in June 1527, the king of arms of Castile still 

postponed the dressing of his tabard until the infant received its name at the font. The 

other “imperial”’ officers of arms did the same. Castile then solemnly proclaimed three 

                                                           
298 Prince Philip (III): Reiffenberg, Histoire de l’ordre de la Toison d’or, 566.; Maurice, Le blason, 278. 

Prince Philip (IV): Maurice, Le blason, 349. Don Carlos of Austria: Maurice, Le blason, 378 (a silver label); 

Chifflet, Insignia gentilitia equitum, 207 (a red label).; BnF Fr. 23081 (a red label?).    
299 Menéndez Pidal de Navascues, El escudo de España, 232-3. This usage was inspired by the 

Portuguese practice of embellishing the labels of cadets with additional heraldic charges.  
300 Casper Gevaerts, Pompa introitus honori Ferdinandi Austriaci Hispaniarum Infantis S. R. E. Card. 

Belgarum et Burgundionum gubernatoris, etc. A S. P. Q. Antwerp, Antwerp, 1641. On the occasion of his 

entry in Ghent as governor-general of the Netherlands on 25 January 1635, an ephemeral trophy of war 

was installed, showing two putti alongside the spoils of war, supporting the escutcheons of King Philip IV 

and the cardinal-infant (the latter with a small label): Guillielmus Becanus, Serenissimi principis Ferdinandi 

Hispaniarum infantis, Antwerp, 1636.; BNM Mss 1075: Pierre-Albert de Launay, Catalogo de los regentes, 

governadores, lugartenientes y capitanes generales de los estados de Flandes u Borgoña con sus elogios y 
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Mss 1212, f. 77r.  
301 E. Páez et al., Los Austrias. Grabados de la Biblioteca Nacional, Madrid, 1993, 259 (portret of Felipe 

Próspero). A catafalque erected for Philip IV’s heir Balthasar Carlos in Brussels in 1647 also omitted a 

label.  
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times: “Don Philipo, por la gracia de Dios, Príncipe de España etc.”, after which a Te 

Deum was sung.302 The Spanish princely baptisms of the second half of the seventeenth 

century continued these Burgundian-Habsburg precedents in a formal sense, though 

new ritual elements corresponded to altering conceptions of power. The christenings of 

the children of Philip III were still markedly public celebrations with a strong civic 

dimension. From the 1570s onwards, the ceremony gradually withdrew to a more 

exclusive, courtly setting. After 1629, the ritual was more privately conducted in the 

capilla real. Regal arms remained in place as prominent markers of royal ceremonialism. 

Any significant, ritualized use of heraldry, however, is scarcely documented.303  

Short remarks in printed leaflets, far more focused on the glamorous attire and 

jewellery of prominent participants, considered heraldic display as a self-evident 

element without the need to delineate its exact figurative configuration. This makes it 

very difficult to value its ascribed meanings. For Balthasar Carlos in November 1629, the 

sides of an elevated gallery between palace and church were at regular intervals 

furnished with the “escutcheons and blazsons of the kingdoms and lordships of his 

majesty”. This conceit was reminiscent of the visualized titulature at the young Charles 

V’s baptism in 1500. At the church’s entrance, the arms of the three main political 

components of the Monarchy were again recapitulated: Castile, Aragon and Portugal.304 

The interplay with civic symbolism, on the other hand, completely dropped out of the 

picture. Forms of visual negotiation between civic communities and the centralized 

court, if these occurred at all, were now relegated to the moment of birth. In May 1605, 

for instance, the baptism of prince Philip (IV) was preceded by natal celebrations in the 

form of a theatrical tournament. During the happening, a combined display of regal and 

civic heraldry aligned an urban agenda with dynastic concerns − the corregidor of 

Valladolid, for instance, authorized the public distribution of no less than 12,000 

programme booklets with the arms of the city. A triumphal chariot, the central eye-

catcher of the revelry, exhibited an allegorical rendering of Honour supporting the royal 

arms. Between a series of other personified princely virtues like concord, clemency and 

prudence were moreover affixed “coats of arms of all the kingdoms of the crown of 

Castile, Leon, Aragon and Portugal”, still exerting the multiple character of the realm.305   

What concerns the role of the kings of arms, nowhere do the sources mention any 

difference in the use of their emblazoned tabards “with the arms of the kingdoms” or 

with the “plaines armes du Roy” before or after the sacrament was completed. All 

descriptions suggest that they were dressed in their tabards from the beginning of the 

ceremony onwards and no longer ritually supported the adoption of the infant in the 

dynastic community. One chronicler of Margarita Maria Catalina’s christening (1623) 

                                                           
302 March, Niñez y Juventud, I, 39-40.; Hoyos, Historia del Colegio, 487-93.   
303 C. Hofmann, Das spanische Hofzeremoniell, 1500-1700, Frankfurt, 2012 [1985], 121-4.; BMB Chiflet 

65, f. 46r.-78v.  
304 BMB Chiflet 65: Relacion sumaria de la solemnidad observada en el bautismo del Principe de España 

don Baltasar Carlos en Madrid a quatro dias del mes de Noviembre de mill seiscientos y veinte y nueve, f. 
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305 Relacion de lo sucedido en la ciudad de Valladolid desde el punto del felicisimo nacimiento del 

principe Don Felipe Dominico Victor, Valladolid, 1605, 25-28. On the commission of the triumphal chart, 

see: N. A. Cortes, Noticias de una corte literaria, Madrid, 1906, 129. 
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defined their involvement as one of mere protocol: “according to the customs always 

observed in public royal actions”.306 A junta appointed by Philip IV on 22 May 1647 to 

codify the honorary functions, rules of precedence and solemnities in the royal 

household declared that the kings of arms were only to assist the christenings of a 

hereditary prince or an “infanta primogenital”.307  

Similar observations can be made for the scenery of royal funerals. Heralds dressed in 

their armorial tabards remained in place as significant ceremonial markers. Their visual 

gestures, however, became fixed, codified elements. In 1598, for instance, they still 

publicly pronounced the new King Philip III when the royal banner was solemnly raised 

in Madrid. During the subsequent funerary honours for the deceased ruler they rather 

occupied a motionless position at the four corners of a catafalque, which was decorated 

with armorial banners, honorary pieces and trophies from the start.308 At these services, 

it had also become customary to suspend an immobile series of shields of the 

Monarchy’s territories on the black cloth that filled the whole extent of the nave.309 At 

Philip IV’s exequies sixty-seven years later, in October 1665, no less than thirty-four of 

such rectangular shaped escutcheons were displayed in strict order of precedence, 

gradually increasing in status when approaching the catafalque (Figure 49). They 

included the main kingdoms of Castile, Aragon, Navarra or Portugal, but also Burgundy 

and Austria, historical arms for the crowns of Toledo, Sevilla or Galicia, and even 

insignia for the Canary Islands, The East and West Indies, and the Tierra Firme del Mar 

Oceano. The series culminated in a large three-dimensional depiction of the royal arms, 

encircled by the collar of the Golden Fleece, topped by an imperial crown and 

supported by two lions.310 Displaying once more the Spanish anatomy of state in 

profound detail, the enlistment was now conceived as a fixed status quo to be inherited 

as such by the successor. The capacity of establishing new political realities through the 

ostentatious adjustment of the royal representation appeared less evident. Heraldic 

practice and the participation of officers of arms as living armorial icons were in 

seventeenth-century Habsburg ceremonial no longer presented as a creative solution for 

a new situation of political change, but rather as a timeless marker of unchangeable 

protocol and “ancient custom”. It embodied a precious political harmony assembled 

over time that had to be preserved in this form for eternity.     
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Conclusion 

 

If the habits of heraldic composition in two of the leading European polities are placed 

next to each other, they stand out as forthright political alternatives. Their conditions 

equally invoked different opinions on the constitution of the state. Consequently, the 

insignia of royalty did more than making authority present. They also helped to 

determine the very structure on which legitimate authority was built. Relying on the 

courtly attitudes and customs sketched above, the relatively unified French kingdom and 

the Habsburg composite state were two extremes at the end of a scale. The latter’s royal 

arms quartered the most important patrimonial territories, dominions and titles, with 

various regional versions that reflected the assembling of the fast extending empire. This 

perspective, which cherished multiplicity as an important asset, was the outgrowth of 

the crossing of several legacies. The rapid incorporation of acquisitions under the 

fifteenth-century Burgundian dukes had already been accompanied by the quartering of 

the originally differentiated “French” escutcheon of initiator Philip the Bold with the 

marks of most of these new possessions. This custom, at odds with the French roots of 

the Burgundian dynasty, made a perceivable distinction between titular signs having a 

territorial connotation and those signifiers of a predominantly dynastic affiliation. Later 

territorial additions were not inserted in the main achievement, but shown on separate 

 
Figure 49.  Territorial arms displayed at Philip IV’s funeral (October 1665), attributed to Herman 

Panneels and Juan de Noort, from P. R. de Monforte, Descripcion de las honras.  
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shields. This sort of visual practice prided the swift acquisitions of lands and provinces 

under their obedience, though built up along constitutional lines, reckoning with the 

privileges and singularities of every component. Similar habits were likewise transmitted 

by the Spanish Trastámara inheritance and through the bonds with the Holy Roman 

Empire, where multiplicity equally had to capture a complex and elusive reality.   

This ambiguous tension between the extension of a geographical fragmentation and a 

dynastic value remained the blueprint for centuries to come. The wish to construct a 

more effective governmental apparatus, often described in terms of an ever ongoing 

centralization that intentionally downsized the particularities of the regional dimension, 

did lead to an increasing visual stabilization. Especially after the partition of 1555/6, 

more regular armorial praxis − at least, at the court – adjusted the composite amalgam 

to a more uniform organization of the inner familial circle. A period of intensive 

experiment gave way to a common achievement (the so-called cortado-version) 

marshalling both types of signs. It visually aligned a number of dynastic stakes to the 

integrated configuration of the state as a whole − although the exact meaning depended 

upon regional sensibilities. Notwithstanding the dominance of a graphically stable, 

general composition – still susceptible to fluid changes, notably on a regional level − the 

ultimate political essence was always captured by a wide collection of separate charges 

which were each ascribed an autonomous history and a certain independent agency. If 

needed, ensigns were even invented to accentuate the individuality of lands. At 

moments of transition, they were to be reassembled under a new ruler. Although this 

performative force seems to have been diminished in the course of the seventeenth 

century, a titular list with the totality of dignities and their visual counterparts was 

perceived to be the foundation of sovereignty, not a selective “grand shield”. These 

characteristics kept defining Habsburg variation for the entire early modern period. It 

does prove that the self-conception of the Spanish Monarchy was not the ideal of 

absolute integration as suggested by studies concerning institutional transformation. A 

fundamental diversity held dear to its rulers, even though the degree of fragmentation 

was a point of recurring dispute. On that account, a focus on the heraldic says a lot 

about politics and state formation at large. It seems appropriate to describe such 

viewpoint as an open model wherein diversity and regional variety were two key 

concepts. Political implications of this realization are far-reaching. The flexible shape of 

practices and display were the outcome of a relative bond between dynasty and the 

territory. Discrepancies in the succession habits of the different constituents of the 

realm found their expression in a gradual and transforming assumption of regal bearings. 

Regional adaptations moreover imposed alternating views on the polity’s constitutional 

character. 

In contrast, the firm and simple French practice of using a plain shield with the three 

fleurs de lis as the sole image of the king’s sovereignty revealed a different version of 

statehood, where there was little space for regional identities. Instead of a proud 

recognition of swift geopolitical expansion through shrewd marriages and regional 

negotiation, the dominant parameters of French regal heraldry basically developed out 

of a defensive reaction. Ever since its first inception, it knew a remarkably stable 
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evolution. The iconic blue field with the golden fleurs de lis was gradually introduced as 

a full-fledged shield in the course of the twelfth century. At first, it was strewn with an 

indefinite number of these stylized flowers, the so-called semé de fleurs de lis d’or (later 

described in literature as “France ancient”). These recognizable and attractive features 

incited the early advance of an influential legendary tradition, sacralizing the figures in 

question and identifying them with the integrity of the immaterial crown. From quite 

early on, the semé des fleurs de lis thus became a semé de France. Apart from a definite 

change to the number of three in the late fourteenth century under the pressure of the 

English pretences during the Hundred Years War, this early graphic stability was soon 

translated into a real dogma of pristine simplicity. Within the broader image complex of 

the kings, the floral theme had to denote the kingdom’s sacred identity. It was markedly 

hailed as the antithesis of the armorial world of its contestants, which was still crowded 

with pagan animals such as lions, leopards and eagles. The lilies functioned as the literal 

embodiment of a set of basic premises that signalled, already from the fourteenth 

century onwards, a covenant between God and the kingdom. They stood for fertility and 

the extraordinary piety of both the land and the Capetian race that ruled it. Already by 

the end of the Middle Ages, kingship and the corporate notions of family and body 

politic (both described in the all-encompassing terms of a “Maison de France”) were 

inseparable. The fleurs de lis stood out as an uncontested, central state symbol. Their 

primary role as the visual shape of the dynasty – conceived as the inner family circle but 

also the entire imagined community of all ancestors – became almost indistinct from the 

patrimonial territory as a whole.  

Family resources were markedly addressed to consolidate this French kingdom. 

Heraldry contributed to this in a number of ways. Its evolution showed the extension of 

the domain and the absorption of surrounding entities into its orbit. Appanages, for 

instance, were linked to the fleurs-de-lis-bearings of the king’s cadet sons. By the 

sixteenth century, this association had grown into a very systematic routine determined 

by the order of one’s birth. The bearing of a royal infant was not presented as a specific 

decision, but was instead seen as the automatic outcome of the fundamental laws that 

governed the realm over the heads of temporal holders of the office. Changes in this 

structure were still possible after birth, yet could only be realized if the dynastic 

situation allowed for such a shift in the order of succession. Later changes did require 

the explicit approval of the sovereign. By conceiving this as such, the diffusion of 

insignia according to a clear ranking actually tried to sustain and ease the future 

prospect of succession − given the many insecurities of the age always a fragile moment. 

At the sixteenth-century court of the Valois it delineated, with increasing consistency, 

the inner circle of the fils and filles de France. Henri IV later on emulated this practice to 

show that dynastic unity was once again repaired and that all forthcoming successions 

unquestionably belonged to the House of Bourbon. In anticipation of the birth of a 

dauphin (the future Louis XIII in 1601), his illegitimate offspring were systematically 

drawn into the system as well. In some emblematical derivatives, the same was even 

done for the princes and princesses of the blood − although being, according to some 

older aristocrats, an improper novelty that departed from former restrictive habits. This 
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renewed plenitude of fleurs de lis, flowering again after an interlude of troubles and the 

anxieties of three unproductive reigns, underlined a new familial fertility.  

In addition to that, territorial identities were also absorbed in the straightforward 

imagery of France by associating them with these “automatic” bearings of royal children. 

In the process, most of the older, feudal signifiers lost any independent agency to 

convey regional privilege or exemption. Instead, the appanage system (either in a real or 

only in a titular sense) injected the dominance of the fleurs de lis in those regions who 

were still more loosely joined to the centre. Cadency was thus also a political instrument 

that, as it were, interlaced princely lineage with the geopolitical confines of rule. 

Exceptionally, however, some regional symbolism was retained and protected during 

the early modern period, such as happened with the province of Dauphiné and with the 

incorporation of Brittany in 1532. Here, there was still space for compromise on a local 

level. To put in more simple terms, the interpretative complex weaved around a simple 

icon that permeated all areas of public life went beyond persuasion. It fabricated an 

unbreakable whole consisting of crown, dynasty and land – all firmly united under a 

dynastic leadership whereof the ancestors had been allegedly divinely invested. A 

closed-off model, with uniformity as its central code word, had to assure both Valois 

legitimacy and the lasting cohesion of the kingdom.   

Habsburg multiplicity and the ambiguous character of its charges, on the other hand, 

made a predetermined marshalling for those family members without sovereign rights a 

sensitive issue. To some extent, the medieval Spanish system of differencing by 

variations in the partitioning of the shield or the alteration of colours lost its appeal in 

favour of more or less standardized practices of other houses to whom the dynasty was 

related (such as Valois Burgundy or Aviz Portugal, not to mention the diversiform 

heritage of the German principalities). Yet these diverging customs were for the greater 

part irreconcilable to the political mixture of Habsburg dominion. Each part of the realm 

boasted its own rules of succession. Royal offspring were by consequence allowed to 

accumulate other titles and dignities as their status changed. Furthermore, it remained 

unclear whether the territorial sway had to be inheritable in its complete integrity, or 

whether deliberate partitions best ensured the dynastic interests and wellbeing of future 

generations. Members of the ruling family therefore had no fixed role from the start. No 

specific bearings seems to have been accorded to them at birth, and were usually only 

recorded later on. The political significance of royal infants constantly altered over time, 

especially during the sixteenth-century formative period of the Habsburg Monarchy. 

Hence, the impossibility of attributing them a forthright achievement with a proper 

distinction to denote their exact place in the overarching dynastic state. Assuming a 

princely identity within the symbolic outlook of the dynasty was a gradual and 

ambivalent process that only loosely interacted with the body politic.  

Relying on generalizing manuals and normative prescriptions, the heraldic customs of 

monarchies are too easily perceived as one standardized practice that was common 

among all elites. If one focusses on the many discrepancies between the polities, 

however, they suddenly reveal diverging values, ambitions and assumptions. What on 

first sight looks like somewhat superficial, almost theatrical aspects were in fact primary 
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features of political culture. On top of giving a tangible shape to a complex array of 

pretences on land and dominion, they actually mediated succession and they set out the 

potential lines of interactive negotiation between stakeholders. Thereby, they 

demarcated the reach of political action. The armorial conventions that the monarchies 

developed over time – revolving around the issue of fixidity versus diversity − should 

therefore not be taken as an absolute truth that could never be altered. Nevertheless, 

being the product of centuries of accumulated development, they did greatly influence 

the prospects along which the signs – and so also the political principles they 

represented – could be redrawn by other actors.  

The differences discussed in this orientating chapter notably impacted the strategies 

of appropriation, irrespective of the wishes of human manipulators. In France, there 

were little alternatives to the central symbol. Replacing it by another token would 

definitely unravel the ties that held the kingdom together. Iconographical manipulation 

on the level of composition was thus highly limited. One solution was to amend the 

underlying ideological assumptions. As the following chapters will show, appropriation 

came especially in the guise of a small, literary reworking of the basic legend and a 

“theology of the lilies”. Another option was simply to exalt or violate the material 

residues of armorial substance. In the Habsburg model, on the contrary, the act of 

composition was explicitly seen as a human intervention, and so were – as we will see – 

the beliefs and historical conjectures connected to it. Regional variants were not at odds 

with official practice. Therefore, appropriation was situated both on the level of the 

literary as well as the concrete adaptation of visual elements.   
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Chapter 3 
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The attribution of heraldic meaning was in the first place a literary enterprise. Like the 

aforementioned cases already illustrated, writers of diverse backgrounds – often legists, 

clerics or historiographers – underwrote political claims by hailing the underlying 

virtues and mysteries of abstract royal representation. They probed the origin of 

princely insignia by means of fictitious tales of a heroic or celestial provenance. They 

also decoded the iconography in order to exalt the personality of the armiger or the 

family who bore them. Treatises exclusively dealing with this regal symbolism were, 

however, relatively rare.1 For the greater part, such texts all postdate the fifteenth 

century. A number of specialized dissertations on heraldry, manuals for heralds, and 

glossed armorials were composed and diffused in the later Middle Ages and the first half 

of the sixteenth century.2 Yet most of these discourses were only recorded in repetitive 

manuscript versions and circulated in the inner circle of professionals.3 Officers of arms, 

who were constantly complaining that their credibility in armorial affairs was under 

threat, anxiously screened off the presumed arcana of their profession. Texts produced 

in their milieu mainly dealt with technical specificities or the issues of correct blazon.4 

The royal exponents of their art were hardly discussed.  

From the 1560s onwards, more widely diffused printed books on the subject became 

generally available. It was the start of a widespread and accessible science héraldique 

that had a normative and educational character.5 Apart from some exceptions, popular 

treatises were mostly written by non-heralds and met the demands of noblemen and 

would-be gentlemen eager to exploit a system of honours that was increasingly attuned 

to a “national” heraldic structure. More than ever, such writings included reflections on 

the honorary character of the visual vocabulary and connected these to the related fields 

of revived chivalric ideals, discourses on true nobility and an antiquarian interest in the 

outward appearances of moral rectitude and merit.6 Although the achievement of the 

king was generally acknowledged to be the highest repository of virtuousness, the 

theme was not systematically addressed in detail in this specialized literature. 

                                                           
1 For a bibliographical overview, see footnote 30. 
2 Boudreau, L’héritage symbolique, I, 1-97.; Dennys, The Heraldic Imagination, 59-86.; Pastoureau, 

Traité, 72.; Valverde Ogallar, Manuscritos y heráldica.   
3 Hiltmann, Spätmittelalterliche Heroldskompendien. 
4 An overview of their contents in: Boudreau, L’héritage symbolique.; Jones, Medieval Heraldry. 
5 On early modern heraldic treatises, see Pastoureau, Traité, 72-76.; Palasi, Jeux de cartes et jeux de l’oie 

héraldiques.; Day, ‘Primers of Honor’. Cf. also J. Carrillo Castillo, ‘Cultura cortesana e imperio: el Libro del 

blasón, de Gonzalo Fernández de Oviedo’, Locus Amoenus, 4(1998-1999), 137-54. An extensive discussion 

with a summary of a number of important treatises, mainly based on German examples, can be found  in: 

Seyler, Geschichte, 551-682.      
6 This has been studied for the English case in: A. Matikkala, The Orders of Knighthood and the 

Formation of the British Honours System 1660-1760, Woodbridge, 2008, 22-38. 
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The most comprehensive treatment of sovereign heraldic ideology was therefore not 

to be found in those standard manuals occupied with the normative principles of the 

art. It rather appeared in occasional literature as diverse as panegyrics, political 

biographies, pamphlets, sermons and so forth. A heraldic worldview, as Antti Matikkala 

has rightly stressed, permeated wider thinking about the worth of the state and the 

individuals of which it was composed.7 Because such discourses normally reacted to 

real-life situations and political circumstances, they were mostly designed to serve a 

specific need. In consequence, textual interpretations of the king’s arms came in 

different sizes and formats. Sometimes, these interpretations concerned only passing 

remarks in more general writings. Elsewhere, heraldic argumentation occupied a more 

significant part. Although of relatively modest output, some rare tracts even considered 

the royal armorial theme in its completeness. With respect to content, arguments about 

the possible meanings enclosed in the insignia of power usually appeared side by side 

other topics and discussions which − in today’s perspective − would be more easily 

typified as rational reflections on political prerogatives or on the reason of state.8 

However, for those learned interpreters every so often dwelling on the heraldic outlook 

of crown and community, visual attributes were not all too different from the 

governmental doctrines for which they stood. Regularly, digressions on the genesis and 

honourable traits of abstract symbolism were embedded in larger debates about the 

ideal outlook and organization of the state. Such digressions were also included in 

instructive works prompting princes to honour a just and dignified behaviour.9 

This multifunctional literary field can roughly be classified into two sorts. Most of the 

time contemporaneous learned discourse manipulated fictitious commonplace stories, 

whose historical evidence was sometimes even challenged by the standard of the age, in 

order to create new authenticity in a tense atmosphere. Narrative inventions connected 

the onset of certain bearings to miraculous interventions or they explained the obtaining 

of banners or marks in the heat of past battles. These legendary accounts about the 

foundations of a sign in time alternated with more metaphorical or allegorical readings 

of the different components of a shield. This second register of interpretation interfaced 

with other domains of knowledge including colour theory, theology, biblical exegesis, 

emblematics and natural sciences. As a result, polysemic possibilities made literary 

appropriation remarkably resilient. Representing both the ruler and the continuous 

body politic, the constant ability to attract new significance in a guise of fixity 

guaranteed heraldry’s continued usefulness, in contrast to more ephemeral and time-

bound emblems or iconographies. 

                                                           
7 Ibid., 12-13. 
8 For the outlines of such political literature, see among others: Krynen, L’Empire du roi.; E. Thuau, E., 

Raison d’Etat et pensée politique à l’époque de Richelieu, Paris, 20002.; Maravall, La philosophie 

politique.; Botella Ordinas, E., Monarquía de España.  
9 See in particular: Palasi, Jeux de cartes, 153, 165-6. E.g. de La Marche, Mémoires.; Menéstrier, La 

méthode.; De la Rocque, Blasons des armes, (Epistre au treschrestien Roy de France et de Navarre, Louys 

XIII. du nom).; Juan Benito Guardiola, Tratado de nobleza, y de los titulos y ditados que oy dia tienen los 

varones claros y grandes de España, Madrid, 1591, f. 31v.-39v. (dedicated to prince Philip (III)).   
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In search for the earliest, “real” origins of a given coat of arms, many modern scholars 

and enthusiasts of – primarily − medieval heraldry nowadays completely dismiss 

armorial legends as incredible storytelling or esoteric nonsense, and thus by definition 

irrelevant to any true “historical” analysis.10 They study the phenomenon as 

archaeologists of symbolism chipping away contextual layer after layer to uncover a 

pristine condition and “original” existence. Yet this approach tends to disconnect the 

visual from social or political tendencies. Contemporaries who made critical remarks 

about the veracity of incredible narratives are hailed as erudite exponents of a modern 

and serious science. It is thereby easily forgotten that such early criticism was also 

hardly neutral, being mainly driven by political considerations. Those who did endorse 

the veracity of heroic feats and supernatural interventions in a pre-heraldic age (that is, 

before the twelfth century) are often intentionally overlooked.11 If the use of myths of 

origin and other forms of symbolic interpretation is reconstructed, it is mainly done in a 

generalizing way, as some sort of curiosum. Little attention is paid to the specific 

context or to the political relevance of significant variations.12 

As I will maintain in the following pages, this modern selectiveness misses much of 

the dynamics of the ideological language in which the heraldic was steeped; especially 

when it came to endorsing or rejecting sovereign rights. In sharp contrast with the still 

                                                           
10 Cf. Pastoureau, Traité, 26.; M. Pastoureau, M., L’art héraldique au Moyen Âge, Paris, 2009, 201-204.; 

Woodcock & Robinson, The Oxford Guide, 24.; M. de Ríquer, Heráldica Catalana des de l’any 1150 al 

1550, 2 vol., Barcelona, 1983, I, 54.  
11 An example of this tendency is the disproportionate attention for the seventeenth-century works of 

Claude-François Ménestrier as an isolated benchmark when it comes to assessing the realizations of early 

modern heraldry: Sabatier, Claude-François Ménestrier.; Pastoureau, Traité, 74-76. 
12 Heraldic legends are mostly enlisted in specialized publications, often intentionally reformulating, 

romanticizing or confusing the original accounts. See for the Low Countries: M. Van de Cruys, Wapen- 

sagen uit de Zuidelijke Nederlanden, Wijnegem, 2003.; M. Van de Cruys, Wapensagen uit de Nederlanden, 

Wijnegem, 2007.; J. ter Gouw, Wapens en wapenlegenden, s.l., 1860.; F. Goole, ‘Wapenkunde: 

wapensagen’, Vlaamse stam, 3(1967), 219-23.; K. W. van Hilten, ‘Wapens en wapen- legenden’, Gens 

Nostra, 39(1984), 334-7. Legends from the German speaking area and Northern Europe can be 

approached through: G. Scheibelreiter, Wappen im Mittelalter, Darmstadt, 2014, 153-82.; J. G. Th. 

Graesse, Geschlechts-, Namen- und Wappensagen des Adels Deutscher Nation, Dresden, 1876.; G. 

Hesekiel, Wappensagen, Berlin, 1865.; Bartosza Paprockiego, Herby Rycerztwa Polskiego, Kraków, 1584 

[ed. 1858]. For the English Isles, see in particular: W. Scott-Giles, The Romance of Heraldry, London, 

1957.; M. A. Lower, Curiosities of Heraldry, London, 1845.; A. Ailes, ‘“To Search the Truth”: Heralds, 

Myths and Legends in 16th and 17th Century England and Wales’, in: J. D. Floyd & C. J. Burnett, eds., 

Genealogica et heraldica St. Andrews MMVI: Myths and propaganda in heraldry and genealogy: 

proceedings of the XXVII International Congress of Genealogical and Heraldic Sciences, St. Andrews, 21-

26 August 2006, Edinburgh, 95-106. A more substantial discussion of the phenomenon can be found in: L. 

Duerloo, ‘Transcending the frontiers of reality: The significance of heraldic legends’, in: C. Boudreau, D. 

Cogné & A. Vachon, eds., Actes du 22e Congrès International des Sciences Généalogique et Héraldique à 

Ottawa, 18-23 Août 1996, 349-56.; G. Scheibelreiter, ‘Mythische Genealogie und Fabelheraldik: 

Merowingisches und Französisches Königtum’, in: J. D. Floyd & C. J. Burnett, eds., Genealogica et 

heraldica St. Andrews MMVI: Myths and propaganda in heraldry and genealogy: proceedings of the XXVII 

International Congress of Genealogical and Heraldic Sciences, St. Andrews, 21-26 August 2006, Edinburgh, 

737-66.; N. Fromentin, Les légendes héraldiques: création et utilisation des légendes sur les origines des 

armoiries dans l’Europe des XIVe-XVIIe siècles, unpublished master’s thesis, Université de Poitiers, 2011.; 

Zaninetta, Il potere raffigurato, 141-208.; Weber, Zeichen der Ordnung, 442-72. On the related field of 

‘imaginary heraldry’, see: M. Pastoureau, ‘Introduction à l’héraldique imaginaire (XIIs-XVIe siècle), Revue 

française d’héraldique et de sigillographie, 41(1978), 19-25.; de Ríquer, Heráldica Catalana, 47-58.  
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lively scholarly disregard for such kind of stories or symbolizations, the present chapter 

demonstrates their essential contribution to the intellectual (re)modelling of imagery. 

Various explanations were constantly interwoven with different strains of constitutional 

thought in order to phrase, defend and legitimate political or genealogical interests. For 

many early modern apologists, the mythical roots or the transcendental substance of 

visual markers warranted the monarch’s virtuous intentions as well as the health of the 

realm. The phenomenon of appropriation by means of textual discourse can in no way 

be separated from time and space. Armorial rhetoric was always dressed up in a specific 

context and, as to its frequency and popularity, followed the ups and downs of political 

tendencies. The majority of strategies can be related to moments of dynastic upheaval or 

a heightened awareness about clarifying the reach and limits of worldly authority.  

In light of the above-mentioned considerations, differences in literary production 

between the studied polities are telling. The French fleurs de lis, having grown into an 

absolute touchstone of royalty ever since the high Middle Ages, occasioned remarkably 

extensive discussions exclusively tackling their symbolism.13 Because of the relatively 

dense amount of discursive material, contemporary attitudes towards the French coat of 

arms are well known.14 While the dominant status of the single shield and the lack of 

autonomous alternatives highly restricted the manipulation of the composition itself, 

literary exaltation or the subtle adjustment of popular premises made it topical in new 

situations. A number of fairly recent studies have already charted the evolution and 

character of legendary attribution. Particularly for the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, 

ideological developments are profoundly researched.15  

Unlike the French case, the diversified Habsburg practices resulted in less 

comprehensive discussions. Variety in iconography equally gave way to varied forms of 

symbolization. The majority of statements about the armorial shape of king and state 

were here included in general histories or functioned as secondary themes in larger 

polemical works.16 The first part of this chapter examines the strengths and 

shortcomings of Spanish discourses in juxtaposition to the French beliefs. Official 

versions of Habsburg imagery were, more so than in France, complemented by 

proposals for adopting deviating insignia. Reflections on alternative legendary traditions 

underwrote regional prerogatives. Some isolated authors, on the contrary, did try to 

design a global overview of the Spanish achievement that had to correspond neatly to 

new dynastic aspiration. Yet advancing such viewpoint was always less obvious.  

Heraldic interpretation thus did not necessarily conform to the dominant strains of 

political thought. Nor was its production confined to the official scribes in the service of 

                                                           
13 Saffroy, Bibliographie généalogique, héraldique et nobiliaire.; Lelong & de Fontette, Bibliothèque 

historique, 756-58. 
14 See also chapter 2, pp. 105-24. 
15 Hinkle, The Fleurs de Lis, 6-39.; A.M. Lecoq, ‘La symbolique de l'état. Les images de la monarchie des 

premiers Valois à Louis XIV’, in: P. Nora, ed., Les lieux de mémoire. II: La nation. 1: héritage, 

historiographie, paysages, Paris, 157-65.; Lecoq, François Ier imaginaire, 17-20, 194-9, 342-6, 396-409.; 

Beaune, La naissance, 238-63.; Hindman & Spiegel, ‘The Fleur-de-lis Frontispieces’. For a later period, see: 

Loskoutoff, L’Armorial de Calliope.; Haran, Le lys et le globe, 149-54. 
16 De Franckenau, Bibliotheca Hispanica.; Vigil, Heráldica Asturiana. An exhaustive list of pro-Habsburg 

treatises and works dealing with royal heraldry is difficult to compose because of the diverse formats. 
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a princely entourage or a central administration. The layered, continually shapeshifting 

gamut of signification could be turned to the advantage of various ends: Dressing up 

alternative visions of monarchical government; challenging temporary reforms or 

infringements of the precarious political tissue; defying unpopular centralizing measures 

deemed contradictory to traditional constitutionalism; or proposing indirect guidelines 

for more courageous or pious behaviour.17 Almost completely slipping the margins of 

royal control and intervention, some interest groups even depoliticized (para)heraldic 

ensigns, attributing to them a completely new signification. They lifted elements out of 

the confines of an escutcheon or of the personal device of princes to convey wholesale 

religious or social ideals.18 The other way round, visual icons originally functioning in 

the context of the holy were combined with other expressions and connotations to 

reveal profane concerns.19 Interaction with the flexible genre of emblems played, above 

all, an increasingly central role.20 There was also an obvious dialogue between learned 

interpretation and popular affections; or in other words between high theory and the 

opinions of the moment. Subject matter, for instance, inspired artistic design and 

theatrical display,21 in their turn spawning new ideas and popularizations. A deeper look 

at the heraldic discourses and performances generated during Philip II’s ceremonial 

foray into Navarra and Aragon at the end of 1592 shows how subaltern viewpoints 

effectively influenced opinions at the courtly centre stage. Creative interplay ensured 

that seemingly unchangeable representations of sovereignty could actually underpin 

different agendas and circumstances.22   

Despite all the differences in amplitude and character, similarities have to be stressed 

as well. One of the central maxims underlying most of the texts – regardless of their 

form or the arguments used – was a recurring belief in the stability of armorial signs. 

This imbued them with the possibility to restore or realign the unruly political reality for 

which they stood. In the hands of adversaries, heraldic argumentation then became a 

tool to uphold the superior position of one emblazoned version of kingship against the 

alleged inconsistencies of those markers used by other rulers and dynasties. As such the 

phenomenon was an essential component of the political debate. By taking the 

Habsburg case again as my central subject, the second section of this chapter intends to 

tackle such dynamics. I show how a representative selection of authors from diverse 

backgrounds tried to align armorial opinion to new insights and ambitions. In 

                                                           
17 Cf. Burke, ‘Performing History’, 44-46.; Sharpe, Reading Authority, 1-28. 
18 Ashley & Plesch, ‘“Appropriation”’, 1-15. For a case study, see: Thiry, ‘From Royal Representation to 

Scientific Aspiration’, 217-34. 
19 Bertelli, The King’s Body, 10-127.; Kléber Monod, The Power of Kings. 
20 Rolet, ‘Aux sources de l’emblème’.; Campa, ‘The Space between Heraldry and the Emblem’.; de la 

Flor, Emblemas, 79-107, esp. 105-7. A number of authors clearly mixed these genres, treating blazon as an 

emblematical mode that spoke of virtue and honour, see e.g.: Pierre l’Anglois, Discours des hieroglyphes 

Aegyptiens, emblemes, devises et armoiries, Paris, 1583.;  H.G., The mirrour of maiestie; or, the badges of 

honour conceitedly emblazoned; with emblemes annexed, poetically unfolded, London, 1618. 
21 For the literal performance of heraldry on the stage, see: A. H. Nason, Heralds and Heraldry in Ben 

Johnson’s Plays, Masques and Entertainments, New York, 1968.; C. W. Scot-Giles, Shakespeare’s Heraldry, 

London, 1950. 
22 Cf. Thiry, ‘From Royal Representation to Scientific Aspiration’, 218, 224-9. 
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comparison with the well-documented situation in France, I shall demonstrate how 

internal disagreements and international rivalry primarily fuelled this process of 

appropriation. Deteriorating relations in the first decades of the seventeenth century 

and the outbreak of open hostility in 1635 serve as an ideal case in point to chart 

heraldic developments in precedence disputes.  

Recent studies have argued that active interaction between the rival reading of 

images actually determined the evolution and strength of iconographic themes. 

Research on, among others, the famous emblematic strategies of the French king Louis 

XIV convincingly explained how certain pictorial claims were determined by either the 

presence or absence of indisputable ideological narratives behind them. These fictions 

had to insert meaning in the images in question, and elucidate their relationship to 

principles of authority.23 A well-founded set of solid connotations enabled them to 

connect with other visual elements into a broader, meaningful performance of 

legitimate kingship. Unstable narratives, or the undermining of positive interpretations, 

seriously curtailed the usefulness of a given symbol. Political rivals could counter them 

by equally credible “negative” explanations, by challenging their authenticity, or by 

pointing out inherent contradictions. Once such a mark was discredited beyond repair, 

it had to be replaced and slowly disappeared out of public space.24  

The input of armorial ideology, however, remains hitherto largely unexplored. In a 

very inspirational article, Michael Randall delved into the competition and 

transformation of mythical stories associated with the fleurs de lis. He convincingly 

demonstrated how the alleged pagan coat of arms with three toads − said to predate the 

divine gift of the lilies to Clovis − was revamped from a diabolical antipode of medieval 

Christian monarchy into a sixteenth-century expression of virtuous government.25 

Randall notably linked such semiotic shift to the growth of a more absolutist model of 

rule, advanced by the royal legists working under François I and Henri II.26 When the 

toads re-appeared in the course of the seventeenth century as a polemical weapon in the 

hands of France’s enemies – notably in the polemical treatises on the falsity of fleurs de 

lis mythology written by the physician of the Spanish king, Jean-Jacques Chifflet, in the 

1650s – French historians and heraldists again downplayed the pagan imagery up to the 

point that they virtually disappeared from collective memory. The bottom line of his 

exposé is that symbolic forms were constantly forced to adapt to political challenges. A 

failure to respond adequately endangered their survival.27  

This conclusion raises some important issues: If the legendary antithesis of the fleurs 

de lis was subjected to a continuous transformation and eventual perishing, how did the 

same dynamics affect the sovereign coat of arms which, as we have seen, was a 

                                                           
23 Burke, The Fabrication, 15-38.  
24 See for instance: Ziegler, Der Sonnenkönig und seine Feinde, 54-74. 
25 Randall, ‘On the Evolution of Toads’, 137-47. 
26 Ibid., 137-41. Cf. with my chapter 4, pp. 292-5. 
27 Randall, ‘On the Evolution of Toads’, 150-9.; Jean-Jacques Chifflet, Anastasis Childerici I. Francorum 

regis, sive Thesaurus sepulchralis, Antwerp, 1655.; Jean-Jacques Chifflet, Lilium francicum, veritate 

historica, botanica, et heraldica, Antwerp, 1658.; Jean Tristan de Saint-Amant, Traicté du lis, symbole divin 

de l’esperance, Paris, 1656.    
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significant means to uphold dynastic continuity and territorial integrity? In which ways 

did the same apologists and legists counter negative interpretations of the heraldic 

patrimony by outsiders? Was the heraldry of France’s dynastic rivals in turn 

reinterpreted and transformed with similar ammunition in order to discredit political 

credibility and, by extension, downgrade their system of rule as ineffective and inferior? 

Could rival registers exist next to each other and interact? Finally, and probably the most 

important consideration, how did the mechanisms of appropriation cope with the 

question of internal crisis and insecurity?  

It would be wrong to present the literary field as linear or unequivocal, yet certain 

evolutions incited new and profound choices. While exploiting heraldic imagery to 

meet political challenges, one was likewise faced with transforming intellectual attitudes 

and new mentalities (invalidating former assumptions). In addition to that, the growth of 

royal prerogative was not an invariably expanding process that necessarily resulted in 

uncontested “absolutist” centralization.28 Every so often, notably at moments of insecure 

succession, military defeat and civil or religious strife, royal authority was seriously 

weakened and damaged.29 Precisely at these fragile occasions, interpreters more openly 

signalled that their intentions were not so much a bare-faced approval of the absolute 

and immeasurable might of their kings, like Randall seems to suggest.  

Most apologists were indeed patronized by the court, or were clients to factions 

manoeuvring in the centre of decision-making. In that capacity their writings did defend 

the rights of the monarchs, either plainly or implicitly rebuking the claims of 

competitors. Nonetheless, their comprehension was seldom the uncritical confirmation 

of power for which it is taken. A thorough reconsideration of one of the most original 

heraldic panegyrics at the end of this chapter, namely Juan Caramuel y Lobkowitz’ 

Declaracion mystica de las armas de España (1636), nuances such inaccurate 

presumption. If a high acclamation of monarchical attributes prophesized the 

predestined character of princely command, it also endorsed the indispensable qualities 

that had to be preserved at all costs. Often small, though purposeful adjustments to well-

known legends or the utilization of other metaphorical or associative registers not only 

protected the signs against outside scorn. They also shaped the symbols as strong 

remedies against the ills and pains that affected the body politic. Between the lines, the 

discourse warned for the disruptive effects of discarding certain principles of 

government. Not in the least, the excellence and pre-eminence of the regal coat of arms 

became a reminder of the imperative observance of virtuous and pious kingship.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
28 Henshall, The Myth of absolutism.; Asch & Duchhardt, Der Absolutismus – ein Mythos?   
29 On the precarious moment of succession, see in particular: F. Lachaud & M. Penman, eds., Making 

and Breaking the Rules: Succession in Medieval Europe, c. 1000-c. 1600, Turnhout, 2008.  
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PART I – A SACRED ANTIDOTE TO DISCORD 

  

Mythic accounts explained the presumed origins and seniority of royal arms by 

projecting them in an early era and by associating them with supernatural occurrences 

or the feats of illustrious predecessors. This phenomenon appeared, in its earliest 

manifestations, in the fourteenth century. In the first place, it was the product of a 

princely ideology that aimed at consolidating dynastic claims to land in the struggle with 

rival pretenders.30 Ascribing the early adoption of the king’s ensigns to a mythical 

forebear who was believed to have ruled approximately the same territorial entity 

created a sense of undeniable legitimacy which dated back to times immemorial.31 

Similar narrative types also bolstered regional identities after being incorporated into 

larger political bonds.32 From very early on, keeping pace with the general spread of 

armorial imagery throughout Europe, alternative republican regimes – for instance, the 

Italian city-states − likewise fostered mythologies on the provenance of their insignia. 

These were mostly part of a larger historiographical tradition that dealt with the 

common roots of the community and professed its rights and liberties.33  

In addition, great noble families, imitating previous peers that had successfully 

attained a sovereign status, instructed their genealogists to devise a glorious ancestry 

with an equally triumphal explanation for their bearings. By doing so, they often 

affiliated themselves with early episodes in monarchical history, thereby claiming a 

privileged relationship with the centre of power.34 Although most of these tales stem 

from a later period, they usually narrated how the progenitor of the family had been 

awarded in times past with an honourable grant of arms by a king or emperor in 

recompense of loyal services.35 Its background was the courageous military defence of 

the overlord by loyal feats not seldom resulting in a heroic death on the battlefield.36 

These accounts reminded the sovereign and the aristocratic community of the family’s 

                                                           
30 Hinkle, The Fleurs de Lis, 22-25.; Duerloo, ‘Transcending the frontiers of reality’.; Scheibelreiter, 

‘Mythische Genealogie und Fabelheraldik’, 737-8. 
31 J.-M. Moeglin, ‘Dynastisches Bewußtsein und Geschichtsschreibung. Zum Selbstverständnis der 

Wittelsbacher, Habsburger und Hohenzollern im Spätmittelalter’, Historische Zeitschrift, 256(1993), 593-

635.; Scheibelreiter, ‘Mythische Genealogie und Fabelheraldik’. 
32 E.g. ter Gouw, Wapens en wapenlegenden, 461-2.; E. Warlop, ‘“Oude Vlaenderen” en de zwarte 

leeuw op Gouden veld’, Algemeen Rijksarchief en Rijksarchief in de provincien. Miscellanea Archivistica, 

28(1980), 5-52. On the imaginary heraldry of Spanish territories, see in particular: J. J. Sánchez Badiola, 

Símbolos de España y de Sus Regiones y Autonomías. Emblemática Territorial Española, Madrid, 2010, 104-

5, 132-9. 
33 Weber, Zeichen der Ordnung, 442-72. Some other examples are documented in: KBR Mss 18713: Jean 

Mantelius, Origines insignium regum et principum, cum precipuis rebus ad historiam eorum spectantibus, 

17th century. 
34 A. Jouanna, Le Devoir de Revolte. La noblesse française et la gestation de l’État moderne (1559-1661), 

Paris, 1989, esp. 19-20. When noble status became legally defined from the sixteenth century onwards, 

narrative bonds between noble pedigree and royal history seemed to have grown in importance. On the 

rise of genealogical science, see: Asch, R. G., Nobilities in Transition, 1550-1700. Courtiers and Rebels in 

Britain and Europe, London, 2003.   
35 Some exaples of this will be cited in my fourth chapter. 
36 A typology in: Duerloo, ‘Transcending the frontiers of reality’, 350-4.  
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old, indispensable right to provide advice and to participate in the conduct of 

government.37 Fiction thus became a powerful instrument to forge bonds and affinities.   

The vast majority of the legendary narratives reiterated a select set of basic topoi: By 

far the most popular theme was that of martial sacrifice. Dying or gravely wounded 

heroes of violent encounters with the infidels, whose own blood-soaked injuries were 

transformed into marks of their valour by rulers accidentally passing by, provided the 

scenario for the acclaimed arms of Aragon (Or, four pales Gules) as well as for those of 

the Welsh lord Llewellyn ap Ynyr, the Neapolitan house of Carafa and the ducal House 

of Arenberg.38 The Keith family, hereditary earl marischals of Scotland and ever since the 

creation of that title in the twelfth century in charge of protecting the royal regalia, 

were said to have won their arms the other way around: King Kenneth III dipped his 

fingers into the wounds of a Danish general, slain by a Keith ancestor in a battle near 

Dundee. He then drew three stripes on top of the valiant warrior’s shield with this 

enemy blood.39 A version of the Montmorency heraldic legend has Philip II Augustus 

(†1225) drawing a red cross, quite analogously, with bloody fingers.40 In a slightly less 

fatalist version of the sanguinary storyline one of the Habsburg progenitors, the Austrian 

duke Leopold V of Babenberg adopted a horizontal band of argent on a red field after his 

white surcoat was completely soaked in the blood of killed infidels at the siege of Akkon 

(1191) during the third crusade. Only underneath his sword-belt, the fabric had 

remained unstained. Rewarding his courageous vassal, emperor Henry VI afterwards 

conceded him these new colours. The actual use of this shield by the Babenberger 

dukes, however, is only documented since 1230. And the first written suggestion of the 

legend dates from the last decade of the fourteenth century.41 The striking similarity 

between all of these tales uncovers an intensive process of exchange and imitation in a 

pan-European context. 

Some of these early armorial legends were set in a recognizable pseudo-historical 

surrounding − though often intentionally remaining vague about the exact whereabouts 

of the protagonists − but introduced some fabulous or supernatural features. Examples 

of this are legion.42 For example, the Medici family’s balls or palle were said to derive 

from one Averardo de Medici. This knight’s shield was dented by the bloodied mace of 

the giant Mugello while protecting none other than Charlemagne during the emperor’s 

trip to Italy. At least, that was what most compatriots of the famous Florentine dynasty 

would have told. Others denied the episode with the belligerent giant and stated instead 

that a learned medico had saved the wounded emperor’s life by applying alternative 

                                                           
37 Cf. Jouanna, Le Devoir de Revolte, passim. 
38 Duerloo, ‘Transcending the frontiers of reality’, 350. The red bars of Aragon allegedly stood at the 

origin of the arms of the House of Merode and the descendants of the Brabantine Berthout family, see: 

Van de Cruys, Wapensagen, 6-11.  
39 M. A. Lower, The curiosities of heraldry, London, 1845, 165. 
40 J. ter Gouw, ‘Over den oorsprong der wapens’, 42. Cf this chapter, pp. 213-4. 
41 Scheibelreiter, Wappen im Mittelalter, 162-165.; [Pakosta], Die Herkunft, 9-10, 14-16.; A. Kusternig & 

F.-H. Hye, Adler und Rot-Weiss-Rot. Symbole aus Niederösterreich. Katalog des Niederösterreichischen 

Landesmuseums, Vienna, 1986, 46-50. 
42 A considerable number of these legends are enlisted in: Duerloo, ‘Transcending the frontiers of 

reality’. 
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therapy with cupping glasses. The palle were also referred to as medicinal pills – an 

explanation popular in sixteenth century France among queen Catherine de Medici’s 

foes who held that the Medici were in origin mere apothecaries. More favourable 

interpretations associated the symbols with no other than the apples from the mythical 

gardens of the Hesperides or the heads of eleven slain enemies (the original amount of 

balls on the shield).43 Related legendary derivatives told of the epic defeat of the giant 

Flolo by the hands of the Breton Arthur44 or the knock-down of another giant by 

Morvidus, Earl of Warwick. Both of which alleged noble ventures were celebrated in 

new banners or ensigns.45   

 

 

The Gift of God: Interpreting the Fleurs de Lis 

 

It is not easy to identify the basic sources of such legends. To all probability, they first 

circulated orally in different versions, boasting the genealogical pride of the families in 

question. Only when they were put down in chronicles, official genealogies, heraldic 

treatises or glossed armorials, historians can trace their meaning and evolution. It is far 

too easy to simply dismiss them as untrue or erroneous. This is to deny their meaningful 

pliability in a society saturated with genealogical make-believe. It goes beyond saying 

that tales about the origins of ruling dynasties, in particular, are in the main first 

documented in periods of intensified political self-awareness. In this, the French case 

stands out as a crucial benchmark. 

 Compared to their Spanish counterparts, legendary narratives that exalted the 

armorial patrimony of France were of a much older date. As already alluded to in the 

previous chapter, a full articulation of the origins of the fleurs de lis can be traced back 

to the early fourteenth century. It was fully formulated when the Valois dynasty faced a 

precarious climate wherein their rights to the throne were fundamentally challenged. 

Monks of the royal abbey of St.-Denis appear to have made the first tentative reflections 

on the possible symbolism of the royal lily in their monarchical chronicles, written in 

the last decades of the thirteenth century.46 Using allegorical language, the chronicler 

Guillaume de Nangis (†1300) connected the petals of the isolated flower to the 

personified concepts of learning and chivalry; virtuous ideals claimed to have been 

translated by St Denis himself when travelling from Rome to Gaul.47 Once these 

keystone virtues arrived in France, they started protecting fides – “faith” − the third and 

most outstanding petal. Apart from endorsing the extraordinary piety of the kingdom 

and its rulers, the allegorical reading of the symbol also emphasized the indispensable 

services of the interpreter and his learned colleagues. By summoning the vision of a 

                                                           
43 R. Brogan, A Signature of Power and Patronage. The Medici Coat of Arms, 1299-1492, New York, 

1993, 33-34.; J. Ross, ed., Lives of the early Medici as told in their correspondence, London, 1910, 1. 
44 Cf. chapter 2, pp. 123. 
45 Lower, The curiosities, 164. 
46 On these chronicles, see: G. M. Spiegel, The chronicle tradition of Saint-Denis: a survey, Leiden, 1978. 
47 Hindman & Spiegel, ‘The Fleur-de-lis Frontispieces’, 386-8. Around 1332, this translation was further 

developed in Philippe de Vitri’s Le chapel des trois fleurs de lis. 
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translatio studii, de Nangis particularly protested against the exodus of students after the 

Parisian university riots in 1230, which had threatened to unravel these three 

fundaments of the kingdom.48 Possible consequences of this would have been 

disastrous: 

 

“And furthermore, as long as the aforesaid three graces are together in the kingdom of 

France and are firmly united to each other, this kingdom will also remain strong and 

firm. If however they should be separated from each other or be torn asunder, this 

kingdom will be reduced to desolation and will fall into ruin.”49     

 

Here, we find one of the first instances of a reflection on how proper reverence for the 

ideologically imbued ensign had to preserve the political fabric – a theme further 

enhanced by de Nangis’ later imitators. In the early decades of the fourteenth century, 

other ideologists connected the flowers to the Holy Trinity or made it an allegory of 

heavenly consecrated kingship.50  

In his study on the medieval symbolism of the lilies, William M. Hinkle has 

ingeniously argued how such early texts dealing with their allegorical or mystical 

meaning were composed in marked periods of transition, dynastic dilemma and a 

consecutive strengthening of royal power: They came cautiously into being on those 

moments when recalcitrant noblemen revolted against royal fiscal reform in the early 

1300s; when the Valois dynasty substituted the main Capetian line in 1328, and with 

unseen dimension after the outbreak of the Hundred Years War. Each of these pivotal 

events aroused the interest to cast the fleurs de lis as a bulwark of monarchical status.51 

Although the first interpretations failed to highlight the exclusive character of the 

flowers, they were soon cast as indispensable icons of French royalty. The early impetus 

of de Nangis and the Saint-Denis historiography finally led in the 1330s to the creation of 

a complete legend that had to strengthen the very heart of Capetian-Valois kingship.52  

Upgrading the account of Clovis’ conversion to Christianity, an anonymous canon of 

the Premonstratensian abbey of Joyenval introduced the presumed divine miracle in a 

Latin poem.53 The storyline he designed spoke of a confrontation between the pagan 

Clovis and a local tyrant named Conflat. When preparing for battle, the Merovingian 

leader noticed that the three crescents depicted on his shield had been mysteriously 

altered into three stylized golden lilies. There was no time to repaint this shield, and 

dumbfounded he rode to battle with this new cognizance. He won an astounding 

victory. Afterwards, his Christian spouse Clotilda disclosed that the sweeping defeat of 

the tyrant had been granted to him by the Holy Trinity. And that henceforth Clovis had 

                                                           
48 Ibid., 386.; Hinkle, The Fleurs de Lis, 7-8. 
49 Quotation and translation of the Latin original is based on: Hinkle, The fleurs de lis, 154. A 

contemporary, French translation ran as follows: “Tant comme ces troys graces seront fermement et 

ordenement jointes ensemble ou royaume de France, li royaumes sera fors et fermes; et se il avient que 

eles en soient ostées our desseurées, li royaume charra en desolacion et en destruiement.” 
50 Piaget, ‘Un poème inédit’. 
51 Hinkle, The Fleurs de Lis, 5, 14-18, 27. 
52 Ibid., 22-24. 
53 The text of this poem (BnF Latin 14663) is edited in: Bossuat, ‘Poème latin’, 93-101.  
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to bear “the unity of the triple flowers” in sign of his “right to rule”.54 An addendum to 

the poem from that same period, though written by a different hand, spelled out how 

the pious woman had befriended a hermit living near a fountain at the foot of the hill 

Montjoye. One day, the latter had been visited by an angel handing him over an azure 

shield with three golden lilies. In his turn, the anchorite instructed the Christian 

princess to erase the crescents on her husband’s shield and to replace them secretly by 

the divine flowers, as the angel had revealed to him. Later on, the abbey of Joyenval was 

founded on the spot of the fountain (Figure 50).55  

Edward III of England’s recognition as French king by the Flemish in January 1340, 

seriously damaging the Valois reputation, provided the trigger for the story’s popularity. 

Part of a thorough attempt to restore legitimacy under the reign of Charles V (1338-

1380), the legend got conflated with the other doctrines of French sacral kingship.56 

Together with the legend of the Oriflamme, France’s divinely donated battle standard;57 

with the Holy Ampulla, allegedly delivered from heaven by the Holy Spirit in the shape 

of a white dove at Clovis’ baptisms;58 and the thaumaturgical powers of the kings 

bestowed upon them by means of anointment, the heavenly gift of the lilies became a 

key elements in what had grown into, to use the words of Marc Bloch, a “religion 

royale”.59 Time and again, these four miraculous indications were cited and conflated to 

prove France’s supremacy.60 By the end of the Middle Ages they were generally regarded 

as connected, canonized facts. Illuminators and writers patronized by the court, such as 

Raoul de Presles, Jean Golein, Étienne de Conty or the author of the late fourteenth-

century Songe du verger, already employed the Joyenval legend and the religious and 

curative qualities attributed to the flowers to repair and exalt the sacral foundations of 

the Valois monarchy.61 Apparently as reaction to the English usurpation of the fleurs de  

 

                                                           
54 Ibid., 82. An analysis of the poem in: F. Chatillon, ‘“Lilia crescunt”: Remarques sur la substitution de la 

fleur de lis aux croissants et sur quelques questions connexes’, Revue du moyen âge latin, 11(1955), 87-

200. 
55 Bossuat, ‘Poème latin’, 93-101. 
56 L. Pannier, Le débat des hérauts d’armes de France et d’Anglettere suivi de The debate between the 

heralds of England and France, Paris, 1877, 12.; Claude de Seyssel, La Grand’ Monarchie de France, Paris, 

1558, f. 88v. “… les roys de France ont trois dons singuliers, envoyez des cieulx que nul autre roy n’a. 

C’est assavoir les trois fleurs de lys, la saincte ampolle & l’oriflam.” On these “privilegia franciae”, see: 

Haran, Le lys et le globe, 44-45.   
57 P. Contaminne, ‘L’oriflamme de Saint-Denis aux XIVe et XVe siècles. Étude de symbolique religieuse 

et royale’, Annales de l’est, 25(1973), 180-244. 
58 Hindman & Spiegel, ‘The Fleur-de-lis Frontispieces’, 391. 
59 Bloch, Les rois thaumaturges.; E. Brown, ‘The Religion of Royalty: from Saint Louis to Henry IV, 1226-

1589’, in: M.-H. Tesnière & P. Gifford, eds., Creating French Culture. Treasures from the Bibliothèque 

Nationale de France, New Haven, 1995, 131-48. 
60 Beaune, La naissance, 254-55. 
61 Hindman & Spiegel, ‘The Fleur-de-Lis Frontispieces’, 392-3.; Beaune, La naissance, 253. It was the 

Songe du Verger, a vernacular translation of a Latin work composed on commission of Charles V in 1378, 

which transformed the crescents on the earlier shield of Clovis into three toads (crapauds). Hinkle, The 

Fleurs de Lis, 39. The toads likewise appeared in the poem La belle Hélène de Constantinople (mid-14th 

century) and were largely disseminated in Robert Gaguin’s popular Compendium de origine et gestis 

francorum. See: Bossuat, ‘Poème sur l’origine’, 91-92.; Roy, ‘La légende’, 385.; Robert Gaguin, Annales de 

Francorum regum gestis, Paris, 1521, f. 9v.  
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Figure 50.  Clovis receives his fleurs-de-lis-arms from heaven, Bedford Hours (BL Add. 18850), 1423. 
© BL 
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lis, the then reigning king Charles V also reduced the numbers of lilies on the royal 

shield to three, further bolstering Trinitarian connotations.62         

This resourceful character of early French heraldic narrative made it into an ideal tool 

for ideological affirmation. For many later writers, both the association with the 

conversion of Clovis and the early allegorical interplay with Trinitarian and Marian 

connotations were a rich literary trove.63 Supporters and opponents alike selected those 

elements suited to their own views on the clear-cut insignia and, by extension, of the 

state. The Joyenval scenario presented the genesis of the iconic arms as a truly historical 

miracle. Ever since the progenitor of the Christian monarchy, it had bestowed a 

continuous grace on the incorruptible bond between the king and his chosen people. 

On the other hand, every possible infraction of this special relationship could be averted 

in insisting on the unity of the ensign’s associative meanings: be it in the form of the 

preservation of chivalry and learning in the kingdom; a medicinal remedy against 

rupture; the defence of the faith; or the conservative recipient of triune grace.64 Unlike 

Iberian narratives of later date, such interpretations further integrated the idea of 

dynastic continuity and one unified, inalienable territory. Without much noted 

opposition, all these assumptions were repeated throughout the major part of the 

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.  

Drawing on both registers − the historical legend as well as a mystical reading of the 

sign − the literary standing of the lily remedied, for instance, the possible breach of 

legitimacy caused by the indirect and therefore insecure successions of Louis XII in 

1498 and François I in 1515. On top of introducing the pageant novelties mentioned in 

my second chapter, they were equally landmark moments for the discursive 

development of the theme. The accession of Louis, duc d’Orléans to the throne in April 

1498 occasioned writings assuring the aristocratic public that divinely supported 

continuity was still observed. Even if this new monarch had succeeded a cousin instead 

of a father and was, from the onset, deemed incapable of securing another stable 

succession in the future due to the generally acknowledged infertility of his wife Jeanne 

de France. Aside from the fact that a cadet branch of the Valois now took over, there 

had also been rumours that Louis was a bastard son to Charles of Orléans.65 A firm 

association between his controversial person and the ever-flourishing icons of Capetian 

kingship had to clamp down any of these doubts.  

Analogous to the abundant display of fleurs-de-lis-imagery during Louis XII’s 

coronation ceremony and joyous entries,66 a renewed exaltation of the symbol was also 

put down in writing. A compilation of salutary prose given to the new monarch, 

probably composed by someone with a Parisian academic background, reminded how 

Christ himself held the “treschrestienne maison de France” in special esteem.67 He had 

                                                           
62 Prinet, ‘Les variations du nombre’, 469-88. 
63 Pastoureau, ‘La fleur de lis’. 
64 Cf. Lecoq, ‘La symbolique de l’État’, 163. 
65 Sherman, ‘Pomp and Circumstances’, 17.; Hochner, Louis XII, 61, 63, 65-67, 143. 
66 See chapter 2, p. 121. 
67 BnF Fr. 5869: Compilation fait en l’honneur de Louis XII, late 15th century, f. 2r.-4v. (“Comme les 

armes de France ont este envoyez de paradis au roy Clovis”). 
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sent the arms of three fleurs de lis on an azure field to Clovis at the siege of Conflans, 

through the intervention of the eremite and Clotilda. Whilst battling his enemy, this 

time identified as a Saracen king, Clovis conquered the hill with the tower of Montjoye, 

explaining in passing the provenance of the French motto Montjoy St.-Denis.68 The 

anonymous author repeated that in commemoration of this miraculous victory, an abbey 

was founded at the place where the original heavenly object was rumoured to have 

been revered for a long time. Fusing the Joyenval legend with the allegorical 

interpretation of de Nangis, the account moreover analysed the mystic designation of 

the French lilies: The two smaller petals of the flowers signified “clergie” and 

“chevallerie”, brought together for the first time in ancient Rome and thence transferred 

to Gaul by Charlemagne (rather than by St Denis as claimed de Nangis’ account) – 

relying on a popular variant of the translatio studii theory. The Frankish emperor, in his 

turn, founded the University of Paris as the stronghold of these values. Together, clergy 

and chivalry were (again) hailed to be the guardians of the third and principal petal: the 

Christian faith.69 Provided that Louis respected these fundamental pillars, the order of 

the kingdom would thus remain unaltered by the new accession.    

The unbroken perpetuation of fleurs de lis imagery under the branches of Valois-

Orléans and Valois-Angoûleme was at least the subject of two other specialized 

treatises.70 The most significant of them, likely the first extensive exaltation of this 

subject matter to appear in print, became a rich repository of references for future royal 

panegyrists. In his De laudibus ac triumphis trium liliorum, dedicated to Louis XII, the 

Dominican theologian and confessor of the Marques of Saluzzo, Giovanni Ludovico 

Vivaldi, collected almost every possible association and analogy attached to the notion 

“lily” that could be found in either the classical or medieval authorities and holy 

scripture.71 This landmark discussion was published at Saluzzo in 1507 in the author’s 

Opus regale.72 Vivaldi’s starting point was again the wonderful gift of the “trium 

liliorum” to Clovis. But the divine concession was now completely assimilated with the 

glorious moment of conversion and baptism of the former pagan. The bond between 

the celestial grant and the conversion was not seen as a mere private decision of the 

Merovingian progenitor to embrace Christianity, but in fact insinuated that the whole of 

Gaul was simultaneously raised from the shadows into a heavenly light.73 Nevertheless, 

the monarchical legend only provided the profane, historical framework for a more 

lengthy and unprecedented exegetical treatment of the subject. Vivaldi identified the 

                                                           
68 Ibid., f. 2r.-3r. 
69 Ibid., f. 3v.-4v. A similar interpretation in: Nicole Gilles, Les annales et cronicques de France, Paris, 

1531, f. 116v. On the translatio-theme, see: Haran, Le lys et le globe, 122-4.  
70 Lecoq, ‘La symbolique de l’État’, 162. 
71 The monk was sent on a diplomatic mission to Louis XII in 1502, which was the occasion to compose 

this treatise. On Vivaldi’s background, see: F. Banfi, ‘Giovanni Lodovico Vivaldi da Mondovi umanista 

domenicano nell’arte della stampa e dell’incisione di Saluzzo’, Maso finiguerra. Rivista della stampa incisa 

e del libro illustrato fondata e diretta da Lamberto Donati, 3(1938), 269-88. 
72 Giovanni Ludovico Vivaldi, Tractatus totus curiosus de laudibus ac triumphis trium liliorum que in 

scuto regis christianissimi figurantur, in: Opus Regale in quo continentur infrascripta opuscula, Lyon, 

1507, f. 75r.-100r. 
73 Ibid., f. 76r. 
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single flower with, among others, the Holy Trinity, the three dignities of Christ, and the 

Virgin Mary. In his tract, the fleur de lis was not so much a reflection of the monarch’s 

unquestioned virtuousness. Instead, the sacred image was imbued with an efficiency of 

its own, stimulating a reverence for the one true faith. It inclined, as it were, the “regem 

christianissimum” towards royal virtues, clemency, gravitas and moral rectitude.74  

As a matter of fact, the Dominican intentionally reversed the obvious theory 

explaining the functioning of (heraldic) representation: Rather than mirroring the 

intrinsic excellence and perfection of the ruler, it was the duty of the sovereign himself 

to mirror the triune perfection of his armorial alter-ego. The fleurs de lis, and their noble 

colours of gold and azure, were actually the true natural repositories of the clemency 

and humility accredited to a long chain of French kings. Every individual possessor of 

the majesty and its ditto insignia had to act according to these embedded principles.75 

Although already marginally noted in previous textual interpretations, extraordinary 

attention is paid to the unique medicinal capacities of the flower and the (heraldic) 

colours as set forth by the classical authority of Avicenna, Platearius, Dioscorides and 

genuinely − in Vivaldi’s words − “omnes doctores medicine”.76 Through veneration for 

the fleurs de lis every tendency towards arrogance, discord, bragging or vainglory were 

converted into healthy and kingly ethics of piety, clemency, mercy, mildness, humility, 

modesty, love and benevolence.77 Whereas the natural plant worked as an antidote 

against serpents and scorpions, the corresponding individual was equally obliged to 

expulse “poisonous heretical serpents”.78 The metal gold, of which the abstract figures 

were composed, was renowned for its durability and was an excellent medicine against 

cancers − symbolically encouraging the observance of justice.79 Besides depicting the 

royal heraldry as a pure and incorruptible preservative for the insufficiencies and 

fickleness of human nature, the principal emphasis in the work was on an almost 

unimaginable steadfastness: Denoting three pure substances in one single person 

(persona), the armorial incarnation of the “dignitas regis christianissimi” was by 

definition indefinite.80   

This suggestion of sacral continuity was likewise developed at length by one of 

François I’s ideologists. Curiously enough, this writer completely ignored the Clovis 

episode in favour of a digression on Marian devotion.81 Since the high Middle Ages, the 

lily as both a natural flower and graphic motive was solidly linked to the cult of the 

Virgin Mary. Certain passages from Scripture, notably the sentence “Sicut lilium inter 

spinas, sic amica mea inter lilias” in the Canticum Canticorum (2;2),82 related the symbol 

to purity and chastity. From the twelfth century onwards, Mary was frequently depicted 

                                                           
74 Ibid., f. 79r.-83r., 92r.  
75 Ibid., passim. 
76 Ibid., f. 79r. 
77 Ibid., 80r. 
78 Ibid., 81r. 
79 Ibid., 93v.-94v. On the medicinal qualities of the colour azure or “saphire”, see f. 95v.-99r. 
80 Ibid., 76v. 
81 BnF Fr. 5207: Cotereau (le Père), Memoriales cedules de la celeste et divine investiture de France, f. 
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82 E .g. Vivaldi, de laudibus liliorum, f. 79r. 
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with fleurs de lis as her attributes.83 This Marian connotation was now used to transform 

the heavenly appearance of a banner with the French arms into a gift from the Virgin, 

the “dame du lis”, herself. Divine grace had by this channel been bestowed upon the 

“royaulme du lis”. No other kingdom on earth benefited a comparable privilege. The 

“heavenly mission of the sovereign coat of arms of France” proved its “unity in a triple 

personality”. Similarity, the Trinity was made intelligible by invoking the so-called 

“sacramentalité” of the lily: the symbolism was not restricted to being the “royal ensign 

of France”, but also embodied the “same mystery of our faith”. Therefore, its leaves 

were of an eternal existence. Again, the French armorial ensign was presented as a 

proof of, on the one hand, dynastic continuity, and, on the other hand, the fundamental 

sacrality of the realm; up to a point that any distinction between monarchy and church 

became superfluous.84  

During the following decades, historiographers and eulogists of the Valois cause 

combined these two interpretative strands as a proof of the sacred mission of the 

Monarchy. The Joyenval legend had to confirm a divine pre-election and an unbroken 

line of succession. The extensive, thematic exegesis of the lily as found in Vivaldi’s 

influential tract, on the other hand, was equally imitated by other writers to point out 

the rectitude of the French kings and to show how the “purity” of the flower – 

something which the individual ruler had to reflect in his demeanour – was an antidote 

that protected the entire “respublica christiana” against heresy and decay.85 “Portans les 

fleurs de liz, & l’azur radressent, dirigent, & gardent les membres du corps mystique.”86 

Still in 1555, le Féron reformulated the thirteenth-century prophetic words of de Nangis 

in light of such mystical reading: 

 

“Et tant que ces trois fueilles seront conioinctes, & au Royaume de France paisiblement, 

& ordonnément entretenuës, c’est chose seure que le Royaume de France sera stable, 

permanente, & demourera en prosperité. Et au contraire si elles sont separées, ou l’une 

d’icelle defaille, le noble & solide Royaume sera en desolation.”87  

 

This basic blueprint, only varying in subtle narrative details and the selection of 

commonplaces, was the unique result of the very uniform development in iconography. 

In the lands of the Spanish Monarchy, however, armorial myths and symbolization came 

in quite different patterns.      
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became topical in the second half of the sixteenth century, see in particular: Gabriel de Saconay, De la 

providence de dieu sur les roys de France treschrestiens, par laquelle sa saincte religion Catholique ne 

defaudra en leur Royaume, Lyon, 1568, 11-14. Cf. my fifth chapter.   
86 le Féron, Le simbol armorial, f. 30v. See also f. 8v. (the medicinal qualities of gold), f. 29v.-30r.  (the 

importance of the colour azure for “garder & conserver la force, & pureté de pensée” and “defendre le 

corps mystique de nostre Seigneur qui est l’Eglise, à ce qu’elle ne soit dilacerée par les loupz ravissans”). 
87 Ibid., f. 39v. 
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The Conqueror’s Blood: Heraldic Lore in Iberia 

 

On the Iberian Peninsula, a number of royal armorial legends were recorded (or 

invented) rather late. The earliest instances date from the first quarter of the fifteenth 

century and have all an outspoken regional character. The genre was popularized in 

general chronicles as late as the second half of the sixteenth-century, when the 

international competition incited a strong ideological reassertion of the Habsburg 

symbolic patrimony. Almost every regal charge attracted its own historiography, though 

in very irregular patterns.88 Yet available scripts always remained highly fragmented. A 

mythical analysis of the Spanish regal composition(s) as one overarching entity was as 

good as unknown before the seventeenth century. Over time, each separate crown and 

region had developed its own heraldic lore. These widely diversified fictions were 

usually cherished within the fold of patriotic sentiment.89 The Catalan historian Pere 

Tomich, for example, mixed fact and fiction in his Histories e Conquestes del reyalme 

Darago (1438) in an attempt to expound the origins of Catalonia during the early phase 

of the Reconquista. In his account, the early adoption of arms by some involved Catalan 

nobles together with those of the apocryphal Frankish prince Otger Cataló − who 

allegedly gave his name to the principality − were all related to valiant exploits in 

reconquering land from the Saracens. This struggle supposedly took place before the 

Carolingian campaigns of the eighth century.90 Shortly before being promoted as the 

first official chronicler of the Indies by Charles V, Gonzalo Fernández de Oviedo 

recycled Tomich’s remarks about this figure when trying to explain the inception of the 

Aragonese shield in a manuscript that he presented to the empress Isabella in 1532. 

Having read such things in “old books of arms”, he stated, probably with the Austrian 

armorial legend and other aristocratic fictions in mind, that Otger Cataló bore a plain 

golden shield the moment he waged his successful battle for the liberation of Aragon. At 

some point, when the warrior was wounded on his hand, he ostentatiously drew five 

stripes with his own blood, running from the upper to the lower side of his shield. 

Henceforth, every one of his successors bore these stripes as their prided mark.91  

Nineteen years later, the Valencian scholar Antoni Beuter (†1554) profoundly 

reworked this version. He now set the scene during a skirmish against the Norman 

                                                           
88 Outside Spain, legends associated with princely charges like the lion of Flanders, Brabant or Holland 

or the Austrian Bindenschild were already written down in the fourteenth century, see e.g.: E. De 

Busscher, Les armoiries des comtes de Flandre: dissertation historique, Brussels, 1872.; Warlop, ‘“Oude 

Vlaenderen” en de zwarte leeuw’, 5-52.; ter Gouw, Wapens en wapenlegenden, 461-2. 
89 On the fragmented sense of patria in the early modern period, see: I. A. A. Thompson, ‘Castile, Spain 

and the Monarchy: The Political Community from Patria natural to Patria nacional’, in: R. L. Kagan & G. 

Parker, eds., Spain, Europe and the Atlantic World. Essays in Honour of John H. Elliott, Cambridge, 1995, 

127-31. 
90 Sánchez Badiola, Símbolos de España, 371-2.; On Tomich and the figure of Otger Cataló, see: P. 

Freedman, ‘Cowardice, Heroism and the Legendary Origins of Catalonia’, Past & Present, 121(1988), 19-

20.   
91 de Oviedo y Valdés, Catálogo Real, 400-1. Cf. Sánchez Badiola, Símbolos de España, 372. In reality, the 

shield with the red barras was adopted in the reign of Ramon Berenguer IV (†1162), count of barcelona 

and prince-consort of Aragon (1137) 
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invaders in Francia, with Emperor Louis the Pious and a count of Barcelona, Iofre or 

Wifredo el Velloso (the hairy one), as new protagonists.92 Beuter wrote how the 

emperor, after witnessing the audacious behaviour of the wounded count on the 

battlefield, decided to respond to the latter’s appeal for a grant of arms by drawing with 

the fingers of his right hand four stripes of Wifredo’s blood on his golden shield, 

exclaiming “these will be your arms count!” Ever since, the four red bars or stripes “of 

blood on the golden shield” were the arms of both Catalonia and Aragon.93 An 

anonymous manuscript originating around the same time as Beuter’s tale mentioned 

another, “courtly” version starring similar characters. In this rendering, the bloody 

augmentation was granted by the German emperor to an unidentified count of 

Barcelona for defending the honour of the empress, who was unjustly accused of 

adultery.94 It was Beuter’s version, however, that became the standard account in many 

chronicles and histories explaining the provenance of the Aragonese bars.95 Later 

authors ascribed the gift to Emperor Charles the Bald, making the historical chronology 

more accurate, while retaining the narrative structure.96   

Some of the legendary suggestions associated with other “ancient” arms of Aragon, 

were somewhat older. Their exact status as still valid regal signals outside a strictly local 

context was a matter of dispute.97 The four heads of Moorish kings in conjunction with 

the cross of St George, for instance, were already vaguely connected to one of the 

twelfth-century campaigns of Alfonso I “el Batallador” in a marginal note to Alfonso the 

Wise’s fourteenth-century chronicle, the Primera Crónica General. More than a century 

later, Gauberto Fabricio de Vagad’s famous Cronica de Aragon (1499) attributed that 

same symbol to king Pedro I of Aragon. He fused it with another report of an alleged 

miraculous apparition of the saint during the battle of Alcoraz or Huesca (1096) against 

an Arab dynast – as was independently related in a chronicle tradition stemming from 

the monastery of San Juan de la Peña. This “Alcoraz adaptation” became the most 

                                                           
92 See among others: de Riquer, Heràldica Catalana, I, 55-56.; Freedman, ‘Legendary Origins’, 20-21.; 

Fatás & Redondo, Bláson de Aragon, 47-51. 
93 Antoni Beuter, Segunda parte de la coronica general de España, y especialmente de Aragon, Cathaluña 

y Valencia, Valencia, 1551, f. 34r. The armorial legend of Wifredo el Velloso also appeared in the Libre 

dels feyts darmes de Catalunya, allegedly written in the 1420s by Bernat Boades, but scholars have 

convincingly demonstrated that this work was a seventeenth-century falsification. M. de Riquer, ‘Examen 

linguístico del “Libre dels feyts d’armes de Catalunya de Bernat Boades’, Boletín de la Real Academia de 

Buenas Letras de Barcelona, 21(1948), 247-74. The link between the bastones colorados of the counts of 

Barcelona and the fictitious heraldry of Otger Cataló was already made in: Lucio Marineo Siculo, Cronica 

D’Aragon, s.l., 1524, f. 16v. (first published in Latin in 1509).  
94 The storyline is cited at length in: Fatás & Redondo, Bláson de Aragon, 18-22. The manuscript, 

preserved in the Archivo Municipal de Granada, is completely transcribed in: A. Moreno Olmedo, 

Heráldica y genealogía granadinas, Granada, 1989, 177-200. 
95 E. g. Argote de Molina, Nobleza del Andaluzia, al catolico Don Philipe .N.S. rey de las Españas, de las 

dos Sicilias, de Hierusalem…, Sevilla, 1588, f. 32r.; François de Belleforest, Les grandes annales et histoire 

generale de France, des la venue des Francs en Gaule, iusques au regne du roy tres-chrestien Henry III, 

vol. 1, Paris, f. 293v.-4r.  
96 Francisco Diago, Historia de los victoriosissimos antiguos condes de Barcelona, Barcelona, 1603, f. 

63v.-64r.; Jerónimo Pujades, Crónica universal del principado de Cataluña, Barcelona, 1829-30 [1609], V, 

100, VI, 287-90.; Palliot, La vraye et parfaite science, 49.     
97 On their controversial character, see also chapter 1, pp. 63-66. 
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common baseline for the ensign, but different explanations likewise circulated and tried 

to conform the story to local or aristocratic aspirations.98  

Vagad’s narrative also linked, for the first 

time, the miracle of Sobrarbe and the 

creation of the cross and tree ensign to tra- 

ditional accounts about the ancient fueros 

and privileges of Aragon.99 His general 

history of the kingdom − actually the first of 

its kind written in the vernacular − was 

clearly motivated by patriotic intentions. It 

had to prove the excellence and ancient 

glory of the Aragonese crown. This objec- 

tive was visually reinforced by the inclusion 

of a frontispiece showing a new coat of 

arms for the kingdom that consisted of four 

quarters: In the first quarter, the tree of 

Sobrarbe, in the third the cross of Alcoraz 

and in the last one the red bars (Figure 51). 

Another ensign for Aragon, placed in the 

second quarter of this escutcheon, was the 

so-called white cross on a blue field of king 

Iñigo Arista (c. 781-852), described as a 

“cruz blanca plateada” or a St Antony’s 

cross.100 The existence of this fourth symbol 

is historically documented as early as May 

1373 under the reign of Pedro the 

Ceremonious. By the middle of the six- 

teenth century, it was generally registered as being based on a celestial vision that 

heralded – in a familiar imitation of the dominant theme − an upcoming victory against 

the infidel.101  

With respect to the arms of the kingdom of Navarra, usually described as the cadenas 

(chains) on a red field, a mid-fifteenth-century tale already identified its invention with 

the battle of Las Navas de Tolosa in July 1212, a crucial watershed in the Christian 

Reconquest. As such it evolved into perhaps the best known of Iberian legends. 

Tradition had it that, in the heat of the fight, Don Sancho VII the Strong broke through a 

                                                           
98 Conde y Delgado de Molina, ‘La bula de plomo’, 63-65.; Gauberto Fabricio de Vagad, Cronica de 

Aragon, Zaragoza, 1548 [1499], prologo, f. 19r. 
99 Giesey, If Not, Not, 127 n°44.; de Vagad, Cronica, f. 8v.; Montaner Frutos, El señal del rey, 16-21. 
100 Fatás & Redondo, Bláson de Aragon, 31-33. 
101 Ibid., 32-33.; Menéndez Pidal de Navascues, El escudo de España, 22-23. A possible source is again 

Vagad’s chronicle, see: de vagad, Cronica, prologo, f. 18v.; Beuter, Segunda parte de la coronica general, f. 

14v. who identifies Iñigo Arista as the fifth king of Sobrarbe and the first king of Navarra. He claimed that 

this king’s arms before the miraculous appearance were a red field strewn with halms (“ariestas”). Lucio 

Marineo Siculo, Cronica, f. 6r. mentioned the vision of Arista but did not relate it to a battle.   

 

Figure 51.  The "ancient" arms of Aragon, 
frontispiece to de Vagad's Cronica, 1499. 
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living palisade of chained camels that 

had to protected the Arab king Miramo- 

melin.102 Once the commotion calmed 

down the Navarrese king decided, in 

perpetual reminder of this victory, to 

add the image of the broken chain on his 

red escutcheon, together with “un punto 

de sinople” for a seized emerald ador- 

ning the infidel’s turban.103 Pieces of the 

real-life trophy were even supposedly 

distributed among the churches and 

monasteries of Santa María de Pamplo- 

na,104 the Real Colegiata of Roncesvalles 

where the body of Sancho the Strong 

was buried, Santa María de Irache, and to the collegiate church of Santa María de Tudela 

(Figure 52).105 The cathedral of Plasencia likewise claimed to have preserved pieces of 

these chains attached as decorations on its façade. Hence, the supposed existence of 

secular relics of the chains had to endorse the plausibility of the episode. In the face of 

later historical criticism the armorial myth of Las Navas de Tolosa would prove the most 

resilient of all these kind of narratives.106  

Surprisingly little lore surrounded the figures of Castille and Leon, whose significance 

as canting arms was for most commentators beyond dispute. Initially, it was a well-

accepted fact that the eighth-century Asturian king Don Pelayo already had sported a 

“lion of the colour of blood in a field of silver” like his Visigothic predecessors had 

borne before him.107 This Christian warrior was generally placed in the role of precursor 

                                                           
102 The camels were not mentioned in later accounts. Some later versions mentioned thirty thousand 

black slaves that were chained to each other, see e.g.: Esteban de Garibay y Zamalloa, Compendio historial 

de las chronicas y universal historia de todos los reynos de España, 4 vol., Barcelona, 1628, III, 174-5.; 

BNM Mss 3261: Diego de Urbina, Blasones de armas y linajes de España, [early seventeenth century], f. 

32v. 
103 One of the first accounts of this story was documented in a mid-fifteenth century chronicle: Carlos de 

Viana, Crónica de los reyes de Navarra, ed. J. Yanguas y Miranda, Pamplona, 1843, 115-7. 
104 The alleged cadenas preserved in the Iglesia Mayor of Pamplona were shown to Estevan de Garibay at 

the end of the sixteenth century by Francisco Cruzat, the archdeacon of Valdonsella, see: de Garibay y 

Zamalloa, Compendio historial, III, 175.   
105 E. Herrera y Oria, ‘¿Son auténticas las cadenas de las Navas de la Colegiata de Tudela?’, Razón y Fe, 

33(1912), 484-91.; Joseph de Moret, Investigationes historicas delas antiguedades del reyno de Navarra, 

Pamplona, 1669, 681. Images of the alleged parts of the cadenas preserved in Tudela and in the present-

day Palacio de Navarra in: F. Menéndez Pidal de Navascues & J. Martínez de Aguirre, El escudo de armas 

de Navarra, Pamplona, 2000, 8, 97. 
106 de Oviedo y Valdés, Catálogo Real, 433, 435-6.; Argote de Molina, Nobleza del Andaluzia, al catolico 

Don Philipe .N.S. rey de las Españas, de las dos Sicilias, de Hierusalem…, Sevilla, 1588, f. 31v., 32r.;  

Palliot, La vraye et parfaite science, 46. On the imaginary arms ascribed to Navarrese kings: J. Martínez de 

Aguirre, ‘Armerías imaginarias de los reyes de Navarra (siglos XV-XVI)’, in: G. Redondo Veintemillas, A. 

Montaner Frutos & M. C. García López, eds., Actas del I Congreso Internacional de Emblemática General, 

vol. 2, Zaragoza, 2004, 743-59. 
107 E.g. BNM Mss 3261, f. 35v.-38r. Cf. de Garibay y Zamalloa, Los XL libros, 397-8. 

 

Figure 52.  Cadenas "relic" of Las Navas in Tudela. 
© Cathedral of Santa María de Tudela 
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of both the kings of Leon and the kingdom of Castile.108 The further heraldic 

development of these crowns was thus accordingly treated as an interconnected issue. 

Some authors of the first half of the sixteenth century likewise attributed a 

groundbreaking change in Castilian heraldry to the multifunctional historical landmark 

of Las Navas. In the course of the pitched fight, they claimed, Sancho’s ally Alfonso of 

Castile had mandated for the first time the display of a device consisting of a “castillo 

dorado sobre campo sangriento” in the standards and señales of his kingdom, thereby 

replacing the Visigothic lion. In a similar way, royal historiographers conflated the two 

signs in order to suggest that Castile and Leon had been one and the same thing for at 

least many ages.109     

Sixteenth-century authors patronized by the Habsburg court initially incorporated the 

imprecise and independent anecdotes of these ensigns in their general chronicles to 

elucidate the development of territorial integration, even though not all of these signs 

were usually included in the official achievement of the monarch. Putting the different 

stories into one chronological framework had to contribute to a systematization and 

combination of the many ambiguous dynastic alliances documented in pre-unified 

Iberia.110 It had to make sense, retrospectively, of the bonds existing between territories 

in the early modern state. Particularly the works of Jerónimo Zurita − the first official 

chronicler of the kingdom of Aragon appointed by Philip II after a petition of the 

regional Cortes in 1547 − and notably Jerónimo de Blancas (†1590) brought all these 

episodes together in an attempt to structure the successive medieval rulers who had 

shaped historical relations between notably Aragon and Navarra.111 Their interest in the 

tenets of heraldic fiction was dictated by an ambition to reconcile their regional 

background with the supranational agenda of Habsburg power.112 Yet, as I will argue in 

what follows, such regional armorial fables were largely useless when it came to 

designing a holistic history of the dynasty. Their endurance and popularity nevertheless 

incited the king and his entourage of experts to continually revise and reconsider the 

history of the “Spanish” insignia in the light of these beliefs.     

Justifying its genesis by both a semi-historical, heavenly miracle and an exegetical 

reading that outstripped time and space, gave the fleur de lis a competitive advantage 

over other dynasties. The theme of a dynastic progenitor receiving the sign from God 

together with other markers of divine grace, such as the Holy Ampulla, stressed the 

superiority of the Maison de France. The celestial concession was particularly cited as 

                                                           
108 Some attributed the arms of Castile to the mythical king Brigo, see: Sánchez Badiola, Símbolos de 

España, 135-7.; de Molina, Nobleza, f. 32r. 
109 Florian de Ocampo, Coronica general de España, que recopilaba el maestro Florian de Ocampo 

coronista del rey nuestro señor Don Felipe II, I, Madrid, 1791, 73.; Beuter, Segunda parte de la coronica 

general, 52r.; de Molina, Nobleza, f. 32r.-v.   
110 Lucio Marineo Siculo, Cronica D’Aragon, 10r.; Beuter denoted the escutcheon with the four Moorish 

heads as the third arms of Navarra and the first of Aragon: Beuter, Segunda parte de la Coronica general, f. 

21r.-v.  
111 Jerónimo Zurita, Anales de Aragón, ed. Á. Canellas López & J. Javier, eds., online: http://ifc.dpz.es pu- 

blicaciones/ver/id/2448, 2003 (consulted on 3/11/2014), I, passim.; de Blancas, Aragonensium rerum, 14-

15, 29-30, 112, 151. 
112 On royal historiography at the Habsburg court, see in particular: Kagan, Clio & the Crown. 
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the proof of a special, sacred mission that set the French kings apart from other 

“worldy” sovereigns.113 Simultaneously, the symbolism derived from Scripture and from 

eminent classical sources suggested that the virtuous qualities of the successive kings 

and their status as champions of the faith were beyond temporal understanding. 

Illustrious members from all three royal races, primarily Clovis, Charlemagne and St 

Louis IX – who were considered the perfect assimilators of lilian qualities − were put on 

an equal footing with a number of biblical figures whose conduct was, by definition, 

unassailable (Figure 53).114 Such Scriptural reading thus made the signs virtually immune 

to criticism. Several legists and courtly historians who, in the first half of the sixteenth 

century, tried to defend French claims on absolute sovereignty and autonomy emulated, 

as we have seen, this strategy that combined two modes of interpretation. This 

proclaimed “excellence” of French arms, and hence the state as their purest reflection, 

had two grounds: Bartolus’ juridical treatment of grants of arms had popularized the 

contention that the degree of nobility inherent to a given ensign depended on the status 

of the donor.115 Therefore, as one apologist literally deduced, the act of divine largesse – 

a honorary grant by none other than the heavenly Sovereign himself − placed the fleurs 

de lis above all other royal insignia. Every other armorial legend spoke of temporal 

princes or emperors conceding arms whose symbolism was merely invented by men. 

Moreover, in addition to this isolated “true” miracle, the sacred flowers also embodied 

multiple mysteries described in Holy Scripture – the ultimate source of authority.116  

                                                           
113 de Grassaille, Regalium Franciae, 13-19. 
114 Vivaldi, De laudibus, f. 81r. On the idea of race in France and the hereditary transmission of qualities, 

cf. A. Jouanna, L’idée de race au XVIe siècle et au début du XVIIe, Montpellier, 1981. 
115 Bartolo, A Grammar of Signs, 147-8. 
116 de Grassaille, Regalium Franciae, 22-24. 

 

 Figure 53.  St Louis IX of France, from G. L. Vivaldi, De 
laudibus trium liliorum, 1507, f. 74v. 
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Defenders of Habsburg prerogatives, on their turn, indeed struggled with the 

implications of multiple earthly narratives, especially when trying to design a holistic or 

dynastic view of the Monarchy. The insistence on human agency in the majority of 

legends associated with the Spanish armorial patrimony put royalist interpreters in a 

difficult position. The ideological constraints were practically threefold: In the first 

place, the individual stories failed to cope effectively with the political union forged by 

the 1469 marriage of Ferdinand and Isabella. A union that was significantly expanded 

under the first Habsburg kings with the imperial dignity (until 1556), the provinces of 

the Low Countries, and the vast lands of the New World.117 Although the medieval 

Reconquest of the Peninsula with its gradual recuperation of Christian lands served as a 

general background, each of these tales was imbued with its own, outspoken, regional 

significance. The existence of mythologies for every separate sign in the monarch’s 

grand achievement (and beyond) encapsulated the fundamental diversity within the 

state. Above all, most of these legends originated in broader accounts that tried to 

reconcile an openly patriotic view on local matters with a new overlaying political 

reality. They were regularly inscribed within the (pseudo)historical context of certain 

liberties or particular concessions, as was the case for Sobrarbe as a forerunner of 

Aragonese foral traditions. The same was true for Las Navas de Tolosa, supporting the 

existence of abiding independent self-rule in the kingdom of Navarra, notwithstanding 

its partial annexation to Castile in 1515 after the military invasion of King Ferdinand in 

1512.118 They thus primarily responded to internal dynamics, not intended to delineate 

the identity of the state as a coherent whole against the outside world.  

Secondly, the narrative structure of each fiction was widely different. Hence, they 

were not easily combined into one convincing scenario. By their very nature, the 

splintered anecdotes were largely antithetical to a relatively novel, inclusive ideology of 

empire that was built on the reveries of universal might and world dominion.119 Some of 

the repeated tales enlisted above spoke of heraldic inventions after an analogous divine 

intervention on the battlefield. Although not considered a direct divine concession, they 

did incorporate supernatural elements as to explain the invention of new ensigns. After 

the Spanish annexation of Portugal in 1580, the semi-miraculous happenings of 

Sobrarbe, the cross vision of Iñigo Arista and the appearance of St George at the battle 

of Alcoraz were further complemented by the considerably older, fabulous versions of 

how the acclaimed Portuguese quinas came into being. One, fifteenth-century account 

related the adoption of the five small inescutcheons in the Portuguese shield to the 

appearance of the crucifix in the sky on the eve of prince Afonso Henriques’ decisive 

encounter with the Moors near Ourique on 25 Jyly 1139. In honour of the triumphant 

victory granted to him, five marks signifying the wounds of the passion were placed in 

                                                           
117 Rodriguez Salgado, The Changing Face of Empire.  
118 Elliott, Imperial Spain, 140-1. 
119 Yates, Astraea, 1-28.; F. Yates, ‘Charles Quint et l’idée d’empire’, Jacquot, ed., Les fêtes de la 

Renaissance, II. Fêtes et ceremonies au temps de Charles Quint, Paris, 1975, 78-88.; A. Pagden, Lords of all 
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the new cognizance of the king (Figure 54).120 By the beginning of the sixteenth 

century, the divine revelation was interpreted as a favourable omen that the Portuguese 

crown would spread the faith throughout the globe.121 Other sources held that these 

inescutcheons, each on their turn charged with five roundels, should rather be 

interpreted as the thirty denarii for which Judas had betrayed Christ.122 A more mundane 

interpretation confined the symbolism to six standards seized from the Muslim enemy 

(including the main shield in the count).123  

 

 

 

Potentially, this high-profile addition to the achievement of Philip II and his 

successors could further endorse Habsburg assertions of sacred rulership and Iberian 

unification. The disappearance of the childless King Sebastian on a North-African 

                                                           
120 I. de Barros Dias, ‘In hoc signo…’, in: Des(a)fiando discursos: Homenagem a Maria Emilia Ricardo 

Marques, Lisbon, 2005, 317-8.; M. Blöcker-Walter, Alfons I. von Portugal. Studien zu Geschichte und Sage 

des Begründers der portugiesischen Unabhängigkeit, Zürich, 1966, 33-37. 
121 B. Givens, ‘Sebastianism in Theory and Practice in Early Modern Portugal’, in: G. Piterberg, T. F. Ruiz 

& G. Symcox, eds., Braudel Revisited. The Mediterranean World, 1600-1800, Toronto, 2010, 129. 
122 Mexía, Nobiliario, lib. iii, cap. xii.; Pedro de Gracia Dei, Blason general y nobleza del universo al 

serenisimo príncipe, alto y muy poderoso rey Don Juan II de Portugal, Madrid, 1882 [1489], xxix [pages 

not numbered]. 
123 de Molina, Nobleza, f. 34r. 

Figure 54.  Arms of King Sebastian of Portugal, with the five 
quinas/inescutcheons, from J. de Castro, Paraphrase, f. 1v. 
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battlefield in August 1578 was followed by the Spanish candidature to the succession. 

Although being not the strongest claimant in terms of lineage, a military campaign under 

the leadership of the duke of Alba secured Philip’s grip on the Lusitanian kingdom after 

the short reign of Cardinal-King Henry (†January 1580). He was acclaimed king by the 

Cortes of Tomar (as Philip I) and made his solemn entry into Lisbon on 29 June 1581.124 

The subsequent establishment of a proxy Habsburg government also included new 

measures concerning the heraldic representation of Portugal. In the grand achievement 

of the Monarchy, the quinas were placed in an inescutcheon on the upper half of the 

shield to show that the Portuguese crown had not been absorbed, but rather retained as 

a separate entity.125 For matters domestic, Philip only used the single escutcheon, being 

determined to firmly attach the visual inheritance to his person. His dynastic rights to 

the ensign were even already displayed before his official accession.126 The legendary 

outline of the symbol, traditionally associating it with Christ’s sacrifice and resurrection, 

was perhaps more prestigious than the French miracle of the fleurs de lis. It furthermore 

applied to the evangelization of the colonial possessions of Portugal that now enlarged 

the already extensive Spanish empire.  

However, in the face of this violent incorporation and the controversial Habsburg 

succession to the House of Aviz, the symbolism was only partially useful to defend the 

new political constellation. In the hands of native opponents of Spanish imperialism, 

particularly among the partisans of other pretenders to the Aviz throne, the mythic 

vision of Dom Afonso Henriques became a significant vehicle of resistance.127 The 

messianic overtone of the Ourique legend and the miracle of the crucifix was quickly 

absorbed into a popular Sebastianist discourse, actively insisting on the original 

autonomy of the crown and its upcoming liberation from all recent adversities. The 

continuing appearance of the quinas, although they persisted among the alien, hostile 

signs of the foreign “Spanish” oppressor, were in this respect read a prophecy of the 

upcoming, celestially favoured, restoration. The prophecy was finally fulfilled with the 

revolution of December 1640, when the duke of Braganza was formally acclaimed as 

king João IV.128  

Rephrased as a gift of the Holy Spirit in remembrance of Christs’s sacrifice to redeem 

mankind, the myth of Afonso Henriques − notably the first alleged founder of 

Portuguese independence − paralleled a “second coming” of a messianic ruler who 

would free his people from the Spanish yoke. This could either be a resurrected 

Sebastian − indeed impersonated by several political impostors in the 1590s and early 
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1600s − or a genuine rival claimant like the exiled Dom Antonio, prior of Crato, who 

also styled himself “king of Portugal” and minted his own coins with the quinas shield 

on them.129 Their supporters made sure that the armorial legend was also actively 

associated with the pretenders. João de Castro, for instance, one of the main inspirators 

of the Sebastianist movement in the early decades of the seventeenth century, included 

an extensive mystique commentary on the quinas in his glossary on António Gonçalves 

de Bandarra’s Trovas, a collection of literary prophecies who were interpreted as 

harbingers of Lusitanian independence.130 The autonomous existence of the miraculous 

signal in the form of escutcheons and banners − as one of these prognostications 

suggested − foreshadowed a future emancipation of the kingdom. In addition to the 

crucifix story, de Castro also equated the dragon crest on top of the Portuguese arms, 

which had been adopted after 1383 by João I, with the biblical brass serpent with which 

Moses had cured the Israelites from snakebites. This was an unmistakable allusion to 

Spanish rule as a venomous disease that had to be cured by an unspoiled armorial 

remedy.131  

Such way of thinking, elevating a short and simple story to dogmatic heights, was not 

confined to the literary imagination alone. Between 1582 and 1588, the prioress of the 

Dominican Convento de la Annunciada in Lisbon, Sor María de la Visitación, was 

reputed to have received the stigmata in the shape of a cross resembling five 

escutcheons − the analogy with the principal charges in the Portuguese arms was 

evident. She was known to be a fierce supporter of Dom Antonio’s claim, on one 

occasion proclaiming that “if the king of Spain does not restore the throne that he 

unjustly usurped, then God will punish him severely”.132 The marvelous incident was 

widely published and commented upon before an official commission under supervision 

of the then viceroy of Portugal, Cardinal-Archduke Albert, tried to prove that this 

blessed manifestation of the flesh was self-inflicted and even applied with greasepaint.133 

Another resounding row in the summer of 1603, the same year that de Castro’s 

influential commentary was published, a “miraculous egg” (the “milagro gallinero”) was 

brought before Cristóvão de Moura, the Spanish viceroy in Lisbon. This natural 

mirabilium aroused wide astonishment because its shell was seemingly imprinted with 

the same five inescutcheons. King Philip III was promptly informed about the 

occurrence. A brief yet painstaking inquiry was set up. At first, a Portuguese official 
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declared that he had purchased the item from a penniless woman who had foretold him 

that the egg was a premonition of things to come. Materializing on the surface of an 

object generally considered to be a token of rebirth, the marks could be freely explained 

as a prophetic announcement of national deliverance. Nonetheless, persistent rumours 

were suppressed when closer investigation revealed that the wondrous portent was 

another hand-painted forgery.134    

Besides the multifunctional fables and interpretations based on alleged miraculous 

appearances of crosses and omens in the sky, the other charges of the Spanish 

achievement were ascribed a completely profane commencement. Although it is 

certainly true that almost all of them were set in an age when systematic heraldic usage 

was still unknown – and thus, by modern standards, “unhistorical” – they were void of 

supernatural or miraculous elements. This especially applied to Navarra, Castile and 

Leon, along with the collection of signs designating the Burgundian-Habsburg 

inheritance. Analogous to the Reconquista, the latter’s history found inspiration in the 

era of the crusades or in feudal battles back home.135 If any legendary traditions existed 

at all, they mainly celebrated the accomplishment of (presumed) forbearers in 

conquering territories together with their band of loyal liegemen. All were thus 

embedded in a recognizable historical context. They related tales about mortal men and 

their bravery, not about supernatural miracles. Supporting the sacrality of kingship, like 

in the Capetian case, was not a primary objective because such concept of rulership was 

− at least initially − virtually unknown in late medieval Spain. Since 1332, no royal 

unction with holy oil had been performed in Castile. Little tokens of authority and 

solemn rites suggested the existence of a special sacrality beyond the political 

responsibility that God had entrusted to the ruler.136 Instead, the beginning of regal 

insignia presumably took place in a surrounding of free individuals, operating under self-

made laws, with a (nearly) chosen king as their primus inter pares. Some variants even 

maintained that the people had prompted their leader to accept a certain charge as his 

heraldic ensign.137 The implication was that these symbols were shared possessions, just 

like the sovereignty for which they stood.  

Under Habsburg rule, this decisive notion of a contractual (and even elective) 

kingship based on mundane agreement was slowly superseded by a strong emphasis on 

the sacral mission and outstanding piety of the dynasty. Markedly during the reign of 

Philip II, decision-making was more than ever motivated by a belief in the messianic 

purpose of the Monarchy. The designs of Providence and political issues were 

considered inseparable. Moreover, the Iberian heartlands were now only a small part of 

an “empire on which the sun never set”.138 Granting that each kingdom, principality or 
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region independently maintained a bond of loyalty to the monarch on its own 

conditions, the sum of all parts was thought to have a unique and extraordinary 

relationship to the supreme Majesty − beyond the bounds of human comprehension.139 

This ideological discourse, imperialist in essence, revelled in the notion of a renewed 

translation of the universal prestige formerly associated with Charles V,140 

notwithstanding the separation from the Austrian branch after the 1550s and the formal 

loss of the imperial title. The sheer immensity and wealth of the realm did not reduce 

the assertions of global dominion to remnants of a bygone imperial past. The Spanish 

sovreign was more than ever proclaimed a dominus mundi who had inherited the duty 

to defend and expand the Christian faith. God had entrusted this “Catholic king” with an 

exclusive sacred duty: under the special guidance of divine providence he was to unite 

the forces of Christianity and finally herald a new era of peace and justice.141 Because of 

the thematic discrepancies and the strong accent on human agreement in a very 

inconsistent framework of space and time, the above described canonical collection of 

heraldic stories, articulated in the course of the fifteenth and first half of the sixteenth 

centuries, could thus only in a limited sense support this messianic mission thaty 

transcended every particular or regional interest.        

The third, and probably most important constraint of these legendary stories for 

Habsburg dynastic ideology was in a sense a consequence of the former impediment. An 

abundance of individuals and corporations capitalized on exactly the same narrative 

fictions to further their own ambitious programmes. This factor had the potential of 

invalidating the exclusive and most ancient status attributed to royal charges. In some 

instances, a predominantly non-monarchical rendition of a heraldic tale of origin even 

predated a royalist reworking of it by the hand of ideologists or historiographers in the 

service of the court. The Castilian aristocratic lineage of Fernández de Córdoba, for 

instance, was already rumoured in the fifteenth century to have had the “tres faxas 

bermejas” − three red bars − in their arms drawn by the bloody hands of Ferdinand III of 

Castile and Leon on the golden shield of a wounded knight after the conquest of 

Córdoba.142 This tale was probably a direct source of inspiration for the formulation of 

the famous creation of the Aragonese shield with the red bars in the first half of the 

sixteenth century − either in Fernández de Oviedo’s version attributing the shield to 

Otger Cataló or in Beuter’s later variant centring on the count of Barcelona.143 Histories 

associated with other noble families usually post-dated these princely literary 

mythologies. But not rarely, they placed the beginnings of familial fortune in a similar 

surrounding. The Biedmas of Galicia, to name but another example, derived the visuals 

of their bearings from an alleged royal grant by Alfonso I (†1134) of one of the 
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Aragonese bars originally given to Otger Cataló. In this particular version, the royal 

concession had to explain how the bars of Aragon were reduced from five to four over 

time. As late as 1642, the report caused serious discussion between the kingdom’s 

leading erudites as two more noble families claimed to derive the red bars in their shield 

from a similar concession.144  

In 1588, the Andalusian scholar and genealogist Argote de Molina published, with 

royal permission, an ample catalogue of all Spanish and foreign noble houses having 

their roots in Andalucía. It was aptly titled Nobleza del Andaluzia.145 This compilation 

was accurately illustrated with the coats of arms of all recorded families. De Molina 

himself had first captured the attention of Philip II when participating as a teenage boy 

in the North African campaigns of the 1560s. Later on, after his military career, he 

successfully devoted himself to the study of letters. In his Sevillian mansion he housed a 

famous cabinet of rare books, paintings, portraits of illustrious men and curiosities of 

war. The collection was visited incognito by the king in 1570.146 His extensive 

compilation on the Andalucian nobility was another product of this interest in 

preserving glorious and valiant memories of times past. It was the result of a thorough 

research in many local archives − to which de Molina was granted special access by 

Philip − and was furthermore based on numerous unpublished genealogies and noble 

histories, as well as on the rich sources of material culture such as tombstones. The 

main topic of his work, by far, was noble armorial lore. Among others, the erudite found 

out that no less than twelve Spanish aristocratic houses linked the chains or shackles in 

their blazon with the battle of Las Navas de Tolosa and with the thirteenth-century 

heraldic adoption by Sancho the Strong.147 Thirty-eight other families stated − 

assimilating that other famous topos − that a cross-shaped charge in their escutcheon 

had been granted or adopted after a miraculous appearance of a “cruz roxa”, resembling 

the emblem of the Order of Calatrava, during the same military encounter.148 In total, de 

Molina counted forty-nine noble arms that, in one way or another, related familial 

identity to Sancho the Strong’s bravery against Miramomelin.149  

Not only aristocracy derived the ensigns of their lineage from the same imaginative 

storehouse as their sovereigns. Also institutions or corporate bodies constructed 

invented traditions wherein their presumed roots were treated as part of the princely 

heraldic legacy. In the first half of the seventeenth century, for example, Juan Briz 

Martinez, abbot of the Aragonese monastery of San Juan de la Peña, wrote how Garcí 

Ximénez was elected king near the cave of a saintly hermit, San Juan de Aterès, after 
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witnessing the augury of divine Providence above the tree. A little while later, the brand 

new leader returned to the hermitage in the company of San Juan. He founded on this 

exact spot − partially constructed within the cave − a religious house named after the 

recluse (St John of the rock). This embellished foundation legend, a Joyenval-like 

adaptation of the Sobrarbe myth, enhanced the bond between the religious community 

and the monarchy.150   

Although adaptations according to particular wishes mostly strengthened a notion of 

loyalty, the sharing of the same storylines also stressed a constitutional compact 

between ruler and ruled. This regional compact was much older than the Habsburg 

unification of lands, and therefore suggested viable political alternatives to the holistic 

dynastic structure. Given the extremely volatile nature of the Hispanic polity, the 

situation was fairly unique in a West European context. It goes without saying that in 

France the ideological interpretations surrounding the fleurs de lis were also frequently 

exploited by non-royal players to heighten particular prestige or to establish the idea of 

an indispensable contribution to the kingdom’s welfare.151 The above-sketched early 

developments of symbolic explanation can be attributed, successively, to a monastic 

community keen on enlarging its privileged relationship with the royal patron in 

exchange for more prestige; to an academic community whose survival depended on 

kingly favour; and to a smaller abbey eager to compete with the respectability of Saint-

Denis. Yet, the narrative in itself unequivocally defined French kingship as an exclusive 

condition unaffected by any human interaction. In the first place, the divine armorial 

grant was thought to be a singular occurrence. Its roots were therefore hardly shared by 

other noble families, at least not in the same proportions as in the Habsburg domains. 

Within France’s boundaries the influential and distinguished Montmorency lineage, a 

family that delivered numerous constables and marshals to the crown, did trace their 

genealogy back to one of the compatriots of Clovis. This ancient relative was 

purportedly the second, or even the first, Christian in the kingdom. Accordingly, he had 

adopted a cross in his coat of arms to mark his conversion, solemnized by none other 

than St Denis.152 In the first half of the fifteenth century, the interrelated branch of the 

counts of Laval was even given a permission to quarter the French lilies with these 

familial bearings: the red Montmorency cross and a number of blue alérions.153  

Genealogical invention and visual statements like these stressed the noble’s privileged 

and intimate relationship with the ruling dynasty. However, the various explanations 
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cited for elements in the Montmorency blazon had a completely mundane background, 

either stemming from heroic exploits or a canting pun.154 Outside the geographical 

centre of power, notably in the ambiguous border region with Spain, interaction 

between French, Aragonese and Navarrese legends encouraged some noble families and 

even cities to explain their arms as a heavenly gift during feudal battles. The Occitan 

cross of the counts of Toulouse, for instance, was acclaimed to have been an angelic gift 

to an eighth-century count. Authoritative authors, however, vehemently condemned 

such assertions as incredible fairy tales.155 The sacral concession of the fleurs de lis, they 

persisted, was unprecedented and unparalleled. It stood for the integrity of the time-

honoured territory and for undisputed dynastic jurisdiction over the community of 

subjects. The early mode of mystic interpretation eulogizing the virtuousness of the 

flower − enlisted along most retellings of the Clovis theme −, remedied the historical 

constraints of a pure genealogical construction. It completely identified the sovereign 

office with the Christian community and the observance of the faith. Hence, this 

implied from the start a recognition of universal rule.  

Perhaps inspired by the remarkable resilience of the Valois discourses, 

historiographers affiliated to the Madrid court explored in the second half of the 

sixteenth century some analytic solutions to improve a convergence between the 

regional interests embedded in these narratives and a supranational claim on universal 

power. Instead of an isolated synchronic approach, one of the most obvious options 

was a diachronic arrangement wherein every legendary escutcheon was finally replaced 

by a new mark that embodied a further stage in the realization of dynastic unification. 

Writing a teleological historia pro patria of several small territorial parts evolving over 

time into one notion of Hispania was indeed the intention behind many “official” 

histories commissioned during the reign of Philip II.156 Like other aspects of this kind of 

literature, the use of heraldic discourse was not so much meant to celebrate the deeds 

and accomplishments (as well as the limitations) of individual historical rulers. It rather 

began to illustrate inherent “Spanish” features, virtues and qualities serving as important 
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exempla for those living in the present. Exempla that were most successfully 

personified by recent members of the ruling family. This sort of overall historiography 

was in France already available in Gaguin’s Compendium de origine et gestis francorum 

(1495) or in Paolo Emilio’s De rebus gestis Francorum (1516-1539) which, 

unsurprisingly, were standard reference works for the Clovis legend in the early modern 

period.157  

 

 

Negotiating the Realm: Philip II’s Journey (1592) and the Local Foundation of Rule 

 

The ideal Spanish national or patriotic history thus had to describe a chronological 

development of regal heraldry as a series of related key points in the slow but steady 

recuperation of medieval Iberia.158 The onset of the Monarchy’s outstanding history was 

situated in the time of the Visigoths, who had created a more or less unified state while 

converting to Roman Catholicism. They were reputed to have already sported a fully 

developed armorial identity which stood both for ethnic unity and for their 

independence from foreign domination. Henceforth, every later adoption could equally 

be seen in the same light of fostering cohesion among the people and supporting a 

Hispanic solidarity. In order to create a sense of continuity with the bearings of later 

kings, chronicles generally imagined these Gothic signs as lion rampants. Some scholars 

of the second half of the sixteenth century, for example, meaningfully described the 

bearings of the Visigothic rulers as a quartered composition of different branches with a 

territorial base (Sajonia, Suecia, Norvega and León) – much akin to the Habsburg 

conception of composite jurisdiction (Figure 55).159 With the Arab invasion of the eighth 

century this homogeneous society was seriously disrupted but, under the guidance of 

Providence, a succession of brave leaders gradually retrieved the Christian lands 

together with their symbolic independence.160  
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Figure 55.  Imaginary achievement of the Visigoths, from de Garibay, Los XL libros, 1571. 
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Nevertheless, such a chronologically linear version was not completely satisfactory 

for those who were charged with this task. First, there was the lack of primary 

documentation. This made clear that many statements in older chronicles were almost 

impossible to verify. The many inconsistencies in the available lists of several medieval 

kings made it indeed very hard to argue for a straightforward, linear story of royal 

bearings that could withstand the criticism of learned outsiders. Moreover, the sundry 

political entities of pre-unified Iberia, despite an occasional etymologic similarity, far 

from corresponded to the geographical realities of the sixteenth century. Some had only 

had a short ephemeral existence. Others matched the later boundaries in nothing but 

name.161 Although not admitted by Spanish scholars, the chronological selections of 

heraldic myths also ignored a great deal of the symbolic capital of the other members of 

the polity. The extensive notion of the “Spanish Monarchy” as cultivated under the reign 

of Philip II and his successors was, in consequence, very inaccurately covered by 

invoking an interlaced past of its main symbolic constituents. On top of that, there was a 

growing critical stance that slowly but surely found its way into learned mentalities. 

The rise of antiquarian research in the second half of the sixteenth century notably 

led to a more reserved attitude concerning the commonplace assertions about heraldic 

origins.162 Men like Gonzalo Argote de Molina (†1596) or Antonio Agustín (†1586) – 

both prolific writers of heraldic treatises on the Spanish nobility − were keen on 

collecting books, manuscripts, coins and archaeological and epigraphic material.163 They 

started to use them as empirical data for the writing of history.164 This return to the 

sources soon revealed the many inconsistencies of what previously was considered 

known fact. Beyond dispute, the court took a great interest in this innovative method of 

scholarship.165 In 1570 and again in 1572 and 1575, Philip II sent his newly appointed 

honorary cronista del rey Ambrosio de Morales on a research voyage to discover and 

inventory old manuscripts and relics in many local monasteries. The chronicler also had 

to gather relevant material for the royal library in the Escorial as well as for the 

reorganized royal archives at Simancas.166  

                                                           
161 J. F. O’Callaghan, A History of Medieval Spain, Ithaca, 1975. 
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These field trips provided de Morales with enough empirical ammunition to revise, 

among others, the origins of royal heraldry. Critical remarks were now inserted in his 

continuation of a projected comprehensive general history of Spain. After reviewing the 

(lack of) evidence found on tombstones and documentary seals, he concluded that the 

systematic use of princely arms in fact postdated the time of Alfonso VI (1040-1109), 

thus originating at the end of the eleventh century or “a little while later”. The only 

visual marks of royalty that he could find before this period were a cross or a personal 

monogram (cifra). Yet these precedents in no way resembled the complex figurative 

motifs mentioned in the popular armorial sagas. From Ferdinand II (c. 1137-1188) 

onwards, he encountered the first “Leon rampante muy grande” put in a royal seal. On 

the basis of these material sources, de Morales even advanced the thesis that coats of 

arms were introduced in Spain by Alfonso I of Aragon (1073-1134), the son-in-law of 

Alfonso VI, “porque los Aragoneses avian ya tomado el traer armas de los Franceses”.167 

Inspired by the same empiricism, Esteban de Garibay dismissed around the same time 

the idea that the mythical Spanish king Brigo, an alleged great-great grandson of Noah, 

already bore a golden Castle in his shield as nothing more than a hoax – although it was 

recorded in the previous versions of the royal general-history-project in which he 

participated.168 Somewhat the other way around, he likewise nuanced the so-called 

adoption of the arms of Castile by Alfonso VIII at Las Navas de Tolosa by referring to 

existing armorial seals with the castle sign that clearly predated the battle.169  

The critical use of source material by de Morales and de Garibay would later inspire 

several seventeenth-century royal cronistas and erudites when interpreting heraldic 

histories. They no longer solely relied on the authority of old chronicles, but based their 

arguments on original charters and numismatic evidence.170 Such revisionism 

occasionally resulted in heavy, learned disputes with a political undertone.171 Although 

earlier texts already ambiguously criticized the Clovis myth in a polemical context,172 the 

same mental shift is likewise documented in France from the 1570s onwards. Highly 

reputed antiquarians such as Jean du Tillet (†1570) and Étienne Pasquier (†1615) 

examined in their posthumously published works the hypothesis that the fleurs de lis as 
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a true coat of arms had only been adopted under the third race of kings.173 For all that, 

however, they were not willing to throw the legendary tale into a radical doubt, as this 

would also question the other “privileges and dignities of the kings of France”.174 Only as 

late as 1673 the Joyenval story was completely refuted by French intellectuals.175                   

This new empirical attitude, markedly emerging in the margins of the Madrid court 

and in those writings intended to defend the antiquity and thus superiority of Spain in 

the last decades of the sixteenth century, soon considerably discredited the regular 

appearance of heraldic mythologies in Iberia. Later official histories still mentioned pre-

eleventh-century stories about royal arms as curious anecdotes of times past, but also 

regularly included open remarks on their disputable historical veracity. Juan de 

Mariana’s famous Historia de rebus hispaniae (1592), for instance, although designing a 

holistic and messianic framework for Spain’s glorious past, only noted those elements of 

the regional narratives that were undeniably “true”. Their recording was combined with 

occasional diatribes against the “vulgar friends of miracles” who believed in fables dating 

from a preheraldic age.176 This changing attitude about the historical genesis of heraldry 

likewise had a positive effect on one of the central problems of dynastic wishful 

thinking. It now placed the formerly “younger” insignia of Castile and Leon on equal par 

with those of the other kingdoms and principalities of the Monarchy, making it easier to 

underscore their primary status. Looking inwardly, competing claims of seniority and 

prestige were thus levelled, advancing a homogeneous symbolic equilibrium in Iberian 

kingship. In its most radical revision, during the last upswing of political confidence 

before the military setbacks and domestic troubles of the 1590s and early 1600s, Spanish 

heraldic history was in its official guise even redressed as an in essence Castilian 

evolution. Correspondingly, regional traditions and beliefs were momentarily brushed 

aside in favour of an unambiguous and vertical dynastic narrative.177  

Given the widely diffused distrust of Castilian pride in the other parts of the 

Monarchy, a feeling intensified by the absenteeism of the aging king, such linear view 

on things could potentially cause serious resentment.178 Despite the breakthrough of 

critical thinking, the local popularity of armorial fiction remained in place. Without it, 

constitutionalist thought and noble self-consciousness would seriously lose strength. 

Well into the seventeenth century, the heraldic tales occasionally saw a strong revival 

when the rights of a community were felt to be threatened. Time and again, new 
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compromises had to be made, setting aside the learned consensus. In this, subaltern 

convictions were effectively able to influence and redress the dominant opinions at the 

top of the pyramid. Popular forms of display thereby interacted with discursive 

traditions. One late sixteenth-century example lays bare the back-and-forth dynamics of 

this dialogue. Royal visits, although considerably reduced in scale after 1561, provided 

local governments with the perfect occasion to bargain an equitable share between 

provincial heraldry and the centralized symbolism of dynasty.179  

These considerations were openly advanced in the last years of Philips II’s reign, 

coinciding with preparations for an imminent succession acceptable for every member 

of the political establishment. In an effort to restore provincial harmony after the 

unsettling Aragonese revolt of September 1591, due to the alleged infraction of regional 

liberties, the old and sickly king decided to embark on a long and burdensome voyage to 

preside in person over the Cortes assembled in Tarazona. Disobedience had to be 

punished, the territory pacified.180 At the same time, it was an excellent opportunity to 

incite mutual allegiance in those areas outlying the political centre. In the company of 

the fourteen years old hereditary prince Philip and the infanta Isabella, Philip II would 

visit in the space of seven months substantial parts of Old Castile, La Rioja, Navarra and 

Aragon.181  

During this grand tour, the main cities of his northern kingdoms greeted their 

overlord with a heraldic display and performance that reminded him of their 

autonomies and independence vis-à-vis Castile. It discouraged any neglect of the time-

honoured diversity in favour of an all too rigid, fixed universalist discourse. The splendid 

courtly retinue left el Escorial on 29 May 1592. After contemplating prestigious relics 

and the royal sepulchres in the many monasteries around Valladolid, Palencia, Burgos 

and Najéra, a first joyous entry on Navarrese soil was staged at Viana on 13 November.182 

Upon entering the “first town of the kingdom”, His Majesty and the royal infants passed 

under the central gate on which the arms of the kingdom of Navarra were painted for 

the occasion, “in memory of the iron chains that a king of this kingdom broke in the 

battle of las Navas de Tolosa against the infidels”.183 The two diarists who accompanied 

the king and penned down a detailed itinerary found it both worthwile to include a 

short outline of this legend.184 The envisioned meaning of the display was relatively easy 

to grasp. The cadenas testified to Navarra’s glorious past before the arrival of the August 

House of Austria. A native line of rulers had earned the prestigious mark while 
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delivering a crucial contribution to the 

liberation of Spanish land. This legacy 

had to be respected and preserved by 

Philip and his descendants. It is likely 

that the eminent visitors also encoun- 

tered the strangely marshalled, monu- 

mental imperial arms mounted above 

the southern entrance to the city, in 

which the chains of Navarra – depicted 

in the first quarter – even preceded 

Castile and Leon, Sicily, Aragon and 

Granada (Figure 56).185 A similar rank of 

symbolic precedence was to be 

encountered on the local chancery’s 

seals, that contained a marshalling 

whereby the quarters with the lion of 

Leon were interchanged for the 

cadenas.186   

One week after this cheerful event, 

on Friday 20 November, the royal 

coach pulled by six white horses broke through an ecstatic crowd in Pamplona. 

Important municipal officers marching in front of the vehicle together with prince 

Philip and the infanta, carried a palio on ten poles. This ceremonial prop of sovereignty 

was richly embroidered with the same territorial ensigns.187 Together with such 

proclamation of regionally anchored legitimacy, a festive programme consisting of three 

allegorical arches hailed the monarch as the “natural ruler” of the 1512 conquered 

Pyrenean community, despite the rival claims of the French crown and the House of 

Albret.188 On Sunday, prince Philip was then sworn in before the Estates as the future 

successor to the crown of Navarra in a ritual that partially complied with old stipulations 

set out in the kingdom’s Fuero General.189 When he was received at the royal palace of 

Pamplona, the residence of the viceroy where the courtly retinue was temporarily 

lodged,190 the king was yet again confronted with a large stone escutcheon supported by 

a double-headed imperial eagle dating from the time of Charles V (Figure 57). The 

imposing sculpture had formerly adorned the old fortress of the city, visited in person 

by the emperor in 1542. It was however removed when the building was partly 
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Figure 56.  Imperial arms of Charles V with the 
cadenas in the first quarter, town gate Viana. © 
Wikimedia Commons 
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demolished to make way for the 

construction of a new military citadel. 

Specially for the entry of Philip II, the 

viceroy had ordered its new installation 

above the main entrance of his residence. 

This composition once again deviated 

from standard examples: in the second 

quarter of the shield an exceptionally 

large depiction of the cadenas preceded 

the bars of Aragon. Common charges for 

Naples (the Jerusalem cross and the 

horizontal stripes of Hungary) and for 

Sicily were here relegated to the third 

quarter; the Burgundian-Austrian inheri- 

tance to the fourth.191       

The compelling predominance of the 

cadenas in the reception of the king, in 

most instances frankly overlooking the 

other royal insignia placed in an inferior 

position, can be seen as a visual complaint 

against Habsburg selectiveness. This 

tendency was a source of recurring dissatisfaction among the Navarrese elite.192 As one 

of the most ancient crowns of Spain with many pre-eminent qualities, the Estates of the 

kingdom repeatedly stressed the uniqueness and valid antiquity of their armorial 

identity.193 Therefore, they insisted that their old bearings should be treated as a proud 

prerogative deliberately conveyed upon the sovereign by the “feliz unión” with Castile, 

not as the loot of conquest. Locals considered the frequent omission of the chains since 

the accession of Philip II a harmful “gran novedad”. A formal complaint about the 

disappearance of the sign from his royal escutcheons, seals and banners was filed at the 

Cortes of Sangüesa in 1561. In spite of this appeal to reintroduce the territorial ensign in 

a prominent place in the mainstream rendering of royal banners and seals, reiterated in 

1586, the king was only willing to rank the arms and title of Navarra in a position 

immediately after Castile in strictly regional documents and attributes.194 Local variations 

of the royal seal were never authorized on a central level.195  
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Figure 57.  Imperial arms of Charles V with the 
cadenas in the second quarter, Palacio Real de 
Pamplona 
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When the cortège finally arrived at Tarazona on 30 November, the regional pride of 

subjects was this time outweighed by a no less meaningful though more subtle bid for 

princely clemency. In a solemn address to Philip, the Aragonese authorities tried to 

bargain for a constructive renewal of political order after the forceful military repression 

of the rebellious insurrection one year before.196 Unlike his previous entry into 

Pamplona, the sixty-six year old, enfeebled Philip now rode majestically into the city on 

horseback. A spectacle which caused “great astonishment” and accentuated “the desire 

he had to restore and appease this people who, until recently, had suffered so much 

troubles”.197 The townsmen’s ceremonial appeal was literally impregnated with an 

outcry for reasoned mercy. At the pinnacle of an ingeniously crafted triumphal arch, 

two mythic personages with a connection to both civic patriotism and Habsburg 

genealogical fiction saluted the visitors (Figure 58).198 On the left side stood Noah’s 

grandson Tubal, the mythological founder of Tarazona as well as the purported first 

ruler of Spain.199 On the right was erected a statue of Hercules, progenitor of the 

Habsburgs, who was also claimed to have rebuilt the city in ancient times.200 In between 

both figures, the regular cortado shield was appended under the protective charm of a 

likeness of Our Lady of Moncayo. The iconography depicted on the lower half of the 

arch, respectively showed the civic patron saints Prudencio and Gaudioso. Each of them 

stood under the auspices of a small escutcheon with the bars of Aragon and a 

horizontally halved shield with the tree of Sobrarbe in the upper half and the cross with 

the four heads of defeated Moors in the lower.201  

The inventors of this visual programme openly conceived the images as a powerful 

medium to express their contentment with the king’s personal visit, but also as a 

practical incentive urging him to redeem the crown to its former splendour and glory.  
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Like a second Tubal, Philip was expected to acknowledge the local fundaments of 

kingship and, in the guise of a second Hercules, rebuild them. In such an emblematical 

fashion, the arch evoked, in the words of a contemporary manuscript: 

 

Figure 58.  Reconstruction of the triumphal arch erected for Philip II's entry in Tarazona, 
1592, from Criado Mainar, ‘Arte efímero’, 27. 
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“… las ciertas esperanças que tiene que con ella se ha de restituyr el rey[n]o a su real y 

antigua gracia y para esto se proponen algunas historias y memorias de la antiguedad de 

la ciudad y de las personas señaladas que en ella ha havido con algunos enigmas y 

gero[g]lyphycos acomodados a este proposito.”202  

 

The inclusion of the territorial coats of arms with their ideologically laden 

significance had to insist on a vital though positive reform. Proper respect for local 

institutions and rights was more desirable than ever. The bars of Aragon were 

furthermore topped by the image of a white dove holding an olive branch in its beak, 

symbolizing the indispensable pacification of the land. An accompanying Latin 

inscription spoke volumes about the intended meaning: “Sedata tempestas” – “calm 

down the storm”.203 The other shield was signified as “Hos foro fructus”, praising the 

Sobrarbe vision as a proof that God’s mercy prevailed over vengeance.204 The following 

negotiations within the fold of the Cortes meeting indeed ended in a partial compromise 

that endorsed royal clemency. Philip finally granted on 24 December 1591 a general 

pardon for all rebels except the main instigators. On the administrative level, some of 

the fueros were seriously redressed, restricting the constitutional leeway of the 

kingdom. Yet this was done in an unmistakably moderate, legitimized way.205       

As to the imagery and armorial discourses that the king and his heir came across on 

their voyage, it confirmed that a linear, Castilian scheme was just a small part of a much 

larger field. The outspoken confrontation with the pluralized heraldic vision of rightful 

authority during these entries seems to have adjusted Philip’s opinions on the subject. 

Whereas the local display endorsed a strong provincial attachment to a horizontal model 

of the symbolic state, Philip and his entourage had been initially convinced that a 

vertical, Castilian-centred version better captured his imperial mission. Prostrated by 

severe attacks of gout and alarming fevers which obliged the company in October 1592 

to halt for more than a month in the monastery of Estrella, near the Navarrese border, 

the king’s mind again diverted to a project under development since at least 1588. On 

21 October, Philip’s counsellor the count of Chinchon wrote from Estrella a letter to de 

Garibay, requesting the historiographer to design anew some textual inscriptions for a 

restoration and expansion of the royal sculpture group in the Segovian Alcázar. 

Apparently, previous suggestions of the same about a proper iconographic disposition 

of these statues had been lost.206 

The Sala de los Reyes of the Alcázar was adorned with the monumental figures of all 

the sovereigns of Oviedo, Castile and Leon, probably commissioned by Alfonso X in the 

second half of the thirteenth century. In the reign of Enrique IV, the series had been 

further updated with new statues. As part of an extensive renovation of the medieval 

fortress in the second half of the sixteenth century, it was mandated to include statues 
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of the Habsburg successors as well to make 

the dynastic sequence complete.207 De 

Garibay’s task was to compose new 

biographical notes to put under the by now 

forty-nine royal characters organized in 

“lineas rectas y transversales”. He also had 

to compose the coat of arms of each 

princely progenitor, a feature apparently 

not included in the original disposition.208 

This new combination of word and image 

was preliminarily published in 1593.209 The 

series he devised was divided in five 

successive masculine lines of thirty-two 

generations of monarchs (Figure 59). The 

vertical and very selective arrangement was 

comparable to the idea of successive royal 

races in French dynastic fiction.210 The 

listed sovereigns either bore the lion of 

Leon (from Pelayo to Bermudo III, and 

from Fernando II to Alonso X), the castle of 

Castile (from Sancho III to Henrique I), or a 

quartered composition of both ensigns 

(from Fernando el Magno to Alfonso VIII, 

and from Fernando III up until the present 

heir).  

Most of these royal shields were topped by an open coronet and, from Ferdinand V of 

Aragon onwards, a closed crown with four half-arches. However, those past rulers who 

had entitled themselves “emperor of Castile, Leon and Galicia” or “emperor of Spain” 

were anachronistically attributed an imperial crown that resembled the Habsburg mitre 

                                                           
207 The original statues were destroyed in the second half of the nineteenth century. On this project, 

see: F. Collar de Cáceres, ‘En torno al Libro de Retratos de los Reyes de Hernando de Avila’, Boletín del 

Museo del Prado, 4(1983), 7-35.; D. Nogales Rincón, ‘Las series iconográficas de la realeza castellano-

leonesa (siglos XII-XV)’, in: M. A. Ladero Quesada, ed., Estudios de genealogía, heráldica y nobiliaria, 

Madrid, 2006, 83-86.; M.A. Castillo Oreja, “Imagen del rey, símbolos de la monarquía y divisas de los 

reinos: de las series de linajes de la Baja Edad Media a las galerías de retratos del Renacimiento”, Galería de 

Reyes y de Damas del Salon de Embajadores, Alcázar de Sevilla, Madrid, 2002, 1‑39. 
208 De Garibay, Memorias, 551. On the addition of the coats of arms, see: Castillo Oreja, ‘Imagen del rey’, 

11-39.   
209 Esteban de Garibay y Zamalloa, Letreros e Insignias Reales de todos los serenissimos Reyes de 

Obiedo, Leon, y Castilla, para la sala Real de los alcaçares de Segovia, ordenados por mandado del 

Catholico Rey nuestro señor Don Philipe el II. Monarcha de España, y del nuevo Orve, siendo alcayde 

perpetuo dellos Don Diego Fernandez de Cabrera y Bovadilla, conde de Chinchon, Madrid, 1593. On de 

Garibay, who was promoted to cronista del rey in 1592, and his relation to Philip II, see: Moya, J., Esteban 

de Garibay.  
210 Cf. Jouanna, L’idée de race.; Krynen, L’Empire du roi, passim. 

 

Figure 59.  Arms ascribed to Philip II for the 
Alcázar-project, from de Garibay, Letreros e 
insignias, n° 48. 
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crown.211 Each of these “imperial” shields was likewise placed on the breast of a double-

headed crowned eagle, in concordance with Habsburg heraldic practices under Charles 

V. It had to demonstrate that the dignity of emperor was not necessarily incompatible 

with Spain.212 Tellingly, the escutcheon attributed to Philip II, “king of all Spain and of 

the other notorious kingdoms in the world”, was surmounted by the same mitre crown 

(though without the eagle).213 So this design suggested that his authority was imbued 

with a universal worth arising out of a native Iberian pedigree instead of stemming from 

the elective office of Holy Roman Emperor. The universal connotations in both the 

images and the textual captions indicate that the project was not intended to be an 

isolated survey of Castilian history. It rather evoked Habsburg might in a complete way. 

Accordingly, the series designed by de Garibay came to a close with the arms of the 

king’s only surviving son Philip. As the “Principe de España”, he was “universally sworn” 

as heir over the entire territory of Spain in succession to “Don Pelayo su progenitor” – 

thereby completing the dynastic circle.214  

On a moment when the upcoming death of the weakening sovereign seemed 

inevitable – when the inscriptions for the Alcázar were commissioned at Estrella, 

Philip’s sufferings were so alarming that, for a moment, his entourage feared for his life 

– de Garibay’s blueprint thus imagined succession as a Castilian-centred and 

predominantly male affair. Back in Madrid, between January and May 1593, his ideas 

were discussed at length in private audiences with a surprisingly sharp-witted king. 

Shortly put, Philip II wanted the project to be amended in such a way as to include the 

lineages of Austria and Burgundy in the Castilian dynastic narrative. Sculptures of Philip 

the Fair and Joanna of Castile were to be erected in another, adjacent hall of the Alcázar, 

as well as those of the other “proprietary queens” who were to be depicted next to their 

royal husbands. Although a stable male succession was still preferred, the expanded list 

had to prove that – in contrast to France – inheritance through the female line was 

indeed legitimate.215  

In line with these proposed modifications, Garibay was also instructed to reconsider 

some of the heraldic aspects. This was done after the advice of Nicolas de Campis, king 

of arms with the title of Burgundy, who was without doubt Philip’s most trusted officer 

of arms at that moment.216 Besides managing many other armorial works at court and in 

the service of grandees, De Campis had been in charge with supervising the prestigious 

                                                           
211 Garibay listed Ferdinand I of Castile as “Emperador de Castilla, Leon y Galizia” and Alfonso VI, 

Alfonso VII and Alfonso VIII, all kings of both Castile and Leon, as “emperador de España. Alfonso XI (sic) 

el Sabio is enlisted with the same imperial heraldry because of his election to King of the Romans in April 

1257. Charles I (Charles V) of Spain bears the eagle and mitre crown as “Emperador de Roma”: de 

Garibay, Letreros e insignias, passim.  
212 On the imperial ideology of medieval Spanish kings, see: H. Sirantoine, Imperator Hispaniae. Les 

idéologies impériales dans le royaume de León (IXe-XIIe siècles), Madrid, 2012. Cf. also: Pedro Mexía, 

Historia imperial y cesarea, 1545.  
213 De Garibay, Letreros e Insignias, n° 48.  
214 Ibid., n° 49. Cf. de Garibay, Memorias, 551.  
215 De Garibay, Memorias, 566-71. 
216 On this privileged relationship: BMB Chiflet 83: Matières héraldiques, tome III - Le discours de 

Bourgogne Roy d’armes, nomme Nicolas des Champs, sur l’ynstitution, obligation, capacité…des officiers 

d’armes, 1586, f. 13v.-20r. 
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construction of the funeral cenotaphs of Charles V and Philip II in the Escorial.217 It has 

to be noted that the latter group of sculptures also enclosed a linear succession to the 

Spanish Monarchy in toto in the overall use of the cortado-shield. Yet the inclusion of 

the female members of the royal family under the same ensign simultaneously conveyed 

a horizontal notion about dynastic authority.218 Such compromise had to be found for 

the Alcázar as well. In cooperation with the historiographer, de Campis revised the 

initial plans of the Segovian project along the same lines. Apart from a restricted use of 

coronets for the lions,219 clarified via additional numismatic and sigillographic research, 

it was decided that the achievements of the seven “proprietary queens” could not be 

displayed in a lozenge “like in Germany or France where they do not inherit”. Instead, 

they were depicted in the normal form of a shield “which has to be considered an 

inviolable law in these matters”.220 The Salic Law barring female inheritance did not 

apply to Spain. So the legitimate authority of ruling queens – in the past and the future – 

could not be fathomed in a lesser heraldic format.221 At this point, regional sentiment 

also came into play. Again convinced of the importance of recognizing the armorial 

plurality of the realm, perhaps during his recent voyage through Navarra and Aragon, 

Philip II or his officers of arms also advised the inclusion of a full amount of quarters for 

his immediate predecessors. Not the abbreviated versions that were first proposed by de 

Garibay. In 1596, the court painter Hernando de Avila copied the final disposition 

created in the Alcázar with a total of fifty-six portraits and arms in a lavishly illuminated 

volume for the king.222          

 

 

The Mystique of Eagles and Lions (15th-16th Centuries) 

 

Both the new empirical attitudes towards heraldic history and the many regional 

sensibilities that surrounded the signs, thus virtually disabled a comprehensive, linear 

account. Historical sagas with a well-circumscribed regional setting were clearly at odds 

with the imperial destiny of the Monarchy. Yet, there existed another method of 

political appropriation. Besides the chronological approach, which almost inevitably 

biased some parts as signifiers for the entire inheritance, an alternative substitute for the 

legendary narratives relied on a completely different register: a “mystic” exaltation 

through associative thinking. A rich world of correspondences, metaphors and intrinsic 

qualities, independent to an all too strict historical reading, actually predated the genesis 

                                                           
217 Lhermite, Le passetemps, viii-x, 12, 311-2.; de Ceballos-Escalera y Gila, Heraldos, 109. An example of 
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219 For the iconographic development of the crowned lion of Leon, see: Sánchez Badiola, Símbolos, 176-
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of armorial signs in Western Europe. As a broad paradigmatic phenomenon, it had its 

origins in classical treatises on physics and the natural world and in biblical references. 

Medieval scholastics had rearranged this in an all-embracing system that linked the 

harmony of the Christian universe to the microcosmical revelations of the book of 

nature.223  

In the course of the fourteenth century, the first theoretical discourses on armorial 

images cautiously fell back on these rich cultural beliefs when describing the deeper 

substance of the signs of men. Beginning with recuperating Aristotelian ideas about the 

hierarchical nobleness of colours, heraldists writing between roughly the 1350s and 

1400 devised an interpretative matrix that made it possible to ascribe wider significance 

to their specialism.224 Colours of figures or the field were related to the four elements 

(fire, air, water, earth), the four sensible qualities (hot, dry, wet and cold), the four 

humours (black bile, yellow bile, phlegm, blood), the seven planets, the figures of the 

zodiac, metals, and precious gems and their respective values.225 Allegorical insight 

taken out of the medieval bestiary tradition, and – especially applicable in a royalist 

sense – ideas about indispensable Christian virtues completed the scheme.226 In the 

sixteenth-century, heralds and scholars active in the literary field still reiterated and 

commented upon these established lists.227  

To cite but one relevant example, Corneille Gaillard, king of arms for the county of 

Flanders under emperor Charles V,228 explained the symbolism of colours by means of 

seven categories (1555): virtues, gems, planets, elements, temperaments, zodiac-signs, 

and the days of the week. The presence of gold, he stated in one of his digressions, 

signified nobility, “bon vouloir”, solace and “haultesse”. It could be compared to the 

garnet stone (escarbouncle), the sun, fire, a sanguinary person, Aries, Leo, Sagittarius, 

and to Sunday. Like most of his predecessors in the office, he equally insisted that 

“living” figures such as animals and plants should be depicted in a decorous manner so 

as to reveal their inherent qualities.229 His colleague Jacques Le Boucq, whose loyal 

service under both Charles and Philip II earned him a promotion as substitute 

Lieutenant king of arms for the Netherlands in the absence of Toison d’Or in 1574 and 
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again in 1579, mainly repeated Gaillard’s enlistment.230 He also included pourpre as the 

sole prerogative of princes and − instead of gold − associated this colour with fire “qui 

est le souverain et les plus noble ellement”.231 The most comprehensive early modern 

exponent of the trend, using no less than fifteen different categories of similarity, was 

included in the influential French treatise of stained glass painter Hiérosme de Bara 

(1579).232 Hence, the correspondence of armorial attributes to natural qualities should 

not be seen as an all too dogmatic system. Rather considered a skilful component of the 

art of emblazoning – the solemn description of a composition in highly technical speech 

−, it was for most professionals a rhetorical mode that aimed at identifying the most 

noble elements to “demonstrate or declare the being of arms”.233    

To a large extent, the genre in its most rigid form remained a professional affair. 

However, the underlying framework was occasionally applied to a social or political 

reading by non-specialists. In a somewhat derivative form, the mystic dissection of 

heraldic syntax inspired, for instance, the theological and mystical discussions of the 

fleurs de lis. Apart from the natural or religious virtues embedded in the flower, the 

colour gold was hailed as a proof of their noble character. Their azure background 

endorsed the celestial provenance.234 In Spain, digressions attributing allegorical 

meaning to the regal charges, ordinaries or colours were rare before the late fifteenth 

century. A significant early exception is found in the Libro de las tres razones, also 

known as the Libro de las armas, written by Don Juan Manuel, a nephew of Alfonso the 

Wise. Compiled somewhere in the 1340s, and thus even predating the 

professionalization of heraldic literature, he already undertook a dream-like 

interpretation of his own arms – on a red field, a winged arm in gold holding a sword, 

quartered with the lion of Leon.235 In the analysis, confirming the eminence of his 

lineage, every component had multiple meanings by allegorical analogy: the iron sword 

stood for fortitude, justice and the holy cross. Wielding this sword, one conquered those 

who did not believe in Christ. The hand, in its turn, was that part of the human body 

creating all things. The wing was compared to an angelic messenger and even related to 

the imperial eagle. Gold then signified “great power”, “great richness” and “advantage 

over other people” as it was the first among metals. Red should be described as a 

“campo de sangre” for the bloodshed against the enemies of the faith. White stood for 

amplitude and peace. The lion in a white shield, at last, personified no one less than 

Christ himself.236  

                                                           
230 On Le Boucq’s career as officer of arms, see: [André Jaerens], Une dissertation sur les rois, hérauts et 

poursuivants d’armes…, in: ‘Supplément aux trophées tant sacrés que profanes du duché de Brabant’, The 
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This sort of transcendental explanation remained an almost unique model for more 

than a century, until it knew a sudden upsurge in the context of the fifteenth-century 

Castilian succession crisis and the subsequent union of the crowns.237 The new 

compromise made after the successful accession of Isabella of Castile, occasioned an 

intensive search by the partisans of the new regime − both laymen and clerics − for a 

convincing vocabulary that hailed the new leadership. They opted for a mystical reading 

of the combined achievement of the Catholic Monarchs. Metaphorical passages were 

included in Alfonso de Jaén’s Espejo del mundo (c. 1468) − whose allegorical fable 

ended with the appearance of the shield of the Catholic Monarchs supported by the 

living eagle of St John the Evangelist − and in Pedro Marcuello’s Rimado de la conquista 

de Granada (1482).238 Somewhat later Ferran Mexía’s Nobiliario vero connected the red 

bars, the castle and the representation of “animales fieros” in the shield to the couple’s 

military victories and gains.239 Pedro de Gracia Dei, on the other hand, listed in 1489 

several new analogies for the five quinas of Portugal − besides those of the legend of 

Ourique − when extolling the blazon of João II, the successor of Ferdinand and 

Isabella’s principal rival. On the basis of numerology he praised the “perfectas y 

triumphales celestes” insignia. Different ways of counting elements in the Portuguese 

shield compared them to the Trinity, the age of Christ, the seven sacraments, the seven 

Christian virtues, the days of the week, the planets etc.240 Gracia Dei, who was a 

chronicler and probably an officer of arms at the Castilian court, possibly intended his 

dedication to João as a symbolic appeasement for the upcoming marriage of the princess 

Isabella of Aragon with the Portuguese heir apparent.241 

However, the mystical or allegorical method of interpretation was fully developed at 

unprecedented length by Isabella’s chaplain Antonio García de Villalpando in his 

Razonamiento de las reales armas de los sereníssimos e muy esclaresçidos 

prínçipes…don Fernando el Quinto e doña Ysabel la Segunda (c. 1487).242 Ana Isabel 

Carrasco Manchado, who has studied this text intensively, dubbed Villalponda’s 
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appropriation of the regal ensigns a particular form of “theological-religious rhetoric”.243 

Matching Vivaldi’s exegesis of the French fleurs de lis, the Spanish clergyman intended 

to unearth the “morality of the mysteries in the royal arms”.244 This was placed within a 

broad biblical and theological frame of reference. Instead of fixing its meaning to one 

semi-historical event − as the heradic legends did − the recently composed coat of arms 

was, as it were, dissected up to the level of every individual figure, element or colour in 

order to generate a maximum of conceivable analogies. One by one, the corresponding 

properties of the form of the shield itself, and the presence of the eagles of St John and 

Sicily, the lions, the castles and the bars were enumerated, together with their 

appropriate colours. Subsequently, de Villalpando associated them with sacred dogma’s 

or ideals found in Holy Scripture. A normal order of blazoning, giving precedence to the 

most ancient and illustrious kingdom, was thereby intentionally reversed − taking 

instead the innate excellence of the figure in question and not heraldic hierarchy as a 

leading principle.245  

The design of the Razonamiento can be typified as a political sermon that exalted a 

providential climax of monarchical power. But at the same time it also emphasized the 

political imperative of moral responsibility. Like Vivaldi’s De laudibus, de Villalpando’s 

panegyric was no mere elaboration of the system of blazon propagated in the manuals of 

heralds, but an original mishmash of diverse literary traditions.246 Colour symbolism was 

combined with relevant citations taken from Scripture. They were combined with short 

reflections on theological issues such as the seven sacrament, which had little to do 

with strict heraldic vocabulary. Blazoning provided the method, not the content. 

Departing from a similar objective as its French counterparts, his analysis urged the 

Catholic Monarchs to comply with the absolute and inalienable features of rule 

embodied in their own insignia. Although the full armorial assemblage was of a fairly 

recent date, its substance was prefigured in important religious doctrines. The form of 

the shield with its three corners, for instance, invoked the “mystery of the Holy Trinity” 

− an idea that likewise (re)appeared in Gracia Dei’s commentary on João II’s 

escutcheon.247 The eagle and lion were given a marked emphasis in that both featured in 

the eschatological prophecies of Ezekiel and Jeremiah.248 The castles in a red, 

“sanguinary” field denoted the defensive duties of princes as well as the sacrifice of 

Christ – topical in the last phase of the Reconquista. Punishment of the wicked and the 

preponderance of divine justice were represented by the form and colour of the 

“bastones” of Aragon.249 All of these separate cues and their implicit values were now 

indissolubly united in one mystical body under the guidance of two heads: 
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“Las reales armas de vuestras magestades de quatro reynos de los de vuestras altezas 

prinçipalmente se yntitulan, esto es de los de Castilla e León, los castillos e leones, de los 

reynos de Aragón, los bastones e las águilas, de los reynos de Seçilia. E commo estos e 

los otros reynos que están debaxo de su ynperio e subgeçión muy grandes, por la 

subcesión bienaventurada de vuestras altas e yllustríssimas exçelençias se juntaron, 

concurrieron juntamente en un escudo todas estas ya dichas ffyguras que ençima he 

nombrado, porque la yndisolubilidad e ayuntamiento de su santo matrymonio, de 

aquello se paresca, commo en el primer libro de la ley en prinçipio dixo el primer onbre 

y después Ihesucristo nuestro redentor en su sacro Evangelio aquello confirmó, que el 

varón e la muger eran en una carne dos personas.”250 

 

Especially this Christological perspective, suggesting that the union of the crowns 

was a messianic fulfilment of a new golden age after decades of dynastic bewilderment, 

imbued Ferdinand and Isabella’s recently established authority with a sacral 

connotation. Royal leadership was no matter of earthly concerns constructed through a 

profane bond with the community of people, but a divinely guided institution that 

defied coincidental obstructions in time. In this sense, the concept of rulership coined 

by de Villalpando foreshadowed the messianic mission of later Habsburg ideology. 

Temporal kingship might be subjected to the ill-fated whims and pains of succession 

and personal decision. Yet sacred rule mediated through seemingly profane relics of 

power escaped every constraint while ensuring endless continuity. After all, was a lion 

not capable of resuscitating its stillborn cubs by a life-giving breath? 

      

“Tracta de tres propiedades prinçipales que el león tiene: la una, más señorío, feroçidad, 

fuerça para vençer, que ninguna otra animalía ni bestia de la tierra; la segunda 

propiedad, que sus hijos nasçen muertos y dando vozes y braminos sobre ellos los 

despierta y torna a vida … sus altezas tienen esta propiedad porque estos reynos estavan 

muertos e por sus altíssymas vyrtudes el Señor les ha dado vida.” 251 

 

For the intellectuals at Philip II’s court almost a century later, this kind of universalist 

and spiritual overtone was more appropriate to assess Habsburg dominance than 

regional narratives or historically instable anecdotes. The genre of the mystical 

interpretation, as it came to complete maturity in the second half of the fifteenth 

century, surely resonated when de Garibay hypothesized about the choice of the lion as 

a proxy for Leon. The historiographer relied on both the endlessly repeated 

correspondences in the manuals on blazon as well as on the more loosely statements of 

Mexía and his generation.252 Apart from the obvious pun on the name of the city and the 

kingdom, he spelled out how the lion was king among all animals (or at least among the 

quadrupeds). By its very nature, the fierce animal was exemplary brave and all the 
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Spanish kings had acted as lions during the recuperation of the “lands of Spain” on the 

Moors. The red colour of the lion signified blood spilled during fights against the 

infidel.253 Moreover, Leo was the fifth amongst celestial signs.254 Under the influence of 

emblematic speculation, the lion even gradually evolved into a pars pro toto metaphor 

of Hispania.255 In the same vein, the castle signified fortitude, defense and protection as 

the Castilian kings had always been strong champions of the Holy Faith and the 

Christian Republic. The red field again stood for “las muchas muertes de la gente 

barbara”.256 Here, abstract deciphering of loose elements echoed the general 

atmosphere of the legendary stories – the enemy’s blood or religious preservation – 

without having to account for annoying historical facts. These universal objectives were 

to be emulated in the present and the future. The mysterious substance of arms looked 

back to former accomplishments and, at the same time, also prophesized glorious 

monarchical feats to come. Ensigns literally formed out of the blood of many valiant 

conquerors resonated with Christ’s own sacrifice and, by extension, with the salvation 

promised by Habsburg’s sacred mission.257 

Yet, like the legendary-historical discourses, the mystical interpretation was not 

without its critics. It was not difficult to realize that this method could easily be applied 

to every coat of arms, those of princes, nobles and commoners alike. This could result in 

an awkward and unintentional denial of the unique status of the royal insignia. If the 

same hierarchical set of correspondences (nobility of colours, virtues and natural 

qualities of figures) was applied rigorously, many non-royal arms actually appeared as far 

more dignified than those of the sovereign. A manifold of possible alternative meanings 

and combinations furthermore restricted the infallible reach of the symbolization.258  

A possible remedy consisted of combining both registers, just like the apologists of 

the fleurs de lis frequently articulated the historical Clovis episode together with an 

uncovering of the mysterious nature of its petals. Selecting one mythical narrative and 

transforming it into a genuine miracle, like Juan Alonso Calderón did for the Sobrarbe 

arms in the Puebla controversy, was another option.259 Whatever possibility heraldic 

ideologists opted for, they all had to cope with changing mentalities in the wake of the 

ascending antiquarian and historical sciences. Considered by some at the turn of the 

seventeenth century as a first and foremost French invention, isolated voices began to 

claim that the mystical exaltation of colours and metals upturned the order of things: 

lineages were not as much ennobled by the significance of their ensigns – as previous 

authors had. The man-made symbolism simply reflected earthly feats and virtuous 

behaviour, thereby denying the possibility that iconographic attributes could operate 

                                                           
253 The expression “campo de sangre” and “color de sangre” actually became commonplace in descri - 

bing the Spanish arms, cf. de Molina, Nobleza, 32.; BNM Mss 3261, 32v., 36v.  
254 De Garibay, Los XL. Libros, 398. 
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256 De Garibay, Compendio historial, II, 153.  
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258 An early critique in Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa von Nettesheim, De incertitudine et vanitate omnium 

scientiarum & artium liber, The Hague, 1662 [1526]. Cf. Seyler, Geschichte, 584.; Cheesman, ‘“Crisis of 
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259 Cf. chapter 1, pp. 84-95. 
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outside human agency.260 Remarks such as these, although they were first intended to 

protect the less sacralized Habsburg arms against the assertions of the French rival, set 

the stage for a slow demystification. This reduction of symbolization – detaching the 

sign from the innate worth of men – moved at a steady pace from the second half of the 

seventeenth century onwards.261 Learned interpreters, either formulating unconditional 

royal agendas or curbing them towards their own interests, had to face these new 

tendencies in an ever-expanding competition for international precedence.  

 

 

 

PART II - THE LIVING IMAGE OF GREATNESS 

 

Attempting to manage domestic insecurities by praising the stability of signs, the 

majority of heraldic boasting also defended the superiority of a political system. 

Components and qualities of princely bearings were enlisted among more mainstream 

features that were thought to determine the precedence of a given polity over other 

contestants. Little distinction was made between the natural or artificial resources of a 

governmental system and its symbolic outlook. For the defenders of monarchical rights, 

the sign and the signified were inseparable and thus part and parcel of the kingdom’s 

prestige within the wider community of princes.262 Although preoccupied with 

remedying temporal pains, most of the scholarly expositions on regal arms also outlined 

the sign’s high profile and, accordingly, its superior position opposite to the others. 

Such demarcation against rival outsiders was either implicitly suggested, or a self-assured 

statement to ward off criticism. Though exclusive heraldic publication was a marginal 

genre with a modest impact, general books and libels dealing with a polity’s eminence 

frequently incorporated short but substantial discussions on the matter. Contrary to 

long-standing projects of official history − reworked and corrected by successive 

contributors − or specialized accounts, this polemical literature on precedence was 

distributed on a large scale with the aim of influencing the public opinion towards 

certain incidents.  

Scholars have demonstrated that the early modern obsession with issues of rank or 

superiority was politically more meaningful than merely being the excess of a world-

view dominated by status-consciousness. Over time, each European dynasty developed 

its own set of criteria to appraise their prominent place in the international princely 

establishment. All of these criteria dealt with the core business of a state and its concept 

of kingship. The geographical characteristics of the realm, the virtuousness of princes, 

the practices of succession, the adherence to the Christian creed, exceptional piety or 

                                                           
260 López Madera, Excelencias de la monarchia, f. 29v.-30r. López Madera’s popular work was 

republished in 1625 and 1626. On López Madera, see: E. García Ballesteros & J. A. Martínez Torres, 
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261 By the eighteenth century, heraldic explanations by means of astrology or hermetic analogies were 
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the seniority of the state were, among others, called upon to claim a dignified worth 

that outranked the others.263 If the royal coat of arms indeed emitted such outstanding 

characteristics, it could easily be cited as another reason why the pre-eminence of one 

state should be admitted by its rivals. Therefore, the degradation of alien signs was an 

inevitable companion of discourses proclaiming the excellence of sovereign insignia.  

In the course of the later Middle Ages, such heraldic polemic – either in a textual 

form or by visual statement – had acquired a special relevance in the context of Anglo-

French antagonism.264 English disdain for the paramount French icon can already be 

found in Joannes de Bado Aureo’s Tractatus de armis, dated around 1395. In this early 

tract, Bado Aureo proposed a hierarchical taxonomy of blazon according to the type of 

depicted charges. Living and animated organisms were the most prestigious and noble 

amongst possible figures. Animals outranked the world of plants – who might be living 

creatures but lacked intellect – and the senseless objects.265 As a consequence, alluding 

to the azure shield with the “tribus floribus aureis”, flowers were less dignified than 

lions or leopards. They inevitably wither as time passes. They should therefore be 

considered a “signum instabilitatis”; a remark completely opposed to the thought of 

French publicists.266 Due to Edward III’s usurpation of the fleurs de lis, open criticism on 

the symbolism was to be uttered cautiously as not to damage the own prestige.267  

Obviously, there was no point in a complete refutation of the Joyenval legend or the 

sacred meaning of the flowers. The existence of the divine concession was commonly 

acknowledged.268 Instead, English polemicists ridiculed the alleged French symbols that 

predated Clovis’ conversion or countered the French king’s right to bear his own 

insignia. Renewed hostilities in the 1540s between both crowns introduced a novelty in 

that sense. Reviving the Plantagenet claim to France, one isolated apology of Tudor 

rights mocked around 1549 the alleged vision of Clovis as a satanic concession of the 

three toads. It insisted that the pagan king himself, in his unstoppable thirst for glory, 

had repainted his banner with three lilies, “common flowers in every felde”. Afterwards, 

the title and man-made arms of France had been deliberately ceded to the English 

monarch, “the which tytle and armes the kynges of England bereth ryghtfully unto this 

                                                           
263 Geevers, ‘The Conquistador and the Phoenix’, passim.; M. J. Levin, ‘A New World Order: the Spanish 

Campaign for Precedence in Early Modern Europe’, Journal of Early Modern History, 6(2000), 233-64. 
264 Hinkle, The Fleurs de Lis, 57-60. 
265 Joannes de Bado Aureo’s Tractatus is edited in: Jones, Medieval Heraldry, 109-23.  
266 Ibid., 184-5. 
267 From the child king Henry VI onwards, who by virtue of the Treaty of Troyes (1420) inherited the 
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day”.269 Later commentators showed little scruple in denouncing the lilies, without 

essentially denying the miraculous intervention. For example, the English lawyer Gerard 

Legh wrote in 1562 that “God sent it [the fleurs-de-lis-arms] unto their king, by an angel, 

in token of continuall tribulacion”.270 Gervase Markham’s The booke of armorie (1595) 

adapted this to the context of the religious wars:  

 

“I never heard that ever any Armes came from heaven, but in them was the signe of the 

cross, except onely the Armes of France, which armes were sent by an Angell from 

heaven, three floures in manner of swords in a shield of azure, which arms were given to 

the King of France in signe of ever-lasting trouble, that he and his successors should ever 

be punished with wars and civill broiles”.271 

     

The French reaction to these rekindled pretences was an additional strengthening of 

the exclusivity and providential essence of the fleurs de lis. Writers spelling out the 

absolute power and legitimacy of the French kings in the first half of the sixteenth 

century considered the sacral origins of the crown an indisputable fact which made up 

one of the essential pillars of superiority. Central to this belief was the ideal of the 

humble purity of the flowers.272 The simplicity of an unquartered composition with no 

more than three of the most pure charges contained the “humility” and “confidence” of 

the self-proclaimed heirs of Clovis and Charlemagne. Amongst the worldly rulers, only 

the Most Christian kings of France had abstained from modifying their original, God-

given title. All other princes, driven by mundane ambition, had relinquished a pristine 

symbolic identity for a series of pompous and unrealistic titles and arms.273 It took no 

great leap of the imagination to read such accusations as a rebuttal of English heraldic 

practices since the fourteenth-century augmentation of their arms. But these assertions 

no longer solely served in the context of this age-old conflict. Apologists now stressed 

that the fleurs de lis eclipsed each and every attribute in time and space: from the eagle 

of the Holy Roman Emperor, over the cross potent of Jerusalem, to the arms of the kings 

of Norway, Poland or Hungary. Special attention was drawn to the arms of Hispanic 

regions such as Castile, Leon and Aragon.274 The unification of the Iberian Peninsula and 

the marked rise of Habsburg geopolitical power over just a few decades had upset the 

traditional balances in the web of international relations. The fusion of imperial, 

Burgundian and Spanish prerogatives forced France as well as the Habsburg rulers to 

redefine the extent of their dominion. In spite of the occasional resurgence of Anglo-

                                                           
269 John Coke, The debate betwene the Heraldes of England and Fraunce, ca. 1549. published together 
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French competition, the primary focus was now definitely on the struggle between 

Valois and Habsburg universal pretences.     

 

 

Under the Sign of the Cross 

 

With the outbreak of animosities in Italy at the end of the fifteenth century, ideological 

quarrels soon diverted from the classic Anglo-French axis. Charles VIII’s Angevin claim 

on the kingdoms of Naples and Sicily, challenging the geopolitical stakes of Aragon and 

the Empire, was supported by an aggressive visual campaign. Because of the prestigious 

title of “king of Jerusalem” attached to the Sicilian inheritance – the title had been 

bought in 1278 by Charles I of Anjou – it was decided that the occupied territories 

would be represented by a new quartered composition.  It contained a field strewn with 

fleurs de lis (though without the Angevin red label of difference to emphasize Charles 

VIII’s status as head of the Valois dynasty) in combination with the cross potent of 

Jerusalem. The quartering was depicted next to the French shield united under one, 

elongated crown.275 Inheriting this claim, Louis XII furthermore considered himself, by 

virtue of the marriage of his grandfather to the daughter of the last male Visconti duke, 

the rightful ruler of Milan. He introduced the image of the Visconti viper in the disputed 

panoply of French royal imagery.276  

Armorial manoeuvres like these were interlarded with a great deal of imperialist 

boasting, trying to fashion an alternative vision of French universal dominance.277 

Prophecies declared how the fleurs de lis of the most “Christian House of France” would 

soon outbid the eagle and lion, reuniting the three parts of the world under its divine 

banner.278 Such bold pretences prompted direct political reactions. As mentioned 

before, Ferdinand of Aragon visualized his Sicilian title by a combination per saltire of 

the bars of Aragon and the Hohenstaufen eagle. After the seizure of 1504, he also 

combined the cross of Jerusalem with the horizontal stripes of Hungary, at the same 

time obscuring the French claim by omitting the Angevin semé de France with red label. 

His immediate successors, particularly Charles V, frequently included the same in their 

full armorial panoply as to defy any French interest in Italy.279 
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Maximilian of Austria, who set himself up as the leader of a multilateral Holy League 

against this French expansionism, objected to any incursion in the backyard of the 

Empire. Through the efforts of advisers and agents, he strongly refuted Valois 

imperialism. Text and image maintained that only the Holy Roman Emperor was the 

rightful descendant of Charlemagne and – by virtue of the translatio imperii – of 

Rome.280 Outside the field of effective visual adaptation, imposing new political order, 

ideological discourses transcended gratuitous attacks. In contrast to the personal devices 

of French kings, targeted and ridiculed by imperial apologists, the legendary framework 

of the fleurs de lis was hardly touched. Artists and writers in the service of Maximilian 

were probably reluctant to criticize the celestial origins all too harshly, because they 

were likewise an integral part of the Burgundian inheritance − be it with marks of 

cadency and a purely dynastic meaning. Opposed to a full refutation, Habsburg 

advertisement went as far as to associate the Clovis myth with the dynasty’s own 

genealogic mythology.281 Illustrated pedigrees, such as the second volume of the 

Geburtsspiegel presented to the Emperor in January 1518, or the centrepiece of the 

famous Triumphal Arch woodcut produced in the studio of Albrecht Dürer, depicted 

lines of successive generations running from the first Christian ruler Clovis down to 

Charles V. The pre-Christian ancestry of the pagan rulers of Francia was represented by 

quartering an imaginary lion with the legendary toads. As such, Habsburg-Burgundian 

princes were imagined as the rightful descendants of the Merovingian and Carolingian 

lines − and thus “legitimate” kings of France.282  

A woodcut fabricated between 1516 and 1518 by the Augsburg artist Leonhard Beck 

for a series on dynastic saints of the House of Austria even bluntly recast the Joyenval 

episode as a Habsburg happening (Figure 60). The king of the Franks was shown 

touching a cloth with three fleurs de lis held by an angel who emerges from the clouds. 

Against the rocks in the background lies the discarded pagan shield with the toads. On 

the foreground, leaning against a tree, the new lilian symbols were charged with an 

inescutcheon showing the old lion of the counts of Habsburg.283 Maximilian’s lavish 

cenotaph project erected at the Hofkirche in Innsbruck in 1563 also included a life-sized 

statue of the Merovingian ruler. Moulded in 1509, the figure supported a long, narrow-

shaped shield in his right hand, vertically halved with the toads and lilies as to show the 

symbol before and after its miraculous transformation.284 This genealogical and heraldic 
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attachment to a presumed Merovingian origin of the House of Austria was sporadically 

exploited in the course of the sixteenth century.285  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The inclusion of the disputed ancestor in the mythography of the dynasty meant that 

an overt rejection of the lilies as a fictitious invention failed to crystallize before the 

second half of the seventeenth century. De Bado Aureo’s lucid distinction in excellence 

between vivid creatures, plants and inanimate objects was adopted by several Spanish 

authors, yet they did not draw obvious conclusions when comparing the representative 
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Figure 60.  Leonhard Beck, Clovis receiving the fleurs de lis, woodcut, 1516-18. 
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strength of the different royal achievements. Inanimate objects and colours were, after 

all, also largely represented in the quarters for Castile, Aragon, Austria and Burgundy.286 

The miraculous donation was either described as an objective report of hearsay or 

rephrased as if to suggest that it was no more than a human decision to celebrate the 

triumph of Christianity, on equal par with the tales associated with Spanish and 

Habsburg history. Sometimes, the transformation was situated in the reign of one of 

Clovis’ collateral offspring287 or writers confused the Joyenval anecdote with accounts 

about Charlemagne receiving the oriflamme, as to strengthen a link between the lily and 

the imperial office.288 Lack of open criticism was compensated by stressing the non-

exclusivity of the lilies. In the course of the seventeenth century, the new historical 

attitude asserted that many medieval princes and feudal lords had sported the flowers in 

their ancient seals and banners. The sign was thus far from an original invention by the 

Franks. They were recognized as tokens of French kingship, but had also been used by 

Burgundian, Austrian and German lords. This kind of explanation suggested that only 

from the fourteenth century onwards, the fleurs de lis were established as the 

independent markers of the Valois.289 Hence, the divine grant to Clovis – if its historicity 

was still admitted – predated a strict demarcation of symbolic boundaries and was 

consequently an integral part of Habsburg lore.  

The division of Charles V’s lands in 1555/56 and the transfer of power to Philip II was 

the offshoot for a strong assertion of the independent prestige of the Spanish Monarchy, 

outranking its foes and friends in magnificence.290 In the margins of lukewarm frictions 

with France over diplomatic protocol and opposing territorial pretences, the exaltations 

of a political excellence embodied in Habsburg heraldic patrimony coincided with the 

open appropriation of the rival’s miraculous narrative. The angelic honour awarded to 

the Merovingian chieftain was not repudiated, but its status as a miracle was relativized 

in comparison with the multiple charges of the Spanish inheritance. Some of these 

marks, it was claimed, were equally imbued with a miraculous origin of an even greater 

dimension. They were therefore superior to the fleurs de lis. In 1551, eight years before 

the Franco-Spanish settlement of Cateau-Cambrésis, the Sobrabre vision in particular was 

restyled as a genuine manifestation of the biblical Tree of Life. The wondrous apparition 

of the cross was hailed as an indication of divine “favour and victory” against the 

enemies of faith. By bestowing the crucifix on them, the ultimate manifestation of 

redemption, God had singled out the Spanish rulers for his vanguard in the fight against 

infidels, as well as in the more recent spread of Counter-Reformation piety.291  
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As a matter of fact, the sign of the cross was generally regarded as the sole exception 

to a stratification according to the degree of vivacity. Although having the outlook of a 

senseless object, the icon of Catholicism was considered the animate embodiment of 

the one and only Faith, and thus far superior to living organisms such as plants or 

conscious animals.292 The argument also warded off the insinuation that the Habsburg 

shield consisted out off a mishmash of pagan animals and geometrical figures without 

any convincing pious meaning. References to other miraculous crosses, particularly in 

the Aragonese context, explained how such repeated gifts had induced the Habsburg 

monarchs to strive continuously after “heroic virtues”.293 This generalization of mainly 

non-Castilian proof of Hispanic primacy indicated the desirability of a decentralized 

symbolic system wherein the worth of every individual constituent had divine sanction, 

in contrast to the French absolutist imposition. 

A very similar articulation of a more sacred value for the Spanish heraldic inheritance 

popped up during the controversy over the escutcheons in the Puebla de los Ángeles 

cathedral, analysed in the first chapter of this book. In his defence of the disputed 

objects on the altar, Juan Alonso Calderón enumerated three reasons why bishop 

Palafox and the collegiate chapter had decided to display the “cruz y arbol” next to the 

recent signals of Aragon: In the first place, the tree with the cross were the most ancient 

among Spanish arms, harking back to the year 724 according to some. In origin, they 

thus coincided with the inception of Hispania’s restoration from Muslim domination. 

Implicit in this assertion was the idea that the armorial images from this very remote 

past were the most suitable for propagating a new, second “restoration” of an Iberian 

Empire under Habsburg leadership. The religious overtone was an incentive for a 

renewed and purified observance of the faith. Furthermore, the connection of the sign 

with one of the first episodes of unified Christian rule in obedience to a pious and 

dutiful sovereign also recalled unimpaired loyalty to Philip IV as the essential remedy 

against internal dissension or outside threat.294  

Secondly, Calderón insisted that the image of a cross above a tree was of a perfect 

“miraculous” nature (milagrosas). They were sent to Garcí Ximénez by none other than 

God. Disregard for this miracle, he wrote, would be unthinkable in a French context. If 

an official of the Parlement of Paris – described as an equivalent for the fiscal of the Real 

Audiencia – would recommend the erasure of the fleur de lis out of a royal escutcheon, 

the entire nation would revolt. Nevertheless, as he continued his argumentation, the 

miracle of Sobrarbe was more significant and authentic than that of the “Lizes de 

Francia”. While Clovis was only granted simple flowers, the Divine Providence had 

revealed no less than the “Fruto, Cruz y Arbol de Vida” − the Biblical tree of life with its 

beneficial qualities − to the (proto-)Spanish king.295 By conceding a sign of unspoiled 

humanity, indefinite existence and redemption to the Monarchy, the divine favour 

endorsed the nation’s pre-election. In particular, the figure of the cross confirmed the 
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sacredness of the Hispanic Nation. The colour red referred to both the purple of rulers 

and kings who had been willing to sacrifice their own blood during the arduous 

Reconquista. The green tree denoted the perpetuity of their dominion. Overall, the 

vision of Garcí Ximénez was interpreted as a “señal de favor y Victoria contra los 

enemigos de la Fe”.296           

This characterization partly obscured or at least modified other versions of the 

original narrative, all of which stressed a distinction between, on the one hand, the 

miraculous appearance of a divine omen and, on the other hand, the ensuing adoption 

of a derivative image by human decision to celebrate glorious victories. In interpreting 

the mythical vision as a direct divine intervention where the heavenly apparition above 

the tree and the fashioning of new bearings were one and the same occurrence, 

Calderón placed the creation and the value of the symbol outside human agency. Finally, 

the arms of Sobrarbe were also praised for their “mysterious” (misteriosas) nature. They 

contained the crucifix, the “sign of our redemption”, as an extraordinary augmentation 

of honour awarded by the supreme Majesty. Altogether, the Sobrarbe arms endorsed the 

timeless and predestined character of the entire Monarchy. In Calderón’s 

argumentation, taking the focus away from internal quarrels about composition, the 

reintroduction of such ancient miraculous ensign in the local altar affirmed the self-

confidence and the excellence of Spanish rule.297 

Highlighting the presence of crosses or cross-shaped figures in the abstract 

representations of sovereignty was a meaningful strategy. An assimilation between the 

reasserted centrepiece of the Tridentine religious cult and the secular trappings of 

power befitted the need for an all-embracing mark. It signalled a new sense of cohesion 

and identity for a geopolitical reality that was now independent of the Holy Roman 

Empire. This search for a renewed national attribute, primarily originating out of the 

micro-politics of the battlefield, became prominent since the turn of the seventeenth 

century. Every now and then, discourses started to propose an almost impersonal vision 

of the state which foreshadowed the modern use of national emblems such as flags and 

abstract logos.298 It was the logical outgrowth of a competition wherein the superiority 

of the political system was at stake, and of which the current ruler was merely a 

transient exponent. These interpretations also sought to overcome the discredited 

commonplaces of traditional or narrowly defined armorial vocabulary in construing a 

more elevated pedigree of symbolism.  

The most offensive exponent of such interpretation was perhaps written by Diego de 

Valdès. In his De dignitate regum regnorumque Hispaniae (1602), he tried to convince 

the international community that none other than the “crux christi vexillum” (the 

standard with Christ’s crucifix) was the true “original” achievement of Hispania.299 To 

this end, he sidestepped or rather cleverly utilized the new empirical findings about the 

relatively recent genesis of pure armorial signs. Besides the all-powerful though 
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unquestionably young charges of the lion and eagle, both representing leadership 

among the animals, the early sigillographic evidence demonstrated that Spanish rulers 

originally bore a cross-signet as their emblematical device before assuming a more 

diversified heraldry from the eleventh century onwards.300 De Valdès even claimed that 

he had found archival examples of such usage dating before the Roman conquest of the 

Peninsula and, hence, even prefiguring the birth of Christ. In his view, it was a clear 

indication of ancient divine favour for Spain. The sign, which he described as a sacred 

gift, was thus not another late emulation of Constantine receiving the saintly labarum 

from the heavens, like some previous texts had suggested, but the obverse was in fact 

true. The emperor’s fourth-century vision simply re-enacted a much older bestowal of 

the cross on the Spanish nation.301  

God’s early concession of the prophetic omen of divine pre-election then found its 

logical continuation in the visions ascribed to the medieval Aragonese kings – again 

redressing the semi-miraculous original versions into genuine supernatural gifts. To 

these limited regional traditions he added other rumoured apparitions of crosses on 

Castilian, Navarrese, Portuguese and Sicilian soil.302 Although these reports had originally 

little to do with heraldry or with national imaginary, their fusion with the related 

armorial legends implied that every religious revelation automatically dealt with princely 

power as well. For de Valdès, there was no noteworthy difference between the earthly 

trappings of the Spanish regime and the universal sign of the Catholic Faith. In line with 

such insistence, he did not evade the tricky question of the comparative status of the 

fleurs de lis in this array of marvellous occurrences. Although he admitted that the well-

known narrative could be criticized, the tale of the angelic concession at Joyenval was 

not avoided or refuted by any conclusive argument. In fact, de Valdès was prepared to 

endorse the miraculous nature of the fleurs de lis as well. Yet, as the Habsburg kings 

were the true descendants of Clovis, the dignity attached to the lilies belonged to them, 

not to the Capetian usurpers. The sovereigns of Spain were by right also the rulers of 

France. The fleurs de lis were as such another example of the celestial favour granted to 

them, be it not the most prestigious or even oldest among the multiple crucifixes.303  

The convergence between the religious token of the cross and the idea of heavenly 

favoured nationhood was probably inspired by the widespread identificatory practices 

of military culture. In France, from at least the middle of the fourteenth-century 

onwards, soldiers were mandated to wear a white cross on their tunics and banners in 

response to English troops rallying under the red cross of St George. By the 1420s it was 

no longer solely considered the trademark of Mars but described in a more general sense 
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as “la vraie et ancienne enseigne des rois de France”.304 On 6 August 1451, near 

Bayonne, an English garrison was allegedly defeated when a white cross suddenly 

emerged against the dark clouds. This sighting was deciphered as “God who wanted 

that the said land was ceded to those who bore the white cross”.305 Beyond the 

battlefield, this white cross soon began to permeate state ceremonial. At royal funerals, 

for instance, it complemented the fleurs de lis in adorning the processional hearse and 

the royal effigy in the salle de deuil.306  

Aligning the cross-mark with royal heraldic discourse was no seventeenth-century 

invention. A figurative tableau erected for the entry of Charles VIII in Rouen (April 

1485) portrayed, for instance, the encounter between Constantine − for the occasion 

personified in a silk tunic covered with fleurs de lis − and the imperial contender 

Maxentius. The appearance of a resplendent white cross in the air merged the classical 

account of the adoption of the labarum with the more recent French ensign. Like the 

fleurs de lis, the victorious cross was staged as a celestial gift: at the end of the theatrical 

performance, the young boy who impersonated the emperor in the display exchanged 

his fleurdelized coat for another one embroidered with a huge silver cross.307 In the 

renewed pacification campaigns of the last decades of the sixteenth century, the symbol 

once again transformed from a (military) partisan mark for the royalist cause during the 

civil wars into the unified token of a restored and pre-elected nation.308 It no longer 

contrasted domestic divisions between opponents, but delineated a shared 

consciousness different to the similar signs of outsider’s, such as the English red cross of 

saint George and,309 especially from the 1590s onwards, the red Burgundian saltire of St 

Andrew.  

The saltire cross associated with the martyred apostle St Andrew in its guise of a 

politically laden symbol had originated at the Burgundian court. After 1477 it assembled 

those men who remained loyal to Mary of Burgundy in the face of French annexation. 

Later on, the cross-shaped combination of knotty trunks was recycled as a personal 
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device for Philip the Fair, in combination with the Burgundian steel and flints, who in 

his turn introduced the sign in Castile.310 The figure of a ragged, red Burgundian or 

Spanish saltire − the so-called Aspa de Borgoña – also became the regimental sign of the 

tercios as opposed to the French troops.311 After 1560, each military unit marched under 

a white or yellow flag with this diagonal cross depicted on it.312 Although of a more 

recent date than the Georgian or the white cross, it gradually began to transcend a 

military context by acquiring a notion of national adherence – identifying an originally 

Burgundian patria within the composite state. In the Low Countries, the Burgundian 

saltire therefore frequently supported the royal 

coats of arms on official documents, coins and 

other media.313  

Seventeenth-century erudites and artists 

ransacked the manuscripts of the old 

Burgundian library in order to reconstruct the 

original significance of the device under the 

ancestors of their overlord. They found out that 

ducal devotion for the signal of the saint had 

been so great that even Burgundian priests 

administering the sacrament of baptism had 

traced the shape of a saltire with their thumb 

on the catechumen’s forehead, instead of the 

common crucifix.314 Moreover, its usual red 

colour was interpreted as “the true livery 

colour of the Roman church”. While every 

other prince had frequently changed the colour 

of his “national” cross in order to avoid 

confusion on the battlefield, the counts and 

dukes of Burgundy − as well as their progeny − 

were believed to have always held red in “high 

esteem”.315 Some historians even claimed that it 

was a medieval king of Burgundy who had 

translated the true saltire of the apostle from 
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Figure 61.  The "miracle" of 1641, from J. 
Chifflet Crux Andreana victrix, f. 6r.  
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Achaea to Marseille. Its shape was thereby hailed as identical to the mark of 

Constantine’s vision.316 The special reverence for the crux Burgundica decidedly 

reached its zenith when the Spanish army in the Netherlands witnessed in 1641 the 

wondrous transformation of a group of clouds in the form of a white cross into a radiant 

red ragged saltire (Figure 61).317 French authors, on the other hand, reacted by nuancing 

the so-called Burgundian exclusivity of the apostle’s attribute.318  

In choosing the sign of the cross as the truthful and original “coat of arms” of the 

entire Spanish Monarchy, Diego de Valdès actually reconciled two systems of abstract 

representation. He combined an older principle of abstract monarchical substitution 

with a quite recent devotion for a palpable shape of national unity. His analysis drifted 

on a very integrated feeling of loyalty: the miraculous appearance of arguably the same 

religious emblem in each of the Monarchy’s dependencies endorsed unity in diversity, 

and thus its superiority towards other political contenders.319 The overtly sacral theme 

of the apparitions furthermore confirmed the indispensable services that the Spanish 

kings had rendered for the conservation of the Holy Church.320 It needs no saying that 

this kind of argumentation seriously aggravated the increasingly tense relationship 

between France and Spain.321 In July 1605, de Valdès’ treatise circulated in Paris on a 

small scale and caused some resentment, not only because of the heraldic bragging but 

because the underlying current of the complete work insinuated that the French crown 

actually belonged by succession to king Philip III and not to the Bourbon monarchs. A 

second edition of the work, published in Frankfurt in 1626, incurred an official 

condemnation by the Parisian prévôt. An executioner publicly burned copies of it on 

the streets.322 French writers returned the offence by presenting evidence that the 

kingdom of Castile was in fact a fief of the French king. They pointed out how the so-

called heavenly sanctioned “Spanish Monarchy” was a modern artificial construct not 

older than the time of Ferdinand and Isabella.323  

The cross-argument was repeated in undoubtedly the most famous pamphlet of this 

period. The so-called Mars Gallicus was jointly composed by Cornelius Jansenius, the 

bishop of Ypres, and by Pieter Roose, the president of the Privy Council in the Low 
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Countries. It sharply refuted the aggressive French foreign policy as anti-catholic and 

immoral.324 Prosperity and sovereign power depended on the exemplary piety of 

successive rulers, not on anointed kingship or traditional sacred attributes without living 

up to the ideals they represented.325 Right from the start, the manifestoe did not miss its 

effect. When it appeared in September 1635, the allied forces of France and the 

Protestant United Provinces had just retreated after an inadequate attempt to invade the 

southern Low Countries.326 Among the many doctrinarian and juridical contentions 

carefully undermining the French justification of the war, the Iberian armorial legends 

and symbols were once again cited to recall the indisputable services of the Catholic 

kings in preserving an unstained faith and in contesting the threat of heresy. Jansenius 

identified the crosses of Sobrarbe, of Don Pelayo and of the old Aragonese, as well as the 

green cross of Aviz that had supported the pre-sixteenth-century Portuguese arms,327 as 

one and the same “cross of Spain”. This general ensign was preserved by the pious 

nation up to the present day.328 A sequential reappearance of the crucifix over time had 

assured that a special celestial grace was awarded to Spain for its fierce defence of 

Christ’s cause. The wearing of the red saltire cross was a present day testimonial of such 

continuous, active religious devotion. Together with the other figures and charges, the 

constantly evolving coat of arms thus ascertained the unremitted pious endeavours of 

the Spanish kings.329  

Reinterpreting Habsburg heraldic patrimony by comparing it with none other than 

the icon of Catholicism circumvented some of the aforementioned challenges 

pronounced by critics. First, it more adequately squared a reverence for the royal office 

with a sense of national cohesion. Adverting that the field of politics and the community 

of believers united under the sign of Christ were one and the same thing incited all 

zealous Catholics to come to terms with the dynastic agenda. The Monarchy’s 

righteousness was defended through an age-old track record of several, similar 

miraculous endorsements, confirming its unity in the diversity.330 Heavenly concessions 
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were recorded up to the present. Unlike the French kings whose sacral character was 

granted on one occasion several centuries ago, but whose initial excellence had been 

supposedly relinquished by sheer mismanagement and usurpation, the changeable 

history of Spanish symbolism rewarded good kingship over and over again. Secondly, 

the comparison sidestepped questions about historicity. After all the wondrous 

manifestation of acknowledged heavenly premonitions was something that could hardly 

be doubted, even by new historical standards of the day. The spirit of the Counter-

Reformation, keen on defending a transcendental function of religious images, even 

reinforced the belief in such occurrences. Yet simultaneously, these innovative 

arguments pointed out a number of new issues: What was the precise link between the 

diverse ahistorical sacred origins of Spanish symbolism and the actual composite shield, 

being used by the present monarch in a more rigid way than ever? How was this ever-

renewing excellence − defending precedence over France − to be reconciled with 

solutions to avert the many problems afflicting the Spanish body politic in the first 

decades of the seventeenth century?331   

 

 

A Phoenix Arises: Caramuel’s Declaracion Mystica de las Armas (1636) and Spanish 

Precedence 

 

A remarkable contribution that dealt with these interpretative problems in a very 

original way was written with the same Franco-Spanish conflict in mind. A year after the 

outbreak of open hostilities with the formal declaration of war in May 1635 and shortly 

after the issuing of the Latin version of the Mars Gallicus in September, a Brussels 

printing shop published the third work of the promising intellectual Juan Caramuel y 

Lobkowitz.332 Entitled the Declaracion Mystica de las Armas de España invictamente 

belicosas, it presented an unseen lengthy “mystical” interpretation of the Spanish coat of 

arms defending the invincible nature of the Monarchy, in anticipation of the cardinal-

infant’s retaliation campaign of that summer.333 Born in Madrid in May 1606 as the son of 

an engineer from Luxembourg, who had served Philip II as royal guard, and a mother 

with Hungarian roots, the young Caramuel entered the Cistercian order at the age of 

seventeen. He then embarked on an academic career which brought him to Louvain in 

the Low Countries around 1632. There he was actively involved in defending the city 

during the Franco-Dutch siege of June 1635, applying the technical skills he had learned 

from his father in supervising works of fortification. These efforts brought him into 

close contact with the then governor Ferdinand of Austria, who appointed him at some 

point as his royal preacher.334  
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Caramuel shared the same contempt for the warlike policy of Cardinal Richelieu and 

Louis XIII as Jansenius – although he later became a fierce opponent of the latter’s 

theological opinions. In the Netherlands, he affiliated himself with the exiled French 

dowager queen Maria de’ Medici, whose favourable intercession resulted in his 

nomination as the abbot of the Scottish monastery of Melrose in 1638 − although he 

would never set a foot on Scottish soil.335 The remaining story of his life reads as a tale of 

wandering adventures. From February 1644 onwards, he travelled to the Palatinate and 

other German territories, and was appointed as a Spanish agent at the Imperial court. 

He, among others, fought with a band of armed monks to defend the city of Prague 

during the Swedish siege of 1648 and was called to Rome by pope Alexander VII in 

1655. After a praising recommendation of Madrid, Caramuel was finally appointed to the 

Lombardian bishopric of Vigevano where he spent the remaining nine years of his life 

until he died in 1682.336 In the course of his itinerant life, he produced an awe-inspiring 

scientific and theological output including some seventy-three published volumes and 

numerous manuscript works covering many fields of knowledge. They underwrote his 

typical conviction that all sciences were profoundly connected to one another. 

Although being sharply criticized for his probabilist and laxist ideas, he grew into a very 

reputed intellectual, maintaining contacts with many important members of the 

republic of letters, such as Gassendi, Mersenne, Kircher and Descartes.337 The wide 

range of his knowledge, running from theology over mathematics and linguistics to 

architecture and astronomy, earned him the contemporary epithet of phoenix 

eruditorum.338   

One of the main characteristics of Caramuel’s international career was his 

unwavering fidelity towards the Habsburg dynasty, manifest in a special attachment to 

the Spanish king and later on in his services to emperor Ferdinand III.339 Although his 

essentially political works are few in comparison with the treatises on purely scholarly 

subjects, they were important exponents of his thinking and did not go unnoticed. It is 

true that they were written not without the intention of personal advancement, yet they 

were presented as thorough discussions about the prerogatives of the Spanish Monarchy 

in the analytical style that was so typical of his scientific expositions. Visual arguments 

employed by Caramuel in later works clearly relied on the former ideas about the 

polity’s symbolic shape set out in full detail in the Declaracion mystica. The latter work 
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implicitly rebuked the military actions of Richelieu and the recurring statements about 

French sacral and superior authority.340  

Thematically, the discussion consisted of two separate parts. The first two chapters 

were probably conceived as political sermons and dealt with the benign constitution of 

Spain, a nation which – thanks to the preference of Providence – had always been and 

remained invincible. Etymological assumptions about the word España, together with 

historical contentions and astronomical similitudes, were invoked to demonstrate both 

the martial character of the realm and its unique bond with the divine Sovereign. 

“Spain”, as the multiform analysis stated, had always been purely Catholic, even before 

the arrival of the redeemer if not already in pre-diluvial times. Every key episode in the 

long history of salvation cut across the Iberian path: it was probably the place where the 

Earthly Paradise and the source of its four rivers had to be situated; a star above the 

Peninsula heralded the birth of the Messiah; the three magi came from Spain; and the 

first converts in Jerusalem also had their origins in the glorious and illustrious nation.341 

Moreover, based on a short excursus in evolutionary linguistics − a theme developed at 

length in Caramuel’s unpublished works of that same period −, he even claimed that 

Castilian had been the pre-Babylonian lingua franca of the ancient Christian Patriarchs.342       

Linguistic elements as a means to ascertain historical proof of political excellence 

were an important component of the Declaracion mystica.343 The Spanish Monarchy − 

as could be determined through its name or the outlook of its images and colours, after 

all features similar to the idiosyncrasies of language − appeared to be a global 

omnipresence of pure potency, immune to the impact of earthly misfortune. The 

invincible Monarchy embodied by “Don Philip the Great” − described in the typical 

metaphorical language that was used to exalt the Rey Planeta344 − was like the moon or 

even a “politically sovereign sun” that enlightened the earth (as opposed to the one, 

supernatural and divine sun which was of course Christ). Don Ferdinand of Austria, to 

whom Caramuel dedicated his treatise, was praised as a resplendent ray whose public 

office, valour and fortitude directly stemmed from the strength of this political sun. In 

his turn, the cardinal-infant had particularly illuminated the Italian and German theatres 

of war. Openly alluding to the successful campaign of 1635 against the Franco-Dutch 

intrusion, Caramuel furthermore stated that the vitalizing force of such rays of light were 

                                                           
340 Ibid., 303. A short analysis of the work in: V. Mínguez, ‘Juan de Caramuel y su Declaración mystica de 

las armas de España (Bruselas, 1636)’, Archivo Español de Arte, 80(320), 395-410.; I. Rodríguez & V. 

Mínguez, ‘Symbolical Explanation of the Spanish Coats of Arms According to Juan de Caramuel (1636)’, 

Emblematica. An Interdisciplinary Journal for Emblem Studies, 16(2008), 223-51. 
341 Caramuel y Lobkowitz, Declaracion mystica, 3-68. 
342 M. Leone, ‘Ancient tradition and modern audacity: on the (proto-)semiotic ideas of Juan Caramuel y 

Lobkowitz’, Semiotica, 182(2010), 249 n° 2. In the unpublished manuscript Hebraeus Iberus, according to 

Massimo Leone composed in 1635, Caramuel tried to prove that Castilian/Spanish had been composed by 
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ressurection.   
343 Cf. Ibid.; A.-M. Barrande-Azam, ‘“Haec quo magis publica, eo magis sunt infallibilia”. La validité des 

preuves historiques dans le Philippus Prudens et la Pax licita de Caramuel’, in: Dvořák & Schmutz, Juan 

Caramuel Lobkowitz, 185-99. 
344 On the solar symbolism surrounding Philip IV, see: Mínguez, Los reyes solares, 111-26, 131-45.; 

Elliott, The Count-Duke, 177-8.; Elliott, A Palace, 41-42.  
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tantamount to punishment and the spread of destruction.345 Superiority in the 

observance of the true Catholic religion and the belligerent defence of royal 

prerogatives against political challengers of less stature were two sides of the same coin.      

Being remarkably modern in his approach, the scholar postulated the existence of the 

geopolitical concept of España in the sense of an abstract phenomenon with a 

personality and individuality of its own. At moments this only referred to the isolated 

Iberian Peninsula, otherwise it also included all European and American dependencies. 

Spain was a vivid and perpetual body that was intrinsically “moving” by its pure 

devotion towards God, instead of being driven by the external parameters of ambition, 

vainglory or tyranny – something which affected every other commonwealth in the 

world. Although the current monarch incarnated this remarkably vital and perfect 

nature, the abstract entity had animated and intellectual capacities irrespective of any 

human intermediary. This made it similar to the penultimate category of the scholastic 

scale of beings, namely the angels.346 The presented evidence for such assertion ran 

from unlikely or probably to most true on the probabilistic scale. Textual authority was 

constructed through the accumulation and conformity of as many possibilities that 

could be cited, either extracted from etymology, history or Sacred Scripture. It was this 

combination that enabled it to get to the nub of the things under scrutiny.347    

The second, central part of Caramuel’s discussion, especially important for our 

subject matter, can be typified as a mystical reading of the Spanish royal arms.348 Far 

from a loose enumeration of the particularities behind the symbol’s different 

constituents, the inherent cohesion of all parts into one, integrative concept of Hispanic 

power stood at the centre of his argument. Although Caramuel did not neglect the 

composite character of the realm, he was one of the first publicists who advanced a 

clear, holistic conception of Spanish state heraldry. His solution to the interpretative 

problems posed by the jumbled Habsburg inheritance of numerous signs, ambiguous 

stories and contradictory meanings was to suppose a general, much older origin of the 

signs. This was essentially Castilian in nature, yet foreshadowed the canon of heraldic 

legends in seniority and excellence. By applying his scientific probabilism to the divine 

and superior textual authority of Scripture, he circumvented the disputed genealogical 

framework of the medieval dynasties of the Peninsula. Heraldic ensigns, be it in a non-

systematized nor strictly hereditary format, were claimed to be much older than the 

twelfth or even the eighth century. Historical criticism was transcended by expanding 

the notion of heraldry to the more vague category of devices or abstract emblems.349 It 

                                                           
345 Caramuel y Lobkowitz, Declaracion mystica, 51, 58.  
346 Ibid., 62-66. 
347 Cf. the similar method of argumentation in Caramuel’s other political works, highlighted in: 

Barrande-Azam, ‘La validité des preuves’, 185-99. 
348 Duerloo, ‘Caramuel in Defense’, 305-6.; Mínguez, ‘Juan de Caramuel’, 396, 398.; Rodríguez & 

Mínguez, ‘Symbolical Explanation’, 226. 
349 In that sense, Caramuel was a precursor of other authors who made a clear difference between coats 

of arms and pre-twelfth-century “empresas symbolicas”; a difference which enabled them to recuperate a 

part of the legendary armorial lore in the context of the critical antiquarian mentality, see e.g.: de Ossau 

Salas y Tovar, Idea del principado, 255.; Joseph de Moret, Congressiones apologeticas sobre la verdad de 

las investigaciones historicas de las antiguedades del reyno de Navarra, Pamplona, 1678, 321.   
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was the crucial idea of the whole book that a proto-version of the arms of Castile and 

Leon, as a symbolic shorthand for the Spanish nation, already appeared in the Old 

Testament vision of the prophet Ezekiel (1;1-28 − the so-called “visio Tharsis”, 

suggestively translated as the Hebrew equivalent for a “vision of Spain”). What is more, 

this miraculous religious omen in fact confirmed that Spain had never been without a 

sacred symbolic alter-ego of her “valour and power”. Just like the sempiternal entity that 

it represented or embodied, the heraldic image of Spain was “illustrious and invincibly 

sovereign”.350  

To strengthen this claim the verbal report of the prophecy, speaking of a sphere of 

fire and the revelation of four figures with wings covered by a multitude of eyes and 

hosting the Holy Spirit in their midst, was carefully deconstructed as to uncover its 

hidden meaning. Again, the main technique was that of etymology and linguistics. Some 

words of the Latin vulgate were retranslated in their alleged original Hebrew (or Greek), 

whereupon alternative meanings were suggested and selected through a deductive 

logic.351 This resulted in a new wording of the prophecy that remarkably resembled the 

blazoning of Castile and Leon: The “orbe” that Ezekiel had witnessed was a “shield” 

charged with the likenesses of a Castle and a Lion, supported by a two-headed eagle 

with four wings, covered with the aforementioned eyes (Figure 62).352 This shield was 

also encircled by a radiating circuit of flints, decorated with the image of a lamb and 

surmounted by a sapphire crown and by the crucifix.353 Some past heraldic tracts had 

already linked the revelation of Ezekiel to armorial images like the eagle.354 Yet to 

rework this into a “national” and all-inclusive approach was not in the least new to the 

field of armorial interpretation. Caramuel’s profound training as a theologian, working in 

an academic environment with a well-established philological attitude towards the 

congruity and translation of the three sacred tongues, gave him the necessary 

credentials.355  

Once this overall heraldic vision of the prophet was credibly verified, each attribute 

and quality behind the images was further clarified. Anticipating possible accusations 

about a heterodox denial of the authenticity of the Vulgate, Caramuel emphasized that it 

was his specific intention to unravel only the “historical” sense (“sentido historico”) of 

Ezekiel’s vision. This was not to deny former “moralistic” interpretations by other 

theologians, nor did it renounce the original Latin translation whose sense was equally   

                                                           
350 Caramuel y Lobkowitz, Declaracion mystica, 75-85. 
351 Ibid., 80-82. 
352 Ibid., 81, 88. 
353 Ibid., 83-85. 
354 Cf. Mexía, Nobiliario vero, Lib. iij, Capi. xij.; de Villalpando, Razonamiento, 376. A literal allusion to 

Ezekiel’s prophecy already appeared under the eagle-image (“Aquila Ezechialis” on a seal of Emperor 
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Golden Age of Biblical Scholarship in Louvain (1550-1650)’, in: B. Gordon & M. McLean, eds., Shaping the 
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Figure 62.  Ezekiel's vision as the Spanish arms, from Caramuel y Lobkowitz, Declaracion 
mystica, 49. 
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acceptable given the multisemantic character of words.356 Holy Scripture had layered 

meanings and several exegetical interpretations, as exponents of the same (almost) 

unfathomable Truth, were therefore reasonably possible.357  

The main implication of this method was that the timeless and evangelical origins of 

the images likewise applied to the reality of the Monarchy. If the features described in 

the Bible − the absolute repository of authority − did correspond to the insignia of 

Spain, then they were also the “properties” of Spain itself.358 In this vein, the 

contemplation of early references to these arms and signs fulfilled the same purpose as 

an inquiry after the provenance of names and words: it made it possible to define what 

the political community was, or what it was not; what it did and how it excelled over 

other regimes.359 The scholastic methodology in the Declaracion mystica was an early 

practical application of semiotic ideas which Caramuel later explained with more rigour 

in his writings on grammar. The method enabled the scholar to grasp the uniqueness of 

the body politic, without the particular constraints of a singular explanation. In his 

opinion, “meaning” − whether in the guise of words or images − was a convention 

which transferred the essence or the substance of things into a “virtual” reproduction of 

the thing in question. Something which might look like a human invention thus became 

imbued with the signifying thing by an act that he in later works literally defined as a 

“virtual” or “moral transubstantiation”, although the accidents of a sign remained one 

and the same.360 Albeit not explicitly expounded, the unsystematic interchange between 

the sense of words, visual icons and the nature of the state suggested that the same 

conception belied his mystical discussion of the Spanish arms. “Hidden meaning” thus 

simultaneously concerned the symbol and the polity. The outlook of Ezekiel’s vision 

made Caramuel conclude that Spain – just like God − was a “Sphaera intelligibilis”, 

making up the centre of all things wherein everyone obeyed to the “voz de sus 

principes”.361      

After having asserted by means of the Bible that the basic heraldic achievement with 

the combined castle and lion was much older and much more extensive than those of 

other monarchies – although he did not openly compare his findings with the fleurs de 

lis legend, the refutation of French claims was the main objective of the discussion −, 

Caramuel also proposed a series of explications for all the contemporary “blasones y 

insignias”.362 Instead of a plain “historical account”, his intention was to decode the 

specific “Figuras Geroglificas” in all their emblematic detail,363 alternating the 

commonplace assumptions with highly original readings. The castle, for instance, was 

                                                           
356 Caramuel y Lobkowitz, Declaracion mystica, 79-81. 
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again expounded as a reference to defensive duties and fortitude. Spain could rightly 

claim to be an invincible fortress, protecting the Catholic religion with unparalleled 

courage. Caramuel’s activities as an occasional engineer and architect resulted in a 

somewhat atypical reflection on walls and fortifications as the “crowns” of a city. 

Further on he developed this into a metaphor for the steady fundaments of perfect 

kingship.364 Similarly, common wisdoms about the lion taken from the medieval bestiary 

were complemented with different remarks on the domestic peacefulness of the realm, 

on the lion crest with the sword as an allegory of justice, and on the fire of the 

Burgundian flint assembling things that were once divided.365 Like some other 

commentators in the Low Countries in that period, Caramuel recognized that the 

adoption of several rampant lions for the various territories, albeit in different colours 

and metals, expressed a sense of natural cohesion between the Castilian centre and the 

outlying periphery. Lions in particular symbolized the Burgundian-Habsburg dynastic 

interconnection between their dispersed lands.366 Such findings had been usually 

ignored by the authors affiliated to the Madrid court who preferred the Iberian 

narratives.        

Uncovering the value(s) of the eagle was another crucial point for his argument. 

According to traditional opinion, the bird was interpreted as a symbol of the imperial 

dignity of the Spanish king. Its wings stood for the indispensable pillars of “letters” and 

“arms” – in imitation of some similar French exaltations of the two smaller petals of the 

fleurs de lis .367 By including this image in his discussion Caramuel walked down a well-

trodden path. The eagle was a very popular theme in Spanish books of emblems, a 

literary genre that mainly functioned as visual mirrors of princes.368 Classical wisdom 

had it that the bird, who was able to soar above all other birds, could look straight into 

the sun without blinking the eyes. When the eagle grew old and weary it flew towards 

the sun while its feathers were scorched by the burning light. Afterwards, it plunged 

into a pool of purifying water from where it emerged invigorated and bursting with new 

life. This was a clear metaphor for a cleansed rebirth and resurrection – even resonating 

the sacrifice of Christ.369 The most obvious moral implication drawn from the story was 

that of a devotion to the true spirit of the Divine Word, purging the contagion of sin by 

heavenly illumination. Apart from such an overtly religious signification, the 

emblematical tradition also saw the eagle as the “signa fortium” which conveyed the 
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power of the antique heroes.370 It symbolized a triumphant victory over the natural 

adversaries − in some emblems even suggestively depicted as the French stag or 

salamander.371 The sharpness of its sight and the strength of its claws stood for a firm 

execution of justice, administered by the princely vicar of the supreme Sovereign.372  

Most political representations depicted this figure as an imperial or a royal bird 

whose properties mainly related to the principles of good rulership. Renovation of the 

soul after death thanks to an impeccable devotion to God was in its princely application 

linked to the idea of a secure succession. Earthly errors were purified through a pious 

adhesion to catholicity and the persistence of monarchical fame.373 With respect to 

Spain, this meant that the outstandingly devout Monarchy was eternal in prosperity. 

Decline was impossible given a never ending process of renewal and renovation 

associated with the important heraldic attribute.374 Some of the ideas that Caramuel 

connected to such familiar themes were remarkably similar to those found in de 

Villalpando’s Razonamiento de las reales armas. The sermon-like speculations of the late-

fifteenth-century royal preacher of the Catholic Monarchs strikingly resembled the 

biblico-theological approach behind the Declaracion mystica, although it is highly 

unlikely that the Cistercian knew this manuscript text or that he used it as a direct 

source of inspiration. Among others, de Villalpando had hailed the ability of the eagle to 

fly higher than any other bird as an allegory for the extraordinary “zeal and fervour” that 

Ferdinand and Isabella showed for the preservation and expansion of the Faith. Gazing 

to the sun – i.e. the source of divine Truth − without being dazzled by its splendour was 

allegedly reproduced in the Catholic Monarchs “generosity” and “clemency” towards 

their subjects after the disruptive succession conflict in Castile.375 Another variation on 

the solar theme, based on a Plinian narration, told how the mother eagle forced her 

eaglets to stare straight at the sun in order to recognize them as her legitimate offspring. 

Those who failed to meet this test of rightful lineage were inexcusably tossed out of the 

nest.376 Caramuel recounted this assumption to highlight the privileged position of the 

Inquisition in the Iberian lands, overseeing the vital separation of steadfast believers 

from those “children” who had become distracted from the true light of the “Holy 

Faith”.377  

A lot of recent depictions of eagles, intentionally blurring the emblematical tradition 

with armorial royal representation, were a possible source of inspiration for this 
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thematic prominence in Caramuel’s discourse. A series of funeral emblems, for instance, 

composed in April 1603 by the Jesuit college of Madrid for the obsequies of the Empress 

Maria of Austria, daughter of Charles V and widow to emperor Maximilian II, particularly 

focussed on the bird’s solar mythology. By depicting the animal not in a naturalistic 

condition, but often as a double-headed stylistic figure, a complete confusion between 

the fields of heraldry and moralizing emblematics was suggested.378 Caramuel, however, 

avoided an all too strong association with the imperial double-headed eagle. A more 

generalized discussion permitted him to include the eagle of Sicily and Tirol as well, and 

to treat the high value of these marks as independent to the Holy Roman Empire. The 

birds in the Spanish arms were particularly defined as the martial “Aquila Regia”, the 

antique attribute of Jupiter, revealing semi-divine autonomous powers for the Spanish 

king. With a well-known iconographic motive in mind – yet not strictly heraldic – the 

vigilant Jupiterian animal personified the authority of Philip IV, the “sol del cielo 

austriaco catolicamente soberano”. It was also, simultaneously, the “living image of the 

Spanish Monarchy” gazing at no other sun than the “Empyrea y eternamente 

soberana”.379  

This metaphor recalled, for instance, an engraving made by Cornelis Galle. The print, 

produced in 1634 to serve as a frontispiece to an obituary for the deceased infanta 

Isabella Clara Eugenia, was commissioned by the exiled Maria de’ Medici who was, in 

her turn, a patron of Caramuel (Figure 63).380 It depicted Philip IV, wearing the regalia 

and the collar of the Golden Fleece, seated upon a throne placed on top of a staircase. 

The staircase was lined at each side by banisters displaying twelve small lions holding 

sceptres and crowns − an allusion to the mythic throne of Solomon.381 This display of 

majesty made clear that the monarch had reassumed full sovereignty over the Low 

Countries after the archducal interlude.382 In front of the king’s feet a one-headed, 

realistically depicted eagle clutched an imperially crowned globe enlightened by the 

sun. The “Roman imperial eagle” was also very appropriate to celebrate the heroic 

exploits of Cardinal-Infant Ferdinand, crowning according to the Cistercian this military 

victor of Nördlingen (September 1634) and of the Flemish campaigns against the Franco-

Dutch coalition with a Laurel wreath.383 An engraving, made after a famous canvas by 

Peter Paul Rubens for the occasion of the solemn reception of the new governor in 
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1634, indeed portrayed a triumphant Ferdinand assisted by the two attributes of Jupiter: 

the eagle and the thunderbolt.384 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is not far-fetched to assume that Caramuel knew these innovative depictions and 

assimilated them into his discussion of the heraldic vision of the state. The central 

position assigned to the eagle, despite the fact that it was hardly considered an official 

armorial ensign in Spain after 1556, was part of its increasing popularity as an allegorical 

theme. Ingenious ways of appropriation – circumventing a strict, normative 

comprehension – ensured a lasting bond between successive Spanish monarchs and the 

symbolism; without openly claiming the armorial legacy of the Holy Roman Empire. 

                                                           
384 Gevaerts, Pompa introitus honori Ferdinandi. The engraving is reproduced in: Vermeir, In staat van 

oorlog, 108.  

Figure 63.  Cornelis Galle, Philip IV seated on Solomon's throne, 
engraving, 1634. © Rijksmuseum Amsterdam 
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Through allegorization, the continuing flight of the eagle was made a primary revelation 

of Spain’s universalist ambitions.385 Older heraldic representations of the eagle of St John 

in the reign of the Catholic Monarchs, mostly depicted in a naturalistic non-stylized 

fashion, merged with Hispanic tales about the bird of Jupiter as the first “coat of arms” 

ever worn in the entire world.386 The popularity of classical aesthetics in the baroque era 

actualized this compound motive to endorse the elevated status of a burgeoning 

overseas empire.387  

Some two decades after Caramuel, Juan Alonso Calderón would equally devote a 

significant part of his unfinished Imperio de la Monarquía de España (c. 1651) to the 

lore of the Roman eagle. By doing so, he tried to support the Habsburg claim on the 

Bourbon throne and argued for an imperial precedence over “all the temporary princes 

of the world”. In an addendum to his overview of all the subordinate territories, he 

specifically declared that the divine image of Jupiter’s bird had first been adopted by the 

Romans to celebrate their dominion over many conquered lands, making it the 

primordial emblem of “imperial and royal majesty”. Calderón furthermore asserted that a 

double-headed eagle had been displayed for the first time on the imperial seal of 

Constantine.388 Reiterating a fourteenth-century conviction that had also been picked up 

by Charles V’s historiographer Gonzalo Fernández de Oviedo, it was interpreted to be 

the dual sign of the western and eastern parts of the Roman Empire.389 Afterwards, one 

eagle had been transferred, together with its dignity, to the German emperors. Because 

of the joint office of emperor and king of Spain during the reign of Charles V, and the 

multiple rights of the ensuing Iberian Monarchs on the Byzantine Empire and the 

extensive Indies, the Spanish Monarchy had an equal right to bear the image of the 

eagle.390 Drawing once again on a military and religious significance that had been 

attached to the bird in Roman times,391 it stood for the growing belief that Catholic 

Hispania was destined for lordship over the whole world.   

Next to this new, holistic evaluation of an animal whose contribution to Spanish 

political ideology was not that evident, the more mainstream quarters of the king’s 

blazon likewise received an “emblematical” analysis. The Declaracion mystica paid a lot 
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mundo defensa de sus derechos, precedencia y soberania entre las demas del Obre, vol. I, f. 12r.-13v., 
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of attention to the Portuguese coat of arms, the most recent acquisition in the Spanish 

symbolic composition. The point of departure for Caramuel’s mystical understanding of 

the quinas was of course the Ourique legend. This miraculous vision was now deemed 

to apply to Iberian kingship in general and to the crown of Castile in particular because, 

in his view, the Spanish sovereign was the one and only rightful inheritor of the 

Lusitanian crown.392 These controversial opinions were three years later reiterated at 

length in his well-known defence of the Habsburg claims on Portugal: the Philippus 

prudens Caroli filius Lusitaniae, Algarbiae, Indiae, Braxiliae legitimus rex demonstratus 

(Antwerp, 1639), written in reaction to the local insurrections stirred by the raising of 

taxes and precipitating a general revolt in the kingdom. In the editorial conception of 

what was perhaps his best known political treatise, Caramuel again showed a curious 

interest in the power of visual proof next to a range of genealogical and historical 

attestations. The Philippus prudens was preceded by a depiction of the Portuguese coat 

of arms surmounted by a radiating crucifix. Another allegorical frontispiece, mixing 

heraldic, astrological and emblematical imagery, set out the main conclusion of his 

argumentation in what he called a “mystical icon”: the Castilian lion defeated the 

Portuguese dragon whose crown should remain united with Spain for evermore (Figure 

64). At the very beginning of the text, the meaning of the “Stemma Lusitanicum” and the 

“Mystica iconum” were further exemplified by referring to the miracle of Ourique and 

to Moses’ serpent.393  

Yet, contrary to the less easy refutable ideas found in the Declaracion mystica, the 

provocative statements of the Philippus prudens received a sharp rebuff. His political 

adversaries, reacting when the Cistercian issued another tract on the Spanish rights in 

Portugal after the revolution of 1640, sharply rejected the visual pretences by obverse 

interpretations of the symbols.394 The idea that the seven castles in the red bordure of 

the arms, fixed in the time of Sebastian I, signified the seven sacraments of the Holy 

Church was mocked as “stupidus”.395 Instead, they explained their presence as a 

genuine claim that the restored Portuguese kingdom in fact had over the crown of 

Castile. Moreover, the ancient arms of the independent state were of a most exceptional 

nature incarnating “perfect grace & incomparable honour”. Unlike the former kings of 

Aragon or the Merovingian ruler Clovis, Afonso Henriques had not witnessed flowers or 

a simple cross, but the image of the crucified Christ himself.396 Caramuel’s statements 

might be taken as an allegory of Catholic virtue, but when it came to assessing the 

political consequences behind the armorial symbolism Portuguese national history  

 

                                                           
392 Caramuel y Lobkowitz, Declaracion mystica, 160-72. 
393 Juan Caramuel y Lobkowitz, Philippus prudens Caroli filius Lusitaniae, Algarbiae, Indiae, Braxiliae 

legitimus rex demonstratus, Antwerp, 1639, ix-xiii [not numbered: “mystica iconum expositio” & 

“stemma Lusitanicum”]. 
394 On these polemical treatises and the famous frontispiece to the Philippus prudens, see: Bouza 

Álvarez, Imagen y propaganda, 92.; Barrande-Azam, ‘La validité des preuves’.  
395 [Antonio de Sousa de Macedo], Lusitania liberata ab injusto castellanorum dominio, London, 1645, 

767-8. 
396 Ibid., 765-9. 
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revealed a different significance.397 Visually, the iconography of the Philippus prudens 

was thus inverted, showing the fierce dragon overthrowing a devilish lion.398 

Caramuel’s explanations for the remaining charges were less controversial, albeit no 

less innovative. The arms of the (two) Sicilies, a theme rarely expounded by ideologists 

at the Madrid court, received an unfamiliar, geometrical explication which again 

revealed the author’s interest in combining sciences such as mathematics with other 

fields of knowledge. The party per saltire division of the quarter was described as a 

double pyramid containing the perfect proportions of the human soul.399 Perhaps less 

original was the section on the arms of Aragon, repeating the popular legend of the red 

stripes; though this time situated in the age of Charlemagne and starring the blood of a 

defeated Moor instead of the blood of the count of Barcelona himself. Once more on the 

basis of geometry, it was claimed that the bloody parallel bars – impossible to cross the 

                                                           
397 Manuel Fernandes de Villa Real, Anticaramuel o defensa del Manifiesto del reino de Portugal, Paris, 

1643, 89-90.  
398 [de Sousa de Macedo], Lusitania liberata, [frontispiece]. 
399 Caramuel y Lobkowitz, Declaracion mystica, 178-87. 

Figure 64.  Frontispiece of Caramuel y Lobkowitz, 
Philippus prudens, 1639. 
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adjacent golden lines when extended − denoted the pureness of Christian blood in 

Iberian culture (limpieza de sangre): Spain was therefore a nation of unparalleled 

religious and ethnic purity.400 Unlike all previous treatises, the Declaracion mystica also 

dwelled on the possible meanings contained in the dynastic semé de France of 

Burgundy (in combination with the lion of Brabant). Evading any support for the French 

mystical praise of the fleurs de lis, Caramuel treated the lilies in the Habsburg 

achievement as a more general species of flowers.401  

However, not every literary exposition 

connected as easily or convincingly with the 

individual heraldic charges. For that, 

Caramuel’s intentions were too wide-ranging 

and ambitious. He sometimes deliberately had 

to adjust the imagery to meet his demands. The 

silver or white fess on the red field of Austria, 

for instance, prompted bizarre speculations 

about the importance of sticking to a straight 

road or path in pursuing harmonious political 

conduct.402 The diagonal bars of “ancient 

Burgundy” were even redesigned into an “orb 

divided into six zones” to complete the discus- 

sion with a short excurse on the rectitude of 

royal legislation and the importance of equity 

within the enduring Monarchy (Figure 65).403 

Finally, the remarkable book closed with some 

concluding remarks about the illustrious closed 

crown that topped the escutcheon and about 

the steadfastness of the monarchs embodied in 

the iconic image of the Toison d’Or collar.404        

The main tenet of the complete account was 

that the royal images and ensigns warranted 

the perpetual existence of the commonwealth, 

and thus foreshadowed an inevitable restoration of temporary calamities. More radical 

than elsewhere, heraldic signs were not conceptualized as personal metaphors of the 

ruler, but stood for the entire “nation” in an almost modern, impersonal fashion − 

especially the dynastic quarter of ancient Burgundy captured according to the Cistercian 

the perpetuity of Habsburg power in Spain and its many dependencies. There will be as 

many Spanish kings, he prophesized, as the amount of lilies strewn in the blue field: 

indefinite.405 Describing the pomegranate of Granada as a traditional symbol of 

                                                           
400 Ibid., 173-87. 
401 Ibid., 195-207. 
402 Ibid., 209-11. 
403 Ibid., 219-23. 
404 Ibid., 219-37. 
405 Cf. Duerloo, ‘Caramuel’, 306-7. 

 

Figure 65.  "Austriacus re rectus obliqua", from 
Caramuel y Lobkowitz, Declaracion mystica, 
219. 
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corporate kingship, it was claimed that the self-regulating mechanism of succession 

constantly fuelled the institution of the Iberian monarchy, free from any “industria 

humana”. Although a singular king cannot be present physically in every part of his 

realm, a natural principle that resembled the shape of a crowned pomegranate full of 

seeds actually united all subjects under one continuous head.406 Quite opposite to the 

dominant strain in traditional Hispanic political thought, Caramuel firmly disapproved 

the concept of elected rulership or power by consent. The legitimacy and authority of 

the Spanish monarchs was not second to the sacred foundations of French kingship. On 

the contrary, the analysis of every separate mark assembled in the coat of arms 

acknowledged regional diversity within the body politic, yet every element was also an 

inalienable part of a wider complex. Signs with a very significant share in particularistic 

ideologies and projects of alternative constitutionalism, like the tree of Sobrarbe or the 

chains of Navarra, were intentionally left out of the discussion. The aforementioned 

interpretative registers were selectively drawn together in an inventive synthesis that 

overcame most of the deficiencies of previous considerations. Where possible, 

individuality connected firmly to the overarching dynastic framework, such as the bars 

of the Aragonese crown who by an etymological similarity were deemed applicable to 

the complete Iberian community.407 The perpetual Monarchy was all-inclusive, universal 

and endless. 

Although a first impression might suggest otherwise, the Declaracion mystica was no 

gratuitous glorification of princely deeds. Caramuel did not feign to be a professional 

heraldist whose emblazoned outline had to draw an objective overview of unmitigated 

rights and authority. In the course of the text, the use of technical terminology is very 

confusing and the internal criteria of heraldic precedence remained largely ignored. Nor 

did it include any reference to the classical manuals written by officers of arms. The 

novelty lies in its very rigorous method of Biblical and linguistic exegetics, outstripping 

the default medieval system of correspondences or the rhetorical tools of blazon as set 

out in armorial treatises. Moral implications prevailed over the strict hierarchical status 

of the Iberian trappings of power. Caramuel conceived his “heraldic” effort more in 

terms of a humanist-inspired emblematical mirror of princes − admitting that his 

intention was “to explain hieroglyphic figures” or “imagines symbolicamente 

geroglificas”.408 It was not to be taken as an objective exposure of barefaced territorial or 

religious prerogatives behind the signs. Instead of a static affirmation of authority, the 

armorial fundaments of the state became an active exercise of contemplation: 

recognizing the true and mystical nature of armorial identity, comprising a set of 

meanings that transcended the temporary prince – notwithstanding the fact that the 

                                                           
406 Caramuel y Lobkowitz, Declaracion mystica, 188-90, 194. On pomegranate symbolism, see: Campa, 

‘Space between heraldry and emblem’, 61-62.  
407 Caramuel y Lobkowitz, Declaracion mystica, 173. 
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royal arms often functioned as his substitute −, could serve as a remedy against current 

discomfort.  

While being couched in a rhetoric of military triumphalism, the Declaracion mystica 

admitted the existence of specific obstacles that were held responsible for a certain 

degree of moral decay and for the oppressive war-time climate. To master the timeless 

principles of statecraft through their virtual representations was to overcome such 

momentary cracks in the political fabric. Earthly government could be subjected to 

linear ups and downs, but the circular existence of the nation − participating in the 

perfections of Catholic religion and divine sovereignty − assured renewal over and over 

again.409 God had covered Ezekiel’s vision of the eagle and shield of Spain with a 

multitude of eyes in order to easily detect corruption and bribery in the royal 

administration. The image also had to assure that captains and soldiers would not wreak 

havoc out of “twisted reason” or tolerate theft on the pretext of a just war. The sacral 

origins of the symbols excluded any diversion from Christian orthodoxy and, hence, 

eclipsed the restraints of worldly rule.410 Likewise, according to Caramuel, the public 

and omnipresent dimension of arms learned that princes were not accustomed to 

withdraw themselves into the isolation of the palace. This was a subtle criticism of the 

seclusion of Philip IV and the absence of royal visits in the periphery of the realm, in 

sharp contrast to the “gran Principe Cardenal” who physically participated in every 

dangerous encounter.411  

In addition, princes should always act moderately and modestly, abstaining 

themselves from the personal excesses caused by ambition.412 Hence, regal arms were 

able to transpose “morally” or “virtually” − as Caramuel later clarified the workings of 

abstract signs – a set of guiding principles into the minds of the mighty and powerful. In 

the same way that the arbitristas proposed maxims of political economy or moral 

solutions for troubles, the emblematical deciphering induced rulers as much as it 

extolled them. This fathoming of meaning, which had to be practically applied, was 

every bit as rational as other proposed political measures. Considering the fact that parts 

of Caramuel’s discussion were probably based on sermons preached at the Brussels 

court of the cardinal-infant − after all Philip IV’s direct representative in the Netherlands 

− such interiorization was effectively pursued. The mystical prescriptions thus renewed 

self-confidence in the recent struggle against hostile aggression:                  

 

“…y trate luego de mejorar de pies, reduciendolos a su primer estado, cambiandolos en 

firmezas, y seguridad; haziendo que sea, planta pedis quasi planta pedis vituli, como lo 

era en tiempo de Ezechiel, antes que desordenes alterasen el paso de esta gran 

Monarquia.”413 

 

                                                           
409 Caramuel, Declaracion mystica, esp. 90-91. 
410 Ibid., 152-3. 
411 Ibid., 190-5. 
412 Ibid., 213-6. Cf. Caramuel’s discussion on the superiority of the Spanish ‘crown’: Ibid., 224-32. 
413 Caramuel, Declaracion mystica, 153. 
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In spite of the innovative method, bringing biblical commonplaces and moralizing 

emblemata to an hitherto unseen fusion, the overall goal of the treatise remained 

indebted to the “mystical” tradition harking back to fifteenth-century political tracts 

with an armorial theme, such as de Villalpando’s Razonamiento de las reales armas.414 

Caramuel tried to solve the historical inaccuracies of particular legends and dealt with 

the criticism of empirical antiquarism by designing a Scriptural framework and a 

probabilistic methodology that was very difficult to assail. Its inception can only be 

understood in the context of the conflict with France, when many hostile authors 

reprimanded Spanish kingship for its fragmented and unsacred character. Nevertheless, 

in appropriating heraldic stability as an antidote against disruption, Caramuel actually 

deployed the same, time-honoured commonplaces. “Mother Spain” was a “Leona 

generossisima” who resuscitated, and reattributed “espiritu y valor”.415 

 

“Ni yerra España en esto, ni aunque errara pudiera hazer menos, quo es tanta su 

generosidad, que la obliga siempre a empleos ilustremente señalados. Diximos que era 

Leona Magnanima, asi lo dizen sus insignias, asi lo muestran sus annales.”416 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

The interpretation of heraldic imagery in learned discourses was informed by a dynamic 

interaction between various strands of thought, historical precedents and literary 

traditions. Relevant arguments came to maturity in substantial discussions endorsing 

authority. These were mostly written in moments when former loyalties were contested 

and previous sources of obedience challenged. Periods of both heightened external 

threat or domestic attempts to pacify or consolidate the realm were frequently – if not 

always − the occasion to dwell on the essence of the state by way of uncovering the 

origins and worth of its iconography. Such strategies of interpretation usually aimed at 

the reinforcement of the political order or even established it anew. 

In the first place, (re)assessing armorial lore was largely pursued in a context of 

political competition. Official interpretations had to strengthen (or restore) dynastic self-

confidence in the ever-sharpening battle for precedence between European states. A 

contrast between the superiority of one’s own political system or dynastic pedigree and 

the status of surrounding powers was always an either explicit or implicit motivation. 

Accounts about the genesis or the sacred features of royal insignia exemplified claims of 

sovereignty over disputed territories. The excellence of figures, whose innate values 

were extolled through biblical or classical homology, were therefore translated into real 

political principles. This dissection of regal arms on different levels of signification was 

then connected to the deeper structures of rule. In essence, unravelling symbolism was 
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to comprehend and better apply political truth − again, not very different to the way in 

which sacral signs were approached.  

Withal, the separate trajectories in which the heraldic patrimony of the monarchies 

had developed in the course of the later Middle Ages − both in an iconographical and a 

practical sense − clearly had their effects on the direction that such literary enterprise 

took. Although associated myths and stories were a pan-European phenomenon 

following a pattern of intensive cultural imitation and interchange, differences in 

narrative structure pointed at fundamental ideological divides. The almost unrivalled 

exclusivity of the fleurs de lis as a sovereign token since the fourteenth century had 

incited a strong interpretative scheme. In this, an early articulated tale of legendary 

provenance dovetailed with the acclaimed exceptional qualities of the stylized flowers 

through relating them to scriptural verses and theological doctrines. This complex 

exegetical framework was roughly copied with minor additions and alterations by 

sixteenth-century Valois apologists. The combination of the dominant Clovis storyline, 

making the arms into a miraculous gift of God, with a mystical reading of the sign 

relativized each momentary crack in the structure of succession. Hailed as one of the 

central pillars of age-old Capetian kingship, next to some other famed miracles, the 

alleged divine favour had to prove that France was from its inception an incorruptible 

entity with a continuous existence. Every individual ruler was, as it were, forced to 

adhere to the political features inscribed in these bearings.  

The explanations mainly associated with Spanish royal heraldry were of a 

considerably later date. Although they appeared in chronicles written under princely 

supervision, their content betrayed regional sympathies and a distinct estimation of 

rulership. Some miracles were rumoured to have occurred at the time of armorial 

adoption, yet these wondrous appearances were always subordinate to the human 

invention of the sign itself. Original versions made a clear distinction between both 

happenings. Drenched in the heroic blood of valiant warriors of times past, writers 

staged the arms as the reminders of the relentless battle waged to recuperate Christian 

soil from the infidel. Moreover, these fragmented narratives greatly varied in structure 

and thematic focus. Some signs had attracted a very recognizable script that could be 

easily corroborated by consecutive historiographers. Others, not in the least the ensigns 

of Castile and Leon, were hardly backed by such tradition. Ideologists affiliated with the 

Habsburg court also showed little interest in similar anecdotes circulating in the non-

Spanish dependencies of the Monarchy. Uneasily celebrating the variety of rule, the 

storylines were much more susceptive to outside criticism on the deficiencies of man-

made creations.  

In addition to this disparity, most of the extant scripts were not exclusively princely 

in their applications. Many families, cities and institutions referred to the same stories, 

battles and heavenly apparitions when explaining their own symbolic identity. It 

implied that the prince was in fact the first among equals in a largely feudal sense, 

bound to his people by a restrictive compact, not the isolated sovereign font of all 

justice prescribed by Renaissance monarchism. The advancement of an antiquarian 

attitude from roughly the 1580s onwards, which invalidated some of the historical 
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claims, further impeded the credibility of such regional legends, even though they 

retained their popularity on a local level well into the late seventeenth century. No 

wonder that Iberian lore only uncomfortably fitted within the holistic ideology of a 

predestined and universal dominance; a credo that gained ground in the later part of 

Charles V’s reign and − in an amplified “Spanish” format − under Philip II.  

If this locally cherished lore was to be recycled in strategies of precedence, then it 

had to be combined and connected within a more elevated rhetoric. Historians working 

for the court tried to arrange the legends in a diachronic construction, elucidating the 

historical development of a supraregional Hispanic patria. Another noteworthy method 

was to fuse the miracles recorded in some of the stories with the moment of effective 

adoption of arms by a dynastic progenitor, transforming it into a genuine celestial grant 

that circumvented historicized critique. So-called mystical exaltations, the precedents of 

which even dated from the fourteenth century, likewise ascribed a sacred significance 

to the regal escutcheon without refuting the new empirical standards. Like in France, 

they exposed the “hidden” qualities of symbols by virtue of natural correspondences 

and scriptural evidence. These were then transformed into political axioms of martial 

strength and outstanding piety. A reasoned combination of the above-mentioned genres 

thus best befitted the passionate strife for the most prominent place in the international 

princely community, as waged in pamphlets and libels of all sorts.  

These early modern polemical debates, amassing numerous arguments of political 

excellence including the nature of state symbolism, firmly focussed on a Franco-Spanish 

axis. Growing hostilities in the first decades of the seventeenth century greatly revived 

the interpretative exercise. One of the solutions to the many idiosyncrasies of previous 

narratives was to identify each armorial legend with a divine bestowal of the crucifix on 

the medieval precursors of the Spanish Monarchy. Over and over again, new heavenly 

concessions had rewarded the pious endeavours of successive kings. The French 

monarchs, on the contrary, had never been confirmed again in their Christian greatness 

since the era of Clovis. This carved a uniform, sacred status for the whole of Habsburg 

dominion out of fragmented traditions, while at the same time affirming the worth of 

distinct historical developments. The most novel synthesis in such regard was without 

doubt Caramuel y Lobkowitz’ Declaracion mystica of 1636, which traced the inception 

of the “Spanish” achievement back to the biblical vision of Ezekiel. Using a probabilistic 

logic and a lot of theological ammunition, he set out to prove that the Monarchy was 

endlessly unique in its pure devotion towards the divine Sovereign. He thereby 

countered enemy criticism about the recent unity of the Iberian Peninsula and its lack of 

sacrality. His emblematical reading of heraldry even included the charges of the 

dynasty’s non-Iberian possessions in an almost impersonal vision of the state. In other 

words, international rivalry greatly contributed to an increasing nationalization of 

princely imagery.                            

At the home front, contending factions equally grappled with integrating the visual 

fundaments of power in diverging ideological designs. Insecurities at local level, as well 

as those concerning the entire commonwealth, stimulated the reading of insignia as a 

steady mediator capable of recovering a sense of order. In late-fifteenth-century Spain, 
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armorial ideologies accompanied the tortuous unification under the Catholic Monarchs. 

It later resurfaced during the conflicts with Valois France or as a response to 

controversial reforms within the Habsburg lands. In the French kingdom, the curative 

dimension of the heraldic imagination likewise smoothened disruptive impediments in 

the dynastic construction. It first appeared at the time of the Hundred Years War, and 

was strongly reasserted in the course of the civil wars of the second half of the sixteenth 

century. Afterwards, as will be further highlighted in the fifth chapter, it became a 

crucial ingredient in fusing the interests of the new Bourbon monarchs with those of 

the pacified nation.417 

Notably during these moments of uneasy transition, the idea that ensigns armorial 

were just man-made inventions advertising personal ambitions or a dubious political 

programme was often implicitly rejected. Instead, the induced effects were described 

the other way around. Being an embodiment of stability and glorious continuity, 

predating every temporal disruption though at the same time also pertaining to the 

actual sovereign, the arms were deemed capable of preserving the body politic from 

decay. One could compare its working to that of a preventive medicine – a metaphor in 

fact close to contemporary understanding, as can be noticed when analysing several 

texts in closer detail. The convenient use of the symbolic ointment, provided that it 

consisted of a right balance of ingredients, strengthened the patient’s resistance against 

sudden political ailment. It was proactive, curative and stimulative, rather than passively 

indicating the symptoms of sickness. Although the notion of active correspondence 

between signifier and signified was slowly challenged from the seventeenth century 

onwards under the impulse of erudite empiricism, it remained the underlying notion of 

most interpretations. As a consequence, the open or closed models discussed in the 

previous chapter were described by apologists in terms of an essential asset that set a 

healthy regime apart from its peers. 

As could be expected, most high narratives did target a select public of courtiers or 

passionate scholars. However, the refashioning of abstract royal images also took place 

in more diffuse forms, either popping up in the margins of wider digressions on several 

matters of constitutional and historical concern, or furnishing the framework of festive 

pageants that negotiated the disparate stakes of participants − subjects and organizers 

alike. The themes were plucked from specialist books to appear on the popular stage in 

an adapted formula. Philip II’s journey of 1592 and the changing conceit of the armorial 

project for the Segovian Alcázar hinted at a reciprocal influence between court and 

locality; between official discourses and unofficial assumptions; and, not in the least, 

between learned construction and popular praxis. Though much needed when one 

wants to understand the processes of appropriation, an analysis of a selection of texts 

only illuminates a small portion of this vital dialogue. The last two chapters of this study 

will show that ideological contemplation cannot always be disentangled from practical 

behaviour, even on the level of the man in the street.      

A great deal of texts and discursive acts were surely initiated by men moving in the 

corridors of government. Their main objective was indeed to profess monarchical 
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greatness and legitimacy. Yet, it would be wrong to reduce these to mere attempts of 

one-way persuasion. Other players could bend initial constructions in opposite 

directions or confronted them with conflicting allegations and images. Obverse ideas 

were nurtured by rival factions of equal standing. Portuguese messianic patriotism after 

1580 was, as we have seen, almost entirely inspired by a revival of the centuries-old 

legend of Ourique, that derived the famous inescutcheons in the Portuguese shield from 

a christological omen. Ideologists in Habsburg service exploited this legacy to boost the 

Monarchy’s prestige, but their efforts were overshadowed by a similar though seditious 

recycling of the Ourique myth in the favour of those who strived after the kingdom’s 

independence. It was only one of many examples. In like manner, the perceived 

atmosphere of crisis and threat after the defeat of the Spanish armada incited inverted 

appraisals. The notorious prophetic seer Lucrecia de León claimed to have seen in one 

of her visionary dreams a cripple lion, a clawless eagle and a castle in ruin – the main 

armorial charges of the Monarchy − foretelling upcoming decay. Publicizing such 

suggestive fantasies about the incapacities of Philip II’s rule, she was arrested by the 

Inquisition in May 1590.418  

Cases such as these suggest that the studied literary discourses were only the small 

top of a huge iceberg of illicit application. Learned insight trickled down in 

comprehensible and often popular forms of political reasoning. In their turn, they 

influenced new ideas described in authoritative manuals and central performances. The 

public’s active perception was impossible to predict, let alone be steered towards one, 

unambiguous conviction. Furthermore, and reasonably most significant of all, divergent 

visions were also rife among the authorities themselves. Armorial discourse was seldom 

a straightforward eulogy of the king’s potency. The contemplation of worldly insignia 

had to instil a renewed respect for timeless institutions and virtues. Hence, the desired 

interiorization of the monarch’s respectable and revered signs, supposedly grafted into 

the mind and heart of every good and loyal subject part of the political body, could have 

its critical and even subversive effects as well. 

It was impossible to completely monitor clandestine presumptions, or to contain the 

dispersal of unfavourable foreign tracts. Outside the regular system of privileges and 

authorizations for printed material or the surveillance of heralds and officials in public 

ceremonies, some extraordinary measures sometimes tried to curtail contortions of the 

historical memory attached to the royal signs.419 Especially the fast commodification of 
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and the confiscation of goods. The same ordinance against “any fond, fantastical or false prophecy, upon 

or by the occasion of any arms, fields, beasts, badges or such other like things accustomed in arms, 

cognizances or signets” was even reissued under the reign of Elizabeth − in 1562/3 and again in 1580/1 − 

whose childless condition raised dynastic insecurity to new heights. Also the Spanish Habsburgs were 
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affordable printed goods highly enlarged the impact of wayward interpretations. A 

serious interest in such affairs on the part of the central government was in line with 

broader attempts to regulate heraldic expression in general and to ensure the lasting 

pre-eminence of the princely bearings. Although direct control of all debates about its 

possible meanings was near to impossible, authorities increasingly tried to protect their 

symbolism against illicit use in social intercourse. The failure to do so in an adequate 

way had in the long run a tremendous impact on attitudes towards the effectiveness of 

abstract representation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
frequently challenged by almost elusive heraldic and paraheraldic articulations of criticism on their 

policies. See: Taylor, The Political Prophecy. 
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Chapter 4 

 

CREATING KINSHIP, SHARING KINGSHIP 
 

 

 

King Louis XIII moved at the forefront of an enormous string of packed soldiers, 

manoeuvring vehicles and jammed-up baggage trains after having sacked the Huguenot 

stronghold of Privas in May 1629 with the full military capacities of royal wreak and 

vengeance. Suddenly, he noticed something unsettling: embroidered upon unidentified 

trunks being transported on mules, he discerned two coats of arms that suspiciously 

resembled those of France, both in colour and in their iconographic form. Gravely 

agitated, the monarch immediately summoned Hector le Breton, lord of Doinneterie and 

first king of arms under the title of Montjoye Saint-Denis, who by virtue of his office 

personally accompanied the king during the siege. The officer was consulted about the 

presumed provenance of these arms.1 Arousing suspicion about an intentional challenge 

to his authority, particularly in the midst of a resolute eradication of the last remnants of 

internal discord in the kingdom, Louis furthermore demanded to see the owner of the 

coffers in person. Le Breton quickly identified the arms as the achievement of François 

II, the vicomte d’Estaing, a member of a longstanding and prestigious noble house from 

Rouergue.2  

Recounting this anecdote in his memoirs on the elevated office and duties of heralds, 

the king of arms recalled how he had tried to comfort Louis, “who did not believe that 

someone in his kingdom had ever obtained the permission of one of his predecessors … 

to bear arms that looked completely the same as his”. Le Breton explained to him the 

history of Estaing’s heraldry: it was said that in the very early days of the pagan French 

monarchy, a brave knight from that house had won a battle against the Vandal invaders. 

This feat earned him the royal permission to showcase an esteemed blazon of a red field 

charged with three golden toads beneath a golden chief. Later on, after the victory 

against the Alemanni, Clovis allowed another valiant warrior from that same family to 

turn the toads into a semé de fleurs de lis d’or. The golden chief from then on marked 

the difference with the new divine royal shield of France (Figure 66). The Estaing arms 

followed suit with the royal reduction of the flowers to three in the fourteenth century.3 

A more credible version of this legend, probably introduced by François II’s son Joachim 

and likewise circulating in the seventeenth century, attributed the lilies to a purported 

concession by Philip II Augustus to a certain Dieudonné d’Estaing who had saved the 

                                                           
1 BnF Fr. 8198: le Breton, Le Bouquet exquis, f. 34r.-35r. On le Breton’s career, see also: Parry, Les 

hérauts d’armes, 29-31.; Du Roure de Paulin, Les rois, hérauts, et poursuivants, 54. 
2 BnF Fr. 8198, f. 34r.-35r. On the Estaing family and their pretences, see: R. d’Amat, ‘Estaing (Maison 

d’)’, in: Dictionnaire de Biographie Française, XIII, Paris, 1933, 53.; E. Giscard d’Estaing, La maison 

d’Estaing, Clermont-Ferrand, 1950.   
3 BnF Fr. 8198, f. 34r.-35r.  
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king’s life during the battle of Bouvines in July 1214.4 It was le Breton’s belief that a 

careless embroiderer had to be blamed for all confusion about the signs, and that the 

omittance of the differenced chief thus in no way reflected the “intention of the lord”. 

The incident inspired the king of arms to compile a small collection of similar famous 

concessions, not in the least including his own familial bearings which were augmented 

with a fleur de lis on an inescutcheon in June 1638. This honourable addition was 

accorded to him for the “probity and services” he had shown since the time of Henri IV 

and for deploying his heraldic tabard in numerous ceremonies and even during life-

threatening situations.5 

 

                                                           
4 Anselme de Sainte-Marie, Le palais de l’honneur contenant les genealogies historiques des illustres 

maisons de Lorraine et de Savoye & de plusieurs nobles Familles de France…avec un traitté fort curieux 

pour apprendre parfaitement la Science du Blazon; Enrichies des Armes & Figures en Taille-douce, Paris, 

1663, 52.; Claude le Laboureur, Discours de l’origine des armes et des termes receus & usités pour 

l’explication de la Science Heraldique, Lyon, 1658, 62.; Gabriel Daniel, Histoire de France depuis 

l’établissement de la monarchie française…, vol. 4, Paris, 1755, 220-2. who reproduced the alleged semé 

version of the Estaing-arms as depicted on the tomb of Pierre d’Estaing (thirteenth century).; R. d’Amat, 

‘Estaing (Joachim d’)’, Dictionnaire, 64.  
5 BnF Fr. 8198, f. 43v.-44r. While le Breton was permitted to showcase the fleurs de lis on his tabard by 

virtue of his office, the concession now also ‘privatized’ the symbol. On this grant, see also: Mathieu, Le 

système héraldique, 181.; J.-B. Durey de Noinville, ‘Recherches sur les fleurs de lis et sur les villes… qui 

portent des fleurs de lis dans leurs armes’, in: F.-A. Aubert de La Chesnaye des Bois, Dictionnaire 

généalogique, héraldique, chronologique et historique, vol. 3, Paris, 1757, xxxiii. For similar armorial 

concession to officers of arms with long years of service in the Habsburg Monarchy: L. Duerloo & P. 

Janssens, eds., Wapenboek van de Belgische adel: van de 15de tot de 20ste eeuw, Brussel, 16 (Charles V to 

Livinus Panagatho).; E. von Berchem, ‘Die Herolde und ihre Beziehungen zum Wappenwesen. Eine 

vorläufige Materialsammlung zur Geschichte des Heroldswesens’, in: E. von Berchem, D. L. Galbreath & 

O. Hupp, Beiträge zur Geschichte der Heraldik, Berlin, 1939, 150-6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 66.  Engraving of the arms on the tomb of Pierre d'Estaing, 
13th century, from G. Daniel, Histoire de France, IV, 220. 
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Louis’ indignant frustration with an aristocratic armiger who was apparently flirting 

with the limitations of royal permissiveness, as well as Montjoye’s attempt to document 

the rightful usage of the lilies from the obscure early days of French kingship up to the 

present, exemplifies the problematic status of a dispersed royal symbolism. Increasing 

interaction with the notion of an autonomous sovereign power that could not be shared 

or divided underscored the importance of singularity. It had to be protected against 

incursions in the form of imitation, identical assumption or malevolent violation. 

Somewhat in opposition to the multiplication on an unseen variety of media and 

material supports, individual use of the royal bearings was restricted to the king and 

(some of) his authorized public representatives. As the animated embodiments of public 

and transcendent authority, their elevated position had to be upheld by a proper 

distance and differentiation from to other signs. Central authorities increasingly tried to 

protect their symbolism against illicit use. Real life application and reproduction were – 

in contrast to the mental realm of ideas and opinions – to some extent manageable 

through the growing administrative efficiency of the state. In fact, in line with the 

heightened awareness of preserving the integrity of these substitutes of abstract 

sovereignty and dynastic continuity, the complete socio-political system of heraldic 

vocabulary was slowly drawn into the orbit of royal legislation.6 Especially in firmly 

consolidated regimes, the armorial properties of subjects were prone to legal 

intervention. The assumption of new arms by natural persons or corporations became 

prohibited without explicit royal consent. It was the king and his chancery who 

henceforth officially granted all new bearings through the mediation of officers of arms, 

jurists and artists, operating as specialists in registration and conceptual design. Those 

who had adopted arms during previous centuries were allowed to retain them if able to 

prove their provenance in cases of disputes. 

Since the nexus of territorial cohesion and dynastic allegiance varied in early modern 

state formation, governments were likely to respond in different ways to such 

challenges. Did this result in a different evaluation of how royal imagery could be shared 

with others, both in effective practice and ideology? Le Breton’s boast about the 

conceded fleur de lis in his own arms reveals, in any case, that the French monarchs also 

took advantage of their exclusive right of granting and conceding new arms to allow 

some subjects, important corporate institutions, foreign allies and confidants a share in 

their visual identity. This was particularly done by “augmenting” a shield with elements 

taken from their own symbolic patrimony. Louis XIII even admitted, albeit somewhat 

reluctantly, that some families in the kingdom rightfully possessed a part of the royal 

arms under the authorization of one of his predecessors. A proper differencing, 

however, was always to be observed. Such new honourable additions were 

incorporated into the original composition of the recipient.7 Although seemingly 

contradictory to the politics of royal distinction, this practice of concession had evolved 

from the late fourteenth century onwards into a very formalized instrument of reward 

and mutual recognition by royal letters patent. It mostly occurred in tandem with new 

                                                           
6 Hablot, ‘Le Roi fontaine de justice héraldique’.; Duerloo, Privilegies uitbeelden, 170-224. 
7 Mathieu, Le système héraldique, 167-86. 
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ennoblements or with the bestowal of additional noble honours.8 At odds with other 

stringent measures, some early modern rulers thus continued to donate pieces from 

their royal blazon to loyal supporters. These distinguished gifts were lauded by some for 

their honourable character. Others rejected them because of the alleged danger they 

posed for the integrity of the state. Sixteenth-century legists condemned the practice as 

a risky division of public prerogatives.  

The importance of gift-giving, material rewards and clientelism in early modern 

political culture is well-known. Instead of dismissing them as an objectionable product 

of corruption or superficial bribery, these phenomena are now recognized to have been 

a considerable governmental resource. Informal patronage subsisted alongside a 

growing professional bureaucracy with impersonal, meritocratic recompenses. 

Transmission of gifts and personal favours created and reinforced ties of mutual 

dependency and, in certain cases, bonds of profound intimacy.9 The offering of a royal 

portrait on a pendant medallion or another personalized item by a king or queen, for 

example, invited the wearer to engage in an affectionate relationship of fidelity whilst 

parading his or her privileged position.10 Every gift thus demanded something in return. 

This could be a particular service or a future promise to keep honouring the special 

bond. The beneficiary could assert his or her prestige and political worth and pledge the 

observance of loyalty in return. On the donor’s side, the ideal virtues of liberality and 

generosity, which made the sovereign into a “fountain” of favour and grace, were 

endorsed. Indispensable and abiding political support was likewise secured.11   

Donating the abstract image of blazon clearly fitted within this pattern of generous 

patronage, yet it also engendered a number of secondary effects that set it apart from 

other material or immaterial gifts. In the first place, armorial concessions were an 

economical instrument for monarchies under constant financial strains. Moreover, a 

“royal” augmentation particularly surpassed the limited and temporary reciprocity of 

other gifts. Taking into account that heraldry spoke of familial continuity, the 

established bond between sovereign and recipient transcended generations. The 

conditions of a grant usually stipulated that the newly composed arms should be 

inherited by every legal descendant.12 Just like the members of the princely family, who 

                                                           
8 L. Duerloo, ‘De Heraldiek van de Belgische Adel’, in: L. Duerloo & P. Janssens, eds., Wapenboek van de 

Belgische adel: van de 15de tot de 20ste eeuw, Brussel, vol. 1, 1992, 29-31. 
9 S. Kettering, Patrons, Borkers, and Clients in Seventeenth-Century France, Oxford, 1986.; S. Kettering, 

‘Patronage in Early Modern France’, French Historical studies, 17(1992), 839-62.; S. Kettering, ‘The 

Historical Development of Political Clientelism’, The Journal of Interdisciplinary History, 18(1988), 419-

47.; G. Algazi, V. Groebner & B. Jussen, eds., Negotiating the Gift. Premodern Figurations of Exchange, 

Göttingen, 2003.; N. Z. Davis, The Gift in Sixteenth-Century France, Oxford, 2000. 
10 R. C. Strong & J. Murrell, Artists of the Tudor Court: The Portrait Miniature Rediscovered, 1520-1620, 

London, 1983. 
11 Cf. Davis, The Gift.; Algazi, Groebner & Jussen, Negotiating the Gift.  
12 Mathieu, Le système héraldique, 178. E.g. A. de la Chenaye-Desbois & S. Badier, Dictionnaire de la 

Noblesse contenant les généalogies, l’histoire & la chronologie des familles nobles de la France, 

l’explication de leurs armes et l’état des grandes terres du royaume, possédées à titre de Principautés, 

Duchés, Marquisats…, Paris, 1863-63, II, 378 (grant by Louis XIV of “une fleurs-de-lys d’or à fond d’azur” to 

Jean Bart, simultaneously made Écuyer, “pour lui & ses enfans, postérité & lignée tant masles que femelles, 

nés & à naître e, légitime mariage”; October 1694). 
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all bore royal elements in a differenced form, the inclusion of these insignia implied a 

pervasive sense of continuous affinity bordering on what in its initial phase could be 

labelled a form of symbolic kinship.13  

This idea of constructing extended family ties had evolved out of the feudal practice 

of vassals sharing the symbolic traits of their overlord. It remained a manner of 

explaining the consequences of its formalized derivative. As late as the second half of 

the seventeenth century, the French erudite scholar Du Cange still defined the 

reciprocal nature of conscious donations of the fleurs de lis in similar terms: On the one 

hand, he stated, the special grant created an obligation of service for the beneficiary and 

his posterity. The prince, on the other hand, engaged himself to protect the beneficiary 

who, through the grant, “shared … the prerogatives of the [princely] family”.14 In other 

words, the exchange established sought-after proximity to the centre of power, but in a 

more enduring fashion than the fierce battles for temporary access waged in the 

corridors and antechambers at court.15 At the same time, however, the equalization of 

princely ensigns with inalienable sovereignty made such special gift-giving potentially 

threatening and subversive. In this vein, and vigorously rejecting the concept as 

harmful, Gutiérrez de Medina related such assumption to the adoption of the royal 

family’s name and assimilation into the princely lineage. It thereby destabilized the 

proper balance of succession.16 As a result of these reservations, the official formula of 

augmenting arms would steadily shift from real adoptive kinship towards a lasting but 

distinct mark of princely grace; basically the visual counterpart of the royal touch.  

Although considered by some theorists as a damaging and unacceptable usurpation, 

owners defended the presence of royal symbolism in their non-royal bearings in terms of 

obedience, longstanding loyalty, ancient princely favour or merely by right of descent. 

They eagerly showed off such pretences in public. A number of families (like the 

Estaings) produced an explicit royal “permission” to include honourable parts of their 

overlord’s symbolic alter ego in their achievements. Because of the entanglement with 

dynasty, sovereignty and statecraft, the issue was of special concern. If getting a grip on 

every regular bearing in one’s sovereign territory was important to preserve the king’s 

authority in its full integrity − something almost literally formulated in legislative acts −, 

then complete control over those who were allowed to exhibit parts of the regal 

escutcheon itself must have seemed vital. The boundary between the licit application of 

an extraordinary right and detrimental usurpation was indeed paper-thin. With regard to 

                                                           
13 Cf. with the concept of spiritual kinship, created through godparenthood and considered equal to 

natural kinship: G. Alfani, Fathers and Godfathers. Spiritual Kinship in Early Modern Italy, transl. C. 

Calvert, Surrey, 2009. 
14 Charles du Fresne, sieur Du Cange, ‘De la Communication des armoiries des familles …’, in Collection 

des meilleures dissertations, notices et traits particuliers relatifs à l’histoire de France, ed. C. Leber, vol. 

13, Paris, 1838, 105. 
15 Cf. R. G. Asch, ‘The politics of access. Hofstruktur und Herrschaft in England unter den frühen Stuarts 

1603-1642’, in: W. Paravicini, ed., Alltag bei Hofe, Sigmaringen, 1995, 243-66.; D. Raeymaekers, One foot 

in the palace. The Habsburg court of Brussels and the politics of access in the reign of Albert and Isabella, 

1598-1621, Leuven, 2013.; S. Thiry, ‘The culture of access in early modern courts: conference report’, The 

Court Historian, 18(2013), 93-97. 
16 Gutierrez de Medina, Informe apologetíco, f. 47v.-48r. Cf. chapter 1, pp. 76-84. 
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the assumption of these royal marks by foreign nobles and other princes, two additional 

complications arose: first, the questionable extent of one’s armorial jurisdiction outside 

territorial confines in the dominion of another regime,17 and, second, the unclear point 

at which innocent dynastic affiliation passed into the realm of alarming and subversive 

political claims.  

Many loose ends were to be expected in an age when the gathering and processing 

of information was solely managed by human capital. Original charters got lost or 

perished in conflicts. Storehouses of armorial registers were sometimes completely 

destroyed. This happened with the French college of heralds whose archives in the 

Parisian church of Petit Saint-Antoine vanished in the turmoil of the civil wars of the 

sixteenth century.18 In the Austrian Netherlands, the fire consuming the Palace of 

Brussels in February 1731 also ruined a substantial part of the documents of the 

Chambre Héraldique on deposit there since 1628.19 Formal procedures of donation and 

registration likewise caused confusion. Initial conditions could be overruled by later 

licenses, either through new certificates or in testamentary settlements − thereby 

generating new sets of contradictory proof. As decades passed, central government 

sometimes lost track of former concessions, creating excellent opportunities for 

falsifications to be recognized or – what was probably the most popular strategy of 

advancement through visual assertion – to justify small but meaningful additions and 

variations to an original grant.20 Ironically, the growth of the so-called “paper heraldry” 

and the monopolized control by chanceries and professional officers did not limit the 

existence of dynamic and even deviant heraldic strategies.21 On the contrary, the 

importance attached to written evidence and registration became an ally in the struggle 

for recognition. Royal certificates provided the desired legitimacy to claim an extensive 

autonomy and socio-political value.  

This was especially true for those most prized favours based on an emphatic bond 

with the ruler’s own symbolism. Royal allusions in iconography, either in the form of 

deliberate concessions or approved remnants of old familial affiliation, empowered 

individuals and institutions to advance their unique and indispensable presence in the 

field of policy making. The first part of the present chapter sketches a comparative 

overview of the formats and intensity of such special gifts. It considers how monarchs 

applied the practice to forge bonds and how they coped with theoretical restrictions. 

The next section concentrates on some examples of recipients using the system to their 

advantage. Understanding the inherent versatility as an asset in bargaining power and 

influence demands an approach that not only takes into account the momentary 

                                                           
17 Matikkala, The Orders of Knighthood, 229-30. 
18 Marc Vulson de la Colombière, De l’office des rois d’armes, des hérauts et des poursuivans; de leur 

antiquité, de leurs priviléges et des principales cérémonies où ils sont employés par les rois et par les 

princes, in: C. Leber, ed., Collection des meilleurs dissertations, notices et traités particuliers relatifs à 

l’histoire de France, vol. 3, Paris, 1838, 388.   
19 Duerloo, Privilegies uitbeelden, 22-23.; Stein d’Altenstein ‘hérauts d’armes’, 416, 419. 
20 E.g. le Laboureur, l’origine des armes, 47. 
21 Cf. Duerloo, ‘Het blazoen ontsmet’.; Ailes, ‘Heralds, Myths and Legends’, 102. On the juridification of 

heraldry in France, see: Mathieu, Le système héraldique, 13-195; Chabanne, Le régime juridique.; de 

Minvielle-Devaux, The Laws of Arms. 
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intentions or motivations of the generous prince, but also looks beyond them at the 

recurring headstrong strategies of negotiation from below. Even the ruling class itself 

manipulated the imprecise boundaries of lineage and public right, as will be shown in 

an illustrative case study at the end of this chapter. All was played out against the 

background and ideals of inflexible sovereign theory. By the last quarter of the 

seventeenth century, genuine concerns about a perversion of order, which had resulted 

in ineffective attempts to keep the dispersed regal insignia in check, gave way to an 

attitude of indifference. In the long term, this indifference should be taken into 

consideration as an important factor in reducing the representative value of regal 

heraldry. It brings up the fundamental question of the (in)capacities of the monarch in 

supervising his own image; the conundrum underlying Louis XIII’s reserved yet 

frustrated grumble, torn between tolerating age-old symbolic privileges and asserting his 

indisputable right to rule.   

 

 

 

PART I – THE CYCLE OF CONCESSION 

 

The wilful diffusion of princely imagery took on clear political significances in the grand 

schemes of late medieval, burgeoning regimes keen on extending their influence. The 

French kings undeniably excelled in deploying symbolic strategies to extend their 

influence. Louis XII’s dynastic claims on Milan and Naples, for instance, as well as his 

barren marriage with the deformed Jeanne de France, forced him to cultivate friendship 

with the notorious pope Alexander VI Borgia. The summer of 1498 therefore teemed 

with secret diplomatic manoeuvres negotiating the terms of a possible alliance with the 

papacy. In return for the annulment of his childless marriage and a papal dispensation 

for a new match with the heiress Anne of Brittany (who had been the queen of the 

former King Charles VIII), the French monarch pledged to further the Borgia family 

fortunes. The pope’s infamous and overambitious son, Cesare, was to be given the 

counties of Valence – for the occasion elevated to a duchy – and Diois in the southeast 

of France. He was also promised an annuity of 20,000 crowns, would be inducted into 

the Order of St Michael, and was to be invested with the lordship of Asti upon a 

successful French conquest of the duchy of Milan. Furthermore, Louis solemnly offered 

his support in arranging a favourable union between Cesare and the heiress of the 

Neapolitan crown.22  

                                                           
22 I. Cloulas, Les Borgia, Paris, 1987, 206-18.; L. G. Pélissier, ed., Sopra alcuni documenti relativi all’ 

alleanza tra Alessandro VI e Luigi XII (1498-1499), Rome, 1895.   
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In December, Cesare arrived at the Valois court 

to supervise these promised transactions in 

person. The planned high-profile betrothal of 

the brand-new duke, however, came to nothing 

due to the reluctance of the projected bride. 

Luckily, a substitute candidate was promptly 

found in the person of Charlotte, the daughter 

of the powerful lord of Albret and sister to the 

king of Navarre. The contract was signed on 10 

March 1499, the matrimonial alliance celebrated 

and consumed on 12 May.23 Shortly afterwards, 

still in that same month, when the French court 

was residing at Romorantin, Louis granted the 

duke of Valentinois an additional, very 

distinguished honour to firmly consolidate the 

established bond. Considering Cesare’s great 

“virtue” and grateful services, the king adopted 

the duke in his own royal “house”. In practical 

terms, he conveyed the permission to bear “de 

France” as his surname and to include two plain 

quarters with the fleurs de lis next to his prided 

familial charges, a red Spanish bull (Figure 67).24 

Hence, an augmentation based on the royal arms was openly combined with the 

intention to forge a kin relationship. It was a compelling illustration of the political 

pliability of visual dynasticism. The papal son henceforth solemnly signed “Cesare 

Borgia de Francia, Dux Valentinensis”.25 Even though Cesare could theoretically 

associate himself with the lilies in a regular marital composition with the arms of his 

Albret spouse, (Figure 70) the supplementary grant of name and quartering implied an 

autonomous familiarity beyond the present union. The episode sets out how, by the late 

fifteenth century, heraldic gift-giving could be meaningfully embedded in the vacillating 

transactions of power politics.                         

Laurent Hablot is one of the few scholars who has studied armorial grants and 

augmentations for medieval France by specifically linking them to political decision 

making. He has suggested that it does not suffice to consider such donations as simple 

royal favour, nor were they merely a cheap reward for services to the crown. Instead, 

their initial significance can be better understood in the light of prevailing ideas about 

familial affiliation and kinship.26 For the French sovereigns, he claims, the main 

                                                           
23 Cloulas, Les Borgia, 206-18.   
24 A copy of the letter patent from May 1499 in: BnF Clairambault 1240, f. 191r.-193r. On the Borgia 

stemma: D. L. Galbreath, Papal Heraldry, London, 1972. 
25 BnF Clairambault 1240, f. 191r.-3r. 
26 Hablot, ‘Fontaine de justice héraldique’, 226-31.; L. Hablot, ‘Sous les fleurs de lis. L’utilisation des 

armoiries royales comme outil de gouvernement par les Capétiens directs’, in: M. Aurell, ed., Convaincre 

et persuader: Communication et propagande aux XIIe et XIIIe siècles, Turnhout, 2007, 615-48. The 

 
 

Figure 67.  Coat of arms of Cesare Borgia with 

the fleur-de-lis-quarters conceded by Louis XII 

and the papal keys, early 16th century. 
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functionality of sharing the fleurs de lis was as a “signe d’alliance à dispenses” which 

“rend visibles les fidélités réelles ou surnaturelles don’t ils étayent leur pouvoir”.27 

Applying similar thoughts to the Spanish situation, Faustino Menéndez-Pidal likewise 

stressed the kin-making traits of medieval armorial concessions, which were “signified as 

an incorporation, by privilege, into the royal lineage”.28 These characteristics were yet to 

be transformed in conjunction with new sovereign ideals, problems caused by unbridled 

precedents and, not in the least, the shifting concerns of alliance building. The 

background was the fragmented European landscape, redrawn into a set of interrelated 

dynastic powers, geopolitical blocks and aspiring middling states of sizeable influence. 

Confronted with these factors, the later history of honorary augmentations was one of 

constant re-invention and re-application.  

The developing practice of formal heraldic gift-giving, as it originated in the course of 

the fourteenth century throughout most of western Europe,29 was an outgrowth of more 

informal “visual partitions” popular in medieval court culture. Political allies and vassals 

wore the personal devices of their overlord as badges of party adherence. Livery 

clothing embroidered with the royal colours, devices or armorial charges literally 

engendered multiple “doubles of the prince”.30 In a certain sense, the distribution of 

monarchical orders of knighthood, with their ornaments mimicking part of the 

grandmaster’s symbolic identity, caused a similar duplication.31 Another initial method 

to establish political bonds was to compose arms containing the same colours as the 

suzerain. This explains, for instance, why among others the Capetian kings of France, 

the counts of Albon (Dauphins de Viennois), the medieval dukes of Burgundy and some 

of their allies bore arms with the azure and gold colours of the French crown.32  

At first, not only the king could bestow or impose his blazon (or, in the first 

documented instances, a banner) on others. Great feudal lords and even lesser 

noblemen did the same towards their inferiors or included such gifts in the conditions 

of their religious foundations.33 Moreover, it is highly likely that in the very early days of 

the heraldic system, before the development of clear principles of transmission, 

followers sometimes adopted the full arms of their lord on their own initiative, to 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
sharing of symbolism through the heraldic system was the subject of a conference organized on 11 and 12 

June 2013: 3e journées d’études héraldiques. Les partages heraldiques au Moyen Âge (Centre d’études 

supérieures de civilisation médiévale – CESCM).     
27 Hablot, ‘Sous les fleurs de lis’, 616. 
28 Menendez Pidal de Navascues, Heraldica medieval española, 243. 
29 D. L. Galbreath & L. Jéquier, Manuel du blason, Lausanne, 1977, 53-55.; Duerloo, ‘De Heraldiek’, 29-

30. 
30 Hablot, ‘En chair et en signes’, 15-16.; Cf. L. Hablot, ‘Revêtir le prince. Le héraut en tabard, une image 

idéale du prince. Pour une tentative d’interprétation du partage emblématique entre prince et héraut à la 

fin du Moyen Âge à travers le cas bourguignon’, Revue du Nord, 88(2006), 755-804. 
31 D’ A. J. Dacre Boulton, The knights of the crown. The monarchical orders of knighthood in later 

medieval Europe, 1325-1520, Woodbridge, 1987. 
32 Hablot, ‘Sous les fleurs de lis’, 622.; N. Civel, La fleur de France. Les seigneurs d’Ile-de-France au XIIe 

siècle, Turnhout, 2006, 289.; J.-B. de Vaivre, ‘La probable signification politique du changement d’armes 

des comtes de Bourgogne à la fin du XIIIe siècle’, Recueil du IIe congrès international des sciences 

généalogiques et héraldiques, Liège, 1972, Brussels, 1973, 499-506. 
33 Mathieu, Le système héraldique, 167-9, 179.  
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express fidelity. This resulted over time in so-called “heraldic groups”: geographically 

concentrated clusters of familial arms with very comparable figures and a related 

composition.34 Free assumption and imitation, nevertheless, became quickly restrained, 

emphasizing the uniqueness of each achievement.35 When a new sense of vertical 

relation between prince and subject gradually replaced the feudal model with its 

horizontal bond between vassal and suzerain, the grant of a regal ensign by the ruler 

became a restricted and highly formalized practice. It was now the sole prerogative of 

the sovereign, as was the act of armorial concession in general (i.e. grants having no 

iconographic relation whatsoever with those of their donor).36  

Grand aristocrats related to the main branch of the Capetian dynasty, like the dukes 

of Bourbon, still performed the same generous practice in the fourteenth and even in 

the course of the fifteenth century − thus causing the dispersion of the fleurs de lis in 

their differenced pattern. By the end of the fifteenth century, however, it was widely 

acknowledged that only a ruling sovereign could lawfully distribute such favours. Every 

other means of “partaking” in the prince’s heraldic identity was eliminated. Those 

allowed to duplicate royal arms became an all-inclusive and strictly delineated company. 

Following the logic of cadency, the royal shield could only be granted partially, with 

obvious variation on the plain symbol and on those of the immediate heirs. The use of 

the fleurs de lis (or other royal symbols) in its strict armorial form was confined to the 

immediate group of natural relatives (familia).37 Besides natural relatives, only some 

grand officers of the crown, royal messengers and guards had permission to wear the 

king’s achievement on a badge-like escutcheon, on ceremonial props, on collars or on 

diplomatic pouches, in order to be “recognized and obeyed” in their duties.38 They 

could bear them, not as private individuals, but because of their office, manifesting the 

temporal delegation of authority to them. Another eminent exception to the rule were 

the heralds with their emblazoned tabards, who were more “idealized abstractions” than 

men of flesh and blood.39   

With this decisive restriction of other open networks of visual affiliation to the 

prince, the actual gift of a coat of arms containing princely elements and encapsulating 

the beneficiary into the royal lineage thus grew into a relatively rare honour of 

exceptional character.40 The established association between the gift and the ruling 

dynasty made sure that the sign transferred a sense of kinship. It virtually broadened the 

                                                           
34 Pastoureau, Traité, 44. 
35 On this evolution: Bartolo, A Grammar of Signs, 145-46.; Boudreau, L’héritage symbolique, II, 582-615. 
36 Hablot, ‘Fontaine de justice héraldique’, 226-31. 
37 Hablot, ‘Sous les fleurs de lis’, 622. 
38 BnF Fr. 25186: Treatise of Thomas Isaac, Toison d’Or, f. 7r.-7v: “Mais il y a aultres qui peuvent porter 

armes sans estre officiers darmes comme commis egaux, qui sont en partie plus grans que chevaucheurs 

de guerre, corriers, huissiers et sergens. Lesqueulx les peuvent porte en chevette (chaînette ?, sur le 

chef ?) au (con)traire a lesdictz officiers darmes (qui eux les portent sur la poitrine) et fault quilz les 

portent au couste gauche pendante en chevette, sans coronne ny coronel sinon la devise de son seigneur 

[f° 7v°] ou aultre chose de devotion dessus la chevvette”).; Code du roy Henry III. Roy de France et de 

Pologne, Lyon, 1593, 193. (ordinance Charles IX); Du Cange, Le traité des armes, 274-7.    
39 Hablot, ‘Revêtir le prince’, 757, 787. 
40 Hablot, ‘Sous les fleurs de lis’, 622. 
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group of family relations. Although later analysts often stress its rareness,41 the practice 

nonetheless seems to have been well established in the French kingdom during the 

period under scrutiny. Lacunary sources make it difficult to estimate the exact 

dimension and intentionality of such persistent policy. In anticipation of an exhaustive 

study of all letters patent registered in the parlements and in involved administrative 

institutions such as the Cours des Aides or preserved in private archives, a 

representative survey of a number of individual examples can yield some insight in the 

evolutions of the phenomenon.42 They speak of a patterned, shapeshifting practice 

intimately bound up with the (renewed) strengthening of authority in precarious or 

cumbersome situations. Simultaneously, it tried to maintain the representative abilities 

of the princely image. Several motivations could underlie the wide-ranging choices 

made by the donor. Changing ideas about familial harmony and its impact on the 

nascent corporate integrity of the state mainly informed fluctuating implementations of 

such strategies in each of the studied regimes. Apparently incompatible with a 

restrictive and more rigorously defined policy, the French kings kept rewarding loyal 

servants and political allies with the liberal allowance to incorporate (parts) of their 

achievement in the familial arms of the recipient – henceforth through standardized 

written diplomas that had to prove such exceptional rights for the generations to 

come.43  

 

 

The Ebb and Flow of Heraldic Liberality in France 

 

In the first place, the Valois monarchs applied very honourable concessions to 

strengthen their relationships with a number of minor foreign princes. This notably 

served to extend their influence in northern Italy. In January 1394, for example, Charles 

VI already permitted the lord of Milan and count of Vertus, Gian Galeazzo Visconti, who 

had been married to a daughter of King Jean II, to quarter his familial arms with a semée 

de France differenced by a double bordure of red and argent (this additional field was to 

be placed in the first and fourth quarter) (Figure 68).44 Instead of establishing a brand 

new connection, it had to enhance and externalize an already existing connection in a 

visual way, as a rapprochement between both rulers eager to bolster their grip on the 

                                                           
41 E.g. Du Cange, ‘De la communication des armoiries’, 105-6. 
42 For France, a number of such concessions have been collected in Mathieu, Le système héraldique, 

167-86. and in Du Cange, ‘De la communication des armoiries’, 106-7. Apart from these, I have surveyed a 

representative number of other instances from armorial tracts, dictionaries of ennoblements, 

miscellaneous manuscript collections and lists compiled by erudite authors. These documented 

concessions can be compared with attempts to compile the dispersion of fleurs de lis in bearings at large: 

Durey de Noinville, ‘Recherches’, i-clxxxv. For the fleurs de lis in the arms of towns, see in particular: 

Meurgey de Tupigny, Armoiries des provinces et villes, 17-75, and figures. 
43 Mathieu, Le système héraldique, 167-186 
44 Arch. Nat. JJ 145, f. 193r. (n°433). See in particular: J. Meurgey de Tupigny, ‘Une concession des 

armes de France aux Visconti’, Nouvelle revue héraldique historique et archéologique, 18(1934), 97. The 

editor also reproduced the drawing of these arms from the original register of the Trésor des Chartes. 

Another reproduction in: Galbreath & Jéquier, Manuel, 109 (fig. 188). 
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peninsula. But political complications 

quickly discontinued the honourable 

charge:45 concluding an alliance with 

Wenceslaus, the king of the Romans, Gian 

Galeazzo ordered in January 1395 that the 

Visconti viper was instead quartered with 

the imperial eagle on all public monu- 

ments. Eight months later, an imperial re- 

presentative solemnly invested him with 

the ducal title.46  

In 1494, Maximilian I officially granted 

the Sforza successors in Milan the right to 

quarter their familial arms with a black, 

one-headed eagle on a golden field. This 

was accorded to both the ruling duke and 

to all his legitimate offspring for whom a 

separate diploma of July 1497 prescribed a 

version differenced by a black bordure.47 

Nevertheless, French armorials for their 

part kept the memory of the 1394 grant 

alive, which led to the strong revival of a 

comparable quartered composition in the 

dynastic claims of the French kings. Such pretences were based on the union between 

Gian Galeazzo’s daughter Valentina and Louis d’Orléans, the grandfather of Louis XII and 

great-grandfather of François I.48 This competitive policy of action and reaction typified 

the famous Italian concessions of the fifteenth century. Rival heraldic favours among the 

contending parties of the conflicts, attempting to reinforce unstable coalitions, are well-

documented (e.g. Figure 69).49  

                                                           
45 Palliot, La vraye et parfaite science, 429. 
46 D. Bueno de Mesquita, Gian Galeazzo Visconti, Duke of Milan, 1351-1402. A Study in the Political 

Career of an Italian Despot, Cambridge, 1941, 173-174. 
47 RI XIV n° 5009. (Antwerp, 5 September 1494); RI XIV n° 5101.  
48 BnF Fr. 18650: Jean le Féron, Histoire généalogique et armorial de la maison de France, f. 131v.-132r. 

(Louis XII).; BnF Fr. 25183: [Jean le Féron], Armorial ou livre des armoiries de la chronique du très 

crestien roy de France Françoys de Valloys, 1533-1547, f. 24v. Cf. Pinoteau, Héraldique capétienne, [9].; 

Scheller, ‘Ensigns of Authority’, 87-88.; Neubecker, Heraldiek, 98-103.  
49 The Este dukes of Ferrara received similar favours in 1432, incorporating the fleurs de lis with an 

engrailed golden border in their arms, an augmentation soon followed by similar concessions by France’s 

rivals, see: Mathieu, Le système héraldique, 175.; Du Cange, ‘De la communication des armoiries’, 107.; 

BnF Fr. 22260, f. 4r. dates the concession on 16 May 1432 on the basis of the registers of the Parlement of 

Paris. According to Mathieu, however, the actual grant by the king predated 10 May. In 1452, Borso d’Este 

was granted a black double-headed eagle by the Holy Roman Emperor on the occasion of the former’s 

investiture with Modena and Reggio. At the end of the fifteenth century, the agreement between Ercole I 

and pope Sixtus IV (1474)  resulted in the additional use of the pontifical tiara and keys of Saint Peter: J. 

Bentini & G. Agostini, eds ., Een bijzondere Renaissance. Het hof van de Este’s te Ferrara, Gent, 2003, 31, 

95.; F. Ferri, ‘Gli stemmi della casa d’Este’, in: Genealógica & heraldica: actas do 17° Congresso 

internacional das ciências genealógica et heráldica, Lisboa, 7-13 setembro 1986, Lisbon, 261-4. Some 

 

Figure 68.  Concession of two quarters semé de 

France by Charles VI to Gian Galeazzo Visconti, 

January 1394, from Galbreath & Jéquier, Manuel, 

109 (fig. 188). © Arch. Nat., Trésor des Chartes.   
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The objective to cement a bond with a political ally of princely status by virtually 

adopting him in the royal family through the simultaneous gift of the quartered arms and 

name of the dynasty was thus part of the recurring competitive strategies of the late 

medieval major powers. The privilege given to Cesare Borgia is probably the most 

illustrative instance of this. Smaller (semi-)independent principalities, aspiring to be 

recognized as full-blown sovereign powers, likewise exercised similar liberalities to 

engage their clients and to bolster political soundness. Louis, the second duke of Savoy, 

for instance, donated in 1450 his arms and name to the lords of Carpi after the latter had 

changed sides in his quarrels with the Sforza dukes of Milan.50 The same practice was 

imitated in May 1467 by René d’Anjou and in January 1473 by duke Charles the Bold of 

Burgundy, both granting the right to use their name to the Venetian mercenary 

Bartolomeo Colleoni and his descendants. This exceptional example also entailed the 

privilege to add their arms to the Colleoni escutcheon (which consisted of three 

testicles, a pun on his surname). In his artistic commissions, the mercurial captain often 

varied the depiction of his escutcheon in response to political opportunities, omitting 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
decades later, besides the Borgia grant, Louis XII also accorded a chief of the arms of France to Giovanni II 

Bentivoglio, the ruler of Bologna (who already in July 1494 had petitioned Maximilian for a crowned eagle 

in his shield): Mathieu, Le système héraldique, 174. For the appeal to Maximilian on 3 July 1494, see: RI 

XIV, 1 n° 3064.  
50 BnF Clairambault 1052 f. 16r.-17r. 

Figure 69.  Coat of arms of Borso d'Este, showing conceded quarters by Charles VII 
and Emperor Frederick III, illumination from Bibbia di Borso d'Este, f. 2r., 1455-61 
(http://wdl.org). © Estense Library, Modena. 
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the bars of old Burgundy and suppressing the red bordures to suggest a chief of 

France.51  

These famous and often-cited Italian examples of heraldic liberality by the French 

king and his kin − frequently bargaining the abandonment of former, rival loyalties − 

were conceived as permanently creating familial affiliation. The conceded charges were 

therefore transmittable to all the offspring of the receiver born in legitimate wedlock. 

On top of that, the exceptional gifts normally conferred the license to depict the new 

illustrious parts freely in every place and at every time.52 Yet there was no obligation to 

implement the concession effectively. The memory of the solemn deeds was 

consequently invoked in a selective manner or simply ignored when the political 

opportunities shifted on the chessboard of international politics.53 Still less binding than 

straightforward biological ties or the sacramental union of marriage, the connection 

could easily be neglected when no longer advantageous. There also appears to have 

been a hierarchical difference in the exact manner of conceding the French arms, which 

imposed different qualitative degrees of family making.54 The rare grant of a full royal 

quarter stands out as the most prominent bequest.55 It constructed a “symbolic kinship” 

that came very close to a natural relationship. A newly quartered composition, equitably 

balancing older marks of lineage with such recent addition, thus placed one on the same 

footing as some princes of the blood, who likewise bore the fleurs de lis in such a way.56 

The supplementary permission to use the dynasty’s name, even though very 

uncommon, further amplified the feeling of attachment. This fits well with the findings 

of Michel Nassiet’s research about the growing popularity of quarterings among the 

noble houses of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. In each of the occurrences, they 

expressed both notions of familial alliance and filiation.57 Sometimes, the thereby 

established bond was brand new. In other instances, a French royal privilege to change 

arms was used to tighten extant yet diffuse family ties. Residing at Toulouse in 1389, 

King Charles VI, for example, gave his grandnephew Charles d’Albret the privilege to 

quarter his arms, which were simply of gules, with two plain quarters of “the fleurs de 

lis arms of France”, without any mark of cadency (Figure 70). The lord of Albret 

considered this a very “rich and grand gift”.58  

                                                           
51 W. Paravicini, ‘Ein Spion in Malpaga. Zur Überlieferungsgeschichte der Urkunden des René d’Anjou 

und Karls des Kühnen für Bartolomeo Colleoni’, in: H. Keller, W. Paravicini & W. Schieder, eds., Italia et 

Germania. Liber Amicorum Arnold Esch, Tübingen, 2001, 469-87. cited by Hablot, ‘En chair et en signes’, 

15. On artistic renderings of the Colleoni arms, see: G. Petro, ‘Stemmi colleoneschi a Bergamo e nel 

territorio: per una geografia delle presenze’, in: Lelio Pagani, ed., Bartolomeo Colleoni e il territorio 

bergamasco, Bergamo, 2000, 13-35. See also: le Laboureur, l’origine des armes, 31-32, 42-43.   
52 E.g. Adnotationes et monumenta ad Laurentii Medicis Magnifici vitam pertinentia, II, 1784, s.l., 117-

18. (grant of Louis XI to Piero de’ Medici, May 1465).; BnF 5500, f. 335r.-v. (grant of fleur de lis, François I 

to André Rosso, June 1526): to bear the conceded arms in all “lieux et seigneuries que bon luy semblera”. 
53 Petro, ‘Stemmi colleoneschi’. 
54 Cf. BnF Clairambault 1240, f. 191r.-3r. 
55

 de Sainte-Marthe, Histoire généalogique, I, 31. 
56 Pinoteau, Héraldique Capétienne. 
57 Nassiet, ‘Nom et blason’, 15-16. 
58 Jean Froissart, Œuvres de Froissart. Chroniques, J. Kervyn de Lettenhove, ed., Brussels, 1872, XIV, 79. 

The cadency marks of cadets of the House of Albret were henceforth only placed on the Albret-quarter. 
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Other forms of augmentation only vaguely transferred this idea of kinship. They were 

mainly used to honour allies of a lesser status without making oneself too dependent 

upon them. A different sort of concession was recorded in May 1465 when Piero de’ 

Medici, appointed as Louis XI’s counsellor, was allowed by “special grace, full power 

and royal authority” to replace the red ball in the chief of his shield by a “tourteau d’azur 

à trois fleurs de lys d’or” (Figure 71).59 This gift did not entail a full “quarter of France”, 

but only a restricted mark which kept the original disposition of the escutcheon intact. 

Compensating the late Cosimo de’ Medici, his offspring and his clients for the 

“affection” they had shown towards the king − notably only after the recipient’s own 

supplication − the conceded token was modest in comparison to those of the 

aforementioned princes. After all, it concerned the wealthy owners of a financial 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
The quarter of France “ils n’ont osé toucher”: le Laboureur, l’origine des armes, 40. The memory of the 

grant became later blurred when the Bourbon relatives ascended to the throne, cf. chapter 5, p. 387. 
59 Arch. Nat. JJ 194, f. 12r. (n°23) cited by: Mathieu, Le système héraldique, 174. A transcription of Louis 

XI’s letter patent in: Adnotationes et monumenta ad Laurentii Medicis Magnifici vitam pertinentia, II, 

1784, s.l., 117-8.   

Figure 70.  Charles d'Albret, comte d'Armagnac, from Gilles le 
Bouvier (Berry), Armorial, BnF Fr. 4985, f. 111v. © BnF 
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imperium and the de facto rulers of a republic, but as elected officeholders they were 

not yet in a position to offer much dynastic capital in return.  

Subsequent family members nevertheless took great pride in their augmented shield, 

endlessly reproducing it in artistic commissions, on public monuments and – perhaps 

most originally – in musical compositions, graphically arranging the notes in the V-shape 

of the five palle and the triple structure of the fleurs de lis.60 However, if the grant 

initially did imply a faint familial affinity, then memory of this bond did not last. More 

than a century later, in 1600, the marriage of King Henri IV to the niece of the by now 

grand duke of Tuscany occasioned new opportunities for heraldic allegory.61 The 

prestigious background of the spouse, Maria de’ Medici, was occasionally upgraded by 

dishing up traditional legendary references to the valiant founder of her house and his 

courageous exploits in purifying Charlemagne’s dominion of tyranny.62 The six bloody 

bezants on his shield had to attest to the existence of an age-old political alliance with 

France’s precursor.63 The fifteenth-century grant of the lilies, however, was not 

outspokenly capitalized on by poets and festive directors. A correspondence was rather 

drawn between the single fleur de lis of France and the civic Florentine lily with its 

scarlet colour and elegant stamens, both now firmly allied by the matrimonial union 

(Figure 71).64       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          

                                                           
60 R. Sherr, ‘The Medici Coat of Arms in a Motet for Leo X’, Early Music, 15(1987), 30-35.; A. Atlas, 

‘Heinrich Isaac’s Palle, pall: a new interpretation’, Analecta musicologica, 14(1974), 17-25.; S. M. Carleton, 

Heraldry in the Trecento Madrigal, unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Toronto, 2009, 216-8. 
61 On the marriage alliance, see: J.-P. Babelon, Henri IV, Paris, 20092, 839-44, 856-65. 
62 Cf. chapter 3, pp. 191-2. 
63 André Valladier, Labyrinthe royal de l’Hercule Gaulois triomphant, Avignon, 1601. 
64 Pierre Pineton de Chambrun, Estrennes sur le mariage du Roy et de Marie de Médicis, princesse de 

Florence, Paris, 1601, 3-5. See also the engraving made by Jacques Fornazeris, Mariage d’Henri IV et de 

Marie de Médicis, 1601.  

Figure 71.  Jacques Fornazeris, Marriage of Henri IV and Maria de' Medici, engraving (detail), 
1601. © BnF 
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On the domestic scene, the policy of formal 

honorary concession and augmentation had to 

recompense those subjects who delivered 

extraordinary services to the crown. Most famous and 

frequently cited, early examples of such interior 

grants are to the Parisian bourgeois with a Florentine 

background Bernardo Chini (1379, and confirmed in 

1387), to Jeanne d’Arc and her brothers (1429), 

(Figure 72) to Gilles de Rais (1429) and to the 

Picardian family Morel (1496).65 In May 1502, Louis 

XII also donated golden fleurs de lis on an azure 

background to the long-serving royal counsellor 

Estiene Petit, the son of the former receiver-general of 

Languedoc who had been ennobled in 1452. The concerned diploma praised his 

“immense efforts” in “conserving, augmenting and extolling” the crown.66 Contrary to 

their illustrious Italian counterparts, steeped in a context of intense political rivalry, the 

French monarchs mainly restricted their generosity at the home front to the 

dispensation of separate golden lilies on an azure background − or in some cases 

ordinaries strewn with fleurs de lis − always in combination with other figurative 

charges. The only exceptions were the royal bastards who, before the fifteenth century, 

had not been allowed to bear the lilies with a proper mark of bastardy.67 Louis XI, for 

instance, permitted in 1467 his natural daughter Marie − after her marriage to Aymar de 

Poitiers − to bear the arms of France with a “bande d’or”.68  

Bonds with corporate bodies such as cities or abbeys were likewise forged through 

heraldic privileges. From the second half of the fourteenth century onwards it had 

become customary for important urban centres in the kingdom that had shown special 

affection to the king and therefore showered with exemptions – the so-called Bonnes 

Villes de France − were also permitted to bear an azure “chef de France”: a horizontal 

strip either charged with three or strewn with golden fleurs de lis (Figure 73).69 For 

most of these cities, however, it is unclear when or whether they were given such a 

grant in the medieval period or later on. During the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, 

the list was definitely completed with similar concessions to Tournai (1426), Gisors 

                                                           
65 Mathieu, Le système héraldique, 171, 180-1.; de La Roque, Traité de noblesse, 44-46.; BNF Fr. 5542 f. 

142r.; Durey de Noinville, ‘Recherches’, cxiv.; Palliot, La vraye et parfaite science, 429. 
66 A copy of the Letter Patent as well as its confirmation in June 1502 in: BnF Clairambault 1052, f. 29r.-

32r.   
67 Hablot, ‘Sous les fleurs de lis’, 624.; Boudreau, L’héritage symbolique, I, 210. Another irregularity to 

these ‘internal’ grants was the official recognition by the same monarch of the counts of Laval’s claim to 

bear a plain quarter with the fleurs de lis by virtue of their maternal descent from Charles VI. Louis also 

allowed the introduction of the bend gobony argent and gules of the house of Evreux in the composition, 

see: Walsby, The Counts of Laval, 34-35.; de La Roque, Traité de noblesse, 44.  
68 A copy of the letter patent (11 June 1467) in BnF Clairambault, f. 1240, f. 175r.-v. Aymar de Poitiers 

was the grandfather of Henri II’s mistress Diane de Poitiers. On the Poitiers family and their heraldry, see: 

Anselme de Sainte-Marie, Le palais de l’honneur ou la science heraldique du blazon, Paris, 1686, 554-555. 
69 M. François, ‘Les bonnes villes de France’, Comptes rendus des séances de l’Acedémie des 

Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, 119(1975), 557. 

 

Figure 72.  Arms conceded to 
Jeanne d'Arc in 1429. 
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(1558) and Le Havre (c. 1510s-20s).70 Several abbeys, as 

well as some cathedral churches and the university of 

Paris, enjoyed similar heraldic favours of an either 

certified or a more informal nature. In some cases, 

these even harked back to the early days of the armorial 

system.71  

The peak of the deliberate French policy of 

conceding and sharing parts of the regal ensigns seems 

to have been during the reign of Louis XI (1461-1483). 

In any event, he gained the posthumous reputation of 

having been excessively generous with armorial 

concessions.72 The notoriously reformist and 

authoritarian ruler notably employed the esteemed 

symbolic instrument to avert disloyal tendencies of 

subjects and cities when confronted with the 

disgruntled noble League of the Public Weal.73 Multiple 

grants of fleurs de lis were recorded in the tumultuous 

spring of 1465, including the above-mentioned Medici-

concession. There was also the donation of an inescutcheon with a single crowned 

golden lily to the town of Aigueperse in Auvergne on 21 May, together with an 

attractive set of rights and exemptions for the community (Figure 73). Although the 

latter already possessed an engrailed “chef de France”, the civic community received the 

new gift for openly disobeying the count of Montpensier, their “natural lord” who had 

sided with the rebels. The inhabitants had instead continued to support their one and 

only “sovereign lord” − in the official words of the diploma − as “good and loyal subjects 

were ought to do”.74 In August of that same year, Polycarpe de Reyniac obtained an 

honourable canton in his shield charged with a single fleur de lis, in recompense for his 

bravery at the battle of Montlhéry (16 July).75 A similar tactic was later employed in the 

conflict about the Burgundian inheritance. After the annexation of Arras in 1477 and a 

purge of its inhabitants, Louis renamed the town Franchise and granted, in July 1481 

together with a set of new privileges, a new coat of arms. The image of St Denis on a 

field “semé de fleurs de lys” had to be depicted on a new civic seal, supported by a 

                                                           
70 H. Traversier, Armorial national de France. Recueil complet des armes des villes et provinces du 

territoire français réuni pour la première fois, dessiné et gravé, Paris, 1842.; Meurgey de Tupigny, 

Armoiries des provinces et villes, passim.; Durey de Noinville, ‘Recherches’, passim. 
71 de La Roque, Traité de noblesse, 45. 
72 Cassaneus, Catalogus, f. 20r.; de Grassaille, Regalium Franciae, 27. The accusation was reiterated in, 

among others: Bernabe Moreno de Vargas, Discursos de la nobleza de España al rey Don Philippe III, 

Madrid, 1622, f. 93v.-94r. 
73 On the War of the Public Weal: Gaussin, Louis XI. 
74 Ordonnances des rois de France de la troisième race, vol. 16, ed. M. le comte de Pastoret, Paris, 1814, 

330. 
75 Mathieu, Le système héraldique, 181. In the same vein, the annexed city of Amiens received from 

Louis XI a “chef des armes de France” with the motto “Liliis tenaci vimine jungor” (“a powerful bond 

unites me with the lily”), see: Du Cange, Le traité des armes, 235. 

 
Figure 73.  Arms of Aigueperse 

(omitting the crown), from Pierre de 

La Planche, La Description des 

provinces et villes de France (Mss.), 

1669 (http://bibliotheque-conde.fr). © 

Musée Condé Chantilly 

http://bibliotheque-conde.fr/
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crowned initial “L”. It was, moreover, to be painted or affixed underneath the French 

escutcheon on all the city gates, on the town hall and elsewhere.76 Judged according to 

the formulations used by the royal chancery, all these gifts were now wrapped in a 

language of submission and obedience. In stark contrast to the kin-creating concessions 

to the Italian princes, these domestic grants had definitely moved away from a feudal 

logic. The donation no longer implied a connection resembling that of the early 

Capetian heraldic groups of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, which had 

emanated a theoretical equality further approved by ties of symbolic kinship. Any 

express allusion to a virtual adoption in the extended royal family was now lacking.  

Instead, the very selective partitioning of the royal ensigns – the single or multiple 

lilies were placed on the augmented shield in a manner that left no doubt about their 

concessionary origins – had to mark sovereign domination. With regard to imparting 

princely imagery in the kingdom, a vertical notion of respectable reverence and dutiful 

loyalty gradually replaced the older sense of horizontal familiarity. The ability to disperse 

had to extend and endorse legitimate rule. But such positive appraisal of the practice 

was far from evident, and so attitudes of growing state power began to challenge the 

merits of a custom based on the most prominent substitute of unremitting rule. This 

meaningful transformation converged with shifting accents in political thought, causing 

a more pronounced definition of royal heraldry in sheer political terms. Doctrines about 

inalienable rights and the superior entity of the crown came to full maturity in attempts 

to prove the exclusive and inviolable character of all attributes of royalty.77 It was now 

generally emphasized that the sovereign’s status was elevated above any other individual 

and that he, also outside France, “recognized no superior in temporal things”.78 

Especially in the first decades of the sixteenth century, a couple of practising lawyers in 

the service of the monarchy exploited medieval sources and Roman law to determine 

and enumerate the specific “regal rights” of the crown. Within the framework of such 

enhanced definition of authority, the unique soundness of the royal achievement was 

easily identified with the superior Public Good (chose publicque), with disposing of the 

territory in its entirety without interference from above, and with possessing an 

undivided dignity.79 A progressive visual fusion of dynastic affiliation with the dignity of 

the impersonal crown thus rendered the exact status of these armorial augmentations 

                                                           
76 Ordonnances des rois de France de la troisième race, vol. 18, 669. 
77 For the fourteenth- and fifteenth-century precursors of this political thought, see: Krynen, L’Empire 

du roi, 124-33, 154-9, 384-90.  
78 D. R. Kelley, ‘Law’, in: J. H. Burns, ed., The Cambridge History of Political Thought 1450-1700, 

Cambridge, 1991, 78-79.; J. Poujol, ‘1515, cadre idéologique du développement de l’absolutisme en 

France à l’avènement de François Ier’, in: Théorie et pratique politique à la Renaissance, Paris, 1977, 259-

72. 
79 Cf. BnF Fr. 5208: Jean Ferrault, Des excellens et souverains droitz et preheminences du Lis et de la 

couronne de France; BnF Latin 4777: Ibid., De altis praecipuisque liliorum ac serenissimae coronae juribus 

libellus. Ferrault did not consider the royal arms as a separate regalium, yet used the fleurs de lis as a pars 

pro toto metaphor for all “twenty” sovereign prerogatives of the French king. On his opinions, see: J. 

Poujol, ‘Jean Ferrault on the King’s Privileges’, Studies in the Renaissance, 4(1957), 15-26. 
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inconclusive. It struck an uneasy balance between attachment to the princely lineage 

and involvement in an abstract political project.80 

Interacting with theoretical premises on the all-powerful nature of French kingship, 

the practice of heraldic concession also broached questions about the agency, the 

leeway and the desirable interference of the individual ruler in such matters. If the fleurs 

de lis were not just the outward articulation of familial alliance but in fact a real public 

prerogative only belonging to the ruling sovereign, then the distribution of the signs 

could be interpreted as an undesirable political alienation. Hence, their wider dispersion 

posed the danger of unravelling the unity of the realm. Ironically, the upgrading of the 

rex to a living personification of perpetual sovereign rights and the corporate character 

of the sacred crown deprived him, according to some, of the capacity to govern his own 

symbolic alter ego. Learned proponents of an “absolutist” current indeed addressed the 

topic when defending their legal views against traditional ideas of constitutional and 

consultative rule.81 A number of jurists writing in the 1520s and 1530s held that the king 

occupied his public office by divine appointment, completely independent of the 

approval of popular assemblies or other political institutions. For them, the heavenly 

donated coat of arms was the indisputed proof of this divine mission. Being the singular 

embodiment of majesty, the defamation of it – either by damage or usurpation – was 

conceived as a direct infraction of sovereignty.82 Under no conditions could the ultimate 

power of celestial majesty enshrined in this gift be delegated or ceded to a third party. 

Dispensing the license to bear the fleur de lis or conceding tiny bids of the royal 

achievement as a recompense for loyal subjects was clearly at odds with this exalted 

paradigm.  

Drawing an unmistakable and compelling analogy, Cassaneus’ influential Catalogus 

compared the adoption of the royal arms by a private individual to the envious Lucifer 

who aspired to the heights of the Creator himself. Therefore, unlawfully bearing the 

signs of the prince amounted to the crime of laesio majestatis, as it implied the 

assumption of an “honorem & potestatem” that did not pertain to the perpetrator. Using 

the three fleurs de lis was exactly as if someone “wanted to proclaim himself king”.83 In 

the main, Cassaneus’ exposition concerned illegal usurpations without the clear-cut 

approval of the prince. However, he also additionally reflected on the broader context 

of armorial transmission and particularly on the question of whether it was permissible 

to voluntarily concede or sell these arms of majesty to inferiors. By means of dialectical 

reasoning, weighing conflicting opinions, he deduced that the intentional grant of royal 

symbolism brought about an adverse “decline” of royal dignity. Only in a political model 

of elective monarchy, whereby the people deliberately invested the ruler with his 

                                                           
80 Medieval political theory had still upheld a clear difference between the immaterial crown and 

personal or familial issues. Cf. Krynen, L’Empire, 127-9. 
81 W. F. Church, Constitutional Thought in Sixteenth-Century France. A Study in the Evolution of Ideas, 

New York, 1969. On the tension between the French ‘absolutist’ and ‘moderate’ currents and its 

influence on the versatility of royal image politics: Hochner, Louis XII, 128-32.   
82 Cassaneus, Catalogus, f. 11r.-v. (decimaquinta conclusio) 
83 Ibid., f. 11v. 
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“imperial rights” and authority, was such symbolic delegation or partition readily 

conceivable.84  

Implicitly comparing the “Most Christian Crown” with the dissimilar elective dignity 

of the Holy Roman Emperor, Cassaneus claimed that the practice as it existed in regimes 

of popular consent underwrote the fact that lower strata of society retained parts of a 

delegated authority. The French Monarchy, on the contrary, appeared fundamentally 

different: royal power and its visual manifestation were God-given and, for that reason, 

could not trickle downwards without causing political dismemberment. The 

emblazoned substance of royalty was an incorporeal and impersonal phenomenon of a 

completely different kind than regular familial bearings, encompassing both “the 

kingdom and those of the [king’s] agnation”. It was therefore impossible to modify it 

without radically “changing the nature of things”.85 Any partition, be it in the guise of an 

approved grant or an unlawful usurpation, would divide the “imperial or royal dignity” 

beyond repair, whilst this quality was by definition “incommunicable and indivisible”. A 

monstrous body politic with several dissonant heads would be the horrific outcome of 

the process. On that account, the sovereign could not allow anyone else to bear the 

“three golden lilies in a plain field of azure”, except those of “royal stock” if using a 

proper mark of cadency.86 The undeniable exception of the six ecclesiastical pairs de 

France, five among them bearing arms composed of an azure field with golden fleurs de 

lis, was reasoned away by situating their origins in the time of Charlemagne.87  

In his Regalium Franciae (1538), the Toulousian jurist Charles de Grassaille pushed 

these arguments to their ultimate conclusion. While portraying the king as a “second 

sun on earth” or even a “corporeal god”,88 he candidly coupled the mystical exegesis of 

the fleurs de lis as found in the work of Giovanni Ludovico Vivaldi89 with the legal 

doctrines of Bartolus and with the notion of treacherous usurpation set forth by 

Cassaneus.90 Departing from the idea that the higher the status of the donor the more 

noble the ensigns become, the divine “arms of the most Christian king” were declared 

to be of an unparalleled virtue and excellence. De Grassaille admitted that many 

noblemen in the country were undeniably decorated with “three lilies” out of a royal 

concession. Yet, this was a deplorable situation:  

 

                                                           
84 Ibid., f. 18v. 
85 Ibid., f. 17v. 
86 Ibid., f. 19v., 26r. 
87 Ibid., f. 26r. On the heraldry of the ecclesiastical pairs de France: de Courcelles, Histoire généalogique 

et héraldique des pairs de France., Paris, 1828.; BnF Fr. 2768: recueil des armoiries des premiers et 

anciens pairs (composed for Gaston d’Orléans in 1635).   
88 Quoted in: Knecht, Renaissance France, 227. 
89 Vivaldi, de laudibus liliorum. Cf. chapter 3, pp. 197-8. 
90 On Charles de Grassaille’s background: E. Sciacca, ‘Ferrault, Chasseneux e Grassaille. Alle origini della 

teoria della sovranità nel pensiero politico moderno’, in: Studi in onore di Cesare Sanfilippo, Milan, 1985, 

I, 695-752.   
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“If the prince would allow others to bear his arms, the status of the kingdom might be 

disturbed, because it is considered the king’s proper ensign that represents the signified 

… and the possession of dignity is proven by means of these insignia”.91  

 

The escutcheon with the fleurs de lis was no less than one of the royal regalia and 

should thus be treated as such. So, in de Grassaille’s interpretation, the royal arms were 

a purely impersonal emanation of the inalienable and immaterial Maiestas, averse to any 

private interest. Even the princely individual, though superseding his own laws once 

vested with this abstract power, could not touch or alter his own dignity: the monarch 

was powerless when it came to “overthrowing the majesty of the kingdom, nor could 

he be the murderer of his own dignitatis regalis”.92 The fleurs de lis could only be shared 

by those of royal blood if they were theoretically entitled to succeed to the throne 

(however improbable it might seem). But these instances were, strictly speaking, no 

“concessions”.93 Whereas Cassaneus still considered the king’s arms an uneasy mixture 

of public prerogative and private familial affiliation, de Grassaille made an absolute 

political reading of the signs. The succession laws of the crown, governed by public 

custom rather than by private testamentary conditions, were the only parameters by 

which to assess a permissible distribution.94 Both authors turned sharply against the 

memory of Louis XI’s many concessions to corroborate their point, speaking of a great 

“loss of honour and glory” for the Most Christian King at that time.95 In hindsight, this 

accusation of an all too liberal heraldic policy perhaps unfairly picked up on the 

posthumously fashioned, bad reputation of the monarch that suited both the opinions of 

staunch royalists as well as the advocates of popular sovereignty.96 The question remains 

whether early modern French evolutions indeed emulated the rigid proposals of these 

absolutist thinkers.   

In spite of all the high-flown theory of these legists, the concession of parts of the 

royal arms to subjects and foreigners continued regularly under Louis XI’s immediate 

successors. It markedly proved its worth in an atmosphere of political vulnerability, 

while a more cautious stance prevailed when monarchical fortunes were on the rise. 

The juridical discussions of the phenomenon around 1530, actually the sole 

comprehensive treatment of the subject of armorial grants for the early modern period, 

were written at a moment of strong authoritarian assertion of kingship.97 Under the 

reign of François I and Henri II, considerable fiscal autonomy was paired with a 

                                                           
91 de Grassaille, Regalium Franciae, 24.: “si princeps concederet alteri portum suorum armorum, turbari 

posset status regni, quia talis reputaretur Rex propter signum quod repraesentat signatum…et possessio 

dignitatis probatur per insignia.” 
92 Ibid., 24: “Rex non potest subvertere regni maiestatem, ne dicatur homicida suae dignitatis Regalis”. 
93 Ibid., 23-27. 
94 Cf. J. Krynen, Idéal du prince et pouvoir royal en France à la fin du moyen âge (1380-1440). Étude de 

la littérature politique du temps, Paris, 1981, 281-312.; Rowen, The King’s State, passim. 
95 de Grassaille, Regalium Franciae, 27.; Cassaneus, Catalogus, f. 20r.  
96 A. E. Bakos, Images of Kingship in Early Modern France: Louis XI in Political Thought, 1560-1789, 

New York, 1997.; A. E. Bakos, ‘The Historical Reputation of Louis XI in Political Theory and Polemic 

during the French Religious Wars’, The Sixteenth Century Journal, 21(1990), 3-32.  
97 Poujol, ‘développement de l’absolutisme’. 
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relatively successful mitigation of the restrictive meddling of parlements and provincial 

assemblies (although these institutions managed to survive).98 By the late 1520s, the 

kingdom’s boundaries had reached their maximum extension before the large territorial 

annexations of the seventeenth century.99 The Valois court, thriving with fashionable 

artistic life and imposing awe with its glittering pomp and regal magnificence − at least 

in its formal organization − conjured up the political creature described by these legal 

scholars: an unmatched and majestic lord of the fleurs de lis.100 Particularism, privileges 

and obligatory counsel, on the other hand, remained important forces with which to be 

reckoned. The loyalty of high noblemen, providing a key link between the royal 

court/centralized administration and the localities, had to be assured through an 

obstinate network of patronage and favours that was very difficult to control. 

Furthermore, the dragging burden of warfare, chiefly against the Habsburg archenemy, 

put serious restraints on the available resources.101 In short, the absolute position of the 

prince in the barefaced terms of full sovereignty did not correspond to the multifaceted 

reality.  

This all raises the issue of the extent to which the theoretical assumptions about the 

symbolic shape of French authority were translated into actual measures at a point 

when the regime came close to fulfilling grandiloquent expectations. Were the royal 

chancery warnings about symbolic disintegration taken to heart by reducing or stopping 

such extraordinary favours? Not completely, as can be surmised on the basis of 

fragmentary evidence. Fleurs de lis were still conceded, notably to foreigners, such as to 

a captain from Mantua, Emilio Cavriana. The man had served François I during his 

military exploits and had designed in 1525 a failed yet courageous plan of escape for the 

king after his capture at the battle of Pavia.102 In the case of ambassadors, it became 

customary to reward long-serving emissaries of befriended regimes or the extraordinary 

envoys of important political allies with a token based on the royal escutcheon (usually 

in combination with the conferring of a knighthood or another immaterial honour).103 

Sir Barnaby Fitzpatrick, a childhood friend of Edward VI and English representative in 

France from November 1551 to December 1552 was, for example, showered with such 

marks of esteem: he was briefly installed as a gentleman of the chamber at the court of 

Henri II and, henceforth, bore a chief of France in his familial arms.104  

                                                           
98 Knecht, Renaissance France, 226-34. 
99 On the development of the French territory, see: Doucet, Les institutions de la France, 19.  
100 On Valois court life in this period, see: R. J. Knecht, The French Renaissance Court, New Haven, 

2008.; J. F. Solnon, La Cour de France, Paris, 1987.; Chatenet, La cour de France. On imperial ideology: M. 

McGowan, ed. & intro., L’Entrée de Henri II à Rouen, 1550, Amsterdam, 1970.   
101 Knecht, Renaissance France, 226-34. 
102 Mathieu, Le système héraldique, 175, 182.; G. Salles, ‘Un traître au XVIe siècle: Clément Champion, 

valet de chambre de François Ier’, Revue des Questions Historiques, 24(1900), 41-73. 
103 On this phenomenon, see in particular:  A. R. Wagner & A. C. Cole, ‘The Venetian ambassador’s 

augmentation’, CoA, 3(1954), 80-83, 130-4, 5(1958), 94.; M. P. Siddons, The Heraldry of Foreigners in 

England, 1400-1700, London, 2010, passim. 
104 de la Chenaye-Desbois & Badier, Dictionnaire de la Noblesse, VIII, 74. On Fitzpatrick’s relationship 

with Edward VI, see: J. G., Nichols, ed., Literary remains of Edward VI, vol. I, London, 1852, lxix-lxx, 88-
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This habit also continued throughout the second half of the sixteenth and the 

seventeenth centuries. It was particularly justified as something which all royal 

predecessors had previously done in their “most plentiful grace”.105 Notably many 

Venetian families could trace an azure inescutcheon or a chief with the golden fleurs de 

lis in their familial arms back to such a concession.106 The French gift-giving was 

consistent with the armorial generosity of other monarchies towards the Venetian corps 

diplomatique – even the Dutch Republic would accord such gifts in the seventeenth 

century107 – yet used the kingdom’s most preeminent symbol instead of personal 

signifiers. Other popular targets, notably in the second half of the sixteenth century, 

were subjects of the Swiss Confederacy enlisted in the service of the French kings 

(mostly as mercenaries).108 A number of recorded letters patent elucidate the precise 

motives for such transactions. After 1620, the seven Dutch United Provinces in the 

north, which had broken away from Habsburg dominion, also became a willing hunting 

ground for the strategies of ennoblement and armorial favour of several monarchies.109 

Louis XIII, among others, gave away fleurs de lis to a number of envoys, clients and 

military allies from the United Provinces (Figure 74). The mark even became more 

prized than (non-hereditary) chivalric orders and other honorific decorations, which had 

seriously inflated in prestige.110 Significantly, the celebrated Dutch poet and diplomat 

Constantijn Huyghens, who was made a knight of St Michael in 1632, wrote a letter 

expressing his displeasure concerning the declining value of that order. Alternatively, he 

politely supplicated the king for “adjouster un autre [marque d’honneur] plus 

héréditaire, et dont la mémoire ne puisse mourir qu’avec ma postérité”. He had to wait 

for more than a decade before such fleur de lis augmentation was finally accorded to 

him.111  

                                                           
105 Beat-Fidel Zurlauben, Histoire militaire des Suisses, au service de la France, avec les pièces 

justificatives, Paris, 1751-3, VI, 495-97. (grant of demi-fleur de lis to Pierre Brummer, 1592). Cf. with: BnF 

Fr. 5501, f. 334r.-5r. (grant of two crowned fleurs de lis, François I to Jules d’Aest de Tassonibus, s.d.): “de 

nos grant especial plain puissance”; BnF Fr. 5500, f.335v.: “grace liberalité plaine puissance et auctorité 

Royal”. 
106 BnF Clairambault 1240, f. 239r.-41r. (copy of a concession by Charles IX to Louis Contarini, s.d.); 

Durey de Noinville, ‘Recherches’, passim. These Venetian ambassadors are listed in: Le veritable art du 

blason ou l’usage des armoiries, Paris, 1673, 342. (Contarini, Capelli, Quirini, Morosini, Dandoli). Another 

documented example is the grant to André Rosso in June 1526: Mathieu, Les système héraldique, 174, 

181.; BnF Fr. 5500, f. 335r.-v. 
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VIII, 368-70 (Henri II to Guillaume Freulich, September 1556), VIII, 381-4 (Henri II to Bernard Stehelin, 
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109 Siddons, The Heraldry of foreigners, passim.; R. de Neve, ‘Heraldiek zonder grenzen. De wapens van 

Maarten Harpersz en Cornelis Maartensz Tromp’, De Nederlandsche Leeuw, 129(2012), 127-35.; G. Ploos 

van Amstel, ‘Unde venis, Ploos van Amstel? Verdichtsel en waarheid over een afstamming’, De 

Nederlandsche Leeuw, 107(1990), 193-210. 
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Most of the documented grants thus 

targeted foreigners, thereby circum- 

venting objections about a possible 

domestic inversion of the political order 

of things. Unlike a disintegration of 

power, it could be seen as a spread of 

one’s dominion and royal patronage 

beyond normal boundaries, hence mee- 

ting the ideal of sovereign preservation 

and expansion.112 The choice of the 

above listed areas and lands was no 

coincidence. Neutralizing the primary 

objections towards these grants, the 

extent of one’s visual influence was 

deemed possible in regimes that lacked a 

rival monarchical government. These 

were usually devoid of strong heraldic 

authority, as was indeed the case for the 

republican communities of the Sereniss- 

ima, the Swiss cantons or, in point of fact, 

the United Provinces with its uniquely 

decentralized model of sovereignty.113 

Natural law, it was said, dictated a relative 

freedom of assumption in those communities without clear criteria in that respect and 

so underwrote a subject’s right to accept honorific or noble offers made by a third party 

(though they were usually not officially “registered” by the native government).114 Other 

early modern states, where governmental supervision did absorb heraldic expression, 

were increasingly reluctant when it came to the acknowledgment and registration of 

foreign favours given to their native subjects. On a very general level, these dynastic 

regimes tried to protect their own developing honours system against the incursions of 

foreign orders, titles and dignities, all considered “ensigns of sovereign authority”, and 

so compromising the established principles of interior order and precedence.115 

Monarchs thus carefully chose their grantees and made sure that no rival honours 

challenged their position. 

                                                           
112 Cf. Krynen, L’Empire du roi, 153-60. 
113 On the lack of governmental intervention in the heraldic matters of the Dutch Republic, apart from 

some notable exceptions, see: Rietstap, Handboek, 57-59.; L. Ph. C. van den Bergh, ‘Het Hof van Holland 

verleent wapens’, Bijdragen voor Vaderlandsche Geschiedenis en Oudheidkunde, 9(1854), 211-2.; L. Ph. 

C. van den Bergh, Grondtrekken der Nederlandsche zegel- en wapenkunde, Amsterdam, 1861.; R. Alma & 

C. Gietman, ‘Inleiding’, in: R. Alma, C. Gietman & A. Mensema, eds., Adel en heraldiek in de Nederlanden. 

Adellijke identiteit en representatie, Hilversum, 2012, 11.   
114 Rietstap, Handboek, 52. discussing ideas set forth in Höpingk, Insignium sive armorum prisco et 

novo jure tractatus.  
115 Matikkala, The Orders of Knighthood, 229-30.; R. Cust, Charles I and the Aristocracy, 1625-1642, 

Cambridge, 2013, 7-41. 

 

Figure 74.  Arms of Maarten Harpersz Tromp 

with the fleur de lis conceded by Louis XIII in 

1640 and the supporters by Charles I of 

England in 1642, reproduced in: de Neve, 

“Heraldiek zonder grenzen’, 131. © Nat. 

Archief (The Hague) 
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Similar heraldic privileges were sometimes given to French subjects, but are scarcely 

recorded for this period. In the case of royal counsellors, serving courtiers and officers, 

the partial transmission of the royal arms within the territorial confines of the kingdom 

could be plausibly rationalized as an outgrowth of a limited delegation of legitimate 

authority. In this logic it was necessary for the practical functioning of the state, without 

inevitably resulting in a separation or alienation.116 In addition, the restriction of the gift 

to a single or isolated fleur de lis in a very recognizable form that could not be confused 

with the original charges of the recipient took advantage of another blind spot in the 

theoretical framework, which only mentioned the donation of the full, plain shield.117 

Ceding the complete achievement might impinge on the majesty of the king, a mere 

element of it was far less threatening. Le Féron spoke in this regard of not an 

“immediate” donation, but “mediate comme dit est, sur devise”.118 Only such clear 

difference could guarantee the sovereign integrity of the prince, as the heraldist Claude 

le Laboureur later wrote in 1658: 

 

“En effect, si les souverains, & autres grands Personnages, qui ont esté honorés des 

Armes de France, ne les ont receues qu’avec quelque difference, & tousiours à condition 

de rendre à ce Hieroglyphe de la Majesté Royale, la mesme deference qu’ils doivent, & 

ont accoustumé de rendre à la Personne, dont il est la figure. Qui se pourroit dispenser 

d’une pareille soûmission, sans faire une iniure sensible à cette vive Image du Prince; le 

mepris de laquelle rajaillit & redonde sur son visage mesme.”119 

 

The flamboyant full quarters given to Italian princes were by now definitely a thing of 

the past, either because no new promising dynasties arose or because of the confusion it 

could cause with the bearings of immediate members of the royal family in a narrow 

sense.  

Parallel to these old-fashioned heraldic augmentations and inspired by the semantics 

of Renaissance allegory and commemorative emblematics, new iconographic themes 

constructed affection towards the prince without compromising state imagery per se.120 

A way out of the confusing predicament of forging symbolic bonds while at the same 

time protecting the representative integrity of the body politic was to armorify personal 

devices. François I, for instance, began the construction of the important port city of Le 

Havre in the beginning of his reign. To stress personal ties with the inhabitants, he 

donated to the community an escutcheon incorporating, besides a “chef cousu de 

France”, a crowned salamander amidst flames.121 He had already inherited this 

Salamander-device from his grandfather Jean d’Angoulême before his accession to the 

                                                           
116 Cf. Hablot’s ‘Revetîr le prince’, 773, 776, 787. 
117 Cassaneus, Catalogus, f. 19v., 26r. 
118 Arsenal 5255, f. 61r., transcribed in Boudreau, L’héritage symbolique, II, 731. 
119 Le Laboureur, l’origine des armes, 48. (my emphasis) 
120 On the development of emblematic imagery and Renaissance devices in France, see: D. S. Russell, 

The Emblem and Device in France, Lexington, 1985.  
121 Traversier, Armorial national, 15.; Meurgey de Tupigny, Armoiries des provinces, 44 (n° 244). 
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throne.122 Similar versions of the metaphorical 

figure cropped up in the shields of palatial 

dwelling places like Romorantin and 

Fontainebleau. Individual, personalized tokens 

like this could also be combined with other 

emblematic signifiers to commemorate key 

events in the forging of strong kingship: after 

the recapture of Calais in 1558 by François de 

Lorraine, duc de Guise, for instance, Henri II 

changed the arms of the reincorporated city 

to a composition with a single fleur de lis, his 

personal crescent device, and two supplemen- 

tary crosses of Lorraine to celebrate the 

military success of his lieutenant-général du 

Royaume (Figure 75).123 However, French 

princely devices had few dynastic connota- 

tions in comparison with, for instance, the 

English badges and beasts124 − they were 

rarely recycled by successors −, making them less beneficial for the establishment of 

long-term relationships of loyalty. Sometimes, an allusive visual pun only exemplified an 

association with an important temporal event in royal history. 

Notwithstanding the manifold impediments and the difficulties to restrain its 

recycling by ambitious aristocrats, the Bourbon monarchs rediscovered the honorary 

augmentation at the turn of the seventeenth century. They saw in it an instrument to 

assert the legitimacy of their rule after the civil wars. As will be further demonstrated in 

the next chapter, the act of donating the fleur de lis was a very tangible way to 

construct a sense of continuity with the extinct Valois dynasty. It also fashioned the new 

ruling family into the indisputed masters and owners of a century-old celestial legacy 

which justified their contended promotion to the sovereign position and, not 

unimportantly, constituted a fairly low-cost reward for indispensable loyalty.125 Grants of 

pieces from the royal blazon (or the renewal of such former favours) assimilated new 

men into the royal circle or ensured the enduring affinity of previous supporters of the 

Valois regime. Although still conceived as a rare and extremely distinguishing honour, 

                                                           
122 On the origins and multifunctional use of François I’s salamander device, usually accompanied by the 

cryptic motto “Notrisco al buono, stingo el reao” (“I feed on the good and extinguish the bad”), see: A.-M. 

Lecoq, ‘La salamandre royale dans les entrées de François Ier’, in: J. Jacquot, ed., Les fêtes de la 

Renaissance, vol. 3, Paris, 1975, 93-104.; Lecoq, François Ier imaginaire, 35-52.; A. Sawkins, ‘Royal and 

Imperial Emblematics in the Architecture of François I’, in: H. J. Böker & P. M. Daly, eds., The emblem and 

architecture (Studies in applied emblematics from the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries), Turnhout, 

1999, 179-89.   
123 Traversier, Armorial national, 8. 
124 Cf. M. P. Siddons, Heraldic badges in England and Wales. Volume I: Introduction, Woodbridge, 2009, 

II.1, 43-253. 
125 The latter motive is indicated by the sieur Du Cange, see: Du Cange, ‘De la communication des 

armoiries’, 105.  

 

Figure 75.  Arms of Calais (1558), from de 
La Planche, La Description des provinces, 
165. © Musée Condé Chantilly 
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the 1590s and the first half of the seventeenth century witnessed an unmatched amount 

of fleurs-de-lis-grants to private individuals. The majority of these were made in 

compensation for military support, either during the gradual reduction of the rebellious 

towns under control of the Catholic League in the last phase of the religious wars,126 

during the campaigns of Louis XIII, or again in the margins of fierce domestic upheaval 

during the revolts of the Fronde (1648-53).127  

In opposition to what the main narratives of aristocratic culture often implied, mostly 

associating familial prestige with the disproportionate account of a singular, illustrious 

deed of a forebear, heraldic augmentations were usually given after longstanding careers 

in the interest of France. Bravery in isolated battles or individual exploits might be 

singled out and highlighted, but the overall impression was always one of enduring 

services. These were to be reproduced and imitated by the offspring of the beneficiary. 

The desired effect was thus projected on the long term, if we may believe one clear 

evaluation:  

 

“pour les [i.e. the beneficiaries] attacher plus fortement à l’avenir et leur postérité à leur 

service. [i.e. the service of the princes who granted a piece of their arms] … Car d’un 

côté les personnes qui ont esté gratifiées des armes du prince ont une obligation 

particuliere à le servir, par le souvenir de l’honneur qu’elles ont reçù de luy, et de 

maintenir la dignité de celuy dont ils portent les armes.”128  

 

Herein lay the main difference with other outwardly privileges in the honorary 

system, including decorations, admission to chivalric orders, spatial proximity to the 

prince, sumptuary liberties and so forth, that normally did not transcend “personal” 

feelings of mutual duty and loyalty. This is not to mention its varied social scope, which 

was much broader than a mere select company of high aristocrats − and yet the token 

was highly prestigious. Michel le Cointe, for instance, who had been a royal counsellor 

and commissaire de guerre under Louis XIII, was in 1658 given a fleur de lis charged on 

an azure inescutcheon together with an armored arm holding a naked sword as his 

crest. The gift of this “marque de gloire qui ne s’efface jamais” to him, his children and 

their offspring born in legal wedlock, compensated for his considerable aid in the 

protection of the state and the royal authority during several violent encounters with 

rebels at the time of the Fronde wars. His endeavours during the Journée des barricades 

on 26 August 1648 and at another confrontation on 5 July 1652 were particularly 

noteworthy in that respect. Yet le Cointe had proved himself a life-saver and firm 

opponent of seditious deeds and pillaging in numerous other encounters.129 The 

modified blazon was proudly deposited by his son in the Armorial général of 1696, but 

was only officially registered in the Chambre des Comptes as late as 1711, after his 

                                                           
126 Cf. the examples mentioned in chapter 5, p. 385. 
127 See the examples cited below 
128 Du Cange, ‘De la communication des armoiries’, 105. 
129 de la Chenaye-Desbois & Badier, Dictionnaire, VI, 14-15. who partially reprinted the formulation of 

the grant. 
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grandchildren became involved in a heraldic dispute.130 The Captain of a Polish regiment 

in the service of the Monarchy, Joachim Radiger de Goltz, was around the same time 

recompensed for similar actions against the king’s “subgects rebelles”.131  

In certain instances, a reigning king also confirmed the still ongoing affection and 

support of a family through a further visual amplification of a past grant made by one of 

his predecessors. Louis XIV did this for the Venetian Costa family, who held the right to 

place two fleurs de lis in the chief of their arms by letters patent of Charles VII from 

April 1428.132 An additional diploma promulgated at Sedan in July 1654 henceforth 

allowed them to bear a complete chef de France (that is, three fleurs de lis).133 Another 

revealing case in point was the Swiss family of Zurlauban from the canton of Zug. King 

Charles IX was the first to permit the addition of a fleur de lis between the paws of the 

family’s armorial lion in reward for their substantial military aid to the crown. A 

mercenary captain of that house fearlessly contributed, among others, to the defeat of 

the Protestant forces of Coligny at Moncontour in October 1569. Later complaints about 

the poorly visible position of this token of honour incited Louis XIII to assign Henry 

Zurlauban, by now a gentilhomme ordinaire de la chambre du roi and captain of a 

regiment of Swiss guards, a supplementary inescutcheon with the royal flower.134  

One can easily assume that such later change in heraldic composition was likewise 

motivated − from the perspective of the donor − by the concern to clarify that the regal 

element solely existed in the shield of these foreigners by grace of the king and thus not 

through some diffuse bond of natural kinship or political pretence as some other 

families audaciously claimed. As a matter of fact, the degree of originality and variation 

in the iconography of the grants that had still existed until the end of the sixteenth 

century was almost fully exchanged for a very rigid and repetitive way of augmenting 

familial achievements. Despite the growing visual delineation of the newly added part(s) 

against the original arrangement in comparison to its medieval precedents, the Valois 

augmentations and the early donations of Henri IV occasionally played with the position 

and form of the added fleurs de lis. They sometimes even integrated them in the other 

charges. They were depicted on a separate inescutcheon, on a chief, on a fess placed in 

the middle of the shield,135 on an small escutcheon supported by a Gallic rooster,136 

strewn on the collar of a dog,137 and so forth.  

                                                           
130 BnF Fr. 32252, f. 614: Charles d’Hozier, Vingt-cinquiesme volume de l’armorial général (coat of arms 

Nicolas Antoine le Cointe)   
131 BnF Fr. 4222, f. 104v.-6v. 
132 Le veritable art du blason, 341. 
133 De la Chenaye-Desbois & Badier, Dictionnaire, VI, 254-5, 257-8. 
134 The grant is reported by Hector le Breton: BnF Fr. 8198, f. 43v. 
135 E.g. grant of Henri III to his secretary Charles Benoize (15 Oktober 1588), reported by Hector le 

Breton: BnF Fr. 8198, f. 39v. 
136 Grant of Henri IV to Dominique de Vic (February 1603), see: Mathieu, Le système héraldique, 182.; 

BnF Fr. 8198, f. 40r. 
137 Grant of Henri IV to Guillaume Fouquet, sieur de la Varenne, see: Mathieu, Le système héraldique, 

181 (n° 10).; Dictionnaire des ennoblissemens, ou recueil des lettres de noblesse, depuis leur origine, tiré 

des registres de la Chambre des Comptes & de la Cour des Aides de Paris, Paris, 1788, 85-86.    
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From the 1610s onwards, this variation was chiefly relinquished in favour of more 

systematic donations of a separate little shield with a single fleur de lis (and more rarely 

three fleurs de lis) placed on top of the original arms. Such a disposition appeared in 

almost every new augmentation. In the case of gifts of completely new bearings, an 

azure chief with a fleur de lis was sometimes used. In order to emphasize the difference 

once more, the inescutcheon or chief sometimes had to be fringed by a small bordure of 

sable.138 These recognizable features left no doubt as to the honorific character of the 

elements, stemming from the sovereign as the sole benefactor capable of delegating a 

part of his own symbolic identity. The specific iconography, detached and isolated from 

the familial bearings, in no way pointed to an alternative right to − parts of − the 

sovereign’s public, God-given prerogatives. In place of a possible reading of natural 

affiliation to the ruling dynasty or even a share of authority, it clearly proclaimed an 

artificial bond established by a reciprocal exchange of service and princely recognition. 

Seen as controversial in the legal minds of staunch, early sixteenth-century supporters 

of French superiority, the possibility of sharing the royal symbols was depicted as 

subject to the proper laws and political nature of a given kingdom. This clearly fitted 

into a context of rivalry and mutual imitation between polities. In short, a theoretical 

line was drawn between those regimes with a strong centralized government, where 

unmitigated power derived from a divine source and became subsequently invested in a 

continuous series of dynastic heirs, and those states where authority rather derived from 

an (semi-)elective office, continuously renewing a more popular transfer of legitimacy 

from below. In the former, the real prerogative of bearing regal insignia was 

theoretically assumed to be restricted to those entitled to succeed to the dignity of 

kingship. The latter, on the other hand, purportedly justified an individual and more 

generous handling of royal or imperial symbolism. At the extreme end of the scale were 

those republican regimes without a centralized form of sovereignty or an authority 

concentrated in one point. This was a pretext for the French monarchs’ heraldic 

liberality towards some foreigners from these territories who worked in their service, 

without the threat of compromising their own representation. In fact, internal grants of 

components of the royal blazon likewise occurred on certain occasions. In practice, it 

remained a meaningful institution of subgenerational patronage and reward by 

emphasizing the iconographic difference between the plain, unquartered shield of 

sovereignty and private compositions that suggested either familial affinity or – 

especially for such grants after the 1500s – mere princely grace. Had this polarizing, 

theoretical stance any noticeable impact on the effective policy of other monarchies? Is 

the same discrepancy between practice and theory noticeable? Or did alternative visions 

of succession and the origins of rulership affect the institution of honorary augmentation 

in another way?  

 

 

                                                           
138 Cf. the abovementioned grant to Hector le Breton and the grant of a chief with fleurs de lis to the 

lord of Lumagues by Louis XIII in 1635: BnF Fr. 8198, f. 42v.-43v. 
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‘Dividing the Empire’? Tudor and Habsburg Honorary Augmentations 

 

A comparable restrictive tendency can be observed in England, albeit in a more 

uncompromising way. A pronounced assessment in terms of an exclusive political office 

and abstract dignity transmitted from individual to individual − yet not as a private 

familial possession − decidedly hampered a wider distribution of the princely signs.139 

(Figure 1) Heraldry became a booming business in the sixteenth century. Kings of arms 

enacted thousands of new, regular armorial grants in the name of the crown to rising 

families who strove after armigerous gentry status.140 Special augmentations that referred 

to the attributes of the English crown, however, rarely occurred after the late fifteenth 

century. If such exceptional gifts had been made, they were not the concern of the 

senior heralds like in the case of regular concessions or confirmations, but were directly 

awarded manu regia.141  

In the Tudor era, quarters and ordinaries containing the lions passant and the fleurs 

de lis were sometimes formally conceded or permitted to nobles who already had a 

well-established family connection to royalty, albeit not through direct descent from an 

heir or heiress. Historic precedents played to the advantage of these men and women. A 

chapter of heralds in February 1474 had even ruled, albeit debatably, that when “a 

Noble-man is ascended to a coat near to the King, and of his Royal Blood”, he may “bear 

the same coat alone, and no lower coat of dignity to be quartered therewith”.142 The 

young Tudor dynasty had to recognize subsisting Plantagenet blood ties in order to 

reconcile the older leading aristocracy to their new rule.143 By candidly admitting and 

approving heraldic remnants of the past, they endorsed their claimed powers as the sole 

fount of honour with a decent respect for former loyalties. Nonetheless, such 

                                                           
139 On the political background, see: R.A. Griffiths & R.S. Thomas, The making of the Tudor dynasty, 

Stroud, 20052.; S. J. Gunn, Early Tudor Government, 1485-1558, London, 1995. 
140 For a recent discussion on the phenomenon, see: C. Cheesman, ‘Grants and Confirmations of Arms’, 

in: N. Ramsay, ed., Heralds and Heraldry in Shakespeare’s England, Donington, 2014, 68-104. Estimations 

of the number of ‘regular’ grants and regrants by some individual English kings of arms, ranging between 

400 and 900 registrations per officer, can be found in: Woodcock & Robinson, The Oxford Guide to 

Heraldry, 33-49. General statistics (yet excluding the crucial sources preserved in the College of Arms and 

thus not completely satisfactory) in: L. Stone, ‘The inflation of honours 1558-1641’, Past & Present, 

14(1958), 47-48, 67 (appendix I).; L. Stone, The Crisis of the Aristocracy, 1558-1641, Oxford, 1979.; E. 

Elmhirst, ‘The fashion for heraldry’, CoA, 4(1956), 47-50.; A. R. Wagner, ‘The fashion for heraldry. Dr. 

Elmhirst’s view reviewed’, CoA, 4(1956), 119-20. Other figures in: Cheesman, ‘Grants and Confirmations’, 

89-94.  
141 Fox-Davies, A Complete Guide, 596. One such famous grant with an augmentation of honour of a 

“canton de nostre propres armes Dangleterre” was given by Edward IV to Louis de Gruuthuse on 23 

November 1472, see: Siddons, The Heraldry of Foreigners, 49-52.   
142 Cited by: Sandford, A genealogical history, 232. 
143 A complete overview of the bearings of the English kings and the members of their wider family-

circle, in: Pinches & Pinches, The Royal Heraldry. On the historical development: A. Ailes, The Origins of 

the Royal Arms of England. Their Development to 1199, Oxford, 1982.; C. R. Humphery-Smith & M. G. 

Heenan, ‘The Royal Heraldry of England’, CoA, 6(1960-61), 224-8, 308-12, 345-9; 7(1962-63), 18-24, 80-84, 

122-7, 164-9, 213-6, 254-8, 321-4; 8(1964-65), 25-30, 75-78, 251-5, 340-7; 9(1966-1967), 187-95. On their 

graphic evolution, see: C. Hasler, The Royal Arms. Its Graphic and Decorative Development, London, 

1980.   
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compromise always remained a slippery one. This was notably the case for the high-

ranking members of the so-called “white rose” faction around the posterity of Edward IV 

(†1483) and his siblings, whose blazons with royal elements objectified a subversive 

potential.144 They realized that old dynastic affiliation could easily tip over into an 

alternative claim to the throne.      

One such authorization/confirmation was 

likely awarded to Henry Courtenay, whose 

mother Catherine had been a daughter of Edward 

IV. Created Marquess of Exeter in June 1525, he 

bore a quarter with the royal arms (both the lions 

and the lilies) differenced by a bordure of the 

royal charges, counter-changed (Figure 76).145 

Later on, however, Exeter became embroiled in 

rebellious activities revolving around the Yorkist 

affinity, which incited whispers about his desired 

succession to the throne upon the subsequent 

death of Henry VIII. He was executed alongside 

other attainted noblemen in January 1538.146 In 

the eyes of the increasingly paranoid king, the 

smallest evidence of unauthorized appropriations 

of the plain royal arms buttressed such 

accusations of treachery. Among others, Thomas 

Cromwell procured “a coat of white silk” 

allegedly found among the clothing of the countess of Salisbury – who was arrested in 

the context of the Pilgrimage of Grace and the Exeter Conspiracy – adorned with the 

arms of England (showing only the lions) on the one side and the image used by the 

rebellious movement against the king on the other.147 

Besides approving the royal status of some descendants of previous dynasties in a 

heraldic fashion − how precarious such toleration thus might prove afterwards − Henry 

VIII also included elements from the royal escutcheon in the achievements granted to 

three of his wives (in the making).148 Outside of these exceptions, which are rather 

uneasily classified under the heading of “augmentation”, the Tudor rulers never 

                                                           
144 On the problematic relationship of the first Tudor rulers with this faction, see: D. Seward, The last 

white rose. The secret wars of the Tudors, London, 2010. 
145 J. F. Huxford, Honour and Arms. The Story of Some Augmentations of Honour, London, 1984, 37-38. 

The quarter is described as an augmentation given by Henry VIII in: John Guillim, A display of heraldry; 

manifesting a more easie access to the knowledge therof then hath hitherto been published by any, 

through the benefit of method, …The fourth edition, London, 1660, 29. 
146 L & P, XIII, ii, n° 956, 961, 979.   
147 Gilbert Burnett, The History of the Reformation of the church of England, London, 1679 [1820], 556. 

The trials are analysed in M. H. Dodds & R. Dodds, The Pilgrimage of Grace, 1536-1537 and the Exeter 

Conspiracy 1538, Cambridge, 1971. and H. Pierce, Margaret Pole, countess of Salisbury 1473-1541. 

Loyalty, lineage and leadership, Cardiff, 2009.; Seward, The last white rose, 326.  
148 Pinches & Pinches, The Royal Heraldry, 144-6, 148.; S. Eden, ‘The arms and badges of the wives of 

Henry VIII’, The Burlington Magazine for Connoisseurs, 41(1922), 108-10. 

 
Figure 76.  Stained glass with the arms of Henry 
Courtenay, Down Ampney House, Gloucestershire, 
1533-6. © Philadelphia Museum of Art 
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intentionally gave clear royal charges to either subjects or foreigners.149 By not doing so, 

they subscribed more strictly than the French kings to the ideas about the 

representation of the impersonal crown as set forth by Cassaneus and de Grassaille. The 

Elizabethan lawyer John Ferne resolutely verbalized this political demeanour in his The 

Blazon of Gentry, published in 1586. He warned the archetype of the responsible prince 

about the disruptive consequences of distributing his own coat of arms to other parties. 

Just like the indivisibility and inalienability of sovereignty, the ensigns of that dignity 

were not to be multiplied. Symbolic inflation devalued authority and so completely 

disintegrated the body politic:  

 

“If the prince should graunt to an other the bearing of his Armes, the estate of the 

realme, shoulde bee turbulent, and his royall dignitie might happely bee decreased. […] 

If it were so […] then shoulde it follow, also that he had therewith devided the Empier 

or kingly goverment of his realm, for the communicatinge of the signes, of his dignitie, 

would shew to the people, a divison of his estate.”150  

 

If a sixteenth-century honourable grant did refer to the lion passant gardant or “lion 

of England” (on a chief or chevron), then colours were usually adapted to make the 

difference (e.g. Figure 77).151 More popular were honorary augmentations containing 

typical Tudor badges such as the red and white rose, a golden portcullis, the sunburst, 

(parts of) the greyhound or a separate fleurs de lis, often placed against the background 

of the green and silver livery colours of the Tudor dynasty.152 Although the English 

officers of arms possessed a significant delegated capacity to enact regular grants of 

arms without a foregoing approval (in contrast to most of their continental colleagues), 

such esteemed graphics demanded direct monarchical interference. Concessions of 

royal badges or devices were therefore made by royal warrant under the Privy or Great 

seal.153 Only afterwards were they recorded in the registers of the College of Arms. The 

wording of the letters patent bears out the special form of proximity to the high ranking 

                                                           
149 E.g. Thomas Manners, who was related to the royal family though did not descend from an heiress 

was granted by Henry VIII a chief quarterly of azure and gules with fleurs de lis and a lion passant gardant 

or, see: Fox-Davies, A Complete Guide, 596. Some exceptions seems to have been the grants of a chief 

gules with a “lion passent or” to Richard Smith, “doctor of physic” in August 1591 and to Richard Whyte 

around 1574: J. Foster & W. H. Rylands, ed., Grantees of Arms Named in the Docquets and Patents to the 

End of the Seventeenth Century in the Manuscripts preserved in the British Museum, the Bodleian Library, 

Oxford, Queen’s College Oxford, Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge, and Elsewhere, London, 1915, 

235, 275. The lions also popped up in the arms of some towns and companies. 
150 John Ferne, The Blazon of Gentrie, London, 1586, 290-1. 
151 Some examples in: Siddons, The Heraldry of Foreigners, 30-32 (Francis Bernard, s.d.), 82-85 

(Giovanni Cavalcanti, 1520/1), 157-60(Antonio Guidotti, 1550), 309-14 (Lorenz Stauber, 1520), 353-4 

(William Walderton, 1550), 298-301 (Olaf Sonesson, 1583).; Fox-Davies, A Complete Guide, 596 (William 

Compton). 
152 Some examples in: Siddons, The Heraldry of Foreigners, 10-12, 35-38, 55-57, 110-3, 173-5, 196-8, 219-

21, 233-5, 235-8, 241-5, 269, 301-3, 306-9.; Cf. Siddons, Heraldic badges, 11-12. 
153 Fox-Davies, A Complete Guide, 589.; A. R. Wagner & A. C. Cole, ‘The Venetian ambassador’s 

augmentation’, CoA, 3(1954), 80.  
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donor thereby created. The gifts came out of “our 

ensigns or arms” by “special grace”, but were not to 

be confused with the plain royal achievement.154  

Armorified badges rather suggested a familial and 

personal attachment than a share in the immemorial 

majesty of the crown. Originally allusions to Tudor 

lineage and marriage, the recognizable iconic 

pictures had quickly transpired into, to use the 

words of Sydney Anglo, meaningful yet widely dis- 

persed “dynastic hieroglyphs”. Besides their appea- 

rance in semi-armorial derivatives, worn badges also 

identified the fidelity of many courtiers and liveried 

retainers.155 In that sense, they were a safer invest- 

ment in the unpredictable network of adherents and 

supporters. As dynastic signifiers they outstripped 

the temporal framework, yet without causing 

confusion with public prerogatives. As in the 

Habsburg case discussed below, the unmistakable 

difference between “Tudor” affiliation and the 

everlasting transcendent or impersonal character of 

the English crown(s) dictated a very careful and 

protective handling of the armorial patrimony of old. 

Changing attitudes about the constitution of the 

kingdom in the first half of the seventeenth century, 

combined with the outbreak of civil conflict in 1642, would alter this outspoken 

reluctance. Some later, “Stuart” augmentations, notably conceded during and after the 

exile of Charles II, did include the ensigns of the crown in a more unambiguous 

manner.156 

The evolving situation in other monarchies likewise suggests a sharp restriction in 

practice that was at odds with the relatively generous policy of the Valois and early 

Bourbons. At the time of an intensified opposition between Habsburg and Valois, 

Emperor Charles V had continued the concessionary customs of his German 

predecessors. He even brought them to new heights. Already in the course of the late 

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the imperial chancery enjoyed a strong tradition of  

                                                           
154 E.g. Wagner & Cole, ‘Venetian ambassador’s augmentation’, CoA, 3(1954), 81-82. 
155 Anglo, Images, 35-36. 
156 A warrant issued by King Charles I on 6 May 1645 gave Edward Walker, Garter King of Arms, the 

authority to recompense royalists with an “Augmentacion, out of his Royall Badges”. The same was 

reissued by Charles II in september 1660, see: G. D. Squibb, Munimenta Heraldica, MCCCCLXXXIV to 

MCMLXXXIV, London, 1985, 126-7.; Woodcock & Robinson, The Oxford Guide to Heraldry, 70-72. This 

included also the occasional gift of a single “lion of England” on gules: Wagner & Cole, ‘The Venetian 

Ambassador’s Augmentation’, CoA, 20(1954), 131-3.; Fox-Davies, A Complete Guide, 591-2.; Foster & 

Rylands, Grantees of Arms, 46, 74, 163, 149, 195.; C. W. Scott-Giles, ‘Augmentations for Loyalty’, CoA, 

42(1960),  51-56.; J. C. Kease & J. Ferguson, ‘King Charles II and Augmentations of Honour’, CoA, n.s. 

13(2000), 245-9. 

 

Figure 77.  Augmentation of Edward VI 
to the Florentine diplomat Antonio 
Guidotti (December 1550), an azure 
chief with a lion passant gardant 
between three fleurs de lis d'or, 
reproduced in Siddons, Heraldry of 
Foreigners, 158. © College of Arms 
(London) 
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armorial augmentations for political purposes.157 The aforementioned counter-

concessions made to Italian allies in response to French overtures are just one example 

within a broad spectrum. Both individuals and important imperial cities were frequently 

allowed to share in the eagle symbolism, firmly associating them with the very vague 

and fragmented constitution of the Empire.158 Such grants most commonly consisted of a 

black (dimidiated) eagle in a golden chief, though many variants were possible. In some 

cases, a complete one-headed eagle was conceded. In other instances, smaller elements 

only in part referred to the bearings of the emperor. Grants including a full double-

                                                           
157 A. Zajic & P. Elbel, ‘Wappenmarkt und Marktwappen. Diplomatische und personengeschichtliche 

Überlegungen zum Wappenbrief König Sigismunds für Mohelno aus der Zeit des Konstanzer Konzils’, in: 

K. Hruza & A. Kaar, eds., Kaiser Sigismund (1368-1437). Zur Herrschaftspraxis eines europäischen 

Monarchen, Vienna, 2012, 301-64.; Galbreath & Jéquier, Manuel, 54.; Bock, ‘Der älteste kaiserliche 

Wappenbrief’, Archivalische Zeitschrift, 3e série, 8(1932), 48-55.; H. Jäger-Sunstenau, ‘Über die 

Wappenverleihungen der Deutschen  Kaiser 1328 bis 1806’, Genealogie, 34(1985), 529-35.; J. Arndt, ‘Die 

Entwicklung der Wappenbriefe von 1350 bis 1806 unter besonderer Berücksichtigung der 

Palatinatswappenbriefe’, Der Herold, 7(1969/70), 161-93.; Seyler, Geschichte, 467-73. 
158 On the Holy Roman Empire’s constition, see: Stollberg-Rilinger, Des Kaisers alte Kleider. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 78.  Diploma of Frederick III's armorial grant to Vienna, 1461 
(http://monasterium.net). © Wiener Stadt- und Landesarchiv 
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headed imperial eagle were highly uncommon.159 In certain instances, it was likewise 

given with an inversion of colours, such as Frederick III’s concession of a golden double-

headed eagle on black to the city of Vienna in 1461 (Figure 78) and to Krems an der 

Donau in 1463.160  

During the first decades of the sixteenth century, the imperial grant of armorial eagles 

was still a relatively regular occurrence. A considerable number of subjects in the 

Habsburg Low Countries, for which rich documentary evidence is available, received 

such a distinguished sign between 1530 and 1558.161 It was either part of a new armorial 

concession accompanying an ennoblement or it formed a separate addition. Most 

popular was the gift of a “one-headed black eagle”, commonly placed in the chief of the 

beneficiary’s arms; a configuration which took up more than half of all the eagle 

concessions. The dimidiated eagle (semi-aquilam) was good for one tenth of these 

special grants, while a two-headed eagle − 

which was exactly the same figure as Charles 

V’s arms as Holy Roman Emperor − is only 

documented five times in the 1530s.162 The 

exact placement of such mark had to reflect 

different degrees of personal favour. The 

greatest possible honour consisted of sharing 

the complete imperial ensign, be it in the 

principal part of the escutcheon or − in 

imitation of Charles’ grand heraldic compo- 

sitions − as the underlying supporter of one’s 

familial arms (Figure 79).163 The latter was 

usually reserved for the imperial secretaries, 

chancellors and trusted counsellors of the 

emperor. Nicolas Perrenot de Granvelle, for 

instance, who would become the emperor’s 

most trustworthy advisor after the death of 

Chancellor di Gattinara, received in February 

1530 “our ancient double-headed black 

imperial eagle in a golden field” to be placed on top of his familial charges.164 

                                                           
159 A black double-headed eagle on gold was in July 1452 granted by Frederick III to Wiener Neustadt: RI 

XIII n°243. 
160 K. Lind, Das Wappen der Stadt Wien, ein Versuch zur Feststellung der Geschichte dieses Wappens, 

Vienna, 1866, 24-27. The diploma speaks of a “gulden Adler mit zwayen hewbtern darauf ayn kayserliche 

Khron alles jn aynem Schwartzen felld”. 
161 Duerloo, ‘De heraldiek’, 29-31.  
162 Among the 41 ‘imperial’ eagles granted between 1530 and 1558 to subjects of the Low Countries, 28 

were one-headed black eagles (“aquilam nigram unius capitis”), 4 dimidiated eagle (“semi aquilam”), 2 

eagle crests, 1 eagle in a quarter, and only 5 double-headed eagles. A marked surge was situated in 1530-

1540 (including all the double-headed eagles). Calculations based on: Duerloo & Janssens, Wapenboek 

van de Belgische adel.  
163 De Oviedo, Batallas y Quinquagenas, vol. 1, 152.; Moreno de Vargas, Discursos de la nobleza. 
164 Duerloo & Janssens, Wapenboek van de Belgische Adel, 1642.  

 
Figure 79.  Arms of de Taxis with imperial 

augmentation, from Lopez de Haro, Nobiliario, 

1622, 18. 
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A specific social and professional background also applied to most of the other 

examples: the majority of beneficiaries were recompensed for rendering long-standing 

personal services to the emperor in the administration of the Empire, as officers or 

chamberlains at court, as members of the princely guard or as an imperial herald.165 

Instead of establishing an enduring bond with the dynasty, these gifts aimed at 

exteriorizing an individual’s marked contribution to the support of the Empire’s elusive 

institutions. A great number of eagle concessions to foreign princes or nobles, 

moreover, related to the investiture of imperial fiefs. Their meaning was thus to be 

situated in the federal structure of the Empire. Rather than undermining cohesion, the 

optical duplication underwrote the imperial subordination of territories that had 

attained a sovereign status in all but name. 

In the context of court politics, the sharing 

of the eagle rather defined an intimate 

bond to the person of the Emperor, 

especially outside the confines of the 

German territories.166 For instance, Charles 

V’s retainer Diego de Zárate, who had 

accompanied his master on several 

journeys and assisted him at the imperial 

coronation on 24 February 1530, received 

on that same day an appropriate eagle 

augmentation: “our one-headed black royal 

eagle” with on the right the new arched 

crown and on the left a royal crown (Figure 

80).167 Honorary augmentations including 

the territorial charges of Habsburg 

possessions or concessions of the so-called 

Austrian Bindenschild exceptionally occur- 

red, but were always of a disputable nature. 

Usually, a different colour scheme had to 

show that it created a bond of loyalty and 

not a share in political rights. 

Notwithstanding the unmatched bureaucratic frequency of imperial concessions in 

these decades, all men involved were convinced of the importance of preserving their 

exclusive character. In 1531, Charles V himself advised his brother Ferdinand, the newly 

elected king of the Romans, to be parsimonious when it came to ennoblements and 

                                                           
165 Examples of the latter are: Livinius Panagatho (Ibid., 16.); Stephanus de Mourez, roi d’armes 

Henegouwen (Ibid., 1487.); Johann von Francolin by Ferdinand I in 1557, augmentation consisting of a 

part of the Burgundian arms and the Burgundian saltire, see: A. C. Fox-Davies, The Art of Heraldry. An 

Encyclopaedia of Armory, London, 1904, 25. 
166 Formulation in the diplomas stressed that it concerned a one-headed “royal eagle” or a “roman eagle” 

(“aquilam romanam”) and not the imperial exemplar an sich. 
167 Alonso Lopez de Haro, Nobiliario genealogico de los reyes y titulos de España, dirigado a la magestad 

del rey don Felipe Quarto deste nombre, Madrid, 1622, II, 507-9. 

 
Figure 80.  Arms of Diego de Zarate with 

augmentation granted by Charles V in 1530, from 

Lopez de Haro, Nobiliario. 
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armorial grants. It was imperative to protect the proper equilibrium between old noble 

houses whose arms reflected ancient historical deeds and individuals only recently given 

arms.168 Moreover, regional sensibilities and deeply rooted distrust of alien influences 

made it impossible to design an effective, uniform policy for all Habsburg lands. 

Although eagle augmentations found their way to the Iberian peninsula, probably 

facilitated by their multisemantic resemblance to the Trastámara motive of the eagle of 

St John,169 an all too dominant use of imperial symbolism as a recompense for loyal 

Spanish subjects was discouraged. Over there, Charles was first and foremost king, and 

only in second place emperor.170  

There initially existed a lively medieval Spanish tradition of sharing and bearing the 

king’s ensigns among a number of confidants. Some (proto-heraldic) examples are even 

already attested at the end of the twelfth century.171 Since the last decades of the 

fourteenth century, such royal permissions to both natural persons and urban centres 

had taken on the shape of a formalized transaction. It not only bolstered the loyalty of 

supporters, especially of importance during the successorial troubles of the fifteenth 

century. The act of giving also had to assert the donor’s rightful possession of the 

sovereign ensigns and, hence, the territorial dominion they signified. In addition to the 

marked heraldic benevolence of Enrique IV (†1474) and the Catholic Monarchs before 

1480,172 some pretenders to the Trastámara succession likewise exploited the potential 

                                                           
168 K. Lanz, Staatspapiere zur Geschichte des Kaisers Karl V aus dem Königlichen Archiv und der 

Bibliothèque de Bourgogne zu Brüssel mitgetheilt, Stuttgart, 1845, 60 (n° 12) (Charles V to Ferdinand, 12 

March 1531). 
169 Luís Valero de Bernabé and Martín de Eugenio have calculated that eagles and charges derived from 

eagle figures appear in around 4,8% of all known Spanish bearings (approximately 2641 identified 

shields). 65% of them depicts a black eagle on a golden field. Only 1% shows a double-headed eagle, see: 

L. Valero de Bernabé & M. de Eugenio, Análisis de las características generales de la heráldica gentilicia 

Española y de las singularidades heráldicas existentes entre los diversos territorios históricos hispanos, 

unpublished doctoral dissertation Universidad Complutense de Madrid, 2007, 194-8. While it is impossible 

that all of these bearings hark back to an imperial concession or that they even alluded to any connection 

with the imperial office, some grants are documented for men of Spanish origin: Lorenzo Galíndez de 

Carvajal, for instance, who was a chronicler and royal counsellor under successively the Catholic Kings, 

Philip the Fair, Ferdinand of Aragon and Charles V received on 22 September 1530 from the latter an eagle 

as supporter of his familial shield. De Oviedo, Batallas y Quinquagenas, vol. 1, 152.; Moreno de Vargas, 

Discursos de la nobleza, f. 94v. The text of this concession in: S. Montoto, ed., Nobiliario Hispano-

Americano del siglo XVI, Madrid, 1927, 76-77.    
170 E.g. in September 1519 Charles V allegedly declared that he did not want to impair the “sovereignty 

of Spain” by placing the dignity of Emperor before that of King in his “escudos de armas y titulos”; cited 

in: de Guerra y Villegas, Discurso historico, 21. 
171 For example, Alfonso II of Aragon (1157-1196) granted in 1187 his banner (“vexillum nostrum”) to 

the city of Millau, see: de Ríquer, Heraldica castellana, 20-21.  
172 Examples of such grants, both to natural personas and cities, are enlisted in Menéndez Pidal de 

Navascues, Heráldica Medieval, 247, 250-7.; Valverde Ogallar, Manuscritos y heráldica, 427-30.; de Ríquer, 

Heraldica castellana, 20-21. A series of alleged royal augmentations conceded by the kings of Castile and 

Leon in: Moreno de Vargas, Discursos de la nobleza, f. 88r., 94v.-100r. For royal grants in medieval 

Navarra: Menéndez Pidal de Navascues & Martínez de Aguirre, El escudo de armas de Navarra, 77-81.; 

Ramos Aguirre, ‘Concessiones de armas a municipios por los reyes de Navarra’, Menéndez Pidal de 

Navascues, F., ed., Las armerías en Europa al comenzar la Edad Moderna y su proyección al Nuevo Mundo. 

Actas del VII coloquio Internacional de Heráldica, Cáceres, 30 sept. – 4 oct. de 1991, 1993, 369-73. 

Spanish concessions to foreigners are documented in: Dennys, The Heraldic Imagination, 30-31.; Huxford, 

Honour and Armsonour, London, 1984, 148.   
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of the mechanism: Alfonso V of Portugal, for example, donated in 1476 an augmentation 

of Castile and Leon to his secretary Alvaro López de Chaves. Again in 1506, one of his 

successors, Manuel I, granted a canton of Castile to the bishop of Tanger.173            

Because of the identical use of bordures and chiefs for honorary augmentations as 

well as for cadency marks of individuals who were related to the ruling family, the exact 

origins of many familial arms containing these tokens faded over time. One could 

therefore not rely on iconographic criteria alone to make sense of such elements when 

they appeared in visual aristocratic strategies. This confusion between passive favours 

and potentially active political claims had to be remedied once a unified authority was 

firmly consolidated on the Peninsula. In the already mentioned ruling of 1480, 

Ferdinand and Isabella not only enacted a prohibition to place crowns above non-royal 

bearings in all their subordinate lands. It also became prohibited to reuse the royal arms 

in a different way than stipulated in an original concession, either on bordures or in any 

other fashion.174 Leading manuals would repeat this restriction, while accentuating the 

importance of the consent of the Cortes and the royal counsel when exceptions to the 

prevailing rule were to be allowed. Symbolic “alienation” of the crown’s insignia was 

thus not the sole business of the individual monarch but subjected to consultative 

procedure.175 This highly restrictive approach, in many ways resonating with the 

assumptions of the Gallican legists or the Tudor policy makers, remained unofficial 

doctrine throughout the entire early modern period.176 In contrast to imperial 

munificence, which was clearly based on the personal authority and dignity of the 

Emperor, augmentations containing elements of the arms of the Spanish kingdoms or of 

other Habsburg acquisitions are hardly documented from the 1510s onwards.177   

The strong territorial connotation of the ensigns, in combination with their 

fragmented and ambiguous dynastic background, in fact proved less attractive in the 

patronage policy of the new regime. Therefore, gifts based on the royal blazon were 

likely to create more confusion than in the French case. In the first place, granting the 

complete composition appeared impossible because it could be seen as a definite 

cession of all regal rights.178 An exception was the grant to the Island of Hispaniola in 

September 1508 after supplications by its inhabitants. Apart from simultaneously giving 

                                                           
173 Both cited in: Menéndez Pidal de Navascués, Heráldica Medieval, 253, 256. For Portuguese 

augmentations containing the Castle and Lion, see also: F. de Simas de Azevedo, ‘Armas de Castela e Leâo 

en concessões heráldicas portuguesas’, Hoja informativa. Inst. Internacional de Genealogía y Heráldica, 

Madrid, 9(1962), n° 188, 56.   
174 Còrtes de los antiguos reinos, 191-2. 
175 Pedro de Gracia Dei cited in: Valverde Ogallar, Manuscritos y heráldica, 430. “Ninguno dove poner 

las armas reales en orla ni en onore de las suyas”; Moreno de Vargas, Discursos de la nobleza, f. 105r. 
176 Cf. Moreno de Vargas, Discursos de la nobleza, f. 88r.-100r. who almost literally recuperated the ideas 

of Cassaneus when discussing Spanish grants.   
177 Some exceptions are cited in: Menéndez Pidal de Navascues, Heráldica Medieval, 256. (Guerrero de 

Leza); A. Paz y Mélia, Nobiliario de conquistadores de Indias, Madrid, 1892, 57 (a golden castle on a red 

field to Juan Sebastián Elcano, 1523).; Valverde Ogallar, Manuscritos y heráldica, 430 (Ruy Diaz). 
178 The seventeenth-century Cronista y rey de armas José Alfonso de Guerra y Villegas made a difference 

between, on the one hand, the “regales mayores inseparables de la corona” which included the regal 

achievement and, on the other hand, “regalias menores” who could be communicated to magnates, titled 

noblemen and the vassals of the king, see: de Guerra y Villegas, Discurso historico, 5.  
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mainstream amorial bearings to fifteen cities – to my knowledge, the only collective 

concession of its kind – the complete island was awarded a red shield with the Castilian 

device of the Banda (Bend), taken from the royal standard, underneath an early version 

of the cortado-arms (Figure 81). Castles, lions, the yoke and arrow devices of Ferdinand 

and Isabella and their respective monograms all appeared in the bordure. The entire 

configuration was furthermore encircled by the collar of the Golden Fleece and 

surmounted by the royal crown.179 This curious, unprecedented gift was probably 

defended by the status of the island as a dependency of Castile, and no independent 

legal entity in its own right.180 The collar of the chivalrous order in combination with the 

personal devices also suggested an individual endowment instead of the sheer partition 

of public prerogative. A comparable augmentation was later made to the city of Santo 

Domingo, combining the royal quarters with Philip II’s globus device and motto.181 

Secondly, the potential choice to grant only one isolated element would favour one 

region above all others; a sensitive issue in a composite system wherein the subjects of 

each part had a various status. Moreover, what would be the most appropriate way to 

show such addition iconographically? Given the fact that the Habsburg achievement had 

a composite and unstable nature by itself, the grant of a royal canton, quarter or 

inescutcheon was more easily connected to a full transfer of sovereign rights on land. 

This realization made the practice virtually useless. So the result was a re-emphasized 

exclusivity of all royal charges in every possible composition used by the sovereign. 

Explicit gifts of these signs rarely occurred during the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries, with some notable exceptions for colonial institutions and cities.182 The 

partition of Habsburg lands in 1555/6 also made an end to the somewhat special 

condition of imperial donations in the domains of Philip II.  

With the discovery of the West Indies and the establishment of a colonial 

infrastructure, European symbolism – like heraldry – was exported to these distant 

areas. Official grants of arms were the main channel of diffusion. Already under Charles 

V, the motive of the eagle had nested across the Atlantic,183 where a syncretism with nat- 

                                                           
179 A printed version of the grant (allegedly taken from the registers of the Casa de Contratación) in BNM 

Mss 1447 (Noticias civiles y eclesiasticas de Indias), f. 11r.-12r.  
180 For civic grants in the New World, see: T. Amerlinck, ‘Heraldica Municipal en la Nueva España 

durante el siglo XVI’, in: Menéndez Pidal de Navascues, Las armerías en Europa, 21-30.; Gil Gonzalez 

Davila, Teatro eclesiastico de la primitiva iglesia de las Indias occidentales, vol. 1, Madrid, 1649. 
181 Parker, The world is not enough, 11. 
182 In fact, the general frequency of donations seems to have decreased in the mid-sixteenth century, 

see: de Ceballos-Escalera y Gila, Heraldos, 111-2. Towards the end of the sixteenth century, there was 

again an upsurge. 
183 W. Rincón García, ‘Áquilas bicéfalas allende los mares. Su presencia en el arte hispanoamericano a 

través del legado fotográfico de Diego Angulo al CSIC’, in: S. De Maria & M. P. López de Corselas, eds., El 

imperio y las hispanias de Trajano a Carlos V. Clasicismo y poder en el arte español, Bologna, 2014, 533-

44.; S. Thiry & L. Duerloo, ‘The Eagle Resurrected. The Abdication of Emperor Charles V, the Spanish 

Monarchy and the Reinvention of the Imperial Eagle’, XXXI International Congress of Genealogical and 

Heraldic Sciences (Oslo 2014) (forthcoming). 
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ive lore further endorsed its popularity. In response to a wave of New World petitions 

by conquistadores, settlers and native noblemen in the 1530s and 40s, some isolated 

gifts of an orla of Castile and Leon stand out against this multitude of one headed 

eagles.184 Yet, through subtle iconographic variations, princely gratitude could often be 

expressed without impairing sovereign dignity per se: One popular solution, for 

instance, in emulation of precedents set under Ferdinand and Isabella, was to inverse or 

change colours of castles and lions in new shields or to add small components such as 

banners in the background. The resulting bearings clearly alluded to honourable 

services for the Castilian crown, but prevented unwanted duplications of the royal 

ensigns.185 Relatively numerous were also compositions with royal devices, such as 

Charles V’s columns of Hercules, or the inclusion of royal monograms.186 They 

                                                           
184 M. I. Rodríguez Moya, ‘La construcción heráldica del Imperio carolino en América. Los primeros 

escudos nobiliarios y urbanos’, in: S. De Maria & M. P. López de Corselas, eds., El imperio y las hispanias 

de Trajano a Carlos V. Clasicismo y poder en el arte español, Bologna, 2014, 517-31. E .g. Montoto, 

Nobiliario Hispano-Americano, 113-15 (Gaspar de Espinosa, 1524). 
185 E.g. Montoto, Nobiliario Hispano-Americano, 20 (Jeronimo de Aliaga, 1536), 23-24 (Diego de 

Almagro, 1532), 26-27 (Hernando Aragones, 1553), 32-33 (Pedro de Asensio, 1532), 34-35 (Bartolome de 

Astorga, 1532), 161-2 (Francisco de Granada, 1532), 244-5 (Alonso de Mata, 1532). See also: Paz y Mélia, 

Nobiliario, passim. 
186 E.g. Montoto, Nobiliario Hispano-Americano,41-43 (Juan Barbaran, 1540), 152-57 (Gonzalo Gomez de 

Espinosa, 1528), 250-3 (Diego Montero, 1540), 287-9 (Esteban de Pasamonte, s.d.), 318-22 (Francisco 

Pizarro, 1529), 353 (Alonso Ruiz, 1542). 

Figure 81.  Armorial grant to Hispaniola (1508), a 
copy from BNM Mss 1447, f. 11r.-12v. © 
Biblioteca Nacional de España 
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established a personal affection to the monarch within the frame of recent dynastic 

developments without infringing his abstract dignity.187 Another, “safe” option was to 

allude to the symbols of royalty in grants of exterior supporters, crests and decorative 

elements.188        

The above analysis paints a story of waxing governments that, at first glance, seemed 

relatively successful in pairing the preservation of the sovereign icon with the use of 

princely symbolism as a political instrument of recompense and alliance building. Legal 

observations, together with official decrees, by now definitely restricted the assumption 

or disrespectful treatment of elements from royal iconography outside the sovereign’s 

will − up to the point where even the individual ruler had to abide with an anciently 

sanctioned situation. The growing body of written evidence, promulgated letters patent, 

registered arms and authorized compositions that were produced through the 

professionalizing chanceries and organized heraldic jurisdiction, enabled an unforeseen 

supervision over these affairs.189 It assured that the state became the only legitimate 

channel of all bearings within a given dominion. Its impact on former customs was 

substantial. A broad review of several examples of dispersed royal tokens seems to imply 

that the studied monarchies were able to curb new demands (or restrictions) to their 

advantage. Smart iconographic adaptation, the redefinition of meaning and a careful 

choice of beneficiaries kept the gift-giving of princely imagery a viable tool to seal 

political bonds.  

Notwithstanding admonitions about the disintegration of the realm, sovereigns 

applied the reinvented mechanism to construct transgenerational ties and to extent 

their influence – as the ultimate source of such favours – outside their own boundaries. 

According to its own self-conception and aspirations, each regime reacted differently to 

the challenges. Valois France continued to grant fleurs de lis in the name of exceptional 

royal grace. Their Bourbon successors, struggling to stabilize the community and affirm 

their right to rule, did the same for their loyal allies and supporters. Criticism was 

counterbalanced by stressing the unquartered and integral nature of the plain arms of 

France, in contrast to the new and seemingly harmless combinations. The Tudor rulers, 

on the contrary, were reluctant to grant marks that could be mistaken for an open 

cession of public prerogatives. Their own faint connection to the Plantagenet line made 

the royal lion and lilies ineffective in creating visual ties of loyalty to their own family. 

And so was the attitude of the Habsburg rulers towards the multitude of native signs 

assembled under their guidance. For both of these regimes, the distribution of individual 

devices and paraheraldic allusions to the dynasty were better suited to this end. 

Nevertheless, a watertight grip on the system was utopian. Any degree of control that an 

individual ruler might wield had to be measured against the handling of precedents and 

the existence of strategies that conflicted with princely intentions. Central 

monopolization thus in no way paralyzed the imagery. Although the long term effects of 

                                                           
187 Cf. Thiry, ‘From royal representation’.  
188 Duerloo, Privilegies uitbeelden, 197-8. 
189 Ibid., 84-99. 
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heraldry could be seen as a positive force in the bolstering of monarchical command, it 

inevitably also posed difficulties for an equivocal managing of the phenomenon.  

The framework of written concessions, former permissions and the authorization of 

long-standing visual privileges was often exploited to further other interests than those 

of the temporal prince or the honorific protocol of the moment. The further away from 

the political centre, the easier such claims were. Even regular grants could acquire a 

subversive potential in due course. Research on Spanish armorial concessions to 

indigenous noblemen and municipalities in colonial Mexico, for instance, has outlined 

the striking intercultural creativity in unfolding such strategies for clear socio-political 

ends. Coming to terms with the colonial authorities, local town councils and indigenous 

lords started to petition Madrid for armorial grants in the mid-sixteenth century. This 

active policy of request resulted in a bizarre syncretism of native iconography and the 

symbolism of colonial power. It remodelled an essentially European form of 

representation into an important conveyor of social distinction or communal autonomy. 

The originally obtained royal cédulas were remarkably cherished by their owners, 

including a ceremonial honouring upon their reception and safekeeping in luxury sealed 

boxes.190  

Over time, creative recycling of the bond between graphic marks and the written 

word became functional in situations that had not been anticipated by the initial 

motivation to concede such honours. Especially in the second half of the colonial 

period, indigenous communities combined such authentic (as well as some forged) 

certificates of arms with other legal documents to defend corporate integrity and 

ancestral rights on land in their disputes with neighbouring communities and viceregal 

infringement. By doing so, a cultural channel all too easily explained as exporting 

European ideas on dominance and subordination became a surprising vehicle of 

resistance. In the words of Robert Haskett, the paper concessions were “transformed 

into a symbol of indigenous corporate legitimacy”.191 One of these legal collections, the 

so-called Municipal Codex of Cuernavaca, succinctly summarized the role of an officially 

certified coat of arms as an efficient political instrument: 

 

“This is how our ruler the King granted it to us, so that we made this coat-of-arms, which 

is to become our empowerment and protection, so that we will be freed from the 

Spaniards, so that they will not revile us nor take anything from us, nor will our priests 

afflict us. For with this empowerment we will be protected.”192              

 

                                                           
190 M. Castañeda de la Paz, ‘Central Mexican Indigenous Coats of Arms and the Conquest of Meso- 

america’, Ethnohistory, 56(2009), 125-61.; M. Domínguez Torres, ‘Emblazoning Identity: Indigenous 

Heraldry in Colonial Mexico and Peru’, in: I. Katzew, ed., Contested visions in the Spanish Colonial World, 

Los Angeles, 2011, 96-115. 
191 R. Haskett, ‘Paper Shields: The Ideology of Coats of Arms in Colonial Mexican Primordial Titles’, 

Ethnohistory, 43(1996), 99-126 (citation on page 100). See also: M. Domínguez Torres, ‘Claiming Ancestry 

and Lordship: Heraldic Language and Indigenous Identity in Post-Conquest Mexico’, Bulletin of Latin 

American Research, 30(2011), 70-86. 
192 Cited in Haskett, ‘Paper Shields’, 113. 
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The use of such strong terms by a local actor challenges an all too univocal 

interpretation of increasing princely supervision. Particular subjects, aristocrats, 

communities and institutions were often able to rearrange the heraldic order of being as 

to demand a degree of respect for traditions and immunities. Time-honoured symbolism 

could be the onset to bargain influence and political significance, either in an 

unintentional way or by a very conscious move. Touching the lions, lilies and other 

prestigious figures coinciding with the one source of legitimate authority, heraldic 

privileges were also likely to enforce specific royal protection or invoked ancient rights 

to participate in the decisions that were to be taken. The tune of the dialogue was either 

set by references to familial proximity or the reciprocal character of the bonds of 

loyalty. At certain delicate moments, firm demands were transformed into rival 

pretences.  

This empowerment “the other way round” was again reflected on two fronts: within 

a polity, as we have seen, monarchs had to cope with the existing remnants of older 

loyalties and dynastic connections. Measures to keep the unbridled use of regal insignia 

in check were only partially effective as some elites cleverly turned them to their 

advantage in the wider tactics of display. On the international scene, some disputes 

arose wherein heraldic pretence was a considerable reason for hostile manoeuvres. One 

such crisis erupted in the middle of the sixteenth century and pitted France against 

England in a struggle that has earned the epithet of “War of the Insignia” in popular 

historiography.193 The way in which the involved parties handled this confrontation and 

conducted the diplomatic debate are revealing for their understanding of such self-

conscious strategies. Seen from that angle, the ups and downs of gifts and recognition 

were not the ultimate triumph of the almighty sovereign but rather a fundamental form 

of negotiation.          

 

 

 

PART II – GRANTING EMPOWERMENT 

 

For the influential French legists of the early sixteenth century, as we have seen, the 

prince’s command over the integral system of valid bearings was part and parcel of an 

ancient jurisdictional complex that seemed exempted from individual of private 

initiative. Along the same vein, manuals and the leading heraldists of the age, started to 

accentuate that only the possessor of sovereign dignity – whose heraldic persona fully 

coincided with the abiding symbolic entity of the realm – rightfully held the capacity to 

donate arms. This transcendent status was especially necessary when it concerned his 

own attributes and so the coverage of the French fleurs de lis inside and outside the 

kingdom. Around 1520 – and copied in a mid-sixteenth century manuscript treatise – le 

Féron stated that it was in no way permitted to bear the royal arms “immediately” “s’il 
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n’est descendu par ligné paternelle ou maternelle de France, si n’est par privileige”.194 It 

not only applied to the plain shield or to a recognizable quarter, but to every 

conceivable iconographic expression of the royal arms:  

 

“Et nul ne doit prendre ne donner de France, ou autrement fleur de liz, sans permission 

du roy de France soit en bande, faesse, en chevron, ou en quelque sorte que ce soit 

mediatement sans l’auctorité, permission et privileige du roy France.”195  

 

Moreover, in case of the noble fleurs de lis in their “droict et nature”, that is depicted 

in the royal colours of “or” and “azure”, a donation “a aucun prince ou cappitaine en 

remuneration de quelque gros service qu’il pourroit avoir fait a la couronne de France 

ou a la chose publicque” was subjected to “deliberation” and official solemnity. In 

contrast to non-royal fleurs de lis in other colours who could be granted on just the 

personal initiative of the prince, the dispersal of their royal counterparts required a 

broader political consent.196 Authoritative seventeenth-century works repeated these 

obligations. Marc Vulson de la Colombière, for instance, wrote in 1644 that “l’on ne 

peut prendre en France des fleurs-de-lis pour armes ni pou[r] brisure, que par 

concession du Roy”.197    

Because the successive kings accordingly held this faculty of heraldic gift-giving not 

as private individuals, but through the exercise of their immortal transcendent office, 

they likewise could not change already established rights by their mere personal will. It 

was taken for granted that privileges issued by the crown were perpetual.198 Although 

some older licenses might seem objectionable and excessive to new standards, their 

persistent existence could not simply be ignored. Successors, therefore, were not in a 

position to question or withdraw past augmentations or approvals; notwithstanding that 

the symbolic bragging of certain noble families who were no longer held in special 

esteem at court caused. The episode of the vicomte d’Estaing, pridefully drawing 

attention to his heraldic bond with royalty centuries after the augmentation had been 

allegedly donated, contained the blueprint of a specific and relatively common tactic of 

social display.199 This was deployed by both minor as well as by high aristocrats. The 

armorial ostentation during the martial parade of 1629, reminded Louis XIII and the 

other spectators of the reciprocal implications of the visual relation: the noble house 

still fulfilled its old promises of support and military aid, demanding in return the same 

protection, recognition and proximity from the king in the present day. As such, it was 

the perceptible version of an ethos of mutual exchange and obligation that 

characterized the noble class.200  

                                                           
194 Arsenal 5255, f. 60v., transcribed in: Boudreau, L’héritage symbolique, II, 731. A copy in BnF Fr. 

2776, f. 52r.-v. 
195 Arsenal 5255, f. 60v.; Boudreau, L’héritage symbolique, II, 731. 
196 Arsenal 5255, f. 60v.; Boudreau, L’héritage symbolique, II, 731. 
197 de la Colombière, La science héroïque, Paris, 1644, 78-79. 
198 Cassaneus, Catalogus, f. 20r. 
199 BnF Fr. 8198, f. 34r.-35r. 
200 Cf. A. Jouanna, Le Devoir de Revolte. La noblesse française et la gestation de l’État moderne (1559-

1661), Paris, 1989. 
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The obvious dismay of the young Louis XIII, anxious to affirm his rule, was not so 

much aroused by the claimed existence of such a far-ranging privilege – the previous 

analysis has shown that he himself was an enthusiastic donor of that kind – yet rather by 

a feeling that the veracity and the verifiable character had altogether slipped the leash of 

governmental oversight. Often situated in a bygone era whereof central administration 

had left little traces, one could do little more than accept the established records of such 

tales in the biased works of familial genealogy or rely on traditions that were transmitted 

orally. These sort of stories were set in the time of Philip II Augustus and St Louis IX, or 

were even traced back to the pre-heraldic reigns of Charlemagne or Clovis.201 The king 

of arms, whose self-declared efforts in listing other accepted examples points at the 

growing wish to document these approved rights once and for all, had to choose 

between conflicting historical memories of the signs.202 Yet also some of the 

“officialized” versions had little historical foundation, even by the standards of the day.              

The narrative background behind heraldic or genealogical claims was surprisingly 

pliable. This resulted in strategies that sometimes bordered on falsification, or at least if 

approached from a modern perspective.203 For some, the potential of armorial display 

and past marks of royal favour were a source to be exploited. They aimed for an aura of 

authority or wanted to suggest a prominent closeness to the centre of power that in 

reality was almost non-existent. A number of families even resorted to the invention of 

honourable augmentations of an ancient date, from periods shrouded in mystery and 

thus virtually unverifiable (whether sounding plausible or not).204 Also civic institutions 

or religious foundations capitalized on the references and allusions to a shared royal past 

in their armorial identity. However, not all were frauds or contorted historical truth for 

the gain of social capital. There were always individuals who bore royal ensigns because 

they were indeed related to ruling dynasties. Others sponged on well-documented royal 

favours once given to so-called famous relatives in a distant past. They sometimes 

succeeded to obtain a renewed official affirmation of these which placed them again in 

the centre of attention. Under the reign of Louis XIII at least two such families who 

claimed to descend from the Maid of Orléans and her brothers gained a special licence 

to continue the bearing of arms conceded in 1429: a sword on azure encircled by a 

crown, accompanied by two golden fleurs de lis on either side (Figure 72).205 Similar 

                                                           
201 De la Chenaye-Desbois, Dictionnaire, vol. 13, 862 (grant by Louis IX to the House of Milly); vol. 18, 

976 (grant by Louis IX to the House of Thy); vol. 19, 1058 (alleged grant of three fleurs de lis by 

Charlemagne to the German House of Velser).; Palliot, La vraye et parfaite science, 429 (grant of the 

‘double tressure flory counter-flory Gules’ to Achaius, alleged king of Scotland by Charlemagne). See also: 

le Laboureur, l’origine des armes, 39-117. 
202 BnF Fr. 8198, passim. 
203 A famous, seventeenth-century case of heraldic and genealogical falsification in the Spanish 

Netherlands, including a claimed affiliation to the ducal houses of Brittany and Burgundy, is analysed in 

detail in: L. Galesloot, Pierre-Albert et Jean de Launay, hérauts d’armes du duché de Brabant. Histoire de 

leurs procès (1643-1687), Brussels, 1866.; P. de Ghellinck Vaernewyck, ‘Du danger d’être faussaire au 

XVIIe siècle ou l’exécution de Jean de Launay à Tournai’, Publications extraordinaires de la Société Royale 

d’Histoire et d’Archéologie de Tournai, 1(1984), 47-76.   
204 Cf. Durey de Noinville, ‘Recherches’; Duerloo, ‘Transcending the frontiers’.; Ailes, ‘Heralds, Myths 

and Legends’, 96-97. See also chapter 3, pp. 202-3. (Las Navas de Tolosa). 
205 De la Chesnaye-Desbois (Louis Douezy, sieur de Caumont and his brother); BnF Dupuy 659, f. 63r.-v. 
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tactics and developments occurred in the other monarchies, where political alterations 

had put other parameters in play. State authorities could roughly react in two ways: 

reinforcing a central overlook (which failed in due course) and entering the dialogue 

through mutual negotiation or deterring coercion.   

 

 

Aristocratic Strategies versus Royal Coercion  

 

In the conglomerate of Habsburg dominions, the issue of how to restrain the confidant 

boasting of those lineages related to former regional dynasties took on pressing 

concerns. Due to the lack of regulations on cadency, they recombined regal marks at 

their own discretion. The ambiguities of political continuity, the composite nature of 

royal heraldry and a cocktail of customary practices varying from region to region were 

all factors in strengthening political empowerment via such aristocratic or communal 

display. Spanish habits of female inheritance further added to this symbolic 

proliferation.206 At a Valladolid tournament on 7 July 1527 celebrating the baptism of the 

future Philip II, for example, Emperor Charles V was confronted with no less than thirty-

seven native grandees who paraded royal quarters on their accoutrements (being more 

than one fourth of all contestants).207 The forceful occasional parading of these 

illustrious signs − even if many related families not regularly included such quarters in 

their achievement − summoned age-old political connections and loyalties which the 

born and bred foreigner had to take into account.208 Exploiting a moment of secured 

succession to showcase their long-standing intimate bond with royalty, the native 

chivalrous elite visually demanded substantial participation in the political project. This 

aristocratic pageant furthermore outlined an equitable share, whose harmony was to be 

protected against the incursion of new men and non-native administration.  

Nevertheless, a continuous free multiplication of these signs among the native elites 

presented the Habsburg succession as a less inevitable outcome as Charles envisioned. 

Without prejudicing the ancient rights and pedigree of these men, a threefold set of 

conscious measures had to keep all too bold pretences in check: The legal and 

genealogical foundations behind all subsisting princely quarters that turned up in 

aristocratic achievements were, in the first place, to be officially ascertained through 

written proof.209 A number of important noble families had their bearings again 

approved and attested in patents and certificates. Besides recognized members of the 

                                                           
206 Woodcock & Robinson, The Oxford Guide, 23. 
207 E. Ruiz Garcia & P. Valverde, ‘Relación de las Fiestas caballerescas de Valladolid de 1527: un 

documento inédito’, Emblemata, 9(2003), 127-94.  
208 On the relation between Charles V and the native Spanish aristocracy, see: A. Espinosa, The Empire 

of the Cities. Emperor Charles V, the Comunero Revolt, and the Transformation of the Spanish System, 

Leiden, 2009, esp. 87-89.  
209 After the Valladolid tournament, in November 1527, Charles V’s painter Jacob van Laeth produced an 

armorial with the arms of “todos los grandes de españa”, see: Gonzalo Sánchez-Molero, ‘La Heráldica de 
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dynasty, only a small selection of families could be 

allowed a share in the regal arms. Touching Castile and 

Leon, no more than four Spanish casas were by the 

mid-fifteenth century generally acknowledged to be in 

the possession of such license: Manrique, the dukes of 

Medina Sidonia, Benavente (Figure 82), Cabrera 

(Marques de Moya) and their relatives.210 Secondly, the 

need for a fixed and visible difference with the 

arrangements used by the actual sovereign was 

stressed. Instructions reduced the fluidity of aristocratic 

compositions. They were only to be transmitted in the 

main branches of the recognized houses in question. 

The essential contrast between kinship or affiliation 

and full political dignity had to be made clear through 

specific iconographic design. Any alteration afterwards 

was now perceived as an infringement of the pre-

eminence of the natural lord.211 It was recognized, for 

instance, that the late Luis de la Cerda (1479-1501), the 

first duke of Medinaceli could bear quarterings of Castile, Leon and France as he 

descended from both Alfonso the Wise (1221-84) and Blanche of France (a daughter of 

Louis IX). Yet, the form in which the family organized its bearings was not to resemble 

those of the main royal lineage.212  

The third and undeniably most persuasive measure, however, were resolute actions 

of deterrence. These targeted noblemen who did openly manipulate any of the plain 

territorial charges of the sovereign without his permission, either in Spain or in the 

other dependencies. At one tournament in Ghent in the presence of Charles V, Reinout 

III of Brederode, who was a knight of the Golden Fleece and first noblemen of the 

province of Holland with substantial holdings in that county including the free place of 

Vianen, dared to display the plain lion of Holland (red on gold) without any differencing 

at all (Figure 83).213 Based upon his family’s supposed descent from the original countal 

house,214 it was also discovered that he had erected the same provocative escutcheon in 

                                                           
210 De Oviedo, Batallas y Quinquagenas, I, 128.; Carrasco Manchado, Isabel I de Castilla, 459. The 

Marques de Moya was granted an augmentation of  the “armas reales” by the Catholic Monarchs on 4 

November 1475: duque de Alba, ‘La copa de oro de las marqueses de Moya’, Estudios segovianos, I, 1983.  
211 Fernandez de Oviedo, Libro de Blasones (ca. 1528), partially edited in: M. D. Peréz Baltasar, 

‘Fernández de Oviedo. Hito innovador en la historiografía’, in: Congreso de Historia del Descubrimiento, 

vol. 4, Madrid, 1992, 332-3.  
212 De Oviedo, Batallas y Quinquagenas, I, 75-81. 
213 The arms in: Universiteitsbibliotheek Gent, Bib. G.9943: armorial of the Ghent Tournament of 1531, 

f. 9v. On the prominence of the Brederode family, see: H. F. K. van Nierop, Van ridders tot regenten. De 

Hollandse adel in de zestiende en de eerste helft van de zeventiende eeuw, Amsterdam, 1984, 50.; H. 

Cools, Mannen met macht. Edellieden en de moderne staat in de Bourgondisch-Habsburgse landen (1475-

1530), Zutphen, 2001, 175-6 (n°37). 
214 These genealogical pretences of the Brederode family had already caused consternation in the mid-

fifteenth century and during the revolts against Maximilian (1488-90), see: E. Bousmar & H. Cools, ‘Le 

 

Figure 82.  Arms of the ducal House 
of Benavente, from de Haro, 
Nobiliario, 279. 
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the city of Utrecht and in other public 

places. A provisional sentence immediately 

procured against Brederode in January 

1532 before the grand marshal strictly 

forbade the continuation of such visual 

charade: The lord of Vianen could in no 

way bear such territorial mark by “private 

authority” as it belonged to the imperial 

majesty in “all sovereignty”, thereby 

suggesting that there had been a trea- 

cherous design. A herald with the title of 

Burgundy was charged with solemnly 

proclaiming the sentence and with the 

public destruction of all offensive objects 

reproducing the disproved image in the 

presence of several witnesses.215 The 

accused was then accorded a period of 

respite of one year to submit pieces of 

evidence that still could endorse the 

legitimacy of his actions.216  

Brederode defended himself by arguing that he had assumed the plain arms of 

Holland in order to profess his illustrious pedigree and native background, without any 

intention of harming the rights and majesty of the emperor. In light of the important 

nobleman’s “substantial and pleasant services” to the Habsburg cause, Charles V finally 

decided to spare him an all too severe punishment for treason. A sentence promulgated 

in May 1534 confirmed the judgement of 1532 and ordered Brederode to resume the 

quartered version of his father and grandfather with the lion of Holland visibly 

differenced by a label of three points.217 Ironically, his fanciful genealogical claims were 

authorized by royal fiat around the same time, provided that they did not contradict the 

emperor’s sovereignty whatsoever.218 The grateful nobleman readily complied with 

these provisions. For instance, an illustrated printed pedigree published in Reinout’s 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
corps du prince dans les anciens Pays-Bas, de l’état bourguignon à la révolte (XIVe-XVIe siècles)’, in: 

Micrologus: Nature, Sciences and Medieval Societies, 22(2014): Le Corps du Prince, 289-90.  
215 RAG, Raad van Vlaanderen, 34318.; NADH, Hof van Holland, n° 29 (1e Memoriaal Johan de Jonge), f. 

243v.-245v.; NADH, familiearchief Brederode, n° 1 & 2. On the destruction of the arms, cf. Simon van 

Leeuwen, Batavia illustrata, ofte oud Batavien, The Hague, 1685, 722.  
216 The period of investigation was later extended to two years because coins struck by Brederode as the 

lord of Vianen (a small principality which had its own right of coinage and which was exempted from the 

jurisdiction of the Court of Holland) had to be scrutinized as well. See: NADH, familiearchief Brederode, 

n° 1 (Declarations of governor Mary of Hungary, 20 February 1532 and 9 May 1534). Transcriptions of 

these documents in n° 2.   
217 RAG, Raad van Vlaanderen, 34318.; NADH, Hof van Holland, n° 29, f. 244r.-45r. For Brederode’s 

arguments: Paulus Voet, Oorspronck, voortganck en daeden der doorluchtiger heeren van Brederode, 

Utrecht, 1556, 108-9. 
218 NADH, familiearchief Brederode, n° 11 (Deduction presentée a sa Majesté Imperiale, 17th century) 

citing a declaration of Mary of Hungary from March 1535.; Voet, Oorspronck, 107. 

 

Figure 83.  Brederode bearing the plain arms of 
Holland, from armorial of the Ghent tournament 
of 1531, f. 9v. © Universiteitsbibliotheek Gent 
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lifetime depicted his ancestor’s fictional armorial quarters of France, “Greece”, and the 

papal family of Colonna. The plain arms of Holland (the fourth quarter mentioned in the 

corresponding text) were now exchanged for those of “Constantinople” (Figure 84).219  

 

 

 

 

In short, the stringent policy concerning the inalienable character of sovereign arms 

heralded by theorists found their Habsburg counterpart in a particular mindset and a 

number of practical initiatives in Spain and the Low Countries. With regard to the 

hereditary lands of the Monarchy, the slow concentration and consolidation of a 

mishmash of legitimate authority in the hands of one ruler, encouraged an absolute 

exclusivity in outward style. Because of the strong territorial connotation of the various 

signs, in contrast to the highly ambiguous dynastic connections that lay behind them, 

forthright concessions would easily amount to an alienation of power and were 

therefore discouraged. Notwithstanding this abstract vision on incommunicable 

sovereignty, the old heraldic patrimony of important noble families, whose lasting 

cooperation was essential for preserving political harmony, had to be exempted from 

this rigorous policy. Royal elements in non-royal bearings were allowed if there existed 

written proof and only in versions clearly distinct from the plain originals. More so than 

in France, subversive usage was to be detected and removed.  

Although doctrines about majesty and the state were thus translated in a creative yet 

restricted visual policy, princely agency had its limits here as well. The bureaucratization 

of heraldry undoubtly enabled some statesmen and administrators from relatively 

modest upbringing to exploit the system of granting for their own advancement. Having 

access to the administrative machinery of official heraldic recognition, they constructed 

                                                           
219 A. J. Klant-Vlielander-Hein & D. de Hoop Scheffer, Vorstenportretten uit de eerste helft van de 16de 

eeuw. Houtsneden als propaganda, Amsterdam, 1972, 32-33, cat. 33.  

Figure 84.  Cornelis Anthonisz, genealogy 
of the lords of Brederode (detail), 1550/1, 
from Klant-Vlielander-Hein & de Hoop 
Scheffer, Vorstenportretten, cat. 33. 
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themselves a symbolic closeness to their overlord without necessarily reflecting real 

princely favour. For example, Gabriel de Salamanca, the Spanish chancellor of Ferdinand 

(I), offended a number of noblemen in 1523 by having himself and his clients awarded 

an augmentation clearly based on the Austrian and Castilian royal arms.220 Others 

referred to excessive grants made before the sixteenth century, like in France, or 

recollected hazy familial connections to answer for regal allusions.221 Juan de Mariana 

complained in 1592 in his De Rebus Hispanis about the many dukes, marquesses and 

counts who unjustly adorned their heraldic coronets with high fleurons in an 

unconcealed imitation of royalty, or who bragged with quarters of Castile or Aragon.222  

There were likewise families who evaded the 

original prescriptions concerning colours or forms by 

way of small modifications that remained undetected 

by the authorities. It has been estimated, for instance, 

that a castle in the colour combination of gold and 

red was actually the most popular figure in Iberian 

heraldry (9,3%), though such instances were far from 

all royal concessions.223 Upon the return from his first 

voyage in March 1493, Ferdinand and Isabella granted 

the famous explorer Christopher Columbus and his 

offspring a prestigious coat of arms. It contained a 

chief with a golden castle on a green field and the 

lion of Leon likewise armed and langued in green 

(Figure 85).224 In consecutive renderings, however, 

the family soon introduced some subtle changes: they 

began using the same colours as the royal arms as 

well as depicting the composition in the form of a 

more distinguished quartering or mantelado, as to 

suggest a very intimate bond of familiarity with the 

sovereign. Prominent chroniclers such as Gonzalo 

Fernández de Oviedo, Bartolomé de las Casas and Antonio de Herrera uncritically 

adopted and spread this new blazon, making the modified version of the grant 

commonplace knowledge.225   
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Figure 85.  Arms granted to 
Columbus and his descendants, from 
de Haro, Nobiliario, 302. 
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In sixteenth-century England, deterrence equally intersected with the spirit of 

compromise; Tudor visual identity in itself being a product of such shrewd aristocratic 

tactics. The new dynasty’s right to rule was less than evident, mainly founded upon 

inconclusive family ties and military might.226 Their own familial (para)heraldic heritage 

prior to 1485 had also been part royal concession and part invention. Henry VII’s father 

Edmund Tudor, for instance, had received a differenced version of the royal arms from 

his half-brother Henry VI upon his creation as Earl of Richmond in 1452.227 After their 

rise to power, this legacy had to be incorporated in the imagery of state in a way that 

both expressed age-old legitimacy and curtailed or reconciled older symbols of divided 

adherence.228 The royal achievement interacted with malleable tokens of union and 

descent on a profusion of state buildings, residences, monuments, churches and 

sanctified shrines. It permeated in the far edges of the realm through royal progresses, 

coinage, and printed proclamations. Fast developments in the religious and societal 

field, close at hand with vexed issues concerning the succession, constantly forced the 

monarchs to adapt their public image.229 But the conciliatory backbone of what Gordon 

Kipling has labelled a “distinctly Tudor style of magnificence” always remained in 

place.230 Familial identities that openly participated in the image of monarchy could be 

an inexhaustible source of pride, but could easily work against someone’s reputation as 

well. Because the visual game was always entangled with claim-making at various levels, 

the players were well aware of the need for a prudent treatment. Perhaps with an even 

greater dynastic anxiety than in the confrontation between Spanish grandees advancing 

their native share in Iberian kingship and the Habsburg newcomers, the young and 

insecure Tudor reign had to face the visual subsistence of older loyalties.231  

Distrust about insidious usurpations of power extended to both recent symbolism 

and to those cognizances ascribed to former kings, either real or imaginary. At the end 

of Henry VIII’s reign, on 19 January 1547, Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey was even 

beheaded for treason on such outspokenly heraldic grounds. In the foregoing month, 

Surrey had suddenly been incarcerated in the Tower together with his father, the duke 

of Norfolk, on the vague charge of disloyal and treacherous activities. In the course of 

the investigation, more precise allegations were construed on the basis of bearings 

discovered in their houses and at the priory of Thetford, where all the previous dukes of 

Norfolk had been buried. In particular, attention focussed on two aspects. Through 

descent from Thomas Mowbray, the first duke of Norfolk, the depictions in question 

displayed a quarter with the arms of Thomas of Brotherton (†1338), a younger son to 
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Edward I: the three lions of England with a silver label of three points. A legal brief 

compiled by Chancellor Thomas Wriothesley − the son and grandson of two Garter 

kings of arms − argued that the sign was illegally placed in the first quarter of the shield 

with a wrong label. The document was personally revised by the king. Secondly, 

Richard II had granted Surrey’s Mowbray ancestor in 1397 the supposed arms of Edward 

the Confessor (†1066): “Azure, a cross fleury, between five martlets gold” (Figure 86).232 

This had not been an isolated gift. The imaginary escutcheon had also been granted to 

other supporters of Richard II around that time.233  

 

 

 

Further allegations surfaced about Surrey’s intended re-adoption of the quartered 

royal arms of Thomas of Woodstock and those of Geoffrey Plantagenet, as well as about 

the use of a closed crown.234 Yet these arguments proved of little substance. The 

definite indictment, however, mainly concentrated on the nobleman’s use of the 

Confessor’s arms. Instead of a legitimate augmentation inherited from his immediate 

forebears, the members of the Privy Council styled the presence of the mythical 

escutcheon among the familial quarters into a insolent claim of descent from the last 

Anglo-Saxon king. The ensuing interrogations of the accused, of witnesses and of 

heraldic specialists – as Peter Moore meticulously argued – intentionally created the 

necessary confusion. These misleading assumptions finally persuaded the ailing, 

paranoid king of the earl’s malign usurpation.235  

                                                           
232 P. R. Moore, ‘The heraldic charge against the Earl of Surrey, 1546-47’, The English Historical Review, 

116(2001), 557-83.; J. Childs, Henry VIII’s last victim. The life and times of Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey, 

London, 2008, 283-90.; L & P, 21/2 n° 891. 
233 R. Dennys, Heraldry and the Heralds, London, 1984, 104-13, 123-9. 
234 Moore, ‘The heraldic charge’, 562.; L & P, 21/2 n° 555 (deposition of Sir Edward Warner) 
235 Moore, ‘The heraldic charge’, 578-80. 

Figure 86.  Imaginary arms of Edward the 
Confessor (dexter) and the arms of Thomas 
of Brotherton (sinister), reproduced in 
Childs, Henry VIII's Last Victim, ill. 36. 

Figure 87.  Alleged bearings of the Earl of Surrey, with 
the arms of the Confessor in the fifth quarter, 
reproduced in Childs, Henry VIII's Last Victim, ill. 35. 
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Under the general rulings of the twelfth section on treason of the Second Succession 

Act of 1536, the earl was ultimately indicted for assuming the arms of Edward the 

Confessor, who: 

 

“are the unique and singular property of our present Lord the King alone and of his 

aforementioned most noble ancestors, the Kings of this realm of England, and not of any 

other persons whatsoever in the shape and form in which the aforesaid present Lord 

King and his aforesaid ancestors used, bore and possessed them as a privilege of the said 

Crown of England”.236  

 

The existence of a late fourteenth century grant was completely brushed aside as non-

existent. Each (mythical) coat of arms ever born by an English king solely pertained to 

the legitimate sovereign. On top of that, a reputed addition of “three labels silver” on 

the whole − echoing the objections against the Brotherton quarter and underwritten by 

a sketch of Surrey’s “pretended” bearings (Figure 87 & 88) − arrogated a right that only 

belonged to the heir apparent of the throne; and thus further confirmed “his false, 

malicious and treasonable intentions”. In all, by painting the “arms and insignia of our 

Lord the present King, along with the three labels” next to his own ensigns, he had 

meant to “crush, destroy, bring to nought and scandalise the true and indubitable title of 

the aforesaid Lord the present King to the Crown of this his [sic] realm of England”.237 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
236 Surrey’s indictment is edited in: G. F. Nott, The works of Henry Howard Earl of Surrey and of sir 

Thomas Wyatt the elder, vol. 1, London, 1815, appendix n° XXXIII, lxxvi-lxxx. I have adopted the 

translation of these passages from: Childs, Henry Howard, 290-1. 
237 Nott, The works of Henry Howard, I, appendix n° XXXIII, lxxvi-lxxx.; Childs, Henry Howard, 290-1. 

Figure 88.  Portrait of Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey, with 
the arms of Thomas of Brotherton and England, attributed 
to William Scrots, 1546. © Wikimedia Commons 
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The Absence of Prohibition in France 

 

All too high-handed assertions by the small power elite operating in the foreground of 

the political debate had to be dealt with effectively. They upset stability, notably in 

periods of perceived transitions, making compromises a delicate exercise. Minor 

appropriations with, primarily, an aim of social advancement met less resistance. Yet the 

continued existence of symbolic discrepancies in public space implied an inability to 

contain unwanted by-products of the system. When even men from modest 

backgrounds got away with false or distorted entitlements, then aristocratic families 

with good reputation could easily enhance heraldic status via the inconsistencies of 

history. The particularities of negotiation depended on the characteristics of a given 

regime and the degree to which legitimate rule had permeated society. In many 

respects, French kingship with its stress on male primogeniture and linear succession 

presented a unique case. Until political insecurity and dynastic innovation ran high in 

the late sixteenth and the first decades of the seventeenth century − a situation analysed 

in more detail in the following chapter − the private strategies that alluded to royal 

symbolism were more or less tolerated.  

Although the singularity of the royal arms was a widely accepted maxim, there never 

seems to have been any official prohibition by means of ordinances or proclamations for 

fleurs de lis depicted in the colours associated with kingship. Likewise, there were little 

or no effective traces of prosecution in this regard. There was no doubt that the 

monarch had – in theory – the sole right to bear the plain arms of France, as well as 

having the signs of recently incorporated or exceptional territories at his disposal (like 

the arms of Dauphiné, albeit delegated to the successor). The complicated Breton 

succession at the turn of the sixteenth century and the gradual assimilation of the duchy 

into the French kingdom, for example, provoked some discussion about the extent of 

the king’s heraldic authority.238 On behalf of his wife Anne of Brittany – penultimate 

heiress of the de jure still autonomous territory −, Louis XII forbade in 1501 Jean III de 

Brosse, count of Penthièvre, of using the name and plain arms of Brittany, although the 

nobleman was entitled to a fief that had once been in the possession of a cadet branch 

of the Breton dynasty.239 On top of being formal property of the queen, Jean de Brosse’s 

mother had sold her claims on the duchy of Brittany to Louis XI in 1479 in exchange for 

a substantial sum of money and the (unfulfilled) promise to restitute the Penthièvre 

territories. This gave the king a solid, two-fold base to denounce all armorial pretences 

                                                           
238 On these circumstances, see also chapter 2, pp. 122-4. 
239 Arch. Nat., J. 246 n°121 (Louis XII to Gabriel le Forestier, king of arms Normandy, 24 February 1501) 

transcription annexed to: Mathieu, Le système héraldique, 266. On the fifteenth-century origins of the 

heraldic dispute, and the history of the ‘plain arms of Brittany’, see: M. Pastoureau, ‘L’hermine: de la 

héraldique ducale à la symbolique de l’Etat’, in: J. Kerhervé & T. Daniel, eds., 1491. La Bretagne, terre 

d’Europe, actes du colloque de Brest, 1991, Quimper, 1992, 253-64.; C. de Mérindol, ‘Essai sur 

l’emblématique et la thématique de la maison de Bretagne. Mise au point, nouvelles lecture, nouvelles 

perspectives’, in: ibid., 265-94. The case is analysed in: Mathieu, Le système héraldique, 106-8.     
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of the family.240 To that end he sent Gabriel le Forestier, king of arms with the title of 

Normandy, to a number of de Brosse relatives. He was ordered to put an end to this 

“usurpation” by what was styled an unjustified “private authority”. Instances of the 

ermine arms were to be removed from, among others, churches, residences and 

tapestries. Some of the family members readily agreed to these demands. A couple of 

relatives however protested that the Penthièvre arms were not the “plaines armes” of 

Britanny, but were in fact lined with a bordure of gules. They persistently stated that it 

had never been used without this ordinary.241  

The following generation, despite their promises, persevered in the occasional 

display of the contested plain ensigns. They tried to vindicate their claim by referring to 

an alleged permission granted by Duke François I in 1448.242 At the time of the definite 

union of the duchy with the kingdom, the Parlement of Paris still admonished one of the 

descendants, Jean IV de Brosse, duke of Étampes, for styling himself “Jean de Bretagne”. 

This went against the clear-cut prohibition in the articles of the union treaty of 1532 to 

use the arms and name of the territory by everyone except the dauphin. Prompted by 

the effective restitution of the Penthièvre fief by King François I, he renounced his 

disputed rights in 1535 and again in 1555.243 So heraldic display of these rights, in this 

situation, was turned into a bargaining counter to sustain and restore familial 

inheritance. However, Jean IV was not the only relative who tried to reap the benefits of 

an anterior connection to the ducal house. Madeleine de Brosse and her husband, the 

lord of Avaugour and count of Vertus, who was himself the grandson of a bastard of a 

Breton duke, had reacted very reluctant to the 1501 commission of Louis XII’s king of 

arms. As late as 1567, the couple had to be urged again to abandon the arms and title of 

Brittany.244 This perseverance of illegitimate and cadet branches would be revived once 

more in the dynastic claims of the duke of Mercoeur, rebellious governor of Brittany 

during the Catholic League and, by virtue of his wife, a distant relative of the de Brosse 

family.245  

Royal exclusivity pertaining to the heraldic expression of crown lands was an 

unquestionable principle. Nonetheless, the Monarchy lacked coercive resources to 

enforce such obedience. The recurring concerns about the plain arms and title of 

Brittany demonstrate the inability of the French sovereigns to dictate at will the 

obstinate symbolic consequences of ongoing state formation. A slow incorporation of 

                                                           
240 Charles Taillandier, Histoire ecclesiastique et civile de Bretagne, vol. 2, Paris, 1756, 255. 
241 Arch. Nat., J. 246 n° 122 (Gabriel le Forestier to Louis XII, March 1501) transcription annexed to 

Mathieu, Le système héraldique, 266-9.; Du Cange, Le traité des armes, 208-10.  
242 M. de Saint-Allais, L’art de vérifier les dates des faits historiques, des chartes, des chroniques et autres 

anciens monuments, depuis la naissance de notre-seigneur, Paris, 1818, 262.; J.-F. Gabriel Vaugeois, 

Histoire des antiquites de la ville de l’Aigle et de ses environs, Aigle, 1841, 317-9. Cf. Du Cange, Le traité 

des armes, 128. 
243 P. A. Daru, Histoire de Bretagne, vol. 3, Paris, 1826, 274-5.; Hyacinthe Morice, Mémoires pour servir 

de preuves à l’histoire ecclésiastiques et civile de Bretagne, vol. 3, Paris, 1746, 1021, 1027, 1028. The 

prohibition of 1532 on the plain arms and name of Brittany for the maternal and illegitimate descendants 

of the former autonomous dukes of Brittany in: Ordonnances des rois de France, Règne de François Ier, 

Paris, 1902-89, VI (pt. 1), 275-8.   
244 Mathieu, Le système héraldique, 266-9. 
245 Louis Grégoire, La ligue en Bretagne, Paris, 1856, 3-8. 
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new acquisitions was rather achieved by negotiated transactions in return for other 

recognitions and favours, keeping up the appearances of consultative procedure. The 

multifunctional meaning ascribed to heraldry – signs of dignity, signs of affiliation, signs 

of remembrance − could justify multiple interests. Seemingly innocent reminders of 

familial descent could become disputed vehicles of dynastic rights in later, turbulent 

periods. Purported usurpations, on the other hand, were sometimes nothing more than 

familial pride.  

In this regard, the ambiguous link between public rights and familial affiliation caused 

the necessary confusion. The same was true for the unclear condition and form of the 

“plain arms” in the royal heraldic system. As to the fleurs de lis, its status as single plain 

arms without much variation was well established. The usurpation of it was considered 

a serious infringement on sovereignty, just like its destruction or any other disrespectful 

treatment. Intentional appropriation by subjects to proclaim open designs on the throne 

rarely occurred. Any other accidental misunderstanding or status-enhancing confusion 

went usually unpunished. Although the king’s sole right on the plain arms was beyond 

doubt, every other appearance of royal fleurs de lis could be rationalized through 

discourses about centuries-old familial bonds, ancient grants − whether or not grounded 

in reality −, or tokens of loyalty created by noble forefathers and sanctioned through 

continuous usage.246 The persisted policy of honourable grants and the reverence for 

familial bonds with the royal house had caused a relatively wide dispersal of the regal 

arms that could not easily be revoked. In a historical context of default record-keeping, 

it was furthermore impossible to provide conclusive evidence. The French kings appear 

to have accepted this limitation of their authority. An uncompromising attitude largely 

remained confined to legal treatises and purely theoretical doctrines. Official state 

provisions that had to specify permissive applications of the fleurs de lis against an 

unauthorized use were never issued. The French attitude was remarkably permissive 

while elsewhere severe steps were taken against men accused of heraldic usurpation. 

Apparently, there were never domestic measures or persecutions as severe as the 

notorious Brederode case in the low Countries or the Tudor conviction of the Earl of 

Surrey.  

Against the backdrop of the slow reconstruction of authority and social order after 

decades of dynastic upheaval and violent disagreement about political foundations, 

however, aristocratic insecurities were on the rise. Steadily, a strong awareness grew 

about the dangerous thin line that separated perilous usurpations and licit though 

overbearing allegations; between an apparent fraud and honourable display. It was this 

lingering anxiety that formed the ideal recipe for the recurrent complaints about social 

upstarts deliberately manipulating a body of signs normally only reserved for those of 

ancient noble upbringing.247 In doing so, these supposed social parasites were thought 

                                                           
246 Le Laboureur, l’origine des armes, 39-71. 
247 BnF Clairambault 1240: Claude de Valles, Remontrances faites au Roy & a son conseil par le sr de 

Valles sur l’abus qui se trouve dans l’usage des armoiries (1613), f. 307r.-11v.; Claude de Valles, Memoires 

et instructions pour establir en ce royaume un reglement sur les abus qui se commettent sur le faict des 

armoiries, circonstances & dependances d’icelles: avec les edicts faicts en pareil cas, par le serenissime 

Duc de Savoye & les Archiduc & Archiduchesse des païs bas, Paris, 1629 (a copy in BnF Fr. 23081, f. 427r.-
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to sidestep the sole legal source of these virtuous attributes, thereby corroding the 

quintessential structure of legitimate power. 

 

“Ces abus sont tels, que le Blason de France … n’est plus en estime chez les Etrangers. 

… Le premier & le plus grand de ces abus, est l’indigne attentat qui s’est fait sur les 

droits de la Souveraineté du Roy, à qui seul il appartient de donner des Armoiries.”248  

 

This was felt to be a dangerous tendency, in line with what some experienced as a 

general neglect of the “science du blason”, a keystone component in a solid aristocratic 

training (a subject also under full revision in this period).249  

Policy makers became convinced of the necessity to create a legal framework that 

would halt an unwanted infringement of the bounds of social decency. They wanted to 

delineate once and for all the status of the newly ennobled against the preservation of 

the privileges of ancient families. Such regulation had to be modelled on similar 

initiatives that had been established, with an apparent success, in other kingdoms and 

principalities.250 The issue was first raised in France in an assembly of the States General 

in 1614.251 The following year − although this decision met the recurring complaints 

only to a limited extent − the office of Juge d’armes de France was created.252 This new 

officer was given the competence to compose registers of the nobility of the kingdom 

and to maintain proper order in the use of titles, coat of arms and “marks of honour”. 

This, in turn, caused friction with the older corps of heralds who defended their 

monopoly in cases of armorial composition and the bearings of old noble houses.253  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
45v.; Du Cange, Le traité des armes, 109.; Thibault Cadot, Le blason de France, ou notes curieuses sur 

l’edit concernant la police des armoiries dedié au roi, Paris, 1697, 1-3, 44-47, 52-53, 55.; R. Mousnier, Les 

institutions de la France sous la monarchie absolue, Paris, 1974, I, 99-100.; P.-J. Ciaudo, ‘L’histoire de la 

capacité héraldique ou l’inadéquation du logos et de la praxis?’, in: Revue française d’héraldique et de 

sigillographie, 67/8(1997-8), 22-23. 
248 Cadot, Le blason de France, 45. 
249 Heraldry, after all, reflected ancestral excellence and virtues that had to be emulated by offspring. Cf. 

De la Roque, Les Blasons des armes, (Epistre au treschrestien Roy de France et de Navarre, Louys XIII. du 
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1715, Princeton, 1990.     
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251 Since then, a long series of French royal ordinances on this matter resulted in the Armorial général 

enterprise of 1696, see: Mousnier, Les institutions, 99-100.; P. Bouvet, L’Édit de novembre 1696, 

unpublished doctoral dissertation, Université de Paris, 1962, 7-9, 13-20. 
252 de Grolée-Virville, Les d’Hozier, 16-19.  
253 Ibid., 18-20.; Mathieu, Le système héraldique, 70-75.; Du Roure de Paulin, baron du Fornel, Le juge 
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Besides this concern about a general abuse of inappropriate marks of virtuousness, 

the advocates of reform had the impression that the corruption of past centuries had 

created more opportunities for diffuse, yet even more threatening, forms of “intolerable 

and reprehensible abuse”. These directly undercut the central interests of the 

Monarchy.254 Claude de Valles, a secretary of the king’s chamber and one of the noisiest 

accusers of current wrongdoings, strongly denounced some examples of very shocking 

misconduct that he had discovered in the churches and on the graveyards of Paris: One 

Simon Fouassé had on his epitaph, for no apparent reason, a chief of two royal lilies 

accompanied by the base image of a trowel, signifying the mechanical arts. The 

descendants of a certain Jean Langlois, commoner, had had the audacity to display the 

noble charge of a double-headed eagle in the church of St Andrew. On that same 

location, it was also discovered that a late barber bore no less than a full chief of France 

with three fleurs de lis in it. This regal element, Valles admitted, could possibly be 

substantiated as a special favour granted under Henri III, because the man had been in 

royal service looking after the ill-fated monarch’s health and body care. The loyal servant 

had continued his sought after professional treatments under Henri IV. But, that did not 

alter the fact that such token looked rather exaggerated in hindsight. It was easily 

regarded as a humiliation for many important noble houses who had supported the 

Bourbon kings throughout the recent troubles and yet could not pride themselves of a 

similar extensive bond.255 Claims with little foundation thus had to be restrained.             

In a bid to create some meaningful distinction, the leading heraldists of the 

seventeenth century started to highlight the importance of juridical and historical 

foundations of heraldic claims. They began to compile surveys of those families holding 

such special licenses. Listing numerous familial arms that contained pieces of the royal 

ensign,256 they had to admit that a large part among them had indeed an obscure and 

conjectural provenance.257 Pieces of evidence were often contradictory, especially when 

literary references conflicted with newly found archaeological and sigillographic 

evidence. Noteworthy examples were classified in vague, almost meaningless categories 

like “by concession”, by royal “reward for services”, “as sign of their loyalty”, “via letters 

of ennoblement”, in “token of submission” or just under the “prerogative of bearing”.258 

Illustrious stories, often cited without much criticism, were set in periods when solemn 

charters were not yet produced by the royal chancery. Towards the end of the century, 

however, the scientific debate on heraldry more and more commonly accepted that the 

                                                           
254 BnF Fr. 8198, f. 47v. 
255 De Valles’ complaints are reported by Hector le Breton: Ibid.: Remarques faictes par le sieur de Valles 

de quantité dentreprises dignes de chastiment faictes par certains gens pour le port des fleurs de lis d’or 
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noblesse, 43-46.  
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specific form of imagery was in fact an invention of the eleventh or twelfth centuries.259 

This critical tendency began to discredit many high pretences. They became the subject 

of contempt or ridicule, which crippled their political potential. Still extensively 

dwelling on the noble origins of the arms of Estaing and other famous French families 

with illustrious golden fleurs de lis in their blazons in 1671, the royal genealogist Gilles-

André de la Roque completely refuted these histories of royal grants two years later in 

his Traité singulier du blason as “not founded upon any acceptable proof”.260  

This generalized critical stance got finally translated in practical policy towards the 

end of the period. Seizing the opportunity of the Armorial général project of 1696, the 

royal council ruled that the commissioners charged with the provincial registration of 

arms were only to tolerate “fleurs de lys d’or sur un champ d’azur” after providing 

conclusive proof of “valid possession” − a legal stipulation that was actually the first of 

its kind.261 In reality, these prescribed proceedings were glossed over with pragmatic 

indulgence.262 Or, what is less likely: many families and institutions were still 

surprisingly able to produce resounding credentials for some high-blown conceits. A 

substantial number of depositors in 1696/7 − mainly abbeys and some cities − even got 

away with the recognition of an achievement completely identical to the royal bearings 

(thus three golden fleurs de lis on an azure background, unquartered) (Figure 89).263  

 

 

                                                           
259 Ménestrier, La methode.; Du Cange, Le traité des armes, 228-32.; Pierre-Scévole de Sainte-Marthe, 
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2009, 255-74.; Du Roure de Paulin, Le juge d’armes.  
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a delay of one-month for procuring the necessary pieces of evidence, see: Arch. Nat. E 677 B, f. 22r.-v. 
262 Bouvet, L’Édit de novembre 1696, 67-68. 
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duché) and Hédé in Brittanny (BnF Fr. 32235: Bretagne). 

Figure 89.  Arms of Montcenis 
according to the Armorial général, 
BnF Fr. 32233, 338 © BnF 
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Around the same time, rumours surfaced about impudent individuals usurping the 

plain royal arms. Dismay about such inappropriate incidents were loudly voiced. De la 

Roque, for instance, already signalled a family of petty nobles, glassblowers by 

profession, who – without possessing a valid royal concession – “ont eu l’audace de 

porter les pleines armes de la monarchie, tant en Ecu qu’en Cimier, qui est une étrange 

félonie, & une contravention sans exemple”.264 This accusation, concerning a house 

named Brossard, again came to the attention of the authorities a century later, after 

another complaint was filed against them before the Juge d’armes in July 1786.265 One of 

the family’s branches based in Tours usually bore three fleurs de lis or on azure, 

differenced by a silver bend. Probably elaborating on a genealogical tradition about their 

extraction from an illegitimate son of Charles of Valois (1270-1325), son to King Philip 

III of France (†1285), they took some artistic licence in depicting their arms.266  

Similar accusations had been made against their relatives living in Normandy, at one 

point in 1663 provoking an unfavourable ruling by the Cour des Aides of Rouen, which 

formally declared that the primary colour of their arms was red instead of azure.267 Juge 

d’armes Denis-Louis d’Hozier, however, was not willing to make further investigations 

into the matter as the family’s shield had already been recognized and registered during 

a Recherche de noblesse in 1666 and had later been easily registered in the Armorial 

général.268 He thereby referred to another family audaciously bearing a plain semé de 

France, that was seemingly authorized without apparent reserve in a noble visitation of 

the Champagne in 1667: “… quel droit aurais-je, cent vingt ans après, de la leur 

disputer?”, d’Hozier revealingly sighed.269 By now, the widening gap between hard-line, 

uncompromising theoretical viewpoints and the practical deficiencies of royal 

regulation, containment and registration was replaced for an unwritten permissive 

indifference. Assuming an automatic relationship between royalty and the widespread 

iconographic theme of the fleurs de lis in the arms of private individuals was dismissed 

as a “popular error”; a judgement easily repeated by modern scholars.270 This assessment 
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1696. Élection de La Flèche’, Revue historique et archéologique du Maine, 2e ser., 15(1935), 148-9 

(footnote 1).; BnF Clairambault 1052, f. 42r. (Pierre Clairambault to Charles-René d’Hozier, Juge d’armes, 

on the “enterprise temeraire” and “l’abus de leurs armes” of the Brossard family, 29 January 1706).   
268 For these registrations, see: L. Chambois & P. de Farcy, ed., Recherche de la Noblesse dans la 

Généralité de Tours en 1666. Procès-Verbaux de Comparution, Mamers, 1895, 143-4.; BnF Fr. 32260 

(Tours, I), 13 (Olivier de Brossard).  
269 Juge d’armes d’Hozier to the count of Vergennes, French statesman (20 July 1786).  Letter cited in: 

de Sailly, ‘Les Fleurs de Lis’, 176. The semé de France of the Villiers family in: Louis-Urbain Le Fèvre de 

Caumartin, Procès-verbal de la recherche de la noblesse de Champagne, Chaalons, 1673 (reimp. 1852, 

Vouziers), 120. (François de Villiers, sieur de Bailla)  
270 De la Roque, Traité de la noblesse, 43. Cf. Pastoureau, Traité, 162. reformulated in Pastoureau, Une 

histoire symbolique, 120-1.     
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might be correct historically speaking, yet greatly distorts a previous monarchical and 

aristocratic mind-set. It underestimates the significance and strategic function of so-

called “special” grants and claimed visual affinities before the 1700s.  

 

 

 

PART III – THE GAME OF THRONES 

 

The reciprocal aspects of legitimate augmentations of honour or historical connections 

to royalty in the long run helped some to restore familial inheritances, to preserve or 

accumulate social capital or to reclaim long lost influence in the affairs of state. Genuine 

honours subsisted next to historical fictions and wishful adjustments thanks to the 

ambivalence of a system that was rather built on negotiable compliance than on forceful 

restriction. Visual affinity could thus be wielded without per se offending public dignity. 

That does not detract from the fact that in a context of political distrust or changing 

opinions on the inviolable nature of rule, it was felt that some overstepped a border. 

Because the royal ensigns linked up with notions of sovereignty, dynastic rights and 

personal authority, it was crucial to avoid a dangerous usurpation of its symbolism by 

others. In combination with genealogical assertions and titles of pretence, heraldic 

public display at times really ignited subversive political projects.  

Taking into account the transnational features of elites and ruling dynasties, similar 

tactics played off on the international level triggered deep-seated conflicts. Typical early 

modern wars or diplomatic squabbles based upon dynastic claims, articulated in 

resounding titles and conflicting armorial additions, took place across the whole of 

Europe.271 They invariably underpinned struggles centred on problematic successions, 

recurrently fuelled disputed inheritances throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries and still framed major eighteenth-century conflicts such as the Spanish War of 

Succession.272 Peace treaties contained separate clauses that forbade or settled the style 

− or the conforming arms and titles − of the parties, redressing thereby the perceivable 

remnants of a conflictuous situation. Perhaps too easily, these visual components are 

explained as superficial propaganda; a distractor for “real” factors of explanation such as 

economic stakes or unbridled expansionism. This is to deny the seriousness with which 

political actors approached these issues of a symbolic nature.  

Sometimes, identical bearings or heraldic assumptions of another sovereign’s sign 

was a primary cause in the strained or violent relations between states. The most drastic 

                                                           
271 An overview in: Gabriel Bonnot de Mably, Collection complète des œuvres de l’Abbé de Mably, vol. 6 

& 7, Paris, 1794/5.; Alexander Nisbet, An essay on the ancient and modern use of armories, Edinburgh, 

1718, 150-83. 
272 Cf. Hye, Staaten, Wappen, Dynastien.; J. Fiedler, ‘Die Allianz zwischen Kaiser Maximilian I. und Vasilji 

Ivanovič, Grossfürsten von Russland, von dem Jahre 1514’, Sitzungsberichte der kaiserlichen Akademie 

der Wissenschaften, 43(1863), 201.; B. Jeanmouglin, Louis XIV à la conquête des Pays-Bas espagnols, 

Paris, 2005, 23-4, 94-6.; G. Pálffy, The kingdom of Hungary and the Habsburg Monarchy in the sixteenth 

century, New York, 2009, 194-200.; Matsche, Die Kunst. On the French conflicts, see in particular: 

Pinoteau, La symbolique royale française, 506-11.  
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example of its kind was undoubtedly the endless controversy of “the three crowns” 

between Sweden and Denmark-Norway. The disputed ensign armorial of the medieval 

Nordic union (1397) was a divisive element that would haunt relations between the 

Scandinavian kingdoms for the entire ancien régime. The blue shield with three golden 

crowns was one of the main catalysts of open military confrontations in 1563-70 and 

1611-13. The peace treaty of Knaerød, concluded on 20 January 1613, which stipulated 

that each polity could henceforth use the ensigns as a “commemorative” remnant of the 

old union and not as a political right, in no way ended these tensions.273 In the case of 

Franco-Spanish hostilities, old disagreements about the Burgundian heritage still 

reverberated in the late seventeenth century. In the wake of the peace treaty of 

Nijmegen (1678), French envoys at the Conférence of Courtrai in the summer of 1681 

formally protested on the persisting use of the Burgundian title and arms by the Spanish 

king (together with those of Navarra). To add force to this demand, Louis XIV had the 

properties of Spanish subjects in the conquered territories confiscated. The Spanish 

monarch, Charles II promptly reacted with the same measure for the French subjects in 

his lands.274 

The classical point of reference in many of these later restrictive measures and 

interstate conflicts remained the episode of the English claims to the French throne 

during the Hundred Years War. The formal adoption of the royal title by Edward III on 

25 January 1340 had been completed with the simultaneous quartering of the French 

fleurs de lis with the English lions (Figure 90).275 A comparable matter of contention 

between the same parties arose in the middle of the sixteenth century. The French 

fictional construction of the not only “plain”, but also never “quartered” nor modified 

sovereign arms − incarnating dignity and continuity, and distinct from an open familial 

use of the fleur de lis − not only vindicated special forms of honorary augmentation. It 

also provided ideological ammunition for such ambiguous, international rivalry. The way 

in which the involved parties handled the following confrontation is revealing for the 

dynastic self-consciousness and political attitudes of the Monarchies. The heraldic 

dispute that emerged shortly after the marriage of Mary, Queen of Scots and occasional 

claimant to the English throne, with the Dauphin François (the future François II) in 

1558 will serve as an exemplary case in point. Reviving the spectre of 1340 − albeit in 

reverse − when denouncing the use of the English lions by the Scottish (and soon also 

                                                           
273 H. Seitz, De tre kronorna: det Svenska riksvapnet i sitt europeiska sanmanhang, Stockholm, 1961.; N. 

G. Bartholdy, ‘Crowns and cross as union symbols’, in: K. Christiansen et al., Margrete I. Regent of the 

north. The Kalmar Union 600 years, Copenhagen, 1997, 93-97. This very illustrative controversy is 

analysed in full detail in: N. G. Bartholdy, ‘De tre kroner og korset. Unionssymbolik, ambition og rivalitet’, 

Heraldisk Tidsskrift, 76(1997), 233-9.; N. G. Bartholdy, ‘Der macht- und dynastiepolitische Inhalt des 

dänischen Königswappens’, in: Hye, Staaten-Wappen-Dynastien, 224-9. 
274 Jeanmouglin, Louis XIV à la conquête, 23-4, 94-6.; H. Lonchay, J. Cuvelier & J. Lefèvre, 

Correspondance de la cour d’Espagne sur les affaires des Pays-Bas au XVIIe siècle, Brussels, vol. 2, 1923-

37, 377, 650-2.; ARA, Manuscrits divers, 4402: Jean Baptiste Christyn, Deduction du droict de sa majesté 

pour la pretension de son titre de ducq de Bourgogne, 1682, f. 170r.-2v.  
275 C. Taylor, ‘Edward III and the Plantagenet claim to the French throne’, in: J. S. Bothwell, ed., The Age 

of Edward III, Woodbridge, 2001, 155-69.; M. Michael, ‘The Little Land of England is Preferred before the 

Great Kingdom of France: The quartering of the Royal Arms by Edward III’, D. Buckton & T. A. Heslop, 

Studies in Medieval Art and Architecture Presented to Peter Lasko, Stroud, 1994, 114-26. 
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French) queen, the Elizabethan government branded her assumption of the English royal 

style as a subversion of legitimate rule and public honour. This reproach was a 

considerable factor in bringing both states again to the brink of war. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mary Stuart and the Usurpation of the English Royal Arms (1559-61) 

 

Jean le Féron published his Le symbol armorial des armoiries de France, & d’Escoce, & 

de Lorraine in 1555. The remarkable text was dedicated to Marie of Lorraine, queen 

dowager of Scotland, and also to her daughter Mary Stuart, who in 1542 had succeeded 

her father on the Scottish throne. At that time, the young queen lived at the French 

court with the Dauphin François, her fiancé. The upcoming political union provided the 

motive for le Féron to unravel the presumed mystical meaning captured in the heraldic 

symbolism of both monarchies (Figure 91). Considerations of an almost prophetical 

nature revealed how the emblazonry anticipated the preconceived marriage as an 

outcome of long-standing dynastic interaction. He sketched a long history of affinity 

between both crowns, buttressed by way of multiple heraldic similarities, exchanges 

and gifts. Legends and arcane allegory thereby crossed facts and historical assumptions.  

Ever since Charlemagne, for the occasion cast as “king of France” and “Holy Roman 

Emperor”, had welded an alliance with the Scottish king by adding four golden fleurs de 

Figure 90.  Edward III of England adopts the French arms, miniature 
from J. Froissart, Chroniques, c. 1425-50 (BnF Fr. 2675, f. 26v.) © 
BnF 
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lis and four crosses to the latter’s crown, 

the ensigns unmistakably began to 

express the close bonds between the 

two kingdoms.276 The red Scottish lion 

on gold equally revealed an ancient 

connection with the Most Christian 

Monarchy. After all, the Oriflamme, the 

saintly battle standard of the French 

kings, was steeped in the same ferocious 

colour.277 Just like the many qualities 

inherent to the colours and figures of 

their blazon, the Scottish and French 

sovereigns were noble, generous, 

resolute, virile, humble, courageous and 

justice-loving. Like the stable symbolism 

contained in the arms, the Franco-

Scottish alliance was of a balanced and 

extremely long duration.278 Even the 

famous “double tressure flory counter-

flory” of the Scottish coat of arms, 

encircling the lion armed and langued 

with “sapphire” blue (Figure 91), was 

said to evoke the “Auld Alliance”: the 

future of the lion, le Féron dramatically professed, clearly lay in the “French garden of 

lilies” from whence every “good, honourable and noble” thing proceeded.279   

In le Féron’s mystical treatise, armorial bearings were more than a light-hearted and 

meaningless pastime of elites. They almost organically underpinned the vicissitudes of 

state, either in the form of formal alliances or central political axioms.280 The text also 

points out how iconographic content could be decoded and appropriated according to 

particular political circumstances and needs. Elements were read in a certain light, as to 

make sense of a very specific context. This made them, quite logically, also a potential 

source of adverse opinions. More than a descriptive overview of genealogical  

ascendancy or the feudal bonds of old, the corresponding attributes of the marks were 

believed to exclaim prophetic premonitions about future political prospects. As such, as 

we have seen in the previous chapters, the text ascribed to a general tendency. 

                                                           
276 Jean le Féron, Le simbol armorial des armoiries de France, & d’Escoce, & de Lorraine, Paris, 1555, f. 

5r.-7r. On Jean le Féron, see: Ch. Brainne, Les hommes illustres du department de l’oise, Paris, 1864, 223-

5. 
277 Cf. Contamine, ‘L’oriflamme de Saint-Denis’, 179-244. 
278 le Féron, Le simbol armorial, 12v., 20v., 25r., 26r. 
279 Ibid., 6r. On the ‘Auld Alliance’, see: N. MacDougall, An Antidote to the English: The Auld Alliance, 

1295-1560, East Linton, 2001.; M.-N. Baudoin-Matuszek, ‘France-Écosse. Des relations privilégiées’, in: T. 

Crépin-Leblond, ed., Marie Stuart. Le destin français d’une reine d’Ecosse, Paris, 2008, 21-32.; E. Bonner, 

‘Scotland’s ‘Auld Alliance’ with France, 1295-1560’, History, 84(273), 5-30.  
280 Le Féron, Le simbol armorial. 

 

Figure 91.  Frontispiece with the arms of France, 
Scotland and the House of Guise, from le Féron, Le 
simbol armorial, 1555. 
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Conceiving the idea of a continuous and esteemed body politic that superseded the 

individual, regal heraldry played a crucial role in the construction of legitimate 

pretences.  

This was usually accompanied by derogatory comments on others’ imperfections. 

Disputes about the exact interpretation of armigerous attributes were accordingly linked 

to questions of authority, dynastic relations and genuine claims. In a sense, the involved 

parties considered such quarrels as severe aggressions fought on a symbolic plane. 

Foregoing analysis has shown that competing acts of signification, functioning as the 

symbolic counterparts of warfare, could fiercely stir political emotions. The visual 

expression in a coat of arms of the dominance of one power, while simultaneously 

downplaying the signs of the other, gave rise to profound conflicts that not seldom had 

to be settled by means of diplomacy or hard violence. Such a struggle for the heraldic 

conceptualization of state precisely became the cause of serious tensions between the 

realms of France and England four years after the publication of le Féron’s heraldic 

explanation of the ensuing match between Mary Stuart and the French heir apparent. In 

an illuminating manner, the controversy got to the nub of the ideological tension 

between dynastic partitioning and indivisible authority.    

The Franco-Scottish marriage, which had been in the making since at least 1543, was 

solemnized on Sunday, 24 April 1558 in the Parisian cathedral of Notre Dame. The 

ceremony was carefully orchestrated by the bride’s uncle and Grand Master of the king’s 

Household, François, duke of Guise. A splendid company consisting of the couple, the 

royal party, the princes of the blood, important prelates and foreign envoys walked the 

distance from the archbishop’s residence to the cathedral on an elevated, garnished 

gallery. Musicians dressed in the livery of the queen entertained the attendants, while 

heralds threw coins of gold and silver into the jubilant public. After the sacrament was 

celebrated on a raised platform, covered by an embroidered blue canopy that was 

strewn with golden fleurs de lis, both spouses withdrew in the royal closet to hear Mass. 

The festivities concluded in the evening with an official banquet at the palace of the 

Parlement of Paris. By cause of the alliance, the Dauphin François was created king 

consort of Scotland, while the title of “dauphine” was bestowed on Queen Mary. More 

than ever, as was announced in the pageantry and literary tributes inspired by the event, 

the Auld Alliance seemed to have reached its long-awaited conclusion.281  

Around the same time, the question of the composition of the two spouses’ titles and 

coats of arms arose. Such were not trivial considerations, but discussed the exact 

constitutional shape that the future union of the two crowns had to take on. The 

Scottish Parliament was particularly concerned about protecting its independence. A 

delegation of eight commissioners sent to Paris obtained promises about the 

preservation of Scottish “freedoms, liberties and privileges”. On 4 April, however, Mary 

                                                           
281 J. Guy, ‘My Heart is My Own’. The Life of Mary Queen of Scots, London, 2004, 85-90. An official 

description of the pageantry for the marriage was published one week after the event as: Discours du 

grand et magnifique triumphe, fait au marriage de tresnoble & magnifique Prince François de Vallois Roy 

Dauphin &Princesse, madame Marie d’Estreuart, Royne d’Escosse, Paris, 1558. For other accounts of the 

festivities, see: H. van Scoy & B. C. Weber, ‘Documents. The Marriage of Mary Queen of Scots and the 

Dauphin’, Scottish Historical Review, 31(1952), 43-8.; Godefroy, Le cérémonial François, II, 1-11.  
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had signed a secret set of contracts at Fontainebleau, committing her to appoint the 

French king and his successors as the Scottish heirs and the titular pretenders to the 

English throne in case the couple had no offspring.282 The Scottish delegates, on their 

part, agreed to allow the dauphin a share in the royal authority under certain conditions: 

At one point, the Parliament offered the so-called “crown matrimonial”, the right of a co-

sovereign, which caused the defection of the next in line of the Scottish throne, James 

Hamilton, to the side of the Protestant rebels. The real material deal − the imperial 

crown with which Mary had been crowned at Stirling − was to be transferred to the 

mausoleum of Saint-Denis. If Mary and François were to remain childless, one of the 

contentious suggestions was that each successive dauphin would hold the Scottish 

kingdom as a special appanage of France 

(recalling the shrewd fourteenth-century 

incorporation of the Dauphiné as well as 

the fairly recent annexation of Brittany). 

The aforementioned crown, however, 

was never sent across the Channel.283  

Well aware of the expansionist 

ambitions of France, the parliamentary 

commission insisted that François would 

bear arms that quartered the French 

fleurs de lis with the lion of Scotland, as 

two equal kingdoms united in one 

person. He was to retain such mixed 

composition once he succeeded to the 

French throne.284 King Henri II, however, 

strongly opposed this request. Sharing 

the opinion of Jean le Féron and other 

French heraldists, he persisted that the 

arms of a king of France ought not to be 

quartered or charged with other symbols 

under any circumstances.285 The bearings 

must not give the impression that the 

proud French crown was merely a part of 

a wider coalition. Given its unique 

nature, a symbolic independence had to 

be maintained at all costs. After all, the 

simplicity of the blue field with the three 

divine flowers signified the extraordinary 

                                                           
282 Guy, Mary Queen of Scots, 90-91.; T. Crépin-Leblond, ‘Marie-Stuart à la cour de France’, in: Ibid., 

Marie Stuart, 42-43. 
283 Guy, Mary Queen of Scots, 90-93.  
284 A. Teulet (ed.), Relations politiques de la France et de l’Espagne avec l’Ecosse au XVIe siècle, Paris, 

1863, II, 121-2 (De Chantonnay to Granvelle, 4 May 1560). 
285 Ibid., 121-2. 

 

Figure 92.  The purity of the French blazon, from Henri 
II's Book of Hours, BnF Latin 1429, f. 2v., 16th century 
© BnF 
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purity and sobriety of the kingdom, as well as its grandeur and self-confidence (Figure 

92). Although le Féron had pointed out the many symbolic correspondences that 

supported the union, he had also emphasized the incomparable status of the plain 

French arms: 

 

“le Treschrestien Roy Henry, Roy de France, pour la gloyre du saulveur du monde, porte 

le tresnoble escu de couleur celeste, & saphirique, chargé des Divines fleurs de liz 

auriferes, resplendissantes comme des estoilles fichées au ciel, reputées & censées entre 

les ornemens des Empereurs, Roys, Ducz, Comtes, & princes.”286 

 

The same ideal was apparently defended at the negotiating table. With his firm demand, 

Henri also implicitly referred to the heraldic practices of the surrounding powers, 

whose main territorial possessions were each awarded a place in their coat of arms, 

while the French king equally held sway over an extensive number of dukedoms, 

counties, marquisates and baronies.287 Such was a very tangible utterance of a different 

conception of state that left little space for regional characteristics or a composite 

structure.  

Finally, a compromise was found. The dauphin was to quarter his arms (the lilies and 

dolphin) with the Scottish lion, until ascending the French throne (Figure 93). Once he 

would become king of France, they were to be borne separately yet “united under one 

crown”. His new title ran “Roy-Daulphin" for the time being.288 Whereas Mary still bore 

the plain arms of Scotland, at least until the authorization of the marriage contract on 19 

April 1557, newly commissioned coins and jetons started to dimidiate her arms as 

“queen of Scotland” with those of her husband.289 The thereby assembled shield showed 

two lions in pale with the dauphin’s quarter in the most honourable position. The same 

arrangement appeared on testoons minted at Edinburgh, laid out on a cross potent that 

referred to Guise affinity (the family was a cadet branch of the House of Lorraine) 

(Figure 94). On the obverse side, a royal monogram of an interlaced F and M , 

surmounted by a closed crown, stood in between two double crosses of Lorraine, as to 

leave no doubt about the third stakeholder of the pretentious dynastic project.290 The 

                                                           
286 Le Féron, Le simbol armorial, f. 26v. 
287 Ibid. f. 37v.-38v. The same argument was used in July/August 1559 by the Constable Montmorency to 

oppose the plans of fabricating a new seal for François II with the arms and title of England: P. Forbes, ed., 

A full view of the public transactions in the reign of Q. Elizabeth, London, 1740, I, 172-4 (Throckmorton 

to Elizabeth, 27 July 1559). 
288 Teulet, Relations politiques, II, 121-2 (de Chantonnay to Granvelle, 4 May 1560).; H. de La Tour, 

Catalogue des jetons de la Bibliothèque Nationale. Rois et reines de France, Paris, 1897, pl. III, n° 4. For 

the heraldic stipulations in the marriage contract, see: R. Keith, History of the affairs of church and state 

in Scotland, vol. I, Edinburgh, 1844, 170.; K. M. Brown et al., eds., The records of the Parliaments of 

Scotland to 1707, online: http://www.rps.ac.uk/ (consulted on 21/04/14), Parliamentary Register, 

Edinburgh, 29 November 1558.; BnF Fr. 4505, f. 139r. (marriage contract François and Mary).; Du Cange, 

Le traité des armes, 162.   
289 P. Bordeaux, Les jetons et les épreuves de monnaies frappés à Paris de 1553 à 1561 pour Marie 

Stuart, Chalon-sur-Saone, 1906. 
290 Ibid., 29-34, pl. n° 10.; E. Burns, The Coinage of Scotland, Edinburgh, 1887, vol. II: 318-20, vol. III: pl. 

lxii, n° 877-878, pl. lxiii, 879. The Scottish testoons with the cross potent and the crosses of Lorraine were 

known as ‘Lorraines’. 
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Scottish delegates were urged that the heraldic precedence of the older and more 

prestigious kingdom of France in no way intended to hurt “national” feelings. Master of 

requests Michel l’Hôpital assured them in a poetic fashion that the late king James V 

(Mary’s father) would certainly have agreed with such settlement: “Nor would he shrink 

his ancient realm to see / Rank’d second in the royal blazonry”.291     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
291 Cited in translation in: J. E. Phillips, Images of a Queen. Mary Stuart in Sixteenth-Century Literature, 

Berkeley, 1964, 14.  

Figure 93.  Bookbinding with the new arms of King-Dauphin François, 
1558/9. © BnF 
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What had been quietly broached by the commentators of the marriage suddenly 

stepped up in the face of English developments. The dynastic turmoil after the death of 

Mary Tudor on 17 November 1558 and the accession of the Protestant Elizabeth I put 

the lingering claim of Mary Stuart as heir to the English throne very openly on the 

agenda. Mary was indeed related to the Tudors through her grandmother Margaret, one 

of Henry VIII’s sisters. Moreover, Elizabeth had been proclaimed illegitimate by Act of 

Parliament in 1536, making it possible to challenge her succession for reasons of 

bastardy.292 A grandiose vision of a triple monarchy encompassing a continental empire 

and the British Isles had been murmured as early as 1550, but seemed now, more than 

ever, within possible reach.293 The pretension was suddenly invoked symbolically by 

adding another innovative change to the coat of arms of the queen-dauphine. This 

action ignited a disruptive diplomatic controversy and the prospect of another open war 

between the two kingdoms. 

 

 

Quartering Kingdoms 

 

In the early summer of 1559, somewhere in the beginning of June to be precise, William 

Flower, Chester herald hurriedly arrived at the English court with shocking news from 

France. He presented to the duke of Norfolk, who in his function of earl marshal 

exercized authority over the officers of arms, a sketch of an unusual coat of arms which 

the French heralds or painters had designed for certain triumphs organized in honour of 

                                                           
292 Mary’s rights on the English throne were the subject of a treatise composed in 1561 by Jacobus 

Heusteus and dedicated to the Cardinal de Guise: BnF Latin 4781: Jacobus Heusteus, De iure regni anglici 

liber I. ad invictissimum principem Franciscum secundum francorum anglorum scotorumque regem et 

hiberniae dominum (1561). See also: Gabriel de Sacconay, Regis Angliae Henrici, Lyon, 1561.   
293 Phillips, Images of a Queen.; McGowan, L’Entrée de Henri II.  

Figure 94.  Scottish testoon Mary and François, 
1558 (Edinburgh) FRAN. ET. MA. D. G. R. R. 
SCOTOR. E. D. VIEN. © en.academic.ru 
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the dauphin and his wife.294 The contentious achievement depicted a rather strange 

composition of impaled arms (Figure 95 & 96): The first half had the coat of the French 

dauphin in the upper section and the arms of Scotland in the lower section, in line with 

the heraldic compromise between the Scottish commissioners and Henri II. The second 

half, however, quartered Scotland with the lions and fleurs de lis of England. On top of 

that, a half “inescutcheon of pretence” with the English arms was placed over the 

dauphin’s part. The shield was topped by a closed, imperial crown.295 

 

 

 

 

Accompanying verses identified the whole as the heraldic symbol of Mary, the 

“Quene Dolphines of france / the nobillest Ladie in earth for till advance / Off Scotland 

quene and of Ingland also / Off Ireland als God haith providit so”. One century and a 

half later, the historian John Strype who was one of the first to draw attention to this 

                                                           
294 CSP Foreign, Elizabeth, I, 346-62. 
295 An impression of the sketch in: S. Doran, Mary Queen of Scots, an illustrated life, London, 2007, 45. 

(taken from BL Cotton Caligula B X, f. 18.; Cecil added “False arms of Scotland and England”: CSP Foreign, 

Elizabeth, I, 346-362). Another, non-coloured drawing of the same from the BnF is reproduced in: 

Collection de manuscrits, livres, estampes et objets d’art relatifs à Marie Stuart, Reine de France et 

d’Écosse, Paris, 1931, pl. 4, 70.   

Figure 95.  Controversial arms of Mary Stuart, 
from BnF Anglais 129. © BnF 

Figure 96.  The same, from BL Cotton 
Caligula B. X., f. 18 (reproduced in Doran, 
Mary Queen of Scots, 45). © BL 
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cryptic illuminated diplomatic dispatch, speculated in his Annals of the Reformation 

(1709-25) about the possible interpretation of the halved inescutcheon: “Over all, half 

an escutcheon of pretence of England, the sinister half being as it were obscured or cut 

off; perhaps so given to denote that another (and who should that be but queen 

Elizabeth?) had gotten possession of the crown in her prejudice”.296 If true, such designs 

could indeed be perceived as an hostile assertion of French rights on the English throne. 

William Cecil, Elizabeth’s chief minister, and her Privy Council immediately informed 

Nicholas Throckmorton, the English ambassador at the French Court, on 13 June with 

the explicit order to investigate whether such injurious usurpation was indeed taking 

place. He had to confront the constable of France, Anne de Montmorency − first officer 

of the crown and like the English earl marshal charged with jurisdiction in matters of 

chivalry297 − with their grievances and demand prompt revocation.298     

English concerns indeed corresponded with realities. During the celebrations for the 

conclusion of the peace treaty of Cateau-Cambrésis (April 1559) and for the marriages 

between Henri II’s sister and the duke of Savoy and between Philip II of Spain and 

Elizabeth of Valois, the blazon in question had turned up in festive decoration, together 

with the title “king and queen of England and Ireland”. 299 On 28 June, in the margin of 

festive jousts in honour of the dauphin, two Scottish heralds challengingly advertised 

the English arms on their tabards.300 That same summer was rift with diplomatic 

rumours about possible dynastic manoeuvres triggered by these French heraldic 

provocations. It was reported, for instance, that Elizabeth was favouring a marriage with 

one of the political opponents of France. At the Spanish court, intrigues shortly revolved 

around the figure of lady Catherine Grey, a granddaughter of Henry VIII’s sister, who 

could be married off to prince Don Carlos in case the French king decided to wage a 

war with England under the pretext of imperial claims.301  

International anxiety only grew when new complications arose. After the tragic 

accidental death of King Henri on 10 July, when the Guise brothers − Mary’s uncles − 

took over the conseil des affaires, the heraldic usurpation became ever more 

provocative: In a sudden upsurge the arms of Mary were changed on her cloths of 

estate, her hangings, her plate and vessel, in her private chapel, on her letters, her seals, 

medallions and so on.302 A medal dated 1560 depicted the impaled arms of the couple 
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with on her side the quartered arms of Scotland and England (Figure 97). The obverse 

showed her personal device portraying two crowns surmounted by a set of crown-

shaped stars in clouds with the motto Aliamque Moratur (“and awaits another”). Usually 

read as a metaphor for otherworldly, religious desire, the notion of a third crown that 

was to be gained left little to the imagination in such highly charged political context.303 

Probably around the same time, the well-known engraver Étienne Delaune made a 

preliminary design for another medal (or seal) whereon the French arms were impaled 

with a quartering of the Scottish lion and the lions passant guardants without the fleurs 

de lis, as to rectify the historical “error”.304 (Figure 98)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Maistre, à la Royne d’angleterre, le vingtiesme Iour d’apvril, London, 1560. On the death of Henri II: 
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303 Bordeaux, Les jetons, 38-39, pl. n° 13. On the meanings attached to Mary’s emblematic device, see: 

M. Bath, ‘Symbols of Sovereignty: Political Emblems of Mary Queen of Scots’, in: G. Cascione & D. 
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Figure 97.  Medal Mary Stuart, A/MARIA.D.G.FRANCOR.SCOTOR.REG.ETC./ 
ALIAMQUE MORATVR 1560. 

 

Figure 98.  Étienne Delaune, Design for a medal for François II 
and Mary, 1559. © Oxford, Ashmolean Museum 
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Moreover, at almost every royal entry of the new king and queen of France, the arms 

of the three kingdoms were now unmistakably quartered. They appeared when the 

couple was received at Reims on 15 September and somewhat later also at Blois.305 At 

Châtellerault, for instance, where the royal train arrived on 23 November, Queen Mary 

was received under a canopy of purple damask embroidered with the arms in question. 

François II − in accordance with his late father’s wish − was only surrounded by the 

fleur de lis.306 Yet the lions passant guardant of England prominently figured on the 

spouses’ shield of alliance. Probably the most insulting instance was a diner attended by 

ambassador Throckmorton, where the guest’s meal was served in silver plate bearing 

the appropriated charges.307 According to the Habsburg statesman and bishop of Arras, 

Antoine Perrenot de Granvelle, writing in December 1559, the pretentious arms and 

title were on everyone’s lips.308  

Notwithstanding the fact that at the funeral of Henri II, François − to the great relief 

of the English − was only proclaimed “Roi de France”,309 the issue of the arms became 

indivisibly mixed with a discussion on rightful titles. Already the day after the old king’s 

decease, on 11 July, a meeting was convoked at court to discuss an appropriate “style” 

for the new monarch and the making of new seals. The proceedings set the supporters 

and opponents of the daring display in opposition to each other. Some men showed 

themselves in favour of a straightforward adoption of “Franciscus &c, Franciae, Angliae, 

Scotiae, et Hiberniae Rex, &c.” instead of the obvious “Franciscus &c. Francorum et 

Scotorum Rex”.310 Others pointed out the threatening consequences of an open 

assumption of the English royal title. Due to opposition in the council, among others 

from the constable, the formal publication of a new style by means of an official seal was 

postponed. However, another seal intended for Scottish affairs with the style and arms 

of England (including the title “king of Ireland”) was secretly crafted at the Paris mint in 

early August and was eventually sent to that kingdom, together with a decorated 

walking stick for the dowager queen and regent Mary of Guise, likewise adorned with 

the controversial composition.311  
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These bold actions were not unprecedented or surprising. As early as the first half of 

the 1550s, pageantry and the subtle emblematic language of the French court had 

already alluded to a potential English succession that was to be won by the Franco-

Scottish marriage alliance. Like already said, several literary hymns celebrating the union 

eulogized the prospect of an extended Valois empire subjecting the two other 

kingdoms.312 Though the claim had remained remarkably absent in the public scene, the 

author of the descriptions of the 1558 marriage festivities in the register of the 

Parlement of Paris tellingly noticed that one day “the two crowns [Scotland and 

England] of the Queen-Dauphine will be annexed and inseparably joined with that of 

France”.313 There is some proof that similar heraldic and titular articulations likewise 

popped up before the summer of 1559. Occasional grants and letters patent had been 

signed by François and Mary as rulers of England314 and according to later reports 

subversive use of English heraldry and titles in France had been witnessed in public as 

early as January 1559.315 Apparently, a Scottish great seal for the king-dauphin and 

queen-dauphine, forwarded to regent Mary of Guise in May, had already contained an 

early depiction the English arms.316  

The political situation after Mary Tudor’s death and the formal peace settlement 

presented the ideal atmosphere to turn these vague and ambivalent statements into 

unambiguous manoeuvres. Elizabeth, the Secretary of State Lord Cecil and the Privy 

Council interpreted the pretence as a serious challenge to their authority. Their official 

reaction was one of great dissatisfaction that matched to the extreme legal doctrines 

about the inalienable character of the royal achievement. The aforementioned tracts of 

the French lawyers Cassaneus and de Grassaille had argued that unlawfully bearing the 

arms of another king or queen in fact meant the assumption of powers not pertaining to 

the offender – in concreto a claim to the throne.317 This was exactly how the news from 

France was perceived at the English court. The defendants, however, exploited the 

unclear frontier between licit dynastic affiliation and the public prerogatives of 

sovereign arms to create the necessary confusion about their intentionality.  
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Touched in Her Honour 

 

Upon the arrival of the first diplomatic tidings about the improper composition, the 

possible meaning behind the unfamiliar image was decoded and discussed. An 

examination of the sketch from France by the officers of the College of Arms in June 

quickly concluded that the exact iconography was highly damaging to the “state and 

dignytie” of the Queen’s “maiestie”. No foreign monarch, whatever marriage was 

concluded or affiliation existed, had the right to bear the English arms otherwise than in 

pale – while Mary and the dauphin clearly quartered them. Although Mary Stuart indeed 

descended from one of the daughters of Henry VII Tudor, she was not at all entitled to 

use the English lions, nor was her husband.318 Particularly the strange half-escutcheon of 

pretence caused anxiety. The obscured half on the sinister side perhaps denoted the 

possession of Elizabeth’s crown as illegitimate.319 In short, the shield was “falsely 

marshalled contrary to all lawe and order of armes”.320 Ambassador Throckmorton, who 

repeatedly insisted on the revision of these “vaine inventions” used similar arguments, 

though more subtly without openly accusing the French of planning to acquire the 

English crown.  

Not the fact that the usurpation had taken place in private circles, emblazoned on 

objects or suspended in the houses of a couple of subjects, ultimately proved upsetting. 

It was the public use of the symbols and titles in triumphs, pageantry and royal 

administration − all things of “apparaunce and shew” − that hit a sensitive nerve.321 

From the English point of view France had openly published “before the eyes of the 

international dynastic community” a declaration of Elizabeth’s illegitimacy and hence 

Mary Stuart’s rightful accession to her power.322 In such light, it was an act of symbolic 

brutality intended to deprive her of her kingdom.323 The complicated marshalling of 

quarters in the Scottish queen’s bearings might have recalled the experimental way in 

which Yorkist political claims had been cautiously articulated upon the accession of 

Edward IV in 1461. For example, one splendidly illuminated genealogical chart imagined 

this monarch as the rightful ruler of the triple crowns of England, France and Castile 

(and Leon) – the latter succession acquired through his descent from Edmund of Langley 

and Isabella of Castile (†1392) – by quartering their respective arms (Figure 99). On top 

of them, a small escutcheon appropriately depicted three crowns, known in mythic lore 
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as the so-called ensign of the old kings of Britain.324 Any further implementation of such 

grand scheme, however, had been renounced with the conclusion of a durable Anglo-

Castilian alliance in 1466-7.325  

 

 

 

There can be little doubt that the disturbing tidings from France in 1559 also 

summoned the spectre of similar past occurrences, that severely threatened the shaky 

security of the Tudor throne ever since its inception. A significant number of claimants 

had heraldically proclaimed the inheritance of England before effectively attempting 

military campaigns on the Isles. Already in the last decade of the fifteenth century the 

enigmatic impostor famously known as Perkin Warbeck, who impersonated the 

allegedly murdered Richard of York (†1473), the second son of Edward IV, had tested 

this tactic. Initially received at the French court and thereafter finding sanctuary and 

support in the Habsburg Low Countries, he had amplified his identity with the distinct 

trappings of royalty. At one moment, in October 1494, sympathizers erected the English 

arms with his assumed title in front of the Antwerp dwelling of the Merchant 

Adventurers. The display was soon besmeared with mud by two Englishmen loyal to 

Henry VII’s cause. Coins minted in his name, likewise circulating that year, showed 

English heraldry alongside Yorkist badges and a crown. Official documents were sealed 

with a similar armorial seal. In the end, his disastrous invasion at Deal in July 1495 and a 
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Figure 99.  Edward IV's roll, quartering the English, French and 
Castilian arms, Philadelphia Free Library Lewis Ms E 201, late 15th 
century. © Philadelphia Free Library 
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failed siege of the Irish city of Waterford (23 July-3 August) would deliver a severe blow 

to Warbeck’s credibility.326  

In a more recent past, the familial use of the arms of Thomas of Woodstock − the 

English shield set in bordure of silver − by Edward Stafford,  3rd Duke of Buckingham by 

virtue of his maternal descent from the Plantagenet line had probably further stirred up 

hearsay about this nobleman’s aspirations to the throne. He was executed for treason in 

1521. Such potential armorial claim later resurfaced during the interrogations in the 

Surrey case. The grudgeful sister of the accused earl testified about the intended 

resumption of his grandfather Buckingham’s arms.327 Just two years before the outbreak 

of diplomatic quarrels about Mary’s royal style, another grandson of Buckingham, the 

exiled and adventurous Thomas Stafford gave himself out for an heir to the crown. 

Entertained at the Valois court, he fashioned himself a seal with the plain arms of 

England before attempting a short-lived raid on Scarborough castle in April 1557. Henri 

II formally denied any involvement in the plot, yet the rather amateurish episode of the 

“King of Scarborough” was one of the decisive factors in England’s decision to go again 

to war with France.328                       

Coupled with an ideological rhetoric about the nature of sixteenth-century 

sovereignty − an issue that undoubtedly was very dear to Elizabeth’s heart −, the Tudor 

arguments against the usurpation also served a more practical purpose. The accusation 

namely justified English interference in turbulent Scottish affairs in a period of official 

peace and neutrality. A cautious engagement with the rebellious Protestant Lords of the 

Congregation, who violently opposed the unpopular regency of the Catholic Mary of 

Guise, was projected by Cecil as an inevitable measure against an upcoming French 

invasion of the Isles as preluded by the heraldic aggression. Between June and 

September 1559 English troops were mustered, large quantities of ammunition and 

artillery were purchased, and the garrison at Berwick − a potential starting point for a 

joint French-Scottish attack − was raised.329 A formal alliance was concluded with the 

Scottish rebels at Berwick on 27 February. In the spring, it even came to a heated 

confrontation between French and English troops before the city of Leith, ending in 

stalemate.330 The official line of policy promptly attributed the armorial schemes solely 

to the House of Guise, who were to use Scotland as a launch pad to topple over the 
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Elizabethan government and to crown their niece and nephew as the “Monarchs of 

Christendom”.331  

In the subsequent diplomatic quarrel, the French party − the constable as well as 

Cardinal Charles de Guise − employed a very different language of signification. This 

alternative discourse fine-tuned the extent of their claims to the opportunities of the 

moment by deliberately blurring the line between arms as the signifier of familial 

affiliation and the royal coat of arms as the symbol of state par excellence. On the one 

hand, this reflected a real difference in opinion on how emblazonry should embody 

sovereign authority. The reasoning was in line with the insistence on the use of plain 

arms, without quartering. Like the many bearings of subjects with fleurs de lis in them 

to denote royal favour or a dynastic bond with the Capetian kings, the inclusion of the 

English lions should be treated as a mere signifier of descent − denying the use of the 

accompanying titles. On the other hand, it provided the argument to remain somewhat 

ambiguous about the actual intent of the usurpations, gaining time to prepare possible 

diplomatic overtures or military manoeuvres while first putting the own house in 

order.332 So, both parties sought the extremes of the spectrum: While Cecil stressed the 

usurpation of an impersonal, public dignity invested in Elizabeth as the rightful 

sovereign of England in order to vindicate an intervention in Scottish affairs, France 

played the trump card of innocent kinship.333  

As late as 25 February 1560, almost seven months after the matter came to the 

surface, the cardinal defended the appropriation of the symbols by accentuating that 

François II did not combine the arms with the French ones in a single escutcheon, but 

bore them separately in a quarter with those of Scotland (i.e. in combination with the 

signs of his spouse). With respect to Mary Stuart herself, her use of the English arms was 

said to be valid on the pretext of familial affiliation. The first drawn examples of the coat 

of arms, with the curious inescutcheon of pretence and the lack of marks of cadency, 

were thereby completely ignored.334 The matter was therefore no act of open hostility, 

nor a declaration of war by France, but merely “de quelque préténtion” showing that 

Mary belonged to the same “house” as Elizabeth.335 Guise and his allies depicted the 

divisions, ordinaries and charges in a field as the tokens of political-dynastic bonds 

(“consanguinité”), without embodying “authority” per se.336 Echoing le Féron’s 

exposition, visual elements and colours disclosed political affinity, shared virtues and 
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honorary decorations, no hard claims.337 In March 1560 a French embassy to the Tudor 

court in charge of conducting preliminary peace talks further amplified these 

statements: The adoption of arms was by no means intended to damage Elizabeth’s 

honour. On the contrary, it aimed to flatter her by showing how closely related she was 

to the French queen.338   

Nevertheless, the French language was consciously paradoxical. More weighty 

repercussions of heraldic appropriation lingered in their discourse. Some defensive 

remarks revealed how they endorsed a similar opinion about the adoption of foreign 

arms in times of open hostility. In fact, they assured Elizabeth that the usurpation was 

not as innovative as she and Cecil asserted: the English arms were assumed after the 

death of Mary Tudor, though still before the conclusion of the treaty of Cateau-

Cambrésis, when Mary Stuart was considered by them as the closest heir to the throne. 

With the ceasing of war and the official acknowledgment of Elizabeth’s position, a 

conquest was certainly no longer on their agenda.339 French envoys conducting 

preliminary peace talks in Edinburgh in June 1560 furthermore compared the French 

manoeuvres with the multifaceted Habsburg practices, for once stressing similarities 

instead of contrasts: In their armorial alter egos, the emperor and other European 

princes had likewise assumed titles and arms which they did not possess, while still 

cultivating peace and friendship with their “real possessors”.340  

Their strongest apology was provided by another historical precedent. Ever since the 

Flemish had officially acknowledged Edward III as “king of France” in January 1340, the 

English monarchs had quartered the French arms with their lions and – apart from the 

small period from 1360 until 1369 under the terms of the Treaty of Brétigny – styled 

themselves as “kings of France”. Initially intended as a diplomatic stratagem to convince 

the vassals of the French crown to support English interest in the dispute with Philip IV 

over the sovereignty of Aquitaine, juridical documents soon wrapped the novel style in 

contentions about succession custom and divine law.341 Although this quartering was 

mainly used after Edward’s lifetime as the sole image of England, as opposed to a plain 

shield with lilies for France,342 the symbol and title had still actively served to legitimate 

the possession of Tournai (1512-9), Boulogne (occupied from 1544 to 1550), the 
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English coats of arms, see also: Hinkle, The fleur-de-lis, 43-75. 
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Channel Islands and Calais (conquered by the French in January 1558),343 as well as 

further incursions on the continent during wartime.344 Inevitably, this matter was 

brought to the fore by the French party in the discussions of late 1559 and 1560. Both 

the Constable Montmorency as the cardinal de Guise referred to the English use of the 

lilies to depict the heraldic pretensions of Mary as equally lawful.345 If England could 

bear the arms of France, then Mary was certainly entitled to bear the arms of England.346  

This historically valid comparison brought the English defence in a rather irksome 

position. If they wanted to authorize the royal arms as an animated shrine of sovereignty 

and the usurpation of it as the symbolic prelude to a possible invasion, then they had to 

admit that their time-honoured ensigns actually revealed similar aims. Asserting that 

their own quartered arms were of a less hostile nature or a meaningless remnant of the 

past would automatically endorse the French alternative discourse. Ambassador 

Throckmorton indeed agreed with the former, but stressed how the French had long 

recognized the rightful grounds of this usage. English symbolic aggression had been 

settled and neutralized in the numerous treaties between the realms, and France still 

paid an annuity “in tribute” of this claim. He recalled the various wars and atrocities 

caused by it as a solid proof that pretended arms and titles were always the harbinger of 

war and conquest. In the wake of the settlement of Cateau-Cambrésis, a repetition of 

such incidents had to be avoided at all costs. 347    

Despite promises to cease their pretensions and formulate an acceptable response to 

English grievances, French provocation blatantly continued. After Easter 1560, the 

English arms surfaced once again in triumphs at Tours and Chenonceau.348 Talks now 

firmly called for effective guarantees about the French objectives. Apart from the 

withdrawal of their troops from Scotland, the redress of style and arms was a returning 

demand. François and Mary immediately had to cease the display of the bearings and 

title in their “realms and signories in any way whatsoever”.349 Once the usurped ensigns 

                                                           
343 Though an act of the English Parliament in 1536 reformed the administration of Calais and effectively 

ended any lingering claim that Calais was part of Henry VIII’s French kingdom. See: C.S.L. Davies, ‘“Roy 

de France et Roy d’Angleterre”: the English claims to France, 1453-1558’, PCEEB, 35(1995), 130. 
344 Davies, ‘the English claims’, 123-32. 
345 For the constable’s opinion on this matter, see: CSP Foreign, Elizabeth, I, 322-37 (Throckmorton to 

Privy Council, 21 June 1559).; Forbes, public transactions, I, 138-40.; Guise pointed to a passage in the 

recent peace treaty of Cateau-Cambrésis that stated that every action had to be “utrique principum salvae 

et integrae”. 
346 Cassaneus, Catalogus, f. 21v.-22r. 
347 Forbes, public transactions, I, 339-42. The argument that the arms of France were superior because 

the king never combined them with those of other claimed territories was only half of the truth. The 

invasions of and claims to Naples and Milan at the end of the fifteenth century were equally preceded by 

the assumption of arms of pretence visualizing their claims, in casu the cross-potent of Jerusalem as sign 

of Angevin sovereignty. The comparison with those pretences was explicitly drawn by Throckmorton to 

argue that the French used the English arms as a pretext for invasion plans. Those arms however, had not 

been quartered with the lilies, though had been placed on a twin shield, next to the plain arms of France, 

but under the same crown, see: Scheller, ‘Ensigns of authority’, 85-91.; Scheller, ‘Imperial themes’, 21-25. 

Cf. chapter 2, p. 238. On the French pension or “tribute” to the English, see: Davies, ‘the English claims’, 

128-129. 
348 CSP Foreign, Elizabeth, III, 1-24 (memorial for Elizabeth, 5 May 1560); Responce a la protestation. 
349 CSP Venice, VII, 234-42 (Michieli to Doge and Senate, 15 July 1560). 
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had been openly displayed on the international forum, a corresponding public refutation 

was according to Elizabeth the only way to restore her full honour and authority. The 

usurped arms were to be “expunged and defaced” from every public monument, as well 

as in more private places. All illicitly sealed letters had to be revoked within six months, 

otherwise they would become void. As an extra compensation for the offense, the 

queen confidently demanded the immediate restitution of Calais − which had been 

reconquered from the English in January 1558 by François de Guise − and an indemnity 

of 500,000 crowns.350 In June, after an appeal to Philip II to act as arbiter, the strained 

negotiations finally began to pay off. The so-called Peace Treaty of Edinburgh was signed 

on 6 July, containing a formal French recognition of Elizabeth’s authority and the 

promise of François and Mary to abandon their claim.351 Another preconceived treaty on 

the issue of the restitution of Calais and the monetary compensation was to be 

concluded in London.352 

To sum things up, the controversy that arose in 1559 exposes the role of heraldic 

signification in early modern strategies of political pretence between the great powers. 

In the ensuing diplomatic discussions, two seemingly different definitions of the 

relationship between symbolism and authority stood opposed to each other. On the one 

hand, there was the mainstream conception of a royal coat of arms as a straightforward 

embodiment of sovereignty. Such was the outcome of four centuries evolution in regal 

heraldry conjointly with a growing state power and dynastic complexity. “Arms of 

dominion”, as later heraldists would categorize them, developed their own semiotic 

character and were placed at the top of the symbolic pyramid.353 According to a hard 

line juridical reading, they could not be parted nor alienated. Defaming them equalled a 

symbolic violation of legitimate authority on the same footing as wartime provocation. 

Tudor policy makers unconditionally subscribed to this impersonal point of view, 

backed by a long track record of attempted invasions and domestic conspiracies that 

were foreshadowed by similar appropriations of regal insignia (not in the least the 

English pretences during the Hundred Years War themselves).  

During the Anglo-French turbulences of 1559 and 1560 though, an alternative 

discourse came to the surface. It concealed French imperialist ambitions in a more 

ambiguous way. In spite of the aura of fixity, armorial semiotics thus functioned through 

various manipulatable registers. In part, the cited arguments indeed reflected a different 

                                                           
350 Haynes, state papers, 326 (12 June 1560), 336-8, 342-3 (Elizabeth to Cecil and Wotton, 3 July 1560).; 

Kervyn de Lettenhove, Relations politiques, II, 503 (de la Quadra and Glanjon to Margaret of Parma, 13 

July 1560). On the demand of public destruction, see also: Cecil papers, I, 243-56, n° 760 (Cecil and 

Wotton to Elizabeth, 1 July 1560).  
351 Guy, Mary Queen of Scots, 112.; Kervyn de Lettenhove, Relations politiques, II, 503 (de la Quadra 

and Glanjon to Margaret of Parma).; CSP Scotland, I, 444, n° 855.; CSP Foreign, Elizabeth, III, 118-34.; 

Haynes, state papers, 354-5 (Cecil and Wotton to Elizabeth, 7 July 1560). On 17 June, negotiations 

between the commissioners of both powers had started in Edinburgh. According to the Venetian 

ambassador Michieli, the English exaggerated the heraldic offense for their political gain: CSP Venice, VII, 

220-34 (Michieli to Doge and Senate, 30 June 1560). 
352 Haynes, state papers, 354-5 (Cecil and Wotton to Elizabeth, 7 July 1560). This part of the deal was 

never enacted. 
353 Nisbet, An essay, 150-83.; Fox-Davies, A Complete Guide, 607. 
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conception about sovereign representation. Yet it also advanced political aims. A 

somewhat anachronistic fiction about the ever unquartered shield with the fleurs de lis 

bargained time and intentionally created confusion. The French party persisted in the 

diplomatic hustling that in times of official reconciliation the adoption of the plain arms 

of England in the composition of the spouses signified nothing more than dynastic 

affiliation or even special marks of tribute. Violent symbolic claims had been made 

during heated conflict, but with the return of peace – they assured Elizabeth – all 

bellicose intents had been redressed. This tradition, considering regal arms as signs of 

descent and esteem allowed Mary to bear the English arms, occasionally even after 1560. 

She refused to ratify the Treaty of Edinburgh and Throckmorton confirmed that the 

hated symbols still turned up months later, at royal entries in Saint-Denis and Orléans. 

Only the death of François II in December 1560 and her return to Scotland caused Mary 

to cease an all too public and offensive use of the ensigns. Nevertheless, the memory of 

the discussion proved enduring. The usurpation of the English arms and style still 

ranked among the charges leading to her execution in 1587.354 The same was true for 

the alternative discourse of affinity and recognition. Being a dynastic asset in foreign 

confrontations and in justifying the system of honourable augmentations, the same 

rationale could also endorse the far reaching heraldic designs of private subjects.  

 

 

Conclusion 

 

Under the influence of theoretical exaltation and a respectful adoration in the social 

dialogue, the royal coat of arms had acquired the eminence of a public regalium. 

Decisively, it was disconnected from the purely familial context of private inheritance in 

the course of the later Middle Ages. Notwithstanding different traits among regimes, the 

royal shield was considered a constituent of power. Containing the abstract dignity of 

the signified it was, as such, an inalienable good. The king was by virtue of his position 

the ultimate and sole possessor of it, even though public handling multiplied and 

reproduced it in an unseen quantity. In some instances, representatives were equally 

associated with those arms; but if so, only strictly in their capacity of political delegates, 

not as private individuals. This elevated role imposed the need of a clear differentiation 

with the heraldic accoutrements of subjects. The royal ensigns had to tower above all 

other bearings, both in use and in aesthetic worth. In strong monarchies, the complete 

armorial vocabulary was therefore subjected to legal scrutiny. In the first place, this 

turned the king into the isolated fountainhead of all heraldic privileges. He became, in 

name, the only instance that could grant new bearings, incorporating such faculty into a 

wider system of recompense and honour. Secondly, the increase of royal initiative and 

control had to protect the visual integrity of the regal ensigns against the unabashed 

                                                           
354 Strype, Annals, 13.; A. Labanoff, ed., Lettres, instructions et mémoires de Marie Stuart, reine d’Écosse, 

I, London, 1844, 100 (Mary Stuart to the sieur de Saint-Colme).; CSP Foreign, Elizabeth, IV, 128-36 
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of heraldry, 164-5. 
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charades of subjects. Both internal elements and external components, such as royal 

crowns, a mantle or pavilion and supporters, were seen as inalienable features, just like 

the sovereign principles they embodied. On every other level of hierarchy, a decorous 

distance prompted by social value or political significance had to be observed.  

Seemingly opposite to this intentional exclusivity, the right of some noblemen and 

cognates to bear certain elements of the royal blazon by virtue of familial connection or 

a past recognition could not be denied. Simultaneously, some new grants or additional 

augmentations, issued by the chanceries, alluded to regal charges or even included them 

in a more or less derivative form. The habit of conceding such distinguished signals 

through official license actually formalized an older, feudal model wherein vassals had 

deliberately imitated or adopted the marks of their suzerain. In a strictly formal format, 

such generous gestures persisted into the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Although 

prominent heraldic “gift-giving” was initially also practiced by great noble families and 

other players, it definitely evolved, from the 1500s onwards, into the sole privilege of 

the sovereign. The survival of the phenomenon in early modern times is probably due to 

its many positive effects as an instrument of quite direct and forthright reciprocal 

patronage.  

At least if measured against other kinds of rewards, either financially, material, or by 

the nomination to offices or personal inductions in chivalrous orders, the advantages are 

manifold. It was mostly an intentional remuneration that bound the beneficiary to king 

and crown. The exercise of it targeted natural persons as well as corporations, including 

cities, abbeys, guilds and so on. Such generosity was a cheap and yet prestigious act. An 

unmatched degree of intimacy was created that echoed the making of a kin relation 

with a transgenerational span, although horizontal bonds were gradually superseded by 

vertical ones, stressing the dutiful obedience of good and loyal subjects. Usually, the 

solemnly formulated charters of the concessions specified that the new or modified 

arms were to be inherited by all legitimate offspring. In relation to this hereditary 

character, they were not merely a reward for one occasion of bravery, but usually sealed 

long careers in the service of the dynasty. Previous gifts were sometimes reconfirmed or 

amplified later on, further tightening an already existing hereditary affinity. The 

beneficiaries, in their turn, flaunted the gifts as unquestionable certificates of a durable 

familial loyalty that came with certain obligations for the monarch as well. 

It goes without saying that these far-reaching benefits also put the sharpening politics 

of distinction under pressure. In this perspective, giving away pieces of the royal blazon 

was objectionable. Those legists who set up the theoretical framework that connected 

outward signs to the inner structure of public power, occasionally fulminated against 

the practice for having disintegrative effects. They treated the phenomenon on the 

equal terms of unlawful usurpation. If the immaterial majesty embedded in the king’s 

escutcheon transcended private stakes, then the individual armiger was not in a position 

to distribute his own signs outside the mainframe of legitimate succession. The virtual 

creation of kinship by such grants would inevitably lead to a detrimental share in 

otherwise unique kingship. The abstract dignity invested in the prince in fact prevented 
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him to concede – and thus amend – the same. According to such extreme political 

reading, he was powerless when it came to the disposal of his own bearings.  

A serial study of this very prestigious sort of armorial gifts has still to be undertaken. 

The fragmented character and often problematic accessibility of available sources makes 

it a very daunting but highly desirable task. Limited overviews of examples that have 

come to us in contemporary collections and treatises reminds us, however, of diverging 

evolutions for each of the studied monarchies. They can be noticed in both the choice 

of beneficiaries and in the chronologic intensity of the honours. Numerous concessions 

documented for the French case reacted to the ups and downs of political challenges. In 

periods of unease, when it was necessary to have strong allies and to make sure that 

former supporters were still willing to place their bets on the royalist cause, a marked 

upsurge can be seen. Symbolic donations of fleurs de lis were made in the context of 

the fifteenth-century War of the Public Weal under Louis XI, where it had to detract 

nobles and urban communities from the rebel side. Several instances suggest that they 

also remunerated and perpetuated the loyalty of partisans and mercenaries during the 

civil conflicts of the sixteenth century and the subsequent restoration of the kingdom. I 

will come back to that in the last part of this book. Inversely, the low points of the 

erratic cycle of concession were situated at moments when royal legitimacy was more 

steadily anchored.  

The precise targets and underlying accents also changed over time. Shying away from 

the danger of political alienation, components of the regal arms were only exceptionally 

awarded to natural subjects after the late fifteenth century. Willing recipients were 

instead found across the borders in territories like the Swiss confederacy, the Dutch 

Republic, or the Venetian republic, having no central or strong (heraldic) authority. As 

this could not be seen as undermining the community from the inside, the export of the 

symbolism to outlying territories was rather interpreted as a positive expansion of 

sovereignty. Graphic criteria likewise underwent notable changes. Grandiloquent gifts 

incorporating full familial quarters with fleurs de lis to, for instance, some Italian princes 

in the course of the fifteenth century, were later on interchanged for grants to more 

modest parties that only consisted of a single fleur de lis.    

A more restrictive approach prevailed in Tudor England and in the Habsburg lands.         

Beyond endorsing the rights of men of royal blood and previous grantees, none of the 

elements from the regal arms seemed to have been given away in their original shape 

and colour. Struggling with a precarious claim to the throne themselves, the young 

Tudor dynasty had to be very careful with applying the mechanism. Moreover, the 

English escutcheon was, more than elsewhere, considered a purely impersonal marker 

of majesty, transmitted to successive rulers in the absence of lineal continuity. Habsburg 

symbolic parsimony after the loss of the imperial title can be related to its ideal of 

diversity. Honorary augmentations consisting of any of the territorial ensigns of the 

Monarchy would inevitably entail a geographical bias. Given the instability of charges, a 

gift might easily imply the estranging of the domains in question and the transfer of 

sovereign rights. In each of these two regimes, suggestive adaptations such as grants 
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with an inverted colour scheme or the concession of personal devices, tried to bypass 

the subversive potential. 

If attention is solely paid to uncovering the cyclic extent of concessions or their 

content, the suggestion is raised of an increasingly professionalized governmental 

machinery that successfully deployed this financially attractive instrument of patronage. 

However, its functioning can only be fully appreciated if the perspective of the receiver 

– or the demand side – is taken into account as well. A look into some strategies from 

below paints a different picture. It clarifies the apparently indecisive manoeuvring 

between restriction and liberality. In the hands of the beneficiary, the inclusion of items 

reminiscent of royalty were a powerful channel to boost political influence. To that end, 

aristocratic families or corporate institutions cultivated their own stories about the 

princely origins of their bearings. One popular tactic was to retrace them to an explicit 

donation of a medieval king to the progenitor of the noble house. Either placed in a 

more or less historically accurate or even mystic setting, it stressed a strong, reciprocal 

bond with kingship that dated from times immemorial. Because such privileges were 

considered to be perpetual once given, their alleged existence forced the current ruler 

to maintain these affectionate ties and to take particular wishes into consideration. The 

ruler decided who was temporarily held in favour at court or who had physical access to 

his person. Yet in the case of older visual affinities, his individual will mattered less.  

Not in the least members of the administrative elite similarly manipulated the 

inconsistencies of the bureaucratic system to fashion symbolic intimacy. Besides rarely 

unearthed, but surely popular attempts of falsification, differences in the colours 

prescribed in an original honorary grant were later on sometimes changed to make them 

identical to the royal ones. Others played on obscure genealogical connections to get 

similar allusions to royalty recognized. Paradoxically, the growing professionalization of 

concessions and the juridical framework around it had obverse effects. The inability to 

keep record of all favours given before this time empowered subjects to turn dubious 

claims to their advantage and to get them officially ratified. Paper heraldry moreover 

increased the prestige of honourable charges, and made strategies that exploited the 

loose ends of written evidence more worthwhile. This peculiar sort of appropriation 

thus thrived on the complexities of a system whose very structure surprisingly 

facilitated what it tried to remedy. In place of a blunt example of kingly voluntarism, the 

distribution of royal signals by means of other armorial media confronted coercive 

measures with intensive, back and forth negotiation. 

The last case discussed in the chapter at hand has illustrated that the princes 

themselves realized the strategic potential of the thin line running between illicit 

usurpation of dignity and the privilege of familial affinity. Large diplomatic or even 

military incidents based on the alleged usurpation of arms between sovereigns are 

documented throughout the period. The most famous episode continuously referred to 

was of course Edward III’s pretension in the fourteenth-century confrontation with 

France. Up to the eighteenth and even the nineteenth century, other discussions of the 

same kind were added to the list. For example, an interstate conflict erupted between 

England and France in the summer of 1559 after the Scottish Queen Mary Stuart – 
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having married the Dauphin François (II) – openly assumed the English arms and title. 

Well aware of the ambiguities behind such provocative visual adoption, the French 

party led by Mary’s Guise uncles shrouded their political designs in the argument of 

dynastic cognation. Styled as an innocent tribute of familial relationship with the Tudor 

queen Elizabeth, it tried to evade the accusation of a harmful novelty that entailed a 

public claim to the English throne. On the English side, the usurpation of plain symbols 

− in any form whatsoever − was considered as a frontal attack on legitimate authority. A 

radical interpretation of royal arms as straightforward embodiments of sovereignty, 

regardless of a kinship connection, had to justify Elizabeth’s open interference in the 

tense Scottish affairs. In other words, descent and public rights were not objective 

categories. The opportunities of heraldry as a venue for bargaining influence and 

realizing political aspirations can precisely be situated in this vagueness – both in a 

domestic and international scenery. By the end of our period, the inability of 

governments to keep the obstinate effects in check seemingly resulted in an indifference 

that slowly eroded the strength of such strategies.     
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Chapter 5 

 

HERALDOCLASM BETWEEN ABROGATION AND ASSASSINATION 
 

 

 

On 14 May 1610, the Catholic zealot François Ravaillac stabbed King Henri IV of France 

to death.1 The regicide was arrested on the spot and interrogated for several days before 

his gruesome execution.2 Ravaillac confessed that he had meticulously planned his 

attack in advance. His main motive, at least according to his confession, was a firm, 

visionary belief that Henri IV was a crypto-heretic eager to assault the pope and transfer 

the Holy See to France. One of the pieces of evidence presented during the trial was a 

small drawing of the coat of arms of the French kingdom supported by two lions 

holding a key and a sword. It was probably conceived as a conceptual depiction of the 

French state showing due respect to papal authority; Ravaillac admitted that he had 

carried the drawing when committing his crime. Apparently, it functioned as a talisman 

which strengthened the justness of his cause.3 The sacred body politic, as captured in its 

heraldic representation, was to be purified of its polluted head. Pierre de Fenouillet, the 

bishop of Montpellier, who wrote a funeral oration in praise of Henri, found it more 

difficult to make a distinction between French heraldic identity and the person of the 

king. He described the horrifying crime of the “furious beast” as a heraldoclastic act 

against the state: “Elle arrache d’une main violente la plus belle fleur que la terre des Lis 

avoit porté, elle despoüille la France de son manteaux d’honneur, luy oste ses armes, luy 

brise son bouclier …”.4 Another account spoke of an almost factional mystic connection 

between the physical condition of the monarch and his armorial bearings. At the exact 

moment Ravaillac plunged his dagger between the king’s ribs, Henri’s arms and royal 

monogram on the gate of the Château de Pau in Béarn, his birthplace, fell to the ground 

and shattered. Simultaneously, chaos erupted among the nearby royal herd of cows. The 

principal bull – an obvious embodiment of the heraldic charge of the vicomté de Béarn 

– broke loose, hurled himself into a well and died.5  

    These statements are indicative of the status of armorial representation of power at 

the turn of the sixteenth century. Over the last decades, numerous studies have rightly 

rehabilitated royal imagery as an essential component of early modern political culture. 

                                                           
1 The first part of this chapter is a reworked version of my article ‘The Emblazoned Kingdom Ablaze. 

Heraldic Iconoclasm and Armorial Recovery during the French Wars of Religion, 1588-95’, French History, 

27(2013), 323-50. 
2 R. Mousnier, L’Assassinat d’Henri IV, Paris, 1964, 13-33. 
3 ‘Procès, examen, confessions et négations, du meschant & exécrable parricide François Ravaillac, sur 

la mort de Henri-le-Grand’, Paris, 1611, in: Mémoires de Condé, ed., vol. 6, The Hague, 1745, 269-70.; de 

Thou, Histoire universelle, 16 vol., London, 1734, XV, 104. 
4 J. Hennequin, Henri IV dans ses Oraisons funèbres ou la naissance d’une legende, Paris, 1977, 30. 
5 François de Mézeray, Abbrégé chronologique ou extrait de l’histoire de France, vol. 3, Paris, 1690, 509-
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Several scholars have analysed the analogous way of thinking behind this complex.6 

However, their approach is mostly limited to easily accessible media such as portraiture 

and festive cavalcades.7 If heraldry is fairly taken into consideration, it is usually treated 

as a somewhat obscure and immutable form of decoration or a static tool for 

communication. Foregoing case studies have all demonstrated that quite the opposite is 

true. Heraldry’s public dimension empowered the signs with the agency to produce the 

presence of an increasingly absent rulership. This chapter argues that the impact of a 

royal coat of arms was therefore not confined to the hermetic games of intellectuals 

who had lost all sense of reality. Most of the involved authors, designers, policy-makers 

and spectators repeatedly stressed the significance of the public dimension in the 

interplay between discourse and display. Apart from being deeply entangled with 

learned ideological and genealogical narrative,8 ensigns armorial had a materiality whose 

handling equally conferred meaning. Not limited by the need of a more or less realistic 

depiction of the human condition, the abstract imagery and its spatial distribution was 

especially suitable to capture the complex correspondence between the royal persona 

or dynasty and the elusive sovereign dignity. It appears as an imaginary parallel universe, 

not just reflecting status or social background, but really helping to forge hierarchy and 

political order or, on the contrary, express dissent.9 Hence, desecration of the king’s 

escutcheon had disruptive consequences for both the status of the embodied bearer and 

for the welfare of the community.10 By the sixteenth century, the defamation of a royal 

coat of arms, whether by damaging or usurpation, was considered a treacherous 

infraction of the majesty of a monarch and the kingdom.11 “Scorning, profaning, 

corrupting or despising’ them, wrote the influential jurist and politique Pierre de Belloy 

in 1587, makes one “convaincu de Lèze Majesté”.12  

The nature of the iconoclastic gesture is well known when it comes to religious 

practices,  but elusive and ill-defined in this more secular guise.13 Destruction of the 

image in a public and often ritualized performance uncovers a seemingly inanimate 

object as a venerated idol whose attributes are to be reargued and resignified. Every 

demolition thus entails a logical, responsive act of creation.14 Such forms of profane 

                                                           
6 Marin, Le Portrait.; Turrel, Le Blanc de France.; P. Arnade, Beggars, Iconoclasts & Civic Patriots: The 

Political Culture of the Dutch Revolt, Ithaca, 2008, 90-124.  
7 E.g. Ghermani, Le Prince et son portrait, esp 14-16, 40.; Osorio, ‘The King in Lima’, 449-51, 470-4. 
8 Loskoutoff, L’Armorial de Calliope.; Randall, ‘On the Evolution of Toads’. 
9 Cf. Walzer, ‘On the Role of Symbolism’, 194-6, 198.; Latour, ‘The Powers of Association’, 271-6. 
10 Cf. L. Hablot, ‘Emblèmes outragés, corps ravagés: L’utilisation de l’emblématique dans les châtiments 

à la fin du Moyen Âge’, in L. Bodiou, V. Mehl & M. Soria, eds., Corps outragés, corps ravagés de l’Antiquité 

au Moyen Âge, Turnhout, 2011, 143. 
11 Cassaneus, Catalogus, f. 11v.; Tiberio Deciani, Tractatus Criminalis, vol. 2, Venice, 1590, f. 189r.-v. 

Some examples in Hablot, ‘Le Roi fontaine’. Cf. chapter 1, pp. 79-82.  
12 Pierre de Belloy, De L’Authorité du roy et crimes de Leze Maieste, qui se commettent par ligues, 

designation de successeur, & libelles escrits contre la personne & dignité du prince, s.l., 1587, fo. 55r.-v. 
13 O. Christin, Une Révolution symbolique: l’iconoclasme huguenot et la reconstruction catholique, 

Paris, 1991.; T. Wanegffelen, ‘Le Condamné et le refoulé: le geste iconoclaste au début des Guerres de 

Religion’, Les Cahiers de Médiologie, 13(2002), 67-77.   
14 B. Latour, ‘A few Steps towards the Anthropology of the Iconoclastic Gesture’, Science in Context, 

10(1997), 63-83.; B. Latour, On the Modern Cult of the Factish Gods, Durham, 2010, 69, 74, 76, 79. 
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iconoclasm could be the exceptional action of an irate individual. Instead of gratuitous 

vandalism, the aggression often carefully targeted the representative nature of the sign 

in an attempt to modify or correct an unwanted situation.15 Irrespective of the world of 

literary conceits and boastful charters, popular appropriation was thus also pursued 

through the armorial symbol as a material given. Setting up an image in the public space 

exposed it to a tactile handling which conferred meaning against the backdrop of a 

specific agenda (even without the need to understand all the complex codes of its 

iconography). David Cressy, among others, has stressed that subjects could employ a 

rich theatrical lexicon of destruction – a secular iconoclasm sharing the traits of the 

carnivalesque and public justice – to speak of contempt and disloyalty.16 However, 

besides “speaking” of dissent, the attacks, derision or renewed veneration actually 

comprised transformative capacities. The accessibility, spread and format of the sign 

thereby greatly determined the possibilities of this ritual mechanism: Thus a coat of 

arms mounted upon an monument or depicted on a popular print could – quite against 

the intention of the owner or designer – in fact acquire an agency of its own. On 

moments of political transition, and in some cases empowered by new rulers or 

governments, subversive heraldic performance could even become  a large-scale means 

to erase the legitimacy of an old regime.17 This last chapter explores how “sovereignty” 

was as much a wider symbolic praxis, where elitist expertise joined popular creativity, 

as a more narrowly defined theoretical doctrine. Inevitably, the forces of destruction 

also occasioned the creation of new compromises about political order through visual 

interaction. Yet not every heraldic performance inevitably resulted in the same 

outcome.   

The striking interconnection made between iconoclasm and sovereign power in 

assessing the political significance of Henri IV’s assassination provides us with an 

excellent starting point for understanding similar heraldic destructions and 

reconstructions in this period. Some later shifts have already drawn the attention of 

scholars. Well known is the very radical and systematic example of the French 

Revolution, during which the revolutionary government unleashed a nation-wide 

campaign against former “feudal” representations, including the fleurs-de-lis-arms as the 

quintessential marks of monarchy.18 The subsequent search for a new, comprehensive 

imagery of state, expressing popular sovereignty invested in the nation, was 
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convincingly studied by Maurice Agulhon and Lynn Hunt.19 The instauration of the 

English Commonwealth after the execution of Charles I (1649) − to name but another 

iconic transition from royal to “popular” sovereignty − was likewise accompanied by the 

officially prescribed removal of royal arms in all “publick places”. A new republican set 

of images was invented to supplant the culture of Caroline kingship.20 These symbolic 

redefinitions of authority had their sixteenth-century precedents where any semiotic 

distinction between the signifier (royal heraldry) and the signified (the sovereign and 

the political community) almost completely disappeared. Studying these significant 

moments sheds new light on the attitudes of the opponents and the practical 

implementations of the political debate.  

In the first place, the tandem of heraldic iconoclasm and symbolic construction 

appears as a remarkably significant mechanism in the civil wars that afflicted the French 

kingdom in the second half of the sixteenth century. It was no coincidence that this 

occurred precisely at the moment when a problematic succession led to fierce debates 

about the sovereign foundations of the state. The precocious death of the duke of 

Anjou, heir presumptive to the throne, in 1584 and the increasingly discredited position 

of King Henri III overturned traditional theories of royal accession and divine election. 

Scholars and pamphleteers of different convictions began considering the exact impact 

of popular consent and of certain restraints on legitimate kingship.21 Secondly, heraldic 

performance was also a marked feature of the Revolt in the Habsburg Netherlands in 

that same period. This conflict, whose protagonists and stakes were to a great extent 

entangled with the troubles in France, equally produced a fundamental revision of what 

constituted true legitimate authority. The abrogation of Philip II’s rulership in July 1581 

would cause, in the long run, a definite rift between the southern provinces under the 

renegotiated Habsburg aegis of the archdukes,22 and an urban Republic where the 

ambiguous sovereignty of the state was relocated in the States General as a unifying 

factor, as well as in the individual States (and even cities) of the provinces.23 All of these 

“new” regimes had in the previous tumultuous decades developed an alternative set of 

(para)heraldic signs embodying a “new” consensus about the nature of the polity.  

Most historians of the Guerres de Religion and the Dutch Revolt have either looked 

for the development of a coherent political discourse that legitimated resistance and 

                                                           
19 M. Agulhon, Marianne au combat: l’imagerie et la symbolique républicaines de 1789 à 1880, Paris, 
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21 R. A. Jackson, ‘Elective Kingship and Consensus Populi in Sixteenth-Century France’, The Journal of 

Modern History, 44(1972), 155-71. 
22 Duerloo, Dynasty and Piety. 
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even regicide,24 or they highlighted the popular religious sentiments of actors.25 Rare are 

studies that succeed in demonstrating how high political theory was adapted to the 

streets, being transformed into local sentiments and actions. Nevertheless, they have 

shown how at moments when public authority was disputed and re-evaluated on a more 

general scale, learned criticism and partisan propaganda were practically translated on 

the streets by coordinated and often substantial attacks on the material symbols of 

(former) state power.26 Though certainly innovative, this research does little to explain 

the importance of the armorial patrimony in such processes; Despite the fact that its 

status of literal embodiment of king and community endowed it with a very specific 

significance in such context.  

In a highly original book, Peter Arnade advocated the inclusion of rituals, gestures, 

symbols and “public dramatization” in the study of the Dutch Revolt’s “political 

culture”. By approaching them as essential political ingredients, he advanced a better 

understanding of rebel behaviour and illuminated long-term changes in the 

representation of valid authority. Vibrant dissident symbolization certainly stood at the 

base of the cultural modes of a developing urban Republic, but posed an unresolved 

dilemma in explaining the absence of ritual fanfare when actually abjuring the king.27 

Taking an innovative cue from the compelling concepts of visual studies, Andrew 

Sawyer gauged the imagery of subversive prints in like manner.28 Although conclusively 

maintaining that allegories and emblems shaped new associations of power and political 

agendas, he sighed that “inferring abstract concepts such as popular sovereignty from 

pictorial data is difficult”.29 (Para)heraldic components were dismissed in his otherwise 

thorough analysis as mere tools of pictorial identification.30 It is my contention, 

however, that a privileged focus on armorial imagery and especially its public, material 

manipulation − a ritual tool as stressed by Arnade, Cressy and others in a general sense – 

in fact reveals the main mechanisms behind changing notions of redefined authority. 

The comparative perspective spells out how the deep-seated characteristics and public 

existence of the armorial patrimony of a given polity largely influenced the creative 

potential of individual actors. 
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The present chapter, by contrast, questions in particular how radical, ideological 

redefinitions of French sovereignty in the 1580s and 1590s were complemented by 

specific heraldic violence, and consequently necessitated a subsequent symbolic re-

articulation of authority. Armorial assaults on Henri III in late 1588 and early 1589, 

foreshadowing his physical elimination in August 1589, repudiated his kingship and 

affected the heraldic representation of the body politic.31 They compromised the age-old 

connection between personality and kingship as expressed by the fleurs de lis, 

presenting opportunities for alien heraldic encroachments on French sovereignty. 

However, the intercession of the fleurs de lis as an image and object that surpassed the 

personal and contingent status, in the end helped to safeguard the French tradition of 

political autonomy. Eventually, the potency of royal arms overcame an existential 

confusion.  

In the Low Countries, however, the concerted removal of Philip II’s attributes from 

public space did not amount to a destruction of his personality, but forfeited his power. 

Unlike in the Valois kingdom, a more widespread popular experience of creative 

adaptation already underlay the regional variety and flexibility inherent to Habsburg 

symbolism. Visual experimenting with a purified constitutional order, wherein the 

ultimate sovereignty was a shared good, in fact predated 1581 yet would evolve from an 

inverted critique of royal policy into newly fashioned compromises. It profoundly 

affected the later political self-understanding of the Dutch Republic and that of the 

reconciled royal provinces without imposing a premeditated outcome from the start. 

Abstract armorial imagery thus functioned as an important mediator in both the French 

Wars of Religion and the Dutch Revolt. Amidst the plethora of pictorial images, statues 

and ensigns, (para)heraldic symbolism held an essential role in the dialectic vocabulary 

of burning and casting down, as well as parading and erecting. 

 

 

 

PART I – CIVIL WAR IN FRANCE 

 

 

The Religious Origins of Profane Desecration? 

 

The first clandestine actions of Calvinists against Catholic worship in France, followed 

by an explosion of iconoclast campaigning after the outrageous massacre of Vassy in 

March 1562, followed a wave of religious fervour. Fierce exploits of inversion, burning, 

material mutilations and parodic mockery were mounted by the Huguenots against 

liturgical objects, crosses and statues of saints, thereby deliberately mimicking the harsh 
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persecutions of their coreligionist. Far from being trivial vandalism, these were highly 

charged, evangelical performances confirming the ineffectiveness and ritual denial of 

superstitious idolatry.32 Denis Crouzet nevertheless suggested the existence of an 

undercurrent of political subversiveness that complemented pious zeal.33 Collective 

destruction also conveyed a wider sense of transformation, of social purification. 

Temporal society’s traditional restraint was dissolved through demolition in an attempt 

to reinstate a pristine era, disentangled from a polluted and oppressive socio-political 

order.34  

As a result, some of the radical Calvinist violence had a secular connotation as well, 

and targeted the worldly representatives of unjust dominion.35 Tombs of nobles in 

important churches were occasionally desecrated in 1562 – for example the burial 

chapel of the seigneurs de Longueville and those of the counts and dukes of Valois-

Angoulême at Orléans.36 At Vendôme, the Bourbon sepulchre was violated without 

much resistance.37 In some instances, the violence was unambiguously directed against 

royal authority and its representations. The mausoleum of Louis XI in the Church of 

Notre-Dame de Cléry at Orléans was smashed down. Hammers dismembered and 

decapitated the effigy of the former king. Afterwards, his bones and physical remains 

were publicly exposed and incinerated. 38 An altar image of the same king, a stained-glass 

panel with his portrait, and his coat of arms under a pavilion – donated to the Church of 

Saint-Pierre at Caen in 1466 − were likewise ravaged.39 Without any doubt, the most 

provocative instance of royal contestation during the iconoclastic riots of 1562 was 

posthumously aimed at king François II (†December 1560). His embalmed heart, 

conserved in the cathedral of Sainte-Croix at Orléans, was burned and its ashes 

disseminated.40  

Outrageous violence that explicitly centred on the images of royalty and the king’s 

predecessors seems to have been rare and non-systematic, though not unheard of. In 
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most cases, such explicitly political destructions settled local scores or expressed 

grievances from the past.41 According to Peter Arnade, studying the political culture of 

the Dutch Revolt, iconoclast provocation with purely political overtones was “the 

exception to an otherwise scrupulous vigilance the rioters exercised with regard to 

representations of the sovereign and his symbols and insignia”.42 In his magisterial 

account of violence during the French Wars of Religion, Crouzet came to similar 

conclusions about the initial reticence of overt royal desecration. Such anger, if it 

occurred at all, was almost always provoked by the tensed relationship with corrupt 

officials or aimed at oppressive governors. When in times of broad, religious anxiety, 

public agitation directly addressed royalty, it normally avenged old dissatisfactions or 

unresolved conflicts. Huguenot leaders sharply condemned such actions and the more 

or less official Calvinist ideological discourse, articulated after March 1562, clearly 

dismissed such deeds as illegitimate.43 Paradoxically, most iconoclasts cast themselves as 

the “ministres extraordinaires de la volo[n]té des Rois & Roines”, justifying their ritual 

violence as a necessity to safeguard the freedom of the state, their king and his family, all 

of whom had been led astray by evil counselling.44 The past had to be cleansed of 

perfidious papist idolatry, corruption, former unjust royal governance, and even the 

inertia of conservative Calvinism, not of the symbols of royal authority. 

The main victims of worldly excesses during the iconoclastic riots were portraits, 

effigies on tombs and physical remains. Apparently, heraldic images of the kings did not 

attract much attention, not because agitators couldn’t grasp or understand their 

significance, but because any violence would inevitably damage their own political 

assumptions or loyalties. Shields with the three lilies were generally spared as they 

referred to the temporal prince, as well as to the unquestioned institution of kingship. 

Nevertheless, a telling episode proves how hearsay about armorial subversions in the 

1560s signalled fear for a detrimental escalation of the conflict. In the spring of 1561, 

commissioners of the Parlement of Toulouse presented to the court a long list of alleged 

treacherous crimes committed by the city of Montauban.45 This procès-verbal accused 

the community of open rebellion in as much as they had refused to pay the taille and 

other taxes. Moreover, as a presumed public proclamation of their disloyalty, citizens 

had taken down the escutcheon of the king on city gates and in churches, as well as 

undertaken more mainstream acts of iconoclasm. On top of this contestation, the city 

was charged with the unauthorized minting of its own coinage – generally considered a 

sovereign prerogative – containing inscriptions which spoke of self-governance and 

popular rule (“Moneta ecclesia Montalbanensis” or “Moneta nova Reipub. Montis 

Albanensis”). Though Montauban had been the scene of reformed purifications and a 

regional synod in April 1561, the destruction of royal arms and the declaration of 
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disobedience eventually turned out to be false rumours, spread by a resentful Parlement 

that had been involved in a long-standing conflict with the city over a bribery case.46 

After a visitation of churches and city gates for traces of heraldic iconoclasm, all the 

commotion proved exaggerated. Yet, the visitation also revealed an ideological trend 

that inclined to probing the nature of sovereignty and obedience. The Montauban 

episode released a spectre that would haunt French royal authority for decades to 

come.47  

As political scientists as well as political historians have recently begun to stress, the 

early modern notion of “sovereignty” should not be treated as a discursive assembly of 

attributes that solely existed within the confines of political theory. Many thinkers 

indeed advanced formulations of the origins or character of royal authority, the one 

more comprehensive than the other, but their opinions were scarcely regarded as 

indisputable, changeless truths when it came to actual practice. The creation of 

sovereign power was both an exercise in ideas and an ongoing praxis of negotiating and 

openly enforcing competing claims.48 In that sense, one could characterize heraldic 

semiotics as an instrument that visualized, articulated and modified this claim-making. 

Previous chapters have shown how its various iconographic signifiers – colours, 

charges, supporters, crowns – alongside the continuous textual reinterpretation in 

popular legends of origin and learned treatises, adapted the armorial image to political 

circumstances and needs. Yet, this was not the only way regal heraldry functioned. In 

the words of one sixteenth-century Spanish royal historiographer, the “soul” of the 

“devises and ensigns” was distinct, though inseparably united with the “body” of the 

shield. Like every aspect of Creation, armorial “form” had to be completed with 

“matter”.49 Studying the significance of royal arms thus not only tries to reconstruct 

specific codes embedded in iconography. It should also take into account the spatial 

arrangements they occupied. Hence, pictorial motives which spoke of continuity, 

interpreted by means of textual ideologies on rulership, stood in close relationship to 

the escutcheon as a tangible body. An almost autonomous agency beyond the immediate 

control of princely spin doctors was triggered by the manipulation of its public 

location.50  

Physical proportions of arms made the princely person present, while the specific 

charges expressed the precise content of authority and ambitions. This dual nature of 
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heraldry served its purpose very well, balancing the tangibility of power and the 

inconceivable sovereign dignity.51 In a remarkably proper analogy to the king’s physical 

and transient being, the abstract image and object of arms thus substitute for the 

complex princely figure.52 In previously mentioned examples, this materiality of 

heraldry revealed a curious syncretism with religious attitudes: in a way that resembled 

the mystical praesentia realis of the Eucharist, the public erection of royal arms marked 

the princely presence.53 French writers at the time of the unsettling civil wars likewise 

employed such analogous language to make sense of its representative functions. 

According to canon Claude Villette, “images”, whether portraits, statues or coat of arms, 

revived the depicted in one’s memory. The kings of France, masters of the “premier 

Royaume du monde”, applied this attribute by dispersing medals, coins, coat of arms, 

symbols and devises in every place where they were publicly honoured. Once 

interiorized, a good and loving subject would always envisage his prince’s portrait in the 

mind’s eye.54 Emotional attachment of a subject to his overlord’s armorial manifestations 

likewise generated a mystical bond of union with the complete political community. 

Pierre de Belloy, for example, firmly stated that neither the Spanish, English or Lorrain 

arms were imprinted in his heart, only the “simples pures & nettes” lilies.55 The “chest” 

of each individual citizen, wrote Pierre Matthieu using the same expression, was to be 

“cleaved and pierced” before the fleur de lis engraved in the heart of every faithful 

French town could be torn down.56  

Probably as a reaction to Protestant criticism on government, the fleurs de lis were 

reasserted in the 1560s and 1570s as signals of a firm Catholic and inflexible royal 

policy. Charles IX and Henri III, for instance, authorized clergymen to install 

escutcheons and panels with the French arms in front of their residences in the city and 

on the countryside, as the marks of special royal protection (Figure 100).57 During the 

religious processions of the Order of the Holy Spirit at Paris in the early 1580s – the 

Order had been founded in December 1578 by Henri III in an attempt to reconcile 

dominant Catholic noblemen with the crown – the royal arms were likewise paraded 

prominently.58 Moreover, the erection of the king’s arms became an explicit instrument 

to punish the violation of sacredness. Confiscated houses of those Huguenots involved 

in the iconoclastic riots and in other subversive deeds were sealed with lilies.59 In 1569, 

the houses of Nicolas Croquet and Philippe Gastines, two Parisian merchants who were 

arrested during a reformed service, were razed to the ground. A large cross painted in 
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the gold and azure colours of France, twenty feet high and worth about 3,000 or 4,000 

livres parisis, was erected on the spot.60 Reverence for the insignia of royalty, but also 

forms of irreverence, clearly took their ritualistic cue from the sacred in a society where 

secular power was shrouded in a highly spiritual aura. The iconoclast movement might 

have spared worldly objects at first, yet reactionaries surely understood how the same 

mechanisms could be bended to redress political tendencies. They recognized the 

materiality − quite simultaneously − as something imbued with a capacity of its own, yet 

whose qualities could be abated or corrected.   

 

 

 

Besides the juridical and politico-theological discourses of the well-educated, the 

material impact of regal heraldry could also be explained by an associative way of 

thinking that chimed with the popular religious-magical world shared by commoners 

such as Ravaillac.61 A coat of arms was commonly regarded as animated with the powers 

it visualized by means of a sympathetic bond, resembling not only a belief in the efficacy 

of the Sacrament of the Altar, but also the larger treatment of the images of saints, the 
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Figure 100.  Arms of Henri III, from Probi et Galliae ac Poloniae amantis viri, 
1575. © BnF 
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offering of ex voto’s, or the tradition of pittura infamante in Renaissance Italy.62 Secular 

iconoclasm worked on the widespread belief that there existed a secret sympathy or 

“symbolic likeness” between the image and the (abstract) body it depicted; a strain of 

thoughts deeply rooted in popular culture. Such belief is well documented in several 

cases of ritual profanation of royal portraits, statues and wax effigies.63 Laurent Hablot 

recently demonstrated how similar sympathetic mechanisms governed the late medieval 

juridical practice of subversio armorum, the public exposure and inversion of a traitor’s 

coat of arms in order to bring about a social death.64 These convictions were still very 

much alive in the sixteenth century and framed violence committed against royal arms. 

One does not need to be aware of every iconographic detail to assess its force. Damage 

or dishonour brought upon the object likewise induced injury to its owner. 

The profusion of accounts about mystical connections between a ruler and his 

armorial presence bears out the popularity of such an assumption. Although most of 

these tales were constructed with hindsight, they nevertheless are a striking indication 

for the mental tenets surrounding early modern heraldic practices. One of those early 

seventeenth-century rumours described how, at the precise moment Jacques Clément 

stabbed King Henri III, a flash of lightning struck the stained glass of the Chapelle de 

Bourbon-l’Archambault. The mark of cadency on the arms of Henri, king of Navarre was 

destroyed, leaving intact a plain shield with three lilies as “marque asseuree du Ciel, que 

la succession du Royaume de France luy appartenoit legitimement”.65 In the same 

fashion, Henri IV’s death was forecast by a confused heraldic painter who accidentally 

adorned the arms of Henri’s spouse Maria de’ Medici with the external ornaments of 

widowhood.66 Natural phenomena and occurrences were also frequently interpreted as 

armorial omens of things to come. While Henri IV besieged the Dijon stronghold of the 

rebellious duke of Mayenne in June 1595, a mutilated bird of prey interpreted as an 

alérion, the heraldic charge of the House of Lorraine to which Mayenne was related, 

crashed down into the royal camp. This was a sign of the imminent defeat or death of 

the duke, because “La mort de son oiseau, c’est la mort de lui-même”, explained a 

pamphlet on the curious event. Two days later, the castle was indeed surrendered to the 
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king.67 Comparable tales arose in the Dutch case. If the seventeenth-century chronicler 

Theodorus Velius is to be believed, dumbfounded bystanders witnessed a sympathetic 

heraldic omen in July 1584 at an afternoon service in the Vrouwekerk of Hoorn. A 

confused hawk flew in and out of the church, right through a newly repaired stained-

glass window, shattering the familial arms of William of Orange, the leader of the revolt. 

Five days later, the unfortunate prince was shot to death by a Catholic assassin.68 

The climate of open contestation in France after December 1588 occasioned a set of 

violent heraldoclastic exploits in which such popular opinions on the sympathetic 

qualities of heraldry actually squared with real-life action. Royal authority completely 

collapsed with the assassination of the duke of Guise and his brother the cardinal, the 

leaders of the so-called Catholic Ligue Sainte or Holy League, on the instigation of Henri 

III. In Paris, but also in several public places outside the capital, League sympathizers 

and the angry mob began to destroy Henri III’s heraldic achievement. These 

performances severely jeopardized the fleurs de lis as the indisputable repositories of 

French kingship.    

 

 

A Symbolic Regicide (1588-9) 

 

Intensified repression of Huguenots and the mounting religious bloodshed gradually 

dissolved any initial reluctance in disapproving the king’s attitude. After August 1572, a 

number of innovative texts rummaged through French history and law in search of 

constitutional checks against an ungodly monarchy. By means of a covenant between 

the populace and their leader, a wilful tyrannous ruler could be deposed by the 

representatives of the people and a more virtuous one elected.69 Catholic thinkers subtly 

recycled similar ideas to discuss the historical foundations of the monarchy and its 

Catholic character when the death of Anjou in 1584 launched a polemic on the 

succession.70 For some of them, heraldic ensigns were an immediate source of sovereign 

dignity, and the widespread Clovis legend proved the fundamental law of Catholicity: 

The divine gift of “les armes de nos Rois & du Roiaume’ confirmed “la foy Catholique” as 

“le plus ferme fondeme[n]t & la forme naturelle & essentielle du roiaume & de la roiauté 

Françoise”. Heretics could not possibly bear royal arms.71 Contrary to Huguenot political 
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thought, most of these diatribes still emphasized loyalty to Henri III. Nonetheless, the 

paradigmatic shift from traditional Calvinist thinking about obedience and resistance to 

a political discussion on the contractual nature of sovereign authority never led to the 

official rejection of a monarch. Full-blown radicalism, which eventually invalidated the 

Valois monarchy, came, somewhat unexpectedly, from the Catholic side. Unstable 

agreements about freedom of worship in the successive pacification edicts, concessions 

to the Huguenots, the flirtation of the duke of Anjou with the rebellious Dutch 

provinces, and the deterring prospects of a Protestant succession in the person of Henri 

III’s Bourbon cousin Henri of Navarre had all served to further alienate a Catholic faction 

loosely organized in the Holy League and headed by the Guise family. The king’s 

opposition to their demands severely weakened his own position, especially in the large 

cities. Paris was virtually lost to the League at the journée des Barricades (May 1588) and 

the infamous assassinations of December 1588 provoked the final blow to royal 

authority.72 A stream of satirical pamphlets and fanatical preaching accused the king of 

tyranny, murder and treachery in the most vilifying language.73  

On 7 January 1589, the theological faculty of the Sorbonne deposed Henri and 

legitimated armed resistance against the king and his supporters.74  Henri III had fled the 

capital since the Day of the Barricades. His insignia, however, remained sympathetic 

substitutes that attracted popular anger in the towns under League control. 

Unambiguously, and unlike former incidents, a systematic secular iconoclasm against the 

portraits and images of the reigning monarch was accompanied by a striking fixation on 

his armorial trappings. Tactile renderings of his achievement, including depictions of 

the fleurs de lis, became a general target in the subversive violence and hatred that 

swept through Paris and other places in late 1588 and early 1589. Already on Thursday, 

29 December 1588, after a ferocious sermon issued by the Parisian priest Guincestre, an 

angry mob pulled down the king’s arms at the gate of the church of Saint-Barthélemy, 

trampling them on the streets.75 From 7 January 1589 onwards, Henri III’s public image 

was subjected to a highly ritualized popular trial and symbolic degradation. His effigy 

and arms were dragged through the streets. A grand tableau with his portrait, painted 

and mounted behind the main altar of the Parisian church of Saint-Augustin for the 

instauration of the Order of the Holy Spirit, was completely desecrated. Moreover, the 

royal seals were shattered and substituted by an intermediary one bearing the non-

personal inscription “Le scel du royaume de France”. Parlement and chancery acts 

headed by the royal style were partially erased.76 
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This wave of armorial destruction that took hold of Paris after the virtual justification 

of tyrannicide by the Sorbonne, was legitimated – and probably stirred up – by the 

publication of an illustrated pamphlet that described a heraldic erasure of Henri III’s 

authority by the vexed Polish nobility in the 1570s (Figure 101).77 Henri had been 

elected as sovereign of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth in 1573, whilst still being 

the ambitious heir presumptive to the French throne. Disappointed by the many 

constitutional restraints on his rule, he secretly fled the country shortly after hearing the 

news of the death of his brother Charles IX in May 1574.78 La vie et les faits notables de 

Henry de Valois (c. January-February 1589), attributed to Jean Boucher, evoked the 

anger of the Polish barons after the king’s departure, declaring their French prince a 

traitor unworthy of a crown. In order to remove his forfeited kingship, the royal arms 

were dragged at the tail of a horse through the streets of Kraków. Thereafter an 

executioner smashed the shield to pieces on the central marketplace. Boucher’s 

ignominious description was illustrated by a woodcut depicting a man demolishing 

Henri’s arms with a hammer (though not an accurate depiction of the heraldic 

composition he had used in Poland). The popular pamphlet suggested that the 

destruction of a royal coat of arms equalled the destruction of an unattainable king. 

Henri of Valois was declared a traitor and accordingly had to be trialled and executed in 

                                                           
77 [Jean Boucher], La vie et faits notables de Henry de Valois, ed. K. Cameron, Paris, 2003, 82-83. 
78 P. Champion, Henri III. Roi de Pologne (1573-1574), Paris, 1943.   

Figure 101.  Les armoiries de Henry de Valois, trainees par les boües et brisées par un 
exécuteur de justice, en plein marché, à Cracovie, woodcut from [J. Boucher], La vie et faits 
notables de Henry de Valois, 1589. © BnF 
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effigy. It provided the Parisian crowd with a pictorial blueprint on how to depose and 

execute a treacherous tyrant symbolically.79  

Heraldic iconoclasm at the beginning of 1589 is also documented outside Paris.80 At 

Toulouse, for instance, angry citizens spontaneously began defacing and burning the 

arms and images of the king. The picture that adorned the city hall was detached and 

handed over to a bunch of children who stabbed it with daggers and dragged it through 

the streets, crying “nostre tyran de Roy à vendre”.81 Elsewhere, acts of aggression against 

royal symbols were forcefully committed by individual partisans of the Parisian League, 

while most citizens still held a degree of respect for the king’s position. At Fresnes, for 

example, it was a Catholic zealot from the capital who destroyed royal arms and 

pictures in a local chapel in February 1589.82    

French symbolic defamation was mainly the initiative of angry masses prompted by 

the hatred preached in pamphlets and from the pulpit.83 The shattering of royal insignia 

not only signified a semi-formal abrogation, but also aimed at the annihilation of the 

person behind the office. Historians of the religious wars, such as Natalie Zemon Davis 

and Mark Greengrass, repeatedly stress the similarities between the exercise of royal 

justice and the rites of violence. Laurent Hablot came to a similar conclusion when 

interpreting late medieval armorial destruction.84 French heraldoclasm in 1588-89 

likewise referred to the customary rituals of public execution. In their particular acts, 

rebels modified the meaning of royal authority: Dragging, stabbing, breaking and 

burning of escutcheons and pictures appropriated the defamatory language of treason 

trials, as witnessed during those of several Huguenot leaders, which mostly included the 

execution of effigies and the dragging of arms at the tail of a horse.85 In reproaching 

Henri of Valois through this public execution in arms and in effigy as convicted of lèse 

majesté, League partisans enacted a momentary reclamation of sovereignty – of which 

royal justice and the punishment of treason were indissoluble attributes – by the people. 

Putting into practice the repercussion of contractual theory, Henri III was stripped of 

his office and his armorial alter ego was eliminated; not as an abstract rendering of the 

crown, but as the mark of his person, offspring and dynasty. The secular destruction 
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dovetailed with providential exclamations on the streets to “extinguish the Valois 

race”.86  

The heraldic profanation was thus an act of symbolic tyrannicide, or, from the royalist 

perspective, regicide.87 It took place in an atmosphere of rage similar to that of 1561/2, 

but was now legitimated in the eyes of Catholic contemporaries by arguments on the 

popular origin of sovereignty and public justice.88 The symbolic murder, which for many 

Parisian radicals equalled the physical elimination of a renegade king, foreshadowed 

Henri’s effective assassination by Clément on 1 August 1589. Yet these heraldoclastic 

actions had unanticipated, though significant, consequences. They unravelled the 

century-old semiotic and material union between personality, royal dignity and the body 

politic. Moreover, shattering the French arms threatened to undermine a valuable and 

sacral resource that still upheld a precarious sense of community. Without any credible 

mediator for the impaired political fabric of the kingdom, the serious threat to its 

autonomous sovereign position and cohesion was painfully exposed. The erection of 

alien heraldic signs disclosed foreign schemes and innovative ideas of constitutionalism, 

widely exploiting the collapse of royal authority. However, the suprapersonal dynamic 

of the fleurs de lis, harking back to at least the fourteenth century, eventually enabled 

the reassertion of a distinctly hereditary French monarchism after another round of 

symbolic appropriation and interpretation. Material viability was again enhanced and its 

iconographic worth redrawn. With the emancipation of Henri IV as the new, legitimate 

ruler of the kingdom − whose family’s heraldic patrimony and symbolic legacy was 

cleverly reconciled in the emblematic schemes of his recovery programme − the 

prestige of the fleurs de lis became fully restored.  

 

 

Heraldic Confusion and Recovery in France (1589-1600) 

 

Theoretical revisions of the fundamental laws and customs of the realm encouraged 

deviant political experiments during the succession crisis. Yet, the heraldoclastic 

abjuration of Henri III by the radical forces was not preceded, or followed, by an 

unequivocal symbolic redesign of power. In sharp contrast to the Low Countries, as we 

will see further on, regional coats of arms in the kingdom − with the (possible) 

exception of Brittany and the Dauphiné − missed independent agency, and were never 

considered as viable sanctuaries for a popular sovereignty. Neither was it obvious how 

notions of elective kingship should be expressed symbolically. The period that followed 

after August 1589 disintegrated in a symbolic anarchy or, to use the words of Denise 

Turrel, a “civil war of emblems”.89 The legal fiction of perpetual royal succession, the 

cornerstone of French political culture, was hardly questioned, but the fleurs de lis as 

the evident signs of a rightful heir were seriously compromised by the iconoclastic 
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events. Were they to be erased in popular consciousness as the polluted icons of a 

bygone era of Valois tyranny? Or should those divine flowers instead be restored as the 

purified pillars of a new order?  

Shortly after the symbolic regicide of early 1589, but before Henri III’s physical 

elimination, the Catholic League created an interregnum administration in Paris, known 

as the Conseil General de l’Union under the leadership of the Guise governor of 

Burgundy, Charles, duke of Mayenne.90 A meeting of the States General that had to 

decide on the question of succession was put on the agenda for July (though failed to 

materialize). To some extent, a new symbolic identity that clearly departed from a 

personal monarchy was created to legitimate the proceedings of the Council. League 

loyalty served the kingdom in the first place, not the king. A new seal appeared in the 

name of “Le royaume de France”, while graces and remissions were signed by Mayenne 

as “Pair et Lieutenant General de l’Estat et Couronne de France”.91 Most royalists, 

moderates and several League factions considered these intermediary measures as an 

outright abomination against the ancient convictions that upheld the realm. An 

authoritative regency without titular king, and which excluded the princes of the blood, 

was simply inconceivable to them. The state or kingdom was no autonomous entity and 

therefore always subjected to and intertwined with the person of the king.92 Disorder 

was complete when most of the mints under the control of local unionists decided to 

keep issuing coins with Henri III’s name and the crowned fleurs de lis until the 

succession was properly settled.93  

Royalist members of the League abhorred the prospect of factionalism disintegrating 

a kingdom without a head. According to their opinion, the laws of succession had 

automatically invested the imprisoned Charles, cardinal of Bourbon, the closest Catholic 

candidate for the throne, with the royal dignity (Figure 102).94 In the summer of 1589, 

the Union Council indeed tried to align internal divisions by officially recognizing the 

cardinal as “Charles X”, while reconfirming Mayenne’s position as lieutenant-general.95 

On medals and a new seal, recycling the lilies, the cardinal was cast as a present-day 

Melchisedech uniting his ecclesiastical dignity with the paraphernalia of royal power. 

His sacerdotal kingship would met the requirement of a stern Catholic monarch who 

always put religion in the first place.96 Coins minted in Charles’ name from 1 January  
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Figure 102.  Thomas de Leu, portrait of "Charles X", engraving, c. 1589/90. © The Trustees of 
the British Museum 
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1590 onwards attributed him the three lilies, a royal crown and a cross flory (e.g. Figure 

103).97 Although the cardinal-king had already succumbed by May 1590, his title and 

heraldry remained an argument to invalidate Henri IV’s claim for years to come. Still in 

1594, for instance, Jesuits opposed Henri’s authority by attaching the plain French arms 

topped by a cardinal’s hat – accentuating the imperative Catholicity of French rule − to 

their professed house in the capital.98 Charles X’s coins with their unambiguous 

iconographic programme were even issued as late as 1598.99       

In the turbulent aftermath of 1589, foreign parties likewise saw an opportunity to 

impose their authority by means of physical, as well as symbolic aggression and 

appeasement.100 Again, (para)heraldic semiotics were employed to construct various 

claims to sovereignty in public space. Some ligueurs favoured an approach to Philip II 

and actively propagated Spanish colours and signs in the early 1590s.101 The chronicler 

Pierre de L’Estoile remarked that “on n’y voioit que livrées et enseingnes d’Hespagne”.102 

This, however, provoked firm resistance from those moderates who feared that a 

heraldic invasion signalled the upcoming end of French autonomy. As one commentator 

phrased his fears: the proud kingdom would become absorbed in a vast continental 

Habsburg empire that would stretch from the peninsula to the Rhine, its three fleurs de 

lis permanently attached as a “trophy” in the armorial achievement of a “universal 
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Figure 103.  Écu d'or au soleil for "Charles X" 
(CAROLUS.X.D.G.FRAN.REX.1595), Dinan, 1595. © BnF 
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king”.103 Public paranoia or not, some heraldic incidents indeed suggested far-reaching 

Spanish designs on the French throne. Although Philip initially recognized the cardinal’s 

candidacy,104 public support for a potential claim in his own name or for the Infanta 

Isabella was subtly tested.105 Bernardino de Mendoza, ambassador for the Catholic king, 

distributed in 1590 demi-sols imprinted with the Spanish arms on Parisian crossroads. 

This act of largesse was hailed by starved beneficiaries with the iconic cry “Vive le Roy 

d’Espagne”, though enthusiasm quickly faded when they realized that there was no food 

left to purchase.106  

The claim of the infanta, a granddaughter of Henri II of France, was openly put on the 

agenda at the meeting of the States General in March 1593, but failed to convince.107 

However, when a may-pole garnished with red crosses was planted at Puy in the spring 

of 1594, panic-stricken politiques still protested that the seemingly innocent frills in fact 

signified “the arms of Spain”.108 In a similar vein, Savoyard heraldry appeared on the 

streets when the ambitious Duke Charles-Emmanuel seized the opportunity to invade 

the marquisate of Saluzzo in September 1588.109 Reports soon began to circulate about 

the local wrecking of fleurs de lis and the erection of his own achievement instead.110 

He likewise intervened in Provence in 1590 and launched a rival claim to the  throne in 

1593. At Aix, Charles-Emmanuel intended to replace the French arms on the town gates 

by his escutcheon, but the populace only allowed him to place it next to the lilies, in a 

slightly subordinate position.111 With the reduction of rebellious towns and the 

restoration of French kingship from 1594 onwards, both the arms of Spain and Savoy 

were ritually executed and consigned to the purifying forces of the fire.112 Resolutions 

that had been authorized under the interregnum were torn from their registers and 

injurious libels were burned.113 Charles X’s short and controversial reign was also erased 

from memory and public space by means of a parlement decree of 3 December 1594.114 
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Other widespread beliefs and rumours centred on the royal pretensions of the Guise 

family, and had already been the subject of much controversy.115 In 1593, for instance, 

Philip II proposed a marriage alliance between the infanta and Charles, duke of Guise, 

who would then be installed as king with Spanish support. Others stated that Mayenne 

aimed at usurping royal power in his capacity as lieutenant-general. Mayenne’s half-

brother, the duke of Nemours, and Duke Charles III of Lorraine’s eldest son, the marquis 

du Pont, also proposed their candidacy in 1593.116 Such pretensions were also backed 

by heraldic and genealogic constructions that traced Guise ancestry back to 

Charlemagne as one of the founding father of the French monarchy.117 Though the 

Guises publicly disassociated themselves from such designs, chroniclers of the events do 

mention the sporadic erection of their arms or the double cross of Lorraine in the place 

of the abated French escutcheons.118   

This abundance of contradictory armorial bearings between 1588 and 1594 was 

generally interpreted as a microcosmical reflection of the destructive pains afflicting a 

diseased body politic.119 The lack of a royal coat of arms that unambiguously reflected a 

consensus of power signalled the incapacity to create a new political order. François 

Clari lamented this anarchic state of authority by invoking the vision of an encroached 

and irretrievably blemished French blazon:  

 

“Verroit-on le grand conseil de France bigarré de couleurs? Cette couleur de sang 

d’Espagne ne tacheroit-elle point la candour de votre loïauté? Verroit-on le grand 

conseil de France écartelé d’Espagne? Le grand Conseil de France, mi-parti d’Espagne, 

tierce de Lorraine?[…] Seroit-il bien possible, que ce sieges d’honneur, marques 

éternelles de la Souveraineté du Roi & de vos fidélités, pussent admettre des 

personnes si infidels à leur Prince, & si adversaires au conseil? Ces éclairs de ces fleurs 

de lis ne leur éblouiroient-ils point la vue? Ces belles fleurs de lis de France ne se 

hérisseroient-elles point en épines poignantes auprès de ceux qui les ont tant fait 

déchirer?”120  

 

An allegorical print, titled Tragedie de la mal engendree and made in the same period, 

depicted how the figures of superstition and felony / rebellion as two partisans of the 
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League cruelly divide the ancient kingdom of Gaul, torn between Castile and Lorraine 

(Figure 104). Both foreign powers, identified by their respective bearings, are thereby 

trampling justice and truth while literally dismantling the French political fabric out of 

personal gain.121 Another, legitimist woodcut published at Lyon (probably around 1594) 

by Léonard Odet likewise visualized the schizophrenic position of the radical Catholics 

that disrupted the kingdom (Figure 105). The League is represented as a two-faced, 

Medusan Janus dressed as a nun. She holds in her right hand the Spanish coat of arms, 

but looks to her imminent defeat: the heraldic achievement of Henri IV – the arms of 

France and Navarre on a separate shield, encircled by the collars of St Michael and the 

Holy Spirit and surmounted by one, closed royal crown – literally raising its sword to 

deliver the final blow.122 

 

 

 

                                                           
121 Tragedie de la mal engendree [woodcut], see : M. Hennin, Les monuments de l’histoire de France. 

Catalogue des productions de la sculpture, de la peinture et de la gravure, vol. 8, Paris, 1862, 99. 
122 L. Odet, ‘Pourtrait de la Ligue infernalle’ [woodcut], in [P. de L’Estoile], Les belles Figures et 

Drolleries de la Ligue (s.l., 1589-1606), f. 32r. [Bnf RES-LA25-6]  

Figure 104.  Tragedie de la mal  engendree, woodcut, c. 1590-3. 
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Figure 105.  Pourtrait de la Ligue infernalle, woodcut, from P. de L'Estoile, Les belles Figures et 
Drolleries de la Ligue, 1589-1606 (BnF RES-LA25-6). © BnF 
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The failure of the 1593 States General to elect an acceptable successor to the Valois 

dynasty and to the ephemeral Charles X signalled the growing disunity of Catholic 

factions. One by one, insurrections overturned the fiction of Catholic unity under the 

regency of Mayenne and former League towns opted for a reconciliation with Henri of 

Navarre, especially after the latter’s reconversion on 25 July 1593.123 Henri was crowned 

king of France in the Cathedral of Chartres in February 1594 and Paris was subdued in 

March. In the reduced towns, fleurs de lis were re-erected as the marks of restored and 

uninterrupted royal authority, mostly on the occasion of a series of solemn entries.124 

Henri’s loyal supporters during the wars, especially those who had played a crucial role 

in the reduction of the rebellious towns, were rewarded with the honourable grant of a 

lily or a chef de France in their arms. The armorial bearings of a certain captain Libertas 

were augmented with an azure chief charged with three golden fleurs de lis for his role 

in the reconquest of Marseille. The governor of Calais and Amiens, Dominique de Vic, 

received a lily in February 1603 for similar services. Royal augmentations were also 

made to financier Sébastien Zamet (Figure 106), Pierre Hostager, Louis de l’Hôpital 

(1594), Jean Crommelin (1596), Guillaume Fouquet (1598), Marin de Boylesve (1598), 

Guillaume Parfait (1609) and to Jacques Jacquet. Jean-Jacques Tribolet, a Swiss captain 

who was created a knight on the battlefield of Ivry (March 1590), bore arms with two 

golden chevrons and a cross on a red field. Henri changed the colours into those of 

France and added a golden lion as ensign of Tribolet’s valour.125 As I have argued in 

detail in the previous chapter such concessions were considered as a sovereign and 

inalienable prerogative, emphasizing that the Bourbon king was the one and only true 

possessor of the French achievement.126  

 The heraldic recovery enacted between 1593 and the early 1600s was no simple 

restoration, but a meticulous adjustment to French sensibilities and personal ambitions. 

The French armorial legacy was to be reconciled with Henri IV’s symbolic background 

as king of Navarre and with the heraldic patrimony of his family.127 Most of the time, 

French arms appeared jointly with those of the kingdom of Navarre (gold chains on a 

red background) which he was entitled to bear since 1572. In the same fashion as Henri 

III bore a separate shield with the arms of Poland and Lithuania once he had acceded to 

the French throne, Henri IV commonly began using the arms of Navarre separately in 
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France from the 1590s onwards (cf. Figure 100).128 Coinage issued for the French 

kingdom, however, depicted only the fleurs de lis.129  

 

This new composition, as well as the plain French arms and the king’s personal 

devices, soon appeared in every capitulating town. Yann Lignereux, studying the 

reconciliation of Lyon in 1594-6, suggested a distinction between a first erection of the 

lilies (February 1594), signifying the new integration of the rebellious town into the 

body politic of the monarchy, and a second phase of symbolic performance (a formal 

entry on 4 September 1595) where the new royal body natural, already invested with 

other titles, merged with the immaterial crown.130 This new compromise was spatially 

translated by depicting the fleurs de lis in a place of honour on the (heraldic) right, next 

to the arms of Navarre; two kingdoms united in one individual. In French Navarre, 

however, the tradition of impaled and quartered arms was retained and in the vicomté 

de Béarn the regional cows still popped up in the royal achievement.131 

Once personal presence and abstract dignity were again united on a material level, 

the legendary language that surrounded the lilies began to be reinterpreted in order to 

bypass the heraldic inflation under the last of the Valois. Henri III’s symbolic legacy was 

appropriated in a highly selective way, generally dissociating the lilies from the vices 
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Figure 106.  Augmentation of arms of Sébastien Zamet, from Anselme de Sainte-
Marie, Histoire généalogique et chronologique, 1726. © BnF 
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and lapses of their former bearer.132 One of the genealogical pageants of the Lyon entry 

in September 1595 was a monumental obelisk depicting the history of the kings of 

Navarre. The arms of the house of Albret, Henri’s maternal relatives, were shown as the 

plain French lilies quartered with a red field. A commemorative text explained how the 

quarter with the lilies could be traced back to their descent from the Merovingian king 

Clodion, while the “escusson de gueule” was attributed to the Spartan hero Othriades.133 

This very complex, chronologically flawed story, conflating several armorial legends, 

ignored that the Albret lilies had in fact been granted by Charles VI in 1389.134 Hence, 

Henri IV’s right to use the French coat of arms was presented as far more ancient and 

natural than merely as a successor to the Valois. At Abbeville, where the new sovereign 

made his entry as early as December 1594, a painted tableau depicted both Clovis and 

Henri IV jointly supporting the French arms. The scene suggested that the converted 

Bourbon ruler was a direct beneficiary of the divine gift bestowed on the first, 

converted Christian king of France, brushing aside centuries of dynastic interlude.135   

On the occasion of Marie de’ Medici’s arrival in Avignon in November 1600, the local 

Jesuit André Valladier tried to convince the king of the Society’s loyalty by writing an 

impressive companion guide to the festive arches. The overarching theme was the 

Gallic Hercules as Henri’s mythical alter ego, hailed as the founding father of both the 

Navarrese and French monarchy.136 The heraldic legend of how the medieval Navarrese 

king Sancho the Strong broke the protective chains of the Arab ruler Miramomelin and 

added them as a charge in his shield was associated with Hercules/Henri defeating his 

enemies and reuniting the French people. Elsewhere, the realizations and virtues of the 

Bourbon monarch were exemplified by another, lengthy mystical interpretation of the 

heavenly lilies of France.137 Valladier’s erudite volume marks a complete habituation of 

the new king’s symbolic identity after a long period of visual confusion. It was also the 

offshoot of a strong intellectual reassessment of the French heraldic patrimony, which 

gained momentum under the first years of Louis XIII’s reign.138 In 1608, for instance, the 

authoritative early-sixteenth-century tract of Giovanni Vivaldi was reissued with a new 
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dedication to “the most invincible and Christian Henri IV”.139 Once more, the royal 

flower was generally praised for its medicinal qualities, describing it as an effective 

antidote against the divisions that had ravaged the kingdom.140 The “lys du champ”, 

which “ne travaillent ny silent pas” (Luke 12:27), incarnated the restored purity of the 

Catholic religion and the prospect of a secured succession.141 Therefore, the arms of the 

French kings − which were “les plus dignes, plus excellentes, & plus augustes qui ayent 

iamais esté entre les Princes terriens de tout l’Univers” – assured under divine 

inspiration that France “ne sera à iamais subiugué par un estra[n]ger”.142 Critical remarks 

on the historical origins of the sign were mostly ignored. Both in a material dimension, 

as well as in the associative mind of royal ideologists, the revived blossoming of the 

emblazoned kingdom again inseparably linked dynasty, monarchy and the royal persona. 

 

 

 

PART II – SYMBOLIC REDEFINITION IN THE DUTCH REVOLT 

 

In the civil strife that afflicted the Habsburg Low Countries in the same period, rebels, 

patriots and royalists played out their issues through related performances and 

ideological imagery. Yet events took a different turn. Noble dissatisfaction together with 

religious disagreement and iconoclast ardour, similarly evolved into armed resistance 

against the established government. Administrative reorganizations after Charles V’s 

abdication in 1555 and the adamant persecution of those with heterodox sympathies 

agitated the traditional Burgundian-Habsburg elite. The unrest soon broadened, 

especially when the ruthless punitive measures of the duke of Alba, the military veteran 

who replaced governess Margaret of Parma in August 1567, polarized the subjects 

beyond repair. By 1573, the provinces of Holland and Zeeland were almost completely 

won for the rebel cause under the noble leadership of William of Orange. Atrocities of 

warfare and mutinies estranged many others from the orders coming from Madrid. 

Attempts to bargain a peaceful settlement with the sovereign fell victim to the 

stubbornness of both sides.143  

Some decade before the full outbreak of League radicalism in Paris, the growing 

contestation against Philip II’s policies reached their high point, pitting a loose 

confederation of hard-line Calvinists and more moderate critics of the regime against a 

mixed group of regionally clustered loyalists. A new political order was in the making 
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since the late 1570s.144 Treatises and opinions about justified resistance against 

oppressive monarchism began to circulate and fused with local constitutional 

thought.145 Although not really resulting in one systematic political theory, it equally 

spawned influential ideas on defiance and popular sovereignty. A redefining of the 

States and the Generality as the true holders of sovereign prerogatives converged with 

the effective search for another overlord who would wield a more restricted authority in 

the guise of ancient rights and liberties. Eventually, this demeanour resulted in the 

formal repudiation of Philip II in the so-called Plakkaat van Verlatinghe (the Act of 

Abjuration) of 26 July 1581.146 As documented for a number of rebellious cities, the 

official renouncement likewise triggered public actions against the former sovereign’s 

visual representations. It furthermore highlighted alternative constituents of visual 

construction − not in the least for a newly elected prince.    

Though a fair number of parameters strikingly resembled the situation in the French 

kingdom,147 particularities in the cultural framework of the Netherlandish polity − of 

which multiform heraldic imagination was a key-stone component − incited a different 

format of ritual manipulation and meaningful articulation. Interventions in public space, 

the use of political symbols, and the spread of partisan iconography are usually dealt 

with as propaganda or communicative channels intended to persuade onlookers of the 

justness of a certain position (or of the fallacies of opponents).148 Legitimacy was indeed 

a great concern. Yet here too, heraldoclastic actions and their constructive counterparts 

were rather a means to act out (and understand) disagreements and changing 

arrangements, while trying to find a new balance.149 High-flown designs mixed with a 

shared popular creativity. Disregarding the contingencies of failure and success, the 

responsive nature and tradition of Habsburg heraldry dictated a dynamism of its own in 

this respect.   
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For Pierre Bergeron (ca. 1580-1637), a French geographer and public auditor at the 

Parlement of Paris, who travelled through the archducal Low Countries four decades 

later, the still circulating tales about performative actions against Philip II’s 

representations probably reminded him of the radical execution of Henri III’s images 

during his childhood. He related how he had heard or read that on the occasion of the 

duke of Anjou’s entry in Antwerp as the new duke of Brabant in 1582, a statue adorned 

with the “arms of Spain” was ruthlessly broken and substituted by an heraldic 

combination of Anjou, Brabant, Flanders, Holland and Zeeland. The shattered remains of 

the hated charges were subsequently dragged through the dust at the tail of a horse and 

burned to ashes.150 Bergeron’s report of these proceedings is reminiscent of the violent 

ritual behaviour at Paris in 1588/9, which he might have witnessed in person as a young 

boy.151 Was this also an accurate summary of what had happened in the Netherlands 

back then? Can a set of ritual performances in 1581/2 indeed be equated with the 

regicidal tendency that so marked the behaviour of Parisian ligueurs? It is plausible that, 

as was the case for so many aspects of tumultuous episodes during the Revolt, new 

selective meaning was afterwards ascribed to the public reactions to the Plakkaat. 

Previous experiences and implicit comparisons instinctively moulded the memories of 

later recorders, while the particular mind-set and the fitting reactions of contemporary 

actors may have strived after quite different effects.152 The same goes for the hindsight 

vision of the young Dutch Republic on the events and their symbolic consequences. 

The first printed collection of decrees and ordinances enacted by the States General 

of the seven United Provinces appeared at Amsterdam in 1644. This Nederlandtsche 

Placcaet-boeck codified, in two heavy volumes, the body of law that had developed 

since the renunciation of the king − the compilation properly started off with the text of 

the Act of Abjuration − in imitation of similar compendia made for the Southern Low 

Countries.153 It affirmed the self-understanding of the separatist provinces as an 

independent republic that had successfully detached itself from Habsburg sovereignty 

(an independence that would finally get Spanish recognition in the peace treaty of 

Münster of 15 May 1648).154 Daniël van den Bremden, an Antwerp engraver who had 

emigrated to Amsterdam in the early seventeenth century, was commissioned to design 

an appropriate title page for the work (Figure 107). The print in question depicted an 

emblematized scenery where the central figure of a herald with the possible traits of the 

Dutch Stadholder Frederick Henry is dressed in a tabard showing a rampant, crowned 

                                                           
150 Pierre Bergeron, Voyage de Pierre Bergeron ès Ardennes, Liège & Pays-Bas en 1619, ed. H.-V. 
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lion holding a sword and a sheaf of seven arrows.155 The coats of arms of the Seven 

Provinces, all set on separate escutcheons, encircle this lion. The same bundle of 

arrows, suggesting the unbreakable unity of these seven northern provinces, also adorns 

a giant baldachin which was a classical signifier for sovereignty. It is annotated with the 

Sallustian motto “concordia res parvae crescunt” (“with concord small things increase”) 

that had grown into the official slogan of the United Provinces.156 

On the right hand side of the lower half of the illustration, three putti are in the 

process of smashing up the regular, horizontally-halved shield of the Spanish Monarchy. 

One of them is about to stab the Hispanic quarters of Castile and Leon with a sword, 

while another one arduously beats the object to pieces with a branch of an orange tree 

− an obvious wink to the role of the House of Orange-Nassau in the Revolt. A banderol 

contains a Latin verse taken from an exhortation in Virgil’s Aeneid on the importance of 

active memory when continuing past virtuous deeds in the present and, hence, being 

capable of growing to full maturity (“Et pater Aeneas et avunculus excitet Hector” – 

“and be aroused by your father Aeneas and your uncle Hector”).157 Contrasting with the 

repudiated monarchical sign is another rendering of the ferocious lion device, placed on 

an elegant, semi-armorial shield supported by another group of three putti. On the 

forefront grows an orange tree with three trunks whose meaning is elucidated through 

the Latin inscription “patriaeq. patriq.” and by Orange’s familial motto “Je Maintiendray” 

(“I will maintain”).158 An axe shaped in the form of the aforementioned Spanish arms has 

chopped down a third trunk identified by the Ovidian proverb “Sevis tranquillus in 

undis” (“calm amidst turbulent waves”) − a clear allusion to the murder of William of 

Orange (July 1584) who bore the phrase as his personal motto.159  

 

                                                           
155 The banderol with the motto “Sic transfert deus imperia” (“in this way, God transfers empire”) was 

reminiscent of the sentence “sic transfert dominus regna” which in 1582 had appeared on a medal 

celebrating the offering of “High Authority” to William of Orange by the States of Zeeland, see: Gerard van 

Loon, Beschryving der Nederlandsche historipenningen of beknopt verhaal van ’t gene sedert overdracht 

der heerschappye van keyzer Karel den vyfden op koning Philips zynen zoon Tot het sluyten van den 

Uytrechtschen Vreede, In de zeventien Nederlandsche Gewesten is voorgevallen, 4 vol., The Hague, 1723-

31, I, 313.  
156 On this motto, see: A. van der Lem, Verbeeldingen van vrijheid. Partijtekens en nationale symboliek 

in de eerste decennia van de Tachtigjarige Oorlog, 1564-1584, Utrecht, 2006, 11-12. 
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Aeneis. Creating the past, Cambridge, 2013, 162-3.  
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honour of his father, see: Jan Jansz. Orlers, La genealogie des illustres comtes de Nassau, Leiden, 1620, 67. 

Such (paraheraldic) emblematic allusions connected the familial identity of the House of Orange to the 

public office of Stadholder and the fortunes of the United Provinces, while their familial heraldic 

patrimony in a narrow sense was clearly distinct from the symbolism of state. Cf. G. Janssen, ‘Political 

ambiguity and confessional diversity in the funeral processions of stadholders in the Dutch Republic', 

Sixteenth Century Journal 40(2009), 283-301.; E. J. Th. à Th. van der Hoop, ‘Het wapen van Oranje-Nassau 

in zijn historische ontwikkeling’, De Nederlandsche Leeuw, 51(1933), 147-67. 
159 B. W. Schaper, ‘Het werkende woord. Het adagium van Willem de Zwijger’, Maatstaf. Maandblad 

voor letteren, 2(1954-1955), 24-31.; A. van der Lem, ‘Ijsvogeltje en de spreuk Saevis tranquillus in undis’, 

online:http://www.dutchrevolt.leiden.edu/dutch/spreuken/Pages/saevis%20tranquillus%20in%20undis.as

px, 2013 (consulted on 15/05/14). 
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Figure 107.  Daniël van den Bremden, frontispiece to the Nederlandtsche Placcaet-boeck, 
1644. © Rijksmuseum Amsterdam 
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The print thus imagined the heraldoclasm of 1581/2 − post factum − in terms of a 

concerted and decisive encounter under the guidance of the House of Orange. It 

justified such violence in the name of liberty and religion. This implied that the Plakkaat 

should be reminded and contemplated because it had completely dissolved an 

oppressive regime to be transformed into a ready-made, divinely sanctioned model of 

liberty; boasting viable symbolic alternatives for Habsburg power. There was no room 

for compromise in this irrevocable declaration of sovereign independence. Topical 

occurrences facilitated such purposeful reading of the past: Full recognition of the 

Republic’s autonomous existence had been an unwavering demand during the 

burdensome peace negotiations, and were to be restated in the renewed talks opened at 

Münster.160 Factitious and confessional tensions during the truce of 1609-1621 had also 

witnessed the occasional reappearance and subsequent destruction of Habsburg signs in 

some northern towns, like at Alkmaar in 1615.161 Moreover, the ongoing fighting 

thereafter saw some new confrontations with armorial destruction.162 The Orangist bias 

of the allegorical elements on the print of the Placcaet-boeck furthermore presented the 

Stadholder – in the guise of the traditional figure of the herald − as the sole ritual broker 

of equilibrium between provincial particularism and the common interests signified by 

the armorified lion of the Generality (as the device came to be called). He is the only 

one able to bring the Republic to its unavertable completion by emulating his 

courageous predecessors.  

Van den Bremden’s design of 1644 clearly looked back to the past heraldic transition 

from an angle of hard won rights and newly acquired political credibility. In no way, 

however, was the situation immediately after July 1581 the response of a unified set of 

forces who altogether turned down the old visual order and put forward a brand new 

heraldic identity. Armorial recovery in the last decades of the French religious wars, as 

we have seen, was a tortuous process where an acceptable, native alternative for the 

fleurs de lis was lacking in the face of foreign incursions. In the Netherlands, however, 

the advocates of different ideological currents could rely on a long experience of 

heraldic appropriation which − especially in the first phases of the Revolt − was not 

necessarily at odds with the dynastic vision of the ruler. An experimental process 

coincided with the significant change in public reverence towards Philip II’s signs, yet 

rather undecidedly moved away from accepted Habsburg iconography of power. 

Besides strong governmental traditions of autonomy and self-rule,163 local administration 

had over the past centuries built up an outspoken symbolic know-how that enabled 

significant modifications in official imagery. Regional consciousness furthermore 

encouraged the progressive design of new visual harmonies. These always remained 
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partially interlinked with princely ensigns, albeit reemphasizing a contractual nature, 

regional autonomies and balanced unity.  

Symbolic developments produced by the Dutch Revolt were thus not the inevitable 

outcome of a teleological instauration of the Republic, as later nationalist histories 

suggested when explaining the origin of the lion of the Generality or the flag of the 

Netherlands.164 They were, on the contrary, mainly products of unstable improvisation; 

subject to the constant ups and downs of political associations.165 Particular impact in a 

given situation depended on the established codes that informed them, first merely as 

inverted variations and later on − when the debate began to introduce innovative points 

of view − as true alternatives. Therefore, innovations in the armorial structure of state 

could be accepted by − or, in a certain sense even be forced upon − a new conciliatory 

regime, as well as creatively recycled in an emerging republican culture that definitely 

rejected royalty. The transition was an exploratory evolution and not the radical switch 

that would be remembered in the end. At no point before or in the first decades after 

1581 did they present an abrupt break with past traditions or a simple restoration.166 In 

addition of fostering the emerging political culture of the infant Dutch Republic, the 

process likewise affected new Habsburg settlements for the loyalist or reconquered 

regions from the 1580s onwards. To understand this creative capacity, it is necessary to 

get a grip on the broad lines of appropriation that had already taken place before the 

abjuration.     

 

 

Armorial Know-How and the Political Process (1566-79) 

 

Religiously inspired violence broke out somewhat later than in France. It appeared to 

have been less radical, although the same patterns of action can be discerned. The facts 

are well-known: Iconoclastic ardour erupted on 10 August 1566 in the small Flemish 

village of Steenvoorde and rapidly spread.167 As in France, the material violence linked 

up with the political upheaval of nobles against governmental attitudes.168 At first, the 

broad debates excluded a full-blown contestation of sovereign authority. The war 

against idols aspired the restoration of an order that was deemed inherently corrupt and 
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misled. It didn’t attack the legitimacy of the prince or his rule, only the presumed 

wicked counsellors who kept clouding his judgments.169 In his very inspiring study, 

Arnade has shown how licentious transgressions against the sacred of course nagged a 

politico-religious legacy that had been consolidated in the past by the ducal patronage of 

religious devotions. Coordinated violence against saintly images thus inescapably 

afflicted the liturgical aura that consecrated Valois Burgundian and Habsburg rule for 

more than a century.170 Several decades later, the reconciled regime in the south would 

go to great lengths to repair this damaged Catholic fabric deemed so important for the 

revival of trustworthy authority.171 However, in the exceptional summer that sparked off 

the first ideals of ritual purification, iconoclasts still considered themselves − analogous 

to the French circumstances of 1562 − as obedient subjects who even dutifully acted on 

royal commission. Although the governess and the leading administrators constantly 

feared a more detrimental rebuke of authority, most of the contenders solely 

concentrated on religious objects or spaces. 172  

Sometimes, spiritual issues mixed up with local conflicts which did cause the 

occasional desecration of tombs, statues and corporal remains of the representatives of 

temporal power. In a striking analogy with what had happened at Orléans, Caen and 

Vendôme in 1562, Margaret of Parma anxiously complained to Philip II that “in all the 

monasteries and cloisters they [the iconoclasts] attack the sepulchres of the counts and 

countesses of Flanders.”173 Similar destructive forces ravaged a number of effigies and 

tomb slabs that belonged to the ancient dukes of Brabant as they were situated in 

targeted sanctuaries.174 Arnade convincingly demonstrated that such occasional secular 

violence was mere collateral damage or an extension of the context-bound need to 

eradicate and purge a burdened past, but not the present. The sovereign rights of the 

current ruler were hardly challenged: signs of his actual authority were generally spared 

and treated with due respect.175 Marcus van Vaernewijck, who saw the iconoclast craze 

afflicting Ghent on 22 August 1566, was even amazed by the respect that the rioters 

showed towards these princely symbols. While young “madmen” climbed up the altars 

to mutilate the faces of saints, the heraldic lions and coats of arms of the knights of the 

Golden Fleece were carefully avoided. “It is as though”, stated Vaernewijck, “they felt 
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more ashamed before the signs and figures of temporal princes, than before the signs 

and figures of the eternal heavenly princes and God himself.”176 

Time and again the iconoclasts and their opponents alike considered profane 

desecration as the exceptional misdeed of hoodwinked individuals whose behaviour 

was not attuned to that of the general current.177 Local measures were sometimes taken 

to enforce proper respect for worldly dominion without renouncing some sympathy for 

the staunch Calvinists. The armorial panels of the twentieth chapter of the Order of the 

Golden Fleece, which had been celebrated in December 1531 in the Notre-Dame 

Cathedral of Tournai, for instance, remained untouched while almost the entire interior 

decoration of the building was demolished.178 To that end, the local magistrate and 

chronicler Pasquier de le Barre ordered a small band of armed men to protect the 

chivalric hatchments against overzealous rioters, turning a blind eye to all other 

destructive actions.179 On 20 August, comparable riots had already broken loose in the 

Church of Our Lady in Antwerp. Ritual demolishing of the church’s interior was 

rigorously resumed on the morning of Friday, 23 August. A panel of the Golden Fleece 

chapter meeting of 1556 with the coat of arms of Emperor Ferdinand, Philip II’s uncle, 

was exceptionally violated by the angry mob. Contrary to their fairly modest reaction to 

the violence, this sacrilegious act enraged the municipal authorities. They aggressively 

evacuated the church with a small unit of stout boatmen. On the instigation of the 

prince of Orange several of the agitators were subsequently hanged on the central 

square of the city three days later.180 The same armorial tableaux were the target of 

another uproar two months later. An offensive Catholic church service celebrated by 

the count of Hoogstraten on 17 October provoked a new round of Reformed-inspired 

singing and bragging. A drunk squire named Bergemont − an alleged bastard son of one 

of Orange’s courtiers − broke into the church. He climbed the armorial composition of 

the king and tore up the golden fleece which adorned it. Thereupon, the boy was 

immediately arrested together with twenty-one fellow insurgents.181     

What isolated instances of heraldoclasm in the mid-1560s prompted was a grave 

concern about a potential evolution towards a well-argued, subversive contestation of 

royal legitimacy. In that regard, the official reaction to such excesses resembled that of 

the Valois court five years earlier. Governess Margaret of Parma did not restrain from 

reproaching obstructive high nobles, whose duty it was to preserve and enlarge the 

king’s power, to stand idly by when acts of sacrilege took place against the tombs and 
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coats of arms of their ancestors − in many respects sources of their social standing and 

visual links of their loyalty to the overlords of the Low Countries.182 On the other hand, 

singular anecdotes like these show that in the Low Countries − very much like in France 

− explicit infractions on the symbols of secular authority were unsystematic and 

generally repudiated by Protestant legitimation. This held true in particular for public 

heraldic attributes, being both the representation of absentee princely rule and the 

cherished territorial consensus. Philip’s emblazoned likeness also contained a number of 

provincial ensigns that enshrined regional rights and privileges. Princely heraldry in its 

widest sense, as it had developed in the Netherlands over the past centuries, was no 

straightforward icon of absolute dominion. The inherent flexibility enabled a different 

emphasis from below, without having to resort to explicit assaults.  

The various territorial units assembled under Burgundian and Habsburg guidance 

were in the least cohesive lands with a uniform outlook. Yet the existence of supra-local 

ensigns pointed at some shared commitments in this protean landscape. Most of the 

Dutch principalities had a heraldic legacy that stretched back to seigniorial times. The 

dukes of Brabant and counts of Flanders, Holland, Hainaut and Limburg had all adopted 

fixed, hereditary shields as early as the late twelfth or thirteenth century. Accepted 

combinative possibilities likewise reminded of former political alliances within and 

between provinces.183 The cut-and-try progress of Burgundian devices and imagery had 

added to this a new superstructure without effacing the diversified complex 

underneath.184 By the late fifteenth century it was generally accepted that the Low 

Countries comprised seventeen distinctive regions who could each be shown 

heraldically as the visual counterparts of the ruler’s feudal titles.185  

Originally being abstract signals of their owner, the princely arms had also become 

representations of the regions over time and – at the turn of the sixteenth century – of 

the provincial States as well. In this regard, they evoked a set of natural prerogatives and 
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exemptions.186 By the mid-1560s the comprehensive number of seventeen and its 

associated blazonry was again revived although the now anachronistic amount rather 

referred to constitutional ideology than to political reality.187 The highly developed 

printing culture and other communicative channels spread the theme in an unseen 

quantity.188 Leading artistry combined it with mythical personifications, religious 

doctrines, classical attributes and humanist conceits to make protest intelligible.189 

Frequently depicted together, provincial heraldry thus expressed a sense of coherence 

that existed by grace of each members’ individuality. It continually reminded Philip II 

that he still ruled the Low Countries as a splintered cluster of peculiar titles, rights and 

obligations, not as one unified kingdom.190 And it was his princely duty to honour these 

foundations. This strong resurgence of ancient communal heraldry in the second half of 

the sixteenth century articulated the self-assertion of the regions, united under one head 

yet separated by nature. Together with a number of paraheraldic signifiers, a politically 

laden reinterpretation came in roughly three interlocked kinds: visual fragmentation in 

popular media to reclaim a constitutional diversity; inverted criticism conditioned 

through regular administrative praxis; and the adaptive forces of public display outside 

the council chambers and noble assemblies.  

From the end of the 1560s onwards, printed illustrations for sale throughout the 

Netherlands began to represent the seventeen provinces as a group of young maidens 

separately bearing the various regional coats of arms. They were chained and supressed 

by the “Spanish tyranny” of the duke of Alba, whose repressive governorship ignored 

ancient prerogatives.191 In the versatile vocabulary of the widespread genre of political 

allegory, the appearance of such markers had to strengthen the awareness of a 

diversiform society not to be dominated by external brutal force. More heroic 

engravings likewise depicted each provincial ensign separately, evoking their 

individuality and autonomy, yet sharing the same faith. An iconographic construction in 

this vein appeared in a print that criticized the failed peace negotiations of Breda in 

1575 (Figure 108). A personification of Pax resting on God’s lap looks sadly down upon 

a sequence of seventeen escutcheons. At the same time a thin thread supported by 
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virtues as Spes, Fides and Patientia 

kept them firmly connected.192 Joint 

interest, however, was not to be 

confused with legal equality. Prints, 

pamphlets and more diffuse imagery 

stressed the diverging status of each 

territory, proclaiming its unique 

position in the overall piecemeal 

package of Habsburg sovereignty. 

Moreover, a strict hierarchical arran- 

gement of the symbols further 

denoted their distinctive status and 

thus, consequently, the diverging 

prerogatives they incorporated. 

Duchies − with Brabant on the lead 

− were always placed first in the 

train, followed by the counties and 

lordships.193  

This theme of armorial diversity 

rapidly grew into the basic blue- 

print of the actual state of affairs: a 

composite association wherein each 

had its own characteristics but 

where important mutual solidarity 

was also threatened by religious and 

political strife. Depictions of the 

fragmented structure of the Nether- 

lands addressed the popular catch- 

phrases of freedom and return to the privileges of old.194 They presented the community 

in an atomary state of being.195 Just like the unravelling of the symbolic bonds in the 

ritual of the princely funeral − where every single charge that corresponded to a royal 

title was paraded − the visual listing created the sense of a liminal condition wherein 

relations of power were to be negotiated anew.196 It was a lucid metaphor that could be 

meaningfully incorporated in both strategies of protest and in iconography of 

reconciliation. An engraving commemorating the reduction of the citadel of Antwerp by 

Orange’s troops in August 1577 showed the personified figure of “Pacification” holding 

                                                           
192 Horst, De Opstand in zwart-wit, 156. 
193 Ibid.; De Vries, Wapens van de Nederlanden. 
194 Cf. van Gelderen, The Political Thought.; Mout, ‘Van arm vaderland’, 354. 
195 Cf. chapter 2, pp. 148-52. 
196 For instance, the funeral service organized for Philip II on 13 September 1598 in Brussels’ St Gudula 

“with all the coats of arms of all provinces and kingdoms”: Jan de Pottre, Dagboek van Jan de Pottre, 1549-

1602, ed. B. de St. Genois, Ghent, 1861, 196. A similar catafalque erected for Philip in Antwerp displayed 

the individual heraldry of the provinces and kingdoms as well as the regular grand shield of the Monarchy, 

see: Arbury, Spanish Catafalques, 459 (fig. 105).   

 

Figure 108.  Envy and Violence expel Love, engraving, 
1575. © Rijksmuseum Amsterdam 
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a rod of justice unto which the seventeen escutcheons were attached by means of a 

ribbon (Figure 109). The regular royal composition dangled underneath.197 Alluding to 

the layered meaning of the notion of “contract”, written on a central plaque, it 

professed the “reunified” loyalty of all parties on the condition that the king and his 

representatives would recognize the terms of the recently concluded Pacification of 

Ghent (8 November 1576). The same recognizable motif soon found its way into 

popular civic spectacle.198  

 

 

 

Another allegorical display from 1577, probably made by one of the Wierix brothers 

and later reworked into a painting by Pieter Claeissens the younger (ca. 1581), mixed 

emblematical scenery with territorial and princely imagery to promote a similar idea of a 

restored covenant between subject and ruler (Figure 110). Belgia, composed of the 

group of maidens holding their conventional escutcheons, cheerfully receives a 

triumphal chart steered by the figures of Charity, Peace and Pact. In vain, Selfishness 

and Envy try to stop its course. The leading noblemen that had played their part in 

bargaining a truce walk behind the chart. The throne of peace is topped by Philip’s 

                                                           
197 Horst, De opstand in zwart-wit, 231-2. See also the print De Boom van het Verbond, by H. Wierix 

after Maarten de Vos (1578), which makes similar use of the interplay between provincial heraldry and 

the armorial composition of Philip II: Ibid., 244. 
198 A similar armorial unification was enacted during the prince of Orange’s entry in Ghent on 29 

December 1577. One of the pageants showed a virgin named “Gendtsche Vrede” (“peace of Ghent”) 

forging a chain of all the bearings of the seventeen provinces on the anvil of valiance (“stercheyt oft 

cloeckmoedicheyt”), see: Lucas d’Heere, Beschryvinghe van het ghene dat vertoocht wierdt ter incomste 

van d’excellentie des princen van Oraengien binnen der stede van Ghendt den XXIX decembris 1577, ed. 

P. Blommaert, Ghent, 1852 (1578), 21. 

Figure 109.  Jacques de Gheyn I, Allegory on the 
siege of Antwerp, engraving, 1577. (detail). © 
Rijksmuseum Amsterdam 
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shield, encircled by olive branches.199 A haloed dove (“den godlijcken Peijs” or “the 

divine peace”) soars above this reaffirmed merger of just sovereignty in the context of 

an unmistakable allusion to the acceptation of Don Juan of Austria (whose arms are set 

in front of the chart) as the new governor. By means of the Perpetual Edict of 12 

February he had promised to uphold the former stipulations of the Pacification.200 Such 

representative illustrations all attest to the fact that the popular iconography of 

communal heraldry did not automatically rule out the royal composition as a valid token 

of authority. It concurred with the long-standing Burgundian-Habsburg practice of 

considering the image of state as an equilibrium that could be adjusted under certain 

circumstances. Its components were not just marks of identification that facilitated the 

reading of complex allegories.201 They were an integral part of a wider political 

discourse articulated through several media.  

 

 

 

A similar observation can be made for the daily routine of governmental practice. 

“Official” administrative custom and public display did attempt to align integrated 

dynastic aspirations with regional sensibilities. Next to a general composition for all the 

territories of the Monarchy, specific arrangements embodied decentralized relationships 

of power. They itemized dominion into its individual dignities and jurisdictions. To 

                                                           
199 Horst, De Opstand in zwart-wit, 211-6. The painting of Claeissens, now in the Groeningemuseum of 

Bruges, is reproduced in: A. Vandewalle, ed., Te wapen! Heraldiek, teken van gezag en identiteit, Bruges, 

2004, 60-61 (n° 14). 
200 For the political background, see: Parker, The Dutch Revolt, 181. 
201 Cf. Sawyer, Pictures, Power and the Polity, 233-4. 

Figure 110.  Wierix, Allegory of Peace, engraving, 1577. © Rijksmuseum Amsterdam 
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some measure, this reflected how the Habsburg regime still perceived its complicated 

patrimonial inheritance: an efficiently governed blend of accumulated titles without 

resorting to blind centralization. Although isolated regional signs had disappeared from 

the Great Seal of Majesty used for the Low Countries after 1555, they were still depicted 

on the armorial seals intended for particular provinces, for the States, for the Great 

Council of Mechelen and for the provincial councils of justice.202 In Brabant, extensive 

use of a separate ducal seal to authorize proceedings that were specific to the duchy 

found its origin in Philip the Good’s Joyous Entry charter of 1430. In the fourth article of 

this constitutional document − whose wider legal significance became an amplified 

point of reference in the pamphlet literature of the Revolt − the duke had sworn to use 

the arms of Brabant, together with the marks of the duchy’s ancient dependencies of 

Lorraine, Limburg and Antwerp on a seal that was clearly distinct from his other seals.203 

Philip the Good did adhere to this demand in his use of different titles, but not in the 

heraldic sense.204 His Habsburg successors, on the contrary, would all respect this 

provision (even up to the end of the ancien régime).205  

Not only time-honoured communal 

attributes were part of symbolic negotiation. 

After Charles of Habsburg’s inauguration as 

lord of Friesland in July 1515 new provincial 

seals were likewise cut which contained the 

fairly recent arms used for this region: two 

golden lions passant on a blue field strewn 

with small golden blocks (billets). In this 

form, the sign could be found since the 

1490s and was based on imaginary bearings 

ascribed to an eighth-century Frisian king.206 

In the 1540s and 1550s, the official seal used 

by the Frisian council even exchanged the 

lower “Burgundian” half of the emperor’s 

shield by this regional image (Figure 111).207 

Another curious example of such 

adaptability was a local chancery seal matrix 

                                                           
202 Laurent, Les sceaux de 1482 à 1794, n° 47-72. 
203 E. Poullet, Histoire de la Joyeuse-Entrée de Brabant et de ses origines, Brussels, 1863, 166-8, 191-3. 

On the use of the Joyous Entry tradition by the opposition, see: Geurts, ‘Het beroep op de Blijde 

Inkomste’, 3-15.; H. de la Fontaine Verwey, ‘De Blijde Inkomst en de Opstand tegen Philips II’, in: H. de la 

Fontaine Verwey, Uit de wereld van het boek.I. Humanisten, dwepers en rebellen in de zestiende eeuw, 

Amsterdam, 1975, 113-32. 
204 Stein, De hertog en zijn staten, 23-25. 
205 M. Tourneur-Nicodème, ‘Le grand sceau de Brabant de Philippe le Bon’, Revue Belge de 

Numismatique et de Sigillographie, 94(1948), 113-22.; Ibid., ‘Les sceaux de Charles Quint pour le 

Brabant’, Revue Belge de Numismatique et de Sigillographie, 106(1960), 307-10.; Laurent, Les sceaux de 

1482 à 1794, passim. 
206 De Vries, Wapens van de Nederlanden, 94, 101-2. 
207 M. Tourneur-Nicodème, ‘Le sceau de Charles, prince d’Espagne, comme seigneur de Frise’, Revue 

Belge de Numismatique et de Sigillographie, 109(1963), 111-5. 

 

Figure 111.  Seal of Charles V as lord of 
Friesland, mid-16th century, reproduced in 
Tourneur-Nicodème, 'Le sceau de Charles', 
pl. XI. 
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with the lion of Overijssel pressed in the point of the royal composition (“enté en 

pointe”).208 Symbolic subtleties of daily administrative practice were therefore a 

sensitive reminder of contractual settlements. Unsurprisingly, they found a second 

breath in the dissatisfactions of the second half of the sixteenth century.  

The different rekenkamers (courts of finance), for that matter, authorized their 

proceedings with only the signs of those territories who fell under their jurisdiction.209 

With an act of June 1561, governess Margaret of Parma granted permission to the 

Flemish Rekenkamer at Lille to seal their acts with a quartered composition of Flanders, 

Artois, Hainaut and Namur, with an inescutcheon of the Franche-Comté on top. It had to 

be encircled by the collar of the Golden Fleece and topped by the royal crown, making 

the unusual arrangement of quarters a genuine representation of royal authority.210 The 

Rekenkamer in the Hague used counters with only the arms of Holland, Zeeland, 

Utrecht, Friesland and Overijssel.211 Hence, legists, officials and administrators were well 

acquainted with the significance and possibilities of regal heraldry. The political 

opposition of the 1560s availed themselves of this compliance to formulate protest on 

current affairs or to redress certain stakes in the form of generally accepted imagery, 

without resorting to inventions made from scratch. Moreover, via the sympathies of 

some high placed specialists for their complaints, they gained access to heraldic libraries 

and − most importantly − to a network of professional (armorial) artists who also 

worked for the court. Toison d’Or Nicolas de Hames, for instance, was banished in May 

1568 for his involvement in the formulation of the Compromise of Nobles in 1566. His 

confiscated books included several armorials and works on arms and banners.212  

The public debate of the Revolt in its first, loyalist stage, depicted the full royal 

achievement as a sign of faithful adherence to the prince;213 the unifying force that kept 

gathering the interests of the provinces. By consequence, the time honoured balance for 

which it stood had to be respected by its temporal owner. The appropriation of other 

royal signs in early strategies of dissent mainly worked by mechanisms of symbolic 

inversion and creative recycling. Existing themes were assembled, reset, accentuated or 

manipulated in order to make a statement that was essentially conservative in tone. 

Bram Kempers has made a strong case for considering the early subversive culture as no 

complete break with the symbolic world of the Habsburgs. He sees the very 

                                                           
208 De Vries, Wapens van de Nederlanden, 160. 
209 Laurent, Les sceaux de 1482 à 1794. 
210 Inventaire des Archives des Chambres des Comptes, précédé d’une notice historique, vol. 1, Brussels, 

1839, 145 (Margaret of Parma to members of the Flemish Rekenkamer, 6 June 1561).; Van Loon, 

Historipenningen, I, 69-70. When the institution was translated to revolutionary Ghent in 1580, the 

armorial bearings of Valenciennes, Ghent, Tournai and Mechelen were added to the composition. See the 

reproduction of a jeton of 1580 in: J. Decavele, ed., Eenheid en scheiding in de Nederlanden 1555-1585, 

Ghent, 1976, 238-9 (n° 501). 
211 Van Loon, Historipenningen, I, 28-29. 
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experimental fluctuations as attempts to reaffirm a society of old in well-known terms.214 

The ritualistic adoption of the image of beggarhood by the confederacy of Nobles on the 

notorious banquet of 8 April 1566, as Henk van Nierop moreover demonstrated, 

inverted the traditional marks of an aristocratic ethos. It therefore criticized indirectly 

the reluctance of Brussels and Madrid to take their demands concerning decision 

making and religious policy into account. An emblematical device described as the 

“order of the beggars” (l’ordre des gueux) − a deliberate caricature of the dynastic Order 

of the Golden Fleece − consisted of the king’s portrait and a handshake put through a 

beggar’s purse. Worn an a pendant, it signified both loyalty and noble criticism.215 

According to the seventeenth-century historian of the Revolt Famiano Strada, this beggar 

badge was treated as a substitute “coat of arms”, thus demanding the correction of such 

topsy-turvy world.216 The handshake emblem was clearly inspired by the same metaphor 

of concordia that had appeared, together with exactly the same likeness of the king, on 

a royal medal celebrating the peace of Cateau-Cambrésis (1559).217 

Three years earlier, in late 1563, the League of high nobles protesting against the 

controversial domination of cardinal Granvelle in matters of state had in like manner 

dispensed new livery decorated with the figure of a buffoon to their retainers. The 

governess considered this carnavalesque parody of the cardinal highly inappropriate and 

forbade the vexed aristocrats of using it. The count of Egmond therefore suggested the 

adoption of a more respectable ensign: a sheaf of arrows signifying enduring concord 

among the leading aristocrats.218 Soon worn on the buttons and hats of sympathizers, its 

projected meaning was based on Plutarch who related how an ancient king of the 

Scythes introduced the figure to incite his eighty sons to act in unison after his death.219 

Emperor Charles V himself had found this a fitting analogy for the necessary unity of his 

patrimony as inherited by his ancestors:220 One arrow can easily be broken. Yet, when 

bundled together, they are almost unbreakable. Discord only leads to ruin in the end.221 

A bundle of arrows had also been the device of Isabella of Castile, and thus mainly 

evoked dynastic resonances. In the second half of the sixteenth century, the device was 
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to be found upon the Spanish reals of Ferdinand and Isabella that were still circulating in 

the Low Countries (Figure 112).222  

 

 

 

It was this numismatic survival which, in the first place, provided the noblemen with 

inspiration for their new livery.223 In the inverted atmosphere of the 1560s, the 

appropriation of the symbol by the noble League could have been seen as a sharp 

reminder of the all too Castilian centred policy of the absentee king. The arrows, 

Spanish token by excellence, represented the equitable position of all parts. None of 

these parts could in itself claim all the resources and nutrition distributed over the 

whole, even from an Hispanic point of view. Otherwise, the result would be a seriously 

indisposed body politic. The visual framework that the prince had inherited from his 

virtuous predecessors literally forced him to recognize a balanced and unbreakable 

constitution.224 In an audience with the king in Madrid in March 1565 Egmond explained 

his reading of these arrows to Philip II. It stood for the union between all the knights of 

the Golden Fleece and their prince. Accordingly, mere personal authority could not alter 

such mutual coalition.225   

Contrary to emblems, visual puns and paraheraldic signifiers, the king’s escutcheon 

was not that easily adapted into a straightforward partisan mark worn on livery, hats or 

medallions. This would go openly against the restrictive policy of public display. The 

popular allegory of the seventeen maidens, however, shows how the flexibility of the 

Burgundian-Habsburg heraldic patrimony could be bended from quite early on. For that 

matter, it appears that in Vianen, the free place of the Protestant lord of Brederode, 

clandestine coins had been minted with a depiction of the Burgundian coat of arms 

                                                           
222 H. A. Enno van Gelder, De Nederlandse munten, Utrecht, 1968, 77. On the dynastic memory of the 

sign, see Strada, De Bello Belgico, 78.; Duke, ‘Dissident propaganda’. 
223 Weiss, Papiers de Granvelle, VII, 495 (Granvelle to Philip II, 18 April 1564). 
224 Such an interpretation of the sheaf of arrows was literally formulated in William of Orange’s Apology 

of 1580, which reminded the king that the symbol was engraved on his own seals, see: [William of 

Orange], Apologie, 107-8. 
225 Weiss, Papiers de Granvelle, IX, 262 (baron de Bolwiller to Granvelle, 8 June 1565). cited in van der 

Lem, Verbeeldingen van vrijheid, 10, 48 (n°8).  

Figure 112.  Spanish real of Ferdinand and Isabella, countermarked with 
the lion of Holland, 1573/4. © mpoauctions.com 
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evincing the return to a glorified past.226 Probably in response to such sensibilities, the 

official mints of the regime decided to depict only the Austro-Burgundian quarters with 

the Golden Fleece and cross of St Andrew on the widespread Rijksdaalder between 

1567 and 1571. It omitted the Spanish connection and hence promoted the native 

elements of the royal symbols.227 The same abbreviated escutcheon of the “Royal 

Majesty” was likewise mounted above a triumphal arch during the solemn entry into 

Brussels on 18 January 1578 of Archduke Matthias, the emperor’s son who was 

appointed in December 1577 as new governor-general by an emancipated States General 

(Figure 113).228 In the summer of 1579, Matthias and the States of Brabant (after close 

inspection of the object in question) also patented a new design for an iron-cast fire 

back with the royal arms and those of all the seventeen provinces to be sold throughout 

the entire Low Countries.229   

Heraldic adaptation is also documented on the civic level: Immediately after the 

radical take-over of the Ghent magistracy in November 1577 under the leadership of Jan 

van Hembyze and François van de Kethulle, lord of Ryhove,230 an extensive armorial 

register was compiled to structure the new order and deposited in the town hall. The 

illuminated codex documented the names and bearings of governor Matthias, the prince 

of Orange, the new aldermen of the two benches, the eighteen local dignitaries 

composing the revolutionary committee that dominated the city and, finally, the deans 

of the fifty-three guilds whose extensive privileges abolished under Charles V were again 

restated.231 City painter Lievin Van der Schelden was entrusted with the commission. He 

illustrated the full-page blazons with bombastic external paraphernalia, inventing new 

charges and crests for members who could not pride themselves of existing familial 

ensigns.232 Besides a boastful depiction of the civic virgin, the arms of old and new 

                                                           
226 Arnoldus Buchelius [Arend van Buchel], Diarium van Arend van Buchel, ed. G. Brom & L. A. van 
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Flanders and bearings of the defiant city itself − both the regular lion rampant as well as 

a new invention for the Calvinist republic with the motto SPQG, which would also 

appear on coinage struck in 1583233 − the splendid manuscript started off with the 

abbreviated princely arms composed of four quarters (Figure 114). The inclusion of the 

collar of the Golden Fleece, together with another depiction of a ragged saltire and the 

monogram F, still suggested princely recognition though in an older Burgundian 

guise.234 The striking omittance of the usual globus cruciger on top of the arched ducal 

crown redefined legitimate rulership in favour of the Reformed Religion.235 These few 

examples illustrate how changing opinions of dissent quickly moulded the “official” 

heraldic imagination. Yet, when the loyal stance was more and more compromised by 

the successes of radicalized rebels and stained by the atrocities Spanish troops 

committed, reverence for the main dynastic marshalling of the ensigns became 

untenable. It gradually freezed the dominant “horizontally halved” disposition into a 

single depiction of an alien rulership completely at odds with regional autonomy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
233 Decavele, ed., Eenheid en scheiding, 236-7, n° 496.; Van Loon, Historipenningen, I, 332.  
234 Cf. d’Heere, Beschryvinghe, 25. 
235 Van der Schelden, Wapenboek van Gent, 12. 

Figure 113.  Entry of Archduke Matthias in Brussels, from J. B. Houwaert, Sommare beschrijvinghe (left). 

Figure 114.  Armorial of the Ghent Calvinist Republic © Universiteitsbibliotheek Gent (right). 
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The ‘Act of Abjuration’: Iconoclasm or Correction? (1581-2) 

 

Both the Dutch Revolt and the French Wars of Religion were similar in many aspects 

and have already been the subject of detailed scholarly comparison. They were, roughly 

speaking, grounded in common disagreements about religious (in)tolerance and the 

nature and extent of monarchical authority.236 In fact, the course of the conflicts was to 

a great extent even intertwined, including shared stakes and like-minded parties forging 

alliances. Major turning points, such as the iconoclastic furies, the dreadful St 

Bartholomew's Day massacre (24 August 1572) or the Treaty of Plessis-lès-Tours 

(September 1580), had mutual repercussions. Although the religious undercurrent more 

violently acerbated the discord between French Huguenots and Catholics, both realms 

were confronted with a similar political opposition that ultimately evolved into an 

outright repudiation of a sovereign prince. Whereas rebellious actions were first 

legitimized as a fight against “corrupt” and “wicked” counselors, the 1570s saw in both 

cases an innovative shift towards a renouncement of the monarch in person.237     

A similar, progressive politicization as in France has been identified in the political 

thought of the Dutch Revolt.238 Where initial concerns had mainly centred on heterodox 

sympathies and the restricted participation of the native elite in practical matters of 

government, grand ideals soon came to the foreground. Privileges, ancient constitutions 

and the presumed popular origins of the princely office were all addressed to justify a 

growing hostility against monarchical politics: The Low Countries had always been ruled 

by right and reason. And precisely this balance was felt to be threatened under the 

enduring absence of the Madrid based sovereign. Consciously disregarding provincial 

liberties, as several theorists argued, a couple of evil princely conspirators were plotting 

to have the autonomous territories forcefully “reduced into one body, and made subject 

to one form of laws and jurisdiction”.239 Some voices even started to claim, from around 

1574 onwards, that the political fabric of the Dutch provinces in essence resembled that 

of a republic or “civil polity” with the prince as a mere “servant”, elected by the people 

to protect their innate rights. The provincial States were accordingly redefined into “the 

chief and principal heads of the people, representing the body of the multitude” who 

even had “reserved the power to decide on all matters concerning the sovereignty to 

themselves.”240 By now, it was the person of the ruling prince himself who began 
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attracting the voices of resistance. If he so evidently crossed the limits of his delegated 

power, then the people – in the guise of these provincial States – held the right to forfeit 

their lord temporarily, or to elect another to his office.241  

Apace with this fundamental change in tone, emblematic strategies also moved from 

an inversion coupled to respect for the symbolic compromise of old into a patriotic 

outcry to reform a corrupt configuration.242 All too conventional imagery associated with 

Philip II lost its attractiveness. The “patriots” (they no longer wished to be known as 

beggars by now) spelled out their cause in either a completely native scenery without 

allusions to the king, via Renaissance emblems such as the Roman cap of liberty,243 or by 

revamping former Habsburg iconography in new images with a radically different 

meaning. A pro-Spanish chronicler, recounting his experiences as vice-chancellor of 

Brabant under the governorship of Don Juan of Austria, related how at some point 

William of Orange began replacing Philip II’s escutcheon by his own achievement. He 

likewise reacted infuriated against a print sold throughout the Netherlands in 1577-8 

which showed a sea monster dressed in a mantle with the formerly esteemed royal 

blazon, as well as laden with the ensigns armorial of the hated duke of Alba, the Spanish 

Inquisition and governor Luis de Requesens (Figure 115). The prince of Orange, in the 

shape of a new Perseus, heroically saved the personified Belgium and the seventeen 

maidens from this threatening beast.244        

Restored concord between rebellious Holland and Zeeland and the other regions in 

the autumn of 1576, facilitated the reallocation of legislative directives in the Generality. 

It likewise stimulated the invention of relatively “new” signs that made this political 

emancipation manifest.245 Paper emergency coinage struck during the siege of Leiden 

(1574) depicted for the first time a free-standing lion holding a sword with the adage 

“pugno pro patria” (“I fight for the fatherland”, Figure 116).246 Again, such vision was 

not conceived ex nihilo. Hubert de Vries and Kempers have plausibly argued that the 
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choice was probably inspired by the royal crest of Charles V and Philip II: a lion salient 

coming out of castle and holding a sword of justice in its right paw.247 This figure on a 

helmet was usually replaced by the sovereign crown, yet it was known from Philip’s 

chivalrous attributes made in the context of the Order of the Golden Fleece. It also 

appeared prominently on a loyalist engraving made after 1572, showing Christ investing 

the Spanish king and the pope with the regalia of both spiritual and worldly power. 

Philip’s coat of arms − depicted at the right hand side − clearly shows the lion crest in 

almost the same posture (Figure 117).248  
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Figure 115.  Orange's saves the Low Countries from the Spanish sea monster, c. 1577 (Horst, De 
Opstand, 235). 
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At first glance the peculiar device on the 

emergency coins alluded to the county of Holland, 

whose arms was a red lion rampant on a shield of 

gold. Nevertheless, the multisemantic readaptation 

by the rebels of yet another figure that had formerly 

been associated with the prince mocked the latter’s 

lack of chivalrous behaviour in a more general sense. 

It was in fact the princely duty to defend the 

fatherland but Philip had failed to do so. Originating 

as an ad hoc token of inverted resistance, the lion 

theme was soon restyled as a generalized mani- 

festation of those provinces joint by a common, 

defensive cause. It came to stand for surrogate 

political bonds. An armed lion holding a bundle of five arrows, for instance, appeared 

on a medal commemorating the so-called 1578 Union of Utrecht, originally allying Gelre, 

Holland, Zeeland, Utrecht and the Ommelanden (the reverse increased the number of 

arrows to seven). Instead of plainly referring to Habsburg tradition, a biblical analogy 

now explained the choice for the ferocious animal by alluding to the lion on the ancient 

banner of the tribe of Judah. The Netherlands, analogous to the chosen people of Israel, 

were about to be delivered from oppressive tyranny.249  

More established conventions were additionally 

tested anew to solidify the gradual assumption of 

former royal powers by an alternative gover- 

nmental organization. Ingrained administrative ex- 

perience with the visual hereby shaped public 

debate. After the death of governor Requesens on 5 

March 1576, the members of the Council of State 

assumed supreme command themselves ad interim. 

Yet, for want of the dispatch of clear instructions 

from Madrid, an armed putsch in September 1576 

transferred decisive powers to the States General, 

convoked on the initiative of the Brabantine States. 

The assembly adopted legislative prerogatives of its 

own in order to steer the course of affairs towards 

a more independent stance.250 To some extent, this 

sudden development realized the sovereign role 

attributed to the States in theoretical pamphlets 

(although the body still acted in the king’s 

name).251 In order to make sense of the newly 
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Figure 116.  Emergency coin 
Leiden, 1574, from Van Loon, 
Historipenningen, I, 182. 

Figure 117.  Philip II's arms with lion-
crest, engraving of H. Wierix (detail), 
from Horst, De Opstand, 58. 
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acquired significance, the legitimacy of which was a point of heavy dispute, innovative 

imagery was created: A curious composite coat of arms which quartered all the 

seventeen provinces in one shield, supported by a personification of the Netherlands, 

appeared on a print probably made in January 1578 (Figure 118). The marshalling 

clearly impersonated the States General’s new authority, depicting its representative 

character as a viable substitute for Habsburg dynastic rule. It replaced the Spanish 

achievement alongside a portrait of Orange and that of Archduke Matthias. The 

engraved double portrait in military apparel hinted at 

both men’s role to defend the Low Countries in its 

entirety against the enemies. The same print was 

inserted in a booklet published by the Antwerp Plantin 

press in 1579 that described the solemn entry of the 

Archduke in Brussels in January 1578.252 

Although such a complicated and elusive 

composition was thereafter abandoned in favour of the 

single lion rampant as a more powerful motive of unity 

(no less than twelve of the arms that represented the 

seventeen provinces included one or more lions),253 its 

appearance signals the completion of a striking switch 

in the nature of the Netherlandish polity. The States 

General (as well as the provincial States) had, as a body 

invested with ultimate decisive powers, de facto 

repudiated Philip.254 Simultaneously, it had forged an 

autonomous identity that signalled both unity and 

separateness. On 11 September 1578 the Generality 

decided to create its own seal, portraying the 

“crowned” − and thereby suggesting the possession of 

sovereignty − lion rampant holding a sword in its right 

paw and a bundle of seventeen arrows in his left. The 

commission was entrusted to the famous Flemish 

sculptor and medalist Jacques Jonghelinck (at that 

moment, ironically, Philip II’s Antwerp mint-master). 

On 17 April, the project was finally completed in a 

slightly different format than specified in the original 

resolution.255 The drop out of Hainaut, Artois and the 
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Figure 118.  Arms of the 
Netherlands, engraving of Wierix 
(detail), c. 1578. © Rijksmuseum 
Amsterdam 
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city of Douai with the conclusion of the royalist Union of Arras in January 1579 

necessitated a modification of the proposed counter seal. Instead of holding a ribbon 

with the word “concordia”, as stipulated in the resolution of September, a hand 

descending out of a cloud now removed two arrows from the bundle representing these 

apostate provinces (Figure 119).256  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Theory was ultimately put to practice by the emancipated assembly on 6 June 1581, 

when it requested all rebellious provinces to forward their written opinion on a possible 

abjuration of Philip II. The so-called Plakkaat van Verlatinghe was then officially 

proclaimed on 26 July in a regular session of the States General, hence formalizing the 

de facto situation of disobedience that existed since at least 1579.257 This formal move 

was far from a radical surprise as the hard core among the rebels had already undertaken 

self-proclaimed actions in that direction.258 Even so, the renunciation of 1581 now 

clearly articulated full contestation, for the first time, on a supra-regional level. Although 

arguments on why dismantling the king’s authority were nothing new under the sun, 

the last part of the ordinance elaborately stipulated how such a forfeiture had to be 

enacted in practice: Philips’ name as overlord, his title(s) and seals were generally 

declared invalid. All the princely seals had to be handed over to the States, never to be 
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Figure 119.  Jacques Jonghelinck, Seal of the Generality, 1578. 
© hubert-herald.nl 
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used again. From then on it was also prohibited to mint coins that depicted the name, 

likeness, title or arms of the former sovereign.259 

The document, however, does not contain any reference to what should happen 

with the other tokens of princely jurisdiction still exhibited in public space. But − 

implicitly − it did approve a general damnatio memoriae. Its open publication in several 

civic centres was actually followed by a number of licensed transgressions against Philip 

II’s heraldic legacy. Small remarks in local chronicles allows us to outline this process in 

some detail. Some reactions were relatively swift: On 21 August 1581, for instance, the 

mayors of the Holland town of Haarlem openly removed the Spanish shield from the 

house of local tax collector Pieter van Drijl.260 At Mechelen, the Plakkaat was published 

on 27 August whereafter the king’s arms in the windows of the town hall were cast 

off.261 The Flemish city of Bruges proclaimed Philip II the “enemy of the Netherlands” on 

2 September and summoned its inhabitants to remove his arms – though significant 

depictions still remained in place until at least the summer of 1582 when a new prince 

in the figure of the French duke of Anjou made his entry. Targeted escutcheons were 

those mounted above the gate and staircase of the Prinsenhof residence as well as a 

specimen placed on top of the façade of the local mint.262  

In nearby Ypres the Habsburg adversary was also declared an enemy of the land 

together with the formal renunciation of his “seal and arms”. One discontented citizen, 

apparently acting on his own initiative, stepped forward and cut through the king’s 

blazon embroidered upon a decorative tapestry that was part of the civic scenery of 

public proclamations. He then ostentatiously threw the shredded cloth on the bare 

ground of the central marketplace.263 In the streets and squares of Ghent, where by far 

the most radical Calvinist regime had been installed, the royal arms of the rejected 

prince seems to have been violently destroyed.264 Elsewhere, stipulations were 

implemented with less fervour and more delay: Friesland only followed suit on 28 

December when Philip II’s arms were just “taken away” (“offgenomen”).265 Antwerp, on 

the other hand, decided to postpone a definite destruction or removal of the massive 

sculpted coat of arms that decorated the town hall, so anticipating the possibility of 
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favourable peace negotiations between the Brabantine States and the new Spanish 

governor-general Alexander Farnese.266  

The interacting process of dismantling and reconstruction in the Low Countries was 

characterized by its own features. It cannot easily be matched with what would happen 

in France. As to the dire anecdote told by Pierre Bergeron and quoted above, for that 

matter, none of the early sources mention such a violent treatment of the Spanish 

insignia at the time of Anjou’s inauguration. Ritual gestures resembling the execution of 

traitors were absent. Nor, as we will see in the following paragraph, does the immediate 

replacement by the combined arms of multiple provinces concur with the chronological 

evolution. The abrogation of Philip never caused the same degree of destructive 

brutality as its later counterpart in Paris, Toulouse or other bulwarks of Ligue radicalism. 

By deciding to abjure their Spanish overlord and to appoint a different ruler who would 

operate within the boundaries of a fixed set of constitutional checks, the States 

endorsed their role as the ultimate repositories of sovereign power. Instead of what 

later, canonized memories − such as the frontispiece to the Nederlandtsche placcaet-

boeck − might imply, the public response was in the main fairly cautious and slow. 

There was wide disagreement about what kind of political transition was envisioned and 

how it had to be enacted. Many dissatisfied subjects had no doubt that the king indeed 

forfeited his authority by an extremely hard stance towards the religious question and 

by his failure to keep the mutinous Spanish soldiers under control. On the other hand, a 

large number in the disloyal regions, especially convinced Catholics, refused to reject 

the king. They felt that the pendulum of justified opposition had swung too far in the 

other direction.267 

Isolated initiatives of disgruntled rebels or radical Calvinist leaders did wield the 

forces of destruction in a manner foreshadowing the havoc of the Parisian masses, but 

the dominant tenet was one of more measured transformation. The king’s private 

person was not eliminated. He was merely deposed from his office. Disregarding the 

minor exceptions mentioned above, the armorial extensions of the Habsburg body 

politic were “removed” or “exchanged”, instead of “shattered” or “burned”. After all, the 

royal bearings also amassed the ancient icons of the cherished communities (a feeling 

probably accentuated by the longstanding physical absence of their owner). Aggressions 

could therefore be seen as also affecting the opposition. Local reinterpretation and 

adaptation had furthermore already affected the signs, making a full destruction often 

unnecessary. The common denominator was rather ongoing symbolic correction than a 

shock and awe regicide. 

By now, almost two decades of meaningful visual appropriation alongside the 

intricacies of the political debate resulted in an innovative language that clearly 

superseded an older compromise. A tried and tested know how of recombining 

autonomous communal heraldry with newly defined emblems of unity and legal 

authority – a progressive expertise which was in the French case of 1588 almost 

completely absent – would lay the foundation for a reinvigorated political culture in 
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those territories that grew into the United Provinces. It therefore embodied a new 

balance of power. Yet, such completed outcome was not immediately foreseen. A medal 

struck in 1581 showed the lion of the Generality for the first time on a semi-armorial 

shield.268 At that moment, it was still not a question of simply interchanging Philip II’s 

ensigns with this new generalized image of de facto sovereign States, as some would 

later have it. Taking the doctrines of resistance to their ultimate consequences, efforts to 

replace the king by the appointment of foreign candidates perpetuated the 

experimental search for an acceptable compromise. 

 

 

Styling a Duke, Summoning a King (1581-3) 

 

At the time of the act of abjuration, most patriots found an organic commonwealth 

without head still inconceivable. Though advocated in some militant pamphlets, they 

initially dismissed the prospect of a civil Republic in the vein of the Swish Confederacy 

or republican Venice.269 Philip II had to be supplanted by a virtuous and illustrious 

prince with full powers to decide, though serving the States and the body politic as a 

restricted “governor” who could easily be replaced when violating the conditions of a 

new covenant.270 In place of opting for a completely new structure they sought to 

embed the redefined order in a very traditional princely framework.271 The rebellious 

States of Holland had explored such measures as early as October 1575, renouncing 

Philip and unsuccessfully petitioning queen Elizabeth of England to adopt the 

governance of the Low Countries in exchange for military aid.272 William of Orange 

nonetheless decided that it was in the best interest of the fatherland to petition 

François, duke of Alençon and Anjou, the ambitious younger brother of the French 

king.273  

The internally divided States General agreed with this uncompromising move, albeit 

somewhat reluctantly. A treaty concluded in August 1578, which promised French 

military assistance against Spanish troops, already designated the duke as a potential 

successor in case the States decided to renounce Philip. This far-reaching commitment 

was fully implemented in the summer of 1580 during protracted negotiations between 

the deputies of the States of Flanders, of the States General and Anjou in his château at 
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Plessis-lès-Tours (a treaty was signed on 19 September). In the end, the Netherlandish 

envoys promised to invest the French duke as their “prince and lord of the said 

provinces, with such titles as duke, count, marquis and any others, with the same 

superiorities and pre-eminences that his predecessors possessed”.274 To Anjou’s 

mounting frustration the deputies refused to include the term “sovereign” in the 

definitive wordings of the treaty, denying that such expression existed in the Dutch 

language. And so they remained intentionally ambiguous about the extent of dominion 

granted to their new lord.275 The innovative move designed at Plessis-lès-Tours in fact 

predated the Plakkaat van Verlatinghe which, in its turn, officially placed the signatory 

provinces under the “rulership” and “government” of the duke according to unspecified 

“points and conditions”.276 As can be inferred from the foregoing evolution towards 

symbolic autonomy, the States in no way intended to cede their recently obtained 

authority unconditionally to another ruler. Anjou on his part failed to grasp that his 

political role would remain confined to that of a powerless figurehead.277      

This nomination was far from an unanimous one. Being both a Catholic and a 

Frenchman, many feared that the transfer of power to the duke would mean a further 

encroachment upon the liberties of the lands and that it would particularly pose an 

impediment to the free exercise of the Reformed Religion. Holland and Zeeland were 

from the start more in favour of provisionally offering “high authority and government” 

to the native prince of Orange instead of ceding sovereign leadership to a Catholic 

foreigner who might curtail provincial independence.278 Moreover, reminiscences to the 

St Bartholomew’s day massacre (August 1572) when thousands of Huguenots were 

slaughtered in and outside Paris on the rumoured instigation of Anjou’s mother 

Catherine de’ Medici still loomed large in the Calvinist climate that had taken over the 

leading civic centres of Flanders and Brabant.279 The capture of Oudenaarde in July by 

Spanish troops, for instance, disrupted preparations in Ghent for his solemn reception 

because the populace considered it a betrayal of the French duke’s promise to relief the 

besieged town. Angrily, they tore off Anjou’s blazons where they already adorned some 

decorative props.280 Alternatively, the initiators of the political replacement could point 

to the Frenchman’s moderate position in matters of religion. When still being the duke 

of Alençon, the determined youth had once fled the Valois court to join Protestant rebel 

forces in an attempt to strike a more impressive pose. The Paix de Monsieur (edict of 
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Beaulieu), the royal peace edict resulting from this rash action in 1576 had been rather 

favourable for the Reformed Religion.281 In November 1580, a similar agreement with 

Henri of Navarre was brokered at Le Fleix.282 A resumed tableau vivant staged in Ghent 

on 20 August 1582 elaborated on these treaties to appease hard line opponents. It 

portrayed the duke in the function of a harbinger of peace between Catholic and 

Protestant armies, suggesting that he would fulfil the same neutral in-between role 

towards both confessions in the near future.283    

Similar reassurances of a political or religious nature were contained in other images 

that came into being during his visit. Accompanied by Orange, Anjou travelled in that 

same year through the southern parts of the Low Countries to be ceremonially accepted 

by the divided urban landscape.284 Throughout his stay, his status of foreign prince was 

steadily effaced to be replaced by a set of attributes that disclosed the reciprocal duties 

which came with his recognition. They stressed the need to preserve the composite 

structure of the Netherlands. This visual makeover was, to all probability, concocted in 

the circles around Orange yet prompted by the aforementioned experiences of symbolic 

emancipation. On top of that, the militant magistracies of the Flemish and Brabantine 

cities seized the crucible of decorative pageantry to make their communal demands 

compatible with those larger concerns. Attracting attention because of their well-

documented character, scholars tend to focus on individual ceremonies in a bid to 

identify the local celebration of civic consciousness.285 It is less clear whether these 

forged images also tried to transcend isolated sympathies. An approach like this requires 

more attention for diffuse forms of visual interaction, produced in the margin of 

spectacles with a somewhat deceptive holistic appearance. The unfolding course of 

events, as well as the circumstantial material produced (panegyric verses, 

commemorative medals, festival books, illuminated dedications, ephemeral arches, coins 

and so forth) tried to style the controversial candidate into an acceptable choice that 

was bound by respect for a redefined share of authority and, on top of that, secured 

substantial foreign aid. Heraldry notably operated here again as an important mediator 

for finding the right balance. The strong assertion of provincial ensigns, together with 

the inherent fluidity of Habsburg compositions, provided guidance for new surrogate 

designs. Although political pacemakers of sufficient social standing set the tone, 

disgruntled individuals could still wield hammer and chisel when feeling dissatisfied 

with certain proceedings.             

                                                           
281 Holt, The Duke of Anjou, 65-69.; Holt, The French Wars of Religion, 106-7. 
282 Duquenne, L’entreprise, 85. 
283 L’entrée magnifique de monseigneur François fils de France, frere unique du roy, par la grace de Dieu 

duc de Lothier, de Brabant, d’Anjou, d’Alençon, &c. Comte de Flandres, &c., faicte en sa metropolitaine & 

fameuse ville de Gand, le vingtiesme d’Aoust, Lyon, 1582, 11-12. At his joyous entry into Middleburg in 

February 1582, deputies from the States of Zeeland had congratulated the duke on the same feat in a 

hardly concealed appeal to respect the current status quo in religious matters, see: La ioyeuse & 

magnifique entrée de Monseigneur Francoys, fils de France, et frère unicque du Roy, par la grace de Dieu, 

duc de Brabant, d’Anjou, Alençon, Berri, &c. en sa tres-renommée ville d’Anvers, Antwerp, 1582, 7-8. 
284 Van Bruaene, ‘Spectacle and spin’, 263-84.; Thøfner, A Common Art, 125-40. 
285 Cf. Van Bruaene, ‘Spectacle and spin’.; Arnade, Beggars, Iconoclasts & Civic Patriots, 311-8.; Thøfner, 

A Common Art, 125-40.  
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Anjou and his retinue departed from England − where he had courted Elizabeth I − 

and arrived at Vlissingen on 9 February 1582. Shortly afterwards, on Saturday the 19th, 

he was solemnly inaugurated in Antwerp as the duke op Brabant amidst an imposing 

show of civic military dexterity.286 As tradition prescribed he first swore to uphold the 

stipulations of the Brabantine Joyous Entry after which Orange vested him with the 

ducal mantle and bonnet.287 Once the mutual 

exchange of vows was completed he entered 

the city on a white horse under a canopy of 

golden cloth. The production of the actual 

performance was a highly collaborative 

project. Its lasting impact on wider society 

and on the international community had to 

be assured as well: An impressive 

commemorative folio volume printed by the 

Plantin press and published in April 1582 

contained high-quality engravings of the 

erected arches and mounted tableaux 

(versions of the text without illustrations 

were sold at cheaper price).288 Together with 

the descriptive account penned by Orange’s 

court chaplain Pierre Loyseleur de Villiers, it 

informs us on many armorial references in 

the staged themes.289 Preparations for the 

triumphal reception, as already mentioned 

above, included the erection of Anjou’s 

shield: It was among others painted on a 

large canvas concealing the huge Habsburg 

achievement on the front wall of the town 

hall.290 His banners and escutcheons adorned 

among others the central stage whereon the 

oath swearing took place. They were also 

attached to a “chariot of alliance” on which 

was seated the Maiden of Antwerp flanked by 

                                                           
286 Duquenne, L’entreprise, 114. Anjou’s Antwerp entry is analysed in detail in: Van Bruaene, ‘Spectacle 

and spin’, 268-74.; Thøfner, A Common Art, 138.; J. Diegerick, ‘Notice sur l’entrée solennelle du Duc 

d’Anjou dans la ville d’Anvers, le 19 février 1582’, Annales de l’Académie d’Archéologie, 11(1854), 405-

22.; A. Gielens, ‘De kosten van de Blijde Intrede van den Hertog van Anjou (1582)’, Antwerpen’s 

Oudheidkundige Kring XVIe Jaarboek, Antwerp, 1940, 93-105. On the civic context of the entry, see: 

Arnade, Beggars, Iconoclasts & Civic Patriots, 311-6.   
287 La ioyeuse & magnifique entrée, 16-21. 
288 Ibid. 
289 On the volume and its significance as a primer of civic communal definition, see in particular: E. J. 

Peters, Printing ritual: the performance of community in Christopher Plantin’s La Joyeuse & Magnifique 

Entrée de Monseigneur Francoys…d’Anjou’, Renaissance Quarterly, 61(2008), 370-413. 
290 Willems, Mengelingen, 135-6. 

 

Figure 120.  Arms of the duke of Anjou and 
Brabant on the "chariot of alliance" (detail), 
from La ioyeuse & magnifique entrée. 
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personifications of Religion, Concord and Justice who exhorted the need for a prudent 

government (Figure 120). In a very repetitive fashion, the duke’s bearings were seen on 

top of several triumphal arches, incorporated in the layered tableaux of the local 

chambers of rhetoric, and on decorative pillars mapping the processional route 

throughout the city. Latin verses and proverbs expounded the heraldic scenery in partly 

blatant praise, partly virtuous admonition. In most parts of the spectacle, the foreign 

sign interacted with the native iconography of the Brabantine lion and the Margraviate 

of Antwerp.291  

The deprivation of Philip II’s dominion and its transfer onto the French prince 

constituted the central theme of the festive program. Textual clarifications of the visual 

scenery often alluded to a tyrannous ruler who had broken his own constitutional 

oath.292 Indisputably, the most telling scene to this end was enacted on the central 

marketplace. On exactly the moment when Anjou crossed this space, an ingeniously 

crafted float of the giant Antigon, one of the principal protagonists of Antwerp civic 

pageantry, mechanically turned his head while dropping an escutcheon with the 

Spanish arms. Thereupon the mythical figure hoisted a Fleurs-de-lis-banner (Figure 

121).293  

This dramatical gesture presented the abjuration of Philip and the acceptation of 

Anjou as two concerted actions that had the swift approval of the entire community. 

Very much like the later title page of the Nederlandtsche placcaet-boeck, the 

perfomance thereby condensed a tortuous still ongoing debate into a closed off 

remembrance. When a festive reception was staged in Ghent six months later, the same 

powerful statement was addressed anew: One of the theatrical stations that the train of 

the brand-new count of Flanders encountered personified the county in the guise of the 

maiden Flandria who, seated on a throne in the presence of the four Members of 

Flanders, held a banner with the provincial lion in her right hand. At her feet lay the 

discarded shield of the Spanish king (Figure 122). This gesture with the banner, as 

illustrated in a dedicatory manuscript for Anjou made by the local painter and organizer 

Lucas d’Heere, suggested that Flanders herself had cast off the spurned object. On top of 

the architectural setting − at least in the version produced after the actual ceremony − 

proudly figured a newly composed achievement supported by two putti holding 

torches.294        

 

 

                                                           
291 La ioyeuse & magnifique entrée, 16, 24, 26, 29, 31, 34-35, 38-39.; Diegerick, ‘Notice sur l’Entrée’, 

412-4, 416. 
292 Peters, ‘Printing ritual’, 380-1. 
293 La ioyeuse & magnifique entrée, 31-32. 
294 On this tableau, see: Van Bruaene, ‘Spectacle and Spin’, 281.; W. Waterschoot, ‘Vorstelijke intochten 

1577-1584’, in: Decavele, Het eind van een rebelse droom, 121. The printed account described the 

tableau with personifications of Flandria, the four Members and two additional nymphs, yet did not 

mention the banner and Spanish shield: L’entrée magnifique en Gand, 12-15. The illuminated manuscript 

edition of the entry produced by Lucas d’Heere is conserved in the SMPK Kupferstichkabinett at Berlin 

(ms. 78 D 6). A reproduction of the Flandria scene in: D. Coigneau, ‘Literatuur en pennestrijd’, in: 

Decavele, Het eind van een rebelse droom, 91. 
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Figure 121.  The giant Antigon, from La ioyeuse & magnifique entrée, 31-32. 

Figure 122.  Lucas d'Heere, The Virgin of Ghent discards 
Philip II's shield. © Kupferstichkabinett SMPK (Berlin) 
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A related message in allegorical terms was conveyed by Anjou’s personal device, 

likewise omnipresent in all the entry ceremonial of 1582. The image of a radiating sun 

expelling dark clouds, further elucidated by the Latin motto Fovet et Discutit (cherish 

and chase), could easily be read as a straightforward metaphor for dispelling the clouds 

of Iberian tyranny (Figure 123).295 A pictorial arch on the Hoogstraat of the Brabantine 

metropolis presented a topical comprehension of this paraheraldic motif: The furies of 

Discord, Violence and Tyranny flee upon the arrival of the new protector, heralding a 

rejuvenated age of fertility.296 Yet this personal imagery was not a new invention. It 

appears on French medals as early as 1576.297 Its original intention probably spoke about 

respectful submission of subjects to their king, profiting from the nurturing light of this 

political sun.298 This meaning was not far from how Anjou interpreted his own mission 

in the Low Countries. In the programme of the civic entries, the device instead 

interfaced with the themes of dissent, vindicating headstrong subjects who reclaimed 

authority themselves by interchanging one prince for another. In the mind of 

contemporaries, such meteorological emblematics blended with real life phenomena 

and prophetic omens when fifteen days after the Antwerp visit the coastal area and 

Scheldt delta were hit by an extraordinary storm. A whirlwind, as was rumoured, pulled 

the Spanish arms from a gate causing them to fall into the river. The recently erected 

arms of Anjou were wondrously spared.299         

                                                           
295 E.g. La ioyeuse & magnifique entrée, 33-34.; Van Loon, Historipenningen, I, 287-318.  
296 La ioyeuse & magnifique entrée, 33.; Peters, ‘Printing ritual’, 381-3. 
297 When after the conclusion of the Paix de Monsieur, François d’Alençon made his entry in June 1576 

in Bourges, the capital of his appanage Berry, a young boy offered him a cup full of golden medals. The 

pieces depicted his fovet-et-discutit-device on the one side, and the arms of Bourges on the other: 

Mazerolle, Les médailleurs français, I, 216, II, 63 (n° 298), 93 (n° 447 – medal from 1580).; Bref et 

sommaire recueil de ce qui a esté faict et de l’ordre tenu a la ioyeuse et triumphante entrée de…Françoys 

filz de France…en la ville de Bourges, Bourges, 1576. 
298 Cf. Adrian d’Amboise, Devises royales, Paris, 1621, 60-63. 
299 Johannes Carion, Chronique et histoire universelle ou recueil des choses memorables de nostre 

temps, vol. 2, s.l., 1611, 530-1. 

 

 

 

Figure 123.  Arch at Anjou's Antwerp entry with his arms and personal device (detail), Monogrammist 
MHVH, c. 1582. © Rijksmuseum Amsterdam 
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Those ensigns armorial of the duke would become the subject of more experimental 

adaptation as the festive honouring continued. Since May 1576, when the childless 

Henri III granted the enlargement of his younger brothers’s appanage with the duchies 

of Anjou, Touraine and Berry, the duke had obtained the right to use the arms associated 

with the duchy of Anjou (consisting of the French fleurs de lis on the azure shield of 

France, but differenced by a red bordure).300 In accordance with the conventions of 

heraldry and confirmed in the elaborately illustrated folio of the Antwerp entry, this was 

also the escutcheon used during the first months of his stay in the Netherlands. He then 

still had to be invested as count of Flanders. A heraldic alternative showing full 

acceptance by all consenting States was not yet available. On 19 February, for instance, 

the acquired dignities of the new duke of Brabant were represented in a manner 

separate of his former identity. They were thus not integrated in his existing bearings. 

Mounted on the façade of the Tapissierspand, for example, one could encounter a 

version of Anjou’s shield of about seventeen foot high accompanied by the different 

arms of the seventeen provinces. Each was illuminated by a lantern which was “very 

pleasing to see”. Though connected with “festoons made after the art of Antiquity”, the 

several provincial arms were not integrated into one overall achievement.301  

Four heralds who accompanied the 

important ritual transition wore the 

armorial tabards of (Lower-)Lotharingia, 

Brabant and Limburg; three territories 

that had been ruled in personal union by 

the Brabantine dukes ever since the end 

of the thirteenth century.302 The engra- 

vings of the festival book also added in 

hindsight – and seemingly in contra- 

diction with the text and archival 

indications – tabards with the bearings of 

some of the northern provinces, as to 

proclaim more consensus among the 

States than there was in reality (Figure 

124).303 During the ceremony, the 

heralds showered coins amidst the 

                                                           
300 On François de France’s titles, see: Holt, The Duke of Anjou, 11, 67-68, 70-72. The arms of Anjou, as 

well as those of Alençon and Berry are emblazoned in, among others: Jehan Courtois [Sicile], Le blason 

des armes, avec les armes des princes et seigneurs de France, Lyon, 1533-4.; Doüet d’Arcq, Un traité de 

blazon du XVe siècle, Paris, 1858, 31-32. 
301 Gielens, ‘De kosten’, 103 (n°1).; F. J. Van den Branden, Geschiedenis der Antwerpsche 

Schilderschool, Antwerp, 1883, 241.; Diegerick, ‘Notice sur l’entrée’, 417. 
302 La ioyeuse & magnifique entrée, 15. The heralds were not professional officers of arms but ad hoc 

substitutes, probably recruited among the members of the magistracy: Cf. Gielens, ‘De kosten’, 97. These 

four heralds are portrayed on the opening etching of the volume, depicting the arrival of the ducal fleet in 

front of the city of Antwerp, and – dressed in somewhat different tabards – on the oath-swearing scene. 
303 See the engravings in: La ioyeuse & magnifique entrée. 

 

Figure 124.  The heralds, from La ioyeuse & 
magnifique entrée, 15. 
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jubilant crowd adorned with the arms of “his highness” connected to those of Brabant 

by a knot.304 The shield associated with the person of the French prince thus remained 

isolated. Nevertheless, the majority of descriptions and depictions were very vague 

about the exact iconography used in this phase. One gets the impression that this was at 

least partially a conscious strategy. Engravings in the festive volume and an anonymous 

painting of the Antwerp pageantry reduced the red bordure to a very small, hardly 

visible strip that accentuated the three lilies (e.g. Figure 123).305 Orange’s chaplain even 

used the French icon par excellence as a metaphor to describe the duke’s entourage: 

they surrounded his person “as if they were fleurs de lis on a royal mantle”.306 An 

anonymous description of the entry in Antwerp, however, differentiates between “the 

arms of his highness” and the “coat of arms of France” mounted on the giant Antigon 

and on the stage erected in front of the town hall.307
  

Flemish accounts likewise described Anjou’s bearings installed in the Ghent town hall 

in March 1582 as just “three lilies”, and those in Bruges merely as “the arms of France” 

or “three golden lilies in a blue shield”.308 The cloth merchants of the latter city also 

celebrated their new overlord on 17 July with a super-sized, illuminated image of a lily 

placed in front of the courtly residence; An unprecedented conceit in the Netherlands 

that was in fact a common feature of French royal ceremonialism.309 The blue canopy 

carried by six members of the magistracy was this time equally adorned with “golden 

lilies”.310 Moreover, a temporal column with a statue of the duke erected on the Burg 

showed off the well-known beggar symbolism of two intertwined hands, dressed up in 

the colours and ensigns of France and Flanders. They clutched a heart with a lily in 

between them signifying − according to a local artisan and chronicler − the loyal 

affection the beggars held for France.311 On 20 August, in addition, Anjou was greeted in 

the Calvinist bulwark of Ghent by the virgin of the city dressed for the occasion in a 

gown of white silk strewn with fleurs de lis, cleverly fusing traditional Marian 

                                                           
304 Diegerick, ‘Notice sur l’entrée’, 411.; Van Loon, Historipenningen, I, 309-10. 
305 On the painting made by monogrammist MHVH, see: Thøfner, A Common Art, 13-14.; W. H. Vroom, 

‘Monogrammist M.H.V.H. De Blijde Inkomst van Anjou te Antwerpen, 1582’, Bulletin van het 

Rijksmuseum, 37(1989), 185-90. The illustration in the festive volume of a tableau performed on the 

corner of the Meir and the Klarenstraat clearly shows the plain French arms without the bordure: La 

ioyeuse & magnifique entrée, 30 bis.  
306 La ioyeuse & magnifique entrée, 25. 
307 Diegerick, ‘Notice sur l’entrée’, 412-6. 
308 Philippe De Kempenaere, Vlaemsche Kronyk of dagregister van al het gene gedenkweerdig 

voorgevallen is, binnen de stad Gent, sedert den 15 july 1566 tot 15 juny 1585, ed., Ghent, 1839, 295, 

303.; Carton, ‘Die heerlicke Incomste’, 84. 
309 Weydts, Chronique Flamande, 59-60. For such lilian pageantry in French entries, see: Godefroy, Le 

cérémonial François, I, 307.; Lecoq, François Ier imaginaire, 196-7.; Hindman & Spiegel, ‘The fleur-de-lis 

frontispieces’, 405-7. On the modest Bruges entry of Anjou, see: Van Bruaene, ‘Spectacle and Spin’, 274-7.; 

B. Van der Bauwhede & M. Goetinck, De hertog van Anjou en de prins van Oranje te Brugge, 17 juli – 19 

augustus 1582: het mislukte complot van Juan de Salcedo en Francesco Baza, Bruges, 1983.; C. Coudeville, 

Het cultureel beleid te Brugge tijdens het Calvinistisch bewind (1578-1584), unpublished master’s thesis, 

Universiteit Gent, 2003-4, 161-6.  
310 Carton, ‘Die heerlicke Incomste’, 86. 
311 Ibid., 92-93. The interpretation of the French heart in: Weydts, Chronique Flamande, 60. For a similar 

image on display in Antwerp, cf. La ioyeuse & magnifique entrée, 26. 
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iconography with an outspoken political connotation. The individuals that acted out this 

theatrical piece started to sing verses that hailed the “beautiful and famous fleur de lis” 

when the procession passed by.312 Why accentuating such link with the plain royal 

symbolism of France while this actual connection was precisely perceived by many to 

be a dangerous and objectionable feature of the newly appointed overlord? Was this 

confusion merely the result of chroniclers and observers not well vested in the 

intricacies of blazoning? Plausibly, yet given the learned sensitivity towards graphic 

exactitude it suggests that some blurring between the diferenced arms of Anjou and the 

plain royal lilies was in fact intentionally orchestrated by the organizers.  

Two of the controversial articles of the treaty concluded at Plessis-lès-Tours stipulated 

that the election of Anjou entailed the conclusion of a perpetual alliance between the 

provinces of the Low Countries and the French crown. King Henri III was thereby 

committed to support his brother and declare war on Spain.313 Because the candid use 

of plain “sovereign” arms would amount to a symbolic absorption into the French 

kingdom, a possibility explicitly ruled out by the Dutch deputies in 1580, the ingenious 

hovering between Anjou’s personal heraldry and the Frenchness of the three lilies 

recalled these former promises. Seen from this viewpoint, their inclusion in the 

ceremonial made the foreign sovereign almost literally present as a third party in the 

transactions, imploring him to inject the rebel cause with military aid and financial 

support. Henri III, albeit against his will, became a significant protagonist in the festive 

honouring through a very subtle managing of the abstract representation of his kingship. 

To that same end, titles attributed to the duke in the pomp as well as on coins and other 

media further highlighted this French connection: A medal celebrating his arrival in the 

Low Countries, for example, depicted a galley with a sail sowed with only fleurs de lis. 

The obverse side contained Anjou’s profile portrait and the title “Franciscus, Filius 

Franciae, Frater Unicus Regis; Dei Gratia Comes Flandriae”. Other medals struck during 

the duke’s sojourn in the Netherlands invariably emphasized his French progeny and 

status as the brother and heir of the present king.314 His position of new ruler for the 

unified Dutch provinces hardly merited any attention. Hence, the image of their “prince 

and lord” cobbled together while he was entertained at the civic heart of the Low 

Countries aspired a wider coalition between the badly fragmented regions and cities on 

the one hand, and foreign support on the other, rather than designating an outright 

transfer of real authority.  

In a second phase, heraldic signifiers merged together in a way that bolstered the 

hope to preserve diversified autonomy whilst further establishing such firm alliance 

with France. The resulting assemblage advanced the common interests of the respective 

parties. A marked change can already be noticed in July when two heralds who 

accompanied the ritual passage through Bruges were dressed in newly fashioned tabards 

that quartered no less than fourteen feudal titles: Anjou, Lotharingia, Brabant, Limburg, 

                                                           
312 L’entrée magnifique en Gand, 10-11. 
313 Holt, The Duke of Anjou, 136-7.; Duquenne, L’entreprise, 42, 76, 79-80, 130, 258. (clauses 15 & 16) 

Cf. Muller & Diegerick, Documents, III, 101-4 (Des Pruneaux to the Queen of Navarre, 4 July 1579).  
314 Van Loon, Historipenningen, I, 308. 
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Gelre, Flanders, Holland, Zeeland, Zutphen, the Margraviate of Antwerp, Friesland, 

Mechelen, Utrecht and Overijssel. Experimental combinations also appeared in the 

festive decoration: At the Prinsenhof, the arms of Philip II had been substituted by “the 

arms of Anjou” “jointly” (“bedeelt”) with “the arms of his highness’ Netherlands”.315 In 

another imitation of protean Habsburg practices, abbreviated versions came into 

existence around the summer of 1582. At the time of his inauguration as duke of 

Flanders in Ghent (23 July), a novel armorial composition that did reflect his newly 

obtained dignity replaced Anjou’s initial simple achievement on medals, coins and other 

media: An escutcheon quartered France modern with the lion of Flanders (Figure 125). 

It became the symbolic point of reference for Anjou in his capacity of “count of 

Flanders”.316 

The combination of the plain arms of 

France without bordure in the first and fourth 

quarter with the Flemish lion rampant in the 

second and the third disclosed both the 

desired perpetual alliance with France and the 

non-negotiable respect for provincial liberties 

as envisaged in the treaty. As such, it was a 

rare and probably controversial configuration 

that was only to be found in comparable form 

in the arms of the dauphin and in English 

royal heraldry. In the past, such quartering 

with the plain ensigns had been used by some 

French monarchs to promote their dynastic 

claims on outlying territories, though the use 

of separate shields was usually preferred after the mid-sixteenth century.317 Shortly after 

the death of Charles IX in May 1574, Henri III had been occasionally associated – by the 

right of a sovereign − with such combination of France and Poland, especially during his 

journey through Italy.318 For Anjou in 1582, it mainly emphasized his status as heir 

presumptive to the throne. The resemblance to these illustrious precedents would 

certainly have flattered his vainglorious character.319  

For the somewhat reluctant provincial States, on the other hand, the public presence 

of their own ensigns dismissed a full cession and the absorption of “regained” popular 

                                                           
315 Carton, Die heerlicke incomste, 83, 86. Gelre had officially recognized Anjou as duke of Gelre and 

count of Zutphen on 3 April: Bor, Oorsprongk, II, 328. 
316 Van Loon, Historipenningen, I, 319-22. 
317 See chapter 3, p. 238. 
318 E.g. the engraving in: BnF Clairambault 1111, f. 9r.; La somptueuse et magnifique entrée du tres-

chrestien roy Henry III de ce nom, Roy de France & de Pologne, grand duc de Lithuanie, & c. en la cité de 

Mantoüe, Paris, 1576, 22, pl. iii & vi. 
319 One of the recurring demands of the duke of Anjou in the negotiations of 1578 was the erection of 

his statue in Brussels, Antwerp and the other capital cities of the Low Countries once a peace with Spain 

would be concluded under his aegis. Each year, these lasting effigies were to be honoured by the gift of a 

golden crown bedecked with fleurs de lis and olive branches, see: Muller & Diegerick, Documents, II, 283 

(States General, 23 November 1578), 357, 362 (Mémoire de des Pruneaux, December 1578).   

 

Figure 125.  Coin for Anjou as count 
of Flanders. 
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sovereignty by a foreign party. A number of stakeholders, even those regions that had 

formerly succeeded to obtain an outspoken share in the achievements of the 

Burgundian and Habsburg princes, petitioned the duke to get their separate identity 

symbolically affirmed in this way.320 The insistence on individuality and compromise, 

that had been so strongly advanced in the engravings and illustrated pamphlets of the 

Revolt, provided − once again − the guiding principle. There is little doubt that in this 

specific context the duke’s transforming image was designed by the initiating States and, 

in particular, by Orange’s entourage. In the main they tried to style the foreign prince 

according to a new future they envisioned for the Low Countries. They partially 

conceived the acceptance of their new overlord as a dynastic return to the golden age of 

Valois Burgundy, praising the existence of a certain overall “national” spirit yet 

correcting a tendency of centralization that overruled ancient liberties. Allusions set 

forth in the decorative spectacle of the entry ceremonies, who were afterwards 

selected, described and promoted on a grand scale in commemorative festival booklets, 

chiefly buttressed the civic force of the Low Countries. Conjointly with other public 

media, it stressed the balanced character of restored concord that had to be preserved 

by posterity.321 

 Such visual refashioning of power relations presented an excellent opportunity to 

assert or renegotiate status. Some political stakeholders were more successful in doing 

so than others. The States of the Ommelanden, for instance, entangled in a schismatic 

struggle with the pro-Habsburg city of Groningen, had designed their own coat of arms 

somewhere in the mid-1570s. It consisted of eleven hearts on blue and white diagonal 

bars (taking the late-fifteenth-century imaginary arms of the “kings of Frisia” as a point of 

reference). The ensign was discussed when new provincial seals were created in 

September 1597 to authorize the decrees and correspondence of the self-reliant States. 

They were also depicted on jetons minted in that same year. An accompanying legend 

associating the imagery with the eight-century semi-mythical Frisian monarchs Friso and 

Radbound varnished this all with an aura of authenticity.322 Deputies from the 

Ommelander States in Leeuwarden petitioned Anjou on 24 May 1582 – nota bene in an 

elaborated instruction ratified with their new “privy seal” − to incorporate and use their 

shield with hearts and bars jointly with those of the other Dutch provinces, as a visual 

approval of their independence from Groningen. Together with an appeal to confirm a 

set of regional privileges, the local nobleman Johan Rengers of Hellum and the syndic 

Hieronymus Verrutius were for that purpose sent to the duke and the States General in 

                                                           
320 De Vries, Wapens van de Nederlanden, 118-9. 
321 Van Bruaene, ‘Spectacle and Spin’, 273.; Arnade, Beggars, Iconoclasts & Civic Patriots, 311-5, 318. 
322 De Vries, Wapens van de Nederlanden, 118-9. The creation of this coat of arms was reconstructed in: 

G. Acker-Strating, ‘Het Ommelander wapen’, Bijdragen tot de geschiedenis en oudheidkunde 

inzonderheid van de provincie Groningen, 7(1870), 200-16. The discussions on the new arms for the 

Ommelanden, the petition to Anjou and the fabrication of new seals are related in: Rengers van ten Post, 

Werken, II, 328-35. The armorial legend was noted down by the scholar Suffridus Petri (1527-1597) in his 

de Frisiorum antiquitate et origine (1590). 
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Antwerp.323 This request, however, was apparently not taken into consideration, 

probably due to the low profile of the Ommelanden and some internal discord about the 

suitability of the new symbol. The exiled part of the Ommelander States in East Frisia 

were strongly opposed to an association with the presumed tyrannous figure of 

Radbound. They instead argued for a multiple composition that would amass all the 

older signs of the various Ommelander regions.324 They forwarded their complaints to 

the council that assisted the duke (the Landraad) dissociating themselves from such 

“foreign” and oppressive remnants from a remote past. Since the province was in itself a 

collection of multiple parts, only a composite quartering would do justice to its complex 

territorial identity.325 One needs no great imagination to realize that a full concession of 

such demands would have highly complicated the general image that was under 

construction.  

A new, very elaborate marshalling for Anjou as lord of the Netherlands appeared in 

public in the summer of 1582, shortly after his entry in Ghent. This heraldic 

composition was already illustrated in the drawings which Lucas d’Heere made for the 

presentation volume of the pageants (Figure 122 & 127).326 Medals and coinage in some 

variations further disseminated this version.327 It contained less quarters than on the 

tabards allegedly worn by the Bruges heralds, but represented the most important 

signatories of the treaty with the duke. The lions and marks of Brabant, Gelre, Flandres, 

Holland, Zeeland, Frisia, Utrecht and Overijssel were all crammed in the second and 

third quarter. The city of Mechelen (being a semi-independent lordship) was depicted in 

the point of the shield (enté en pointe).328 Hubert de Vries has also drawn attention to 

the atypical crown that topped some of these arms on the issued coinage, suggesting a 

creative blend of both a ducal bonnet and the French royal crown.329 All this, together 

with the sporadic use of the collar of the order of St Michael and angels as supporters, 

strengthens the interpretation of Anjou’s extended arms as a channel that promoted the 

enlistment of extensive French aid in the multifaceted struggle against Spanish 

repression. Rather than the duke’s dynastic ambitions, it produced the self-awareness 

and interests of the rebellious provinces. A beautifully illuminated book of prayers, 

commissioned in 1582 and painted by the Antwerp artist Hans Bol, comprised a 

frontispiece with these grand arms and the sun-device in an allegorical landscape that 

glorified Anjou’s arrival in the Low Countries (Figure 126). In line with French graphic 

fashion, the shield is supported by two angels yet surmounted by a ducal bonnet which 

betrays a particular connection to Brabant and its commercial metropolis. The plain 

                                                           
323 Groninger archieven, F. A. Verrutius-Enmen, Register Feith, 1582.103 (instruction for Rengers and 

Verrutius). The Ommelanden’s formal recognition of Anjou as their lord was signed on 12 July 1582 

(without the heraldic stipulation), see: Bor, Oorsprongk, II, 328-9.  
324 De Vries, Wapens van de Nederlanden, 118-9.  
325 Acker-Strating, ‘Het Ommelander wapen’, 202-5. Such an alternative seal for the Ommelanden, 

quartering Hunzingo, Fivelingo, Vredewold, Hulsterland, Langewold, with the Heart-arms in an 

inescutcheon, is still preserved in the Groninger archives. 
326 See e.g.: D. Coigneau, ‘Literatuur en pennestrijd’, 91. 
327 Van Loon, Historipenningen, I, 322. 
328 De Vries, Wapens van de Nederlanden, 34-35. 
329 Ibid. 
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shield of France modern with the collar of St Michel, held in the hands of one angel 

though ambiguously topped with an open coronet, brings the manuscript to a revealing 

conclusion.330 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Lasting Legacy 

 

To sum things up, the armorial affirmation of the provinces’ individuality, the creation 

of a heraldic identity for the Generality and the subsequent experimenting with signs for 

the new French overlord veiled a radically new political order in a traditional visual 

vocabulary. Once it became clear that Philip II’s authority was dissolved, the States 

General and the rebellious States appropriated far-reaching governmental prerogatives in 

manipulating the heraldic semiotics of power. The changing image and grand coat of 

arms of the freshly elected “prince and lord of the Netherlands”, as it was staged 

between February 1582 and early 1583, spoke of sovereignty as a new political 

harmony. Anjou’s heraldic condition epitomized the two most controversial issues that 

                                                           
330 M. Huillet d’Istria, ‘Le livre de prières de François de France, duc d’Anjou (Alençon) enluminé par 

Hans Bol, 1582’, Jaarboek van het koninklijk museum voor schone kunsten Antwerpen, 1970, 85-119.  

Figure 126.  Hans Bol, Anjou's arms as lord of the 
Netherlands, 1582, from BnF Latin 10564 f. 2r. © BnF 
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had frustrated the ambitious duke ever since he had accepted his new dignity: First, the 

promise of a firm and effective military alliance with the French kingdom against Spain 

− though with the absolute guarantee of Dutch independence − and, secondly, 

diversified autonomy for the most important members of the Utrecht Union. The 

appearance of no less than nine provincial signs in the quartered achievement of their 

self-fashioned overlord was an unprecedented and revolutionary step that already 

foreshadowed the mixed political model of shared sovereignty in the Dutch Republic.331   

The heraldic substitute for such perfect prince of the Netherlands was nevertheless 

short-lived. Due to internal division and the widespread distrust nourished by religious 

sentiments, promised financial assistance for Anjou’s case failed to materialize. On top of 

that, Alessandro Farnese’s reconquest gained momentum in the south.332 On 17 January 

1583 starved and underpaid French soldiers mounted an unsuccessful attack on 

Antwerp. Uproar soon spread to other civic centres. This “French Fury” was a 

detrimental turning-point in the duke’s brief career as overlord. Immensely disappointed 

by what he considered an ineffective and egoistic governmental apparatus, he hurriedly 

fled the scene.333 Orange’s generous attempts to come to a reconciliation failed.334 The 

departure of the duke provoked a new round of heraldic iconoclasm and the final 

acceleration in the symbolic emancipation of the, by now separatist, States. Ghent and 

Bruges, for instance, cast off Anjou’s arms or besmeared them with filth (though the 

latter shortly re-erected them when news about a possible reconciliation spread).335 The 

duke’s sudden death in June 1584 ended all further negotiations and would greatly 

disturb – as set forth in the beginning of this chapter – French domestic policy. At 

Anjou’s funeral, Henri III explicitly forbade the use of any heraldic reference to his 

brother’s failed enterprise in the Netherlands.336  

Those cities and regions that were reconquered or reconciled with Farnese soon 

began re-using Philip II’s portraits and symbols. Others continued on the road towards 

complete heraldic independence. Ghent reappointed Hembyze as “first alderman” and 

began minting schismatic coins with his familial arms and motto before giving in to 

Spanish forces.337 The other States, and even individual cities, began appropriating 

markers of sovereignty like supporters and crowns, uttering the highly splintered  

                                                           
331 The quartering of provincial arms with the fleurs de lis rarely occurred in France, see: chapter 2, pp. 

105-24.  
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Duquenne, L’entreprise, 142-54. 
334 K. W. Swart, Willem van Oranje en de Nederlandse Opstand 1572-1584, Den Haag, 1994, 235-9. 
335 Willems, Mengelingen, 174.; Weydts, Chronique Flamande, 81-82.; van Hermelghem, Nederlandsche 

historie, 214. 
336 Jean François le Petit, La grande chronique ancienne et moderne de Hollande, Zelande, Westfrise, 
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337 J. E. Nève de Mévergnies, Gand en république. La domination calviniste à Gand (1577-1584), Ghent, 
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Figure 127.  Portrait of Anjou, from Michiel Vosmeer, Les vies et alliances des comtes de 
Hollande et Zelande, 1583. © Rijksmuseum Amsterdam 
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division of power that would become their main political characteristic.338 The 

rebellious north and some Flemish strongholds still untouched by the Habsburg 

counteroffensive once again turned to English help in 1585. Although Elizabeth was not 

prepared to face Spain’s might openly and therefore declined the offer of a loose 

personal union, the factitious States found another ready-made protector in the queen’s 

favourite Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester. They conveyed him absolute powers in 

military affairs as well as ill-defined prerogatives in civil matters in line with those of 

former governor-generals.339 Festivities for his reception tried a similar tactic as with 

Anjou: the inclusion of English royal heraldry, Tudor badges and Leicester’s own 

cognizances magnified English aid beyond that what Elizabeth was willing to concede 

officially (which greatly annoyed her).340  

Elizabeth’s peace negotiations with Spain, adding to the unpopular religious and 

financial measures of Leicester and his military failures, gravely discredited the English 

intervention in the Low Countries.341 This paved a way for finally establishing a visual 

framework of popular politics and a decentralized sovereignty that was independent of 

any foreign instance. The lion with sword and arrows, who had never been away to 

denote either the cause of the States General or the joint struggle against tyranny, was 

more strongly than ever reasserted as an isolated token of the principle of unbreakable 

accord prescribed in the Utrecht Union. By the time of the Twelve Year’s Truce with 

the Archducal Netherlands (1609-12), there was a definite breakthrough of the 

allegorical animal as a semi-armorial, independent substitute for the Seven United 

Provinces.342 Yet, even then, opinions were divided. It was commonly accepted that the 

figure was especially suited to stand for matters of common interest, foreign policy and 

the public profiling in the burgeoning oversea trade.343 Even so, a formal directive had to 

wait for another couple of decades when the peace negotiations at Münster necessitated 

well defined guidelines about the heraldic formula to be used by the representatives of 

the young Republic. For the first time learned genealogists, in conjunction with the 

ambassadors in question, would specify and standardize the form of the shield, the 

colours of the figures, the shape of the supporters and the nature of the crown that had 
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to surmount the whole (somewhere in between an archducal hat and an arched royal 

crown).344  

 

 

 

This internationally oriented view did not reflect widespread understanding of the 

Republic’s political fabric. The highly divided and unstable atmosphere made an 

overarching symbol of unity not completely satisfactory. In matters domestic, most of 

the States insisted on the use of their provincial arms in the conviction that the real 

heart of sovereign power lay with each of the individual parts.345 The experiences of the 

late 1570s and 1580s with emancipated regional symbolism broke ground for innovative 

composite achievements on prints, on ordinances and in public display (Figure 128). 

These quarterings stressed both the common future and a dispersed allocation of 

authority that was not easily captured by the single lion.346 An engraving executed by 

Christoffel van Sichem and inserted in La grande chronique ancienne et moderne de 

Hollande, Zelande, Westfrise, Utrecht, Frise, Overyssel & Groeningen (1601) written by 

a Protestant exile from Artois − in many ways one of the first historiographical prises de 

conscience of the nascent Republic − indeed depicted this principle of provincial 

sovereignty in an appealing heraldic vision (Figure 129).347 Analysed in this regard by 

Andrew Sawyer as somewhat of an enigma, the remarkable print closes a portrait series 

                                                           
344 The full design was discussed in meetings of the States General and the States of Holland in October 

1645, see: M. I. Pauw, ‘Aantekeningen betreffende het wapen door de ambassadeurs des Republiek naar 

Münster te voeren’, De Nederlandsche Heraut, 7(1891), 63-72.; G. Sanders, Het present van Staat. De 
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389-93.; S. Groenveld, ‘Unie, religie en militie. Binnenlandse verhoudingen in de Nederlandse Republiek 

voor en na de Munsterse Vrede’, De zeventiende eeuw, 13(1997), 67-87. 
345 Cf. G. de Bruin, ‘De soevereiniteit in de Republiek: een machtsprobleem’, BMGN, 94(1979), 27-40.  
346 Some examples, either with the arms of Groningen as a separate quarter or an inescutcheon, are 

reproduced in: Groenveld & Leeuwenberg, De bruid in de schuit, 38-39.; K. Zandvliet, ed., Maurits, prins 

van Oranje, Amsterdam, 2000, 82, 94-95, 97, 117, 159, 251. 
347 le Petit, La grande chronique, 427. 

Figure 128.  Quartered arms of the Seven Provinces, frontispiece (detail) of J. de Gheyn, 
Wapenhandelinghe van Roers..., 1607. © Rijksmuseum Amsterdam 
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of the rulers and governor-generals of the Low Countries with the depiction of a council 

chamber with eight empty seats.348  

 

 

 

Above each seat is attached one of the provincial blazons (Gelre and Zutphen are this 

time shown as two separate entities). A free standing lion with his common attributes 

takes centre stage, while a herald in tabard and another dignitary support a compelling 

shield at the forefront. The composition quarters the eight bearings shown at the back 

of the chamber (and also duplicated on the tabard), topped by a ducal bonnet, a countal 

crown and a helmet to accentuate the different status and autonomy of all these parts. It 

therefore elucidates the complex self-understanding of the United Provinces’ political 

structure as one of equitably spread power. True sovereignty does not reside with the 

Generality as a whole – whose unified strength is expounded by the figurative lion − nor 

with the living members of the representative assembly (hence the empty chairs). An 

accompanying poetic caption and the text of the chapter headed by this powerful visual 

statement related the justified abjuration of a monarch who sought to dominate the 

                                                           
348 Sawyer, ‘Medium and message’, 175-8. 

Figure 129.  Christoffel van Sichem, provincial sovereignty in the Republic, 
from La grande chronique ancienne, 427. 
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privileges and franchises of his people. Presented as an inevitable, depersonalized 

highpoint, the emblematic image of the newly established order condensed the very 

complex and equivocal process of the 1570s and 1580s into a simplified logic of 

meaningful heraldoclasm and the responsive visual creation of a Republic. It effaced the 

unsatisfying interlude of Anjou’s promotion and its heraldic consequences.349     

In the war-weary southern Netherlands, the ambiguous situation that had promptly 

evolved since the late 1570s likewise made itself felt in the Habsburg strategies of 

reconciliation: With the successful overtures of Farnese between 1578 and 1585, 

princely iconography was again infused in civic space. Philip’s armorial attributes were 

re-erected upon restored material infrastructure, on portable objects like medals, in 

ephemeral decorations for the triumphant military victor and in loyalist publishing.350 

Makeshift interventions of that sort got a more sustainable character under the 

appeasing governorship of Archduke Ernest of Austria (1594-1595) and finally with the 

formal devolvement of sovereignty to Philip’s daughter Isabella and her husband the 

Archduke Albert in 1598.351 Symbolic reconciliation was attained not by the forceful 

imposition of Habsburg dynastic imagery as it had existed before the Revolt. Instead, the 

search for an adequate consensus continued: Like in the north, a great deal of emphasis 

was placed on the cherished individuality of regional heraldic identities, now 

reassembled under the peaceful guidance of their new “natural” leaders. Allegorical 

prints or real life ceremonial receptions at the turn of the century − organized in the 

same cities that had lately lauded Anjou in similar style − addressed the theme of the 

seventeen maidens and arms to cultivate mutual affections between a restored dynasty 

and its opinionated subjects.352  

The Dominican friars of Brussels, for example, hailed their governor in January 1594 

with a sequence of virgins acted out by living girls who supported the provincial shields 

(Figure 130). Fifteen of them were obediently kneeling down at the side of a 

representation of Ernest holding an olive branch in token of peace. Only rebellious 

Holland and Zeeland stood up straight, yet were about to be persuaded.353 A triumphal 

arch constructed by the Genoese nation in Antwerp greeted the same in June with a 

painting of Belgica presenting a quartered shield of the ten loyal provinces to the figures 

of Austria and Hispania. A ribbon connected the object to another escutcheon with the 

charges of the seven apostate provinces.354 Such disputed continual use of all seventeen 
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regional signs by the Archdukes, in fact ignoring the effective existence of the Dutch 

Republic, caused diplomatic anxieties until such pretences were finally abandoned on 

the eve of the Münster treaty.355  

 

 

 

By insisting on a widely cultural affirmation of liberties, of local traditions and of the 

fundamental variety behind legitimate authority, the various stakeholders and in fact also 

the existence of the diversified symbolism itself − its active influence could no longer be 

ignored − negotiated a political project that was innovative in many respects. In as 

much as the fortunate public profile of the archducal regime is often seen as a deliberate 

creation of the new Habsburg government in Brussels, the same could easily be 

explained the other way around; as another − this time more successful − product of 

the wider heraldo-cultural proficiency that had been gestating for decades. Henceforth, 

the strongly affirmed regional States, whose progressive visual emancipation during the 

Revolt had bolstered their political soundness, would dominate public debate in a newly 

                                                           
355 Van Meteren,  Historie, IX, 347.; Duerloo, Dynasty and Piety, 214. In the context of the peace 

negotiations, the archducal party justified the recurring appearance of the arms of the Seven Provinces in 

their state symbolism by pointing to the use of the arms of Jerusalem by the Spanish king, of the arms of 

Navarra by the French king, and of the arms of France by England, who all used these signs without the 

actual possession of the territories in question. Cf. chapter 4, pp. 334-55.   

Figure 130.  Pageant of the Dominican friars at Ernest of Austria's entry in Brussels, from Descriptio 
et explicatio pegmatum, 1594. 
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defined monarchical framework.356 Imagery of dissent, like the beggar’s handshake, 

nostalgic remnants of the Burgundian past, the provincial maidens or the generalization 

of the lion were strikingly recuperated with a highly confessionalized Catholic flavour 

and a new layer of princely veneer.357 It misleadingly suggested that the images had 

always been part of a just and unbroken Burgundian-Habsburg order; a fiction that 

served both the dynasty and the former insurgents. While popular memory in the Dutch 

Republic exaggerated a violent, radical transfer in the material sinews of power, the 

reconciled part of the Low Countries held to a rather unsound heraldic narrative of 

unshaken continuity.   

 

  

Conclusion 

 

In his impressive analysis of allegorical prints produced by the Dutch rebels between 

1568 and 1632, Andrew Sawyer called for an approach that considered the visual 

aspects of political culture as more than daring self-promotion. Its role was instead “a 

vehicle for the exploration of and debate about political issues”358 and images were even 

“shapers of power in the polity”.359 On the other hand, heraldic meaning was restricted 

in his view to identification. When exploring the bond between images and theoretical 

arguments deployed in the political debate, he had to conclude that “the tension 

between top-down sovereign rule and representative power found in pamphlets is 

absent from the imagery”;360 a conclusion which partially invalidates his former 

statements. The above comparison between heraldic performances at the height of the 

civil strives in France and the Netherlands demonstrate, on the contrary, that a focus on 

the armorial field does reveal a strong influence on redefinitions of princely authority as 

it was simultaneously proclaimed in written discourse. The status of abstract heraldic 

imagery, embodying both absent kingship and communal ideals, implied more than a 

one-way graphic avenue to elucidate more “complex” or more “meaningful” allegorical 

conceits. For a wide-array of involved parties it was an essential signifier in articulating 

the stakes of dissent or loyalty. Hence, “princely” heraldry appeared in the role of a 

political mediator whose wider impact was not limited to printed propaganda or 

aristocratic superficialities. It therefore often formed the basic framework to which 

other visual tropes were attuned. Meaningful adaptation, intentional amendment of its 

iconography or material proportions, and even brutal destruction clearly interacted with 

innovative ideas about elective lordship, just resistance, the emancipation of 

representative assemblies and popular sovereignty. Actions like these influenced the 
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substance and nature of polemics, while – vice-versa – the constant spread of innovative 

vindications in popular media affected behaviour.         

This significant input in the political process cannot be fully grasped if isolated from 

the layered public sphere wherein it appeared in the shape of monumental escutcheons 

mounted upon the architecture of power, on dispersed numismatic tokens and on 

several cherished artefacts tied up with conscious identities. Time and again, shrewd 

observers of the tensed situation maintained that not the symbolism in itself was able to 

stir much controversy or cause a change in the nature of polemics, yet rather its open 

and accessible dimension. Inasmuch as a coat of arms could be encountered as a 

material object – also printed or painted representations shared this materiality in a 

certain sense – it could attract a reverence or anger that aimed at redrawing the 

substance behind the object. No wonder that the construction of meaning periodically 

dovetailed with systematic, profane iconoclasm.   

Like its sacral counterpart, the tearing off or demolition of an escutcheon was no 

headstrong denial of the transcendent correspondences that animated it. By 

intentionally subjecting the armorial object to a ritualized treatment, triggered by anger 

or by the need to purge the polity’s fabric, one actually addressed its force as a 

representative token that could alter a political reality. In this way, it became a 

sympathetic channel through which the authority for which it stood could be 

destroyed, affected or at least thoroughly corrected. A belief in the existence of a 

tangible connection between the image and the instance of which it was a substitute 

was part and parcel of a popular mentality that relied on religious and magical analogies. 

The conduct and gestures observed in the world of the sacred inspired men to turn 

profane distress into transformative actions and, thereby, debate the fundaments of the 

state anew. In both of the studied cases, the religiously inspired iconoclastic fervour of 

the 1560s had functioned as an exemplary education of that sort – even if carefully 

avoiding an all too open contestation against princely dominion in this phase. Inevitably, 

the iconoclastic gesture also entailed certain creative effects as it necessitated a 

constructive activity to replace that what had been taken away. This interplay between 

dissolving the material fibres of royal representation and the visual fashioning of 

authority was not, inevitably, a consecutive logic. More positive patterns of 

appropriation could simultaneously be entwined with such violent exploits, or in fact 

predate them. This becomes especially clear when the slow and laborious progress of 

redefining sovereign principles in the Dutch Revolt is compared to the precipitous 

demeanour and violent performative stance towards Henri III’s ensigns as documented 

for the late 1580s radicalization of the French civil conflict.       

The Catholic League’s conviction that the last Valois king should be considered as a 

tyrannous heretic unworthy of his crown incited ritualized attacks on Henri III’s heraldic 

identity, omnipresent in public space. In effect, the royal coat of arms functioned as an 

iconographic expression and a material object that unified both the princely individual 

and the dignity of kingship. Observers not only tried to grasp its meaning through the 

arcana of mythology and theology, but handled the tangible item as a literal substitute of 

king and crown; even to the extent of a belief in an occult correspondence between the 
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symbol and its bearer. Regal heraldry formed a parallel dimension, where its attributes 

were, rather than merely reflected, the political order. Consequently, an assault on the 

armorial sign became a political abjuration and assassination by other means. 

Contrariwise, the political imagination cast men like Jacques Clément and François 

Ravaillac − who were responsible for the real-life, physical death of kings − as both 

regicides and iconoclasts.  

Nevertheless, the exact way secular “iconoclasm” attributed meaning to the armorial 

object depended on the method of manipulation. The, remarkably rational, gestures 

employed in late 1588 to early 1589 to execute the treacherous king in arms – tearing 

down, dragging and finally burning or shattering – reduced Henri to a private person, 

suggesting that a sovereign element was still vested in the people. These heraldoclastic 

exploits fully rejected his authority, eliminated Valois kingship and called for a full 

redesign of power. Elsewhere, other violent vocabularies seems to have led to different 

outcomes, though comparative studies with the widespread secular iconoclasm of 

revolutionary France, or the puritan disrespect for the Stuart achievement during the 

English civil wars, are still to be made. Apart from a brazen demolition, removal or 

neglect could equally be instruments of ritualized appropriation. The abrogation of 

Philip II by the Dutch rebels in July 1581, for instance, occasioned a similar 

“heraldoclasm”. But, the frequent removal of his arms, instead of destruction, did not 

intend the elimination of his private person, nor the rejection of the idea of kingship an 

sich. Public responses to the Plakkaat van Verlatinghe just formally forfeited the king of 

his invested jurisdictions, as he was said to have impeached the covenant between him 

and his subjects. Another overlord had already been appointed in the figure of the 

French duke of Anjou, although his status would be severely restricted on the basis of 

newly affirmed provincial liberties and privileges.  

These striking differences in ritual behaviour were not altogether conditioned by the 

political convictions of people or by some external factors of a confessional or socio-

economic nature. There was also the semi-independent agency of the images themselves 

that has to be considered, being determined by their format, by traditional iconographic 

conventions and – not in the least – by the accessibility of a controversial armorial 

object in public space. In contrast to France, where the fleur de lis had been the 

uncontested and exclusive embodiment of the monarchical body politic for several 

centuries, princely heraldry in the fragmented Low Countries had been characterized by 

a lively and variegated practice of decentralized adaptation. The existence of strong, 

time-honoured territorial ensigns who could be included in the compositions of the 

Burgundian-Habsburg princes imposed a set of more easily adjustable patterns that 

squared with dispersed opinions on the matters of state. Over time, this resulted in a 

shared symbolic know-how that was to be found among the members of the 

administrative corps, as well as in the widely spread visual experience of the great urban 

centres. At first, heraldic appropriation in the strategies of dissent in the early years of 

the Revolt came in the guise of recycling and inversion. The growing contestation 

against the established government of the Low Countries saw a strong revival of age-old 

communal heraldry (complemented with some rather recently invented traditions by 
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those regions and localities who seized the opportunity to buttress an autonomous 

profile). Although most of these signs had been included in the flexible heraldic 

compromise that the Habsburg dynasty had inherited from their Burgundian 

predecessors, their frequent separate appearance from the mid 1560s onwards signalled 

a gradual emancipation of the States that represented the Netherlandish polity.  

In underlining the individuality of each sign through the conscious display of this 

hybrid panoply − notably in the popular theme of the seventeen provincial maidens and 

their appropriate escutcheons −, it was asserted that coherence existed by virtue of the 

recognition of fundamental diversity. Philip’s Madrid-based policy threatened the 

freedom and autonomies prescribed in such mixed constitution. Amplifying the 

diversified nature inherent to Burgundian-Habsburg symbolism, the moderate opposition 

in fact forced the king to honour a political harmony as exemplified in his own 

hereditary signs. In a similar regard, the inversion of princely devices and the modified 

use of the abbreviated Austro-Burgundian composition argued for a native balance of 

power. Taking such insistence to its ultimate consequence at the end of the 1570s, still 

recognizable imagery that clearly derived from dynastic storehouses of old − like 

quarterings with provincial charges or the rampant lion with sword − became imbued 

with new meaning. It reallocated sovereign directives in the Generality and in the 

individual States. The enacted appropriation therefore made a full armorial destruction 

at the time of the abjuration often obsolete: redefined princely images already spelled 

out a new symbolic compromise. Although some individuals took up more violent 

means, the general tenet was one of reasonable correction. If a new, foreign lord was 

afterwards greeted in an attempt to enlarge the military capacities of the rebels against 

Spanish troops, ongoing creative adaptation made sure to preserve this respect for 

autonomy and liberty. That such progressive visual emancipation never completely 

broke with Burgundian-Habsburg rudiments explains why some of the dissident themes 

would not only form the cornerstone of political culture in the later Dutch Republic, but 

were also incorporated with marked success in the heraldic outlook of the reconciled 

south.    

French heraldoclasm against Henri III, on the contrary, had initially a detrimental 

impact on the status of the fleur de lis. The essential link between the royal persona, his 

pedigree and the body politic − which had enshrined the arms of the kingdom for 

centuries − was abruptly disrupted. It was no longer evident whether the lilies could be 

restated as the markers of a purified crown, or whether they were hopelessly stained by 

the Valois legacy. Because symbolic destruction was always followed by attempts to fill 

the vacuum, the first half of the 1590s saw a chaotic explosion of competing heraldic 

claims. Fears about the erosion of France’s autonomy and the subsequent absorption of 

the emblazoned kingdom into the achievement of a foreign ruler like Spain, Savoy or 

Lorraine, ran high. A de-personalized identity created for the interregnum council under 

the leadership of the duke of Mayenne was intended as a temporary measure. For most 

ligueurs, as well as for the Huguenots and politiques, a new sovereign had to be 

appointed – either through popular election or the automatic process of succession.  
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In the end, the potency of French royal heraldry as both an individual sign and an 

embodiment of the community overcame this existential confusion, and thus sustained 

the continuity of the (imagined) political order. Henri IV’s gradual victory over the 

forces of discord renovated the prestige of the fleurs de lis. They were reinstated in 

public space and appeared in profusion during his reconversion ceremony, in his sacre 

at Chartres, and in the several entries into the capitulating towns of the League. As soon 

as the material dimension was restored, the ideological breach between king and crown 

became patched up as well. Panegyrists took up legendary mythologies and applied the 

mystical style of interpretation to adapt the traditional signs of French kingship to the 

new Bourbon rule. Arguments bypassed Henri III and the controversial transition by 

asserting that Henri IV’s right to bear the divine flowers, both through the paternal 

(Bourbon) and maternal line (Albret), was age-old. Loyal supporters in Henri’s 

campaigns were awarded a share in this emblematic reconstruction by the grant of one 

or more golden lilies on an azure field in their familial coats of arms. Once again, the 

fleur de lis appeared as the evident and assertive markers of French ambitions and 

superiority. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

The primary objective of this study was to uncover how multiple strategies of heraldic 

appropriation were entangled with the formation of the early modern state. It studied 

the attribution of new meaning(s) in varying circumstances, and in which ways this 

fostered the delicate construction of power. This formation or construction should not 

be taken as a uniform path towards the creation of a centralized nation state. Premodern 

reality was one of very diverse types of political association. “States” could have multiple 

centres, overlapping boundaries, unevenly spread territorial clusters, and so on. There 

was no dominant, “modern” outcome from the start, as presumed by the older, mainly 

nineteenth-century historiography. Nor was the creation of it a linear exercise without 

setbacks.  

What these associations all had in common, however, was the assembling of a body 

of subjects and lands, bound together by overarching ties of affinity. In the case of 

monarchies − definitely the most prevalent format of political organization, yet equally 

coming in different shapes and sizes – a basic tenet was the king as sovereign head and 

timeless incarnation of an inclusive body politic. Studying the precise constitution of 

these regimes is to gain insight in the features and values of various political cultures. 

Because heraldry touched upon so many aspects of public life, competing ideologies 

and actual interaction, it proved itself a privileged partner in exploring these points at 

issue. Each of the leading monarchies articulated over the course of the later Middle 

Ages a typical armorial patrimony. First and foremost, this included the royal coat of 

arms an sich which evolved from a feudal signal of personal standing and familial 

adherence into an abstract signifier for the body politic at large. But, the king’s armorial 

bearings should also be taken in a wider sense, entailing derivative signs, their degree of 

diffusion and, above all, the salient practices and beliefs in which they were embedded. 

Stylized figures and media only disclosed certain capacities if appraised in their regular 

context and effective use.        

For too long, scholars have tended to see the field of stately images and ceremonies 

as the sole task of spin doctors and professionals in the service of princes. A perceived 

rise of the patronage of the arts by aspiring governments, together with substantial 

technical and thematic innovations, were reputed to have modernized an apparatus of 

splendour. Some have even claimed that, under the impulse of pivotal events, such as 

the Renaissance, the (Counter-)Reformation or the emergence of absolutism, an 

accessible medieval web of sacralized imagery was replaced by antique allegory and 

baroque bombast. Gradually, a constructive dialogue had to yield to a pursuit of glory, 

strengthening the position of the high and mighty. If there was initially some space for 

subaltern negotiation, a dominant historiographical interpretation states that it was later 

on firmly overshadowed by dominant cultural expressions in the hands of the central 

government. The visual – the study of which is usually restricted to either scripted 

spectacle or the portraits and sumptuous artistry produced in the workshops of court – 

is then described as an instrument of propaganda. Considered to be somewhat 
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accessory to the realpolitik of institutions, it had to persuade people of the omnipotence 

of the ruler and the righteousness of his policies. A couple of recent innovative studies, 

however, critically revalued this line of reasoning. They have argued that sixteenth- or 

seventeenth-century representational forms were not necessarily more modern or more 

efficient than earlier ones. Older genres were preserved next to the novelties, and active 

audiences reacted to visions projected from above. The latter occasionally deformed 

images of royalty beyond their original function, intentionally or unintentionally giving 

them a new life with a dissimilar or even seditious meaning. In short, to publish the 

royal image was to lose control over it.  

Historians now also generally admit that the forging of bonds and the establishment 

of legitimate authority was an ongoing and intensive exercise of negotiation between a 

wide variety of actors. The state was therefore not an a priori condition. It only existed 

as far as it could be seen, felt, conceived, loved or hated. Political cohesion depended on 

the harmony established through palpable channels of interaction. Mechanisms that 

enabled this ranged from the obvious procedures of institutional administration, formal 

delegation, or informal patronage to ritual performances and the imaginative force of 

the visual. Among these, the abstract semiotics and tools of emblazonement were a 

format of representation that helped to constitute this volatile sense of order. In doing 

so, there was not one single, imminent direction that had to be followed. Although 

central authorities progressively attempted to supervise the process, purposeful 

instrumentalization dynamically employed these tools at all levels of society. Hence, in 

order to assess the impact of armorial symbolism on the fabrication of power, it proved 

necessary to take into account these diverse strategies and measure them against each 

other. Once the phenomenon is firmly set against the backdrop of political change and 

challenge, as well as against scholarly propositions advanced in the wider debates on 

royal imagery, exciting new venues are broached. 

At the beginning of this analysis, I have formulated this challenge as an inquiry into 

different manners of appropriating royal arms − in the broad sense of the term, as 

stressed above. The central question was then how disparate, often competing methods 

of appropriation, visualized, nurtured and even shaped the political community. What 

were the possibilities and limits of these interactive processes? What did it reveal about 

the role of seemingly static images in the vibrant political field? From the start, I have set 

out to uncover the motives, involved parties, beliefs, and mechanisms. This was not an 

easy task given the complexity of such strategic usage and the often self-evident 

character of source material. Diffuse elements like coats of arms have regularly escaped 

the revisionary test, simply because they are no longer extant or because their functions 

were so obvious that the sources failed to mention them. Nevertheless, the inquiry 

could be made operational by selecting some case studies that addressed both the 

viewpoint of the ruler and that of other stakeholders. A long-term comparison between 

two of Europe’s dominant monarchies, the French crown and the Habsburg 

conglomerate − later on identified as the “Spanish Monarchy” −, added a crucial layer to 

these objectives. It allowed to understand why distinct accents in the creation of 

meaning, mainly by differently linking the signs to notions of dynasty, dignity and 
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community, led to other outcomes. Multiple agenda’s and historical developments 

within these regimes provided the necessary internal contrast. As such, a look through 

the colourful binoculars of the emblazoned kingdom enriches our understanding of 

dynastic self-conception and the pronounced transformations in the constituents of 

political cultures.     

The resulting analysis lends itself to a number of clear conclusions. These are 

inherent to the domain of royal heraldry, underwriting its impact on politics, but they 

also – to a varying extent – apply to visual representations in general. One classical 

conundrum in this is the problem of reception. If people were not docile recipients, but 

indeed agents interpreting through the lens of their own experiences and interests, 

how, then, did they come into contact with such images? What were the opportunities 

to impart meaning? Examples focussing on both the courtly top and the actions of 

localities or private individuals undeniably demonstrated that, time and again, alternative 

or subversive usage came into play. In a very layered pattern, employing diverse genres, 

this interacted with the official view on things as exerted by a highly select amount of 

men moving in the corridors of power – insofar as there was really something as 

“official” opinion. Within the sheer endless historiographical debate, in many respects a 

somewhat paralyzed discussion, a similar standpoint has already been corroborated in 

refreshing studies by, among others, Kevin Sharpe, Nicole Hochner and Barbara 

Stollberg-Rilinger. Up to now, the debate failed to take full account of the finding that 

the regime also had to make sense of its own position. Placed in these terms, the 

paraphernalia and insignia associated with power not so much served to inspire lesser 

parties with awe. They were likewise ingredients of an introspective self-reflection. In a 

number of instances, the initiative was clearly taken the other way around. Panegyrics 

or laudatory display stimulated the ruler to respect his own bearings and to take their 

purported inner principles at heart. Mostly, however, instrumentalization did take on a 

more purposeful intent. The working of these mechanisms of meaningful appropriation 

can be summarized under the heading of three essential aspects: the context, the 

moment or occasion, and the actual course of interpretative action. 

In the main, the royal escutcheon acquired significance in the context of the political 

problem of delegation with which the expanding and growing complexity of early 

modern regimes was confronted. It concerned the functioning of images, how they 

were regarded by beholders and which abilities were ascribed to them. The unattainable 

monarch was in need of channels to multiply his jurisdiction, notably because his own 

physical appearance was limited and the use of human representatives was only partially 

effective in duplicating his being. This need was at the heart of the greatly increased 

dispersion of the royal shield as a material object and a visual given in the public sphere. 

More than being a mark of ownership, identification, or a signet to authorize, the sign 

basically multiplied the ruler in every part of the dominion. It literally made the king 

present, as he was the sole bearer and possessor of it – especially this last idea was 

emphasized in the emerging treatises on the subject. Sparsely documented but revealing 

speculations about the representative worth of the omnipresent token all stressed such 

capacity to substitute the royal being. 
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The theorizing of political thought, as it knew an upsurge from the fourteenth 

century onwards to culminate in the sixteenth century, turned this royal body and its 

heraldic substitute into a sophisticated item. It was attached, albeit in various possible 

strands, to the abstract dignity of the office (the king’s so-called majesty), to the 

continuity of authority − usually underwritten by the principle of dynastic succession −, 

and to the territorial or corporate dimension of rule. Hence, it meant more than just a 

marker of personal authority. The arms likewise enclosed the complete body politic, 

consisting of the wider community of loyal subjects and their lands. Those who were 

united around it in proper reverence, all belonged to the same group. On top of 

prerogatives held by virtue of an exclusive office, the stylized imagery thus materialized 

a community consciousness. These transcendent qualities uncover why even the real 

life presence of the monarch, in the immediate courtly surrounding or the ceremonious 

rhythm that enveloped his personal posture, was framed by an abundance of such 

suprapersonal signals. It soundly merged the territorial dimension and the corporate 

identity of the realm with the transient condition inherent to a system with one head of 

state. Naturally, these principles were not always identically interwoven in each 

monarchy. Heated controversies, which have exceptionally left us with extensive 

documentation, furthermore demonstrate that conflicting opinions as to the precise and 

desirable interconnection of the recurring triad of territory, dynasty and personal 

kingship also subsisted next to each other in the polities in question. Still, the ability to 

make the abstractions of jurisdiction tangible and sensible was something which most 

contemporaries could relate to. 

A majority indeed credited the symbols with such exceptional powers. This 

conviction strongly conditioned the attitude with which men approached and assessed 

those signs. Inevitably, the world of the sacred, immersed in similar gestures and icons, 

was never far away as an exemplary category when handling the princely counterparts 

in a secular environment. All in all, heraldry functioned for them as a profane version of 

the Host, summoning not only the Christ-king but actually a corpus mysticum of all 

believers-subjects unified in their obedience towards this head. The matter out of which 

the shield was made, painted, drawn, or sculpted might remain unaltered to the eye, but 

in a deeper sense, its substance conveyed the essence of politics itself. This sacramental 

rationale was undoubtedly a shared frame of reference. Those who had difficulties in 

grasping the intricacies of the theology of transubstantiation and its political 

repercussion saw other similarities at work through popular beliefs about the 

sympathetic qualities of such tokens. It was generally thought that some sort of occult 

relation existed between the armorial manifestation and the king or the kingship with 

which he was invested. Rightful adoration and esteem for the object straightly bolstered 

legitimate status and political cohesion. Inversely, defamation by violent destruction or 

by deliberately altering the internal components of the shield or its relationship towards 

other images perverted the vital order of the polity’s fabric. It remains unanswered 

when and whether shifts in that sacramental logic altered the status of heraldry. For 

Anglican England, for example, there is the clear impression that the disapproval of idols 

actually buttressed the royal arm’s prominence as a direct replacement of sacred images. 
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The topic therefore calls for a long-term study of borrowings from the holy and a 

comparison with other, Protestant areas.      

In view of a more positive appraisal, the transformative capacity made regal heraldry 

into a vehicle for pursuing real effects. An impaired order could be redrawn or repaired 

by modifying its outward insignia, chiefly to a form that was believed to be its proper or 

original disposition. Honouring the alleged timeless and absolute nature of the signs was 

to overcome certain temporary interruptions, either being dynastic insecurities, foreign 

threats or the dissatisfaction about “despotic” leaders. These attitudes were 

simultaneously a kind of internalizing of the signs via commonplace cultural categories, 

and triggers to put them into use when striving after real political reform. That men 

perceived political images in those terms is not a completely new realization. Some 

innovative work on royal portraiture already accentuated the similarities with the 

sacred, and the deeper convictions that governed this. The analogy is also explicitly 

found in treatises dealing with princely imagery at large. The ruler’s likeness, whether in 

a life-like rendering or in more abstract graphics on a multitude of media, was stated to 

command due reverence in the minds and hearts of subjects. Some degree of perceived 

mystery was thereby no impediment of the common folk’s awareness of these images. 

On the contrary, a healthy dose of obscurity was thought to enhance obedience.  

Through an incorporation of the visual in the imagination, loyalty was thus instilled. 

It united people who recognized the same overlord. Yet, considering the broader 

transcendent resonance of the royal escutcheon, this empathy acquired a special 

undertone. Integrative notions as “community” or the “mystic body politic” were not 

easily conveyed in single portraits, personal devices, or the limited accessible 

iconographies painted in palaces and on grandiose monuments. Truthful imitation of 

things temporary did not capture the abiding dimension of power. Further, concrete 

pictorial genres were difficult to reproduce exactly in great quantity, and their 

attractiveness as tangible substitutes still rested on a certain kind of artistic quality and 

recognizability. The explosive growth of print culture, which led to the strong 

commodification of graphic goods, broke through some of these limits. Nevertheless, 

their wider implementation in managing the order of being had always to be expressed 

in a mixture with stylized details and abstract emblems, including heraldic derivatives. 

The latter’s inclusive and long-term character made them particularly useful instruments 

to grasp, negotiate and cleanse the structure of the realm.   

Its repetitive and reproductive nature made ensigns armorial very comprehensible. 

All areas of public life were literally saturated with them. In all probability, forasmuch as 

the selected microhistories showed many examples in action, almost everyone dealt 

with them in one way or another. This does not imply that each had to decipher the 

same complex “messages”. Comprehension came in quite different formulas. Aside from 

encompassing an iconographic scope that identified claims, dynastic relations and 

territorial bonds, the display of heraldry was fundamentally a material concern. Just like 

the king possessed a natural and an immaterial body, his bearings joined stylized content 

in more or less conventional patterns with the purely physical proportions of the shield 

depicted on sundry media. Being more widespread than many other visual expression of 
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state sovereignty, it was this material object that was encountered, seen and felt. 

Manipulating its location in public space together with other external parameters – 

equally considered as adjusting that for which it stood – could be performed by 

everyone who had access to it. Undeniably, the increasing multiplication of regal signals 

in the openness of everyday vicissitudes considerably expanded the opportunities and 

autonomies of creative utilization. On the other hand, the interpretation and revision of 

inherent idealistic structure by modifying the composition or by commenting on 

connected ideological themes, was largely an intellectual occupation. It operated 

outside any deterministic fiction of an “authentic” signification, but had to cope with 

handed-down precepts and the former precedents at the interpreter’s disposal. 

When taken into consideration, this usually neglected dual countenance makes the 

traditional enigma of reception somewhat obsolete. Material and ideological handling 

are perhaps too quickly seen as a clear response to official prescriptions. Yet the 

process could work just as well in the opposite direction. Effectiveness and allure were 

not determined by the ability of observers or the audience to deduce clear cut messages 

exerted by a creator or initiator. Those involved often acted on their own initiative, thus 

becoming initiators themselves, by approaching the object and translating its, either 

external or internal, features in light of their own concerns. Not only the motives of the 

artist – or in this case also of the formal possessor of the bearings – were decisive. In 

effect, the success rate did not hinge on the correct or incorrect reading of a beholder. 

It rather depended on which perspective one looks at. The imparting of meaning by the 

actions of commoners were usually different, yet as valid as those of kings, aristocrats or 

highbrow erudites. In other words, unanimity within a regime was not so much fostered 

by subjects’ capacity to exactly grasp the sense of ideas implemented from above, by 

the monarch and his entourage. It was rather encouraged by the degree to which 

multiple strategies and viewpoints harmoniously matched with each other, without 

thereby complying with a logic of central emission versus obstinate response. This is an 

important outcome of this research. 

Coupled with the heightened, palpable approachability of publicly exposed ensigns, 

the affluent discourse around them also became more widely available. The rise of 

printing produced cheap manuals on the art of heraldry as well as relatively dispersed 

legal compendia and projects of historiography, incorporating relevant armorial 

discussions. It goes without saying that this mediatic expansion substantially enriched 

the symbolization, in contrast with the medieval era where the spread of treatises and 

glossed armorials was far more restricted. Older genres of interpretation, focussing on 

the presumed legendary origins of a sign to explain its worth and standing, were 

supplemented by new premises. In addition to narratives placing the onset of regal 

insignia in the historical context of feudal battles or against the background of 

supernatural intervention, an analytic method unveiling the “mysteries” behind 

individual charges gained popularity. This type was in itself not new, but markedly fused 

with the emblematic thinking that dominated the literary field after the middle of the 

sixteenth century. It promoted the lifting out of elements from a strictly armorial 

scenery in order to fuse with other instances of political symbolism and sacred 
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metaphor. The heraldic patrimony, as first and foremost “emblems of state”, 

consequently disclosed the moralities, assets and guidelines of a commonwealth. So, 

literary digressions on provenance and symbolic credit were at the same time 

deliberations on the nature of politics.   

With regard to media, these fluctuating discourses were not confined to the heavy 

tomes of official histories or to the imagination of supposed specialists. Armorial 

argumentation was remarkably widespread among authors and commentators with 

varying backgrounds. It was explored in texts of diverse character, including pamphlets, 

libels, cheap prints, prognostications, prophecies etc. A number of prevalent 

conceptions, outside of finding expression in contemporary historiography or erudite 

dissertation, definitely circulated in an oral form. Even though very elusive, this channel 

of signification should not be underestimated. Withal, the domains of display and 

discourse – albeit rewarding analytic categories in structuring the present study – were 

not in the least isolated worlds strictly separated from each other. With this in mind, 

perhaps the most basic contextual constant of the examined samples comes to the fore. 

Narrative fictions and mystical exaltation percolated in local forms of display where 

they, for instance, cropped up in festive decoration and ritual infrastructure. Conversely, 

unofficial renditions or themes such as the strength of provincial or aristocratic marks − 

primarily cultivated in an informal dialogue − found their way into projects at the heart 

of the monarch’s surroundings. At certain points, the interaction was even able to 

profoundly affect the attitudes of the courtly retinue. Mythical anecdotes associated 

with the signs – especially in the dispersed Habsburg lands – not seldom underwrote the 

purported historical foundations of sacrosanct privileges and autonomies. Therefore, 

they remained in a vogue in a regional environment keen on protecting its individual 

status within the dynastic complex; and this notwithstanding the fact that, at the top, 

such stories were gradually discredited from the last decades of the sixteenth century 

onwards. 

All this brings us to a second crucial aspect that is needed to understand the tactics of 

appropriation. When did such interpretative efforts or active material handling occur? 

When were such strategies desirable? To what impulses or anxieties did they respond, 

and what did they aim at? One of the methodological principles adopted at the very start 

of the research project resulting in this study was to look at illustrative cases during 

moments of crisis. Quite soon it became clear that this was not just a convenient 

criterion for selection. It exposes essential information about the functioning of regal 

insignia as well. Acts of appropriation specifically occurred at moments of transition. 

Precisely when political unity and the basic principles of rule were put under pressure, 

the debate opened itself and an incentive for a revised interpretation or reworking of 

symbolism was given.  

Violent gestures of destruction, for example, took place when contestation against 

the monarchy reached a climax, casting doubt on the very foundations of sovereignty. 

Large waves of specific heraldic iconoclasm or spatial modification on a widespread 

scale were triggered in the civil conflicts of the second half of the sixteenth century. 

They notably appeared in tandem with a radicalization in public opinion and political 
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thought. By and large, the idea of sovereignty was redefined and relocated from the 

undivided, divinely sanctioned property of the ruler to a contractually shared good that, 

in essence, resided with the people − or at least with the representative institutions 

speaking on their behalf. The ritual abatement of the French royal arms in 1588/9 and 

the interventions in and replacement of Habsburg heraldry in the Low Countries around 

the time of the abjuration of Philip II (1581) − in both instances, actions more or less 

authorized by an alternative form of political organization − reclaimed such popular 

sovereignty in practice.  

A similar case can be made for discursive strategies. According to the same reasoning 

the late medieval English campaigns, which severely threatened Valois legitimacy and 

the territorial cohesion of the French kingdom, largely encouraged the influential 

legendary framework around the fleur de lis and the mystification of its three petals 

along biblical lines. The menace of Edward III’s claim not only kindled a literary 

explosion of symbolization, defining the basic outlines of the theme down to the full 

outbreak of a new historicized paradigm in the course of the seventeenth century and 

beyond. It also underlay the progressive reduction of the “semée de France” to the 

iconic three flowers on azure in the late fourteenth century. The alleged political 

integrity and virtuousness enshrined in such signs easily became a weapon to ward off 

the pretences of others. It defended a corporate right of existence or proved timeworn 

privileges that were not treated lightly. The annexation of Burgundy by Louis XI and his 

designs on other lands of the Burgundian inheritance during the succession crisis of 

1477 is exemplary in that regard. An express stress on the composite and independent 

character of the ducal arms had to show the autonomy of the territories in question and 

so the untouchable autonomy vis-à-vis France. 

The comparative overview furthermore detected that a feeling of foreign threat 

frequently went hand in hand with propositions to remedy domestic insecurity. In a 

slightly more subtle sense than with a frontal confrontation between states, the 

seventeenth-century perception that the Spanish Monarchy had sunk in a political and 

moral deadlock nurtured a lot of discussion on and interpretation of royal heraldry. Even 

if its arms, at first glance, glorified the presumed superiority of Spain in comparison with 

its main rivals, the readings of the signs’ illustrious condition also contained telling 

corrective recommendations in between the lines. The temporary princely armiger had 

to take these innate instructions at heart in order to cure current ills. This, as we have 

seen, was actually an implicit motive of most interpretations. Defining the enclosed 

mysteries and political maxims was a search for the true and most pure status of 

heraldry and, by extension, the kingship it exerted. Short-term policies deviating from 

the right path were incited, via the contemplation of ensigns, to honour the 

fundamental principles anew. One recurring observation was the belief in the timeless 

stability of such markers − though these exact, deep-seated principles were repeatedly a 

matter of dispute. They, as it were, imposed continuity and were therefore considered 

an effective antidote to discord. An impaired fabric could be aligned and repaired to the 

truth they revealed. This is not to say that content and configuration always stayed the 

same. Yet those who appropriated thought that it did so. 
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Unsurprisingly, another peak in the timing of armorial activity came with the early 

efforts of consolidation after troublesome situations. Especially then, the overarching 

concern of the involved actors was to establish a new equilibrium that reconciled 

various stakes. Because crises of dynastic succession were an endemic hazard in the 

monarchical system, the bulk of visual strategies can indeed be related to such 

complications. French dynastic anxiety when the main line of the Valois got extinct at 

the end of the fifteenth century, for instance, occasioned inventive adjustments to 

reconcile the age-old legacy of the plain fleurs de lis with the overt break in continuity. 

This was followed in the 1520s and 1530s by an assertive theoretical prise de 

conscience among the adherents of a more absolute kingship. A more profound 

programme of armorial recovery, bypassing the iconoclastic taint of the religious wars 

and the inconsistencies in a new familial identity, later accompanied the instauration of 

Bourbon authority.  

In view of such reconciliatory expedients, a special role was reserved for honourable 

grants of pieces from the royal blazon to loyal supporters and allies, comprising 

individuals and corporate bodies alike. The strong insistence on the plain, unquartered 

purity of the sovereign escutcheon kept this sort of symbolic gifts in place, in spite of 

the occasional diatribes of legists who still feared a deliberate alienation of sovereign 

prerogatives. A permission to incorporate one or more fleurs de lis in a composition 

clearly different from the king’s own arms – most of the time placing them on an 

inescutcheon or chief − rewarded individuals and corporations for their enduring 

services to the crown. Being a low-cost investment in the network of clientage, the 

formal transaction created far-reaching bonds that transcended generations. When from 

the sixteenth century onwards foreigners from republican regimes, such as the Dutch 

Republic, Venice or the Swiss Confederacy, were particularly favoured, its overtone 

slowly evolved from openly forging kin relations to expanding loyalty beyond the 

boundaries of the kingdom. If needed, enlarged liberalities of this kind were employed 

to bind subjects, mercenaries and communities to the royalist cause. In periods of 

internal tranquillity, however, a more restrictive use can be noticed, generally in accord 

with the horrifying spectre of disintegration painted by political theory.   

For Iberian kingship, heraldry was likewise a tool of reconciliation. The problematic 

Castilian succession in the last decades of the fifteenth century was the offshoot of an 

ideological campaign with privileged attention to heraldic metaphor. Coupled with the 

formalized design of a new composition for the unified kingdoms in 1475, the advocates 

of the regime hailed the underlying analogies and victorious properties of the charges. 

They thereby promoted a harmonious coalescence of lands under the guidance of the 

Catholic Monarchs. The creation of armorial consensus played a similar part under their 

Habsburg successors. Every breach in continuity, especially during the fast territorial 

aggregation in the first half of the sixteenth century, led to novel acquisitions and 

corresponding dilemma’s. Ritualization and explanation of the diversified signs literally 

reassembled this expanding inheritance and tried to find an accord between dynastic 

stakes and splintered regional sensibilities. This was not an easy task, given the built-in 

discrepancies of an integrative vision that always uneasily chimed with the defence of 
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the Monarchy’s composite character. At no point were these symbolic settlements a 

purely centrally dictated concern. An innovative emphasis on messianic rulership and 

universal monarchy had to find agreement with local constitutional traditions, down-to-

earth connotations and aristocratic aspiration.  

To put it briefly, the search for compromise invariably confronted multiple and 

sometimes opposite forces. This has been clearly demonstrated for the practices of 

appeasement during the Dutch Revolt, to summarize one of the discussed examples. 

The “restoration” of royalty in the southern Netherlands at the turn of the seventeenth 

century was no forced return to a political culture of old. In many respects, it prolonged 

an alternative revision of imagery that affirmed provincial armorial identities. Even the 

former tokens of dissent, giving a rebellious twist to established conventions, were 

assimilated in a newly negotiated Habsburg profile. The emancipated republican order 

in the north completely broke with this dynastic legacy, but political factions 

simultaneously elaborated on such previous experiences of dialogue.   

Honorary grants with an unmistakable allusion to Habsburg dominion were a less 

evident instrument of patronage than in France. Although an active policy of such 

exclusive gifts existed in the Hispanic areas and the Empire up to the early decades of 

the sixteenth century, explicit concessions of regal ensigns in their original shape rarely 

occurred after that date. Due to its essentially composite nature with a predominantly 

territorial affinity, the gift of the complete regular shield would amount to a full cession 

of regal rights. Distributing isolated elements could be considered as upsetting the 

internal balance. Above all, the fluid and changeable condition of the plain sovereign 

arms was more likely to be confused with “private” compositions including one or more 

royal charges. For these reasons, theoretical instructions about the indivisible 

uniqueness of the marks of majesty were more rigorously observed. Even in times of 

precarious consolidation, heraldic generosity was restricted. A substitute was found in 

the concession of individual devices, entailing the establishment of a personal 

relationship, and in allusive adaptations which were not identical to their regal 

counterparts, but still made a link to royalty. Those aristocratic families who took pride 

in an undeniable genealogical affiliation to one of the previous dynasties had to bear the 

respective signs of that past differently than the ruling overlord. 

Of course, it speaks for itself that such transitional phases and inconvenient moments 

were not as important to everyone. In addition to critical situations that imperilled the 

whole community, local threats and challenges were likewise remedied with related 

strategies. Notably in the Spanish Monarchy, a considerable know-how about the 

composition, modification and interpretation of royal blazon was widespread among the 

local administrative elites. Fears about the demise of ancient rights and autonomies were 

translated into heraldic displays that emphasized the subsistence of specific identities 

within the larger structure. When such feelings ran high, the tactics sometimes acquired 

a subversive undercurrent that sought to define the political order anew in visual or 

ritual terms. Where iconographic or practical adaptation was limited, a reassessment of 

legendary lore or outward violence were means to the same end.  
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All in all, actions from below were effectively able to impact prevailing opinions at 

court. In the course of the studied period, governments tried to restrict illicit or 

seditious outgrowths of the system by monitoring the literary field and by subjecting the 

entire phenomenon of heraldry to juridical procedure. Nevertheless, multilayered 

strategies with different aims persisted. Coming back to the subject of honourable 

augmentations, the analysis showed that a number of beneficiaries later on used the 

prominence of the concession with its reciprocal implication to recover familial 

inheritances or to claim first-hand participation in the project of state. Diplomas were 

forged, genealogical connections or royal grants from times immemorial constructed, 

colours and figures changed, and bureaucratic procedures manipulated in order to argue 

for the existence of intimate ties with royalty. These ties spurred the present monarch 

to reckon with the wishes of individual families or corporations, regardless of whether 

they enjoyed a special favour for the time being. A lot of work remains to be done on 

this subject. A systematic inventarization of the available sources, unevenly spread over 

the archives of competing institutions, chanceries and private instances, can result in a 

more accurate, serial survey of such grants. Moreover, scholarly objectives should not 

only be restricted to the measuring of fluctuations and patterns in this practice of giving. 

These should also be contrasted with the wider, spurious dispersal of royal symbolism 

and with qualitative research into the aims of aristocratic and corporate display.                             

Against the background of these contextual and chronological remarks, a third aspect 

of appropriation appears: How was it done? And what were the possibilities, limits and 

challenges of all these instrumentalizations, interpretations, and symbolizations? The 

way the ensigns were put to use proceeded along disparate trajectories: materially, 

violently, literary, theatrically and so forth. Results were seldom a completely new 

invention. In the process of signification, basic assumptions or certain starting points 

were often preserved. New meaning was created by placing signs in another visual 

context, by affecting their perceptible properties, through combining them with new 

elements, or by changing the supportive ideological infrastructure. Another persistent 

move was the mechanism of inversion. An honourable charge was retained in an almost 

original disposition, yet the surroundings or the accompanying gestures were 

completely opposed to what was normally expected. By amplifying the undesirable 

effects of such perverted usage, the alleged qualities of a decorous observance were 

actually confirmed and strengthened. This multisemantic nature of the arms, contrary to 

its misleading aura of fixity, made them remarkably resilient means – more so than 

other, ephemeral forms of imagery.  

Probably the most significant reason for this durable dynamism should be situated in 

the many ambiguities that surfaced with the assertive articulation of the monarchies’ 

heraldic patrimony. The unclear boundaries between lineage and the public 

prerogatives of the crown, between territorial integrity and dynastic inheritance, or 

between individuality and community opened up many opportunities. Affinity to or 

criticism on kingship could therefore be constructed without, by definition, touching 

upon the sovereign foundations of the body politic. On the other hand, genuine political 

designs were often enforced by wrapping them in a seemingly less harmful discourse of 
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familial affiliation. Further, projects of political reform could either be implemented by 

stressing the indivisible format of the shield or by indicating the relative connotations of 

figures. One register of interpretation thus easily passed into another one according to 

the needs of the moment. This semantic vagueness maintained the viability of 

diversiform actions centring on regal insignia, something which both subjects and the 

princes themselves definitely realized and exploited.  

Paradoxically, the juridification and bureaucratization of the heraldic only endorsed a 

great deal of these ambiguities and therefore added to the strength of (subversive) 

interpretative strategies. A growing insistence on the necessity of written proof when 

trying to enact a certain explanation or meaning, underlined the possibilities and, by 

consequence, the field’s attractiveness as an avenue of political bargain. Treatises, 

histories, diplomas and maxims made strategic conduct visible and worthwhile. Over 

time, the proliferation of textual material with a predominant legal slant also 

significantly enlarged the toolbox at ones disposal. This not only applied to the direct 

utilization of the apparel of sovereignty sensu stricto, but also to derivatives of royalty in 

other armorial media and in fact to the social or political validity of armigerous attributes 

at large. Avowedly, the unfolding system showed many defaults as it was near to 

impossible to verify the authenticity of many documents and to keep tally of every 

legitimate bearing and corresponding rights within a certain jurisdiction. An important 

observation is that legal stipulations and juridical procedure thus served as effective 

instruments to – albeit often quite subtly – push out the frontiers of power from below. 

In the same vein, a royal monopoly to use corrective violence against the outward 

manifestation of false pretences and against the armorial alter ego of traitors, inspired 

individuals to curb similar violent gestures to materialize new political relations. 

Monarchies’ attempts to manage the performative process through which ideas of status 

and prestige were constructed, reproduced and negotiated, further encouraged the 

same by explicitly relating public visibility to intrinsic virtuousness.  

With the above findings in mind, the early modern practices and behaviour around 

the armorial extensions of monarchy were consonant with important accents advanced 

through the recent analytic perspective of “symbolic communication”. It undeniably 

demonstrates that the classic assertions of propagandistic idiom are no longer tenable. 

On the contrary, coats of arms indeed revealed transformative capacities that moulded 

and calibrated a socio-political order, which had actually no objective reality outside the 

channels that materialized it. Instrumentalization of symbolism in discourse and display 

was a performative and often collective exercise that constituted political bonds. 

Tensions between various applications again and again resulted in a delicate and 

changeable status quo. Most actions and practices had no intention to repress behaviour 

or to convince men of a predetermined position through persuasive messages. Although 

many instances can probably be categorized as acts of “communication” – in the non-

linear version of the word − my study has abstained from a generalized use of the 

communication-concept in order to emphasize that the signs were essentially a means to 

specific ends, and not (solely) transmitters of clear instructions. The selected case 
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studies confirmed that meaning was constantly created in the interactive interplay of a 

variety of actors and circumstances – both from above and from below.                              

Other than validating and contextualizing important considerations raised in this 

revisionist literature, a look into the specificity of heraldry likewise prompted additional 

nuance and even correction. Including these points of interest in future research will 

surely add to our knowledge of how a rich visual and material world helped to fabricate 

a volatile political power that is too often taken for granted. In the first place, one has to 

keep in mind that some of the interpretative actions were, to a certain extent, 

unintentional. It is obvious that those who professed the stability and timeless character 

of the sign were not always aware that they were actually redressing its value. In a 

sense, cultivating a diffuse feeling of attachment or, contrarily, irreverence was also a 

form of appropriation. Second, a view beyond the princely entourage has led to the 

realization that intentions from above are not the sole yardsticks with which success or 

failure has to be measured. Central initiative only accounts for a small part of the 

process. Does this imply that appropriations proliferated without restrictions and that 

they, thus, were basically worthless in fashioning more or less stable order? Not at all, if 

one also recognizes the input and limits of the heraldic token itself. To put it differently, 

can an agency be ascribed to it outside the wishes and objectives of other, human 

agents? Answered in the affirmative, this corrective to other revisions of representative 

media is likely the most weighty outcome of this research. It considerably dictated the 

prospects and constraints of appropriation.  

Active intervention of the sign in the guise of a fully fledged third party practically 

came in two ways: A first impetus lay in the already stressed material dimension. The 

arms had to be physically available before ritualized gestures and other acts of 

signification could modify their meaning. Their placement in public made them 

autonomous from the purpose of the artist. The many coincidences and unanticipated 

spatial associations in attracting a favourable or subversive use cannot be denied. In that 

respect, the progressive distribution of royal heraldry on almost every conceivable 

medium greatly enhanced its influence in comparison to the previous period. Secondly, 

at the iconographic level, customs of composition passed down through the ages guided 

adaptability. It is needless to say that such characteristics did not arise ex nihilo. 

Conventional features were not exempt from human interference, yet they could not be 

contrived from scratch without rejecting the entire structure. Even when a monarchical 

regime lost credibility and was transformed into organized popular rule − like in French 

towns under control of the Catholic League in the early 1590s or in the provinces of the 

Dutch Republic − armorial imagery only slowly mutated in another substance. 

Formalities of design and practice were likewise no immutable rules − as a matter of 

fact, a “law of arms” applicable to royal bearings was as good as nonexistent; little 

normative prescriptions mandated their outlook. Nonetheless, they had evolved over 

time into generally accepted doctrines or ideals, usually described as valuable assets. 

Such internal parameters greatly demarcated the reach of instrumentalization.  

Convictions about the simplicity and unaffectedness of the plain shield with the 

fleurs de lis were mainly the result of a defensive reaction in the medieval conflict with 
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England. Implications of such a closed model for the vision of the polity were 

considerable. Since the fourteenth century, the king’s arms became a straightforward 

embodiment of the corporate integrity of the crown, whose cohesion was ensured by 

automatic, lineal succession. This fiction of a highly integrated French state was further 

amplified by identifying the bearings of members of the immediate royal circle, i.e. the 

monarch’s male offspring, with the identical marks of outlying regions and appanage 

grants. The representative force of older regional ensigns was thereby neutralized. A 

symbiosis of kin and territory increasingly systematized from the sixteenth century 

onwards, presenting succession as something performed outside the accidents of history 

and human intercession. The spread of the fleurs de lis in the sigillary identity of local 

administration and the systematic concession of the same to significant urban centres, 

completed this symbolic “sanctuarization” of political space. Some remnants of an older 

multiplicity were still preserved, and as such, were possible vectors of centrifugal 

tactics, yet their independence was steadily reduced. 

Uniformity was not a rule set in stone. But the abiding ideal of purity and unquartered 

plainness drastically steered the process of appropriation. Strategies of composition 

were restricted in France, because little precedents of quartering were at hand and 

because there was a lack of ancient provincial marks with an active vitality. Instead, 

individuals had to fall back on ritualized conduct targeting spatial location. Uniformity, 

moreover, produced unique ingredients of display and discourse. From very early on, a 

strong legendary tradition strengthened the alleged sacred foundations of kingship. 

Ideologists reflected on the excellence of the fleurs de lis in a relatively large number of 

texts. The most telling example of how the escutcheon was a true participant in 

political interaction can be seen in the reconciliation programme of the 1590s and early 

1600s. Because they were not easily exchanged for an alternative without affecting the 

territorial union, the fleurs de lis, so to speak, saved the idea of the “French state”. 

Hence, it was not something passively manipulated without any restraint. As active 

mediator, the long record of accumulated significance in relation to other signs, 

together with its public prominence, literally imposed how it had to be approached.  

The intertwining of heraldic practice and the accelerated construction of the 

Habsburg composite state could not have been more different. A protean use of 

quarters, fluctuating in time and space, denoted an ideal of variety. Among these 

pluriform conceits, there was an intuitive difference between overtly dynastic 

connotations − referring to familial allegiance − and signals of territorial possession. 

Consequently, the connection of a fragmented territorial reality to dynasty as an 

overarching corporate framework was relative. At each transitional stage, the visual 

fabric of the realm could be unravelled and reassembled in a new constellation through 

a panoply of combinations. Members of the inner family circle entitled to assume public 

offices had no clear armorial status from the start. All remained fluid in the face of 

changing circumstances and was outspokenly governed by human fiat.  

Although initial experimentations and a performative capacity were seemingly 

reduced in the course of the seventeenth century, variety was always preserved, both in 

the centre and in the localities. Disseminated administrations and elites had built up a 
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large know-how of adapting this disposition. As a matter of fact, the representational 

complex on which the broader Habsburg political culture rested, can be described as a 

precarious but deliberately maintained consensus between alternative attitudes and 

traditions from below. There was no need to resort to explicit heraldoclastic rampage. 

Apart from this remarkable freedom of composition in the Habsburg purview, 

consequences were to be found elsewhere as well. Mythical narratives were as diverse 

as the signs themselves, and were usually fitted for the defence of particularism. 

Conversely, these also posed a number of problems to ideologists who wanted to design 

an imperialist and messianic rhetoric that styled the Spanish king as a sacredly endowed 

world ruler. 

For the same reasons, a focus on the seemingly trivial outline of heraldic systems 

gives us a privileged insight in the political self-conception of monarchy. While the 

French fleurs de lis presented the absolute incarnation of sovereignty, the essence of 

princely authority was situated elsewhere in an open model characterized by diversity 

and regional variety. Underneath the temporal selection of signs in the grand 

achievement(s) of the Spanish Monarchy, the true locus of sovereignty rested with the 

complete collection of isolated marks. Each of these separately comprised the rights of 

king and community. They had all an independent history and distinct status, which 

connected to particular royal prerogatives, but also to regional privileges and 

particularities. The government painstakingly guarded the conservation of this deep-

seated fragmented structure throughout the ancien régime. It proves that state 

formation should not be put on the same par with forced centralization. Protecting 

multiplicity was not necessarily conceived as a weakness or something that had to be 

replaced by a more rigid scheme. Nor was it automatically opposed to more 

administrative efficiency or to the breakthrough of a sedentary rulership with a clear 

centre. Different visions of the state were cultivated at the same time, without openly 

jeopardizing the entire construct.  

     All things considered, we can pose the central question once more: what was then 

the contribution of continuous and varied strategies of heraldic appropriation to the 

construction of the early modern monarchical state? Above all, the unique traits of the 

royal armorial patrimony were not superficial or outmoded by-products of a 

propagandist machinery. For contemporaries they were true “matters of state”, as the 

debates on the heraldic constituents of power were essentially debates on the nature, 

outlines and foundations of political community. In this, dynamic practices and beliefs 

revolving around the abstract signs very much resembled the field of political theory, be 

it in a more accessible and practical format. Outside of the widely available literary 

interpretations, which were not in the least the hunting grounds of a happy few, the 

creation of meaning took effect in a predominantly material surrounding with many 

ambiguities. Ubiquitous in the public sphere, the handling of armorial “matter” – even 

with hammer and chisel – was a political recourse for many actors. This context also 

attributed an active role to the object itself. Local or individual approaches, including 

sometimes violent actions of creative resistance, cut across tactics originally designed 

for the sake of the monarch and his entourage. These mutually influenced each other, 
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up to the point that the image or awareness of state was in fact a precarious equilibrium; 

a sum of different visions that could slightly shift in one or the other direction whilst 

upholding the whole edifice. It brings up the most crucial and final observation of this 

study. Appropriating regal arms was to produce and alter the very principles of 

sovereign power in a perceptible shape. Therefore, the display and discourse of abstract 

imagery was precisely the basic, stabilizing “matter” upon which unsteady and fleeting 

political associations could be erected. As such, and although handled by human hands, 

royal arms lived a life of their own.                 
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Nederlandse Samenvatting (Dutch Summary) 

 

Heraldische representatievormen doordrongen de politieke cultuur van de vroegmoderne 

monarchie. Elk toonaangevend regime articuleerde in de loop van de middeleeuwen een 

kenschetsend heraldisch patrimonium, dat zowel het gestileerde vorstelijke wapenschild in enge 

zin omvatte alsook de praktijken, allusies en toepassingen die van dit centrale teken waren 

afgeleid. Tegen het einde van de vijftiende eeuw was de kleurrijke verzameling van lelies, 

leeuwen en adelaars uitgegroeid tot een reeks iconische beelden. Ze vormden niet alleen het 

decor voor indrukwekkende dynastieke ceremonies, maar waren ook alomtegenwoordig in de 

sociale interactie. In de vorm van een tastbaar object markeerde het schild van de heerser 

letterlijk de publieke ruimte. Men bracht het aan op residenties, paleizen, religieuze 

architectuur, stadspoorten, grenspalen, munten, zegels, maten en gewichten, officieel drukwerk 

etc. Dit publieke karakter van het vorstelijk blazoen belichaamde zowel de koninklijke 

waardigheid (majestas) als het overkoepelende politieke lichaam en de dynastieke 

gemeenschap. Het moest de vorst letterlijk aanwezig maken op die plaatsen waar zijn fysieke 

persoon afwezig was. Tegelijkertijd werd het bredere verbond van onderdanen en territoria 

zichtbaar en tastbaar. Een betekenisvolle interpretatie en manipulatie van het artefact in kwestie 

was bijgevolg niet voorbehouden voor enkelingen, maar kon daarentegen nagestreefd worden 

door eenieder die er toegang toe had in de openbare ruimte. Deze − sinds de late middeleeuwen 

sterk toenemende – ‘ruimtelijkheid’ breidde de mogelijkheden van toe-eigening aanzienlijk uit.  

Daarnaast schreven ideologische discoursen het wapenteken een verregaande continuïteit en 

politieke relevantie toe. Legendarische verhalen verklaarden de origine van de Franse fleurs de 

lis, de rode barras van de Aragonese kroon of de kettingen van Navarra via miraculeuze 

goddelijke interventies of ze projecteerden hun ontstaan terug tot in een preheraldische, feodale 

tijd. Vooral de strijd tegen de Islam leverde daarbij inspiratie op. Andere contemporaine 

duidingen verbonden de externe karakteristieken van figuren en kleuren met de intrinsieke 

deugden en kwaliteiten die men van belang achtte voor een goed en rechtvaardig bestuur. De 

revisie van ideologische connotaties was dan weer in grote mate een intellectuele bezigheid. 

Dankzij de ontwikkeling van de drukkunst namen zulke literaire herwerkingen eveneens sterk 

toe in omvang, impact en toegankelijkheid. De symbolische interpretaties in kwestie raakten 

vervlochten met andere genres in meer algemene historiografische projecten, juridische 

compendia, pamfletliteratuur, prognosticaties en populaire embleemboeken. Het is essentieel 

om te beseffen dat vertoon en vertoog bovendien niet in het minst gescheiden werelden waren. 

Narratieve fictie en mystieke verhandelingen sijpelden door in rituele infrastructuur en vice-

versa.      

Tot nog toe hebben historici voornamelijk oog gehad voor de functies van ‘middeleeuwse’ 

heraldiek. Post-vijftiende-eeuwse exponenten, vooral in een monarchale gedaante, werden 

veelal afgedaan als voorbijgestreefde en uitgeholde restanten. Gemonopoliseerd door een sterk 

doorgedreven overheidsregulering, zouden ze nauwelijks nog een noemenswaardige impact 

hebben gehad buiten het louter bevestigen van macht. De voorliggende dissertatie bestudeert de 

vroegmoderne heraldische symboliek echter als een dynamische code én instrument dat 

voortdurend werd ge(her)interpreteerd in het licht van verschillende politieke noden en 

omstandigheden. In de lijn van innovatief onderzoek naar staatsvorming als een intensieve 

praktijk van onderhandeling, gaat het na hoe uiteenlopende en vaak zelfs competitieve 

methodes van toe-eigening de politieke gemeenschap verbeelden, definieerden en in zekere zin 

zelfs vormgaven. In plaats van de aandacht uitsluitend te richten op de toplaag van de 

maatschappij, analyseert het – in de mate waarin het gefragmenteerde bronnenmateriaal dat 

toelaat – betekenisgeving op verscheidene niveaus. De lange-termijn-aanpak, ruwweg lopende 

van de late vijftiende tot en met het midden van de zeventiende eeuw, laat toe om veranderende 

patronen in de attitudes tegenover zulke tekens te detecteren en te contextualiseren. Op die 
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wijze onthult het heraldische debat ook fundamentele informatie over het (dynastieke) 

zelfbewustzijn van regimes. 

De analyse benadert het fenomeen aan de hand van een comparatieve methode. De Franse 

kroon en de samengestelde Habsburgse staat, die na de tweede helft van de zestiende eeuw 

werd geïdentificeerd als de ‘Spaanse Monarchie’, staan daarin centraal. Een vergelijkende insteek 

brengt aanzienlijke gelijkenissen en verschillen aan het licht in de manier waarop hun heraldisch 

patrimonium werd geïnstrumentaliseerd. Omdat de mechanismen en strategieën achter visuele 

representatie voornamelijk zichtbaar zijn wanneer ze in vraag werden gesteld in een atmosfeer 

van controverse, is een selectie van case studies gebaseerd op crisismomenten: specifieke 

polemieken rond figuren, voorvallen van ‘heraldisch iconoclasme’ en conflicten rond de 

‘usurpatie’ van het koninklijk blazoen. In de routine van alledag spreken wapentekens op zegels, 

poorten en munten nauwelijks over hun impact. Op het microniveau van concrete 

onderbrekingen daarentegen verraden ze zichzelf als politiek geladen fenomenen met een eigen 

agency. Toe-eigening werd net nagestreefd tijdens momenten van dynastieke transitie en 

consolidatie, of bij een buitenlandse dreiging. Wanneer de integriteit en de basisprincipes van 

een bestuur onder druk stonden was ook een herinterpretatie of herwerking van haar symboliek 

aan de orde. 

In dit opzicht was vorstelijke heraldiek allerminst een inhoudsloos feodaal relict, noch 

functioneerde het enkel als een visueel kanaal voor communicatief eenrichtingsverkeer of 

onomwonden top-down propaganda. Integendeel, voor alle actieve betrokkenen – een groep 

die zich niet enkel beperkte tot de soeverein en de kunstenaars of ideologen in zijn of haar 

dienst – was de heraldische belichaming van de staat een essentiële schakel in het politieke 

proces. In plaats van dociele ontvangers van intentionele boodschappen – zoals een dominante 

interpretatie nog steeds laat uitschijnen – waren de aanschouwers actieve betrokkenen die een 

werkingskracht aan de symboliek toeschreven naargelang hun eigen ervaringen en belangen. 

Vertoon en vertoog waren doelgerichte kanalen waarlangs men wel degelijk een politiek effect 

nastreefde. Het eerste hoofdstuk behandelt een mid-zeventiende-eeuwse controverse in het 

koloniale Nieuw-Spanje. Deze casus toont aan hoe een veel bredere groep van individuen 

vertrouwd was met zulke complexe beelden dan tot nu toe steeds werd aangenomen. 

Daarenboven bewijst het dat het abstracte karakter van de tekens en de capaciteit om bredere 

en langdurige politieke verbanden te belichamen een eigen finaliteit impliceerde die 

fundamenteel anders was dan die van waarheidsgetrouwe portretten of de levende 

vertegenwoordigers van de monarch. Alternatieve iconografische composities en van de 

‘officiële’ kronieken afwijkende narratieven brachten uiteenlopende visies op autoriteit tot 

uiting. De beoogde effecten van de tekens hingen dus niet af van de capaciteit om ingewikkelde 

boodschappen op een eenduidige en correcte manier te decoderen. Betekenisgeving verschilde 

naargelang de specifieke interpretaties en handelingen van koningen, aristocraten, erudieten en 

gewone onderdanen – waarbij ook die laatsten initiatiefnemers konden zijn. Met andere 

woorden, symbolische unanimiteit of harmonie was niet noodzakelijk gebaseerd op een al dan 

niet ‘juiste’ receptie van beelden. Het werd eerder bepaald door de mate waarin veelvormige 

strategieën en visies op elkaar afgestemd raakten. 

Het tweede, eveneens oriënterende hoofdstuk maakt de vergelijking tussen de 

ontwikkelingen in de heraldische beeldentaal en gebruiken van de Franse en Spaanse 

Monarchie. De focus ligt daarbij op het traditionele kader van het hof. Sinds de veertiende eeuw 

fungeerde het iconische blauwe schild met de fleurs de lis als een ondeelbare belichaming van 

zowel de Franse kroon als van het principe van lineaire successie. De dominante verspreiding 

van de ongecombineerde en autonome lelies in alle aspecten van bestuur en administratie 

verzekerde de corporatieve integriteit van het koninkrijk als een geïntegreerd geheel waarin 

territorium en dynastie onlosmakelijk samenvielen. Het vrijwel ontbreken van sterke provinciale 

of alternatieve composities (met de Dauphiné en Bretagne als enige uitzonderingen) ontvouwde 

een visie van de staat waarin weinig of geen ruimte was voor sterke regionale identiteiten. In de 
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Habsburgse gebieden daarentegen bestond er een levendige traditie van aangepaste heraldische 

samenstellingen en losse regionale blazoenen. Binnen deze veelvormige realiteit was er een 

merkbaar verschil tussen symboliek met een eerder dynastieke of familiale connotatie en louter 

territoriale attributen. Ook de overheid onderschreef dit ideaal van diversiteit: de soevereiniteit 

in haar zuivere vorm werd niet geacht te liggen bij de veranderlijke selectie van elementen 

gevoerd door de monarch, maar wel bij het geheel van de gefragmenteerde erfenis. 

De drie laatste delen van het proefschrift belichten de verwachtingen en ambities van 

uiteenlopende actoren die niet noodzakelijk de officiële standpunten onderschreven. Literaire 

betekenisgeving staat voorop in het derde hoofdstuk, met bijzondere aandacht voor de 

wisselwerking tussen officiële discoursen en alternatieve herwerkingen. De ideologische ficties 

die men weefde rond de tekens in kwestie, waren geenszins nietszeggende façades. Ze 

interageerden meestal met diepzinnige debatten over het al dan niet goed functioneren van het 

politieke lichaam. Discursieve bewerkingen van wapensagen en de emblematische lezing van 

kleuren en heraldische stukken moesten tegenwicht bieden aan binnenlandse onzekerheden of 

de internationale pretenties van rivaliserende regimes bestrijden. De veronderstelde 

uitmuntendheid en de anciënniteit van lelies, leeuwen en adelaars werden dan ook geacht af te 

stralen op de principes van de macht. Bijgevolg waren de literaire beschouwingen nauwelijks 

een kritiekloze ophemeling van de gevestigde macht. Ze werden daarentegen gemotiveerd 

vanuit de zoektocht naar de ware vorm van tijdloze tekens en hun idealen, waarnaar de 

vergankelijke monarch zich diende te schikken om een situatie van crisis het hoofd te bieden.    

Tijdgenoten waren er stellig van overtuigd dat er een haast organische band bestond tussen 

de externe attributen van de macht en de autoriteit die ze verbeelden. Men zag letterlijk een 

parallel met de wereld van het sacrale waarin gelijkaardige iconen en symbolische handelingen 

vorm gaven aan de gemeenschap van gelovigen (cf. loyale onderdanen). Net zoals het dogma 

van de transsubstantiatie een object van verering transformeerde in zowel het lichaam van 

Christus als het volledige ‘mystieke lichaam’ van de Kerk, omvatte het vorstelijke wapenschild – 

als een profane versie van de Eucharistie – de essentie van het politieke bestel. Naast zulke 

geleerde theologische kaders getuigen enkele anekdotische voorvallen en uitlatingen hoe een 

wijdverspreide religieus-magische opvatting, die uitging van een occult verband tussen drager 

en teken, het handelen van individuen conditioneerde. Respect voor het tijdloze karakter en de 

vermeende absolute aard van het vorstelijk blazoen remedieerde tijdelijke onderbrekingen in het 

weefsel van de staat. Contemplatie van het visuele legde als het ware continuïteit op en was 

zodoende een effectief tegengif tegen tweedracht. Weinigen waren zich bewust dat die 

interpretatieve zoektocht het ‘eeuwenoude’ heraldisch patrimonium net actualiseerde in het 

licht van een precaire situatie.       

In diezelfde logica poogden concrete heraldische praktijken een verstoorde of aangetaste 

orde opnieuw te herstellen. Een bijzondere rol was weggelegd voor de eervolle schenking van 

delen van het vorstelijk blazoen aan trouwe aanhangers en bondgenoten (zowel individuen als 

corporaties); het onderwerp van het vierde hoofdstuk. Aangezien het volle wapenschild (dwz. 

zonder breuken of afgeleide figuren) in toenemende mate werd vereenzelvigd met soevereine 

prerogatieven, vreesden enkele toonaangevende juristen vanaf de vroege zestiende eeuw dat 

zulke formele schenkingen het gevaarlijke potentieel hadden om de exclusiviteit van de macht 

te ondermijnen. Ondanks zulke waarschuwingen bleef het schenken van één of meerdere fleurs 

de lis een belangrijke vorm van intergenerationeel patronage en alliance building aan het Franse 

hof, zij het vooral tijdens politieke onrust. De gevoelswaarde van de schenking als letterlijke 

uitbreiding van de familiebanden evolueerde echter meer en meer in de richting van een 

beloning van duurzame loyaliteit. In de Habsburgse context was de rechtstreekse vervreemding 

van de tekens via bewuste donaties en wapenvermeerderingen minder wenselijk omwille van 

het sterk samengestelde en veranderlijke karakter van de composities. Een oplossing voor het 

dilemma werd gezocht in de schenking van persoonlijke deviezen of allusieve figuren in 

aangepaste kleuren, om alsnog een verschil met de vorstelijke originelen duidelijk te maken. 
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Ondanks zulke voorzorgen wisten een heleboel aristocratische spelers de gebrekkige 

bureaucratische infrastructuur succesvol te manipuleren teneinde familiale erfenissen te 

vrijwaren en verregaande inspraak te claimen in het project van de staat. Het juridische kader en 

de doorbraak van een ‘papieren heraldiek’ gebaseerd op schriftelijke bewijsvoering en formele 

registratie droeg dus op paradoxale wijze bij aan de proliferatie van strategieën van onderuit. 

Ook de ambigue band tussen dynastieke en territoriale connotaties bepaalde in hoge mate de 

subversieve speelruimte van de betrokken partijen. Op lange termijn tastte deze onmacht om de 

exclusiviteit van het soevereine wapenschild te verzekeren de representatieve kracht ervan 

ernstig aan.   

De meest verregaande vorm van manipulatie, die zonder twijfel een elitaire context 

oversteeg, was heraldisch iconoclasme; vooral ondernomen wanneer de contestatie tegen een 

monarchaal beleid een hoogtepunt bereikte. Het vijfde en laatste hoofdstuk van deze dissertatie 

toont aan hoe in het geval van de Nederlandse Opstand en de Franse Godsdienstoorlogen de 

wapenschilden van respectievelijk Filips II en Hendrik III juist geviseerd werden in een radicale 

fase van de conflicten waarin ook het politieke denken de fundamenten van de soevereiniteit in 

vraag stelde. De rituele vernietiging van het Franse schild in 1588/9 en het bijstellen of 

weghalen van de ‘Spaanse compositie’ ten tijde van het Plakkaat van Verlatinghe (1581) waren 

zodoende acties die een vorm van volkssoevereiniteit in praktijk brachten. De 

instrumentalisering van wapensymboliek was dus veelal een performatieve en collectieve 

activiteit waarin politieke banden (die geen a priori bestaan kenden) werden gesmeed of net 

ontrafeld. Toch was die voortdurende toe-eigening gebonden aan bepaalde limieten. Niet enkel 

menselijke actoren hadden een inbreng in het proces van interpretatie en herwerking. Ook de 

wapenschilden zelf zorgden in zekere zin voor een verregaande input die opereerde buiten de 

persoonlijke wil van de betrokken instanties om. Allereerst dienden de tekens fysiek aanwezig te 

zijn alvorens geritualiseerde handelingen ze konden betrekken in de constructieve dialoog. 

Hoewel dit zeker niet los stond van menselijk initiatief kon de openbaarheid van een 

wapenteken in kwestie het toch onttrekken aan oorspronkelijke doelstellingen en controle. 

Daarenboven was er de interne configuratie van de composities en de conventionele praktijken 

die er mee samenhingen. Over de eeuwen heen hadden zulke conventies zich ontwikkeld tot 

vrijwel algemeen aanvaarde monarchale doctrines die, hoewel ze geen onbreekbare regels 

vormden, het visuele gedrag mee stuurden. Binnen deze marges moest het nastreven van een 

stabiel symbolisch evenwicht tussen de interpretaties van verscheidene belanghebbenden het 

bestaan van orde en hiërarchie garanderen. In dat opzicht kan men stellen dat de uiteenlopende 

strategieën van heraldische toe-eigening een belangrijke – zij het niet rechtlijnige – bijdrage 

leverden aan de staatsvorming. 

 


